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ADMINISTRATION'S FISCAL YEAR 1984 BUDGET
PROPOSALS-I

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 22, 1983

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:02 a.m., in room SD-

215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Robert Dole (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Dole, Packwood, Chafee, Durenberger, Wallop,
Long, Bentsen, and Bradley.

-The press release announci~j the hearing, the opening state-
ments of Senators Durenberger, Heinz, and Mitchell and the expla-
nation of S. 640 by the Joint Committee on Taxation follows:

FINANCE COMMIrrEE ANNOUNCES HEARINGS ON FISCAL, YEAR 1984 BuDGrr PROPOSALS

Senator Robert J. Dole (R., Kans.), Chairman of the Senate Committee on Fi-
nance, today announced hearings for June 15, 16, 22, 23, 28, and 29, 1983, on budget
proposals for programs within the jurisdiction of the committee.

"The Williamsburg Summit Conference produced a clear message that Congress
must act to reduce the projected Federal budget deficits to avoid jeopardizing the
global economic recovery." Senator Dole stated, "In my view, the only 1984 budget
blueprint that is likely to result in actual reduction of the deficit will be one that
places the primary emphasis on spending reductions rather than on tax increases."

"Any new revenue-if needed-should come from tax reform not tax increases.
The hearings I am announcing today should assist the Finance Committee in pre-
paring to implement any balanced and responsible budget compromise that may
emerge," Senator Dole concluded.

The hearings will begin on each day noted at 10:00 a.m. in Room SD-215 of the
Dirksen Senate Office Building.

The following is a schedule of hearings:

TAX HEARINGS

Fringe benefits
On June 22nd the committee will hold a hearing on the Administration's proposal

to cap the amount of employer-provided medical care that may be excluded from an
employee's income. At that time, the committee will also review the public policy
and tax compliance implications of the present law tax treatment of other statutory
and nonstatutory fringe benefits and the effect of the moratorium on fringe benefits
regulations which is scheduled to expire, on December 31, 1983.

OPENING STATEMzNT BY SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER ON THE TAx CAP

The hearing today on the Taxation of Fringe Benefits is only the first in a series
that will be held this week and next. Tomorrow the Finance Committee will exam-
ine tax compliance issues and next week we will take a broader look at tax expendi-
tures.

(1)
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One purpose of these hearings is to examine options for creating better tax policy.
Over the past fifty years the federal tax base has narrowed considerably. As a
result, tax rates have been forced to remain quite high. The tax base is rapidly erod-
ing to the point where the federal government actually loses more through tax ex-
penditures than it collects through income taxes. The corrections in tax policy we
started last year clearly need to be continued.

But there s another purpose to these hearings. In many cases, tax policy has a
direct impact on other public policies-like Health Policy, Education Policy, or In-
tergovernmental Policy. Changes in tax policy can have broad ramifications, and we
must carefully gauge their impact.

Fringe Benefits provide a case in point. From a tax policy standpoint, fringe bene-
fits are nothing but a big loophole. The estimated revenue loss in 1983 from untaxed
fringe benefits is over $35 billion. But fringe benefits like Health or Education can
help meet a valuable societal goal. And in many cases, employers can do a better job
of providing services and meeting these goals than can the federal government.

We are only now concluding a bitter and divisive debate over withholding. Emo-
tions on the issue have run high. But we must not let our emotions obscure the val-
uable lessons learned from the debate. Those lessons have direct applications to our
discussions on fringe benefit taxation, tax compliance, and tax expenditures.

Marl- O!on, President of the Security State Bank in Fergus Falls, Minnesota,
summarzed those lessons well in an article in the ABA Banking Journal. Mr. Olson
points out that the withholding issue has been, from the very beginning, if people
issue. He describes roots far deeper than the law itself.

First, he cites the public's failing confidence in government. Government has
become too insensitive and too unresponsive to individuals. The public has lost trust
in its government. But the people still believe that government can be made to
work.

Second, the majority of Americans who pay taxes don't like to be treated like
cheats. Tax policy should be designed to target the abusers, not the entire popula-
tion of taxpayers.

Third, the American public feels that income taxes are too high. This sentiment is
not so much that the absolute level of income taxes is too high. Compared to income
tax rates in Western Europe, America may look pretty good. But that's not the way
Americans judge their relative standing. Americans'look at the guy next door, and
compared to Mr. Jones and all his tax shelters, the average American figures he is
paying too much.

Finally, Mr. Olson points out that the American dream of getting ahead has been
replaced by a struggle to stay even. Americans feel they have lost control over their
lives, their jobs, and their future.

Given these lessons, it's easy to see why the issues of fringe benefit taxation, tax
compliance, and tax expenditures are likely to touch a raw nerve among taxpayers.
It's not that Americans want fringe benefits to go untouched and untaxed. No, the
lesson is that Americans want fringe benefits to be treated equitably.

Take the issue of Health Benefits. I don't think anyone would question that em-
ployer-provided health benefits have significantly improved access to quality medi-
cal care in this country. Employers began providing health insurance as a fringe
benefit in 1943. This year, however, employers will provide for over $100 billion in
health insurance premiums to cover 68 million employees and their families.

By any measure, employer-provided health insurance has been a remarkable suc-
cess. Employers who started 30 years ago by offering simple hospital coverage now
pay for physicians, drugs, dental care, and a host of other services. Expanded bene-
fits make everyone happy. Employees are better protected, providers are assured of
payment, and employers are furnishing a valuable service.

Employers have also done a good job of administering health benefit plans. Em-
ployers are at the forefront in offering multiple-choice of plans, ambulatory surgery
coverage, peer review, and pre-admission certification.

But I don't believe Congress or the American public ever intended the tax subsidy
for employer-provided benefits to grow into our second largest federal health care
program. Only medicare, with 1983 expenditures of $57 billion, is more expansive
than the $29 billion lost on the tax subsidy.

As a former employer, I'm very familiar with the employer mind-set. We were
anxious to expand health benefit coverage for our employees. The broader the bene-
fits, the better we were serving our employees. It seemed like we couldn't broaden
benefits fast enough. But what we thought was a blessing turned out to be a curse.
We had shackled ourselves, our employees, and our medical system with a set of
golden handcuffs.
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We're only just beginning to recognize how hard it is to take those golden hand-

cuffs off. Most employees are scared to. They're afraid of catastrophic health ex-
penses. And they have been led to believe that medical care costs are out of their
control. As patients they believe the medical system makes decisions for them. As
medical care consumers they feel impotent.

Furthermore, a dollar in the form of health benefits is an untaxed dollar. Better
for employees to receive that dollar in the form of health insurance than in the
form of taxable wages.

Medical care providers are not inclin-d to k-ose those handcuffs either. After all,
health insurance is like having a blank check to do just about anything they want.
No one has to worry about cost.

Employers are just beginning to realize that they are the ones hurt most by the
golden handcuffs. As medical costs go up, it's employers feeling the pinch. By being
so anxious to broaden coverage for its employees, employers are now getting clob-
bered by rising medical care costs.

Former Health and Human Services Secretary Joe Califano recently spoke to the
Economic Club of Detroit on the problems in our health care system. He said that
94 percent of all hospital bills are paid for by medicare, medicaid, or private insur-
ers. That system, he said: "Is like having a credit card to use at restaurants-and
never getting a bill. We would all order caviar, lobster, steak and Dom Perignon
and that's the only food and champagne the restaurant would stock. (The Restau-
rant owner) * * * would have no concern about moving out the first sitting and
turning the tables over twice each evening * * * The third party, fee for service, cost
plus health care reimbursement system provides only the illusion of a free lunch. In
= ity, we are all paying for this meal-and in ten short years, the bill will hit at
least $1-trillion-unless we do something about it."

Chrysler, the company for which Joe Califono consults, is feeling the full bite of
the golden handcuffs. Health insurance premiums are costing the Chrysler Corpora-
tion over $300 a month for family coverage. Yet Chrysler cannot break the grip.
Even when Chrysler was flat on its back and struggling for its very survival, the
company was compelled by its employees to drop its coinsurance from 20 percent to
10 percent. Employers are now beginning to recognize the value of patient cost shar-
ing. They're beginning to recognize that employees can help keep medical costs
down, if they have a reason to. Consequently, more and more employers are trying
to introduce coinsurance and deductibles in their health benefits plans.

A new survey by Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby shows that employers rated
coinsurance and deductibles very high as cost-containen-, 3.8 on a scale of 4. Yet, at
the same time, a Hay Group study showed that only 13 percent of 800 major compa-
nies raised deductibles last year. Employers seem to know what they want to do, but
they can't get there. The golden handcuffs have them trapped.

I mentioned earlier that one of the lessons of withholding is that Americans are
tired of loopholes. As long as we leave the golden handcuffs untouched, we are leav-
ing in place a massive and terribly unfair tax loophole. Unless we do something to
limit that loophole, public sentiment will mount to do away with it altogether. In
fact, advocates of a flat rate tax have proposed getting rid of the tax subsidy for
health benefits altogether.

That's going too far. I, and I think most Americans, believe that the health of
America depends on wise investment in insurance against accident, illness, and ca-
tastrophe. Employer-based health coverage is a good way to achieve that goal. And
the best way to preserve the special role of the employer is to place a reasonable
limit on the tax subsidy. That way, the employer.and employee can work together
to bring price sensitivity and need to the health care purchase.

An unlimited tax subsidy for employer-provided health benefits is bad health
policy, but it doesn't stop there. It's also lousy tax policy.

Suppose a member of Congress proposed a tax loophole of $29 billion a year of
which less than 4 percent of the benefits went to the poorest 29 percent of our popu-
lation-those households earning $15,000 or less-and 35 percent of the benefits
went to the 18 percent of households earning $50,000 or more.

The outrage of most American families over such a proposal would be laad and
justified. Yet that is exactly the kind of loophole provided by our present open-
ended subsidy. The average national cost of em loyer-paid health insurance for
family coverage is $120 a month. Think about it. The average is $120 a month. Auto
workers are receiving over $800 a month in health care benefits-more than two
and a half times the national average. The difference in employer payments be-tween the average family plan and the auto workers plan is $2,184 per year.

Who pays that $2 184? Is it General Motors? Chrysler? Ford? No! It's you and I
getting stuck with dhe bill. We're paying for it because our taxes have to be raised
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to cover the revenue loss generated by those rich benefits. It's the American taxpay-
er who pays the- price. Taxpayers fork out thiry cents for every dollar spent on em-
ployer-based health insurance.

The inquity of this subsidy is not going unnoticed. I get letters every week from
irate farmers and independent businessmen who do not get the break for health in-
surance that employees of large companies get. They aren't asking for a tax subsidy.
They're simply asking for equal treatment. They want everyone to be treated the
same way.

I think we have to go back and ask ourselves why we provide a federal subsidy for
the purchase of health insurance. Certainly we want to encourage Americans to pro-
tect themselves against the cost of catastrophic illness. We do not want our citizens
knocked out by the high cost of illness.

But I do not believe a federal subsidy is necessary or appropriate for the relative-
ly routine expenses that can be budgeted for. Individuals should be given some re-
s0nsibility to take care of themselves. We should not need a subsidy to prod us into
doing those things that are good for our health-things like keeping our weight
down, our teeth clean, and our bodies fit.

Furthermore, if we permit individuals to use tax-free dollars to protect themselves
against hospital, physician, dental, eyeglass, and prescription drugs, why not also
extend the subsidy for jogging clothes, exercycles, stress management classes, the
purchase of low cholesterol foods, and health club memberships? Where do we draw
the line? It seems to me that at some point we have to rely on the individual to
make his or her own decisions about cost, value, and need.

Some people feel the federal government should qualify employer-based health
plans. The federal government could set deductible amounts, coinsurance rates, cov-
ered services, and catastrphic limits. Cost-sharing is a good idea. But who will decide
how to do it? I don't think anyone around here knows how to shape it. Any steps we
take to try and define a cost-effective plan assume we know the best arragements.
We don't.

In some cases, deductible and coinsurance may be a good idea. But those decisions
should be made by employees, employers, insurance companies, and health provid-
ers. What makes sense in one situation may not make sense in another. A coinsur-
ance requirement for hospitals could severely impede the development of Health
Maintenance Organizations. HMOs could be given some kind of exemption.

But what about Preferred Provider Organizations? In these plans, reduced cost
sharing is used as an incentive to attract consumers to more efficient physicians.
Would we write another exemption for these kinds of plans? And who knows what
other kinds of new organizations we might preempt by legislating plan require-
ments? It seems to me that the most appropriate thing the federal government can
do is to create the conditions for price sensitivity by imposing a cap and allow em-
ployers, employees, and health providers to structure appropriate benefit plans.

If employees, in conjunction with employers and health providers, opt to keep pre-
miums down through additional deductables and coinsurance, that's fine. If they opt
for provention, that's fine too. And if they opt for an HMO or a PPO, all the better.
We need that kind of multidimensional approach to enhance innovation and keep
health care costs down.

American citizens want a fair and equitable tax system. They want a private
health system, and they want a hand in shaping it. A tax cap on health benefits
helps achieve all of these goals, and should be supported.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ

Mr. Chairman, as a member of this Committee's health Subcommittee, I'm
pleased that this hearing has been convened to receive more information on the ad-
ministration's proposal to cap the income tax exclusion for employer-provided
health insurance. The issue of taxing health insurance premiums bears careful con-
sideration by this committee, whether the proposal is viewed purely as a revenue-
generating mechanism, as a way to control health care costs, or as a means to ex-
plore alternative proposals. Moreover, I strongly favor the idea of looking at our
overall public policy position on the tax treatment of other statutory and nonstatu-
tory fringe benefits.

For y=r we've been whittling away at the tax treatment of fringe benefits, while
neglecting to make some hard decisions about which employee benefits should be
tax-favored. Without question, we need to understand and weigh the social and eco-
nomic benefits of all major employee fringe benefits before we make substantive
changes in our tax policy. Most debate in recent years has been done in a piecemeal
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fashion, focusing on only one type of benefit at a time. The Congress has too long
ignored looking at the broader issue of the difffering types of tax treatment for all
employee benefits.

Employers and employees, in both the public and private sectors, have placed a
high value on employee benefits. The federal government has encouraged the
growth of certain benefits through tax incentives. Clearly, the growth in employer
benefits over the past three decades has made significant social advances for Ameri-
can workers.

Pensions and profit-shering plans defer income and encourage private saving for
retirement. Health benefits, disability income plans, and life insurance protection
has helped shield employees and their families from the adverse consequences of un-
anticipated, catastrophic events. The expansion of employer pension and welfare
plans has achieved major improvements in the income security of current workers
and future retirees.

We do not want to reduce, erode or eliminate any of the tax incentives for em-
ployee benefits which have helped better protect workers from catastrophic events.
However, the concern has been raised that the growth of benefits occurs at the ex-
pense of growth in wage and salary income. In addition, the continued erosion of
ti Le tax base affects the public sector's ability to finance government programs, espe-
ci ally the social security system.

We're here today for the purpose of collecting more information on the tax treat-
n tent of all fringe benefits, including employer-paid health insurance premiums. I'm
concerned about a number of issues which have been raised regarding the adminis-
ti ation's proposal to tax employee health benefits which exceed a specified premium
ceiling. I hope our witnesses here today will discuss some of the potential ramifica-
tions of this proposal, such as: Would the tax cap lead to cutbacks in health insur-
ance for workers; would the cap thwart the growth of health maintenance organiza-
tions; would the cap discourage innovative, and cost-effective coverages in some
health benefit packages, such as wellness programs, vision care, dental benefits, or
alcoholism programs; how would the cap be administered for self-insured companies
which do not have monthly premiums; and how could the cap be revised to prevent
discrimination against the workers in those regions of the country, and within a
given state'where health care costs are very high, and there are major regional var-
iances in the cost of group health insurance?

I hope we can begin to answer these and other questions after we've heard the
testimony from today's witnesses.
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OVERVIEW OF ADMINISTRATION PROPOS-
AL TO CAP EXCLUSION FOR EMPLOYER-
PROVIDED MEDICAL CARE (S. 640) AND
OF TAX TREATMENT OF OTHER FRINGE
BENEFITS

SCHEDULED FOR A HEARING

BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON

JUNE 22, 1983

INTRODUCTION

The Senate Committee on Finance has scheduled a public hear-
ing on June 22, 1983, on the Federal tax treatment of fringe bene-
fits. In its press release announcing the hearing, the committee
stated that the hearing would include (1) the Administration's pro-
posal to cap the amount of employer-provided medical care that
may be excluded. from an employee's income and (2) the public
policy and tax compliance implications of the present law tax treat-
ment of other statutory and nonstatutory fringe benefits and the
effect of the moratorium on fringe benefit regulations which is
scheduled to expire on December 31, 1983. *

The first part of the pamphlet is a summary. This is followed by
a more detailed overview of Federal tax treatment of certain statu-
tory and nonstatutory fringe benefits, including the Administra-
tion's proposal to cap the exclusion for employer-provided medical
care (S. 640). The final part sets forth background information, in-
cluding revenue implications of the tax treatment of certain statu-
tory fringe benefits, and a brief statement of some --f the principal
tax issues relating to fringe benefits. This pamphlet does nct de-
scribe the statutory exclusion for employer contributions to quali-
fied pension, profit-sharing or stock bonus plans, qualified annuity
plans, or tax-sheltered annuity plans, or any other income tax
items which may be considered fringe benefits.
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-I. SUMMARY

Administration proposal to cap exclusion for employer-provided
medical care (S. 640)

In general, amounts paid by an employer to a health plan for the
benefit of an employee are not includible in the employee's income
for income tax purposes or in wages for employment tax purposes.

Under S. 640, gross income of an employee would include
amounts paid by the employer to a health plan for the employee to
the extent the amounts paid exceed specified dollar amounts. These
threshold limits would be $175 per month for family coverage and
$70 per month for individual coverage. In addition, the amount in-
cludible as income would also be subject to social security, railroad
retirement, and unemployment payroll taxes.

The effective date of these provisions would be-for payroll peri-
ods beginning after December 31, 1983. A phase-in period would
apply for health plans in which contributions are contractually
fixed as of January 31, 1983.
Statutory exclusions for certain other fringe benefits

As a general rule, if an employer-provided fringe benefit pro-
gram qualifies under certain statutory provisions of the Code, then
the benefits provided under the program are excludable (generally,
subject to dollar or other limitations) from the employee's gross
income for income tax purposes. (The income tax exclusions also
generally apply for payroll tax purposes.) Those costs which are ex-
cluded from the employee's income nonetheless are deductible by
the employer (as are costs not so excluded), provided that they con-
stitute ordinary and necessary business expenses.

The tax statute provides, among others, specific exclusions with
respect to employer provision of (1) up to $50,000 of group-term life
insurance; (2) up to $5,000 of death benefits; (3) accident or health
benefits; (4) parsonage allowances; (5) certain benefits provided to
members of the Armed Services; (6) meals and lodging for the con-
venience of the employer; (7) legal services; (8) commuting through
use of a van pool; (9) employee educational assistance; and (10) de-
pendent care assistance.
Tax treatment of nonstatutory fringe benefits

The Internal Revenue Code defines gross income as including"all income from whatever source derived" and specifies that it in-
cludes "compensation for services" (sec. 61). The U.S. Supreme
Court has held that Code section 61 "is broad enough to include in
taxable income any economic or financial benefit conferred on the
employee as compensation, whatever the form or mode by which it
is effected."

(3)
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4

In actual practice, however, the economic benefit test has not
been rigidly followed in , &tuations. Thus, where compensation is
paid in some form other than cash, issues as to taxability of certain
fringe benefits have been resolved by statutory provisions, regula-
tions, and administrative rulings and practices which take account
of several different factors.

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 extended through 1983
the moratorium on issuance of Treasury regulations relating to the
income tax treatment of nonstatutory fringe benefits.

F-
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II. DESCRIPTION OF ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL TO CAP
EXCLUSION FOR EMPLOYER-PROVIDED MEDICAL CARE
(S. 640)

Present Law
Exclusion for Income and employment tax purposes

Under present law, amounts paid by an employer to a health
plan for compensating an employee (through insurance or other-
wise) for personal injuries or sickness are not includible in the em-
ployee's gross income for income tax purposes (Code sec. 106) or in
the employee's wages for purposes of employer or employee social
security (FICA), railroad retirement (RRTA), or unemployment in-
surance (FUTA) payroll taxes secss. 3121(aX2), 3231(e), and
3306(bX2)).

Also, benefits paid to an employee under an employer health
plan are generally excluded from gross income for income tax pur-
poses, and from wages for employment tax purposes, if the benefits
are paid directly or indirectly to the employee as reimbursement
for expenses incurred by the employee, or the employee's spouse or
dependents, for medical care (sec. 105(b)). However, benefits paid
under certain self-insured medical reimbursement plans may be in-
cludible in the gross income of officers, 10-percent shareholders,
and certain highly compensated individuals if the plans discrimi-
nate in favor of these individuals (sec. 105(h)).
Deductions for medical care expenses

A deduction generally is allowed to an employer as an ordinary
and necessary business expense for employee compensation paid in
the form of contributions to a health plan (sec. 162).

Individuals (whether or not employees) who itemize deductions
may claim a deduction for their expenses for medical care, includ-
ing premiums for health insurance, paid during the year to the
extent that such expenses exceed five percent of the individual's
adjusted gross income and are not reimbursed by insurance (sec.
213). The five-percent floor replaces the prior-law three-percent
floor for taxable years beginning after 1982.

Medical care means amounts paid for (1) the diagnosis, cure,
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of disease, or for the purpose
of affecting any structure or function of the body; (2) transportation
primarily for and essential to such medical care; and (3) insurance
premiums to the extent that such insurance covers expenses of
medical care (sec. 213(d1)). Under Treasury regulations, the item-
ized deduction is limited to expenses incurred primarily for the
prevention or alleviation of a physical or mental defect or illness.
An expenditure which is merely beneficial to the general health of
an individual or for the alleviation of physical or mental discomfort

(5)
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which is not related to some particular disease or defect is not an
expenditure for medical care.'

Explanation of Provisions
In general

The bill would establish a maximum exclusion for employer con-
tributions to an employee health plan providing for medical care.
The maximum would apply for income tax purposes and for pur-
poses of the employer's and employee's FICA and RRTA liability,
the employer's FUTA liability, and income tax withholding.

The maximum would be $175 per month for family coverage for
calendar year 1984. A correspondingly lower limit on the exclusion
($70 per month) would apply for "employee-only" coverage for
1984.2 These exclusion limits would be indexed each year thereaf-
ter by the average of the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Con-
sumers for the 12-month period ending on the June 30 prior to the
calendar year in which the limits apply.

The amount of an employer contribution to a health plan with
respect to coverage of an employee would be the cost of the cover-
age of the employee reduced by any contributions made by the em-
ployee for such coverage. Any cost of providing coverage under a
plan allocable to worker's compensation or for a purpose other
than the providing of medical care would not be considered as em-
ployer contributions to an employee health plan.

Under the bill, the amount of employer contribution exceeding
the relevant dollar cap for a month (the "excess employer contribu-
tion") would be prorated according to the length of the payroll
period. The excess employer contribution for a payroll period would
be treated as compensation paid to the employee in cash on the
earliest date on which any other compensation for such payroll
period is paid to the employee or included in the employee's gross
income.
Health plan definition

Health plans would be defimed by the bill to include employer
plans that provide (through insurance, reimbursement, or other-
wise) to employees and their families the types of medical care that
would be deductible if purchased by the individual employee.
However, the bill would not apply to benefits under a plan for pro-
viding medical care for individuals in active service in the Armed
Forces of the United States or for the families of such individuals.

'See Rego, sec. 1.213-1(eXlXii). For example, the Internal Revenue Service has held that pay-
ments for weight reduction or smoking prevention programs do not qualify as expenses for
medical care under section 213 where participation in such programs was not for the purpose of
curing any specific ailment or disease (Rev. Rul. 79-151, 1979-1 C.B. 116; Rev. Rul. 79-162, 1979-
1 C.B. 117). However, in a subsequent letter ruling, the Revenue Service treated the costs of a
weight reduction program as medical care expenses deductible under section 213 where two phy-
sicians had expresly prescribed such a program for purposes of treating and curing ;he taxpay-
er's hypertension, obesity, and hearing problems which were directly related to thetaxPayer a
excessive weight (IRS Ltr. Rul. 800411 1, Oct. 31, 1979).

' In any case where an employee has coverage other than individual coverage, artd the em-
ployee has no spouse or dependent who is actually covered by reason of the employee s coverage,
the employee would have to notify the employer of such fact. For purposes of the bill, such an
employee would be treated as having individual coverage.
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The bill would prescribe rules for computing the cost of a health

plan and of the employer contribution to a health plan. If a group
of employees is offered a choice of coverage which differs from that
offered to a second group of employees, each group would be treat-
ed as covered by a separate plan. Individuals whose primary health
insurance coverage is under Medicare (title XVIII of the Social Se-
curity Act) would be treated as receiving different coverage from
individuals whose primary health insurance coverage is not under
Medicare.

Cost determination
The cost of coverage under a plan for a payroll period would be

determined prior to the beginning of a payroll period and would be
redetermined at least every 12 months. The cost of coverage would
be redetermined whenever there were significant changes in cover-
age or in the composition of the group of employees covered. Under
the bill, the employer would determine the cost of coverage sepa-
rately for individual coverage and family coverage under each of
the employer's plans.

The cost of coverage for a payroll period would be the aggregate
annual cost for all employees covered under the plan divided by
the number of such employees and further divided by the number
of payroll periods in the year. The annual cost of providing cover-
age under a plan would be the cost to the employer of insurance
for any insured coverage, plus all costs incurred by the employer
with respect to noninsured coverage. Noninsured coverage means
any coverage the risk of which is not shifted from the employer to
a third party. Therefore, the liability incurred for benefit payments
(those not covered by a third party) plus all other costs, including
administrative costs, incurred with respect to the plan is consid-
ered a noninsured cost. In lieu of determining the actual amount of

----other costs, an employer could treat an amount equal to seven per-
cent of the liability incurred for benefit payments which are not
covered by a third party as equal to such other costs. If the cost to
the employer of insurance reflects the employer's prior experience
under the plan, an average cost of insurance based on premiums
for the three immediately preceding years could be used.

If actual costs of coverage cannot be determined in advance, the
cost of coverage Would be based on a reasonable estimate. If such
estimates are determined not to be reasonable and are lower than
the actual cost of coverage, then the employer or multiemployer
plan to which an employer makes contributions would be liable for
the taxes that would have been imposed, computed using the
actual cost of coverage. In this case, the taxes would be computed
by assuming that the excess employer contribution had been in-
cluded, for the calendar year in which the payroll period begins, in
the taxable income of each employee. The computations would be
based on the assumptions that the (1) employee is subject to the
maximum rate of tax imposed upon individuals, (2) the individual's
remuneration (including such excess) had not reached the maxi-
mum wage base for purposes of FICA taxes, and (3) the individual's
remuneration for employment (including such excess) for the calen-
dar year exceeded $6,000.

23-664 0-83-2
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Multiemploger plans
The bill provides special rules for computing the employer's pay-

roll tax and withholding tax liability with respect to employer con-
tributions to a multiemployer health plan.3 With respect to an em-
ployee for a payroll period, the excess employer contribution in this
case would be equal to a fraction of each contribution made to the
plan. The numerator of this fraction would be the excess employer
contribution for one month (as determined by the multiemployer
plan) and the denominator would be the total employer contribu-
tions for one month, both determined with respect to coverage of
all employees under the plan. For this purpose only, the excess em-
ployer contribution could be determined on the basis of a single
cost of coverage and a single dollar limit for both individual and
family coverage. Such cost and limit each would be based on an
average of the separate cost of coverage or the separate limit for
each type of coverage (family or individual), with the average
we'9 hte to take into account the percentage of employees having
each type of coverage.

For purposes of determining the employee's income and payroll
tax liability, the amount of excess employer contributions would be
determined by the multiemployer plan in the same manner as if
the plan were the employer. That is, this liability would be based
on a separate determination by the plan of the amount by which
the cost of providing individual or family coverage exceeds the ap-
plicable limit. The bill would provide that each multiemployer plan
which includes an employee health plan for which there are excess
employer contributions for a calendar year must provide an infor-
mation report to each employee with respect to whom such contri-
butions to the plan were made during the calendar year. The
report would have to be furnished by February 1 of the succeeding
year and would have to include the amount of the excess employer
contributions with respect to the employee for the calendar year
and the amount of employer contributions that were treated by em-
ployers as excess employer contributions included in the gross
income of the employee.
Employment tax amendments

If the taxes imposed on an employee by FICA or RRTA with re-
spect to excess employer contributions which constitute wages
exceed the portion of such tax which can be collected by the em-
ployer from the wages of the employee, then the employee would
pay the excess. Income tax withholding liability on excess employer
contributions would apply only to the extent that the amount can
be deducted by the employer.

Effective Date
Theprovisions of the bill generally would apply to payroll peri-

ods beginning after December 31, 1983, in taxable years ending
after such. date.

s A multiemployer plan is an employee welfare benefit plan (within the meaning of section
3(1) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974) to which more than one employer
is required to contribute and which is maintained pursuant to one or more collective bargaining
agreements between one or more employee organizations and more than one employer.
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In health plans in which employer contributions are fixed by
terms of a legally binding contract in effect on January 31, 1983,
the provisions of the bill would apply to the earliest of January 31,
1986, or the first date on which the amounts of the employer con-
tributions are no longer fixed by the terms of the contract, or the
first date on which the contract is or could be extended, renegotiat-
ed, or reopened or altered.

Revenue Effect
The bill is estimated to increase fiscal year budget receipts as fol-

lows:

[In billions of dollars]

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Incom e tax ............................................ 1.5 3.0 4.0 4.9 6.1
Payroll tax ............................................ .6 1.1 1.4 1.7 2.2

Total ........................................... 2.1 4.1 5.4 6.6 8.3
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III. OVERVIEW OF TAX TREATMENT OF CERTAIN
STATUTORY FRINGE BENEFITS

In general
As a general rule, if an employer-provided fringe benefit pro-

gram qualifies under certain statutory provisions of the income tax
law, then the benefits provided under the program are excludable
(generally, subject to dollar or other limitations) from the employ-
ee's gross income for income tax purposes. (The income tax exclu-
sions also generally apply for payroll tax purposes.) Those costs
which are excluded from the employee's income nonetheless are de-
ductible by the employer (as are costs not so excluded), provided
that they constitute ordinary and necessary business expenses (sec.
162).

The tax statute provides, among others, specific exclusions with
respect to employer provision of (1) up to $50,000 of group-term life
insurance; (2) up to $5,000 of death benefits; (3) accident or health
benefits; (4) parsonage allowances; (5) certain benefits provided to
members of the Armed Services; (6) meals and lodging for the con-
venience of the employer; (7) legal services; (8) commuting through
use of a van pool; (9) employee educational assistance; and (10)de-
pendent care assistance.
Nondiscrimination rules

Under present law, rules prohibiting discrimination in favor of
owners, officers, shareholders and highly compensated employees
are provided for many of different statutory fringe benefits. These
rules generally prohibit discrimination as to eligibility to partici-
pate. A plan or program generally is required to meet the eligibil-
ity requirement by covering a classification of employees deter-
mined by the Internal Revenue Service not to result in prohibited
discrimination. A self-insured medical reimbursement plan or
group-term life insurance plan may also satisfy the requirement by
covering a stated percentage of the employer's employees.

The eligibility rules generally permit employees covered by a col-
lective bargaining agreement to be excluded from consideration if
the benefits provided by the plan or program were the subject of
good faith bargaining between the employer and employee repre-
sentatives. The eligibility rules for self-insured medical reimburse-
ment plans also provide that employees need not be taken into ac-
count if they have not completed three yeara of service, have not
attained age 25, or are part-time or seasonal employees.

The p resent-law nondiscrimination rules applicable to certain
t s offringe benefit plans and programs also prohibit discrimina-
tion as to contributions or benefits. With respect to self-insured
medical reimbursement plans, present law specifically requires
that all benefits available to officers, 10-percent shareholders, or

(10) '
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highly compensated individuals must also be available to all other
plan participants.

Under present law, if a plan is determined to discriminate in
favor of employees who are officers, shareholders, or highly com-
pensated, the otherwise applicable income exclusion generally is
denied for all benefits provided under the plan, including those
benefits provided for rank-and-file employees. (The nondiscrimina-
tion rules generally do not provide express guidance as to when an
employee is considered highly compensated, or the extent of stock
ownership required before an employee is considered a sharehold-
er.) However, under a discriminatory self-insured medical reim-
bursement plan or group term life insurance plan, only those em-
ployees with respect to whom discrimination is prohibited are re-
quired to include amounts in gross income. Other employees retain
the benefit of the income exclusion.
Group term life insurance

Under present law (sec. 79), the income exclusion for the cost of
employer-provided group term life insurance is subject to several
limitations: (1) the exclusion is limited to the cost of the first
$50,000 of such insurance on the employee's life, computed pursu-
ant to tables prescribed by the Treasury Department; (2) no exclu-
sion is provided for any "key employee" (officers, five-percent
owners, one-percent owners with compensation in excess of
$150,000, and certain employee-owners) if the program discrimi-
nates in favor of key employees as to either eligibility to partici-
pate or the life insurance benefits actually provided under the
plan; and (3) no exclusion is provided for self-employed individuals
(sole proprietors or partners).
Death benefits

Present law generally excludes from a beneficiary's gross income
certain benefits paid by or on behalf of an employer by reason of
an employee's death (sec. 101(b)). This exclusion is subject to sever-
al limitations: (1) only the first $5,000 of benefits attributable to
any one employee is eligible for the exclusion; (2) amounts which
are income in respect of a decedent (e.g., uncollected salary or
unused vacation pay) are not eligible for the exclusion; (3) no exclu-
sion is provided for amounts with respect to which the employee
had a nonforfeitable right to receive the benefits, unless the source
of payment is a qualified pension, profit-sharing, or stock bonus
plan or certain annuity plans; and (4) no exclusion is provided for
amounts received under certain joint and survivor annuities where
distribution to the participant had commenced prior to death. The
exclusion generally is not available to self-employed individuals.
Accident and health benefits

Under present law, an employer's contributions to a plan provid-
ing accident or health benefits are excludable from the employee's
income (sec. 105). No exclusion is provided for self-employed indi-
viduals.

Benefits actually paid under accident and health plans generally
are includible in gross income to the extent attributable to employ-
er contributions. However, payments unrelated to absence from
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work and reimbursements for costs incurred for medical expenses
(within the meaning of sec. 213) are excluded from gross income. In
the case of self-insured medical reimbursement plans (sec. 105(h)),
,io exclusion is provided for benefits paid to any employee who is
an officer, 10-percent shareholder, or highly compensated if the
program discriminates in favor of this group as to either eligibility
to participate or the medical benefits actually provided under the
plan.
Parsonage allowances

Present law permits a minister of the gospel to exclude from
gross income the rental value of a home provided as a part of com-
pensation, or a rental allowance paid as compensation to the extent
used to rent or provide a home (sec. 107). The exclusion is subject
to several restrictions: (1) the amount of the exclusion is limit,% to
the rental value of the home or actual amounts pai to rent or pro-
vide a home; (2) the exclusion is available only if the home or
rental allowance is paid as remuneration for services; and (3) the
exclusion for rental allowance is available only if the employer des-
ignates such payment as a rental allowance in advance of payment.
Benefits provided to members of the Armed Forces

Present law permits military personnel to exclude a variety of
in-kind benefits and cash payments from gross income. Specific ex-
clusions apply to certain disability pensions (sec. 104(aX4)); qualify-
ing combat pay (sec. 112); mustering-out payments (sec. 113); and
subsistence, housing, and uniform allowances, as well as the value
of quarters or subsistence provided in kind (Regs. sec. 1.61-2(b)).
Meals and lodging for the employer's convenience

Present law excludes from gross income the value of certain
meals or lodging furnished to an employee (or to the employee's
spouse or depndents) by or on behalf of the employer for the con-
venience of the employer (sec. 119).

The exclusion for meals is available only if the meals are fur-
nished (1) on the employer'z business premises and (2) for the con-
venience of the employer.

The exclusion for lodging is available only if (1) the lodging is
furnished on the employer s business premises; (2) the lod is
furnished for the convenience of the employer; and (3) the employ-
ee is required, as a condition of employment, to accept such lodg-
ing.
Legal services

Present law excludes from gross income employer contributions
to a qualified prepaid legal services plan, as well as the value of
any legal services received by, or amounts paid as reimbursement
for legal services for, the employee, or the employee's spouse or de-
pendents (sec. 120). Also, the exclusion is available to self-employed
individuals covered by qualified prepaid legal services plans.

This exclusion is subject to several limitations: (1) the program
may provide only for personal (i.e., nonbusiness) legal services; (2)
no exclusion is available if the program discriminates in favor of
employees who are officers, shareholders, or highly compensated,
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as to either eligibility to participate or the benefits provided under
the plan; and (3) no more than 25 percent of the employer contribu-
tions to theplan may be attributable to the group consisting of em-
ployees (and their spouses and dependents) who own more than
five percent of the stock or of the capital or profits interest in the
employer.

This exclusion is scheduled to terminate for taxable years ending
after 1984.
Van pooling

Present law excludes from an employee's gross income the value
of certain employer-provided transportation between an employee's
residence and place of employment (sec. 124).

This exclusion is subject to several limitations: (1) the exclusion
is available only for transportation furnished through use of a com-
muter van; (2) no exclusion is provided if the van-pooling arrange-
ment discriminates in favor of employees who are officers, share-
holders, or highly compensated; and (3) no exclusion is permitted
for self-employed individuals (sole proprietors and partners).

The exclusion for van pooling is scheduled to terminate for van
pooling provided in taxable years beginning after 1985.
Employee educational assistance

Present law excludes from an employee's gross income amounts
paid for employer-provided educational assistance pursuant to a
qualifying educational assistance program (sec. 127). Also, the ex-
clusion is available to self-employed individuals (sole proprietors or
partners).

The exclusion is subject to several limitations: (1) qualifying edu-
cational benefits are limited to the cost of tuition, fees, and similar
payments as well as the cost of books, supplies, and equipment (i.e.,
no exclusion is provided for the costs of meals, lodging, or transpor-
tation); (2) no exclusion is provided for educational assistance fur-
nished for courses involving sports, games, or hobbies; (3) no exclu-
sion is provided for educational assistance furnished to an employ-
ee's spouse or dependents; (4) no exclusion is provided if the pro-
gram discriminates in favor of employees who are officers, share-
holders, or highly compensated; (5) no exclusion is provided if more
than five percent of the total benefits paid is for the group consist-
ing of employees who own more than five percent of the stock or of
the capital or profits interest in the employer (or their spouses or
dependents); and (6) the educational assistance program may not be
part of a cafeteria plan.

This exclusion is scheduled to terminate for taxable years begin-
ning after 1983.
Dependent care assistance

Present law excludes from an employee's gross income amounts
paid or incurred by an employer for dependent care assistance pro-
vided under a quzk.ied dependent care assistance program (sec.
129). Also, the exclusion is available to self-employed individuals
(sole proprietors or partners).

This exclusion is subject to several limitations: ,(1) the amount ex-
cluded may not exceed the employee's earned income (or, if the em-
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ployee is married, the lower of the earned income of the employee
or the employee's spouse); (2) the exclusion is only provided for ex-
penses for household services or care of qualifying individuals (de-
endents under the age of 15 or physically or mentally incapacitat-

dependents or spouses) which are incurred to enable the taxpay-
er to be gainfully employed; (3) no exclusion is provided for
amounts paid for qualifying services rendered by the employee's
dependent or any child of the employee who is under the age of 19;
(4) no exclusion is provided if the dependent care assistance pro-
gram discriminates in favor of employees who are officers, owners,
or highly compensated individuals (or their dependents); and (5) no
exclusion is provided if more than 25 percent of the total benefits
paid are for the group consisting of employees who own more than
five percent of the stock or of the capital or profits interest in the
employer (or their spouses or dependents).
Cafeteria plans

Under a cafeteria plan, an employee may choose from a package
of employer-provided fringe benefits, some of which are taxable
(e.g., group-term life insurance in excess of $50,000) and some of
which are nontaxable (e.g., health and accident insurance). Under
present law, the mere availability of cash or taxable benefits under
a cafeteria plan will not cause an employee to forfeit an otherwise
applicable income exclusion (sec. 125). Thus, benefits generally are
excluded to the extent that nontaxable benefits are elected. -

No exclusion is permitted, however, if the cafeteria plan discrimi-
nates in favor of highly compensated individuals as to eligibility or
as to benefits or contributions. A highly compensated individual in-
cludes an officer, a 5 percent shareholder, a highly compensated in-
dividual, or a spouse or dependent of any of the pre ing individ-
uals.
Voluntary employees' beneficiary associations

Under present law, the income of a voluntary employees' benefi-
ciary association (VEBA) is exempt from Federal income tax pro-
vided that (1) the VEBA provides for the payment of life, sick, acci-
dent, or other benefits to members and dependents; (2) substantial-
ly all of the operations are to provide such benefits; and (3) no part
of the VEBA's net earnings inure (other than through such pay-
ments) to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual (sec.
501(cX9)).

Benefits which may be provided by a VEBA include life, sick, or
accident benefits and other similar benefits intended to safeguard
or improve the health of a member or member's dependents or to
protect against a contingency that interrupts or impairs a mem-

r's earning power. For example, such benefits include vacation
benefits, vacation facilities, subsidized recreational activities, child
care facilities, and job adjustment allowances. (Reg. sec. 1.501(cX9)-
3(e)).

Under Treasury regulations, a VEBA may not discriminate as to
eligibility or as to benefits in favor of officers, shareholders, or
highly compensated individuals. (Reg. sec. 1.501(c(9)-2(a)).

Present law permits an employee receiving cash or noncash
benefits from a VEBA to exclude the value of the benefit from
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gross income to the extent otherwise permitted by specific Code
provisions granting income exclusions. (Reg. sec. 1.501(cX9)-6).

Similar rules apply to trusts for the payment of supplemental
unemployment benefits (sec. 501(cX17)).
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IV. OVERVIEW OF TAX TREATMENT OF NONSTATUTORY
FRINGE BENEFITS

Background
The Internal Revenue Code defines gross income as including

"all income from whatever source derived," and specifies that it in-
cludes "compensation for services" (sec. 61). Treasury regulations
provide that gross income includes compensation for services paid
other than in money (Reg. sec. 1.61-1(a)). Further, the U.S. Su-
preme Court has stated that Code section 61 "is broad enough to
include in taxable income any economic or financial benefit con-
ferred on the employee as compensation,; whatever the form or
mode by which it is effected." 4

In actual practice, however, the "economic benefit" test has not
been rigidly followed in all situations. Thus, where compensation is
paid in a form other than cash, issues as to the taxability of certain
fringe benefits have been resolved by statutory provisions, regula-
tions, and administrative rulings and practices which take account
of several different factors.

As described in Parts II and III of this pamphlet, some fringe
benefits, such as the providing of medical care by an employer for
its employees, are expressly excluded from gross income, generally
within certain limitations, by particular provisions of the Code. In
addition, exclusions for other fringe benefits have been based on ju-
dicial authority or on administrative practice. For example, some
economic or financial benefits furnished as compensation have
been treated as excluded from income on the basis of de minimis
principles; that is, accounting for some occasional benefits of small
value may be viewed as unreasonably burdensome or administra-
tively impractical. Other items have been treated as excluded in
light of a combination of valuation difficulties and widely held per-
ceptions that the particular items should not be taxed as income.
1975 Treasury discussion draft

In 1975, the Treasury Department issued a discussion draft of
proposed regulations 5 which contained a number of rules for deter-
mining whether various fringe benefits constitute taxable compen-
sation. The discussion draft was withdrawn by the Treasury De-
partment on December 28, 1976.5 Thus, the question of whether,
and what, employee fringe benefits result in taxable income gener-

4 Commissioner v. Smith, 324 U.S. 177, 181 (1945). See also Commissioner v. Glenshaw Glass
Co., 348 U.S. 426, 429-30 (1955) ("Congress applied no limitations as to the source of taxable re-
ceipts, nor restrictive labels as to their nature. And the Court has given a liberal construction to
this broad phraseology in recognition of the intention of Congress to tax all gains except those
specifically exempted")

40 Fed. Reg. 4118 (Sept. 5, 1975).
641 Fed. Reg. 5634 (Dec. 28, 1976).

(16)
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ally continued to depend on the facts and circumstances in each in-
dividual case.

Tfie 1975 discussion draft proposed a "safe harbor" (i.e., nontaxa-
ble treatment) for fringe benefits meeting all of three tests: (1) the
ootsor services provided to the employee were owned or provided

the employer in connection with a regular trade or business; (2)
the employer incurred no substantial incremental costs in furnish-
ing the goods or services to the employee; and (3) the goods or serv-
ices were made available to employees on a nondiscriminatory
basis. Fringe benefits not qualifying under the safe harbor would
have been evaluated in terms of a nine-part facts and circum-
stances test, with no single factor deemed to be controlling. In addi-
tion, the discussion draft provided a de minimis rule exempting
from taxation fringe benefits of little value.

If an item was required to be taken into income under the 1975
discussion draft, the amount includible in gross income constituted
the amount the employee would have had to pay for the goods or
services on an arm's-length basis (i.e., fair market value).
Ways and Means Task Force discussion draft bill

On January 22, 1979, the Task Force on Employee Fringe Bene-
fits of the House Committee on Ways and Means issued a discus-
sion draft report and bill on fringe benefits.7 No further action was
taken by the Ways and Means Committee on the Task Force
Report. The Task Force discussion draft bill would have excluded
from gross income certain fringe benefits that qualified under
either (1) a safe harbor test, (2) a convenience of the employer test,
(3) a de minimis test, or (4) regulations issued by the Treasury. Any
other fringe benefits received by an employee would be includible
in gross income at fair market value (less any amount paid by the
employee for the benefits).

Under the safe harbor test in the Task Force bill, a fringe benefit
would be excluded from gross income if: (1) it is made available to
employees generally or to a reasonable classification of employees,
(2) the employer incurs no substantial incremental cost in provid-
ing the fringe benefit, and (3) the total value of all fringe benefits
received during the taxable year by the employee is not substan-
tial, either in absolute terms or relative to the amount of compen-
sation of the employee.

The convenience of the employer test would exclude from gross
income fringe benefits made available primarily for the purpose of
facilitating the employee's performance of services for the employ-
er.

Under the de minimis rule in the Task Force bill, a fringe bene-
fit would be excluded from gross income if its value is so small as
to make accounting for it unreasonable or administratively imprac-
tical.
1981 Treasury discussion draft

On January 15, 1981, the Treasury forwarded to the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means a revised "discussion draft" of proposed

I House Committee on Ways and Means, Discussion Draft Bill and Report on Employee Fringe
Benefits (Comm. Print 1979).
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regulations on the tax treatment of fringe benefits. This discus-
sion draft was not reviewed by the Secretary of the Treasury and
was not published in the Federal Register.

Under the 1981 discussion draft, the value of property, services,
or facilities furnished by an employer in connection with the per-
formance of services by an employee generally would be included
in the employee's gross income. The value of affy fringe benefit in-
cluded in gross income would be the amount by which the fair
market value of the item or its use exceeds any amount paid by the
employee for the item or its use.

Certain exceptions to the general rule would have been provided.
Fringe benefits consisting of items furnished by an employer with
the specific intent either to enable or facilitate the performance of
employment services by the recipient would be excluded from gross
income. In addition, certain items would be excluded from gross
income for reasons of administrative convenience, which would be
determined on the basis of the facts and circumstances.

Finally, the 1981 discussion draft would exclude from gross
income nondiscriminatory free or discount parking provided to em-
ployees, and occasional noncash gifts of up to $25 in value per gift.

Moratorium on issuance of regulations
Public Law 95-427, enacted in 1978, prohibited the Treasury De-

partment from issuing prior to 1980 final regulations relating to
the income tax treatment of fringe benefits. That statute further
provided that no regulations relating to the treatment of fringe
benefits were to be proposed that would be effective prior to 1980.
Public Law 96-167, enacted in 1979, extended the moratorium on
issuance of fringe benefit regulations through May 31, 1981. Public
Law 97-34 (the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981) extended the
moratorium through December 31, 1983.

'The January 15, 1981 discussion draft was reprinted in viaious publications, including
Bureau of National Affairs, Daffy Executive Report (Jan. 16, 1981), at p. J-14.
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V. BACKGROUND DATA AND ISSUES RELATING TO TAX
TREATMENT OF CERTAIN FRINGE BENEFITS

A. Revenue Implications
Table 1 below shows the increased revenues which would result

from terminating the present-law exclusions for the principal stat-
utory fringe benefits described in the previous portion of this pam-
phlet.9 This table does not contain information on nonstatutory
fringe benefits, although the tax treatment of these items may
have substantial revenue implications.

Each entry in the table has two lines. The first represents the
gain in income tax revenue which would result if the benefit were
included in gross income; these figures are taken from the 1983 tax
expenditure pamphlet published by the Joint Committee on Tax-
ation.10 The second line shows the implications for social security
tax receipts of the employment tax treatment of these items.

In terms of revenue effect, health insurance is the largest fringe
benefit shown in this table, followed by group term life insurance.
Each of the other fringe benefits shown in this table have less reve-
nue impact.

Table 1.-Effects of Including Certain Statutory Fringe Benefits in
the Federal Income Tax Base and the FICA Tax Base

[In billions of dollars]

Item 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

1. Employer contributions
for medical insurance:
Income tax ............................ 18.6 21.3 24.3 27.7 31.6 36.0
FICA ...................................... 6.1 7.6 8.8 10.0 11.3 13.3

2. Premiums on group term
life insurance:
Income tax ............................ 2.1 2.2 2.5 2.7 3.0 3.3
FICA ...................................... .3 .5 .8 .9 .9 1.0

3. Contributions to prepaid
legal services plans:
Incom e tax ............................ (1) (1) (1) ..................................F IC A ...................................... (1) ( 1) ( 1) ..................................

,'This pamnphlt doe not d escrib the statutory exclusion for employer contributions to quali-
fied pension, profi-rn g or stock bonus plans, qualified annuit l1ans, or tax-sheltered annu-

ity plans, or any other income tax items which , be considered frinngebenefits. .
I 0 taff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, 'Etimte of Feder-al Tax Expenditures for

Fiscal Years 1988-1988", (JCS-4-83), Comm. Print (March 7, 1988).

(19)
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Table 1.-Effects of Including Certain Statutory Fringe Benefits in
the Federal Income Tax Base and the FICA Tax Base-Continued

[In billions of dollars]

Item 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

4. Employer educational as-
sistance:
Incom e tax ............................ (1) (1) ..............................................
F IC A ...................................... (1) (1) ..............................................

5. Employer provided child
care:
Incom e tax ............................ (1) (1) .1 .1 .1 .2FICA ...................................... (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) .1

6. Employee meals and
lodging (other than mili-
tary):
Income tax ............... 7 .7 .8 .9 .9 1.0
FICA ................... 2 .2 .2 .3 .3 .3

7. Benefits and allowances
to Armed Forces person-
nel:
Income tax ............................ 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.7 2.8FICA ...................................... (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

i Less than $50 million.
2 Not available.

B. Growth in Fringe Benefits
Tables 2 and 3 present data from the national income accounts

on the growth between 1950 and 1981 of employer contributions to
group health insurance and group life insurance, the two largest
generally available statutory fringe benefits which are shown in
table 1, measured in terms of revenue effect.

Table 2 shows that during this period, these two benefits have
grown considerably faster than wage and salaries. Group health in-
surance grew from 0.5 percent of wages in 1950 to 3.7 percent of
wages in 1981, and group life insurance contributions increased
from 0.2 percent of wages in 1950 to 0.4 percent of wages in 1981.

Group health insurance has grown at a much faster rate than
group life insurance. Group health insurance has .continued to
grow throughout the period, while group life has been approxi-
mately the same percentage of wages since 1965. Although many
factors have influenced the growth of these two fringe benefits, it
should be noted that the tax treatment of group term life insur-
ance changed in 1964, when a limit was placed on the amount of
employer contribution which could be excluded from gross income
for income tax purposes.

Table 3 shows another way of examining the growth in employer
contributions to health and life insurance during this period. These
figures compare the increase in wages to the increase in the fringe
benefit during this period.
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Between 1950 and 1955, for example, health contributions in-
creased 1.5 cents for every dollar of increase in aggregate wages.
By the end of the period, health benefit contributions increased ap-
proximately 4.7 cents for each dollar of increase in wages. Thus,
there was a significant acceleration in the growth of health bene-
fits relative to wages over the 1950 to 1981 period, although this
trend stabilized during the 1970s.

In contrast, increases in group term life insurance as percentage
of wage increases declined over the 1950-1981 period. During the
first five years, group life insurance contributions increased 0.5
cents for every dollar of wage increase. This figure reached a peak
during the last part of the 1950s. Since that time, however, the in-
crease in life insurance as a percentage of wage increases declined
significantly, so that by 1981 these contributions increased by only
0.2 cents for every dollar of wage increases.

Table 2.-Employer Contributions to Group Health and Life Insur-
ance as Percentage of Wages and Salaries, United States, 1950-81

[In percent]

Group health Group life

a 195&.... ................. . ..... o ........... 0.5 0.2
1955............. ...... .................... 8 .3
1960...................................... ......... . 1.3 .4
1965..................... ......... ....... ................. 1.6 .5
1970 ...................... ........... 2.2 .5
1975 ................................................... . ..... 3.0 .5
1980 ................................. 3.6 .5
1981 ................................. 3.7 .4

Source: Computed from U.S. Department of Commerce data.

Table 3.-Increase in Total Employer Insurance Contributions as
Percentage of Total Increase in Wages, United States, 1950-81

[In percent]

Group health Group life

1950-55 ......... ..... ..................... .... .. ... .... 1.5 0.5
1955-60 ................................ 2.8 .9
1960-65 .......... ................... . .2.7 .6
1965-70 .......................................................... 3.3 .7
1970-75 .................... ........ ..................... . 4.7 .6
1975-80 ................. 0. . 4.5 .5
1980-81 ...................... .. ....... -00.0 4.7 .2

Source: Computed from U.S. Department of Commerce data.
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C. Issues Related to Tax Treatment of Fringe Benefits
In general

1. Present law imposes a higher tax liability on an. individual
who receives no employer fringe benefits (whether or not the pur-
chases the item individually) than on another individual with the
same amount of income partially received in the form of tax-free
fringe benefits. Some have argued that this is inequitable.

2. By excluding certain fringe benefits from taxation, present law
may encourage greater consumption of the benefit than would
occur in the absence of a tax system and higher marginal tax rates
on the income which remains taxable. Some argue that this causes
an inefficient distortion in the ability of consumers to obtain maxi-
mum satisfaction from available resources and interferes with in-
centives to work, save, and invest; others argue that the greater
consumption of certain items should be encouraged because this
provides a significant benefit to society which individuals do not
take into account when making their consumption decisions. -

3. By excluding certain fringe benefits from taxation, present law
avoids administrative difficulties which could be encountered in
valuing noncash forms of compensation.

4. Some argue that rules which prohibit discrimination in favor
of owners and highly compensated employees in the provision of
tax-free fringe benefits are sufficient to prevent abuse. Others
argue that these rules do little to limit the amount of income ex-
cluded from tax, and, thus, the revenue loss and inequity resulting
from this treatment.
Administration proposal to cap exclusion for employer-provided

medical care
1. Some argue that the present unlimited exclusion for employer

health plan contributions encourages inefficient expansion of cover-
ge that encourages consumers to treat medical care as if it were

Free. This, in turn, increases the use of medical services which may
iave little or no value to the consumer or are more expensive than
necessary. Even with a limit on the exclusion, employers will pro-
ride services which enable them to reduce the cost of their health
plans , but there is little evidence that unlimited health care spend-
ng per se, as encouraged by present law, improves health status.
)thers argue that any limit on the exclusion would discourage coy-
rage among low-income employees who are least able to afford it,
rould discourage the use of relatively new services which could
educe health costs significantly in the long run, and would in-
rease out-of-pocket medical expenses for those who become sick.
2. Some argue that a limit which is uniform across all employers
unfair because it does not recognize significant variations by

.gion, age, and health status in the cost of providing health serv-
es. Thus, employees who belong to high-cost groups would paygher taxes than other employees receiving the same coverage
id belonging to low-cost groups. Others argue that a uniform
nit is consistent with other important features of the tax statute,
.ch as the brackets and the personal exemption, which are not ad-
sted for differences in costs of purchasing goods and services, and
at high costs in certain regions may simply result from an exces-
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sive amount of insurance coverage in those areas, rather than from
differences in the prices of medical supplies and in wages paid to
health care workers.

3. Some argue that significant administrative difficulties are pre-
sented by the taxation of benefits provided by multiemployer plans
and self-insured plans. Others argue that exempting multiemplc -ir
or self-insured plans would result in inequitable administration of
the tax laws and, thus, these administrative difficulties are justi-
fied.

4. Some argue that the effecLive date of any proposal to tax em-
ployer health plan contributions should give special treatment to
those whose benefits are determined under a collective bargaining
contract, while others argue that this would be unfair to other af-
fected workers.
Moratorium on fringe benefit regulations

Some argue that the moratorium on the issuance of fringe bene-
fit regulations should be extended at least for another two-year
period. In light of disagreements as to the proper tax treatment of
certain nonstatutory fringe benefits, it is argued that there should
be additional time to consider the issue of subjecting to taxation
benefits which are widely available to many workers, which many
taxpayers simply do not view as either equivalent to cash or tax-
able compensation, and for which there would be substantial valua-
tion and recordkeeping problems for employers and employees
alike.

Others argue that the moratorium should not be extended
beyond 1983, and that the Congress either should enact guidelines
for the exclusion or taxability of particular types of common non-
statutory employee fringe benefits (e.g., discounts on employer-pro-
duced goods or services, free transportation provided to employees
in the transportation industry, subsiized or free parking and cafe-
terias, etc.), or should permit the Treasury to continue its efforts to
develop such rules by regulation. It is argued that extending the
moratorium would encourage increased use of such benefits in lieu
of cash compensation, with corresponding loss in revenue and in-
equality of treatment between employees of industries which can
provide such benefits at little or no cost and employees of indus-
tries, for example, whose products are not consumer goods. Also,
questions as to the applicability of the moratorium to the taxation
of particular fringe benefits have caused confusion and uncertainty
for taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service, as well as the lack
of uniform treatment among similarly situated taxpayers.

23-664 0-83-3
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Senator PACKWOOD. We are starting hearings this morning on
the administration's proposal on the health cap and testimony on
fringe benefits in general.

Our first two witnesses today are Buck Chapoton, the Assistant
Secretary for Tax Policy, and Dr. Rubin,--the Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Evaluation.

Buck, I know you've got to meet with the President at 11, so if
you want to, start with your statement. Abbreviate it if you feel
you would like to, I think there will be a few questions but we will
try to get you out as soon as possible.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN E. CHAPOTON, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR TAX POLICY, DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. CHAPOTON. Thank you, Senator.
I will abbreviate it, because we've got three major subjects here

to cover. Let me go through them rather hurriedly.
The first subject is S. 640, which would limit the amount of ex-

clusion from gross income of employer contributions to health
plans. Under present law, of course, an employee's gross income
does not include any contribution by the employer to health plans
that provide compensation for personal injuries or sickness. The ex-
clusion from the employee's income of employer payments to
health care plans encourages employers to provide and employees
to accept a portion of that compensation in the form of health in-
surance.

Excluding employer contributions creates an inequity between
individuals covered by employer group health plans and those who
are not covered, since the latter group must pay for health care
with after-tax dollars while the health care of the former group is
provided with pretax dollars. The cost of the exclusion, both in
terms of foregone Federal revenues and inequities created between
various taxpayers has been accepted until now as the price to ac-
complish the important social goal of providing individuals with
adequate health insurance protection.

The tax benefit attributable to receiving compensation in the
form of this tax-free health care premium rather than cash is sub-
stantial. It is so substantial that employers are encouraged to pro-
vide and employees are encouraged to accept extraordinarily gener-
ous health care insurance, often with no internal controls on costs
and utilization of services by the employee. The administration
supports the principle that individuals should be encouraged to
obtain adequate health insurance, but a careful examination of the
exclusion indicates it is being used to provide more than adequate
health insurance.

The purchase of excessive amounts of health insurance has had a
detrimental effect on health care costs, and for this reason the ad-
ministration has proposed in our fiscal 1984 budget to limit the ex-
clusion from income to $175 per month for family coverage and $70
a month for individual coverage. We think these levels would
permit employees to obtain adequate insurance coverage tax-free
while requiring them to bear some of the cost of providing more
comprehensive insurance plans. S. 640 was introduced by Chair-
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man Dole at the administration's request and does contain our pro-
posals in this regard.

The $175 per month for family and the $70 per month for indi-
viduals are indexed to the CPI for years after 1984. The amount of
excess contribution to a health plan over the limit, as indexed,
would be treated as compensation paid to the employee in cash,
and therefore it would be subject to the normal rules relating to
withholding and payroll taxes.

I provide in my written testimony a lot of the details on howyou
determine the value-to the employee of the coverage, how we deal
with self-insurance plans, and how we deal with multiemployer
plans. I will not go through those matters with the committee now.

There are some problems. We do think that S. 640 addresses the
problems. They have been carefully thought through, and we think
the problems are handled and that the plan is easily administered
and is a sound plan.

Let me switch now, Mr. Chairman, to the taxation of fringe bene-
fits which you asked us to comment on because the moratorium on
further regulations on nonstatutory fringe benefits expires at the
end of this year.

I have a rather lengthy statement. This is a difficult area that
we and the committees have dealt with before. I will summarize
just some of the key points in our statement.

The first thing to keep in mind is that the taxation of fringe
benefits can be divided into two parts. One is the statutory fringe
benefit area, those fringe benefits which Congress has addressed
and has decided should be nontaxable to promote some nontax
social policy. Examples of this, of course, are pension plans, group
term life insurance, health care plans, medical care reimburse-
ments, and the like.

The second. part of the current law on the tax treatment of fringe
- benefits relates to those fringe benefits which are not specifically

addressed by anything in the statute. The taxability of these non-
statutory fringe benefits is currently governed by the general defi-
nition of gross income in the code; that is, section 61.

Despite the fact that numerous Treasury regulations and numer-
ous court decisions have held that compensation under section 61
includes compensation in whatever form paid-cash or otherwise-
there is a public perception that a number of in-kind benefits re-
ceived from an employer are not subject to tax. The belief that a
wide variety of nonstatutory fringe benefits do not constitute
income and are not taxable results in employers and employees
seeking to arrange compensation packages providing for more com-
pensation to be paid as nonstatutory fringe benefits, in an attempt
to rely on what is under the law a mistaken belief that they are
not taxable. This places employers who pay wages in cash at a dis-
advantage, and we think it erodes the tax base and public confi-
dence in the tax system as well. We do think that Congress should
address the question of the proper tax treatment of nonstatutory
fringe benefits.

The administration of the tax laws in this area has required
drawing some very fine distinctions. One distinction is that be-
tween working conditions and compensation. An employee often re-
ceives personal benefit through providing certain working condi-
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tions that are offered to him, but the Internal Revenue Service has
consistently taken the position that working conditions are not
part of comensation. But the distinctions in arriving at and apply-
ig that rule are not always clear. Also, it is difficult to determine
whether a benefit provided by an employer to an employee is a gift
or compensation.

In 1921 the Internal Revenue Service said that free personal rail-
road passes issued to employees were gifts rather than compensa-
tion, and that has grown into the belief that many items such as
airline passes are also gifts and are therefore nontaxable.

In the early seventies the IRS attempted to deal with the area of
nonstatutory fringe benefits and issued a set of regulations that has
gone through a traumatic history over the last decade-more than a
decade-resulting in the imposition of a moratorium on further
action by the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service in at-
tempting to draw the line between taxable and nontaxable benefits.
That moratorium is still in effect but expires at the end of this
year.

We think the moratorium has perpetuated inconsistencies in the
administration of the tax law. The Service, unable to provide
agents and the public with clear statements of the proper treat-
ment of nonstatutory fringe benefits, has left everyone confused
and this, obviously, has an adverse impact on compliance.

We do not think it is possible for the Treasury Department to
clarify the tax status of nonstatutory fringe benefits without legis-
lative action. There are a number of benefits which have long been
assumed to be nontaxable, but which cannot be excluded by regula-
tion under existing law. Primary examples of these would be the
airline passes, tuition remission or reimbursements, and merchan-
dise discounts. We think the Congress should deal with these prob-
lems by legislation. We cannot deal with them by regulation.

We think that alternative approaches to those that have been
tried in the past should be considered. One approach would of
course be to simply write in statutory exclusions for those nonsta-
tutory fringe benefits which the public has considered nontaxable
for a substantial period of time. This would avoid controversy, but
it would be a substantial departure from the general feeling that
we exclude certain benefits to promote a desirable social policy. It
is difficult to see the social policy argument behind excluding
income such as airline passes, tuition remission, or store discounts.
That would simply grant preferred tax treatment to certain em-
ployees in certain industries and professions. We are also con-
cerned that when you start down the road of a statutory exclusion
list, that list would grow quite dramatically. Nevertheless, we
think it might be preferable to make that attempt rather than to
extend the moratorium.

An alternative might be to address two of the elements that have
caused concern in the fringe benefit area in the past. The first ele-
ment is the determination of the fair market value of the fringe
benefit. The second is the hardship or perceived hardship imposed
on employees when they must obtain cash to pay taxes on inkind
benefits that cannot be converted into cash.

Some commentators have sought to address the fair market
value problem by using the employers' allocated costs. We are not
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convinced that that is substantially less difficult than determining
fair market value, but we do think it might be worthwhile to con-
sider allocated costs plus an assumed rate of return on the costs as
a way to arrive at fair market value.

We think these valuation problems, might be reduced if we dealt
with the problem at the employer level-that is, a tax at the em-
ployer level. That would remove the need to allocate the value of
fringe benefits to particular employees. In many cases the employ-
er knows how much benefit he is providing but doesn't know how
to allocate that to particular employees. It would also address the
problem, of course, of employees who cannot convert their inkind
compensation into cash. We could deal with this at the employer
level either by disallowing the business deduction or by simply put-
ting some type of excise tax where tax-free benefits had been pro-
vided to employees.

We think addressing it at this level would be fair. Such a solu-
tion would simply say that if the employer wishes to provide com-
pensation designed to avoid tax, he cannot have it both ways. He
cannot design compensation that permits employees to pay no tax
while still retaining the full tax benefits of the deductions for him-
self. The system cannot afford the growth of this inconsistent treat-
ment by employers. -

These two approaches would have their own problems, however,
and in our statement I go through some of the problems that we
think would be presented by dealing with the fringe benefit area at
the employer level. We suggest that those problems might be less
than would otherwise be presented by dealing with the problem at
the employee level.

And finally, Mr. Chairman, you asked us to address the cafete-
ria-plan question. A cafeteria plan is an arrangement by which an
employer can enable his employees to choose among cash or a vari-
ety of statutory or nonstatutory fringe benefits.

Without the addition of section 125 to the code in 1978, the option of
an employee to receive cash or one of these other benefits would have
caused that employee to be taxed on the benefit under the doctrine of
constructive receipt, because he could have received cash. Section
125 says that that is not a problem, and therefore it allows employers
to design plans offering taxable and nontaxable benefits. And that is
the cafeteria plan, allowed by section 125.

Prior to section 125 there was a practical limit on the extent to
which employers could provide compensation to employees in the
form of nontaxable fringe benefits. Simply, the employees them-
selves would resist providing benefits in a nontax mode if they
could not enjoy that benefit. So there was a practical limit on the
extent to which tax-free statutory benefits could be obtained.

The establishment of the cafeteria plan delivery system, howev-
er, eliminates this "employee jealousy," as we call it, as a con-
straint upon the use of fringe benefits as a princi al means of com-
pensation. We are concerned about the effect of that change in the
law.

We suggest in our testimony, through an example, that there is a
possibility of significant abuse here. The example we take is that if
all employees are entitled to reduce their salary by 30 percent and
get a range of benefits or cash, that some employees will take the
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full benefit-and as an example we use medical reimbursement
and dependent care assistance-while other employees will take
cash. In the example, where we have two employees earning
$50,000 and two earning $10,000, one employee takes tax-free bene-
fits of a full $15,00-that is 30 percent of his $50,000-while the
others take $1,500 in tax-free benefits. This plan would not be dis-
criminatory even though the higher paid employees have $15,000
and the lower paid employees would receive only $1,500 in tax-free
benefits. We think this presents a problem in that it does de facto
discriminate and that it is made possible only because of the exist-
ence of the cash option.

We think that if the cash or taxable benefit option exists, that
there ought to be a dollar limit on the amount of the cash option.
Otherwise we think that we are looking at a very expanded use of
tax-free benefits as compensation. We do go into some detail on
that in our testimony, but I think I'll shut it down here at this
time, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John E. Chapoton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN E. CHAPOTON, AssISTANT SECRETARY (TAx
PoLicY), DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to appear before you
today to present the Treasury Department's views on S. 640, which would limit the
amount of the exclusion from the gross income of employees for employer contribu-
tions to health plans, and on the tax treatment of fringe benefits in general.

S. 640
Background

Under present law, an employee's gross income does not include contributions by
the employer to health plans that provide compensation to employees for personal
injuries or sickness. The exclusion from the employees' income of employer pay-
ments to health care plans. encourages employers to provide and employees to
accept a portion of compensation in the form of health insurance. Employees are
benefited by the exclusion because they do not have to pay income or social security
taxes on the value of the health insurance. Employers benefit because it costs them
less to compensate employees since they do not have to pay unemployment taxes or
the employer's share of social security taxes on the value of the insurance; employ-
ers also may be able to reduce the amount of pretax compensation paid, since the
employee receives a greater after-tax share of the pretax compensation.

Excluding employer contributions to health plans from gross income creates an
inequity between individuals covered by employer health plans and those who are
not so covered. The latter group must pay for their health care with after-tax dol-
lars, while the health care of the former group is provided with pretax dollars. In
addition, the exclusion encourages employees to receive large amounts of their com-
pensation in the form of tax-free health insurance. This has led to a significant in-
crease in the amount of compensation that is not subject to tax and, therefore, to a
substantial loss of Federal revenues, including revenues for funding social security
benefits. The costs of this exclusion, both in terms of foregone Federal revenues and
the inequities created between various taxpayers, have been accepted until now as
the price paid to accomplish the important social goal of providing individuals with
adequate health insurance protection.

The tax benefit attributable to receiving compensation in the form of tax-free
health care premiums rather than cash is so substantial that employers are encour-
aged to provide, and employees are encouraged to accept, extraordinarily generous
health insurance coverage, often with no internal controls on costs and utilization of
services by the employee. Such packages provide insurance coverage far in excess of
the amount reasonably needed to protect an employee from financial hardship in
the event of personal injury or sickness.

The proliferation of overly comprehensive employer-paid health care plans with-
out internal cost controls is a contributing factor in the rapid increase in health
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care costs in recent years. 3ome insurance plans are so generous that employees
bear little, if any, of the cost of doctors' visits or hospital services. Without any costs
imposed on them, the employees tend to overuse doctor and hospital services and
medical tests. Overuse increases both the cost of each service and the number of
services utilized by each individual. The result is an increase in health care costs.

This Administration supports the principle that individuals should be encouraged
to obtain adequate health insurance. However, a careful examination of the exclu-
sion provided for employer contributions to health care plans indicates it is being
used to provide much more than adequate health insurance. The purchase of exces-
sive amounts of health insurance has had detrimental effects on health care cost.
For this reason, the Administration has proposed in its fiscal year 1984 budget to
limit the exclusion from income for employer contributions to health plans to $175
per month for family coverage and $70 per month for individual coverage. These
levels should permit employees to obtain adequate insurance coverage tax-free,
while requiring them to bear some of the costs of providing more comprehensive in-
surance plans.

S. 640 is the bill introduced by Senator Dole at the Administration's request to
enact the proved limits on the exclusion for employer contributions to health
plans for employees. For 1984, as mentioned, these limits are $175 per month for
family coverage or $70 per month for individual coverage for each employee. For
years-after 1984, the monthly dollar limits will be adjusted to reflect changes in the
Consumer Price Index. The amount of any excess employer contribution for a pay-
roll period is treated as compensation paid to the employee in cash on the same date
as other compensation for the same payroll period is paid or otherwise included in
the employee s income. Thus, the normal rules relating to withholding and payroll
taxes will apply to the amount of any excess employer contributions.

The amount of an employer's contributions to a health plan with respect to an
employee is defined as the cost of coverage of the employee under the plan reduced
by any contributions made by the employee for such coverage. The cost of coverage
of employees under a plan is determined separately for family coverage and individ-
ual coverage. For a particular employee the cost of coverage is the average cost per
employee of providing coverage for all employees having the same type of coverage
(ie., individual or family coverage).

In some cases, an employer will know in advance the exact cost of providing cov-
erage for his employees and can determine the actual amount of excess employer
contributions, if any, prior to the beginning of any payroll period. For examble, an
employer that purchases an insurance policy for an employee for a premium that is
fixed in advance will be able to determine exactly what his employer contributions
will be for the term of the policy. However, in many instances, employers do not
know the exact cost of providing coverage for their employees until after the close of
a payroll period. For example, an employer may be self-insured or may pay premi-
ums that are retroactively adjusted based on the experience of the insurer with his
employees. In order to avoid the confusion and hardship that would occur if retroac-
tive changes were made in an employee's gross income for a payroll period, S. 640
provides that where the exact cost of coverage is not fixed in advance, the amount
of an employee's income due to excess employer contributions will be fixed by the
employer s estimate, made prior to the payroll period, of the cost of providing cover-
age. The employee's income will not be charged to reflect actual costs determined
later, even if the actual cost of providing coverage turns out to be substantially
higher or lower then the estimate. In cases where the employer's estimate is not
reasonable, a penalty is imposed on the employer.

In order to approximate the premiums charged to an employer who purchases
health insurance for employees, the cost of providing coverage under.a self-insured
plan is defined as the liability incurred for benefit payments under the plan plus all
other costs, including administrative costs, incurred with respect to the plan. For
purposes of assisting employers of self-insured plans in estimating the cost of provid-
ing coverage, S. 640 allows the employer to assume that his administrative and
other costs equal 7 percent of the liability he incurs for benefit payments under the
plan. P-i addition, employers whose premiums are fixed in advance but fluctuate
from year to year based on prior experience under the plan are allowed to use an
average cost of coverage based on the employee's premiums for the preceding three
years (adjusted to reflect changes in the cost of health insurance).

Multiemployer plans present an unusual situation, since the multiemployer plan
rather than the employer actually provides the insurance coverage to the employee.
This presents no problem in determining the employee's income from excess em-
ployer contributions. The multiemployer plan is required to determine the amount
of excess employer contributions in the same manner as if it were an employer.
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That is, excess employer contributions will equal the excess of the cost of the health
care coverage actually provided to the employee under the plan, reduced by any em-
ployee contributions, over the applicable monthly limit. This amount is to be report-
ed by the multiemployer plan to the employee and is to be used by the employee in
determining his actual income and social security tax liability for the year.

However, multiemployer plans do present technical difficulties for employers with
respect to withholding and payroll taxes. Under a multiemployer plan, employees
work for a number of different employers and each employer contributes a fixed
amount to the plan to provide health care coverage for the employees. Contributions to
the plan may be based on hours worked, pieces of work completed, weight of material
moved, or some other measure of work done by the employees. The amount of contri-
butions to the plan with repect to an individual employee bears no specific relationship
to the employee's health care coverage under the plan. Furthermore, each employer
has no knowledge of the coverage a particular employee has or the amount of contri-
butions made with respect to the employee by other employers. In view of this lack of
knowledge, it is not possible for an employer to determine the actual amount of excess
Employer contributions with respect to any individual employee. However, the
employer's withholding and payroll tax obligations are based on the amount of the
employee's income.

To resolve this technical problem, S. 640 provides a special rule for determining
the amount of excess employer contributions for purposes of an employer's with-
holding and payroll tax obligations. Solely for these purposes, employers will treat a
fraction of each contribution to the multiemployer plan as an exess employer contri-
bution. This fraction, which will be determined b the multiemployer plan, is equal
to that fraction of the average cost of coverage o all employees under the plan (re-
duced by the amount of any employee contributions) that exceeds the average of the
monthly limits for family and individual coverage, weighted to reflect the relative
amounts of family and individual coverage provided under the plan.

As representatives of the Department of Health and Human Services will describe
in more detail, the Administration believes S. 640 will be a significant step toward
controlling health care costs. For this reason, the Administration strongly urges
rapid and favorable consideration of S. 640.

In connection with this proposal, the Administration believes that current propos-
als to provide health insurance for the unemployed should be financed by a reduc-
tion in the proposed limit on tax-free employer contributions to health plans for em-
ployees. For example, reducing the $175/$70 limit to $169/$68 would raise $300-400
million in additional revenue that could be used for health insurance for the unem-
ployed.

TAX TREATMENT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

Existing law relating to the taxation of fringe benefits can be divided into two
parts. One part of the law deals with specific fringe benefits that Congress has de-
termined should not be subject to taxation. Generally the reasons for excluding
from income each of these specific fringe benefits-referred to as statutory fringe
benefits-is to promote nontax social policies. Examples of statutory fringe benefits
that promote such policies include employee contributions for pension plans, group
term life insurance, health care plans, medical care reimbursements, educational as-
sistance programs, and dependent care assistance programs.

Statutory fringe benefits promote nontax social policy by providing a Federal tax
subsidy when the specified fringe benefit is substituted for taxable compensation.
An employee receiving a statutory fringe benefit is allowed to retain the full value
of that benefit, rather than paying a percentage of that value to the Federal govern-
ment as income and social security taxes. In effect, the Federal government is
paying a portion of the employee's wages in order to encourage the employer to pro-
vide certain types of benefits to the employee. In addition, the employee's costs of
compensating the employee are reduced by the amount of unemployment taxes and
the employer's share of social security taxes that would have been imposed on cash

e second part of current law on the tax treatment of fringe benefits relates to

those fringe benefits that are not specifically addressed by statutory provisions. The
taxability of these nonstatutory fringe benefits is currently governed by the general
definition of gross income in section 61 of the Internal Revenue Code. Despite the
fact that both Treasury regulations and numerous court decisions treat compensa-
tion paid in a form other than cash as includible in income under section 61, there
is a public perception that a number of in-kind benehiti received from an employer
are not income and not taxable. It has not been possible to correct this erroneous
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perception because of the moratorium Congress has imposed on the issuance of
Treasury regulations and rulings in this area. As a result, nonstatutory fringe bene-
fits of substantial value are being excluded from income by employees.

Nonstatutory fringe benefits
The issue of the proper tax treatment of nonstatutory fringe benefits has been a

matter of great concern to the Treasury Department for many years. A "fringe
benefit" may be'defined generally as any personal benefit, other than cash paid as
wages, which is furnished by an employer to an employee because of the employ-
ment relationship. For a variety of reasons, a large segment of the public believes
that a wide variety of nonstatutory fringe benefits do not constitute income and are
not taxable. The result of this perception is that employers and employees are ar-
ranging compensation packages providing for more and more compensation to be
paid as nonstatutory fringe benefits in the mistaken belief that these benefits are
not taxable. This erroneous treatment of certain nonstatutory fringe benefits places
employers who pay cash wages at a disadvantage, erodes the tax base, encourages
uneconomic and complicated transactions, and reduces public confidence in the fair-
ness of the tax system. For these reasons, we believe it is extremely important that
Congress address the question of the proper tax treatment of nonstatutory fringe
benefits.

The Internal Revenue Code includes all income from whatever source derived, in-
cluding compensation for services, in gross income. Treasury regulations specifically
include in income compensation paid other than in cash, stating that if services are
paid for in property or services, the fair market value of the property or services
taken in payment must be included in income as compensation. Unfortunately, de-
spite these clear statements of principle, the administration of the tax laws with
respect to nonstatutory fringe benefits has required the drawing of some very fine
distinctions. One such distinction is that between working conditions and compensa-
tion. An employee often receives a personal benefit from working conditions that an
employer provides solely to facilitate the execution of the employee's duties. Techni-
cally the personal benefit obtained by the employee from working conditions might
be considered part of the compensation received for his employment and thus in-
cludible in income. However, in administering the tax laws, the Internal Revenue
Service has consistently taken the position that working conditions are not part of
an employee's compensation and are not income to the employee. Distinctions be-
tween working conditions and compensation are noValways clear. For example,
prior to the enactment of section 119 which established certain objective criteria for
determining which employer-provided meals and lodging are excludible from
income, difficult questions were often raised about whether meals and lodging pro-
vided to employees were intended for the convenience of the employer, and there-
fore qualified as working conditions, or were intended as compensation.

Similarly, it is often difficult to determine whether a benefit provided by an em-
ployer to an employee is a gift or compensation. In 1921, the IRS announced that
free personal railroad passes issued to employees were gifts rather than compensa-
tion. Based on this prior IRS position, many believe that free passes for airline
travel are also gifts, and therefore nontaxable, despite the substantial benefit con-
ferred on the employee by such passes.

The result of the existence of administrative exceptions to the statutory rule has
been confusion about the taxability of a variety of in-kind benefits provided as com-
pensation. Because of this confusion, the value of many nonstatutory fringe benefits
is often being treated by employers and employees as not includible in the employ-
ee's income. When compensation is paid in fringe benefits, but the value of the
fringe benefits is not included in income, employees with equal economic incomes
are taxed unequally, depending on the relative amounts of cash and in-kind com-
pensation each receives. In addition to causing losses of Federal income and social
security revenues, this inequitable treatment of cash and in-kind compensation re-
duces public confidence in the fairness of the tax system.

During the early years of our income tax system, the use of fringe benefits to com-
pensate employees was relatively rare and the marginal tax rates were quite low.
Therefore, the adverse effects of employees' failing to include the value of fringe
benefits in income was limited. However, as inflation has pushed many taxpayers
into higher tax brackets, the increase in the value of nontaxable compensation, com-
bined with the erroneous perception that certain nonstatutory fringe benefits are
nontaxable, has caused increased use of noncash compensation.

In the early 1970's the IRS became concerned by the incresing use of fringe bene-
fits by employers. A review of the matter led to the conclusion that the administra-
tively drawn lines between taxable and nontaxable fringe benefits needed to be
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clarified. In 1975, the Treasury Department circulated a discussion draft of regula-
tions that would have provided specific rules for determining when a nonstatutory
fringe benefit was taxable. This discussion draft met with substantial opposition
from the public. The discussion draft was withdrawn and, after much debate, Con-
gress in October, 1978, imposed a moratorium on the issuance of new rulings or reg-
ulations relating to fringe benefits. This moratorium has been extended several
times, and is currently scheduled to expire on December 31, 1983.

The effect of the moratorium has been the perpetuation of inconsistencies in the
administration of the tax laws relating to nonstatutory fringe -benefits. In the ab-
sence of uniform national guidelines, the tax treatment of particular fringe benefits
is being determined by individual IRS agents at the local level. This practice results
in inconsistent treatment from district to district and even from agent to agent. The
inability of the Treasury Department to provide IRS agents and the public with a
clear statement of the proper treatment of nonstatutory fringe benefits has left em-
ployers and employees confused at best. In addition, the moratorium has substan-
tially strengthened the public perception that nonstatutory fringe benefits are not
taxable under current law. Understandably, this perception results in very poor vol-
untary compliance in reporting by both employers and employees of the value of
fringe benefits for income tax purposes. Voluntary compliance with reporting re-
quirements is a key element of our tax system. Without it, the administrative costs
of collection would be substantially increased.

In 1981, the prior administration, in response to the request of the Chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee, released another draft of regulations relat-
ing to nonstatutory fringe benefits. The 1981 draft again met with public opposition
and an extension of the Congressional moratorium.

In view of this recent history, we have concluded that it is not possible for the
Treasury Department to clarify the tax status of nonstatutory fringe benefits with-
out legislative action. Legislative action is needed to provide clarification because
there are a number of fringe benefits that have been assumed by the public to be
nontaxable for a long period of time but which cannot be excluded from gross
income by regulation. The primary examples of such fringe benefits are airline

passes, tuition reimbursements, and merchandise discounts (other than discounts
having a de minimis value). Because the perception of nontaxability of these bene-

fits has been allowed to persist for a long period of time, resistance to clarification
that such benefits are includible in income under existing law is substantial. Since
exclusions of these benefits from income would be inconsistent with existing statu-
tory provisions, it will not be possible for us to develop a regulatory fringe benefit
proposal that will not generate substantial controversy. As the repeated extension of
the moratorium indicates, Congress considers such controversy to be unacceptable.
Therefore, we would like to discuss today some alternatives that Congress might
consider in deciding how to clarify the tax treatment of fringe benefits.

One approach that Congress might take to resolving the issue of the taxability of
fringe benefits would be to provide statutory exclusions for those nonstatutory
fringe benefits which the public has considered nontaxable for a substantial period
of time. While this approach avoids controversy, it would be a substantial departure
from the prior Congressional practice of providing statutory exclusions for certain
fringe benefits to promote desirable social policies. We see no desirable social policy
that would be promoted by excluding from income the value of fringe benefits such
as airline passes, tuition remission, or store discounts. Exclusion of such benefits
would simple grant preferred tax treatment to employees in certain industries and
professions.

Furthermore, we are concerned that any list of exclusions from income of current
nonstatutory fringe benefits would become so comprehensive that it would not only
permit but encourage greater use of fringe benefits to provide tax-free compensa-
tion. The result of enacting such board legislation would be aggravation of the exist-
ing problems of inequitable treatment of taxpayers with equivalent economic
income, loss of Federal revenue, and erosion of public confidence in the tax system.
Legislation that explicitly excluded some existing nonstatutory fringe benefits might
be preferable to an extension of the present moratorium on fringe benefits if the list
of excluded benefits were narrowly drawn, or possibly if a low dollar limit were
placed on the total amount that could be excluded under this new class of statutori-
ly-sanctioned fringe benefits.

As alternatives to totally excluding certain nonstatutory fringe benefits from tax-
ation altogether, we suggest that consideration might be given to addressing two ele-
ments of past fringe benefit proposals that have caused concern-the difficulties of
determining_ fair market value and the perceived hardship imposed on employees
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when they must obtain cash to pay taxes on the value of in-kind benefits that
cannot be converted into cash.

It is true that there are many cases in which the fair market value of a fringe
benefit is difficult to determine. We believe that this difficulty justifies the develop-
ment of either administrative or statutory guidelines for approximating the fair
market value of fringe benefits or alternative methods of assigning a value to fringe
benefits. In valuing a fringe benefit, all facts and circumstances relating to the em-
ployee's receipt of the benefit must be taken into account. For example, merchan-
dise that is normally sold at retail with a warranty will not have a fair market
value equal to the retail price when purchased by the employee at a discount and
without a warranty. As a practical matter, it might be appropriate to provide that a
warranty is assumed to account for a specified percentage of the retail price of an
item. Similarly, a presumption could be established that imposing a standby condi-
tion on transportation would reduce the retail price of the transportation by a speci-
fied percentage. We believe the problems of valuation could be substantially reduced
by such rules.

Commentators have suggested that the employer's allocated cost could be used to
value fringe benefits. We are not convinced that the determination of an employer's
allocated cost is substantially less difficult than the determination of fair market
value in many cases. However, further consideration should be given to whether
valuing fringe benefits at allocated cost plus an assumed fair rate of return on such
cost would be more practical than valuing fringe benefits at fair market value.

Valuation problems could be reduced by taxing fringe benefits at the employer
level. A tax at the employer level would avoid the need to allocate the value of
fringe benefits to individual employees. For example, an employer that provides a
free cafeteria for employees may have difficulty determining the value of the meals
eaten by each employee. However, it would not be difficult to determine the aggre-
gate value of all meals served in the cafeteria. Similarly, an employer may know
the total amount of discounts to individual employees.

Taxation at the employer level would also address the problem of imposing a sub-
stantial tax liability on employees who cannot convert their in-kind compensation
into cash. Taxation at th6 employer level could be accomplished either by disallow-
ing business deductions related to the fringe benefits or by imposing an excise tax
on the employer on the value of all nonstatutory fringe benefits provided to employ-
ees. Either of these proposals could be combined with the allocated cost plus fair
return method of valuation. In the case of disallowance of deductions, the employ-
er's deduction for wages could then be reduced by an amount equal to the aggregate
allocated cost of the fringe benefits provided to employees plus a fair rate of return
on that cost.

Addressing the fringe benefit problem at the employer level would be fair. Such a
solution simply says that if the employer wishes to provide compensation designed
to avoid tax, he cannot have it both ways. He cannot design compensation that per-
mits employees to pay no tax while still retaining the full tax benefit of deductions
for himself. The system cannot afford growth of this inconsistent treatment by em-plo ers.nese proposals are not without their own problems. A significant problem of sub-

stituting disallowance of the employer's deduction for inclusion in the employee's
income is that nontaxable entities would not be affected by such a provision. In ad-
dition, denial of the business expense deduction has the disadvantage of resulting in
inequities between taxable employers depending on their marginal rate of tax, and
of having the tax that is imposed with respect to the fringe benefit bear little, if
any, relationship to the tax that would have been imposed on the employee.

Some of the disadvantages of denying deductions for business expenses might be
avoided by imposing an excise tax on the value of fringe benefits provided by em-
ployers. Such an excise tax could be set at an average marginal rate where benefits
in question are provided to employees on a nondiscriminatory basis, but at a higher
rate where the benefits are provided only to highly compensated or key employees.
Such an excise tax would affect all employers equally, without regard to their tax
status or the amount of their taxable income.

In summary, we believe that the moratorium on fringe benefit regulations is
having serious adverse effects on revenues and the tax system generally. However,
we believe that political considerations make a regulatory solution to the problem
impossible. Therefore, we believe that a comprehensive legislative approach to non-
statutory fringe benefits should be considered in place of a further extension of the
moratorium. We would be happy to work with you to develop aa acceptable legisla-
tive proposal.
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Statutory fringe benefits
The area of statutory fringe benefits presents for the Treasury Department many

of the same tax policy concerns which we have outlined above in our discussion of
nonstatutory fringes. Statutory provisions currently exclude from an employee's
income employer payments for up to $50,000 of group term life insurance, up to
5,000 of death benefits, health plans, medical expenses, rental or parsonages, certain
benefits for members of the Armed Services, meals and lodging furnished for the
convenience of the employer, group legal services plans, van pools, educational as-
sistance programs, and dependent care assistance programs.

As these different exclusions proliferate in type, the programs under wiich they
are offered are growing in both number and popularity. While we recognize that
Congress in establishing the various statutory fringes has believed that a nontax
social policy justified each new exclusion, we doubt that Congress envisaged a
system under which a significant portion of each employee's compensation is pro-
vided in nontaxable fringe benefits. The groundwork for just such a system is being
rapidly established, however, through use of the cafeteria plan rules. We appreciate
the efforts of this Committee to focus on the cafeteria plan rules as part of its exam-
ination of the entire fringe benefit problem.

A cafeteria plan is an arrangement by which an employer can enable its employ-
ees to choose among cash or a variety of statutory and nonstatutory fringe benefits.
These "flexible benefit" plans were made possible by Code section 125, enacted by
the Revenue Act of 1978. This section permits an employee to select a nontaxable
benefit under a plan offering a variety of benefits without being subject to taxation
on any nontaxable benefits selected. In the absence of section 125, under the doc-
trine of constructive receipt, the existence of an option to receive cash (or another
taxable benefit) would result in taxation to the employee.

In order to qualify for the special tax treatment provided by section 125, a cafete-
ria plan must not discriminate as to employees' eligibility to participate and must
not discriminate in favor of highly-compensated participants as to nontaxable fringe
benefits (or employer contributions to such benefits). These nondiscrimination rules
were designed to prevent use of cafeteria plans as means by which highly compen-
sated individuals can avoid or defer tax on a disproportionately high share of their
compensation as compared to less highly compensated individuals.

Prior to the establishment of cafeteria plans, there was a practical limitation on
the extent to which employers could provide compensation to employees in the form
of nontaxable fringe benefits. Economically, any individual empolyee would prefer
to receive more compensation in the form of nontaxable fringe benefits only if the
employee needed or would use the additional fringe benefit as much as the cagh
payment that otherwise would be paid, less the tax that would be imposed on thb,
cash compensation. The need for additional fringe benefits would differ from em-
ployee. As a consequence, the provision of additional fringe benefits would be sought
by some employees and opposed by others. In the past, employees as a group have
reached a mutually satisfactory accommodation where the level of fringe benefits
offered by each employer is acceptable to the employee group as a whole.

The levl of benefits at which any group of employees develops conflicting inter-
ests will depend on the type of benefit being considered and the particular circum-
stances of the employees. For example, all employees may desire medical insurance
protection up to a certain level, However, employees without dependents may want
to limit the level of employer-provided health insurance to coverage for a single em-
ployee. Collectively, these employees will resist reducing their general level of cash
compensation in order to provide more extensive insurance protection that would
benefit only employees with dependents.

The establishment of cafeteria plans eliminates "employee jealously" as a con-
straint upon the use of fringe benefits as a principal means of compensation. Under
a properly designed cafeteria plan, an employee will never bear any portion of the
economic cost of the fringe benefits enjoyed by other employees. Again looking to
the example of medical insurance, an employee will not care if another employee
receives tax-free comprehensive health insurance coverage for an entire family so
long as he or she can receive either cash or an equivalent amount of compensation
in the form of a desired tax-free fringe benefit.

The types of tax-freb benefits which are typically made available under cafeteria
plans include disability benefits, accident and health insurance, group term life in-
surance, dependent care assistance, qualified group legal services, anda cash or de-
ferred "section 401(k)" profit-sharing plan. The most common nonstatutory fringe
benefits included in cafeteria plans are free parking and extra vacation days. How-
ever, as these plans become more widespread, the list of other available nonstatu-
tory benefits could be expanded considerably. The ability to choose among these dif-
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ferent fringe benefits which is faciliated by cafeteria plans, combined with the cash
option feature, is virtually certain to expand significantly the level at which statu-
tory fringe benefits are provide in lieu of taxable compensation.

The Treasury Department is concerned that there is a considerable potential for
abuse of the cafeteria plan concept as a result of the availability of cash 'or taxable
fringe benefits as a permissible plan distribution. Despite considerable efforts during
the process of drafting the cafeteria plan regulations, we have found it particularly
difficult to prevent this taxable benefit option from creating problems with respect
to both salary reduction and discriminatory utilization of plan benefits.

It is unclear under Code section 125 or its legislative history whether Congress
intended to permit widespread funding of cafeteriaplans through the reduction of
each participating employee's saJary. The Treasury Department examined at length
the difficulties of differentiating between a cash option and a salary reduction
option during the process of drafting the proposed regulations under section 401(k).
In the case of those qualified cash-or-deferred retirement arrangements, we pro-
posed to permit the plans to be funded by salary reduction. By contrast, in the case
of cafeteria plans, the availability of plan funding through salary reduction would
permit employees to substitute for taxable wages unlimited amounts of fringe bene-
fits which are tax-free by statute or are perceived to be tax-free under the moratori-
um on dealing with nonstatutory fringe benefits. Depending upon the timing of the
salary reduction election, each participant in a cafeteria plan could select the maxi-
mum possible nontaxable benefit in light of his expenses for any taxable year,
thereby simultaneously maximizing the government's revenue loss with these flexi-
ble benefit programs.

An example will illustrate the problems which would be created if cafeteria plans
could be funded by salary reduction. Consider a cafeteria plan which offers company
employees a choice between self-insured medical reimbursement benefits, dependent

-- care assistance, life insurance benefits, "free" parking, or cash. The plan provides
for a thirty percent reduction in the salaries of all participating employees. Under
the terms of the plan, an employee can elect on a month-to-month basis the distri-
bution of amounts paid out of theplan. Assume that employee A, who earns $50,000
per year, requests allocation of $15,000 between medical reimbursement and depend-
ent care assistance, while Employee B, who also earns $50,000 per year, withdraws
all his "contribution" in cash. Employees C and D, who earn $10,000 per year, each
request $1,000 in medical reimbursement, a $500 contribution towards life insur-
ance, and $1,500 in cash. Onl the cash withdrawals are subject to tax. Thus in this
example Employees A, C, and D save income and social security taxes on a total of
$18,000, while the employer saves social security and unemployment taxes on the
same amount. This program appears to be discriminatory in that tax-free benefits
totalling $15,000 have been withdrawn by one of the highest-paid e.-ployees, while
each of the lower-paid employees received only $1,500 in tax-free benefits. However,
under the rules of section 125, this plan is not discriminatory. The plan benefits
have been made available to all employees, and the nontaxable benefits withdrawn
from the plan by the two highly-paid participants do not, as an average percentage
of salary, exceed the nontaxable benefits withdrawn by the less highly compensated.
It is extremely unlikely, however, that this plan could have been established were it
not for the availability of-the cash option. Employees B, C and D would have op-
posed creation of a generous plan of tax-free benefits which they would not expect
to utilize-fully- in lieu of a portion of their cash compensation.

The addition of nonstatutory fringe benefits to cafeteria plans has increased the
already substantial confusion about the taxability of such benefits. Many employees
assume that any benefit other than cash received through a cafeteria plan is non-
taxable. As described above, there is a need for legislative clarification of the tax
treatment of nonstatutory fringe benefits. Until such clarification is made, we be-
lieve it is undesirable to aggravate the problems in the nonstatutory fringe benefit
area by allowing such benefits to be included in cafeteria plans.

Absent legislative action, cafeteria plans will be used to an increasing extent to
expand both the level and type of fringe benefits that will be provided to employees.
To avoid both thp revenue loss and potential discrimination caused by the taxable
benefit option, thfe Treasury Department recommends that Congress limit both the
types and amount of benefits available under cafeteria plans. We believe that the
types of fringe benefits which can be offered under such plans should be restricted
to cash, in a limited dollar amount, and to those statutory fringe benefits which are
currently available under such plans. To the extent that salary reduction is per-
ceived to be the practical equivalent of a cash option, the maximum amount of
salary reduction by an employee participant in a cafeteria plan would be subject to
the same annual dollar limitation applicable to cash payouts from the plan.
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This concludes my prepared remarks. I would be happy to answer your questions.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand, Mr. Chapoton, you have a com-
mitment at the White House at-what?-10:45. So we are going to
try to start with Dr. Rubin.

Do you have to be there, too?
Dr. RUBIN. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Lucked out. OK. [Laughter.]
Dr. RUBIN. I would like to go, if you could arrange it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I can get you a tour, but I don't know how

to get you to see anyone: [Laughter.]
So if it is all right with Dr. Rubin, let me yield to Senator Pack-

wood under the early bird rule, and we will address a few questions
to you, Mr. Chapoton. Then we will excuse you, but I assume-you
may need to come back at a later time.

Mr. CHAPOTON. I will be happy to come back, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Bob.
Senator PACKWOOD. Buck, I don't quite understand what you

have written about the health cap in your testimony-on the
bottom of page 3 or 4, where you are talking about plans that do
not have a prospective payment but instead a retroactive payment
based upon costs.

As I read your paragraph, it looks like you are saying that if ret-
roactive costs happen to exceed your cap, they would still not be
charged as income to the employee. Is that correct?

Mr. CHA1OTON. That is correct. The retroactive change would
have no effect on the income to the employee.

Senator PACKWOOD. So would it be possible in your estimation for
the employer to get around what you are trying to achieve, then-
the employer and the union-by simply creating a plan that paid
benefits retroactively?

Mr. CHAPOTON. The benefits would have to be specified in the
plan, and there would have to be a reasonable estimate of those
benefits. And there is a penalty mechanism if the estimate is not a
good faith, reasonable estimate.

Senator PACKWOOD. All right. I didn't see that here.
Second, can you tell me how you have estimated the revenue to

the Treasury that will be gained if the cap is enacted?
Mr. CHAPOTON. Senator Packwood, there is an assumption that

in the long run there will be a shift to more cash compensation and
less medical insurance.

Initially, though, we just look at the plans that would be over the
cap and that are projected to be over the cap in 19S4 and beyond.
In other words, there is an estimate the same plans will be over
the cap, in which case obviously you are picking up taxable income.

Senator PACKWOOD. So, Treasury in this case has followed its
normal revenue projection on a static basis. They just looked at the
benefit plans that are over the cap and assumed they would be
kept at that level, or lowered down to the cap, -or one of the two.
I'm not quite- sure, exactly, what assumptions you have ordered.

Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, they will tend to reduce the benefits under
the cap; but I think we would assume that would be replaced posi-
bly in part with other tax-free benefits, and that is built into the
revenue estimates as well. In other words, the compensation alter-
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native might be in part another tax-free benefit not subject to a
cap, or at least under the cap if that benefit has its own cap, and in
part taxable compensation.

Senator PACKWOOD. Would you send to me a letter very specifi-
cally laying out your assumptions? Because I don't think you are
going to collect as much money as you think, and I would like to
know what your assumptions are.

Mr. CHAPOTON. Yes; I would be happy to.
[The letter follows:]
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* DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGJTON. D.C. 20220

ASSISTAN? SECRETARY

A;3 4 13

Dear Senator Packwood-

This is in response to your request for a description of the
methodology and assumptions used to estimate the revenue gain from
the health insurance tax cap proposal.

The basic tool used for the estimate is the Office of Tax
Analysis Individual Income Tax Simulation Model (Tax Modell. The
model is comprised of a stratified random sample of about 80,000
individual income tax returns and complex computer software designed
to replicate the individual income tax. This model is used to
estimate the revenue effect of nearly all individual income tax
proposals.

The data on the Tax Model is limited to information reported
on tax returns. Thus, proposals that alter the definition of
income such as the health insurance proposal or allow special
deductions or credits often require that nontax data sources be
used. The Department of Health and Human Services OHS) projec-
tions of total employer contributions to health insurance and the
National Medical Care Expenditure Survey (XMCES) are the two main
sources used to supplement the data on the Tax Model.

RKS provided projections of total employer contributions to
health insurance, These projections are consistent with the
Administration's April economic forecast and incorporate actual
1981 data on employer contributions.

The NMCES data base is used to impute the employer contribu-
tions to selected tax returns on the Tax Model. NMCES is a national
survey of 14,000 households conducted in 1977-1978. The survey
provides data on the amount and distribution of employer contribu-
tions by size of contribution, income of the employee and narital
status. The NMCES data base has been widely referenced ard w.a
used as the basis for the 1982 Congressional Budget Off.4 j
publication, Containing Medical Care Costs Through Market Forues.
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The NMCES data is for 1977, thus a number of adjustments were
necessary before the information could be used to impute counts
to tax returns. First, the size distribution of employer contribu-
tions was extrapolated using the growth rate in average employer
contributions, It was assumed that the distribution of the size
of employer contributions about the mean remained constant from 1977
to 1982. Second, income levels in 1977 were assumed to grow by the
average growth in family income from 1977 to 1982.

Returns on the Tax Model were then classified by income level
and marital status. Within each income class and marital status
returns were randomly selected to have employer contribution of a
given level made on their behalf. The selection process maintained
the distributions by income class, by marital status, and by size
of employer contributions that were reported in the NMCES data.

At this point then, each worker was identified as to the
existence or nonexistence of employer contributions and each
worker was imputed a contribution amount. The Tax Model software
was then amended to allow for the taxation (income and social security
taxi of employer contributions.

Employees with employer contributions above the cap are faced
with three options: (11 maintain the same level of health insurance
and pay tax on the excess ontributionsl (2) reduce their health
insurance and substitute taxable wages, or C3) reduce their health
insurance and substitute other forms of nontaxable compenviation.
The revenue gain is identical under the first two options, but
there is no revenue gain to the extent that the employew elects the
third option. Obviously, determining the amount of excess contribu-
tions converted. to other forms of nontaxable compensation is critical
in calculating tUe revenue effect of the bill.

During the PaSt five years about 11 percent of the increase
in employee cozansation was in the form of nontaxable fringe
benefits including employer health insurance contributions. This
percent is expected to increase to nearly 15 percent during the
1984-1988 period under thr: )ost recent economic forecast prepared
by the Administration. For purposes of the revenue estimate, then
we assumed that 15 percent of the excess contributions would be
converted to other nontaxable forms of compensation and would,
therefore, not yield any additional revenue. It is important to
note that this assumption yields a conservative estimate of the
revenue gain since the 15 percent calculation includes health
insurance as a nontaxable benefit. Eliminating this nontaxable
option,.eliminates one of the largest and most broadly utilized
fringe benefits.

23-664 0-83- 4
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A final adjustment was made to account for the provision
that legally binding contracts be exempt from the tax cap for a
period not to exceed two years.

I hope that this information is helpful. Please feel free
to contact me if you have any further questions.

Sincerely,

'// oh~n E. Vaapotozf
John R. Chapoton

Assistant Secretary
(Tax Policy)

The Honorable
Bob Packwood
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
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Senator PACKWOOD. Next, there is a statement in your testimony
that the employers really don't care how much health insurance
they provide because in essence it's the same as wages for them;
it's a business deduction for them and so they don't bargain very
hard for any particular level.

In my experience, although it has been 20 years ago, when I was
bargaining labor contracts--

Mr. CHAPOTON. Did you say the employers, or the employees?
Senator- PACKWOOD. The employer. For the employer a business

deduction is a business deduction. For the employee, and indeed for
the union business agent, it makes a big difference.

But all I can tell you is that in my experience with bargaining,
what you are saying was not true of the employer's position. They
bargained hard against dramatic increases-this is 20 years ago,
and I don't know why it should have changed-in health costs, be-
cause they saw them as a rapidly escalating expense which they
had no control over. If they promised to pay you so much for 20
days of hospital stay, and that went from $50 a day to $500 a day,
they felt obligated to pay the costs. So they bargained hard against
increasing benefits.

Mr. CHAPOTON. I would think that is certainly the case. We don't
mean to imply that would not be the case. But vis-a-vis cash com-
pensation, they can provide the same level of compensation
cheaper if it is nontaxable to 1he employee.

Senator PACKWOOD. Your dramatic objection to the cafeteria
plans is at least that it removes the common denominator incen-
tive not to have excessive benefits. Any number of employees may
not have any use for any particular benefits.

Mr. CHAPOTON. That's the bottom line. Yes, Senator.
Senator PACKWOOD. And if they can all have the choice of half a

dozen, the 25-year-old widow with two children age 3 and 2 may
choose day care as a very high benefit in her estimation, and a 50-
year-old employee with no children is not going to choose that at
all, and they are all going to find some way to reduce their taxable
income to the lowest possible denominator by choosing different
benefits, and you have lost the internal rigor of bargaining for a
uniform benefit.

Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, as long as they are all confined to choosing
tax-free benefits out of a specific list, I think the problem is low.

Senator PACKWOOD. Your problem is the cash option.
Mr. CHAPOTON. The cash option. Yes,-sir.
Senator PACKWOOD. Is the administration going to have any posi-

tion on the statutory fringe benefits that now exist? Any position
on limiting those other fringe benefits?

Mr. CHAPOTON. No, sir. We have not made a proposal, and I
know of no reason we would be taking a position on that at any
time this year.

Senator PACKWOOD. The reason I ask that, every now and then
the ghosts of Stanley Surrey appear before this committee and
want to tax all fringe benefits, because they feel the only purpose
of the Tax Code is to collect money, not to provide social benefits.

I have said this to you, and I would say it to the administration:
I think the one reason we do not have any significant demand for
national health insurance in this country among those who are em-
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plowed is because their employers are paying for their benefits, by
and large. And we will never go to the situation we have in Great
Britain so long as that system exists, and I hate to see us nibble
away at it for fear you are going to have the demand that the Fed-
eral Government take over and provide the benefits that would
otherwise be lost. And I hope the -administration is considering that
downside.

Mr. CHAPOTON. I think that question has been discussed in con-
sideration of this proposal, which is basically cost containment.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes. Mr. Chairman, I do have a state-

ment I woUld like be made a part of the record.
On that latter point, I guess I don't know what the administra-

tion's position is, but my view of the situation is that we already
have national health insurance in this country, and we have it for
68 million out of 225 million people. And that's one of the issues we
are trying to address here-how do we extend something in the
nature of comparable benefits to the rest of this population so that
they can afford it out of a health care system whose costs are large-
1y being driven up by the national health insurance that exists in
the employer-employee sector.

If you look through the kinds of coverage that are provided,
you've got something pretty close to Britain-except that you can
get into the doctor a whole heck of a lot faster here, you can get to
the psychiatrist a whole heck of a lot faster, you can get to the den-
tist, you can go get your eyeglasses almost like that in America,
and it doesn't cost you anything if you are in the right employment
setting.

Now, none of us who support your position are arguing for na-
tional health insurance, in the sense that everybody ought to be
covered for everything on an equal basis; but I would suggest to my
colleagues that one of the things we are trying to do is wrestle with
some equity in this system.

But Buck, let me ask you a question that relates to the cafeteria
plan situation. I am not clear, because we did that section 125, as
you indicated, back in 1978, and all of us who have been dealing in
one way or another with the fringe benefits have been waiting for
regulations.

I have a letter signed by you in December of last year pointing
out some of the problems. And I am not quite clear whether or not
your advice to us is that we wrestle with some of these problems
that you face, or whether you do intend to address some of those in
the form of regulation.

Mr. CHAPOTON. We intend to publish regulations under the exist-
ing statutory provisions. What I am saying is, we think the existing
statutory provision causes concerns that Congress didn't foresee in
1978.

It has taken too long to issue the regulations. There have been
tremendous problems. In connection with this testimony I reviewed
it again. We are moving forward with a set of regulations on it. To
be quite candid, the draft that is now prepared is not adequate, but
these regulations have been given the highest priority. But the
statutory correction that I am talking about is not holding up the
regulations.
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Senator DURENBERGER. And what does "high priority" currently
mean? 1983?

Mr. CHAPOToN. No, they would definitely be issued this year. I
would like to say-I think I could say by the end of the summer.
I'm afraid I couldn't say much before then.

Senator DURENBERGER. I suggest that because, while I support in
a general sense the administration's position on the bill that the
chairman of this committee introduced, I'm certainly wide open
and I hope a lot of us on this committee are open to finding better
ways to accomplish some of the health policy objectives. And if we
knew where you were headed with regard to choice in the cafeteria
plan system, it would be very helpful to us. -

Mr. CHAPOTON. I can see that, and I think that is a valid com-
ment. As you well know, the important regulation projects always
seem to get delayed as we go through the system. We are trying to
address this, but it still needs a lot more work.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Chairman, I understand the Secretary has

an appointment at the White House, and I will not pose any ques-
tions at this time because I think the White House does need his
advice, and I would urge him to get on down there. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we appreciate that. He gives good advice,
too.

Senator BENTSEN. Most of the time.
The CHAIRMAN. Could I just say as you leave-unless Senator

Long has questions.
Senator LONG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. And he is available to return.
You know, we have gone from the numbers game to the real

game now, and we are going to be faced with a budget resolution
on the Senate floor in the next week. They have been playing
around with these numbers now for 6 months. I have taken a look
at those numbers, and if in fact that budget resolution is adopted,
88 percent of the impact comes through this committee-88 per-
cent. I don't know what happened to the other 12, but it slipped
away.

So now it is a question of whether they are going to transfer the
numbers game to the real game. And if in fact that happens, it is
going to be our responsibility to raise $73 billion in taxes. In fact,
we are reconciled to do that if the budget resolution passes, in addi-
tion to some minor savings in medicare, which to me should be
much greater.

But I know the President has indicated he is opposed to taxes, at
least these taxes.

Mr. CHAPOTON. That is correct. He is certainly opposed to these
taxes in 1984 and 1985.

The CHAIRMAN. But he wasn't opposed earlier this year to $56
billion in new taxes.

I don't mean to get you involved in that argument; I just suggest
that these hearings are rather important. If in fact we adopt the
budget resolution, then the games are over.

We are being told in the resolution to report back to the Senate
by I think July 22 with a proposal from this committee that would
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raise $73 billion over the next 3 years. And I know that that would
not include the third year or hopefully any change in indexing, so
that leaves the rest of the Tax Code including fringe benefits to be
addressed. And I understand the bill for that is about $175 billion
over the next 5 years-that's for statutory. Nonstatutory is a
couple of billion a year. So there is a lot of real money involved,
and it makes our job rather difficult.

-So I just suggest that generally to the administration.
I assume that if in fact the resolution is adopted by Congress and

we are directed to raise the money, I assume the administration
would-what would the administration do?

Mr. CHAPOTON. We will certainly work with the committee, Mr.
Chairman. As you know, the President has stated unequivocally he
does not think we should raise any taxes as we are coming out of
the recovery. And he includes in that fiscal 1984 and 1985.

The CHAIRMAN. So if we made them effective in 1986 it would be
all right?

Mr. CHAPOTON. Well, we certainly are supporting the standby tax
that was part of the original President's budget.

The CHAmRMAN. Well, I don't mean to draw you into that argu-
ment, but we have to make a decision in the next few days. I am
hoping that the Republicans on the committee can meet and the
Democrats on the committee meet and see if we have 11 votes for
anything. Otherwise, I don't see why we adopt a budget resolution
when 88 percent of the money involved comes through this commit-
tee and there are not the votes for it.

That doesn't mean we stop-we may be able to do something on
our own. I remain silent on the budget resolution, but we are look-
ing at it.

Thank you.
Mr. CHAPOON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Rubin, we are happy to have you here today,

and if you get any calls to go anywhere we will be happy to--
[Laughter.]

Buck has had more experience at being called away. [Laughter.]
I would say that your full statement will be made a part of the

record. We are hoping that you might summarize it. We have 20-
some witnesses today, and what we don't want to happen is for
those on the tail-end to be literally excluded from testifying be-
cause the day is over or there are not many members around. So
we are going to try to speed up the process on the front-end so we
don't penalize the people on the back-end.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT RUBIN, M.D., ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR PLANNING AND EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Dr. RUBIN. With your permission, I would like to summarize my

statement and call your attention to some charts that will be here
and also will be appended to the back of the statement.

In combination with the medicare and medicaid components of
the President's health incentives reform program, the so-called tax
cap-which I should quickly add is very different than the tax cap
that is being pro= elsewhere on the Hill-will introduce incen-
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tives for efficiency into the health care system without inhibiting
access to quality health services.

The administration's program is founded on the premise that re-
imbursement controls on physicians and hospitals cannot by them-
selves halt health care inflation. Instead, we must change the eco-
nomic incentives facing all the key participants in the health care
system, including the consumer.

The major threat to quality medical care in this country is a con-
tinuation of the trend of inordinate inflation in health care expend-
itures. Most of these expenditures in the private sector are fi-
nanced by employers and encouraged by the tax system.

As you can see in the first chart, employer payments to health
plans are projected to increase-by $100 billion between 1983 and
1990. These payments have been nearly doubling every 5 years.

Under current law, as you have heard, an employer's contribu-
tion to an employee health plan is not included in the employee's
taxable/income.

The second chart shows how the tax cap would work. In essence,
what we would do is to limit tax-free employer-paid health benefits
to $175 a month per family and $70 a month for individuals, while
excess employer-paid benefits would be treated as ordinary income
for tax purposes. This program would be effective on the first of
January 1984, with the exception of legally binding contracts
which would have until January 1, 1986, to come into alinement.

We would index the tax -cap as the rest of the Tax Code will be
indexed, to the Consumer Price Index.

This tax change is expected to yield roughly $2.1 billion in tax
revenues in fiscal 1984, and about $27 billion over the 5-year period
from fiscal 1984 through fiscal 1988.

Since higher-paid workers are more likely to have rich employer-
paid health plans and face higher marginal income tax rates, they
are the primary beneficiaries of the existing tax preference. By the
same token, high-income workers would be more likely to be affec-
ed by the tax cap.

The fourth chart shows that for taxpayers affected by the cap,
the amount of new tax liability increases with income. The average
tax increase for all taxpayers affected by the cap in 1984 would be
approximately $228, or about $19 to $20 per month. The vast ma-
jority of-taxpayers, however, Would not have any new tax liability.
Therefore, the average new tax liability for all taxpayers for 1984
would be only about $30, or a little more than $2 a month.

Senator BETSEN. Let me understand that chart a little better,
would you? Would you elaborate on that chart so we can see just
what you were referring to?

Dr. RUBIN. The bars show that the average additional tax for
taxpayers affected, by income class-so, for example, people
making between $10,000 and $15,000 a year, based on their 1982
adjusted gross income, would have an additional tax liability of
$153 per year. However, because very few taxpayers in the $10,000
to $15,000 class would be affected, the average tax liability for all
people making that amount of money would be roughly $15 per
year, or a little more than $1 per month.

The CHAIRMAN. What about in the upper brackets?
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- Dr. RUBIN. Well, as you can see, Senator, going up to between
$100,000 and $200,000, those folks who are affected would have an
increase tax liability of about $396 per year.

Senator PACKWOOD. Dr. Rubin let me ask you a question, then.
You state that the primary beneficiaries of the existing tax struc-
ture are higher income workers, and that this is unfair. In 1978 I
succeeded in adding a provision on self-insurance for health that
you could not discriminate in the provision of benefits. And we now

ave several fringe benefits that have provisions that prohibit dis-
crimination between well-paid and lower-paid employees. This
would solve that problem for you if we simply added that clause to
health insurance, wouldn't it?

In other words, you say all employees get the same benefits: it
doesn't matter if they make $15,000 or $50,000.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, I think that was part of what Mr. Chapoton was
addressing in some of his previous concerns vis-a-vis the cafeteria
plan.

Senator PACKWOOD. His worry was more on the cash option and
he didn't worry so much about the cafeteria plans. I am talking
about saying that you cannot discriminate in the providing health
benetits.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, there is- no discrimination in the provision of
benefits here within particular employer-based contributions. That
is to say, employers have to offer the same benefits to all their em-
ployees.

Senator PACKWOOD. You don't have that provision in the law;
you have for some other fringe benefit plans. But, that is the case,
then your statement on page 3 of your testimony inaccurate-that
the higher paid employees benefit more from the tax treatment of
health benefits than low paid employees. If everybody gets the
same payment for the same benefits, and they are tax-free, then it
is of no beater importance to the lower-paid than to the higher
paid employee, or vice versa.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, I think what we are talking about here is that
people who have different employer-based plans because they are
in different employment groups tend to have a different tax liabili-
ty. On the average, employment groups with high average wages
have more extensive health benefits than lower wage groups. So
therefore, I think the statement and the numbers are indeed accu-
rate. But I see that I suffer by not having my Texas tax lawyer sit-
ting next to me here.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, I won't pursue it because I think from
a tax standpoint you are mistaken. You say, higher paid workers
are more likely to have rich employer-paid health plans, which
they indeed do, because there is not a nondiscriminatory provision.
But that sole problem could be rectified by making health plans
nondiscriminatory.

Dr. RuBIN. Discrimination within firms is not the sole reason for
the correlation between wages and health benefits.

Senator PACKWOOD. But I won't pursue it at this stage.
Dr. RUBIN. The tax preference for employer-provided health in-

surance is based on the premise that our society should encourage
adequate levels of health care and protection against the financial
consequences of serious illness.
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The administration accepts that premise; however, we believe
that there should be a limit beyond which the choice between
health benefits and wages is tax-neutral. Otherwise the tax exemp-
tion for health benefits will cause further health-expenditure infla-
tion.

Now, it is not just the inflation rate in health expenditures that
leads us to recommend these reforms. If the additional expendi-
tures signal commensurate improvements in the health of the em-
ployed population, obviously these dollars would be well-spent.
However, the facts suggest that this is not necessarily the case.

There are two links in the chain--by which the tax treatment of -
employer-provided health benefits contributes to wasteful inflation
in health care expenditures:

The first is that preferential tax treatment causes firms to pro-
vide more coverage and different types of coverage than they would
in the absence of the tax preference.

Second, the expanded coverage with few internal controls on
costs causes providers to deliver more services and more expensive
services than they would if consumers had different insurance cov-
erage.

These two links are well documented in a number of research
studies.

It is an illusion to suppose that workers are protected against
paying for these inflated expenditures by their insurance coverage.
They certainly do pay for it in terms of foregone wages eaten up by
higher health benefit payments.

Analysts who have examined the tax cap proposal in the admin-
istration, in the Congressional Budget Office, and in private re-
search organizations all conclude that it would bring about a
change in employer-paid health benefits and a lower rate of infla-
tion in health expenditures than would be the case under current
law.

Although it is difficult and imprecise to determine the exact
magnitude and timing of these changes, the HHS Office of Plan-
ninig and Evaluation estimates that in 1990 the tax cap will pro-
duce over $20 billion in savings in employment-based health ex-
penditures, as illustrated in the next chart.

To achieve these savings, some employers, principally those who
have very deep and very broad health benefits, will have to decide
whether and in what manner to respond to the prospect of exceed-
ing the tax cap.

One response would simply be to accept the new tax liability and
add excess health benefits to employee income for the purposes of
withholding and taxation. This is clearly not the ideal response
from a health-policy perspective, but at least it does accomplish the
goal of placing health benefits on an equal footing with the other
forms of taxable compensation. Inflationary forms of health-care fi-
nancing would no longer be completely tax sheltered.

A similar response would be to keep health plans intact, reduc-
ing-the employer contribution so that the cap is not exceeded, and
increasing the employee share commensurately.

A more interesting and perhaps constructive employer response
would involve reforms in the way health benefits are structured
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and health plans are managed. And these strategies are outlined in
chart 6.

A relatively simple method of reducing health care costs is to in-
crease deductibles and/or coinsurance, keeping benefits and plan
management the same. This is the so-called cost sharing approach.
This strategy has been adopted by a number of firms seeking to
reduce health care costs. Because patient cost sharing reduces utili-
zation of health care services, the cost sharing strategy would
reduce not only the firm's share of employee health care costs but
also the rate of increase in total health care costs.

Some firms, for a variety of reasons, may prefer not to adopt this
approach.

Another approach that they may choose is to redesign health
benefits to bring about more cost-effective use of health services.

By expanding coverage for ambulatory services, surgical second
opinions, and other programs, some employers claim to have saved
money, even though this approach represents an increase in bene-
fits.

Employers may also encourage the use of cost-effective providers
to save money while maintaining coverage levels. Examples of this
strategy, of course, are health maintenance organizations and so-
called preferred-provider organizations.

Identification of efficient providers requires developing a data
collection capability that enables employers to discriminate be-
tween appropriate and excessive utilization and prices. Private uti-
lization review is a data-intensive activity that has great cost-sav-
ings potential.

in some parts of the country coalitions of employers have formed
to, among other things, develop comprehensive data bases on pro-
vider pricing and treatment practices in their respective market
areas.

A final approach that employers may take in responding to the
tax cap is to become directly involved in the enhancement of em-
ployee health. Worksite health promotion and disease prevention
programs have been alleged to save health benefit dollars and to
reduce absenteeism and turnover as well.

It is a hopeful sign that private industry is currently experiment-
ing with a variety of ways to hold down health care expenditures.
Our tax cap is entirely consistent with this trend. The financial in-
centives embodied in the cap will encourage more employers to
adopt cost-saving innovative practices. More employee cost sharing,
more carefully selected plan benefits, and more aggressive plan
management will combine to slow the rate of increase in health ex-
penditures.

In conclusion I would like to emphasize the following points:
First, the current tax treatment of employer-paid health benefits

is unfair, and this inequity is getting worse over time. It is unfair
to the unemployed and to others who do not have this form of non-
taxed income available to them. The current tax preference goes
far beyond its original intent of encouraging protection against the
financial consequences of serious illness. It is increasingly becom-ing a tax loophole for high-paid workers.

Second, current law contributes significantly to inflation in pri-
vate health expenditures, most of which are fmianced by employers.
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Available evidence establishes the chain through which the tax
preference encourages excessive and inefficient insurance coverage
which, in turn, fuels inflation in health expenditures. These rapid-
ly rising health expenditures are doing little to improve our Na-
tion's health.

Third, this problem is getting worse at an alarming rate. Current
law projections indicate that employer-paid health expenditures
will increase dramatically in the 1980's.

Our tax cap is a modest proposal. It does not prescribe a particu-
lar cost-containment technique but rather corrects the tax law's
distorting effect on private activities in an important sector of our
economy. It should be viewed as a catalyst to effective private
health care cost containment and a useful complement to our ef-
forts to improve the efficiency of medicare and medicaid.

Equally important, it would not adversely affect low-income
people. Instead, it would help assure that all of our citizens-pri-
vately insured as well as medicare and medicaid beneficiaries-par-
ticipate in our efforts to control health cae costs.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Robert Rubin follows:]

STATZMKNT OF ROBERT J. RuBIN, M.D., ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR PLANNING AND
EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF HzALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee: I am pleased to have the oppor-
._Aianity to discuss the Administration's proposal to limit the exclusion of employer-

paid health insurance from-employee taxable family income.
In combination with the Medicare and Medicaid components of the President's

Health Incentives Reform Progrun, this "tax cap" proposal will introduce incen-
tives for efficiency into the health care system, without inhibiting access to quality
health services. The Administration's program is founded on the premise that reim-
bursement controls on physicians and hospitals cannot by themselves halt health
care inflation. Instead, we must change the economic incentives facing all of the key
participants in the health care system, including the individual consumer, the phy-
sician, the hospital, and the employer and union buying group health care coverage.

The major threat to quality medical care in the United States is a continuation of
the trend of inordinate inflation in health expenditures. Most of the expenditures in
the private sector are financed by employers and encouraged by the tax system. Em-
ployer payments into health plans are projected to rise from $50.5 billion in 1980 to

178.4 billion in 1990. Employers will divert employee compensation away from tax-
able wages in order to pay for these inflated health benefits.

In the remainder of my testimony, I will describe the Administration's proposal
and the rationale for the tax cap. Before concluding, I will also describe how em-
ployers may introduce efficiencies into health plan design and management i," re-
sponse to the tax cap.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL

Under current law, an employer's contribution to an employee health plan is not
included in the employee's taxable family income. The employer's contribution is,
however, deductible as an "ordinary and necessary" business expense.

Beginning January 1, 1984, the Administration's proposal would limit this open-
ended tax preference to $175 per month for family coverage and $70 per month for
individual coverage. Employer contributions above these amounts would be included
in the employee's taxable family income and would be subject to the employer's
share of employment taxes.

Health plan contracts which are in effect on January 1, 1984, and which bind an
employer to a specified contribution, would be allowed to reach their normal expira-
tion dates without creating any new liability. However, this exemption will extend
no later than January 31, 1986.

The 175/70 exclusion limit would be indexed to increase yearly in proportion to
the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The CPI was chosen because it will be used to
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index the Federal income tax brackets beginning in 1985 and because our goal is to
bring the health care inflation rate more into line with the general inflation rate.

Approximately 30 percent of employees receiving employer health plan contribu-
tions are projected to be in plans over the $175/70 cap in 1984. Because of the exclu-
sion of binding contracts, however, only 22 percent of employees with an employer
contribution will be affected by the tax cap in 1984.

The proposed tax cap will yield $2.1 billion in tax revenues in fiscal year 1984 and
about $27 billion over the five-year per,':d from fiscal year 1984 to fiscal year 1983.
About 90 percent of the existing tax preference would be preserved in 1984.

Since higher-paid workers are more likely to have rich employer-paid health
plans and face higher marginal income tax rates, they are the primary beneficiaries
of the existing tax preference. By the same token, higher-income workers would be
more likely to be affected by the tax cap.

On a related matter, we would note that our position on proposals to provide
health insurance for the unemployed is that any such program should be funded
through a reduction in a tax cap limit. A downward adjustment of the tax cap could
produce substantial health benefits for the unemployed depending upon the amount
of the. reduction.

RATIONALE

The tax preference for employer-provided health insurance is based on the premi-
um that society should encourage adequate levels of health care and protection
against the financial consequences of serious illness. The Administration supports
that premise. There should be a limit, however, beyond which the choice between
health benefits and wages is tax neutral. Otherwise, the tax exemption for health
benefits will cause further health expenditure inflation. Employers and employees
should be free to negotiate health plans according to their preferences, but excessive
employer-paid benefits should not be tax preferred. After some threshold, the tax
law should neither encourage nor discourage added health benefits.

The United States currently spends over 10 percent of its gross national product
(GNP) on health care, more than most other developed countries, and this percent-
age countinues to grow. Currently, 20 percent of all additions to GNP are for health
care, and there is mounting evidence that the nation is not getting its money's
worth.

It is not just the inflation rate in health expenditures that leads us to recommend
reforms. If the additional expenditures signaled commensurate improvement in the
health of the employed population or their families, these dollars would be well-
spent.

There is considerable evidence showing wide variations in the health expenditures
of different population groups that cannot be explained in terms of health care
needs. Rather, it is extensive insurance, surpluses of doctors and hospitals, and dif-
ferent "styles" of medical care that seem to account for most of these variations. In
short, is considerable inefficiency in the health care system than can be eliminated
without endangering the health of our people?

There are two links in the causal chain by which the tax treatment of employe-
pided health benefits contributes to wasteful inflation in health expenditures.
The first is that the preferential tax treatment causes firms to provide more cover-
age, and different types of coverage, than they would in the absence of the ax pref-
erence. The second is that expanded coverage with few internal cost controls causes
providers to deliver more services, and more expensive services, than they would if
consumers had different insurance coverage. These two links are well established by
a number of studies of the demand for health insurance and of the relationship be-
tween insurance and use of health services, conducted by the Rand Corporation and
other research institutions.

Considering both income and social security taxes, employer-paid health benefits
are "purchased" at a typical discount of about 40 percent compared to goods and
services that must be paid for with after-tax dollars. It is no wonder that employer
payments continue to rise at rates far beyond general inflation levels. When serv-
ices are covered by insurance, neither consumers nor providers have much reason to
restrain utilization, and both prices and quantities of services are forced upward,
leading to inflation in health expenditures.

It is an illusion to suppose that workers are protected against paying for these
inflated expenditures by their insurance coverage. They most certainly do not pay
in the form of forgone wage increases eaten up by higher health benefits payments.
And all of society pays dearly for increases in health expenditures that do not con-
tribute to a healthier population.
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Until recently, employers have had little incentive to intervene in this process be-
cause health care costs have historically been a relatively low fraction of total labor
costs. The rapid rise in these payments has caused many employers to take steps to
institute redesigned health benefits and more aggressive plan management. Until
the current tax preference is limited, however, we may expect increasing health ex-
penditure inflation from this source.

Opponents of the tax cap have expressed skepticism that this proposal will bring
about changes in insurance coverage and in the prices and amounts of health serv-
ices consumed. This skepticism does not give full consideration of the behavioral im-
plications of a 40-percent discount. Indeed, the preferential tax treatment is defensi-

le only under the assumption that it does encourage employers to provide health
insurance as a fringe benefit.

Analysts who have examined the tax cap proposal in the Administration, the Con-
gressional Budget Office, and private research organizations conclude that it will
brng about a change in employer-paid health benefits and a lower rate of inflation
in health expenditures than would be the case under current law. Although it is a
difficult and imprecise task to determine the exact magnitude and timing of these
changes, my office estimates that in 1990 the tax cap will produce over $20 billion in
savings in employment-based health expenditures. We feel that this is a conserv-
ative estimate and that thesavings will continue to grow over time.

EMPLOYER RESPONSES TO THE TAX CAP

Some employers, principally those with very deep and broad health benefits, will
be required to decide whether and in what manner to respond to the prospect of
exceeding the tax cap.

One response is simply to accept the new tax liability and add excess health bene-
fits to employee income for the purpose of withholding and taxation. This is clearly
not an ideal response from a health policy perspective, but at least it does accom-
plish the goal of placing extensive benefits on an equal footing with other forms of
taxable compensation. Inflationary forms of health care financing would no longer
be completely tax sheltered.

A similar response would be to reduce the employer contribution so that the cap
is not exceeded and increase the employee share by an equal amount. This strategy
would be expected to be accompanied by increases in (taxable) employee wages. it,
therefore, has the same tax impact as the first option, although it is unclear wheth-
er it would appear the same to employees.

The more interesting and constructive employer responses involve reforms in the
way health benefits are structured and health plans are managed. Herein lies the
real promise of the tax cap to encourage structural and procedural changes that will
both save money and enhance private sector efforts at health promotion.

A relatively simple method of reducing costs of coverage is to increase deductibles
and/or coinsurance, keeping benefits and plan management the same. Deductibles
have increased relatively little over the past several decades, and the impact of coin-
surance has lessened as more and more plans add out-of-pocket maximums to their
benefits packages. This "cost-sharing" strategy has been adopted by a number of
firms seeking to reduce health care costs. It will reduce not only the firm's share of
employee health care costs but also the rate of increase in total health care costs.

Several studies have shown that an increase in cost sharing would bring about a
reduction in health service expenditures. The most conclusive of these studies, the
Rand Health Insurance Experiment, is funded by the Department of Health and
Human Services. More detailed findings from the Rand study on the relationship
between cost sharing and specific types of health care utilization and health out-
comes are expected over the next several months.

Some firms, for a variety of reasons, may prefer not to adopt the3 cost-sharing
strategy or wish to supplement it with other cost containment efforts. A number of
other options are available. One approach is to redesign health benefits to bring
about more cost-effective use of health services. Expansion of coverage for ambula-
tory services and surgical second opinion programs, for examp!e, has led to some
claims of cost savings, even though this approach represents an increase in benefits.
Other benefit redesign options, such as medical expense account programs, give em-
ployees financial incentives not to overuse covered services. Still another approach
is to give employees a choice of benefits in the hope that some employees will choose
plans with better controls on utilization.

Employers may also encourage the use of cost-effective providers to save money
while maintaining coverage levels. Health maintenance organizations (HMO's), for
example, have been shown to provide health benefits in a cost-effective manner.
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HMO's restrict subscriber choice of providers to those who are a part of the organi-
zation. Preferred provider organizations (PPO's) give employees a financial incentive
to use the services of efficient providers, but they also reimburse employees for serv.
ices obtained from providers who are not part of the organization. Some employers
also attempt to steer employees in the direction of efficient providers without a fi-
nancial inducement.

Identification of efficient providers requires developing a data collection capability
that enables employers to discriminate between appropriate and excessive utiliza-
tion and prices. In some parts of the country, coalitions of employers have formed
which, among other things, develop comprehensive data bases on provider pricing
and treatment practices in their respective market areas.

Private utilization review is another dat-i-intensive activity that has great cost-
saving potential. Typically, third-party administrators review claims to identify "ex-
ceptions" and follow a prescribed course of action to justify or correct what appear
to be inappropriate services or charges. Regardless of what sanctions are ultimately
applied, proponents of this approach claim that it achieves cost savings by changing
the behavior of providers who are prone to excess.

A final approach that employers may take is to become directly involved in en-
hancement of employee health. Worksite health promotion and disease prevention
programs have been claimed to save health benefits dollars and to reduce absentee-
ism and turnover as well. Workplace programs include screening for early detection
of disease, classes and other activities to encourage healthy lifestyles, and in some
cases direct provision of health services.

It is a hopeful sign that private industry is currently experimenting with a vari-
ety of ways of holding down health expenditure increases. The tax cap is entirely
consistent with this trend-the financial incentives embodied in the cap will encour-
age more employers to adopt cost-saving innovative practices. More employee cost-
sharing, more carefully selected plan benefits, and more aggressive plan manage-
ment will combine to slow the rate of increase in health expenditures.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize the following points:
First, the current tax treatment of employerpaid health benefits is unfair and the

inequity is getting worse over time. It is unfair to the unemployed and to others
who do not have this form of nontaxed income available to them. The current tax
preference goes far beyond its original intent of encouraging protection against the
financial consequences of serious illness. It is increasingly becoming a tax loophole
for high-income workers.

Second, current law contributes significantly to inflation in private health ex-
penditures, most of which are financed by employers. Available evidence establishes
the chain through which the tax preference encourages excessive and inefficient in-
surance coverage which, in turn, fuels inflation in health expenditures. These rapid-
ly rising health expenditures are doing little to improve the nation's health.

Third, this problem is getting worse at an alarming rate. Current law projections
indicate that inflation in employer-paid health expenditures will increase dramati-
cally in the 1980s.

The tax cap is a modest proposal. It does not prescribe a particular cost-contain-
ment technique but rather limits the tax law's distorting effect on private activities
in an important sector of the economy. It should be viewed as a catalyst to effective
private health care cost containment, and a useful complement to our efforts to im-
prove the efficiency of Medicare and Medicaid.

Equally important, it would not adversely affect low income people. Instead, it
would help assure that all Americans-the privately insured, as well as Medicare
and Medicaid beneficiaries, participate in our efforts to control health care inflation.
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BASIC PROVISIONS OF THE TAX CAP

o LIMIT TAX-FREE EMPLOYER-PAID HEALTH BENEFITS
TO $175 PER MONTH PER FAMILY, $70 PER MONTH

PER INDIVIDUAL, IN 1984.

o TREAT 'EXCESS' EMPLOYER-PAID BENEFITS AS
ORDINARY INCOME FOR TAX PURPOSES, INCLUDING
WITHHOLDING.

o EFFECTIVE DATE: JANUARY 1, 1984. EMPLOYERS

WITH LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACTS THAT FIX THE
HEALTH PLAN CONTRIBUTION MAY BE EXEMPTED UP
TO JANUARY 31, 1986.

o ANNUAL CAP INCREASES BASED ON CONSUMER PRICE

INDEX.
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TAX REVENUE GAINS: FY 1984 - FY 1988

($ MILLIONS)

FISCAL YEARS

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 TOTAL

1,546 3,892 4,141 5,864 6,386 28,149

6 1,098 1,476 1,884 2,323 7,263RICA

TOTAL REYM 2,188 4,190 5,617 6,868 8,629 27,412

F

23-6W4 0-83-5



TAX CAP: .DISTRIBUTION OF TAX EFFECTS
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POTENTIAL RESPONSES TO TAX CAP

o INCREASED COST SHARING

o REDESIGN OF BENEFITS

o USE OF COST-EFFECTIVE DELIVERY
MECHANISMS

o PRIVATE UTILIZATION REVIEW

o. WORKPLACE HEALTH ENHANCEMENT
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Senator PACKWOOD. Doctor, on the bottom of page 8 and the start
of page 9 of your testimony I think you reveal what you hope will
happen if the cap is created. You put on a cap, and the natural in-
clination of the employer and of the union bargaining agent will be
to try to come down to that cap and perhaps do it by increasing
deductibles or coinsurance. Do I presume that is what you think is
going to happen? You list a variety- of options, but that is the one
you seem to give the most preference and hope to.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, that is certainly what history seems to teach us.
Hay Associates has just completed a survey, on what employers are
doing to control their health care costs. Wat they found is that
about 13 percent of surveyed firms have recently increased their
deductibles, and about another 21 percent were considering such
an increase.- Roughly 23 percent had also increased their coinsur-
ance or were considering an increase in their coinsurance.

So certainly that is one type of response. I think that there are
other plans though-other companies-that have looked very care-
fully at restructdilreir plans to provide more catastrophic and
so-called "back end" insurance and less first dollar, no-questions-
asked comprehensive coverage. We would hope that both factors
would be at work there.

Senator PACKWOOD. And you presume further that if the employ-
er drops their health insurance payments to $175 a month, that
there will be no way they can avoid paying the difference in in-
creased wages? They wont be able to simply reduce their costs by
that amount, is that correct?

Dr. RUBIN. Either wages or other forms of nonwage compensa-
tion, yes.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me ask you this: If they do it in the
form of other nonwage compensation or if they shift it over into
other nontaxable fringe benefits, which they have a fair amount of
room to do, then how does the Government gain any revenue from
this?

Dr. RUBIN. I think that was the nub of your question to Mr. Cha-
poton asking for the assumptions based in our cost estimates. And
as I think he indicated, there are certainly some assumptions about
shifting in the long run into cash wages. There is also a smaller
percentage that is built into the assumptions in terms of a shift
into nontaxable fringe benefits, and as he indicated the Treasury
Department will be providing those figures to you.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now, to the extent that the cap works as you
h:oue-let's assume you reduce it to the $175 and you increase the
dectibles so that the employee is going to have to pay more of
the first dollar cost, or first $100, or first $500 of cost-does not
that indeed unfairly impinge on the lower wage employees?

You expressed a concern in your statement earlier about the bias
of health plans toward high-wage employees. Doesn't a flat deduct-
ible discriminate against lower wage employees?

Dr. RUBIN. Well, certainly a flat deductible may well do that. But
what we have seen is that some companies--for example, Xerox-
are not doing that. Instead, they are linking their deductible -or
the coinsurance to some sort of income determination by category
within the company. Under that circumstance these would not be
discrimination against lower-income workers.
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Senator PACKWOOD. That is true, although, as I say, 5 years ago I
did not have the votes to get rid of that discrimination.

But what you are saying then is that employer provided benefits
would on the average be lowered to the $175 cap. And as a result,
the $50,000 employee may have $1,000 deductible, and the $15,000
employee may have a $100 deductible.

Dr. RUBIN. As a hypothetical, sure.
Senator PACKWOOD. But you won't be able to have that if you get

rid of the discriminatory provisions.
It seems to me you've got a Hobson's Choice. If you get rid of the

discriminatory provisions, the deductible discriminates against the
low-wage employee. If you don't get rid of the discriminatory provi-
sions, then the whole plan tilts toward the high-income employee.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, the other piece of that, of course, is that there
are other alternatives that we know are cost effective ways of deli-
vering health care that in general don't have deductibles or coin-
surance.

For example, in northern California, the Kaiser health mainte-
nance organization, for about $140 per month per family, will pro-
vide comprehensive hospital coverage without patient cost sharing,
comprehensive medical coverage with a maximum copayment of $1
for an office visit; and preventive health services, mental health
benefits, et cetera.

Senator PACKWOOD. But now you are talking about a whole dif-
ferent subject, and that is the relative cost of an HMO delivering
services versus a non-HMO.

Dr. RUBIN. No. I think what we are talking about here is making
employees and employers awar of the full range of options. By
providing the most cost-effective benefit programs for their employ-
ees, employers can maintain the full level of benefits and still come
in under the cap, regardless of the employee's salary level.

Senator PACKWOOD. I am very, very familiar with the Kaiser
plan-they are a large plan in Oregon. Henry Kaiser came in
during World War II at the shipyards and covered his employees.
And today, believe it or not, in the State of Oregon the Kaiser
health plan is the eighth biggest employer in the State of Oregon,
which gives you an idea of the magnitude of its coverage.

I have visited their hospitals and their plants. I have a high
regard for them. But I think you are talking about two different
subjects, because they have proven that they can provide a certain
kind of health care to the satisfaction of employees. That, I find, is
a different subject from the health cap.

Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Bob, let me address a couple of the con-

cerns I think that have been expressed about the proposal. A lot of
employers, with prodding from health care providers on the out-
side, have incorporated a much wider variety of coverage than just
doctor/hospital coverage, and there is much more preventive cover-
age in these health plans today. That is certainly laudable, but it is
also one of the things that has expanded not only the coverage but
the cost.

One of the criticisms is that by putting a premium cap on we are
going to see preventive services dropped out of these plans. What is
your reaction to that?
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Dr. RUBIN. Well, last year private health insurance increased at
the highest rate in our history-about 16 percent. And it is instruc-
tive to look at what the employer response has been.

Last year was just one among many where the increase in em-
ployer premiums for health insurance has gone up dramatically,
and we certainly don't see employers paring back, almost like an
onion skin, in these preventive programs; what we see them-doing
is looking very carefully at the kinds of programs that they are
providing.

And in contrast to what Senator Packwood said, I think that
HMO's really get to the nub of what we are talking about, which is
to increase cost consciousness among both employees and employ-
ers.

Employers have not cut back on preventive services, and indeed
one could make the argument that they wouldn't be expected to,
because that's the kind of thing that would keep their annual in-
crease for health insurance down. And they haven't cut back on
the so-called frills that people talked about-drug coverage, dental
coverage, et cetera. What they have done is restructured their
plans in a much more actuarially sound way, with coinsurance and
deductibles, et cetera.

Senator DURENBERGER. You mentioned the HMO's, and another
one of the criticisms--and this does come from the HMO's as well
as others-is that somehow or another the cap is going to interfere
with the development of health maintenance organizations. [PPO's]
some of the other prepaid health systems.

Now, we have had an experience here with the Federal employ-
ees health benefit plan in which we've got a cap already. Right
now our cap as Federal employes is about, $103 a month. But HMO
growth has been relatively substantial. What is the reason for
that? Are the HMO people wrong when they say that a premium
capis going to interfere with their development?
- 4 r. RUBIN. I do think that they are wrong. I don't think that this
will interfere at all with HMO development. I think it is notewor-
thy that if one looks, for example, at southern California, which is
one of the highest cost medical markets in the country with costs
80 percent above the national average, Kaiser, again, would come
in only slightly above our cap in a situation where the rest of the
health care system is strikingly above our cap.

We have also taken a look at the FEHBP plan, and many of the
HMO's have premiums near or below the proposed cap.

And remember what those plans are being compared to in the
private market. Their direct competitors, in terms of benefits, are
traditional fee-for-service plans that provide extraordinarily rich
benefit packages. In my judgment, these fee-for-service plans
would, in most-areas, particularly in the high cost areas, come in
way above the cap and the HMO premiums. So I think HMO's
would be in a very beneficial position under our proposal.-

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Dr. Rubin, you speak of substantially. curtail-

ing and lowering health costs, and yet at the same time you talk
about a $27 billion increase in revenue. Don't the two work against
each other? How do you achieve that-substantially lowering
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health care costs and yet increasing your revenue that much-
unless you are taxing basic health needs? Or at least what is per-
ceived as that by the general public.

Dr. RUBIN. I think if one takes a look at the cumulative savings
in the period of 1984 to 1990, we are talking about cumulative sav-
ings in health expenditures as roughly $75 billion.

Senator BENTSEN. But at the same time you are talking about in-
creasing your tax collecting, the revenue, by some $27 billion.

Dr. RUBIN. Right.
So what I think we are seeing here is-
Senator BENTSEN. Aren't you then getting to the basic health

needs of people, at least as they perceive them, and taxing that?
Dr. RUBIN. No, I don't believe so. We asked a firm to estimate

what we could purchase on average throughout the country for
$175 per month. And I think it is very instructive to take a look at
that.

For about $175 a month, again nationally, you would get full
room and board and surgery coverage, supplemental coverage with
20 percent coinsurance and a $100 deductible, plus a dental plan.
Now, I don't think that that really gets into basic coverage.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, now, you get into my next point then,
when you say you looked at it across the Nation. Don't you run
into some problems insofar as the one region of the Nation being
favored over another, based on what their costs are? Or one partic-
ular job classification or industry having a premium that is much
higher than another one because of the type of work done? Don't
you run into a problem with various age groups that might be asso-
ciated with a particular company? How do you deal in that and es-
tablish equity when you put an arbitrary cap on of $175 and $70?

Dr. RUBIN. Well, I think in terms of the regional situation, what
we need to understand is that first of all there are variations in
medical practice patterns. That is to say that clearly wage rates
are different in parts of the country and real estate costs are differ-
ent in parts of the country, et cetera.

But if you take all of that into account, you still can't account for
the vast difference in health care costs. So to say that some people
will have to do more to come down to what an efficient level of
care is, I think is to some extent begging the issue. It is precisely
what the tax cap is designed to do.

I think that there clearly is variation in the availability of re-
sources in terms of hospital beds, technology, et cetera, that deter-
mine what that cost of care will be. Some regions have easier
access to sophisticated care and thus have higher health care costs.
It is not "unfair" for the tax cap to pinch more in these areas than
in say rural areas with less expensive facilities.

I think, clearly, under those circumstances it makes sense to
have a uniform cap across the country. If Mr. Chapoton were here,
he would point out all the tax reasons why we oughtn't to have
variations, but I will leave that to him for a different occasion.

Senator BENTSEN. I want to get to the point of the older workers.
How would you address that problem, putting the arbitrary cap on
as opposed to the company that might have younger workers?

Dr. RUBIN. I think one has to look at the fact that-companies hire
older workers for a variety of reasons--for example, longevty_ gives
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older workers a certain increase ir productivity, certain skill levels.
Furthermore, the added tax liability from the tax cap would be small
relative to total employee compensation. If one looks at the em-
ployee's total compensation package, the added taxes from a health
plan as much as $500 over our cap amount would amount to less than 1
percent of the compensation of an employee receiving $15,000
annually in wages and benefits.

So I don't see that a company would make that determination
that they need older workers or they don't need older workers
solely on the basis of what that is going to do to their group-rated
or experience-rated health insurance premiums.

Senator BENTSEN. Well, I understand that. But it seems to me
that you really put the squeeze on the older workers insofar as the
limitation.

Dr. RUBIN. No, because those costs are spread over the entire
company. So it amounts to somewhat inconsequential in terms of
dollars-per-worker over the entire company.

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Long.-
Senator LONG. No questions.
Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me ask you, Dr. Rubin, does it make any sense to exempt

preventive medicine here, preventive services?
Dr. RUBIN. Yes, I believe it does make some sense.
Senator BRADLEY. How would you do that?
Dr. RUBIN. We would look to exempt care that is provided by an

employer and that is episodic in character. A good example would
be the nurse and the physician that is provided for emergencies
that may occur within these buildings. Similarly, at the Department
of Health and Human Services we have a nursing unit. Clearly, I
think those things are things that make some sense.

Also, we would exempt from the cap employer-provided care as
required by law. In other words, an OSHA requirement. We would
also exempt health-promotion activities that are not generally paid
through health insurance-for example, all over the country em-
ployers are looking to health promotion activities by providing run-
ning tracks or swimming pools, that sort of thing, for their employ-
ees. We wouldn't count that or amortize that as part of a health
benefit expenditure.

Senator BRADLEY. What percent of the working population now
has health benefits above $175 per month?

Dr. RUBIN. We estimate that in calendar year 1984 roughly 30
percent of the working population that receives employer-based
health insurance would have benefits above $175.

Senator BRADLEY. Thirty percent-what is that in numbers?
Dr. RUBIN. That would be about 45 million people if you include

the dependents of workers.
Senator BRADLEY. Forty-five million people are above the cap

now?
Dr. RUBIN. Right.
Senator BRADLEY. And this goes into effect when?
Dr. RUBIN. This would go into effect January 1, 1984.

/
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Now, under the grandfather clause, Senator, only about a fifth of
workers would be affected, so that the 30 percent comes down to
about 20 percent. We are talking about 30 million people, including
dependents.

Senator BRADLEY. Thirty million people?
Dr. RUBIN. Right.
Senator BRADLEY. What happens if you entered into a collective

bargaining agreement for 4 years in 1983, and then we pass this
tax cap, and suddenly you were in that 30 million people who gave
more generous than what the cap is-. Wou-ldn't that result in a de-
crease in income or an increase in taxes for you?

Dr. RUBIN. It wouldn't until the last year. The tax cap would not
be effective for such a collective-bargaining agreement until Janu-
ary 31, 1986.

Senator BRADLEY. So if indeed there was a 4-year agreement in
1983, that in the last year, without the ability to go back to the
collective bargaining table, you would essentially be raising the
taxes on 30 million people.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, no, not exactly.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, however many were in that group.
Dr. RUBIN. And that would assume that, given the indexing pro-

visions in the bill, that the collective bargaining number would
exceed the cap even after indexing over those periods.

Now, I am told that there are very few collective bargaining
agreements that extend greater than 3 years, which was the reason
that 3 years was picked.

Senator BRADLEY. That's why you picked the 1986 target date?
Dr. RUBIN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. For when this would go into effect.
Dr. RUBIN. Three years after enactment.
Senator BRADLEY. What are your thoughts about how this would-

affect different industries with different levels of danger in the in-
dustries? For example, let's say you are a coal miner. If you are a
coal miner, you have a little different series of health needs and
health costs than if you were a retail clerk in a department store.
Would the $175 cap discriminate against the more dangerous in-
dustries?

Dr. RUBIN. Well, if one takes a look at the percentage of workers
affected by industry, with the possible exception of mining--

Senator BRADLEY. But that's the example I gave, so use mining.
[Laughter.]

Dr. RUBIN. Well, for example, I'm not sure that the entertain-
ment or recreation industry is any more or less dangerous than the
sales business. And yet, clearly, there are more workers in enter-
tainment and recreation that are affected than in the sales force.

In terms of the mining business, there are several things that
one needs to take into consideration. First is that I think it would
be very difficult to compare the kinds of insurance programs that
people in that industry might have. It turns out that in the exam-
ple you chose, in mining, there is very little in terms of coinsur-
ance or deductibles, or--

Senator BRADLEY. Health care costs are higher, though, right?
Dr. RUBIN. It is less clear that health care costs are higher in a

particular industry. In other words, to say that the industry would
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fall above the cap does not necessarily correlate with an individ-
ual's health care costs.

Senator BRADLEY. What is the value in the mining industry's
health insurance?

Dr. RUBIN. I don't know.
Senator BRADLEY. You don't know?
Dr. RuBIN. Do you mean the dollar value?
Senator BRADLEY. Yes.
Dr. RUBIN. I can't give you the precise numbers, Senator.
Senator BRADLEY. But, clearly they fall in that 30 million figure,

don't they?
Dr. RUBIN. Thirty-six percent of workers in the mining industry

would be affected by the tax cap.
Senator BRADLEY. But you don't know what their level is? _
Dr. RUBIN. No.
Senator BRADLEY. Well, then, how do you know they are affect-

ed?
Dr. RUBIN. We can provide for the record the precise dollar

amounts, but based on our surveys 36 percent is the percentage of
workers affected. At this time I do not have the figures.

Senator BRADLEY. OK. Well, it is kind of troubling if you are
going to have a very uneven impact across different sectors. That's
the point I was making.

[The information follows:]
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In 1984, the average employer health plan contribution in the

mining industry will be about $190 per month per family and $70

per month per individual.

These estimates were calculated using data from the National

Medical Care Expenditure Survey (NMCES), a 1977 survey of 20,000

individuals. To arrive at 1984 estimates, 1977 data on employer

contributions were inflated to reflect the intervening increase

in the cost of employment-based health plans.

Although the NCMES survey provides the most comprehensive and

reliable information on employment-based health insurance, it

should be used with caution. Disaggregating the national data to

estimate health plan costs in particular industries is

particularly problematic. In the mining industry, the number of

surveyed individuals was small, which increases the likelihood

that the respondents are not representative of the entire

industry.

In developing a response to this question, the HHS Office of

Planning and Evaluation contacted the Bituminous Coal Operators

_of America (BCOA) to obtain their estimate of health plan costs

in the coal mining industry. BCOA was reluctant to provide such

data for the public record, since the i ndustry's collective

bargaining agreement expires next year. The outcome of those

negotiations may affect the average health plan contribution in

the mining industry in 1984.
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Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. I have no questions.
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me pursue what Senator Bradley

was saying.
You are not suggesting, Doctor, that this discriminatory cap, as I

call it, is oin to fall equally on all segments of industry, are you?
Again I will go back to my labor relations days. There were

unions that had on the average older employees than other unions.
And my hunch is that you will still find this in industry today-
whether it is geographic or whether it is by industry-that certain
employers simply have on the average older employees than other
employers do.

Dr. RUBIN. That may well be. I think that if you would take a
look at which industries are affected, you will see that the effect
may not have very much to do with either the age of the workers
or the danger involved in those particular occupations.

Senator PACKWOOD. It isn't danger so much in the sense of work-
ers compensation and injuring yourself; it's that as you get older,
on the average you have higher health costs.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, that's certainly true.
Senator PACKWOOD. So if you ve got an employer that on the

average has an older work force, that employer, if they have a $175
cap, is going to find it a lot rougher on his or her employees than
one that has a younger age category in their employ.

Dr. RUBIN. Senator, at first you said industries may vary in age
composition. I think that is a lot more difficult point to make than
to say that clearly certain employers within individual industries
may well have a different age distribution among their employees.
And certainly if, in point of fact, firms have higher expenses and
are experience-rated, they certainly will have a higher premium,
and they will be more likely to bump up against the cap.

Senator PACKWOOD. I think I heard what you said. Say that
again.

Dr. RUBIN. I said that I think you need to draw two distinctions
variations. Your first comments spoke to industrywide variations.
You said something to the effect that industries may age in a dispro-
portionate way.

Senator PACKWOOD. Then let me rephrase it.
There are certain industries in this country that on the average

will have higher age workers than other industries. I am not talk-
ing about within the industries. I don't know if Bethlehem Steel
has on the average older or younger employees than United States
Steel. But there are certain industries that have demographically
higher age groups working than others.

My hunch would be-I don't know; I've never looked at it-that
the averae age of McDonald's employees is younger than the aver-
age age of United States Steel's employees. [Laughter.]

Dr. RUBIN. That's probably true. And I think that the question
really goes to whether or not--

Senator BRADiLY. Don't go out on a limb on that. [Laughter.]
Dr. RUBIN. I would probably say that-I'll take your advice.

Thank you. [Laughter.]
Dr. RUBIN. There is no question that that is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. OK. So we've got discrimination.
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Dr. RUBIN. No, not exactly, Senator.
But then let me ask the following question of you: If we have a

higher concentration of McDonald's hamburger places in southern
California, which is a high-cost area, then that whole business
about their having a preference because they're younger may be
ameliorated to some extent.

Senator PACKWOOD. I was going to come to that next. You've got
no distinction in this bil between high cost and low cost medical
service areas. You've got the same cap in a town of 3,000 that you
have got in.a town of 3 million.

Dr. RUBIN. We also have the same income tax brackets; that's
true.

Senator PACKWOOD. I understand that. So we are going to dis-
criminate on age and we are going to discriminate on high-cost
versus low-cost areas. At the moment there is no discrimination in
those areas, to the extent that you have a health plan that has the
same deductible in a town of 3,000 as a town of 3 million.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, I'm not sure that that's correct based on the
cost experiences.

Senator PACKWOOD. I am talking about the employee. Granted,
the employer may be paying more for health insurance premiums
in New York City than they may be paying in Newport, Oreg.

Dr. RUBIN. Right.
Senator PACKWOOD. I am talking about the employee, assuming

that you have the same benefit structure, that they don't have to
worry about whether they are discriminated against because they
come from a small town or a large town.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, I would point out that clearly the general Inter-
nal Revenue Code does not take into account regional cost differ-
ences. To use your word the code "discriminates" against people
who live in high-cost areas such as New York or Washington or
Boston, versus people who live in towns of 3,000. Presumably-and
certainly the economists that you have later on today will tell you
that-the higher expenses of those living in high-cost areas are
taken into account in their total compensation package. But, not
being an economist, I wouldn't want to posit that.

Senator PACKWOOD. You may be-right. I have often thought that
the lawyer who has the best living in this country is one who lives
in a town of about 50,000 who is able to make $125,000 to $150,000
a year, as opposed to a Manhattan lawyer doubling that salary but
having to live in Manhattan.

Dr. RUBIN. It is generally true for physicians in that situation.
[Laughter.]

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no further questions.
Dave?
Senator DURENBERGER. No.
Senator PACKWOOD. Lloyd.
Senator BENTSEN. I have.
Of course, Internal Revenue does take it into consideration, and

they do it on expenses. And the question is, is that particular type
of expense in line with the costs in that area? So they do take it
into consideration.

Let me get back to the point that I originally raised.
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Dr. RUBIN. That's only for taxpayers that itemize their deduc-
tions, which is a very small percentage of Federal taxpayers. I'm not
sure itemizers are the group that Senator Packwood was referring to
as being relatively lower wage earners.

Senator BENTSEN. But let me refer specifically back to the point
that I raised earlier, and that's discrimination on age.

If you are in a declining industry, and obviously generally have
older workers, and you allow the exemption up to $70 or $175 on
the family, obviously that premium is going to be substantially
larger on that older worker. And that's not spread over the compa-
ny; that's spread to the individual employee. He ends up paying an
additional tax.

Mr. RUBIN. That's not accurate, Senator. It is spread over the
entire employee group.

Senator BENTSEN. That's right. And if they are an age group,
then the amount of excess will be more-if they are an older age
group--and each of those employees finds that excess then includ-
ed in his gross income. OK?

Dr. RUBIN. That's true. But the excess is identical whether you
are 63 or 43.

Senator BENTSEN. I understand that very well. That point I
wasn't arguing. The point I was making is that you have an age
group with a substantially older age effort, and therefore a sub-
stantially higher premium for all of them. I well understand how
the system works. And that ends up putting the squeeze on the
older worker.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, to the extent that the older worker is compen-
sated equally with the younger worker, which most industries in
this country-.-

Senator BENTSEN. But that is not the case that I referred to. I
talked to you about declining industries where you have a situation
where the workers in general are older workers. In that kind of a
situation I think that you unquestionably are punching the older
worker. You are making it more difficult for them to have ade-
quate health care.

Dr. RUBIN. Not at all, Senator. I think it is important to keep in
mind that it is not the goal of the tax cap to accommodate a rich
plan of benefits, fully paid by the employer, for all workers in this
country.

Senator BENTSEN. That's not the question at all. It is an adequate
health care benefit that they are talking about. And when you get
to that group of older workers in a particular company in a declin-
ing industry, then I think you are going to see substantially less-
adequate health care as opposed to a relatively young group in an-
other company. And, as you just stated, those costs escalate sub-
stantially or the older worker.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, there's no question but that in a group experi-
ence plan, if you have young males as opposed to an older group of
mixed sexes, that you will have less health care costs-no question
about that at all.

In terms of the adequacy of plans, as I indicated earlier, you can
get hospital, physician, supplemental coverage and a dental plan
or $173, on average, across this country. That is certainly an ade-

quate plan.
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Senator BENTSEN. I am not talking about the average. I have
made that point several times now.

Senator PACKWOOD. I know we have more questions. We have
about 12 more witnesses to finish this morning, so I think we had
better start to try to hold our questions down.

Senator Long.
Senator LoNG. No questions.
Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Bradley.
Senator BRADLEY. Just one question.
Taking Senator Bentsen's example, the declining industry, let's

say that the person loses his or her job, as a lot of people have in
steel and autos in the last couple of years, and they go to another
job. And we have a $175 cap. And because they are older, their
health care costs are not average, but they are more. What lever-
age does that person have to get their wages that much higher to
take into account what they have lost by the cap?

Dr. RUBIN. Well, Senator, when somebody changes jobs or ac-
cepts a new job, he or she generally accepts the total compensation
package offered by a particular employer. That's what it is, going
in. If, on the other hand, the worker has some ability to negotiate
wages and benefits, he or she certainly can attempt to do what you
have suggested. To the extent that they can't, they won't.

But it seems to me that it's not a transferable thing. If I make
substantially more than I make as a Government official being a
private physician, when I come to service in Washington, I know
going in what my salary is going to be, and I make that decision
presumably without any coercion.

I think when these workers move to accept a different job, they
certainly know what their compensation package is and they know
what their fringe benefit package is. It may be higher, or it may be
lower.

Senator BRADIEY. But their health care costs will be greater.
Dr. RUBIN. If you assume that the older you get the more health

care costs, obviously.
Senator BRADLEY. There is not any evidence of that?
Dr. RUBIN. There is abundant evidence of that.
Senator BRADLEY. So when you go to negotiate, you have brought

your newly acquired skill to ask that you be hired in the firm. The
firm is going to consider what the total costs are, and health care
costs are going to be significant. Everyone else in the firm doing
the same job at a younger age with lower health care costs will
gladly take a $175 cap, let's assume. But you can't afford to if you
are 50 or 55 years old. How can you take a $175 cap and be ade-
quately covered? You can't. So then you have to argue for higher
wages.

Dr. RUBIN. Well, I don't think that all of the assumptions in your
example are particularly accurate oj necessarily followed in the
real world. But I just don't believe that's what, in point of fact,
happens.

Senator BRADLEY. All right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Chafee? Any other questions?
Senator CHAFFx. I have no further questions.
Senator PACKWOOD. Doctor, thank you very much.
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Next we will move on to a panel of Richard Epstein, Dr. William
Felts, Willis Goldbeck, and Michael Bromberg.

Gentlemen, do you want to go in the order that you are on the
list, or have you worked out a different order among yourselves?

If not, Mr. Epstein, go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD EPSTEIN, VICE PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. EPSTEIN. Good morning.
My name is Richard Epstein. I am senior vice president of the

American Hospital Association. We appreciate the opportunity to
share our views on S. 640 with the committee.

We favor S. 640 and the notion of a cap on the tax-free employer-
paid health benefits. Because of the time constraints, I will make
some comments and request that the prepared statement that we
have submitted to the committee be included in the record. I would
like, however, to make some comments based on questions that
were also asked earlier this morning.

I think it's fair to say that on an issue of this kind that it is not
difficult to array thoughtful arguments on both sides. And I think
that's been well suggested by both the questions that have been put
by the committee members as well as the responses that have been
given by the two earlier witnesses, and I suspect that will be so for
the balance of the day.

What it boils down to, it seems to me, is the trade-offs that those
of us who are involved in and affected by this kind of issue are
willing to make. And by that I mean what is the benefit to be de-
rived by a particular proposal? And what is the price of the change
that that proposal would involve?

I think it is helpful to us in approaching that if we could agree
on what the issue is. And it seems to me, insofar as our position is
concerned and the manner in which we view this, that the basic
issue is the escalating cost of health care. And certainly this has
been made abundantly clear as a high priority concern of the ad-
ministration, the Congress, employers, labor, and of insurers. And
certainly this is so of society as a whole.

I think, too, we can say that the Congress, with respect to the
social security amendments that have just been enacted into law,
has spoken on that issue with respect to the dramatic change that
has been made within the system of paying for health care in the
medicare segment.

The question, having agreed that the cost of health care ha_
risen too rapidly, is how you solve that, and who does?

The tax cap as pl'oposed in S. 640, it seems to us, is a fair, equita-
ble, practical, and workable mechanism for all segments of this so-
ciety to participate usefully in the solution of the problem of health
costs, and the key to that is simply the matter of incentives.

What prospective payment represents is a mechanism for having
changed the incentive for behavior on the part of providers-that
is, on the supply side of the health delivery system, if you will. But
that kind of a solution is clearly incomplete unless we also address
the demand side of this equation of what contributes to escalating
health care costs.

23-64 0-83- 7
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The beauty of S. 640 and the notion of a tax cap is that it is de-
signed to, affect the behavior of those who put demands on the
health system. And it would do it in two important ways:

One is that employees-prospective patients, if you will-become
necessarily involved and conscious of the cost of the care that they
seek or need.

And, second, in turn, responding to that, the employers who
employ them and provide those plans necessarily also become in-
volved in an incentive system to change their behavior.

All of this on a nationwide basis, will dampen and moderate--if
you will-the demand on the system for health care on the demand
side.

In the process of looking at this issue, there have been a number
of concerns that have been raised on the other side.

Senator PACKWOOD. I am going to have to remind you that all
other than the government panelists are held to 5 minutes in your
statements in chief. Go right ahead and conclude, if you would.

Mr. EPSTEIN. I would like to simply conclude then by mentioning
some of the arguments that have been made on the other side. And
if these are matters which would lend themselves to questions by
the committee, I would be very pleased to respond.

I have heard the comment made that benefits would be jeopard-
ized and employees would lose benefits; the amount of coverage
would be affected; that there is a danger that it might lead to na-
tional health insurance;- there is a question about the quality of
care; and all of this is quite apart from the next benefit of this bill,
which is to generate revenue.

I don't know that generating revenue is exactly a problem in this
society today, but to the extent that there is a concern about gener-
ating revenue as a result of this then it seems to me it would be
most appropriate if that could be applied to finance the Federal
participation in a program hopefully that will be enacted by the
Congress with respect to health benefits for the unemployed.

Thank you very much.
- Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Richard Epstein follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN HOOPITAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, I am Richard L. E tein, Senior Vice President of the American
Hospital Association (AHA). On behaDf of our 6,300 institutional members and
35,000 personal members, I am pleased to have this opportunity to present our
views on the proposal to place tax cap on employer-paid health benefits.

Under current law, an employer's contribution to an employee's health plan is a
tax-free fringe benefit-second largest statutory fringe benefit in the tax code, with
the revenue loss estimated to be $18.6 billion in fiscal year 1983 and over $20 billion
in fiscal year 1984.

The AHA strongly supports legislation introduced by Senator Dole (S. 640), which
would limit tax-free employer-paid health benefits to $175 per month for a family
plan, and $70 per month for an individual employee plan. The limit would be in-
dexed to increase yearly in proportion to the consumer price index. Employer con-
tributions above these amounts woud be added to employee income and taxed ac-
cordingly.

This proposal would reduce the revenue loss to the U.S. Treasury by $2.1 billion
in fiscal year 1984, $4.2 billion in fiscal year 1985, $6.0 billion in fiscal year 1986,
$8.0 billion in fiscal year 1987, and $10.' billion in fiscal year 1988.

More important, according to the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), medical care
prices would be about 2-percent lower in 1987 than under current policies if a tax
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cap were enacted and increased accordingly in future years. For the 85 percent of
the population with employer-based health insurance, spending on insured medical
services would be an estimated 9 percent lower in 1987. Studies conducted by the
National Center for Health Services Research (NCHSR) and many health econo-
mists also agree that such a proposal would help control health care cost inflation.

COST CONSCIOUSNESS

The current tax treatment of health insurance premiums has substantially in-
creased the demand for comprehensive insurance that, in turn, has distorted the
demand for hospital care, often encouraging more expensive procedures.

Excessive health benefits are inflationary; they insulate consumers, providers, and
insurers from the cost consequences of health care decisions, contributing both to
the use of inefficient forms of health care financing and delivery, and to the overuse
oi health services. A cap would remove the insulation that separates consumers
from actual health costs, making them more cost conscious and encouraging them to
demand more cost-effective care as well as less costly services.

We share the view held by many that patients, guided by their physicians,
demand more services and more expensive services when a large part of their costs
are offset by insurance. The combination of private health insurance and public pro-
grams such as Medicare and Medicaid now pays for the vast majority of health care
services, with patients paying a small fraction of the cost.

While the cap would provide substantial federal revenues, it also would encourage
employees to play a more active role in choosing health insurance coverage and to
be more sensitive to cost implications in the exercise of that choice. A study con-
ducted by NCHSR found that only 18 percent of Americans receiving health care
coverage through employment-related plans now have a choice among plans. If a
ceiling were placed on the tax exclusion, many employers probably would make a
fixed-dollar contribution toward health insurance while offering employees a choice
of plans.

A tax cap would create new incentives for employers to restructure benefit pro-
grams and include cost-effective preventive services in their health plans, including
services that help reduce unnecessary hospital admissions. For instance, it might
provide employers, insurers, unions, and individual workers the opportunity and im-
petus to: experiment with alteniiative models of health care delivery, develop benefit
packages with built-in incentives toward lower cost care, develop benefit packages
that target the most essential health services, and increase individual accountability
for spending on health care. Options ranging from the use of preferred providers
and prepaid capitation plans to comprehensive restructuring of the benefit mix may
be considered.

FEDERAL SUBSIDIES FOR HEALTH CARE

Federal resources and commitment, whether through direct grants, appropri-
ations, reimbursement for services, or through certain tax policies, all are important
factors in the financing of health care. The tax cap proposal, in effect, would reduce
the level of federal subsidy to middle- and upper-income individuals by $30 billion
over the next four years. Without appropriate adjustments such as the tax cap, an
even larger share of federal resources will go toward" subsidizing the care of higher
income individuals compared to the poor in the future. For instance, preliminary
CBO projections indicate that by 1995, under current law, the federal government
will be subsidizing those with employer-based coverage at a rate of $126.8 billion,
while the Medicaid program, designed to benefit strictly low-income individuals, is
projected to cost $58.4 billion that year by comparison.

NEED TO CONTROL PRIVATE HEALTH CARE SPENDING

The Social Security Admendments of 1983, P.L. 98-21, enacted prospective pay-
ment for inpatient hospital services under Medicare that will yield significant pro-
gram savings. In addition, over the past few years there have been several changes
designed to reduce Medicaid growth. As consumers, providers, the Congress, and the
federal government continue to grapple with health care cost inflation, the impor-
tance of a tax cap becomes even greater. The tax cap is one approach that can have
a direct impact on controlling private health care spending, which represents 57
percent of all national health expenditures. Reducing the rate of inflation in health
care means addressing not only Medicare and Medicaid, but private health care-
spending as well.
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TAX POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The current income tax system makes the "price" of health insurance less than
the price of other goods and services because employer contributions for ffealth in-
surance premiums are excluded from employees' taxable income. Employer-provided
health insurance, in effect, is purchased at a discount relative to goods and services
bought from taxable wages and salaries. The appropriateness of this policy needs to
be carefully examined.

In addition, the tax cap would have a progressive impact. The average tax benefit
derived under current law is directly related to income-the higher one's income,
the larger the tax subsidy for health benefits.

EXISTING COVERAGE

Companies and individuals should have the right to purchase health benefits as
they see fit. The proposed limit on tax-exempt employer-provided health benefits,
which would affect an estimated 30 percent of the population with employer-bdsed
coverage, would be set at a level that would permit complete subsidization of protec-
tion against the financial consequences of serious unpredictable illness. Individuals
then could purchase additional coverage as desired.

Extensive private group health insurance coverage is readily available for about
$2,100 per year or $175 monthly--the levels most commonly discussed in conjunc-
tion with a cap. Comprehensive health plans provided through the Federal Employ-
ees Health Benefits system are but one example of those within these limits that
would not be affected by the cap. This coverage includes: full coverage with some
copayment and deductible for inpatient hospital care, full coverage at reasonable
and customary charge with some copayment and deductible for physician services,
and some coverage for prescription drugs.

CONCLUSION

While the tax system should be designed to encourage to provide an adquate level
of health benefits to their employees, it should not be openended. Individuals whose
employer contribution exceeds a set limit could maintain their current insurance
levels with after-tax dollars, but would not be encouraged to buy more insurance.

Excessive health benefits are inflationary and insulate all elements of the health
care system from health care decisions, contributing to inefficient use of health care
resources.

Reducing the rate of inflation in the health care sector requires addressing not
only Medicare and Medicaid outlays but also private health 9-pending. The limit on
tax-free benefits would help address these issues without reducing an individual's
op rtunity for protection against the serious financial consequences of illness.

look forward to working with the committee on this and other issues and I
would be pleased to answer any questions you might have.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM FELTS, MEMBER, AMA COUNCIL ON
LEGISLATION, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, WASHING-
TON, D.C.
Dr. FELTS. Thank you, Senator.
My name is William R. Felts. I am a physician in the practice of

internal medicine and rheumatology in Washington, D.C., and I
serve as a member of the American Medical Association's Council
on Legislation.

Accompanying me is Christopher Damon of the AMA's Depart-
ment of Federal Legislation.

The American Medical Association appreciates the opportunity
to present testimony on the administration's proposal to place a
limitation on the amount of employer-provide contributions for
health insurance premiums that an employee may continue to re-
ceive tax-free, referred to as the "tax cap" approach.

The American Medical Association supports a limitation on the
current unlimited tax-free status of employer-provided health in-
surance. This support is based primarily on the expectation that
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such a cap would increase consumer cost consciousness and thereby
help to reduce the increases in health care costs.

A cap on tax-free health insurance benefits received by an em-
ployee could lead to a reexamination of expensive first-dollar cover-
age and could result in the offering of less expensive plans incorpo-
rating larger deductible or copayment amounts.

Studies and experience indicate that even modest deductibles
and copayments can have a signficant impact on reducing inappro-
priate demand for health care services by increasing consumer
cost-consciousness.

The tax cap proposal would assist in reducing overall health
costs by restraining demand for health services, and it represents a
preferable alternative to the regulation of the supply side of health
services through central planning which ultimately leads to the ra-
tioning of health care.

The American Medical Association has developed principles for
consumer-choice health insurance plans to modify the incentives
that encourage expensive first-dollar coverage in employee health
benefit plans. These principles are intended to stimulate competi-
tion, and a copy of them is attached to our statement.

The AMA has two concerns with the proposal. We recommend
assurances that an enactment recognize future medical care cost
increases, and we-support incorporating an indexing provision
based upon the medical care component of the Consumer Price
Index that will adjust the cap to reflect future changes in medical
costs.

We also urge employers, employees, and third party payors to
adjust plans by increasing patient cost-sharing and by offering mul-
tiple plans with varying deductibles and levels of coinsurance. Plan
costs should not be arbitrarily reduced simply by reducing the
breadth of benefits provided by health insurance plans.

In conclusion, the American Medical Association supports the
adoption of the President's tax cap proposal with the above dis-
cussed modifications. We believe that it represents an important
first step in rationalizing economic decisionmaking by encouraging
the offering of less expensive plans providing for greater individual
responsibility and cost-sharing.

The existing incentive for overinsuring through Federal subsidy
should be eliminated, and the administration's proposal as em-
bodied in S. 640 is a reasonable and measured response addressing
the problem.

We urge the committee to give favorable consideration to this
proposal and provide for appropriate indexing of the tax cap level.

Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Doctor, thank you.
[The prepared statement of William Felts follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE AMWCANMEDICAL ASSOCIATION, PRESENTED BY WILLIAM R.
FELT, M.D.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is William R. Felts, M.D.
I am a physician in the practice of internal medicine and rheumatology in Washing-
ton, D.C., and I serve as a member of the American Medical Association's Council
on Legislation. Accompanying me is Christopher Damon of the AMA's Department
of Federal Legislation.
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The American Medical Association appreciates this opportunity to present testi-
mony on the Administration's proposal to place a limitation on the amount of em-
ployer-provided contributions for health insurance premiums that an employee may
continue to receive tax-free. This proposal has become known, in short-hand, as the
"tax cap" proposal and for simplicity's sake I will occasionally use the phrase in
referring to the proposal in this statement.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL

The specifics of the President's proposal are contained in S. 640, a bill introduced
by you, Mr. Chairman, at the request of the Administration. S. 640 would provide
that employer contributions to a health plan would be includible in gross income of
the employee to the extent that they exceed $70 per month for an individual em-
ployee or $175 per month for family coverage. The amount of an employer's contri-
bution would be determined (in the case of an insured plan) on the basis of the pre-
miums charged for such insurance. Total premiums paid by the employer would be
divided by the number of covered employees to determine the per-employee amount.
If different plans are maintained covering different employees, each plan would be
treated separately in determining employer costs per employee. Where an employer
self-insures, the amount of the employer contribution will be based on estimated
costs of providing coverage under the plan.

Only the excess over the "cap" would be includible in the employee's gross income
and subject to taxation, not the entire contribution. If the contribution falls beneath
the cap, then no income attributable to employer-paid insurance premiums would be
includible by the employee. The proposal will generally be effective January 1, 1984,
although there are exceptions to take into account employment contracts extending
beyond that time. The proposal is estimated to raise revenues of $2.1 billion in FY84
and $31 billion over the next five years.

AMA SUPPORT

The American Medical Association supports a limitation on the current unlimited
tax-free status of employer-provided health insurance. In fact, as an incentive to en-
courage individuals to avoid over-insurance, the AMA has supported the concept of
such a limitation since 1978 when it adopted such a recommendation of the Nation-
al Commission on the Cost of Medical Care.

Although in this time of large deficits many might view the tax cap proposal as
desirable primarily from a revenue-enhancement point of view, our support is based
on the expectation that such a cap would increase consumer cost-consciousness and
thereby help to reduce the increases in health care costs.

A cap on the tax-free health insurance benefits received by an employee could
lead to a re-examination-of expensive first dollar coverage and could result in the
offering of less-expensive plans incorporating larger deductible or copayment
amounts. Studies, notably one conducted recently by the Rand Corporation, indicate
that even modest deductibles and copayments can have a significant impact on re-
ducing inappropriate demand for health care services by increasing consumer cost-
consciousness. The AMA continues to support modifications to the tax code to
modify the incentives that encourage expensive first dollar coverage in employee
health benefit plans, and we have developed principles for consumer choice health
insurance programs. The principles are intended to stimulate competition by provid-
ing the employee with multiple options for health insurance coverage and enabling
the employee to make a prudent selection. A copy of these principles is attached to
this statement.

The tax cap proposal would assist in reducing overall health costs by restraining
demand for health services and it represents a preferable alternative to regulation
of the supply of health services through "central planning" which ultimately leads
to the rationing of health care.

Mr. Chairman, at a time when all of us are concerned about the increasing ex-
penditures for health care, we feel that Lhe tax cap proposal is an appropriate step
toward removing one of the incentives to overinsure and overutilize services.

We believe that the levels for the cap found in the administration's proposal ($70
for a single employee--$175 for a family plan) would generally provide for an ade-
quate health insurance policy. The cap would eliminate the incentive to increase
health benefits that exists under current law since now the employee in effect re-
ceives a full dollar for every dollar paid by the employer for insurance premiums. If
the employee took the dollar in salary, its benefit to him would be reduced if he had
to pay tax and use the balance remaining to pay the insurance premium. While the
purchase by the employer is not itself a problem, the resulting comprehensiveness
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of coverage can stimulate excesses in the use of the health system. Under a tax cap,
employees will be faced with a different tax consequence where additional benefits
provided through an increased premium contribution will come from "after tax"
dollars. In the final analysis, a "cap" can cause a close analysis of the need for a
premium expenditure and can result in greater individual responsibility in the use
of th. health system.

AMA CONCERNS

The American Medical Association has two principal concerns with the tax cap
proposal as introduced by the Administration (S. 640).

First, as presently drafted, the proposal contains no provision to recognize future
increases in the cost of medical care and a concomitant increase in employer health
plan costs. Although the cap at its proposed level has been estimated by the Nation-
al Center for Health Service Statistics to affect only one-fourth of workers who have
health insurance, the number affected could rise if the cost of plans increases while
the cap amount remains at the level contained in the legislation.

To prevent this form of inflationary "bracket creep", we recommend that the leg-
islation incorporate an indexing provision that will adjust the cap to reflect future
changes in medical costs. In this way the cap will continue to discourage primarily
only the very expensive first-dollar health plans but will not impose undue tax con-
sequences on workers whose health plans become more expensive solely due to infla-
tionary trends. We believe that the medical care component of the consumer price
index is the appropriate index.

Our second concern focuses on the scope of benefits offered by the employer. We
uge. XIpioyers, employees, and third party payors to adjust plans by increasing pa-
tient cost-sharing and by offering multiple plans with varying deductibles and levels
of co-insurance. Plan costs should not be arbitrarily reduced simply by reducing the
breadth of benefits provided by health insurance plans. We believe that employer-
based health insurance has proven to be an extremely successful mechanism for
providing most Americans with access to comprehensive health care services and
this feature of our health care system should not be weakened in order to maintain
first dollar coverage with its demonstrated economic inefficiencies.

CONCLUSION

The American Medical Association supports the adoption of the President's tax
cap proposal with modification. We believe that it represents an important first step
in rationalizing economic decision-making by encouraging the offering of less expen-
sive health plans providing for greater patient cost-sharing and individual responsi-
bility. The existing incentive for overinsuring (through federal subsidy) should be
eliminated and the Administration's proposal as embodied in S. 640, if modified, is a
reasonable and measured response addressing the problem. We urge the Committee
to give favorable consideration to this proposal and to provide for appropriate index-
ing of the tax cap level.

CONSUMER CHOICE PRINCIPLES

The nearly universal coverage of medical expenses by health insurance or Gov-
ernment health programs has insulated most Americans from consideration of the
cost of medical services. It is said that this is partly responsible for the continuing
rise in medical care costs. Government responses have usually i-posed limits on the
supply of medical services; it has been AMA policy that demand for services must
be addressed. Thus competition and individual choice must be enhanced as alterna-
tives to regulation.

The following principles should be considered as a whole. They spell out a policy
for greater individual choice and for incentives for prudent behavior by individuals.
While the principles may singly state appropriate policy, it is intended that all prin-
ciples be considered in reviewing consumer choice/Competition legislation.

1. Employment-Based Health Insurance. The growth of employment-based group
health insurance for employees and their families should continue to be encouraged
through tax incentives.

2. Adequate Benefits. Each health insurance plan offered to employees should con-
tain adequate benefits, including catastrophic coverage. Plans which do not have
adequate benefits should not qualify for tax deduction as a business expense for the
employer.

3. Multiple Choice of Plans. Health insurance plan options, with varying levels of
coinsurance and deductibles, should be available to employees; accordingly employ-
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ers, through tax incentives, should be encouraged (but not required) to offer employ-
ees a choice of several health insurance plans. Multiple options will better meet in-
dividual and family needs and encourage greater individual responsibility in utiliza-
tion of medical care services.

4. Equal Contributions. Equal employer contributions should be made for health
benefit plans, regardless of the plan selected by the employee.

5. Limitation on Tax Deductibility of Excessive Health Insurance Premium. A
limit should be placed on the amount of health insurance premiums paid by an em-
ployer that would be tax exempt income to the employee, as with life insurance.
This amount should be high enough to provide for adequate benefits and should be
adjusted for inflation.

In order to discourage over-insurance and "first-dollar coverage" which can cause
increased demand for care, amounts paid by the employer in excess of the limit
would be taxable income to employees.

6. Rebate to Employees. In order to stimulate prudent selection of health insur-
ance by employees, employees may receive non-taxable rebates when choosing an
insurance policy where the premium cost is less than the amount of the employer
contribution.

7. Quality of Care. Employer health insurance plans should assure empl6yees the
free choice of sources of medical care services. Services should be of high quality.
Plans should provide comparable benefits for treatment of physical and mental ill-
ness.

STATEMENT OF WILLIS B. GOLDBECK, PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON
BUSINESS GROUP ON HEALTH, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. GOLDBECK. Thank you.
My name is Willis Goldbeck, the president of the Washington

Business Group on Health.
As you might expect, very few management or labor leaders will

support a tax on any fringe benefits. And in that context, we also
oppose S. 640.

There are some significant additional problems rather than just
the philosophical one. The bill would attack the expanded use of
medical departments as a loophole, rather than recognizing the sig-
nificant positive impact it could have on competition.

The growth of section 125 medical expense accounts would be sig-
nificantly stifled.

Unless the tax status of cafeteria plans is cleared up favorably,
they, too, would be stifled.

he health-enhancing and cost-reducing benefits referred to ear-
lier as prevention programs would definitely be reduced. I might
add that a typical example of that would be the health check pro-
gram in Oregon.

One can't help but note the irony of the impact of health care
costs on employers as a result of the medicare secondary payor leg-
islation recently enacted by Congress.

I think you can ask whether or not costs will be significantly cut.
We do not see any major reduction in health care costs at least
during the first 5 years after such a tax cap, and in fact there may
very well be an increase. The reaction of many employees quite
typically and logically could be, "If we are going to be taxed on it,
let's use it."

Six to twelve years later, three to four contract cycles, perhaps
there would begin to be an impact. But that's an impact that's just
one more stimulus--and a rather late oneL-to trends that are already
well underway.

And I would note that the bill has absolutely no method of pro-
hibiting the purchase of any kind of individual gap coverage.
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Therefore, the persons who have lost some of their protection
through the reduction of employment coverage could pick up addi-
tional coverage on the outside and remain fully covered, should
they desire to do so.

From an equity standpoint it would be very hard to argue
against reducing inequities in the Tax Code. This bill does not do
that. It simply trades one inequity for another.

Consider the individual firm with half its employees unionized.
They get to wait 3 years before the tax impact; the other half have
the privilege of being taxed immediately.

Or those whose health status leaves them no choice but the high
option plan-an option plan the cost of which will be going up dra-
matically the more there is a stimulus from the tax cap to have
other people select lower option plans. And that directly addresses
the question of age that has been raised several times today.

If you chose to-go ahead with this, then we have several recom-
mendations:

One is that medical departments not be included in any way in
the com utation. They are not compensation, they are not in
health plans, they are not in benefits. They do respond to Govern-
ment mandates, and they are procompetitive.

There should be an exemption for prevention programs. It is con-
sistent with the entire thrust and objective of this legislation. They
are not normally in health plans. They are not normally insured.
They are procompetitive.

If you want a tax in this area, tax only that aspect of medical
care, the utilization of which you want to reduce; that is unneces-
sary hospital inpatient care and physician services.

All workers, --including all Government workers, should be
included.

The discrimination that has been referred to is a hypothetical
discrimination. There is absolutely no way to tell in advance the

(degree -to which that kind of discrimination will take place. The
concern is obviously legitimate. Therefore it seems that one ap-
proach might very well be to establish a discrimination review
panel from the outset to monitor the impacts on all the subsets of
the population for which you have concern.

Let me conclude my remarks by noting that the tax cap, basical-
ly, would stimulate a little bit more of a lot of what is already
going on today. It really is not needed.

Ten years ago the tax cap could very well have moved a lethargic
employer community into reducing the amount of energy that has
taken 10 years into perhaps a 3--to 4-year period. It would have
been a positive impact, even if not necessarily a supported policy.

Today that is not where we are. We are far in-advance ofthat.
We have the capacity, and we have the progress underway, to
make the changes that the tax cap says it wants to stimulate. If
they were not already underway, there would be a much stronger
argument for thbcap.

I can't help but note that many who are in favor of the tax cap
are the same people who are opposed to any of the other forms of
controlling health care costs, such as funding the congressionally
established professional review organization program that came
out of this committee, or establishing a new health planning pro-
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gram. And, it is revealing indeed to hear the reference to not regu-
lating the supply side so that the demand side can be regulated. I
am reminded of the degree to which the supply side objected stren-
uously to any revenue cap, and now find the tax cap infinitely
more attractive.

Thank you very much.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Willis Goldbeck follows:]

STATEMENT BY WILLIS B. GOLDBECK, PRESIDENT, WASHINGTON BUSINESS GROUP ON
HEALTH

My name is Willis Goldbeck, President of the Washington Business Group on
Health, a membership organization of major employers with a great stake in all as-
pects of our nation's health policy decisions.

Our members oppose the taxation-of fringe benefits and thus also oppose the pro-
posed tax increase for their employees who receive employer contributions for
health care plans above the federally established maximum ($2,100 per year for a
family and $840 per year for an individual).

Let me assure you that we do not come to this position casually or with callous
disregard for the rate of cost escalation. Nor should our position indicate that the
employer community is of one mind on this issue. There are growing numbers of
companies and benefit managers who have become convinced that the tax cap
would be of assistance in the cost management struggle.

Nonetheless, I'm sure you appreciate that few management or labor leaders will
support the taxation of any fringe benefits, or the intrusion of government into the
collective bargaining process. It is for these reasons, far more than a formal rejec-
tion of the potential health cost impact of the tax cap, that our members cannot
accept this proposal.

In addition to the overall opposition I just expressed, our members have several
general problems with the proposal.

1. There appears to be confusion among the cap supporters as to its real value and
purpose.

A. If it is tax policy for revenue generating reasons, it is not effectively designed
to maximize that objective.

B. If your objective is to change the economic incentives now stimulating wasteful
and unnecessary medical care utilization by creating greater consumer cost con-
sciousness and a more competitive marketplace, then the Administration's concerns
are seriously flawed.

(1) Expanded use of corporate medical departments, which should be viewed as a
positive new competitive force but rather as a tax loophole to be closed.

(2) The growing use of Sec. 125 medical expense accounts, which do create more
cost awareness and competition, would be virtually eliminated for all but those
plans which are well below the cap levels.

(3) HMOs and other prepaid or negotiated arrangements, the very essence of
market forces, would be at a disadvantage if they offered the comprehensive bene-
fits which the same government initially mandated and which are a primary reason
for-their market penetration.

(4) The IRS would make a greater contribution to competition if it would favor-
ably resolve the tax status of cafeteria plans rather than imposing a cap that would
stifle their development.

C. If the objective is to create a more equitable distribution of tax subsidies for
health and medical care, then this laudable goal is contradicted, at least iri spirit, by
the array of blatant inequities the proposed cap would create.

2. Will the cap cut costs? In the short run (1-5 years) we believe there would be
very little reduction and possibly an unanticipated increase as employees who, for
the first time, are being made partners in private sector cost management strate-
gies, would now be encouraged to adopt the attitude that, "If we are going to be
taxed for it, we might as well use it."

In the long run (6-12 years), it is hard to deny that the tax cap, if strictly en-
forced, will have an impact. In straw polls, many benefit managers who doubt im-
mediate impact tend to agree that the impact will be felt in two-to-four contract
cycles. The pressure of rising costs; the long lead time for private control mecha-
nisms to break down the institutional barriers to change; bankrupt government pro-
grams that will inevitably exacerbate cost shifting; an increasingly informed aggre-
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gate and individual consumer; and population demographics all suggest that a cap
could stimulate more coat-effective plan design and consumer choice. One sign of
this is the 1983 Steel Agreement which contains specific provisions, should a tax cap
become law, to begin changing benefits to "reduce the amount of imputed income
otherwise attributed to employees". However, the same factors are now producing
change without the tax cap.

There is another aspect of the cost management question that has not received
adequate attention. For the past four decades this nation has misspent its health
care resources with some 94% being devoted to medical care and medical research.
Considering what we know today about the relative impact on health status of medi-
cal care vs. lifestyle and prevention, it would be the cruelest of hoaxes to posture as
concerned for costs while passing tax legislation that would reinforce this imbal-
ance. The tax cap, to the extent that it is successful, would do just that. Employers
and unions are not going to make major reductions in hospital coverage. But, they
will reduce their commitment to preventive services . . . the less culturally en-
trenched benefits.

A basic premise of the cap is to end the trend for comprehensive insurance. In
fact, many employers and unions are years ahead, having already made major ex-
pansions in deductibles, co-insurance, co-payments, alternative delivery system in-
vestment, negotiated agreements, employee/consumer prudent user education, and
multiple choice options. Traditional insurance, for most large employers, is a dead
issue. Various forms of self-funding are in vogue. New data systems which marry
billing information with clinical information (such as DRGs) will foster this move-
ment. Instead of struggling over the details of a tax cap which will cause more ad-
verse selection, we should be, working together to design the mechanism to finance
and deliver care to those who increasingly will be left uncovered due to the prohibi-
tive pricing of their only option, the high (option) cost plan.

Finally, we have no idea what, if any, the added costs will be due to those who
delay care that is needed due to new cost pressures resulting from the cap.

3. What is a "health plan"? Terminology in the Administration's proposal needs
to be clarified. Employer opposition is significantly increased as the proposal be-
comes more complex. The foremost example is the suggestion that the cost of medi-
cal departments will be included in the plan cost computation. To do so would con-
tradict the basic concepts of the proposal itself:

A. Medical departments are not part of compensation.
B. Medical departments may be beneficial to some, but are not a corporate negoti-

ated benefit.
C. Medical departments are not part of the health plan.
D. The few exceptions to C, such as Gillette, are furthering the identical competi-

tion and cost management goals that the tax cap proponents expouse.
E. Many medical department functions are the result of government mandates,

not excessive benefit plans. The mandates may well be appropriate; a fax cap on
them would not.

4. Who is covered? The Administration's proposal calls for two categories of cov-
ered persons, individuals, and family. However, large employers rarely use just
those two categories. The variations are too numerous for a tax cap bill to define.
However, there is no reason why the legislation could not allow an employer to use
any categories it wishes, as long as the value of the employer contribution does not
exceed the $2,100/$840 limits.

5. Supreme Court rules that employer contributions to trust funds for health and
welfare are not wages. In Morrison-Knudsen Co., v. Director, Offwe of Workers' Com-
pensation Program (DOL) Sp Ct. 8-1, May 24, 1983, it was determined that "employ-
er contributions to union trust funds for health and welfare * are not wage".
This overturned Hilyer v. Morrison-Knudsen, 670 F. 2nd 208 (D.C. Cir 1981). The im-
plication of the proposed tax cap would appear to be that, either the concept would
violate the Supreme Court's new ruling, or the way to avoid the cap is to place all
health benefit contributions in union trust.

6. Differential tax impact. Not only would employees with the same employee Fimd
plan be taxed very differently depending on where they live, or the average age of
the members in their health plan, or the sex of their plan members, but also based
on the date of their union contract. The latter seems especially troublesome. In a
company with 50,000 union workers who have two years to go on a contract and
50,000 non-union workers with the same benefits, only those who are non-union
would be taxed during the two years.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

While we hope the tax cap will not become law, we would also like to offer a few
recommendations that would make such a cap less negative.

1. Do not include any medical department costs within the cap computation. If
Treasury insists in pursuing this misguided approach, then at least delay its imple-
mentation for three years after the cap begins. This will give management and
labor a chance to build the administrative capability to implement the basic cap on"plan" contributions. Equally important, Congress will have time to assess the cap's
impact on the use of medical departments. If the result is positive, then there will
be no need to include them within the cap limit. If problems do arise, then Congress
will know to what purpose the inclusion is being designed and employers will be
able to cope with the administrative issue because the basic plan wl ready be in
place.

2. Exempt a defined group of prevention services. Congress has every economic
and health reason to encourage the growth of prevention services. Left out of the
cap limit, they will grow and continue to reduce otherwise unnecessary hospitaliza-
tion while helping to achieve improved health status. I am not suggesting that every
item that any provider declares to be of a preventive nature be included on the
exempt list. Specifically, I am referring to the worksite wellness programs which
are not part of the regular health "plan", although they do fall within the IRS Sec.
213(e) definition of "medical care". These are not insured, nor are they normally
included in actuarial estimates of per-employee plan costs. Therefore, such an ex-
emption would not be a change but rather a continuation of current practice. If you
are going to pass the tax cap, at least seize the moment to have this Congress be the
first in U.S. history to back up the rhetoric of support for prevention with the rali-
ty of a legislative commitment. Not only would this be a valuable symbol, but also
the growth of these programs would occur at no new cost to the government.

3. All workers should be included. If you are concerned for cost management out-
comes like employee choice, and if you want to raise revenues, and if you want to
lessen the tax subsidy gap between poor and non-poor, then there can be no justifi-
cation for exempting millions of government workers.

4. Discrimination review. With good reason, there is concern that the cap would
result in employment discrimination against older persons, women, handicapped,
and those for whom pre-employment screening indicates the likelihood of high medi-
cal care utilization. Since there is no way to confirm or deny this in advance, and
since the problem could have grave consequences, we recommend the establishment
of a Discrimination Review panel with the resources to monitor the tax cap's imple-
mentation and its impact on employment. The panel would be obligated to report
simultaneously to the Department of Labor and the Congress, annually. The panel
would be comprised of public and private members representing labor, management,
the handicapped, etc., and should be chaired by an ethicist or someone with compa-
rable skills who is not affiliated with any of the parties of interest.

5. UB-82. With the passage of every regulatory measure, such as prospective pric-
ing or the tax cap, the .need to speed up implementation of UB-82 becomes more
compelling. How ironic that hospitals which should be able to implement UB-82 in
almost no time (after all, it contains more than information which should have
always been provided) are given years to "get ready" while employers will be asked
to adjwt administratively to the tax cap-a far more complex and costly require-
ment-in a fraction of the time.

6. Full disclosure requirement. Employers and unions are at a disadvantage when
trying to manage their utilization-thus their costs-due to the absence of quality-
of-care and financial data that would enable institution and physician-specific com-
parisons. The tax cap is predicated on the assumption that employers and unions
will be able to manage their plans at a level below the cap. To support this essential
assumption, the Congress should add to the legislation a full disclosure requirement
thus assuring all private sector purchasers acces to the same data which you have
already identified as being vital for the management of Medicare. No providers
should be exempt. If the consumer is to be encouraged by tax policy to shop for the
most cost-effective care, then government incurs the obligation to guarantee a free
flow of information upon which meaningful choice can be based. There is no such
thing as a competitive market when the consumer is denied such information.

CONCLUSION

Let me reiterate that most employers remain opposed to the cap. Even the grow-
ing number of supporters come to their pition out of a desperation born of years
of cost increases that cannot be explained, in a system that resists every attempt at
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rational public accountability and defies the economics that normally govern other
businesses.

The cap has been characterized as impossible to administrate. This is not true.
Difficult, yes; costly, yes; but well within our capability.

The cap has been characterized as a threat to quality care and even access to
needed care. This is not true. A new financial burden at a bad time in the national
economy, yes; new pressures to make complex choices, yes; but not even the most
highly taxed will be financially threatened or be forced to abandon appropriate-
medical care.

The cap has been characterized as the alternative to rate-setting or revenue caps
for providers (thus their support). This is not true. In fact, employers and unions,
faced with substantial benefit cuts or the wrath of newly taxed employees, will have
new incentive to lobby together for strong state rate-setting, hospital construction
moritoria and physician fee schedules.

The cap has been characterized as the centerpiece of the market forces or consum-
er choice movement. This is not true. Market forces have been steadily increasing
for the past five years, with no tax cap. The cap is designed to hit a very small per-
centage of the nation's employees (approximately 15 percent) thus clearly not stimu-
lating sweeping changes in cost awareness, consumer choice or provider behavior.
Competition will continue to increase because of physician oversupply and overspe-
cialization, because of waste and excess capacity, because of TEFRA, because of an
aroused and increasingly informed purchaser community, and yes, because consum-
ers will be exercising greater choices as the alternatives become economically at-
tractive to offer. The cap will enhance this movement, but too marginally to war-
rant support.

In the final analysis, the cap is behind the time. All the good things it's supposed
to do for health policy and thus cost management are already well along in develop-
ment. By the time it would have a serious impact, 6-12 years from now, we will
have seen either considerable success or a governmentally-imposed system restruc-
turing. Ten years ago, the cap would have jolted a lethargic purchaser community,
sent a caution to expansionist-oriented providers, led to a restructuring of the insur-
ance industry, and increased public cost consciousness. With the cap ten years ago,
we could have squeezed ten years' work into three or four. But today, we have nei-
ther the need nor the luxury of retreating ten years. Today, we must look ahead to
the critical issues: access for those denied; the ethical dilemmas of rationing technol-
ogy; environmental and workplace public health hazards of a magnitude never con-
templated in all of history; management of miracles ... genetic engineering,
cancer remission by visualization, and space pharmacology, to name just a few; capi-
tal generation for the care-giving system's physical plants; the re-education of a
public still raised on the myths that doctor always knows best, the hospital is
always good, insured care is free care, fancy=better, and we are supposedly too ig-
norant to assume major responsibility for our bodies-ourselves.

In the next few years, we need to devote all our energy to the management and
evaluation of the changes taking place, not to the administrative complexities of a
tax cap, the purpose of which is to do what is already happening. Nor can we sup-
port a tax cap that is advocated by those who decry cost escalation, yet lack the il
to support compatible regulation of providers through such vehicles as a well-funded
PRO program and a newly-authorized, revised, planning program. The same Con-
gress and Administration that created TEFRA and prospective pricing, and pro-
posed the tax cap, cannot claim that other helpful programs are fatally flawed by
the very nature of being regulatory.

Let us build on the progress of the last ten years by seeking a balance between
competition and regulation and by squarely facing the financially and ethically
challenging issues ahead. The tax cap v; not the solution.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL D. BROMBERG, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FEDERATION OF AMERICAN HOSPITALS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. BROMBERG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Mike Bromberg, executive director of the Federation of

American Hospitals, and I will try to be brief.
Our major point is that our present system of taxation as well as

health care financing, taken together, has desensitized providers
and consumers to the true cost of health care through the exten-
sive use of first-dollar coverage and a low copayment rate. It has
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also done it through hidden subsidies such as the Federal tax cap,
which is basically a $29 billion subsidy which very few people know
about, of private insurance, by the Government, and I'm sure that
very few of your constituents realize that there is such a direct sub-
sidy.

Restoring cost-consciousness to providers and consumers is an es-
sential part of any solution to the health cost problem. Without it
the demand is infinite, and that's why we urge you to enact solu-
tions which do address the demand side.

I would like to read just one or two paragraphs of the testimony
we have submitted, starting on page 7, because it comes from a
report I found fascinating. It is a quote from the President's Com-
mission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine, their
volume called Securing Access to Health Care and this is the
report written by Morris Abrams as chairman for that commission.
I think it contains some rather sound advice on health care policy.

With reference to the tax-free treatment of employer-purchased
insurance, the Commission stated:

The employer exclusion provision gives a larger subsidy to those with a smaller
need for financial protection and exacerbates the tendency of lower-income people
to be less well insured than those with higher incomes.

The Commission also said:
This pattern of care is difficult to justify from an ethical standpoint. There seems

to be little reason for such government assistance to middle- and upper-income indi-
viduals, most of whom could take financial responsibility for their own care *
without undue hardship.

The fringe benefit of health insurance and its open-ended tax
subsidy, now estimated, as I said, at about $29 billion for next year,
represents substantially, in fact, more than 50 percent more than
the Federal Government is now spending on medicaid, a program
which is supposed to help people who can t afford it.

Since there is no limit on this exclusion, neither side, labor, man-
agement, or anyone else, has any great financial incentive to
reduce benefits, reshape benefits, enter preferred provider arrange-
ments, or provide less than first-dollar coverage. It effectively
eliminates any cost-consciousness on the part of consumers as well
as providers of care.

Now, we have just tried to bring some price competition to hospi-
tals through the enactment of a landmark medicare prospective-
payment system. Now we need to send that same message to every-
one else in the system, including the insurance industry. And we
must give employers and employees the incentive to be cost-con-
scious in their purchase of insurance plans and the designs of those
plans.

We must all share in the responsibility for using our health care
resources prudently. Capping the open-ended tax preference will
give employers and employees an incentive to shop for more cost-
effective plans an,4 providers, and to become more directly involved
in utilization-review decisions.

Even if everything possible is done to improve productivity, even
if you put controls on providers, the odds are that revenues will
still one day soon fall short of the money needed to meet the legiti-
mate health care needs of the elderly, the poor, and others.
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A recent American Hospital Association study on care for the
poor is quoted in our testimony, and says, basically, "Once docu-
mented, the problem of hospital financial stress becomes obvious. A
hospital cannot provide service without compensation and remain
financially viable." That relates to hospitals with high charity
loads.

The implication of that is that the haves, one way or another,
have to help the have-nots in order to have adequate health care
financing. And the question is: How?

The President's Ethics Commission felt that a tax cap on private
insurance met that test of equity because it spread it across the
whole population, particularly those who can afford it, those who
are working, most of whom have incomes of over $30,000 a year.

The open-ended subsidy should be closed, so that some of that
revenue-if we do get that $2.5 billion the first year and $30 billion
over 5 years-can be used to save the medicare trust fund or to
subsidize health insurance for the unemployed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Michael Bromberg follows:]

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL D. BROMBERG, ExEcUTIVE DIRECTOR OF FEDERATION OF
AMERICAN HOSPITALS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Michael D. Bromberg,
Executive Director of the Federation of American Hospitals.

The Federation of American Hospitals is the national association of investor-
owned hospitals and hospital management companies, representing 1,045 hospitals
with over 120,000 beds in the U.S. alone. Our member hospital management compa-
nies also manage under contract more than 300 hospitals owned by others. Investor-
owned hospitals in the United States represent more than 20 percent of all non-gov-
ernmental hospitals. In many communities, investor-owned facilities represent the
only hospital serving the population.

We appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to present our views on the
Administration's proposal to place a limit on the tax-exempt amount an employer
can contribute to an employee's health plan. These hearings come at a very impor-
tant and appropriate time. Congress has just enacted the most significant change in
Medicare hospital reimbursement since the inception of the Medicare program by
establishing a prospective payment system. Although prospective payment is an im-
portant-first step, it alone will not solve the problem of health care inflation, and
the impending insolvency of the Medicare Trust Fund,

INCREASED DEMAND

Because the proportion of the population over 65 will increase markedly over the
next decade, the utilization of health care services per capita is expected to increase
dramatically, Medicare expenditures, even after being adjusted for inflation, are ex-
pected to increase by 60 percent over the next five years.

Among the major contributing factors to hospitai- cost increases are admissions
and intensity. The cost of treating over age 65 patients generally is more than two
times the cost of treating patients under age 65 in hospitals. The following chart
illustrates the admission intensity trend:

PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN ADMISSIONS

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Under age 65 ................................................................................................. 1.0 1.7 1.5 0.0 - 1.6
Age 65 and older ........................................................................................... 4.9 5.3 6.7 3.0 4.1
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The intensity area also includes technological advances which save and prolong
lives and are costly. There are many social, ethical and economic questions which
can be raised in this area, but an aging society requires more intensive health care.

During the past twelve months admissions of over age 65 patients rose more than
four percent while the rate of under age 65 admissions declined. Demand is the
single most serious aspect of hospital cost increases and until demand is addressed,
there will be no solution to health care inflation.

The government's commitment to the elderly, however, needs to be restated in
terms which assure the elderly that their health benefits will be paid from a finan-
cially stable trust fund. It should also be made very clear to beneficiaries and pro-
viders that the government's commitment to pay for covered services does not mean
there is no budgetary limit on the, quantity of services that may be consumed. Until
we address this issue, there will be no real solution to the increasing pressures on
the Medicare Trust Fund.

A MARKET STRATEGY

The large body of studies examining the cause of health care expenditure growth
all point to the same conclusion: the problem is not inefficiency ut utilization-
patients, freed from the burden of payment, demand more; and physicians and hos-
pitals, unrestrained by cost-based reimbursement, provide more.

Our present system of health care financing has desensitized providers and con-
sumers to the true cost of health care through the extensive use of first-dollar cover-
age and low copayment rates. The situation has been aggravated by cost reimburse-
ment which encourages excessive spending. The result is intense quality competition
but little price competition.

Restoring cost consciousness to providers and consumers is intrinsic to any solu-
tion to rising health costs. Without price awareness, demand for health services is
infinite. That is why we urge you to enact solutions which address the demand side
of the problem.

This Administration; like others before it, recognized that cost reimbursement has
fueled health expenditure increases and needed to be replaced. Congress agreed and
recently enacted a system which turns around the incentives in order to reward
management efficiency and restrain utilization. We were supportive of the Medicare
DRG pricing which becomes effective on October 1. However, that one long overdue
change will not solve the health cost problem. We urge you to accelerate efforts to
bring marketplace competition and restraints on utilization to, the system by sup-
porting a ceiling on tax-free employer-purchased health benefits, designed to encour-
age the offering of cost-effective insurance plans.

A large body of economic analysis strongly supports the conclusion that financial
incentives have a significant impact on utilization. Utilization goes down as cost
sharing goes up. Here is a typical finding:

go... when compared with full coverage, a 25-percent copayment reduces utiliza-
tion and expenditures by 20 percent." (Charles E. Phelps, "Health Care Costs, The
Consequences of Increased Cost Sharing," Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, Califor-
nia, November 1982.)

Congress, upon enactment of Medicare and Medicaid eighteen years ago and until
quite recently, perceived its role to be one of increasing and assuring access for the
elderly and the disadvantaged to quality health care. That public policy decision,
combined with a cost-based reimbursement mechanism which rewards spending and
penalizes efficiency, triggered the demand-pull inflation contributing to the inflation
in the health care expenditures. The recently enacted Medicare prospective pricing
system is a long overdue step to correct the disincentives of that federal program.

The hospital industry has simultaneously been hit with severe cost-push inflation-
ary pressures for the past ten years Those major pressures included catch-up wages
in a labor intensive industry; escalation of prices for the goods and services pur-
chased by hospitals, particularly in food, fuel, and malpractice insurance; rapidly
changing medical technology in which new diagnostic and therapeutic techniques
and expensive new equipment are centered in the hospital; inflated material costs
for hospital modernization and expansion programs; increased capital cost; and in-
creased cost of compliance with government regulations.

Many industries have faced similar cost-push inflation pressures, but none have
experienced simultaneously the increased demand for services similar to that trig-
gered with enactment of the Medicare and Medicaid programs using inflationary
cost-based retroactive reimbursement payments for hospital services.

Even without general inflation, federal and state health expenditures will still
grow faster than tax revenues. For example, had there been no inflation over the
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period from 1977 through 1980, health expenditures would still have grown 14 per-
cent in real terms. Of this amount, about 37 percent would have been due to popula-
tion growth and 63 percent due to higher utilization per capita.

Since inflation can be dealt with effectively only by appropriate fiscal and mone-
tary policy, health policy-to have the maximum beneficial impact-should focus on
the next most important problem-utilization.

The decisions regarding health policy boil down to who should benefit, who should
choose, and on what basis the choices should be made. Ideally, the beneficiaires
should be both the individual patient and society as a whole. The choice as to the
use of health care services should be in the hands of patients and their physicians.
And, the basis of choice should be a combination of the best health interests of pa-
tients and society's interest that the extra value provided by extra services equals or
exceeds the extra cost.

The President's Commission for the Study of Ethical Problems in Medicine has
published a volume on "Securing Access to Health Care," which provides some
sound advice on how government should establish its priorities in health expendi-
tures.

With reference to the tax-free treatment of employer-purchased health insurance
to employees, the Commission noted:

"The employer-exclusion provision gives a larger subsidy to those with a smaller
need for financial protection and exacerbates the tendency of lower-income people
to be less well insured than those with higher incomes." The-Commission goes on to
say that "this pattern of care is difficult to justify from an ethical standpoint. There
seems to be little reason for such government assistance to middle- and upper-
income individuals, most of whom could take financial responsibility for their own
care * * without undue hardship."

We heartily endorse this position and believe that on fairness grounds alone the
tax cap should be applied forthwith.

The tax subsidy, now estimated at about $29 billion, represents substantially more
than the federal government spends on Medicaid.

TAX POLICY

Current tax policies devised to stimulate certain behavior often prevent the effi-
cient delivery of quality health care. Financing of health care through income exclu-
sions and deductions often results in apparent misallocation of health resources,
while other Internal Revenue Code provisions and regulations prevent arrange-
ments leading to more efficient use of those resources.

Many view the exclusion from employees' income of the employer contribution for
employees' health insurance as a major factor in rising health care expenditures.
The '"ealth Cost Containment Tax Act of 1983," S. 640, introduced by Senator
Dole, deals directly with the employer contribution issue and focuses on tax laws as
a potential catalyst for health care system reform. Current tax subsidies, over $29
billion in value, fuel the demand for insurance, utilization, and unrestrained spend-
ing in the health field.

EMPLOYER CONTRIBUTION EXCLUSION

Presently, under Section 106 of the Internal Revenue Code, amounts contributed
by employers for employees' health insurance are not included in the employee's
income. This amount also is not included in the amount of the employee's pay
which is subject to Social Security taxes. Consequently, employees have a great fi-
nancial incentive to bargain for more costly, broad, employer-financed health bene-
fit packages. Since there is no limit-on the amount of the exclusion, neither side-
labor nor management-has any great financial incentive to reduce health benefits,
participate in preferred provider arrangements, or provide less than first-dollar cov-
erage. Employees are not encouraged to seek benefit packages more specifically tai-
lored to meet their health care needs, eipecally in light of the prevaance of grou
health coverage. Such broad coverage stimulates more frequent utilization of health
care services and drives up health care expenditures. It effectively eliminates any
cost consciousness on the part of consumers of health care.

Enactment of a ceiling on the employer exclusion would cause many employers to
voluntarily offer multiple health plans including aiow-cost option.

Eliminating the open-ended employer contribution while encouraging equal con-
tributions to all employee health insurance plans will stimulate competition among
health plans and providers. Also, consumers of health care must have some finan-
cial stake in the system through some cost sharing of premiums and copayment of
incurred costs in order to bring some market-oriented restraint into decisions about

23-664 0-83--6
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utilization and choice of plans. Higher premium and delivery costs should be borne
by the party selecting the plan or provider.

Just as we have brought price competition to hospitals through enactment of
Medicare prospective payment for hospitals, we need to bring price competition to
the insurance industry. We must, however, give employers and employees the incen-
tive to be cost conscious in their purchase of health insurance plans.

Hospitals cannot be held solely responsible, as the reason for increasifi- health-
care costs. We must all share in the responsibiiity of using our health care resources
prudently and efficiently. Capping the open-ended tax preference for employer-paid
health insurance will give employers and employees an incentive to shop for more
cost-effective insurance plans and providers and to become more directly involved in
utilization decisions.

We have finite government resources available for health care and must examine
how these resources can best be allocated.

Even if everything possible were done to improve productivity, the odds are that
revenues would still fall short of the money required to meet legitimate health care
needs. As a recent American Hospital Association study on care for the poor noted:

"The best indicator of fiscal stress is not some measure of efficiency, management
initiative, or occupancy, but instead, a hospital's volume of care to the poor.

"Once documented, the problem of hospital financial stress becomes obvious-a
hospital cannot provide service without compensation and remain financially
viable."

The implication of this finding is that the haves, one way or another, should help
finance adequate care for the have-nots. The question is not whether, but how.

A tax cap on private insurance, with revenues earmarked for the Medicare and
Medicaid programs, would meet that ethical lest.

The open-ended federal subsidy for private insurance should be closed in order to
free needed revenues for those unable to finance their own care, and government
should be a prudent purchaser of adequate care even if recipients have more limited
choice of providers.

We urge Congress-to address broader health policy issues by bringing marketplace
competition to and restraints on utilization of our health care system by enacting a
ceiling on tax-free employer-purchased health benefits.

This change in conjunction with the Medicare hospital prospective payment
system will help achieve a more rational health policy.

We thank the Chairman and the Committee for this opportunity to express our
views on limiting the tax deductibility of employer-paid health insurance premiums.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Epstein, on the average, what is your oc-

cupancy rate in the hospitals your association represents?
Mr. EPSTEIN. That would vary across the Nation. I don't know

that the figure is useful. And it also changes from week to week
and from month to month and season to season.

Senator PACKWOOD. So you have no average figure?
Mr. EPSTEIN. Probably somewhere between 70 and 75 percent.
Senator PACKWOOD. Now, why wouldn't your costs go down if you

were running at 90 or 95 percent occupancy, or at least your per-
unit cost?

Mr. EPSTEIN. Per-unit costs go down?
Senator PACKWOOD. Yes.
Mr. EPSTEIN. With respect to some services, no doubt they would.
Senator PACKWOOD. It seems to me you've got an underutilized

capacity, as do many industries in this country. You are not
unique; unfortunately we are underutilized in many areas. But I
don t see how this bill is going to bring down hospital costs if the
effect of it is to cause slightly fewer people to use hospital services
than they might otherwise use them anddrive down your occupan-
cy rates even lower.

Mr. EPSTEIN. What the Senator is addressing is the larger issue
of whether or not lessening utilization would contribute to the need
to lessen the escalation in the increase of costs.
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Senator PACKWOOD. I want to know how it reduces hospital costs.
Mr. EPSTEIN. Hospital costs. Yes. I don't think there is any ques-

tion but that it would, and I think that's why we are all jointly un-
dertaking to reduce utilization, to address issues of utilization.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, why would it reduce your costs if your
occupancy drops from 75 to 65 percent because of this bill?

Mr. EPSTEIN. You are assuming in the question a system of exact-
ly the same size.

Senator PACKWOOD. Pardon me.
Mr. EPSTEIN. I say the question that is being put assumes a

system that is exactly the same size.
Senator PACKWOOD. What do you mean, "a system"?
Mr. EPSTEIN. A system of hospital care, of institutional care.
Senator PACKWOOD. Do you mean my question presumes all the

hospitals are the same size?
Mr. EPSTEIN. No; that it would remain the same size that it is

and that the capacity would remain the same.
The neat thing that is going on now, with the pressures that are

being put on the issue of costs, the neat thing is that alternative
delivery systems are coming into place.

You are familiar, of course, with ambulatory care as an alterna-
tive system, outpatient care, care that is given outside the more ex-
pensive chassis represented by the hospital. Now, that has an
effect, obviously, on the hospital building. It may mean that as the
Hill-Burton hospitals are wearing down they don't need to be re-
placed with as many beds or with as many facilities. And this can
be allowed to happen as we move care out to less-expensive loca-
tions in order to render it.

That's why I say the question assumes that the system would
remain as it is, and I don't foresee that it will.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Epstein, do you know if there is an in-
ternal memorandum in-the American Hospital Association in the
month of April suggesting that the administration is going to
become frustrated by medical costs, and if they cannot find an
answer they will return to the hospital cost-containment program,
and the memo uses the expression "it's better us than them,' and
therefore you have come to the conclusion to support this program
to shift away from the possibility of hospital cost-containment? Do
you know of any such memo?

Mr. EPSTEIN. No; I don't.
Senator PACKWOOD. Were there any discussions within the

American Hospital Association at all about the possibility of hospi-
tal cost-containment if this was not adopted?

Mr. EPSTEIN. If which was not adopted?
Senator PACKWOOD. If the administration's cap or some other

effort at restraining medical costs.
Mr. EPSTEIN. Well, very clearly, very clearly and this has been

shared publicly and it was part of our testimony, and it was the
reason for the very active and visible role of the American Hospital
Association in support of and in the fashioning of the prospective
payment proposal that there needed, Senator, to be a solution to
the escalation of costs. And it was going to happen either of two
ways-it was either going to happen by imposing a regulatory
system on hospitals, or it was going to happen by changing the in-
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centives. And I don't think there is any question about acknowledg-
ing that choice.

Senator PACKWOOD. You know of no memorandum that I made
reference to?

Mr. EPSTEIN. No; but I would be glad to inquire further about it.
Senator PACKWOOD. I think you should.
I have no other questions right now.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Perhaps, without positing a question, I might try to clarify what

hasn't come through too clearly from the administration witnesses.
This particular piece of legislation is not a be-all and end-all.

This piece of legislation is not going to answer all of the questions
that were posed in terms of what is the problem and what is the
solution.

But if you look at the problem as the high cost of health care,
and you look at the solution in terms of the sensitivity of consum-
ers of health care to the costs of getting sick, and the incentives for
staying healthy and buying smartly, then the answer to the ques-
tion just posed to Mr. Epstein by Bob Packwood is that this propos-
al-in and of itself-isn't going to provide any kind of dramatic
changes. But this proposal, in combination with all the other
things- that are happening out there, starts to do things like the
AMA has outlined in their set of principles. Hospitals will react
the same way that they react to other forms of smart buyers. They
will try to get efficiencies into the system.

Then other people out there who think they can do it better than
the existing hospitals come on the scene and say, "Hey, we can do
freestanding surgery; we can provide ambulatory care; we can do
all these things you are doing in the hospital for a lot less money."

If that happened, some of those hospitals would go out of busi-
ness. The ones that can't make it in a price-sensitive market disap-
pear.

Mr. EPSTEIN. Or the hospitals go into those businesses.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. You might want to conclude what you were

saying, Mr. Epstein. You didn't have the opportunity to make a
full statement. During my 5 minutes I would be happy to have you
amplify what you were saying, if you want to add to it.

Mr. EPSTEIN. I appreciate that, Senator Long.
First, just to finish this thought, in moving utilization out of the

hospital, it does not mean that the hospital necessarily closes. It
changes its form of business and there are a variety of ways of
doing that.

In the discussion this morning it sounded as though there was a
threat to the provision for health insurance coverage, that persons
would be deprived of that kind of protection. And as that discus-
sion went on, I think we lost sight of the real impact of this propos-
al: It is not to put a limitation on benefits; it is simply a matter of
saying, in effect, as a hypothetical, that rt $170 or $175 the value
of a health insurance program beyond that becomes taxable
income. So that we are then looking at what would be the tax
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impact on an individual employee in that hypothetical of $25 a
month.

We are not talking about any interference with the benefits that
are available to that employee.

The other thing that came up was whether or not certain kinds
of groups would be discriminated against or how they would be af-
fected in various parts of the country-either by age or by income
or by danger, which was another question that was put.

Interestingly, that goes around and really ignores the basis on
which you start, and that is that health insurance from one em-
ployer to another, from one place to another, from one industry to
another, is not uniform across the Nation.

And I didn't quite understand the quest for uniformity of impact
here when we are talking about this add-on, when we don't even
look for, seek, and I suppose even find desirable a notion of uni-
form health coverage to begin with. And I think we lost sight of
that in the discussion.

Those were just a couple of the points. Thank you very much,
Senator Long.

Senator LONG. Thank you for your statement. Thank all of you
for your statements. I enjoyed them. You made good statements
today. I

The CHAIRMAN. This is a very good panel. And I think we are
going to have to focus on this issue, whether we like to or not. I
think we are going to have to make some changes, and we are
trying to do it in the right way.

There have been some good ideas expressed here. At least we are
going to try to do it in the right way, and hopefully that will
happen, but that depends on the will of the members of the com-
mittee.

But again, getting back to my original statement, if in fact the
budget resolution passes it is really going to put the pressure on
this committee to do a lot of things we might rather avoid.

As I understand, Dr. Goldbeck, from your statement, you believe
that the tax cap would decrease the growth of special employer-
sponsored prevention programs such as nonsmoking programs. Is
that correct?

Mr. GOLDBECK. Yes, sir. And for the record, I'm the nondoctor.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, excuse me.
Mr. GOLDBECK. Yes, we do feel that. I noted Dr. Rubin's com-

ments, and he is certainly correct that obviously one of the objec-
tives of these programs is to have a cost-ameliorating impact in the
long run. The trouble is that the tax cap will begin in the front
run. It will have a time-certain beginning, and prevention pro-
grams do not have an immediate impact on the care delivery
system or on the price of insurance. They do over time.

Employers and employees are going to be hard pressed to negoti-
ate significant changes in the hospital-surgical medical side of the
benefit as the first thing to be reduced.

f' the tax cap is all encompassing, then the things that will cer-
tainly be reduced early are those that are not generic to the basic
p lan. Then management and labor will wait and see how much is
eft. Then they may begin to cut again.
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We feel, if you are going to go ahead with the tax cap, that you
ought to do that in concert with furthering the commitment of this
Nation to the right balance of health and medical care. It's a bal-
ance we never have had, and we might as well seize the opportuni-
ty to get it.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you might be able to design it in some way
to encourage the latter.

Mr. GOLDBECK. You absolutely could.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. GOLDBECK. Conversely, I will be very strong in saying that if

you had the cap, and you did not have the prevention programs
under the cap, you would see an explosion of preventive health pro-
grams in the United States at the work setting, and that would be
one favorable outcome, if you've got to go ahead with it at all.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, a lot of things could be done. It all depends
on where the votes are-as we learn from time to time.

I may have other questions, but I know we have another 10 wit-
nesses we are to complete by noon, which we will not do, then
about 20 this afternoon.

So I think what I may do, if it is satisfactory, is to submit the
questions in writing to Mr. Bromberg and other professional folks
on the paneL

Thank you very much.
Senator PACKWOOD. Could I ask Mr. Epstein just one last ques-

tion, and he can submit the answer in writing for me?
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, sure.
Senator PACKWOOD. Three months ago my mother-in-law died.

She had a pain in her heart at 5 in the afternoon, went to the hos-
pital, went into intensive care, and died on the operating table
about 10 that night. And the cost for the 5 hours, counting the doc-
tors' fees, was $10,000.

I am curious if we pass this if it would have any effect on that
kind of cost. At another time I may quiz somebody as to why the
cost is that amount for 5 hours; but I would like to know if this bill
would have an effect on those costs.

Mr. Bromberg has his hand up.
Mr. BROMBERG. If I might try-I am one of those who hopes that

this bill one day generates no revenues. Even though it is a won-
derful issue to talk about, the $30 billion you could use for good
thast I hope this bill does is the other thing-health care reform.

And let me give you just one example, and in fact you have a col-
leage in the House from your State who is promoting something
cal led preferred provider organizations-but an example is that
this bill, if passed, would at least give business and labor and hospi-
tals and doctors and others an incentive to think about negotiating
fixed prices, to think about innovative delivery systems, to have an
employer in Oregon and a union say,

We can save a lot of money if our people go to this list of doctors who have agreed
to do things at this price, and this list of hospitals that has good utilization review
and doesn t keep people too long and doesn't have a history of bad utilization
review, instead of letting them go anywhere they want, when most of them seem to
be going to this small group where the utilization records are very high.

Right now there is no such incentive.
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If one out of a hundred businesses take that incentive and do
something with it, then at least there will be one out of a hundred
cases where prices are negotiated, where utilization comes down,
and where bills like that maybe won't be submitted.

And maybe if it doesn't happen 99 out of 100 times, just that one
time will be enough to do someiLing about health costs.

So that's what the bill is intended to do. Those of us who see this
as a health reform bill are very pleased that it is also a revenue-
raiser; but our real reason is that kind of reform, which will bring
down costs by bringing down utilization, the number of tests. It
will say to somebody, "Don't admit Friday for Monday morning
surgery.

Senator PACKWOOD. Then what you are saying, Mike, is that
without the Federal Government's whip hand on limiting the tax-
free benefits, the providers and the physicians and the insurance
companies and the employers cannot get together themselves.

Mr. BROMBERG. No, because it's happening already. I am not
saying that at all.

I think Bill Goldbeck said it very well, except all I am saying is
that the Federal Government could help accelerate it and move it
along by removing this one obstacle which is, How do you get to
the collective bargaining table and other places the notion that you
have got to do something about this when someone there can say
it's free?

I think this bill helps accelerate what has already started. And
maybe without Federal legislation it will happen anyway, and
maybe Federal legislation will just mess it up, and that's the best
argument against it. But I think it will accelerate it.

Senator LONG. Could I ask Dr. Felts' reaction to that question?
Dr. FELTS. To Senator Packwood's question?
Senator LONG. Yes, sir.
Dr. FELTS. Well, it would be a rather complex answer, and with-

out seeing an itemization of the bill it would be a little difficult to
respond; but I think that it is probably indicative of the great ex-
pansion in technology we have experienced in the United States
with the ability to do things for individuals who experience abrupt
illness of this particular nature.

Within the past one to two decades we have advanced beyond the
point of being able to simply put an individual to bed and monitor

lood pressures, and administer intravenous feedings and fluids to
try to keep blood pressure stable, to the point where we can now
study arteries, can study the site of injury, the individuals are
monitored on expensive computer systems to allow quick responses
to perceived inadequacies in their metabolism. And these technol-
ogies are terribly expensive.

The capability to do this on a moment's notice within hospitals
requires the presence of teams that are expensive to maintain.

Senator LONG. Doctor, if I might just react to that, it makes me
think of a story a lawyer friend used to tell about himself in the
establishment of lawyers of that community where I graduated
from law school.

He said that he did some law work for one of his clients, and
after he had concluded that work the man came to see him. The
man said, "Now, how much is the fee?" This gentleman told him
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what the fee was, and the man just sat there. He didn't move one
way or the other, he just sat silently for a moment. Then the fellow
said, "I'm glad you said that." The lawyer said, "Why?" He an-
swered, "My doctor has been telling me I have a weak heart, and
now I know it's not true." [Laughter]

Dr. FELTS. I might conclude, Senator, on that, that fortunately in
many of these instances lives are saved and quality of life pre-
served for a substantial period of time. And while it is not uniform-
ly successful, certainly we are doing better with it than we were
doing one and two decades ago.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much, and I assume we
can feel free to submit additional questions in writing. And if in
fact we come back to this that you will be willing to help us in the
future.

Thank you very much.
Next is Raymond Scheppach, executive director, National Gover-

nors' Association.
I might say that we are not going to be able to finish all of the

witnesses we had scheduled for this morning. I think Senator Dur-
enberger has agreed to come back at 1:30 rather than 2 to complete
the morning panel. So from 1:30 until 2 that will be done, then we
hope to be back on schedule at 2.

We will try to go until about 12:30.
Mr. Scheppach, I am hopeful that you can summarize your state-

ment for the Governors and indicate whether they are for or
against what we are doing. That would be helpful.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND C. SCHEPPACH, EXECUTIVE DIREC-
TOR, NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. SCHEPPACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The National Governors' Association appreciates the opportunity

to present our views regarding Federal tax policies and health
benefits.

The NGA supports a limit on the open-ended tax subsidy for em-
ployment-based health plans. The Nation's Governors believe that
such a limit would constitute good health policy, good tax policy,
and good budget policy.

The Governors believe that Federal policy should encourage a re-
structuring of third-party financing mechanisms and reimburse-
ment policies that contribute to health care cost escalation. Cur-
rent financing structures lack sufficient incentives for efficiency
and obscure the responsibility for health care costs. The Governors
are very concerned over these costs because of their effects on
State budgets and on economic access for those in need of medical
care.

The State share of medicaid costs constitutes the largest and
most rapidly rising single component of most State budgets. The
Governors are aggressively pursuing medicaid cost containment
initiatives that have dramatically lowered the rate of expenditure
increases. However, these Medicaid-only strategies are inherently
limited because this constitutes under 10 percent of medical care
expenditures.
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Because Medicaid is too small to alter the overall structure of
the medical care financing and delivery system, the cost of that
system inevitably influences Medicaid outlays. Further, efforts to
constrain Medicaid reimbursement levels alone can exacerbate cost
increases to other payers within the State, which are also of con-
cern to Governors.

Under the existing third-party medical care financing system,
those who make resource consumption and allocation decisions are
often not accountable for the costs of those decisions. The Gover-
nors believe that we need to restructure medical care financing
mechanisms so that providers, third-party payers, employers, and
consumers will make cost-conscious decisions regarding medical
care.

Toward this end, the Congress should act to close the open-ended
tax subsidies of expensive employment-based health insurance pro-
grams.

The tax exclusion of employer contributions to health insurance
plans provides a substantial incentive for choice of more costly
health benefits plans over more income, which is taxed. We believe
a cap on these exemptions would improve incentives to seek cost-
effective health care plans because the additional expense associat-
ed with the choice of more costly health care would be taxed on the
same basis as additional income. The relatively small costs of such
a tax change would fall largely on middle and upper income house-
holds.

With respect to budget and tax policies, the Governors are also
gravely concerned about the magnitude of current and projected
Federal deficits. Unless these deficits are reduced, high interest
rates will make it extraordinarily difficult to achieve sustained eco-
nomic recovery. This in turn would cause further deterioration of
State fiscal conditions and the ability of States to provide essential
services.

State finances are very sensitive to economic conditions, and
many States are continuing to experience very serious unanticipat-
ed revenue declines.

The revenues that would be generated by the proposed limitation
on tax exemption would of course help this.

This proposal would reduce the estimated $30 billion tax subsidy
to relatively wealthy individuals which far exceeds the $21 billion
projected 1984 Federal Medicaid expenditures for medical care for
the poor. It constitutes good economic and tax policy because it
broadens the tax base by reducing significant tax expenditures.
This would allow Congress to increase revenues without increasing
marginal tax rates. Because the marginal tax rate is not increased,
incentives to work and invest capital are not reduced.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the Governors strongly believe that
we must reduce both health care cost escalation and the federal
budget deficit. Unfortunately, effective resolutions to either prob-
lem will be painful for many who are benefited by current policies.
A limitation on the tax exemption for employer-paid health bene-
fits is not an exception to this unfortunate reality.

In our view, however, this policy would simultaneously improve
the accountability of health care costs and reduce the deficit
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through reduced tax expenditures on those who are relatively well-
off. We therefore support this proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Raymond Scheppach follows:]

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND C. SCHEPPACH, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL GOVERNORS'
AssoCIATION

Mr. Chairman, the National Governors' Association appreciates the opportunity
.to present our views regarding federal tax policies and health benefits. The NGA
supports a limit on the open-ended tax subsidy for employment-based health plans.
We believe such a limit would constitute good health policy, good tax policy and
good budget policy. Current tax policy encourages, without limit, the choice of more
expensive health plans over increased income by exempting from taxation employer
contributions for health plans. A limitation on this tax exemption would help to
reduce medical cost increases by improving incentives for consumers to make cost-
conscious decisions in their choice of health care plans.

It would also reduce the deficit by reducing federal tax expenditures for health
benefits provided to those with relatively high incomes. Federal deficit reductions
are essential to achieving sustained economic recovery. This particular proposal
would achieve revenue increases through broadening the tax base rather than in-
creasing marginal tax rates, so incentives to work would not be diminished.

HEALTH POLICY

I will now turn to a fuller discussion of our views regarding a limitation on the
tax exemption for employer contributions to employee health plans. The NGA be-
lieves that federal policies should encourage a restructuring of third-party financing
mechanisms and reimbursement policies that contribute to health care cost escala-
tion. Current financing structures lack sufficient incentives for efficiency and ob-
scure the responsibility for health care costs. the Governors are very concerned over
these costs because of their effect on state budgets and on economic access for those
in need of medical care.

The state share of Medicaid costs constitutes the largest and most rapidly rising
single component of most state budgets. The Governors are aggressively pursuing
Medicaid cost containment initiatives that have dramatically lowered the rate of ex-
penditure increases. However, these Medicaid-only strategies are inherently limited

use this program constitutes under 10 percent of medical care expenditures. Be-
cause Medicaid is too small to alter the overall structure of the medical care financ-
ing and delivery system, the cost of that system inevitably influences Medicaid out-
lays. Further, efforts to constrain Medicaid reimbursement levels alone can exacer-
bate cost increases to other payers within the state, which are al*o of concern to the
Governors.

State employee health benefit costs are a significant state budget problem, and
private industry is increasingly impatient with the health care cost increases in
many states. Scarce resources that could be invested to improve economic productiv-
ity are being diverted to expenditures on medical care.

Under the existing third-party medical care financing system, those who make re-
source consumption and allocation decisions are often not accountable for the costs
of those decisions. The Governors believe that we need to restructure medical care
financing mechanisms so that providers, third-party payers, employers and consum-
ers will make cost-conscious decisions regarding medical care. Toward this end, the
Congress should act to close the open-ended tax subsidies of expensive, employment-
based health insurance policies.

The tax exclusion of employer contributions to health insurance plans provides
substantial incentives for the choice of more costly health benefit plans over more
income, which is taxed. We believe a "cap" on these tax exemptions would improve
incentives to seek cost-effective health care plans because the additional expense as-
sociated with the choice of a more costly health care plan would be taxed on the
same basis as additional income. The relatively small costs of such a tax change
would fall largely on middle and upper-income households who enjoy a substantial
tax subsidy under current law. In 1984, the annual average cost of a $2,100/year
limitation for those with adjusted gross incomes of under $10,000 would be only $7,
while for those with adjusted gross income of between $50,000 and $100,000, the
average cost would be $96. If all the population with incomes of under $10,000 were
exempted from any new tax, the projected federal revenue-increase would be re-
duced by only 7.8 percent. Even though the impact of this change would be modest
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for most individuals, the NGA would suggest a phase-in of such costs by exempting
current employer contributions until the limits have increased to that level..

BUDGET AND TAX POLICY

The Governors are also gravely concerned about the magnitude of current and
projected federal budget deficits. Unless these deficits are reduced, high interest
rates will make it extraordinarily difficult to achieve sustained economic recovery.
This would, in turn, cause even further deterioration in state fiscal conditions and
the ability of states to provide essential services. State revenue structures are very
sensitive to economic conditions, and many states are continuing to experience very
serious, unanticipated revenue declines. The revenues that would be generated by
the proposed limitation on tax exemption would, of course, help to close the huge
gap between federal outlays and revenues. It would achieve this largely through
revenues from individuals with very substantial incomes who have benefited most
from current open-ended tax exemption. Only 8 percent of those with adjusted gross
incomes of under $10,000 would be affected by the $2,100 limit, while 28 percent of
those with adjusted gross incomes of $50,000 and $100,000 would be affected. This
proposal would reduce the estimated $30.1 billion fiscal year 1984 tax subsidy of rel-
atively wealthy individuals, which far exceeds the $21.3 billion projected fiscal year
1984 federal Medicaid expenditure for medical care for the poor. It constitutes good
economic and tax policy because it broadens the tax base by reducing a significant
tax expenditure. This allows the Congress to increase revenues without increasing
marginal tax rates. Because the marginal tax rate is not increased, incentives to
work and invest capital are not reduced.

In conclusion, the Governors strongly believe that we must reduce both health
care cost escalation and the federal budget deficit. Unfortunately, effective resolu-
tions to either problem will be painful for many who are benefited by current poli-
cies. A limitation on the tax exemption for employer-paid health benefits is not an
exception to this unfortunate reality. In our view, however, this policy would simul-
taneously improve the accountability for health care costs and reduce the deficit
through reduced tax expenditures on those who are relatively well-off. We therefore
support this proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, and your full statement

will be made a part of the record.
Mr. SCHEPPACH. Thank you, I appreciate it.
The CHAIRMAN. And I am going to ask that my statement be

made a part of the record at the outset of the hearing.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE ON MEDICAL CAP AND FRINGE BENEFITS

I am pleased that we have been able to hold this hearing on S. 640, the adminis-
tration's proposal to cap the income tax exclusion for employer-provided medical
care, and the public policy and tax compliance implications of the tax treatment of
statutory and nonstatutory fringe benefits.

CAP ON THE EXCLUSION FOR EMPLOYER-PROVIDED MEDICAL CARE

Currently, all employee contributions to health insurance plans for employees are
excluded from the employee's income and wages for purposes of income tax, social
secutity tax and unemployment tax. This tex treatment generally applies to all in-
surance coverage, regardless of cost, and to all medical benefits, no matter how ex-
tensive. The same generally applies to amounts paid by an employer to or on behalf
of an employee under a self-insured medical plan.

Under S. 640, Employer contributions to accident or health plans for an employee
would be included in the employee's income to the extent they exceed (1) $175 per
month ($2,100 per year) if the plan covers the employee and his family, or (2) $70
per month ($840 per year) if the plan covers only the employee.

The total exclusion from an employee's income for employer paid medical cover-
age is the second largest statutory fringe benefit after qualified pension and similar

lans. The revenue loss from the exclusion for employer-provided medical care is
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estimated to be $18.6 billion in fiscal year 1983 and $21.3 billion in fiscal year 1984.
Many experts believe our present tax treatment of employer-provided health bene-
fits has been a contributing factor in the trend toward excessive coverage and esca-
lating medical costa. In addition, it has created inequity between the tax treatment
of individuals covered by employee health plans and those who are not covered by
employer-provided plan. Some also believe that the preferential tax treatment of
employee paid health benefits encourage employees to receive an inordinately large
amount of their compensation in the form of health benefits.

As we review S. 640, there are still a number of unanswered questions. For in-
stance, should there be a national cap on one which varies in different areas of the
country recognizing the different costs of medical care; the impact of the cap on var-
ious segments of our society; will the healthy choose low option and the sick high
option insurance resulting in unfair tax consequences to our sick and elderly? In
addition, we must examine how to deal with self-insured plans which are increasing
in number.

STATUTORY FRINGE BENEFITS

The hearing will also focus on the current provisions of the income law that allow
employers to deduct the cost of providing employee benefits, but excludes the
amounts paid, in whole or in part, from the employee's gross income. Congress has a
responsibiltiy to the public to review periodically the income tax provisions to deter-
mine if they are achieving their intended objectives and to determine if tax policy
and social policies necessitate continuing the preferential tax treatment is justified.
The purpose of this hearing is not to determine whcih of these tax preferences
should be deleted in order to raise revenue, but to review these provisions generally
in light of their stated objectives and the continually evolving social policies.

NONSTATUTORY FRINGE BENEFITS

Finally, the hearing will focus on the public policies and tax compliance implica-
tions of the nonstatutory fringe benefits and the effect of the moratorium on fringe
benefit regulations which is scheduled to expire on Decempber 31, 1983. The current
moratorium is an extension of a moratorium that was first imposed on October
1978.

Undoubtedly, there is substantial sentiment that certain benefits are so small and
difficult to value that they should not be taxed as a matter of administrative con-
venience. But it is very hard to draw the line. Attempts by the Treasury Depart-
ment to draft guidelines in 1977 and 1981 were met with opposition, disagreement,
debate and a moratorium. But the absence of guidelines on the proper taxation of
noncash compensation has left employees, employers and IRS agents confused and
uncertain.

The uncertainty as to the taxation of certain fringe benefits has also affected our
voluntary compliance system. Many taxpayers have sought noncash compensation
in the hope or belief that they would avoid taxation in this unsettled and confused
area. In addition, public confidence in the fairness of our tax system and the un-
equal tax treatment of equal economic incomes of cash and noncash compensation
has eroded public confidence in the fairness of our tax system.

As we review the medical cap proposal and the tax treatment of statutory and
nonstatutory fringe benefits, we must keep in mind that, as our tax base becomes
smaller and smaller and as our tax compliance problem grows, more and more pres-
sure will be exerted to increase the tax rates on cash wages.

I look forward to hearing the views of the administration and the public witnesses
on all these important tax issues.

Now, Bert, you are next.

STATEMENT OF BERT SEIDMAN, DIVISION OF SOCIAL SECURITY,
AFL-CIO, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Bert Seidman. I am director of the Department of Social Se-

curity of the AFL-CIO.
To my right is Lawrence Smedley, who is an associate director of

the department, and to my left, Karen Ignagni, an assistant direc-
tor.
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We are here today to present the views of the AFL-CIO on the
taxing of fringe benefits and the specific proposal to place a limit
on tax-exempt contributions to employee health insurance-
changes we hope you will decide are unfair, ill-advised, and should
not be enacted.

The AFL-CIO strongly opposes the administration's attempt to
impose a ceiling on tax-exempt employer contributions to employee
health insurance plans.

This plan, if enacted, would represent unprecedented Govern-
ment intrusion into the collective bargaining process. Further,
there is no guarantee that it will lower health-care costs or in-
crease Federal revenues. It would provide a strong incentive for
unions to seek to have employer contributions which exceed the
Federal cap switched to other fringe benefits.

Individuals with higher incomes will probably purchase supple-
mental health insurance policies so that their present coverage will
not be interrupted. Those who will be penalized and who will not
be able to maintain their benefits are middle-income and lower
aged workers, and I might add to that older and handicapped work-
ers.

Contrary to the commonly held belief that only members of the
autoworkers and steelworkers would be affected by the administra-
tion's proposal, we have looked into it in not a very systematic way
and find that a large number of other union members would suffer,
including those in various unions which I have set forth in my tes-
timony. All of them have plans which exceed the proposed limit of
$175 per family per month.

Other employees are covered by plans that may not be highly
comprehensive but nevertheless exceed the proposed limit. Their
high premium rates reflect high health-care costs in their areas,
over which they have no control, or the age and health status of
their group, or both.

Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO has seven basic problems with the
administration's proposal:
- One, worker benefits negotiated through collective bargaining

should not be subject to the vagaries of the Tax Code.
Two, workers in high-cost areas will be severely penalized.
Three, employees with chronic conditions and older workers will

be forced to purchase expensive supplemental insurance.
Four, the proposal would discourage hiring of older and handi-

capped workers as well as those with higher health-care costs for
any other reason.

Five, it would reduce coverage for preventive care, outpatient di-
agnostic services, dental, eyeglasses, and other benefits which save
money. It would leave intact coverage for hospital and surgical
benefits which are the most inflationary sector of the health-care
economy.

Six, it discriminates against workers in unhealthy industries
with high health-care costs.

Seven, the plan would be almost impossible to administer for the
self-insured.

And, finally, it would require opening up large numbers of exist-
ing labor contracts.
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Proponents of taxing workers' health insurance believe that
since workers are not taxed directly for health-care benefits, they
become overinsured, and that this has altered the traditional pat-
tern of consumption as determined by price, supply, and demand.

Workers know that health care is not free to them-far from it.
Workers make tough economic decisions and pass up other bene-
fits, including wages at the bargaining table, to preserve the
health-care coverage they do have.

A major flaw in the argument that insurance protection insu-
lates consumers from the high cost of medical care and encourages
them to utilize services is that consumers do not directly purchase
health care. Physicians and other providers act as the purchasing
agents of the consumer. And therefore it is unfair to penalize em-
ployees for situations over which they have no little or no control.

Real cost containment will not be possible until providers and
suppliers of services have strong financial incentives to change
their behavior and help bring inflation under control, and that's
why we urge Congress to enact comprehensive across-the-board
health-care cost-containment legislation.

With regard to taxation of other benefits, current legislation pre-
venting the issuance of new regulations relating to the income tax
treatment of fringe benefits will expire on December 31, 1983,
unless the moratorium now in effect is extended. Given the contro-
versial and complex nature of the subject, the history of past ef-
forts, and the pending congressional workload, we doubt that the
Congress can satisfactorily legislate on this issue prior to the end of
this year. For that reason, the AFL-CIO supports extension of the
moratorium so that this issue can be reviewed extensively and ex-
clusively on its merits and not in the context of budget resolutions
and revenue needs.

Mr. Chairman, I request that my full statement be included in
the record of the hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. It will be made a part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Bert Seidman follows:]

STATEMENT OF BERT SEIDMAN, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS

The AFL-CIO commends you, Mr. Chairman, for conducting hearings on the pro-
posals submitted to Congress by the Administration in its proposed budget for fiscal
year 1984. When these hearings are concluded, we hope the Committee will decide
most of these proposals are unfair, ill-advised and should not be enacted.

Organized labor is heretoday to present it views on the taxing of fringe benefits
and the specific proposal to place a limit on tax-free contributions to employee
health insurance.

The AFL-CIO-a federation of 98 unions representing 13.7 million working men
and women-strongly opposes the Administration's attempt to impose a ceiling on
tax-free employer contributions to employee health insurance plans. This plan, if
enacted, would represent unprecedented government intrusion into the collective
bargaining process. Further, there is no guarantee that it will lower health care
costs or increase federal revenues.

In 1949 the Supreme Court in its decision on Inland Steel vs the NLRB affirmed
the right of employees to negotiate with employers about fringe benefits. The negoti-
ating process has always been carried out without government interference. Placing
a limit on tax-free employer contributions to health insurance, and making any-
thing over that amount taxable as income to employees, would provide a strong in-
centive for unions to seek to have employer contributions which exceed the federal
cap switched to other fringe benefits.
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Individuals with higher incomes will probably purchase supplemental health in-
surance policies so that their present coverage is not interrupted. Those who will be
penalized, and will not be able to maintain their benefits, are middle income and
lower wage workers.

Contrary to the commonly held belief that only members of the United Auto
Workers and the Steelworkers would be affected by the Administration's proposal, a
large number of other union members would suffer, including those in the Machin-
ists, the Letter Carriers, Operating Engineers and the American Federation of
State, Coun-ty and Municipal Employees. Members in some of these unions have
comprehensive health insurance plans, other have less comprehensive coverage.
However, all of these plans provide coverage to workers and their families at a cost
that exceeds the proposed limit of $175 per family per month.

For those employees who do not have policies which could be considered as highly,
comprehensive, but which nevertheless exceed the proposed limit, their high premi-
um rates reflect high health care costs in their areas over which they have no con-
trol, or the age and health status of their group, or both. For example, health bene-
fit contributions for employees of the International Union of Electrical Workers
ranged from 80 cents per hour in Oklahoma and Texas to $1.16 per hour in Califor-
nia and $1.41 in New Jersey.

Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO has seven basic problems with the Administration's
proposal to limit tax exempt contributions to health insurance. They are:

1. Worker benefits negotiated through collective bargaining should not be subject
to the vagaries of the tax code, which force distortion in coverage and encourage
circumvention of the process.

2. Workers in high cost areas will be severely penalized by a national cap.
3. Employees with chronic conditions and older workers will be forced to purchase

expensive supplemental insurance.
4. The proposal will discourage hiring of older workers and those with higher

health care costs.
5. It would reduce coverage for preventive care, out-patient diagnostic services,

dental, eyelgasses and other benefits which save money. It would leave intact cover-
age for hospital and surgical benefits, which have been the source of our health in-
flation problems and over which patients have little control.

6. It discriminates against workers in unhealthy industries, such as coal and steel,
where health care costs are higher.

7. The plan would be almost impossible to administer for the self-insured. Since
they do not pay premiums, it would be difficult for tax purposes to determine
monthly employer contributions.

8. It would require opening up large numbers of existing labor contracts, while
the issue of whether the proposal will reduce overall health costs is, at best, open to
question.

Proponents of taxing workers' health insurance believe that since workers are fiot
taxed directly for health care benefits, they have become overinsured, and that this
has altered the traditional pattern of consumption, as determined by price, supply
and demand. The so-called "market solution" is to provide an incentive through the
tax system to reduce health insurance protection and increase employee cost shar-
ing, which will in turn reduce the demand for services and lower the price of treat-
ment. Other supporters of tax caps have suggested that tax subsidies for employee
health insurance amount to a welfare program for the middle class.

As the representatives of organized labor, we would like to make it clear that
health care is not free to workers. Far from it. Workers make tough economic deci-
sions and pass up other benefits, including wages, at the bargaining table to pre-
serve the health care coverage they do have. Recently auto workers at Chrysler
were willing to accept wage concessions just to preserve their health care coverage,
which has become increasingly difficult because of the rapid rise in health insur-
ance premiums.

In many ways the so-called "tax cap" is a strawman for those who have a funda-
mental aversion to the idea of the federal government regulating what are now
staggering rates of increase in hospital costs and physician services. However, these
same individuals are not unwilling to impose a limit on employer funded health in-
surance benefits because they believe that shomehow taxation of health care bene-
fits would dampen health care inflation.

Amaor flaw in the arugment that insurance protection insulates consumers from
the igcost of medical care and encourages them to overutilize services is that
consumers have never directly purchased health care. Physicians act as their pur-
chasing agents and make such decisions as whether a person should be hospitalized,
what tests should be performed and when they should be discharged. It is unfair,
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therefore, to penalize employees for situations over which they have little or no con-
trol.

Several months ago in our testimony on the Administration's proposal to begin
reimbursing hospitals which participate in Medicare on the basis of diagnostic relat-
ed groupings (DRGs), the AFL-CIO stated its position that real cost containment is
not possible until the providers and suppliers of services have strong financial in-
centives to change their behavior and help bring inflation under control. Mr. Chair-
man, we would like to submit that statement for the record as part of our testimony
on taxing fringe benefits and again strongly urge that Congress enact comprehen-
sive across-the-board cost containment legislation.

The Administration's proposal to put a ceiling on tax-free employer health care
contributions would turn back the clock on decades of progress workers have made.
It would increase taxes for a single group-workers with high health care costs.

Last February William M. Mercer, Inc., polled 78 employee benefit executives.
Sixty-five percent said they oppose placing a limit on tax-free contributions by em-
loyers to health insurance plans for their employees, and that it will not reduce
health care costs.
This Committee must ask itself whether health care is the right place to look for

ways to reduce deficits. It must not confuse cost containment with revenue raising.

TAXATION OF OTHER BENEFITS

In 1976, the Internal Revenue Service proposed regulations that would have re-
versed long-standing positions and practices in order to broaden the taxation of
fringe benefits. These proposals would have increased taxes on some of the nation's
lowest paid workers.

Congress correctly took the position that fringe benefit policy should not be deter-
mined by unilateral agency action but by the Congress and, therefore, enacted legis-
lation preventing the issuance of new regulations relating to the income tax treat-
ment of fringe benefits until July 1, 1978. Congress has periodically extended the
moratorium. Unless extended again, this moratorium will expire on December 31,
1983.

Given the controversial and complex nature of the subject, the history of past ef-
forts and the pending Congressional workload, we doubt that the Congress can satis-
factorily legislate on this issue prior to the end of the year. The AFL-CIO supports
extension of the moratorium so that this issue can be reviewed intensively and ex-
clusively on its merits-not in the context of budget resolutions and revenue needs.

In reviewing the tax treatment of fringe benefits, the Congress and the Commit-
tee should endeavor to provide workers and empolyers with a greater degree of cer-
tainty. Administrative action should not be the basis for the taxation of fringe bene-
fits which traditionally have not been taxed. The best approach would be for Con-
gress to develop a set of principles or standards. In the development of guidelines
the following principles should be included:

1. Sensible "de minimis" rules so that employers and employees need not take
into account small benefit values which would cause unreasonable record keeping
and administrative burdens -

2. Benefits that facilitate the employee's work performance, are provided for the
convenience of the employer, or other support services, such as the furnishing of
uniforms should not be taxed.

3. Limited benefits historically and broadly available such as discounts for em-
ployees of retail stores should be exempt from taxation.

4. Provisions of present law which under specified conditions expressly grant tax
exemptions for fringe benefits including, among others, qualified pension plans,
group life insurance, health benefits, and group legal services should be continued.

In addition, the development of measures to change current practice relating to
the taxation of fringe benefits must be considered in the context of other measures
to require the wealthy and the corporations to pay their fair share of the tax
burden. They must not add to the unfair tax burden borne by workers, and particu-
larly should not be targeted as a source of revenue to make up for the huge and
inequitable tax cuts of 1981.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the AFL-CIO support the budget resolution
that has been agreed to in conference-$73 billion in additional
revenue?

Mr. SEIDMAN. I don't know. I wish one of our representatives
from our legislative department was here. Bob McLawton was here
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earlier and had to leave. It is my understanding that we haven't
reached a policy decision on that question yet, but I frankly can't
give you a definitive answer.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you support the O'Neill-Byrd tax cap?
Mr. SEIDMAN. Yes, we do.
The CHAIRMAN. For what reason?
Mr. SEIDMAN. We support it because we think that the wealthy

and the large corporations have derived a tremendous benefit from
the tax reductions in the legislation of 1981, and we think that this
would help in some small measure to rectify that.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now, if we could devise a cap, sort of a
health care cap like the tip cap so we wouldn't be helping any
wealthy people-I don't know what wealthy is, but apparently you
are now supporting the wealthy in your testimony today, but you
want to take away their tax cuts.

Mr. SEIDMAN. We think this has many other implications, howev-
er, that are not involved in the single question of the cap on the
tax reduction that is involved in what the House has voted for.

We tried to indicate in our statement and in previous statements
we have gone into this in much greater detail-we think it has an
impact on collective bargaining, we think it has an adverse effect
on health care costs rather than reducing health care costs, we
think that it places an unfair tax on workers, we think that it in-
volves increased administrative costs, it involves the various kinds
of discrimination which you have heard about during the course of
the hearing this morning, and, therefore, we are strongly opposing
this proposal.

The CHAIRMAN. No, I know of the opposition. I don't quarrel with
it, but it seems to me it is not consistent to say, on the one hand,
you can't have a tax cut if you make over $30,000 or even less if
both husband and wife are working, but you can have unlimited
benefits that are not income to the employee. It would just seem to
me if we are going to go after the rich, whoever they are, then we
ought to do it on a consistent basis. And I would hope that you
would -work with us as we try to design a cap that you might be
able to support.

Mr. SEIDMAN. I think it would be very difficult for us to find any
kind of a viable proposal which would deal with all of the problems
that are raised by the tax cap. I think the situation is entirely dif-
ferent from a tax on income, per se.

What we are talking about here is people getting, under employ-
er-financed plans, decent health care that they need. We think that
the emphasis should be on controlling health care costs through
all-payer systems such as we have now in a number of States,
through systems which cover all aspects of health care costs and
not just medicare and medicaid. We think those are the ways of
dealing with the problem.

As far as unions are concerned, we are very, very sensitive to
health care costs-we have to be. Very few workers have anything
like first-dollar covered., The only workers who have first-dollar
coverage, even if they have it, is in HMO's which provide compre-
hensive cost-effective care.. Under other programs we don't have first-dollar coverage, and
that, as far as we are concerned, is a kind of a red herring.

23-64 O-83-8
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, we don't know precisely what we will do, if
anything, but it seems to me we've got to get some handle on
health care costs.

Mr. SEIDMAN. We agree with you on that.
The CHAIRMAN. Would costsharing be a better area to explore?
Mr. SEIDMAN. We already have costsharing.
The CHAIRMAN. Very little in many areas.
Mr. SEIDMAN. No; we have a great deal of cost-sharing. Even

under the best collective-bargaining contracts workers generally
ay out-of-pocket about 50 percent of their health care costs. So we
ave a great deal of health care cost-sharing already.
We think that cost-sharing provides unnecessary financial bar-

riers to cost-effective care.
The CHAIRMAN. So I guess you propose then to go back to manda-

tory cost-containment as the way to deal with this.
Mr. SEIDMAN. We do. You have already done this to some extent

in the legislation which you have just enacted, but we think it
ought to be much more comprehensive in its approach.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. I could tell by your reaction when Mr. Bromberg

was speaking of negotiating with doctors, that you didn't think
that would work. 1 would like to know why you don't think that
might be an area to be explored-to negotiate on behalf of your
people with doctors to get a better deal on treatments and things
that would keep him busy doing whatever his line of endeavor
might be, provided that he would give them a good rate.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Some health and welfare plans of course have done
that. We are not opposed under collectively bargained contracts to
developing contracts with physicians or with other providers.
HMO's have done that, and many unions are supporting HMO's
which are doing it, and we see nothing wrong with that. We would
like to see it extended. We would like to see this-in legislation so
that the negotiation would take place not just for particular groups
of workers but for the health care economy as a whole.

Many countries have done this successfully, and we would like to
see something like that in the United States; but until we do have
such legislation, I'm sure that increasingly people will be turning
to that as one way of dealing with health care cost problems.

I would like to emphasize that the argument that is being made
that unions and employers are completely insensitive to these esca-
lating health care costs-I don't know if that was ever true, but we
certainly don't see any evidence of it today. To the contrary, both
labor and management are extremely sensitive to health care costs;
that is one of the reasons why we have joined with our unlikely
partners who have been at this table before us in coalitions, to try
to deal with the health care cost problem. We are sensitive to these
problems, and we want to do what we think can be done in a fair
way and an effective way to deal with them.

Senator LONG. Well, we have difficulty getting enough doctors to
take care of the elderly people in nursing homes. Doctors don't par-
ticularly like to do that kind of work. I guess it's kind of depress-
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ing. Everybody has to die someday, and most of those dear old souls
who leave those nursing homes are going to go out of there in a
hearse, in fact that's how practically all of them leave there. And
it's depressing, so I guess doctors don't particularly like to do it.

We ought to train enough doctors in this country so that there
are doctors available to do all the things we want done. They make
good pay. It's a good job-in terms of pay and fringe benefits. It
certainly is.

It seems to me that somebody, and I don't know who better than
organized labor, ought to think in terms of increasing the supply of
trained people until some of this work that doctors need not do can
be done by corpsmen. For example, a corpsman can certainly give
anybody a shot that he needs. Everything does not have to be done
by the doctors; some of the work could be done by registered nurses
and corpsmen instead of being done by the doctors.

When I was a young lawyer I would have been delighted to nego-
tiate with anybody I could find to represent some of your people
with workmen's compensation work and with anything else you
might have had to do, because I didn't have much law practice
when I started out, just like most young lawyers when they start
out on their own. I would think you could get yourselves some
pretty good deals if you would negotiate for it.

In that case you would be doing the hiring, but I see nothing
wrong with that. You know, I'm very much of an employee-owner-
ship type guy. I kind of look forward to the day when in more and
more companies labor will hire management rather than manage-
ment hiring labor.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Well, increasingly I think that unions are doing
exactly what you are saying. The autoworkers have done that with
certain types of providers, the steelworkers have been trying to get
management interested in doing that in that industry, and many
health and-welfare plans have been doing it.

May I also just say that we thoroughly support the beginning
movement toward development of schools of gerontology so that
there will be people to take care of the people in nursing homes.
And we certainly agree with you that there should be much more
use and effective use made of paraprofessionals and others in the
health care industry. And some of our unions in hospitals and
other types of health care institutions have negotiated so that
there are what are called "ladders of opportunity" for workers at
lower levels to become trained to be able to provide the higher
levels of care and thus relieve the doctors and the nurses of doing
work that others would be able to do.

Senator LONG. Thank you, Mr. Seidman. It is always good to
have you before the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, and we will be keeping in
touch.

Mr. SEIDMAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I think what we might do is to take Mr. Ger-

manis and Mr. Simon, and then the final panel could come back at
1:30--Mr. Hutchings,, Mr. Salisbury, and Mr. Chip. Senator Duren-
berger will be here at 1:30. Some are just here every day, anyway.
[Laughter.]

We are told we are about to have some votes.
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Let's see-it's Karla Simon? No? Well, that's a bonus. [Laughter.]
Peter, do you want to speed it up here? We will ask that you put

your statement in the record and summarize if you can.
Mr. GERMANIS. OK.

STATEMENT OF PETER G. GERMANIS, ECONOMIST, ON BEHALF
OF THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. GERMANIS. In the interest of time, then, I will summarize the
summary of my prepared statement.

The current tax treatment of employer-sponsored health insur-
ance has contributed to the third-party payment problem and has
been an important factor in discouraging competition in the health
care sector. This tax provision distorts the real cost of employer-
based health insurance relative to other goods and services in the
economy which must be purchased with after-tax dollars. It has led
to general overinsurance, frequently covering costs traditionally
paid for by employees themselves.

Perhaps the best way to avoid the distortionary effects caused by
this exclusion would be to move toward a flat rate tax system with
no deductions or exclusions. Health care would then compete fairly
with all other goods and services on the open market.

However, if the Nation is not ready to move quickly to a flat rate
tax sy-3lem, other options such as the proposed tax cap should be
coi-icered.

I believe that this reform would promote a competitive environ-
ment in the health care industry by making both employers and
employees more cost-conscious when purchasing health insurance
for medical care. Those with insurance premiums above the tax-
free limit would have to choose a less costly alternative or pay tax
on the amount over the limit. Those choosing the former course
might select plans that have greater cost-sharing, or they may
choose less expensive alternative delivery systems that provide
cost-effective quality care such as HMO's.

Some argue that the tax cap will not have the anticipated effect
on tax revenues because employers will merely shift money spent
on excess health insurance into other nontaxed fringe benefits.
While this may be true to some extent, it ignores the fact that the
purpose of the cap is to restrain the growth of health care costs due
to inappropriate demand. The aim is not to raise tax revenues.

Others who believe that the tax cap will raise revenues contend
that the proposal, just as any other tax increase, will have disin-
centive effects on the economy. In my opinion, however, continuing
the open-ended nature of this tax exclusion will further erode the
tax base and contribute to rising marginal tax rates.

We have to remember that whenever we have a tax expenditure,
that money is going to come at the expense of Federal revenues,
and the people who don't have employer-sponsored health insur-
ance plans are probably the ones who will pay the most, since they
will have to pay higher taxes than they otherwise would have if
this drain on revenue weren't in effect.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Peter Germanis follows:]
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STATEMENT OF PrrTE G. GERMANIS, ECONOMIST FOR THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION

My name is P(.ter Germanis, and I am an economist at the Heritage Foundation. I
welcome the opportunity to appear before this Committee to present my views on
the Administration's proposal to cap the amount of employer-provided medical care
that may be excluded from an employee's income.

While a number of factors have contributed to the rapid rise in health care costs,
perhaps the most important of these is the practice in America of third parties,
such as insurance companies and governments, paying most medical expenses. In
1981, for example, third parties paid over 65 percent of medical expenses in general,
and nearly 95 percent of the nation's hospital bill.

These third-party payments, frequently provided on a group insurance basis, arti-
ficially inflate the demand for health care because of the direct cost of services to
covered patients is sharply reduced. This drives up the price of medical care and
leads to great inefficiencies by encovurgaging people to use health care service op-
tions without regard to their comparative cost. Moreover, many of these services are
only of marginal benefit to the patient and are undertaken largely because a third
party bears the expense. Because of the group nature of most insurance, heavy utili-
zation by an individual does not directly afect his premium-the extra costs are
shared by the group.

Similarly, providers of health care enjoy incentives to provide excessive care be-
cause they know that their services are nearly cost-free to the patient and will earn
them greater revenues. In fact, the practioner is almost duty-bound to prescribe
care if it has any positive value, regardless of cost.

The tax treatment of employer sponsored health insurance has been a major
factor in discouraging competition in the health care sector. Although the tax code
does not subsidize individual medical expenses, except in cases where the costs
exceed a threshold based on adjusted gross income, it does subsidize employee
health insurance benefits paid on their behalf by their employers. The current law
encourages the purchase of excessive health insurance coverage because it allows
employers who offer employee health insurance plans to deduct their contributions
as business expenses. Employees, meanwhile, receive these benefits tax free.

This tax provision distorts the real cost of employer-based health insurance rela-
tive to other goods and services in the economy which must be purchased with after-
tax dollars. It has led to general overinsurance and has encouraged first-dollar cov-
erage, frequently covering costs traditionally paid for by employees themselves.
Moreover, once insurance becomes completely comprehensive, people lose any incen-
tive they might otherwise have had to seek out the most cost-efficient care. They
also have incentives to use any procedure or treatment available since the apparent
costs to them become zero.

Thus, the effect of this exclusion has been to further weaken the link between the
patient and the cost of tretment. Perhaps the best way to avoid the distortionary
effects caused by this provision would be to move toward a flat-rate tax system with
no deductions or exclusions. Health care would then compete fairly with all other
goods and services on the open market.

However, if the nation is not ready to move quickly to a flat-rate tax system,
other options could be considered. The Administration proposes to limit the tax-free
treatment of employer health insurance premium contributions to $2,100 annually
for family plans and $840 annually for individual plans. Any contribution exceeding
this would be treated as taxable income for the employee.

This proposed reform would promote a competitive environment in the health
care industry by making both employers and employees more cost conscious when
purchasing health insurance and medical care. Under the proposal, those with in-
surance premiums above the tax-free limit would have to choose a less costly alter-
native or pay tax on the amount over the limit. Those choosing the former course
might select plans that have higher deductibles and copayments, but still provide
coverage against large and unexpected medical expenses. The evidence suggests that
even modest cost-sharing could dramatically reduce excessive demand for health
care services by increasing consumer awareness of costs.

Others may choose less expensive alternative delivery systems, such as Health
Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), that provide cost-effective quality care. (HMOs
avoid the perverse incentives associated with the fee-for-service and cost based reim-
bursement mechanisms by operating as prepaid health plans. Because these groups
are paid in advance, they have financial incentives to minimize costs by curtailing
unnecessary services.

Opponents of the tax cap proposal argue that additional cost-sharing may be diffi-
cult for low income families and that they may delay or forget the routine medical
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services that keep them healthy and out of expensive hospitals. Among the cost-ef-
fective services they fear would be dropped are outpatient and preventive care serv-
ices, early diagnosis and treatment, dental, vision, mental, and home health serv-
ices.

This argument would have some merit, were the cap set at a very low level. In
fact, the Administration's ceiling is high enough to leave unaffected the coverage of
most low income employees According to White House economic adviser Martin
Feldstein, less than 5 percent of families with incomes below $15,000 a year would
be affected. There is also nothing in the proposal to prevent people from buying sup-
plemental health insurance with their after-tax income if they believe the addition-
al benefits to be worth the cost.

Some critics point out that a tax on health insurance premiums would be difficult
and costly to administer. These regulatory burdens, they argue, would be particular-
ly onerous for small businesses, which cannot afford to hire the experts needed to
monitor regulatory and tax changes. The Administration estimates that only 18 per-
cent of all workers and 30 percent of those with health insurance will be affected by
the cap in 1984; therefore, most businesses wili not face an increased administrative
burden. David Winston, a consultant to the Whit,& House on health issues, also
points out that the proposal only sets a limit on the amount of health insurance
that is tax deductible and that it should not impose an unreasonable accounting
burden.

Others claim that a uniform limit would penalize people living in areas with ex-
ceptionally high medical costs. These critics propose that the limit vary by location
and actuarial group. But this would complicate administration and establish a
precedent for regional variations in the tax code based-_on differences in the cost of
living. If the cap, moreover, introduces the greatest price constraint in high-cost
areas, it is precisely there that downward pressure on prices is most needed.

Other critics argue that the tax cap will not have the anticipated effect on tax
revenues because employers will merely shift money spent on excess health insur-
ance into other nontaxed fringe benefits. While this may be true to some extent, it
ignores the fact that the primary purpose of the cap is to restrain the growth of
health care costs due to inappropriate demand. The aim is not to raise tax revenues.

Those who claim that the tax cap will raise revenues contend that the proposal,
just as any tax increase, will have disincentive effects on the economy. In my view,
however, continuing the open-ended nature of this tax exclusion will further erode
the tax base and actually contribute to rising marginal tax rates. Moreover, the pro-
posal will at least have the benefit of restoring market forces to the health care
sector.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Your entire statement will be made a part of the

record, and we appreciate it.
Mr. GERMANIS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will stand in recess until 1:30. At that time

we will have a panel of Mr. Hutchings, Mr. Salisbury, and Mr.
Chip.

[Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]
Senator DURENBERGER. Gentlemen and women, this is our final

morning panel: Peter Hutchings, partner, Kwasha Lipton of Fort
Lee, N.J., on behalf of the Association of Private Pension and Wel-
fare Plans; Dallas L. Salisbury, executive director, and Dr. Deborah
Chollet, Employee Benefit Research Institute; and William W.
Chip, an attorney on behalf of the Employers Council on Flexible
Compensation.

Thank you all for being here, and we will start with Peter--or, if
you have a preference, we will go with Mr. Chip.

Mr. CHIP. Peter has kindly allowed me to speak first.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. CHIP, ATTORNEY, IVINS, PHILLIPS
& BARKER, ON BEHALF OF THE EMPLOYERS COUNCIL ON
FLEXIBLE COMPENSATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. CHIP. I would like to use my few minutes to focus on one

misimpression that I believe might have been left by Mr. Chapoton
when he spoke-this morning.

The Treasury has expressed some concern, on what I assume is
basically a theoretical basis rather than the basis of any actual sta-
tistics, that cafeteria plans, by virtue of allowing employees the
option to decide how much of their compensation will be in benefits
and how much will be in cash, will lead to more utilization of tax-
free benefits than is now the case.

Clearly, if you believe that, and if you believe that the tax subsi-
dy inherent in tax-free benefits is a driving force in their utiliza-
tion, that would be inconsistent with the purpose of S. 640, which is
to control health care costs.

We heard a lot of talk this morning about S. 640 and what it will
accomplish, and of course it is all speculation because until it is en-
acted no one really knows for sure what will happen; but in the
case of cafeteria plans, which have been permitted since 1978, we
do have experience, and we can see what has actually happened.

American Can Co., which has one of the oldest cafeteria plans in
the country, maintains, like most companies with such plans, a
cafeteria plan for some of its employees-but maintains a more tra-
ditional type of plan for the rest of its employees. And their experi-
ence has been that when you give employees the option of choosing
less expensive medical coverage and receiving a cash rebate or
some other benefit instead, then in fact many employees are will-
ing to choose more economical coverage.

As a result, to give you some numbers, in the period 1980 to 1981
the cost of American Can's medical plan for the nonflexible medi-
cal plan went up 19 percent. The cost of their flexible medical plan
only went up 9 percent.

In 1981 to 1982, the cost of their nonflexible, traditional medical
plan went up 30 percent, primarily because of hospitalization costs.
The cost of their flexible plan went up only 10 percent.

Pepsico, a company which produces that fine soft drink and
other things, has more recently implemented a cafeteria plan
which covers 20,000 employees, so it is a very large group and I
think is very good statistically as opposed to a small group which
might not represent the economy at large. The Pepsico statistics
relate to what happened between 1982 and this year. The cost of
providing medical benefits for employees covered by the cafeteria
plan went up 11 percent. The cost of providing medical benefits to
employees who were not covered by the cafeteria plan went up 18
percent. This is an experience which is being recapitulated in com-
pany after company as the flexible-compensation concept becomes
more popular and more accepted.

Unfortunately, the failure of the Internal Revenue Service to
issue any kind of guidance in this area has caused a lot of compa-
nies to hold off. And I might add that I believe some of the per-
ceived abuses of these programs that bother the Treasury are
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equally the result of the failure of the Treasury to give any guid-
ance in this area.

Speaking as an attorney, not representing ECFC, when people
come to me and say, "I'd like to do this with my cafeteria Plan,"
and I say, "Well, I'm not sure you are permitted to do that," they
say, "Well, prove it." And I say, "Well, there are no regulations
that I can cite. I would advise you to go to the Internal Revenue
Service and ask them to rule on your plan." But the Service won't
rule on their plan. It's sort of a catch-22. They won't rule because
they don't have regulations.

But I think most companies believe that after a few years you
really can't allow the Treasury to sort of repeal tax legislation by
refusing to issue rulings and regulations, and have-gone ahead. The
results so far I think have been very favorable if you are really in-
terested in keeping down health care costs.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of William Chip follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM W. CHIP ON BEHALF OF THE EMPLOYERs COUNCIL
ON FLEXIBLE COMPENSATION

The Employers Council on Flexible Compensation ("ECFC") is the national
spokesman for the growing number of companies in this country that offer pro-
grams of flexible compensation to their employees. A list of ECFC's current mem-
bership is attached to this statement.

INTRODUCTION

ECFC is aware of this Committee's concern about the increasing cost of certain
"fringe benefits" provided by employers to employees. Because some of these bene-
fits are not taxed, their increasing costs cause a drain on tax revenues. A potential
response to this problem is to place dollar limits or "caps" on the amount of a par-
ticular benefit that may be received free of tax.

ECFC believes it is uniquely qualified to testify on the issue of "capping" tax-free
fringe benefits, because flexible compensation can itself be a significant tool for con-
trolling the costs of fringe benefits.

Flexible compensation simply means that employees choose their own benefits
from a menu of benefits offered by their employer. Few employers can afford to
offer their employees all the taxable and nontaxable fringe benefits that are on the
market today. Without flexible compensation, most employers are forced to provide
a narrow range of benefits to the entire workforce even though many employees
may have a greater need for the benefits that are not provided. A classic example is
the working mother who is receiving medical insurance coverage that dulicates the
coverage already provided by her husband's employer. Her own employer s contribu-
tion for medical coverage represents wasted money that, from her point of view,
might have been better spent on adequate day care for her children. In a flexible
compensation plan, the working mother might be permitted to give up duplicative
medical coverage in exchange for day care or cash. In effect, flexible compensation
makes it possible for the employer to offer a broad range of benefits and allow the
employee to use the limited pool of benefits dollars to choose the benefits that he or
she really needs.

Because flexible compensation permits employees to make decisions about the di-
vision of their compensation between taxable and nontaxable benefits, the imple-
mentation in a flexible compensation plan may alter the amount of tax that would
be paid by the plan participants. To the extent an employee chooses a lower level of -
tax-free benefits in order to increase his cash compensation, the income tax base is
enlarged. To the extent an employee elects more tax-free benefits and less cash com-
pensation, the tax base is diminished. Initial experience with flexible compensation
is that many employees feel that their present retirement program is not-adequate
and, given the choice, will opt for more retirement benefits and less current cash
compensation.
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In the case of welfare benefits, there is not yet sufficient data to determine wheth-
er the net effect of flexible compensation wil1 be to increase or decrease utilization
of nontaxable benefits. On the one hand, experience has proven that many employ-
ees can be induced to accept lower levels of traditional medical and life insurance
coverage if the cost savings are shared with them under a flexible compensation
plan. On the other hand, certain of the newer tax-free benefits, such as dependent
care and group legal services, usually appeal to only a minority of the workforce.
Because flexible compensation plans make it more feasible to target these benefits
to the groups that need them, it is possible that flexible compensation will increase
the availability and utilization of these non-traditional benefits. At this stage in the
development of flexible compensation, no one can accurately predict the net effect
on income tax revenues of these conflicting trends.

S. 640

The ECFC's position on S. 640 can best be summed up by quoting from Committee
Chairman Dole's recent article in the Washington Post: '[flax changes ought to be
selected for their own merits in terms of public policy, rather than just random rev-
enue sources. We must justify any revenue increase in terms of sound public policy

* *OR I

The ECFC agrees wholeheartedly with the Chairman's philosophy and will seek to
demonstrate that, while S. 640 may qualify as a "random revenue source", it fails
the test of "sound public policy".

ECFC cannot deny that taxing a portion of employer-provided medical benefits
will generate some additional tax revenue. Many of our members already are spend-
ing more on health benefits than the S. 640 'cap" amounts, and their employees
would be taxed on the excess amount unless their medical benefits were cut back.
However, a tax on group welfare benefits is a costly and inequitable way for the
Government to raise money. In the case of medical insurance, group legal services,
day care centers, and other benefits provided on a group basis, the costs of coverage
are not allocated to individual employees. Legislation such as S. 640 would force the
employer to identify the employees covered by each of the several welfare benefit
plans he might offer, allocate the costs of those plans among the employees, com-
pute the part that would exceed the dollar "cap', and include this amount in the
employee's W-2 income. Moreover, every month employees would enter and leave
each of the plans, and the premiums or costs-themselves would change monthly or
quarterly. Every such change would require that the allocation of costs be recalcu-
lated. The result of this tremendous analytical effort by the employer would be to
add, at most, a few dollars to each employee's monthly income.

In short, if revenue must be raised, it would be hard to imagine a measure that
accomplished so little at so high a cost to employers as dollar "caps" on group bene-
fits.

HEALTH CARE COST CONTAINMENT

As a measure for controlling health care costs, we believe that S. 640 is not the
best approach. Employers are in complete agreement with the Administration that
health care costs are too high. Every extra dollar spent on employee health care is a
dollar out of the employer s pocket. As a result, employers are already acting in a
number of ways to control and reduce costs. Because employers and the federal gov-
ernment have the same objective in reducing the cost of health care, this is one area
in which business and government should work together.

The thrust of S. 640 is to place a tax burden on the employee if his employer pro-
vides medical coverage above a certain level. The theory is that employees use
health care inefficiently because the employer's contribution towards the cost is tax-
free. This theory, however, is probably wrong. The typical employee uses health
benefits inefficiently because he has no incentive to limit his use of those benefits
and he has no incentive to seek out the less expensive providers of health care. It is
the problem inherent in any situation in which the cost of the benefit to the individ-
ual is not based upon his personal utilization of the benefit. A tax on the employer's
contribution towards the benefit does not create an incentive for any single employ-
ee to utilize the benefit more efficiently.

At most S. 640 may cause employers to lower benefit levels. Indeed, since the em-
ployer already has more than sufficient incentive to find the lowest cost insurance
provider for any given level of benefits, the only way the employer can reduce his
cost below the "cap" is to reduce the level of benefits. Likely candidates for elimina-
tion from the health benefits package would be vision care, dental care, maternity
benefits, preventive care, and catastrophic coverage.
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No matter how far the employer whittled down the health benefit package in re-
sponse to S. 640, the incentives for cost escalation would remain. Employees would
continue to perceive the scaled-down benefits as costing them nothing and would
continue to use them inefficiently. In other words, S. 640 would tend to decrease the
amount of health benefits provided by employers while the costs of those diminished
benefits continued to escalate. In contrast, sound public policy would favor increas-
ing the amount of coverage and decreasing the cost of that coverage.

FLEXIBLE COMPENSATION AND COST CONTROL

As noted above, employers are well aware that the cost of fringe benefits should
be brought down. But S. 640 would tend to reduce benefits, which is not the same as
reducing the cost of the benefits. An increasing number of employers are concluding
that the goal of decreasing costs while maintaining adequate coverage can best be
accomplished through flexible compensation. Under a flexible compensation plan,
the employee is offered different levels of coverage. If he elects an economical level
of coverage, he can acquire other benefits or a cash rebate. Since the employee must
give up something in order to get a more expensive medical plan, he begins to ap-
preciate the high cost of medical coverage. This process of educating employees on
medical costs and creating tangible incentives to control costs is the foundation of
true health care cost containment.

Flexible compensation plans that offer choices among tax-free benefits (such as
medical insurance) and taxable benefits (such as cash) are referred to as "cafeteria
plans" and were ratified by Congress when it added section 125 to the Internal Rev-
enue Code in 1978. Section 125 simply states that an employee will be taxed solely
on the basis of the benefits that he or she selects and not on the basis of what he or
she might have selected instead. To qualify for this result, the cafeteria plan must
not discriminate in favor of highly paid employees.

Even though section 125 is five years old and expresses a very simple concept, the
Internal Revenue Service has failed to issue any regulations. An employer cannot
even obtain a ruling on whether the simplest cafeteria plan qualifies under section
125. In spite of this bureaucratic "foot-dragging", large numbers of employers have
gone ahead with the cafeteria plan concept. A principle motivation for these em-
ployers has been the need to control the cost of health and other benefits by teach-
ing employees that the cost of fringe benefits ultimately is borne by the employee.
Cafeteria plans teach this lesson by making clear what unions and top executives
already know: fringe benefits are not an addition to cash compensation, they are an
alternative to cash compensation. In a cafeteria plan this message is forcefully deliv-
ered. If an employee is willing to accept more economical fringe benefits, his salary
will be increased: if the employee insists on high-cost benefits, his salary will be re-
duced.

Two big advantages of flexible compensation over other tax incentives for control-
ling benefits costs are that section 125 is already part of the Internal Revenue Code
and that programs have already been implemented by numerous employers. The
motivation of these employers is the same as this Committee's-to eliminate unnec-
essary flows of dollars into nontaxable fringe benefits. The ECFC believes that ex-
panding and improving section 125 would be far more effective than imposing fixed
dollar "caps" in controlling the cost of health care and other group benefits.

THE FUTURE OF FLEXIBLE COMPENSATION

At a time when American business management has been accused of falling
behind the Japanese and other competitors in their ability to motivate and manage
the more educated and independent workforce of a modern economy, flexible com-
pensation is one area where this country has taken the lead. In too many instances
Americans have taken the lead in some area, then watched others forge ahead
while they did battle with Congress, the bureaucracy, and even the courts for per-
mission to implement new ideas.

The ECFC hopes that the common interest of government and business in encour-
aging more judicious use of welfare benefits by employees will persuade this Com-
mittee to continue treating flexible compensation plans no less favorably than wel-
fare benefits plans that do not provide choices. If this Committee or the Treasury
perceives any area in which section 125 needs to be clarified or strengthened, the
ECFC is eager to cooperate in developing reasonable solutions. In particular, to the
extent the Treasury believes that clarifying legislation would facilitate issuance of
regulations, we stand ready to provide our advice and support.
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EMPLOYERS COUNCIL ON FLEXIBLE COMPENSATION

Regular members
Amdahl Corporation; American Can Company; American Express Company;

Apple Computer, Inc.; Aramco Services Company; Armco Inc.; Atlantic Richfield
Company; Baker Oil Tools, Inc.; Ball Corporation; Bank of America N.A. & S.A.;
Blue Bell, Inc.; Comerica, Inc.; Conoco, Inc.; Continental Group; Diamond Shamrock
Corporation; Digital Equipment Corporation; Eastman Kodak Company; Educational
Testing Service; FMC Corporation; FMR Corporation; Honeywell, Inc.; Hughes Air-
craft Co.; Ingersoll-Rand Company; J. C. Penney Company; J. & W. Seligman & Co.,
Incorporated; LTV Corporation; Marriott Corporation; Mellon National Corporation;
Mine Safety Appliances Company; Mobil Corporation; Morgan Guaranty Trust Com-
pany of New York; Morgan Stanley & Co.; Newconex Corporation; PepsiCo, Inc.;
Pfizer, Inc.; Pitney Bowes Inc.; PQ Corporatioh; Procter & Gamble; Public Service
Electric and Gas Company; Quaker Oats Company; Rhode Island Hospital Trust Na-
tional Bank; Rouse Company; Sears, Roebuck and Co.; Singer Company; SmithKline
Beckman Corporation; Southern California Edison Company; Stouffer Corporation;
Sun Company, Inc.; Sybron Corporation; Texaco Inc.; 3M; Time Incorporated; TRW
Inc.; Uniroyal, Inc.; Whitehall Group, Inc.; and Xerox Corporation.
Associate members

A. S. Hansen, Inc.; Aetna Life and Casualty Company; Alexander & Alexander;
Arthur Andersen & Co.; Arthur Young & Company; Bankers Life Company; Con-
necticut General Life Insurance Company (CIGNA); Coopers & Lybrand; Equitable
Life Assurance Society of the United States; Flexible Compensation Services; George
B. Buck Consulting Actuaries, Inc.; Hewitt Associates; Johnson & Higgins; Kwasha
Lipton; Martin E. Segal Company; Meidinger, Inc.; Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.;
Touche Ross & Co.; Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby, Inc.; Union Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company; William M. Mercer Incorporated; Wyatt Company; and Yaffe &
Offutt Associates, Inc.

Senator DURENBERGER. Did you have an add-on to that, Mr.
Hutchings, or is that your 5 minutes?

Mr. HUTCHINGS. No, sir, this is an even trade.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it may not be. You are going to have to

keep it as short as you can.
Mr. HUTCHINGS. Promise.

STATEMENT OF PETER HUTCHINGS, PARTNER, KWASHA LIPTON,
FORT LEE, N.J., ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE
PENSION AND WELFARE PLANS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. HUTCHINGS. My name is Peter Hutchings. I am a consulting

actuary practicing in the area of flexible benefits.
Senator DURENBERGER. Oh, I'm sorry. Mr. Chip is a separate pan-

elist. We just took you out of order, right?
Mr. HUTCHINGS. hat's right.
Senator DURENBERGER. I apologize. Go right ahead. I thought you

were assciated here.
Mr. HUTCHINGS. No. I am a consulting actuary practicing in

flexible benefits, and I am appearing today representing the Associ-
ation of Private Pension -and Welfare Plans. It is an association
with several hundred plan sponsors as well as consulting firms, in-
surance companies, and so on.

Our prepared remarks address basically two aspects that have
apparently been of some concern, one of which is discrimination
possibilities in flexible benefits and one of which is pricing.

Taking discrimination first, we support the idea of availability
standards for nondiscrimination testing in cafeteria plans. We
don't think it would be fair if only the higher paid were permitted
to choose some of the benefits; however, we don't support what is
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sometimes called a utilization test which would attempt to measure
the use of benefits by various groups.

If you consider the nature of the decision involved in choosing
among health care plans, for example, the employees will pay at-
tention to such considerations as their state of health, presence or
absence vf coverage through a spouse, their expected use of care. It
is basically a health care decision, not an economic decision.

By contrast, the decision to make a contribution into a cash or
deferred arrangement under 401(k) is a straight financial decision
and is amenable to utilization-type testing.

We think if the actual benefit utilization for one employee or a
group turned out to be different, it would not be in any way correct
to assume that this signified some kind of discrimination. Age dif-
ferences, health condition differences, location, patterns in the
choice of physicians, are all major contributors to utilization differ-
ences of health care. And so we don't think a utilization test makes
sense in this area, although we do support an availability test.

Moving on to pricing, there has been some discussion about the
need to monitor option pricing within a flexible benefit plan. I
guess the concern here is discrimination, in the sense that one
benefit would be priced in a more favorable fashion than another.

We think there can be good reasons for one flexible benefit to be
priced differently than another. Some employers might choose to
subsidize a benefit such as dental in the hopes that they could get
substantial employee participation, which would make the dental
program work much better.

Other employers might use the subsidy route to encourage em-
ployees to move out of traditional coverage into some of the more
modern designs that we have heard discussed today. Pricing strate-
gies can help employees go this way.

Even errors in estimating can produce subsidies of one option or
another.

On balance, we feel that accidental or intentional pricing subsi-
dies for one benefit versus another can happen and should not be
penalized. We think that the option pricing area should be left
alone for flexible benefits-it has been left alone for conventional
benefits, after all, and if we try to regulate discriminatory pricing
we are going to wind up with rules that are hard to draft, harder
to understand, and even harder than that to enforce.

Senator DURENBERGER. You wouldn't have the same objection if
-within a single benefit we required the same subsidy, for example,
in health care, if you were going to present three or four health
care plans, and we mandated the same subsidy for all those plans,
that wouldn't present a problem, would it? You are talking about
permitting the varying subsidies as between benefits.

Mr. HUTCHINGS. Well, we do anticipate some problems with at-
tempting to measure the subsidy level between even three medical
plans. There can be fluctuations depending on which employees
choose which plans. The older people might be more attracted to
one plan and the younger to another; the employer might have
good reason to persuade people to move in the direction of a new
plan that had better cost containment and might choose to put
more of his own money behind that kind of a program.
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We can see a lot of good reasons why employers would use pric-
ing strategy as opposed to simply taking their best shot.

Senator DURENBERGER. I am sorry I interrupted you.
Mr. HUTCHINGS. That's quite all right. I was just coming to the

summary.
We think flexible benefits will serve America well. They will

help the employers in terms of cost control; they can help employ-
ees satisfy the unique and increasingly divergent benefit needs.
And we think that good availability standards will enable us to
make these programs available to benefit employees at large. And
we think, for these reasons that I have attempted to present, that
utilization standards and pricing standards will not work out
nearly as well.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. My association would
be very happy to participate with staff in any further discussions
on these areas.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Peter Hutchings follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE PENSION AND WELFARE PLANS, INC.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, my name is Peter Hutchings. I am
a consulting actuary practicing in the area of flexible benefits. I appear before you
today representing the Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans, Inc.

Our Association includes several hundred plan sponsors of all sizes as well as a
number of consulting firms, insurance companies, banks, accounting firms, and
others associated with employee benefit plans. The Association's interests cover the
entire range of employee benefit questions.

My prepared remarks today will focus on regulatory aspects of cafeteria benefits,
also known as flexible benefits. We strongly believe that flexible benefit plans are
the most efficient means of providing benefits for today's changing workforce and
that action must be taken now to provide the necessary guidance and encourage-
ment to plan sponsors which wish to adopt or currently maintain flexible benefit
plans.

Over the years, Congress has granted favorable tax status to a number of socially
useful employee benefits. For example, plan sponsors can now provide life and
health programs, dependent care, disability income benefits and group legal services
on a iax-favored basis.

In 'L978, Congress recognized that it no longer made sense to force employers to
provide identical benefit programs for each employee. Section 125 was enacted to
permit employers to offer programs which allowed choice between taxable and non-
taxable benefits. The modern American workforce is considerably more varied today
than it was only ten or fifteen years ago. Two-earner families and women heads of
households are particularly likely to have unique benefit needs, and these are just
the type of employees whose participation in the workforce is growing.

When both spouses are wage-earners, it is wasteful for each of their employers to
provide health benefits for the family. Similarly, many single people do not need
much life insurance. On the other hand, working women with children -at home
need dependent care.

Flexible benefit programs enable employees to trade unneeded benefits in one
area for cash, or for extra benefits in another area. A good number of the programs
in existence today allow additional benefits to be bought through salary reduction
or salary conversion. As a result, employers can make much broader programs
available on a cost-effective and tax-effective basis.

Perhaps because of these advantages, the growth of flexible benefits programs has
accelerated in the past year. Large and small organizations have moved into flexible
benefits, some cautiously and incrementally and others all at once. Other plan spon-
sors have taken a wait and see attitude. For this latter group, the total lack of pro-
posed or final regulations for Section 125 is the biggest hinderance to plan adoption.

We understand from public statements and conversations with representatives of
the Treasury Department that regulations have not been developed because of con-
cerns which center on discrimination standards and the pricing of benefits.
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Today, flexible benefit programs must meet certain nondiscrimination standards
for the cafeteria plan as well as somewhat different standards for each of the specif-
ic benefits. These standards are intended to make sure the programs benefit employ-
ers generally and not just the higher paid. We believe that a single uniform stand-
ard can be developed as to eligibility for benefits. Such a single standard would
make it easier to establish these type of plans.

We support the use of availability standards for nondiscrimination testing. It
would not be fair for a cafeteria plan to make some benefits available only to the
higher paid.

On the other hand, with the exception for a § 401(k) plan, we do not feel that it
would be appropriate to apply a utilization of benefits test for cafeteria plans. For
example, consider the nature of the decision the employee is making in selecting
health coverage and deciding how much salary redirection to make to supplement
this coverage. It is a decision based on the individual's health, not a tax decision.
Employees who anticipate needing coverage will utilize the program more heavily;
employees already covered through a spouse's plan or employees confident of their
well-beiri" may select a less expensive plan and may be expected to utilize its bene-
fits at a 1ower level. In any case, their decisions will be triggered by their health
needs not their tax bracket.

By contrast, an employee who redirects $100 a month into a § 401(k) cash or de-
ferred arrangement is making a financial decision. To ensure that such a program
benefits employees generally, we may reasonably ask the plan sponsor to measure
the actual utilization of the plan by the lower paid. Just such a test is now in place
for § 401(k).

If we try to adapt the § 401(k) test to benefits such as health, life and disability
under a flexible benefit program, serious problems can be anticipated. Substantial
uncertainty exists in predicting the extent to which one employee or a group of em-
ployees will draw benefits out of any one of these programs. Furthermore, even
where the actual benefit utilization is different for one employee segment than an-
other, it is not necessarily correct to assume that discrimination is at work. Age dif-
ferences, health condition differences, patterns in choice of physicians or even geo-
graphic location differences are major sources of group variations in cost of health
care.

In writing regulations for self-insured medical plans, the Treasury has already de-
cided that "a plan is not discriminatory merely because highly compensated individ-
uals participating in the plan utilize a broad range of plan benefits to a greater
extent than do other employees participating in the plan." (Income Tax Regulation
§ 1.105-11(c)(3Xii).) We agree with this approach to conventional plans, and urge
that the new flexible benefit programs be treated on the same reasonable basis as
existing conventional programs.

As we indicated earlier, another area of discussion has been the possibility of abu-
sive pricing in flexible benefit plans. The pricing of a cafeteria plan is more complex
than a conventional plan both because of the number of options involved ande
cause of the tendency for employees to exercise intelligent selection-that is, to add
benefits they plan to use and to downstep or drop benefits they do not expect to use.

There can be good reasons for one flexible benefit option to be priced on a differ-
ent basis than another. For example, some employers might choose to underprice, or
subsidize, a new benefit such as dental care to get a broad cross-section of employees
into the plan. Cost problems can arise if the dental plan's participation is limited to
a small group of high users. These problems can be moderated by a pricing strategy
that knowingly subsidizes the dental option.

Other employers might use the pricing process to encourage employees to move
out of an existing traditional paid-in-full health benefit design into a program with
cost-sharing features designed to control benefit costs. Pricing strategies can help
encourage employees to change by supporting the new option with extra employer
funding. Many feel that one of the key contributions that flexible benefits will make
is to facilitate just this type of benefit conversion into more efficient health care
programs.

Even simple errors in estimating can produce subsides of one option versus an-
other, since accurate predictions of the costs of these benefits is very difficult. We
feel that accidental or intentional pricing subsidies for one benefit versus another
benefit can happen and should not be penalized.

We understand that there has been some concern expressed about the possibility
that the employer decisionmaker would knowingly underprice an option he was
planning to use personally. Conventional group health benefits on a tax-favored
basis have been part of the scene for decades. Employer decision-makers who put in
a particular benefit to help themselves will also help the rank and file, and hence
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there are no elaborate Federal regulations in this area for conventional plans. Simi-
larly, an employer decision-maker who underprices a flexible benefit option will
make that same bargain available to his employees.

On this basis, we urge that the option pricing area be left alone for flexible bene-
fits just as it has been left alone for conventional benefits. Our strong feeling is that
discriminatory pricing rules will inevitably be difficult to draft, more difficult to un-
derstand, and yet more difficult to enforce.

In summary, we believe flexible benefits will serve America well. These programs
can help employers control costs. They can help employees satisfy their unique and
increasingly divergent benefit needs.

Employers who feel this way see flexible benefits as an opportunity to reassess
their plan design in light of the realities of the 1980's. These reassessments not in-
frequently result in the injection of increased deductibles, coinsurance or employee
contributions into the health benefit. These changes are designed to increase em-
ployee involvement in the costs of his benefits, and to get away from the first dollar
coverage mentally.

Weabelieve that the Federal Government should continue to ensure that these
programs fulfill their purpose of benefitting employees generally. We strongly rec-
ommend that availability standards rather than utilization standards be relied
upon. And we feel that a good availability standard will preclude the need for direct
or indirect pricing regulation.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. As the Committee considers the
area of flexible benefit plans, we hope that we can be of assistance to you and your
staff in the development of the proper environment to encourage the use of such
plans.

STATEMENT OF DALLAS L. SALISBURY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AND DEBORAH CHOLLET, EMPLOYEE BENEFIT RESEARCH IN-
STITUTE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Senator DURENBERGER. Dallas, we welcome you back again.
Mr. SALISBURY. Good to see you, sir.
Senator, as you know, the institute has documented in recent

submissions the maturing of the Nation's employee benefit pro-
grams and their growing success in meeting the economic security
needs of the Nation's working and retired populations.

The growth of employee benefits as a form of employee compen-
sation has attracted increasing attention in recent years. In the
1960's and 1970's this concern centered around perceived inadequa-
cies in funding and coverage. That concern over coverage was con-
tinued in your hearings this Monday and Tuesday.

Laws were passed which mandated that certain things be done,
which on a mandatory basis increased the flow of money into em-
ployee benefit programs.

Beginning in 1982, concern over Federal budget deficits and tax
subsidies has caused concern that the growth of benefits occurs at
the expense of the tax base.

Our detailed statement quantitatively looks at two issues:
The first is the fact that erosion of the tax base by employee

benefits has been much more limited than is commonly perceived.
According to chamber of commerce data, employer contributions to
employee benefits totaled about 32 percent of wages and salaries in
1981. In recent statements by members of the Administration and
Congress, they have referenced 30 to 50 percent of pay going to em-
ployee benefits and reducing taxes.

It is worth noting that of that 32 percent over three-fourths, or
23.7 percent, of wages and salaries represents either legally re-
quired employer payments or discretionary employer payments
that are fully taxable.
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Employer contributions to tax-favored benefits that are not taxed
as current income can be broken into two categories: tax-deferred
benefits, which include primarily employer contributions to retire-
ment income and capital accumulation plans, which constituted
only 3.4 percent of total compensation in 1981; and tax-exempt
benefits, including employer contributions to group health and
group life insurance-that is, benefits where there is never a re-
gaining of income to the Treasury-constituted 3.5 percent of total
compensation in 1981.

This combined total of only 6.9 percent of total compensation is
far below the types of numbers that are frequently used when fo-
cusing on the tax subsidies of the Code.

Failure to distinguish, we would suggest, among the growth of le-
gally required employer payments, fully taxable employee benefits,
-tax-deferred benefits, and tax-exempt benefits has greatly magni-
fied the perception of the tax base erosion that can be attributed to
employee benefits that are offered on a voluntary basis.

Second, the analysis to date of a tax cap on health care, accord-
ing to our analysis, has grossly overstated perceived revenue gains,
misconstrued the effects at different earnings levels, and largely ig-
nored likely coverage losses that would take place for the neediest
segments of the workforce.

Four issues are reviewed in the testimony that assess the success
of the health tax cap proposals: Changes in the generosity of cover-
age provided by employer group plans has not been full researched;
in spite of the fact that some claim to know what the answer will
be, it is not yet fully documented.

Changes in employer costs have been looked at. They have been
discussed in the context of the Treasury estimates. We'll simply
note in the terms of the Treasury estimates-that has been stated
by representatives of the Congressional Budget Office, and others,
including the witness this morning-the assessment is based on an
assumption-that there will be no change in behavior as a result of
a tax cap.

Impact in terms of burden is another important issue. And as the
_statement fully documents, we have concerns that among house-

holds' that would be affected by a cap of the exclusion of employer
contributions to health insurance, the tax burden would be severe-
ly regressive.

This morning, contrary to prior administration testimony on
other tax measures, we heard that it would in fact cost higher
income people much more. It depends on how you look at it. Asa
percentage increase in the taxes paid it would represent a signifi-
cantly greater tax increase for lower income people than for higher
income people. Only in absolute dollars would it cost more for
higher income people.

Employers and employees, in summary, place a high value on
employee benefits. Many benefits such as time off are fully taxed;
they represent 15 percent of current compensation and are a major
portion of what Senators and others commonly refer to as employ-
ee benefits.

The Government has encouraged the growth of other benefits
through tax incentives. Past concern over low rates of private
health insurance and pension coverage among workers, even with
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tax incentives, has led to discussions of national health insurance
and mandatory private pensions.

Now, concern over deficits is leading to proposals that could have
the effect of reducing coverage in these tax-favored programs
which provide vital economic security to our working and retired
populations.

We must not lose sight of the usefulness of employee benefit pro-
grams in accommodating the dramatic demographic changes now
taking place in the workforce, of which you heard much on
Monday and Tuesday of this week.

You heard about the changing nature of women's attachment to
the workforce, the tremendous growth in the number of two-
worker families, single-parent households, and other demographic
changes.

We suggest that in looking at section 125 of the Code and the
issue of flexible compensation we not lose sight of the degree to
which such flexibility might be the most effective means available
to this economy for accommodating this changing workforce.

Indeed, I would have suggested to many at the hearings earlier
this week that flexible compensation might become the most im-
portant women's employee benefit issue of the decade, once it is fo-
cused upon.

We thank you for the opportunity to appear today. We stand
ready to assist the committee in analysis in these areas, and we
recommend to you the full statement as well as the research that it
reports upon.

Senator DuRENBERGE. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Dallas Salisbury follows:]

28-664 0-83-9
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STATEmET or DuS L. SALISBURY, Exzcu vx Di Ra ND DxsRoH CHoLLr,

PH.D., RzaA~cH ASsocLATz

Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure to appear before you today. Iam

Dallas Salisbury, Executive Director of the Employee Benefit Research

Institute. With me is Deborah Chollet, a Research Associate EBRI. EBRI is a

nonprofit, nonpartisan, public policy research organization founded in 1978.

EBRI sponsors research and educational programs in an effort to provide a sound

information basis for policy decisions. EBRI does not take positions on public

policy issues.

We are pleased to address the Committee concerning the taxation of

employee benefits.

Introduction

The growth of employee benefits as a form of employee compensation has

attracted increasing attention in recent years. Attention has intensified

because of a concern that the growth of benefits occurs at the expense of

growth in wage and salary income. Slower growth of wage and salary increase,

in turn, implies slower growth of the tax base. Erosion of the tax base

affects the public sector's ability to finance government programs in general,

and the Social Security system in particular. In addition, growth of

nontaxable benefits may imply an important redistribution of tax burden across

the population. These effects of growth in employee benefits, and in

tax-exempt benefits in particular, certainly merit careful attention from the

Congress. EBRI is pleased to provide Information that will assist the Congress

in valuating the consequences of emplloyee benefit growth. First, our

testimony deals with the broad issue of employee benefits and erosion of the
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tax base. Second, it reviews the results of recently completed EBRI research

on proposals for a tax cap on employer contributions health insurance.

The Composition of _Bployee Benefits

Possibly the most often-quoted figures on the level and growth of

employee benefits are compiled by the Chamber of Commerce of the United

States. The figures are based on annual survey responses by a small number of

employers (fewer than 1000); the employer sample is not scientifically

selected, nor is it weighted to be representative of true national totals.

Nevertheless, estimates based on these data capture a picture of the general

distribution of employee benefits among (1) legally required employer payments,

(2) fully taxable employee benefits and (3) tax-favored employee benefits.

Disaggregating the total level of employee contributions reported in the

Chamber of Comerce data among these three groups clarifies the magnitude of

tax-base erosion that can'be attributed to the growth of employee benefits.

According to the Chamber of Commerce data, employer contributions to

employee benefits totaled more than 32 percent of wages and salaries in 1981.

Nearly three-fourths (23.7 percent of wages and salaries) of this figure

represent either legally required employer payments (9.6 percent of wages and

salaries) or discretionary employer payments (14.1 percent of wages and

salaries) that are fully taxable (See Table 1). Legally required employer

payments include contributions for FICA, unemployment compensation insurance,

workers compensation insurance, and a variety of smaller public insurance

programs.

Discretionary employer contributions to benefits in the Chamber of

Commerce data represented 22.9 percent of wages and salaries in 1981. Of this

amount, nearly two-thirds (60.3 percent) were fully taxable both by FICA
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TABLE I

CC.WOSITION OF D'PLOYEE BE.7ITS BY BENEFIT GROUP, 1981

Employer Payments Employer Payments
as a Percent of as a Percent of

Benefit Group wages and Salaries All Benefits

Total benefit payments 32.5 100.0

Legally required employer payments 9.6 29.5

FICA 5.3 16.3
Unemployment Compensation 1.0 3.1
workers' Coapensation 0.9 2.8
Other legally required payments 1/ 2.4 7.4

Discretionary taxable benefits 14.1 43.4

Time not worked 2/ 10.0 30.8
Rest priods 3.8 11.7
Ocher taxable benefits 3/ 0.3 0.9

Discretionary tax-favored benefits 8.8 27.1

Contributions to pension ans
profit-sharing plans 4/ 3.9 12.0

Group halt, life, short-term
disability insurance 4.2 12.9

Other tax-favored benefits 5/ 0.7 2.2

Suf-RY:

Legally required employer payments and
discretionary taxable benefits 23.7 72.9

All discretionary benefits 22.9 70.S
Fully taxable benefits 14.1 43.4
Tax-favored benefits 8.8 27.1

SOURCE: ERI tabulcl€ons of estimates produced by the Chamber of Coammerce of
the United States. Chamber of Commerce of the U.S., Employee Benefits
19S1 (1982), pp. 8 and 30.

I/ Includes government employee retirement, Railroad Retirement Tax, Railroad
Unemployment and Cash Sickness Insurance and state sickness benefits insurance.
2/ Includes paid vacations and payments in lieu of vacation; payments for
Holidays not worked; paid sick leave; payments for State or National Guard
ruty; jury, witness and voting pay allowances; and payments for time lost due
to death in family or other personal reasons.
3/ EBRI estimate based on Chamber of Coccerce report of amount of Crlstmas or
Uther special bonuses, service awards, suggestions awards, special wage
pa)ywnts ordered by courts, and payments to union stewards.
4/ EBRI estimate of Chamber of Comerce report of employer contributions to
Frofit-sh.tring plans.
5/ EBRI estimate of Chamber of Commerce report of employer-paid dental
Treniums, ercnandLse dIscounts, employee meals turnisnea oy company, payments
for vision care and prescription drugs, moving expenses, contributions to
employee thrift plans and employee education expenditures. Tax-preferred
benefits are over-stated by the amount of separation or termination pay
received by employees but not distinguishable from other tax-favored benefits
in rhe Chamber of Commerce estimates.
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and by the individual income tax. The fully taxable benefits reported in the

Chamber of Commerce data include employer payments for time not worked (that

is, paid vacations, holidays and sick leave) as well as paid rest periods,

lunch periods and other paid employee time not directly spent in production.

Less than one-third (27.1 percent) of the total level of employee benefits

reported in the Chamber of Commerce data represent discretionary tax-favored

benefits paid by employers. Tax-favored benefits totalled only 8.8 percent

of wages and salaries in 1981, and about 8.5 percent of total compensation.

The Size of Tax-Favored Benefits

Employer contributions to tax-favored benefits that are not taxed as

current income to the employee can be divided into two groups: benefits on

which taxes are deferred and benefits that are tax-exempt.

o Tax-deferred benefits include, primarily, employer contributions
to retirement income and capital accumulation plans. These
constituted about 3.4 percent of total compensation in 1981.
Taxation of these benefits is deferred until the employee
withdraws funds from the plan.

o Tax-exempt benefits include employer contributions to group health
and life insurance, long-term and short-tern disability income
insurance, and a variety of smaller benefits that include dental
insurance, child care, merchandise discounts and employer-provided
meals. These benefits constituted 3.S percent of total
compensation in 1981. 1/

Failure to distinguish among the growth of legally required employer
payments, fully taxable employee benefits, tax-deferred benefits and
tax-exempt benefits has greatly magnified the perception of the tax-base
erosion that can be attributed to tax-favored and tax-exempt benefits. This
common isperception was recently highlighted by Secretary of the Treasury
Donald Regan; his May 22, 1983 statement to ABC News includes the following
coe=nt:

I think that when you look at the way our pension systems, our medical
systems and the like are just running at full throttle, and are
increasing year after year, that sooner or later they're going to have

1/ National Income and Product Accounts, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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to be slowed down or else we'll never get these deficits under

control. 2/

The magnitude of tax-favored benefits as a proportion of total

compensation however, is much smaller at 8.8 percent of wages and salaries

than such statements suggest. Tax-exempt employee benefits are only 4.7

percent of wages and salaries; benefits on which taxes are deferred but

ultimately paid are 4.1 percent. The distribution of tax-favored benefits

between those that are tax-deferred versus those which are entirely

tax-exempt is summarized in Table 2.

The Growth of Tax-Favored Employee Benefits

Tax-favored employee benefits have grown more rapidly than wages and

salaries, and slightly faster than either legally required employer payments

or fully taxable employee benefits over the last thirty years. Consequently,

tax-favored benefits have absorbed a rising share of total compensation. In

the context of strong and increasing tax incentives for employees to demand a

greater share of compensation in the form of tax-deferred or tax-exempt

benefits, however, the growth of these benefits as a share of total

compensation has been remarkably slow.

The national income and product accounts compiled by othe U.S.

Department of Commerce Indicate that employer contributions to major

tax-preferred benefits as a fraction of total compensation increased at an

average annual rate of 4.4 percent between 19S0 and 1981. The long-term

growth of tax-preferred benefits relative to total compensation growth is

presented in Table 3. Although the growth of tax-favored employee benefits

2/ "This week with David Brinkley," Show #82, Transcript (May 22, 1983)
produced by Journal Graphics, Inc. New York, N.Y., p. 8.
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TABLE 2

TAX-FAVORED B3PLOYEE BENEFITS BY SPECIFIC TAX TREAME , 1981

Tax Status/
Benefit Group

Bnployer
Contributions

As a Percent of
Wages and Salaries

Employer
Contributions

As a Percent of
All Benefits

Employer
Contributions

As a Percent
Tax-Favored

Benefits

All tax-favored benefits

Tax-deferred benefits

Pension and Profit-sharing
plans 1/

Other tax-deferred
benefits 2/

Tax-exempt benefits

Contributions to group
health and life insurance,
and short-term and long-
term and disability
income insurance

Other tax-exempt
benefits 3/

7. 1

12.6

12.0

4.1

3.9

0.2

4.7

0.6

14.5

4.2

0.5

12.9

1.5

SOURCE: EBRI tabulations of estimates produced by the
of the United States. Chamber of Commerce of
Benefits 1981 (1982), pp. 8 and 30.

100.0

46.6

44.3

2.3

53.4

47.7

5.7

Chamber of Commerce
the U.S., Employee

1/ Includes EBRI estimate oi employer contributions to profit-sharing plans
'ased on Chamber of Commerce figures.
2/ Includes EBRI estimate of employer contributions to employee thrift plans
Fased on Chamber of Commerce figures.
3/ EBRI estimate of employer contributions to dental insurance premiums,
discounts on merchandise, employee meals furnished by company, payments for
vision care and prescription drugs, moving expenses, and employee education
expenditures, based on Chamber of Commerce figures.

of
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TABLE 3

9PLOYER COTRIBUTIONS TO PENSION AND SELETED WELFARE
F1RJ AS A PERCENT OF C(00ENSATICN, SELECTED YEARS

1950-1981, AND AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH

Pension and
Total Prof it-Sharing Plans

19S0
19ss
1960
196S
1970
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1.8
2.5
3.1
3.8
4.5
6.2
6.4
6.7
6.8
6.8
6.9
6.9

1.1
1.S
1.6
1.9
2.1
3.0
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4

Group Group
Health Life

0.8
1.1
1.5
1.9
2.7
2.8
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.1

0.2
0.4
0.4
O.S
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

Average Annual Growth Rates:

4.9 2.3
4.6 -2.0

7.3 -
2.1

SOURCE: National Income and Product Accounts,
Comerce.

U.S. Department of

l/ Includes both group health and group life for this year.

1950-1981
1970-1981

1970-1975
1976-1981

4.4
4.0

6.6
1.S

3.7
4.5

7.4
1.2
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relative to total compensation was strong 'between 1970-and 0i9 7 S h- 6

percent per year), it slowed dramatically between 1976 and 1981 to just 1.5

percent. Growth between 1970 and 1975 reflects several factors: the slow

growth of wages both before and during economic recession, employer efforts

to improve pension funding in anticipation of and response to ERISA, net

growth in pension and health plan participation, and sudden increases in the

employer cost of group health insurance benefits. The relatively slow growth

of employer pension contributions relative to total compensation growth

between 1976 and 1981 reflected employer adjustment to ERISA as well as

employee demand for higher nominal wage compensation in response to slow real

wage growth. The slower growth of employer health insurance contributions as

a share of total compensation may reflect the maturation of group health

coverage and benefits, as well as employer efforts to contain the cost of

private health insurance plans.

Estimates of Tax Base Erosion

The debate over Social Security Reform focused in part on the issue

of tax base erosion. The revenue-enhancement debate also involves this

issue. Estimates of future tax-base erosion that can be attributed to the

growth of employee benefits, however, have been misleading for two reasons.

First, these estimates fail to recognize the factors that affect the

growth of tax-favored benefits relative to total compensation. In general,

higher pension contributions as s proportion of compensation reflect greater

participation in employer pension plans. Employer contributions to

defined-benefit pension.-plans move directly with wages; as a matter of

actuarial practice, employers target pension contributions to be a constant

proportion of compensation. Employer contributions to health insurance,
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however, are independent of wages. As a result, slow wage growth together

with higher rates of health care cost inflation always produce a jump in

employer contributions to health insurance coverage as a percent of total

compensation. Employer contributions to group life insurance and disability

income insurance also have little relationship to near-term changes in wage

growth.

In contrast to tax-favored benefits, both legally required employer

payments and fully taxable discretionary benefits automatically grow with

wages. In the absence of a statutory change in the required rate of employer

contributions to social insurance programs, legally required payments are

uniformly defined as a proportion of wage and salary income. The value of

fully taxable discretionary benefits -- primarily employer payments for time

not worked -- is defined at the employee's wage. The fact that employer

contributions to pension and insurance benefits are not fixed relative to

wages makes the growth of tax-favored benefits as a share of total

compensation rise during periods of slow wage growth and fall as wage growth

accelerates. The straight-line estimates of tax-favored wage growth relative

to total compensation incorporated in Social Security's projections fail to

reflect sources of variation in tax-favored benefit growth relative to total

compensation, and the dramatic slowing of this growth during recent years.

Second, estimates of tax-base erosion that results from the growth

of tax-favored benefits fail to distinguish between tax-deferred benefits and

tax-exempt benefits. Although this distinction may not assist projections of

the FICA tax base, it is an important distinction with respect to general

revenues. Employer contributions to private pensions, profit-sharing plans

and employee thrift plans do not represent total forfeitures of potential
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revenues. Estimates of tax expenditures attributable to the deferral of

taxes on employer pension contributions recognize this by subtracting out

revenues from the taxation of pension benefits received by current retirees.

It is likely, however, that these estimates exaggerate the long-term tax

revenues that are foregone in the tax-deferral of employer pension

contributions. 3/

Tax-Favored Benefits: Goals, Achievements and Tax Effects

Employee benefits serve a number of purposes. Pensions,

profit-sharitg plans and employee thrift plans provide for income deferral

and encourage private saving for retirement. Health benefits, disability

income plans, life insurance and supplemental unemployment benefits provide

insurance -protection against unanticipated, catastrophic events. Some

profits provide for consumption; these include day-care benefits and,

possibly, routine dental and vision care benefits. Many of these consumption

benefits, together with employee vacation time and test periods, are intended

to raise employee productivity, reduce time lost from work and build positive

employee relations.

The expansion of employer pension and welfare plans over the last

thirty years have achieved major improvements in the income security of

current workers and future retirees. Growth of employer group health

insurance coverage among workers and their dependents has promoted wide

3/ The calculation of tax expenditures exaggerates the true revenue loss
That results from the tax deferral of pension contributions for several
reasons. These Include an implicit assumption about the marginal tax rates
applicable to future retirees as well as a misunderstanding of the
relationship between contributions and benefit payments in amaturing private
pension system. See: Employee Benefit Research Institute, 'Retirement
Program Tax Expenditures: A Case of Unsubstantiated, Undocumented, Arbitrary
mimber.s." EBRL Issue Brief, Niumber 17 (April 1983), p. 4.
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access to health care throughout the nonelderly population. These

achievements are, in part, a response to tax incentives.

Between 950 and 1979, the rate of worker participation in employer

pension plans grew by 23 percent; participation in absolute numbers rose by

263 percent. 4/ Although the sustained growth of pension participation rates

was interrupted by the passage of ERISA, recent data suggest that the

post-ERISA contraction of pension participation rates was a temporary

phenomenon. Between 1977 and 1979, the rate of worker participation in

private pension plans showed modest growth, an achievement that is

particularly remarkable in terms of the accelerated labor force growth that

occurred during that period.

In 1979, more that 68 percent of priiate-sector, n onagricutlural

workers between the ages of 25 and 64 were covered by an employer pension

plan. S/ At current coverage rates, 73 percent of current workers aged 25 to

29 can expect to receive a private pension when they retire. 6/ Recent

econometric studies indicate that at least one third of the increases in

pension contributions as a proportion of total compensation over the last

twenty years can be attributed to changes in real marginal tax rates. 7/

Given the growing importance of the private pension system in providing

4/ S. J. Scfeber and P. M. George, Retirement Income Opportunties in an
gir% America: Coverage and Benefit Etitlement (Washtington, D.C.: Employee

Benefit Research Institute, 1981), pp. 54-55.
S/ Op. cit., p. 41.
16/ EI-cund Analysis of the Potential Effects of Minimum Universal Pension
19ystem developed by ICF, Incorporated, for the President's Comission on
Pension Policy and the Office of Pension and Welfare Benefit Programs
(Washington, D.C., 1981), p. 38.
7/ See: Sophie H. Korczyk, The Federal Tax Treatment of Pensions and
Deferred Compensation Prorams: Backgrou Issues and Options (uase orton,D.C. : Eployee Benefit Research Institute, forthcoming ).
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retirement income security for most Americans, the tax-deferral of pension

contributions until retirement appears to be a reasonable, equitable and

effective incentive for private retirement saving. The reduction or

elimination of this incentive would threaten the adequacy of private pension

income for future retirees at the very time that Social Security will be

least capable of expanding benefits. Further, the long-term revenue loss

associated with the tax-deferral of employer contributions to pensions may be

negligible: The marginal tax rates affecting future retirees are likely to

be significantly higher than those affecting current retirees. In addition,

as the private pension system is maturing, the mix of workers and

beneficiaries is beginning to change. 8/

By comparison to the impact of tax-deferring pension contributions,

the tax exemptio.- of employer contributions to health insurance has probably

had a much smaller effect on the growth of employer spending for health

insurance. Recent econometric estimates suggest that the tax exemption of

employer contributions may have accounted for only about 17 percent of the

rise in health insurance contributions as a share of compensation between

1960 and 1981. 9/

The rapid growth of employer contributions to health insurance as a

share of total compensation is attributable to at least three sources:

o expansion of health insurance coverage rates among workers and
their dependents, including the growth of family coverage and the
extension of health insurance benefits to part-time and seasonal
workers;

8/ Employee Bieiiflt Research Institute, 'Retirement Program Tax
-xpenditures: A Case of Unsubstantiated, Undocumented, Arbitrary Numbers,"
EBRI Issue Bried Nbmber 17 (April 1983), p. 4.

/ See: eo J. Collet, BEmloyer-Privided Health Benefits: Coverage,
Provisions and Policy Issues (Washington, D.C.: employee Benefit Research
Institute, forthcoming).
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o the enhancement of benefits, including expansion of the range of

health care services covered by employer group plans;

and o increases in the cost of health insurance as a result of

inflation in health care costs.

The relative importance of these factors in raising employer contributions to

health insurance over time cannot be established from available data.

Similarly, the effect of the tax exemption of health insurance contributions

-on-coverage rates, benefit enhancement, and employer willingness to absorb

health care cost inflation has not been established.

Efployer-Provided Health Insurance Coverage and Benefit Growth

The 1980 Current Population Survey indicates that i-re than 60

percent of the civilian population was covered by an employer group health

-- plan during 1979. 10/ Three quarters of all workers, and nearly 90 percent

of full-time full-year workers, participated in an employer group health plan

that year. Although it is clear that coverage rates have expanded rapidly

over the last thirty years, the absence of time-series data on employer

health coverage rates precludes the measurement of its relative importance.

Several factors have encouraged the expansion of employeer group

health insurance among workers and their dependents. Scale economies

associated with greater inclusion of employees in the insurance group have

10/ Detail on 1979 employer group health coverage is supported by EBRI
tabulations of the March 1980 current Population Survey. See: Deborah J.
Chollet, Bnployer-Provlded Health Benefeits: Coverage, Provisions and Policy
Issues (Washington, D.C.: Emploee Benefit Research Institute, forthcoming),
Master I.
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encouraged the extension of health insurance coverage to lower income

workers. The growth of real marginal tax rates since 1960, moreover, has

probably increased the demand for employer-provided health insurance. At the

same time, the absorbtion of preferred risks into emplolyer group plans has

raised the cost of individually purchased health insurance relative to the

pre-tax value of employer group. coverage.

All of these factors have served to raise the rate of health

insurance coverage provided through employer group plans. In 19797, more

than 83 percent of all persons with private health insurance were covered by

an employer group plan.

The expansion of health insurance benefits offered by employer group

plans and employer willingness to absorb health care cost inflation have

become highly controversial elements in the debate to reform the tax

treatment of health insurance. Critics of current tax policy reform contend

that the "generositV' of employer group coverage and the insensitivity of

employer plan benefits to rising dosts encourages continued inflation in

health care costs.

Health insurance benefits in the United States, on average, have

traditionally been generous. This has been in part a response to the

historical precedent of Blue Cross/Blue Shield plans. First-dollar coverage

of hospital care, in particular, has been a co on feature of employer group

health plans. Expansion in health insurance benefits to include a broader

variety of health care services, however, has occurred largely as an attempt

by employers to control the cost of their health plans. Coverage of

alternative health care services is often intended to discourage

hospitalization when an equivalent service can be delivered in a less costly

setting.
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Although employers have been reluctant to reduce health insurance

benefits for their employees, their success in containing the real cost of

health insurance benefits by revising coverage offered under the plan has

been considerable. Between 1965 and 1981, real employer contributions to

health insurance as a percent of compensation fell at an average annual rate

of more than 7 percent (see Table 4). Between 1975 and 1981, real employer

contributions to health insurance as a share of compensation fell at an

average annual rate of nearly 8 percent. The decline of real employer

contributions to health insurance during a period of expanding participation

in employer group plans suggests that these plans have not simply absorbed

inflation in health care costs. Bmployees have borne at least part of the

burden of inflation through reductions in the real value of employer-provided

health insurance. Although data that would directly reflect -changing

coverage provisions in response to health care cost increases are not

available, the significant decline in real employer contributions suggests

that modification of the coverage offered by employer group plans- has

occurred.

Proposals to Reform Tax Preferences for Health Insurance

Proposals that would modify the tax exemption for health insurance

expenditures are of two types: those that would place a ceiling on the

exemption of employer health insurance contributions in order to discourage

comprehensive coverage under employer group plans, and those that eliminate

all tax preferences for employer health insurance contributions within the

framework of comprehensive tax reform. The first type, those that "cap" the

exemption of employer contributions, would inpute all employer health

insurance contributions in excess of a specified cap as employee earnings.
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TABLE 4

INFLATIONARY AND REAL C3ONEN'rs OF BPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS
TO GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS, SELECTED YEARS 1960-1981

Nominal B]ployer
Contributions as a

Percent of
Compensation

Inflation Adjustment
as a Percent ofCompensation l/

Percent of
Amount Contribution

Real Benefits and Insurance
as a Percent of Compensation

Percent at
Amount Contribution

1.1

1.5
1.9
2.7
2.8
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.1

0.2 13.3
0.7 36.8
1.4 51.9
1.6 57.1
1.8 60.0
1.9 63.3
2.1 70.0
2.2 71.0
2.3 74.2

1.1
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.8

86.7
63.2
48.1
42.9
30.0
36.7
30.0
29.0
25.8

Average Annual Growth

4.6
4.6
2.3

16.5
11.1
8.6

11.3
6.6
6.1

-3.0
-3.6
-7.8

-7.3
-7.8
-9.9

SOURCE: EBRI estimates from the National Income and Product Accounts, U.S.
Department of Commerce.

1/ Estimate is based on levels of the medical care component of the Consumer
Price Index between 1960 and 1981.
2/ Because base prices are assumed at the 1960 level, all employer
Zontributlons to health insurance are allocated to real benefits for 1960.

23-664 0-83-10

1960
1965
1970
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

1965-1981
1970-1981
1975-1981
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Contributions above the cap would be fully taxable by both the individual

income tax and FICA. In the case of S. 640, the amount of the cap varies for

individual versus family coverage, and is adjusted annually by the Consumer

Price Index. Proposals of the second type, those which eliminate all federal

tax preferences for employer health-insurance contributions, include the

Bradley-Gephardt comprehensive tax reform bill (S. 1421/H.R. 3271). The

Bradley-Gephardt bill requires that all employer health insurance

contributions be imputed as employee earnings, and at the same time raises

the idividual income tax floor for deducting health insurance expenditures to

10 percent of adjusted gross income.

The difference between proposals that would modify tax preferences

for employer health insurance contributions and those that would eliminate

them altogether is probably in the magnitude of effects rather than in the

nature of effects. The effects of these proposals fall into four categories:

(1) changes in the generosity of coverage provided by employer group plans,

(2) changes in employer costs,-(3) changes in the rate of health insurance

coverage among workers and their dependends, and (4) tax revenues and the

distribution of the tax burden. Each of these effects is discussed in turn.

(i) Impact on the generosity of health insurance coverage.

The most common argument used argument for reducing or eliminating

tax preferences for employer contributions to health insurance is the

potential effect on the generosity of coverage offered by employer group

plans. Advocates of reduced tax preferences cite the scarce literature on

the relationship between insurance prices and. the degree of cost-sharing

demanded by consumers, and the relatively abundant literature on the

relationship between greater cost-shariang and lover health care rosts.
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Based on this literature, they suggest that tax-exempt employer contributions

encourage coverage with little cost-sharing and consequently, greater

utilization of health care services, removal of tax exemptions, they

conclude, will encourage less comprehensive coverage and lower utilization

levels. Lower levels of health care utilization will, in turn, reduce

aggregate health care costs and ultimately dampen inflation in health care

prices.

Opponents of reduced tax preferences for employer health insurance

contributions claim that this argument ignores the complexity of consumer

demand for health insurance in an interdependent, multi-product market. They

argue that rational consumers are unlikely to reduce coverage for the

particular service category -- hospital care -- that drives health care cost

inflation. Other service categories -- primary physician coverage,

preventive service coverage, and routine dental and vision care coverage --

are more vulnerablethaA hospital coverage to tax polity that would increase

the price of health insurance to consumers. The cost of these services,

however, has been remarkably stable relative to the cost of hospital care.

They conclude that tax policy, if at all successful, is likely to be an

inefficient way to contain further inflation in health care costs.

These arguments have not been satisfactorily resolved; neither

position is based on a substantial body of research. In seeking to break the

deadlock, other arguments that might support the revision of tax preference

for employer health insurance contributions must be considered. These

include the impact of taxation on:

o employer costs;
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o rates of health insurance coverage among worker

households; and

o federal revenues and tax burden.

(ii) Impact on Bployer Costs.

Employer group health plans, as a rule, cover most if not all

employees of the firm. In spite of potentially wide variation in the health

care risks represented by different employees, broad participation in the

plan is achieved by keeping the price of coverage to employees low. Merged

survey data on employer plan provisions between 1977 and 1980 indicate that

more than 80 percent of all plan participants make no contribution to coverge

under the plan; more than 60 percent make no contribution for dependents'

coverage.

The pooling of risks within employer group plans can generate

,,significant cross-subsidization among employees who participate in the plan.

Low-risk employees (for example, men, young employees and those with no

history of chronic illness or impairment) receive benefits from the plan that

may be considerably less than the employer's average cost of providing health

insurance to them. Conversely, higher-risk employees (for example, women,

older employees or employees with chronic health problems) receive benefits

in excess of the employer's average plan costs, Because low-risk employees

pay little or none of the cost of the plan, however, they are indifferent to

their subsidization of higher-risk participants in the healtH plan. -

Taxation of employer contributions to health insurance raises the

cost of coverage to participants in employer group health plans. Low (that

is, strigent) levels of a tax cap on employer contributions create an
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incentive for low-risk employees to reduce their after-tax health cost by

seeking less complete or less comprehensive health insurance coverage. The

exit of low-risk participants from existing plans (that is, adverse

selection) raises the average risk that plan-stayers represent. As a result,

the average cost of the plan arises.

Employers have objected to the proposed taxation of contributions to

health insurance contributions because they expect taxation to significantly

raise their costs of providing health insurance benefits. Increased employer

costs might result in several ways. First, employer tax liability under FICA

would rise. Since employer payments to FICA are deductable under the

corporation income tax, however, the net increase in employer tax liability

is likely to be modest. It should be noted, however, that part of the FICA

taxation of employer contributons involves shifting funds out of general

revenues and into Social Security.

Second, employers anticipate that workers will respond to taxation

of health insurance contributions by demanding higher cash wages or greater

levels of other tax-exempt benefits in an effort to maintain pre-rax

compensation levels. The adverse selection of low-risk employees from

existing plans, moreover, may generate a seond-round increase in employee

demand or greater pre-tax compensation. As low-risk plan participants exit

from the "standard" plan, the average cost of the plan -- and employer

contributions for the remaining participants -- will rise. Employers are

likely to be under substantial pressure from employees who benefit from

generous plan coverage to continue to offer that coverage. At the same time,

equivalent compensation for employees who leave generous plans would rise

with increases in the average cost of the "standard" average.
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Finally, because of pressure from some employees to offer less

expensive--alternative health insurance coverage, employers foresee increased

administrative costs as well as the loss of some scale economies in their

group plan benefits. The fragmenting of existing employer group plans into a

number of smaller plans may increase insurance costs for smaller employers,

or reduce the coverage employers are able to provide at current outlays

(iii) Impact on the rate of Health Insurance Coverage.

A potentially important problem that arises in the context of higher

employer and employee costs for health insurance is the possibility that some

employees would lose health insurance coverage altogether. Increases in the

employer cost of providing coverage to marginal workers -- part-time or

seasonal workers, and workers who are laid off -- suggests increases in the

rate at which these workers and their dependents might be excluded from

coverage.

To investigate the problem of coverage loss among some workers, EBRI

performed a simulation of the rates of health insurance coverage that might

emerge among the currently insured population in the absence of an employer

contribution. EBRI's simulation of private insurance coverage rates that..

emerge in the absence of employer contributions provided some dramatic

results. Fewer than half of all persons living in households with annual

incomes less than $1S,000 (in 1979) would have had private health nsurance

coverage in the absence of any employer contribution (see Table S). In

addition, periods of unemployment appear to have a more significant impact on

insurance coverage. It is likely that even moderate periods of unemployment

(12 weeks or less) generate very long lapses in health insurance coverage

among individuals and their dependents when re-employment does not provide an
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TABLE S

SI.!JLATION OF THE EFFECT OF INCME ON 1HE PROBABILITY OF PRIVATE
HEALTH INSURANCE COVERAGE, PERSOS WITHOUT EIPLOYER CONFRIBUTION

TO COVERAGE BY IhORKTORCE STATUS

Family Income

All Persons 1/ Workers 2/
Change in Change in

Probability Probability
Probability of Per Income Probability of Per Income
Private Coverage Change 3/ Private Coverage Change 3/

5,000 0.3106 0.0875 0.3428 0.0785
10,000 0.3900 0.0794 0.4104 0.0712
15,000 0.4612 0.0713 0.4778 0.0638
20,000 0.5244 0.0632 O.5343 0.0564
25,000 O.$79S 0.0551 0.5834 0.0491
30,000 0.6264 0.0470 0.6252 0.0410
3S,000 0.66S3 0.0389 0.6596 0.0344
40,000 0.6961 0.0377 0.6867 0.0271
4S,000 0.7187 0.0267 0.7064 0.0197
50,000 0.7333 0.0146 0.7188 0.0124

SOURCE: EBRI analysis of private health insurance coverage.

l/ Estimates based on persons under age 65 living in households of civilian
7age and salary workers.
2/ Estimates based on civilian wage and salary workers.
S1- Income unit'is five thousand dollars.
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employer contribution to health insurance.

The importance of demographic variables in explaining health

insurance coverage, controlling for the effects of income and unemployment,

is of particular interest. Persons living in households with no spouse

present are significantly less likely to have health insurance coverage in

the absence of an employer contribution than are persons living in households

with a spouse present. This remains true, even when children are present in

the household. Younger families (persons living in a household with a

younger primary earner) are also much less likely to have health insurance

coverage. The significance of demographic variables in determining private

health insurance coverage implies that the current system of employer

contributions has significantly raised "normal" rates of health insurance

coverage throughout the population, despite perverse demographic trends.

Thse simulations cannot provide precise estimates of the changes in

health insurance coverage among the population that might ensue if employer

contributions to health insurance were taxed either in whole or in part.

They do indicate, however, the function served by current tax preferences for

- employer health insurance contributions.. Current tax policy probably raises

private coverage rates significantly among lower-income worker households,

households with fragmented employment histories, younger households, and both

single-person and single-parent households.

(iv) Impact on Tax revenue and burden.

Estimates of the tax revenues that might result from the taxation of

employer contributions to health insurance have attracted considerable

attention from those seeking new sources of federal revenues. These

estimates have invariably been high and, based on assumptions of contiued
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growth in employer health insurance costs, rise significantly over the next

few years. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimate of new federal

revenues that might result from a low (that is, stringent) cap -- $1440

annually for family coverage and $576 for individual coverage -- effective in

1983, is $4.6 billion. Based on static coverage assumptions, CBO's projected

estimates of potential federal revenues between 1983 and 1987 reflect an

average annual growth rate of more than 30 percent. In spite of their size,

however, estimates of federal revenues that might result from taxation of

employer health insurance contributions are fragile. They are susceptible to

iheir assumptions about post-tax levels of employer contributions, as well as

to the particular level of taxation proposed.

The primary assumptions behind projected federal revenues from the

taxation of employer contributions include: (1) the cost of health insurance

coverage, (2) the rate of employer contributions as a percent of cost, and

(3) the rate and distribution of health insurance coverage among worker

households. The usual cost factor used for projecting health insurance

premiums is the medical care component of the Consumer Price Index.

Generally, both the rate of employer contributions, and the rate and

distribution of health insurance coverage, are assumed to remain at their

present levels after a tax cap is imposed.

Although use of these assumptions probably introduces substantial

error into the calculation of potential revenues, virtually any other

assumptions would be equally hypothetical. The cost of private health

insurance relies, for example, on the package of health benefits offered by

employers, reimbursement arrangements made with providers and the shortfall

of Medicaid and Medicare reimbursewmnts relative to provider costs. All of
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these factors are in the midst of dramatic change. Researchers have not

developed a method, however, for accurately predicting the effects of these

changes on employers' insurance costs. Nevertheless, it is clear that they

will affect the ultimate yield of a tax on health insurance contributions.

While the use of the CPI to adjust health insurance costs may understate the

near-term cost trend of private health insurance, assuming (I) constant-rates

of employer contribution and (2) constant coverage rates across worker

households, however, probably biases tax revenue estimates upwards.

Ironically, both advocates and critics of revised tax policy cite the

reductions in the comprehensiveness of coverage and redistribution of the

scope and rate of insurance coveage as likely effects of reduced tax

preference. Thise effects are not reflected, however, in federal revenue

projections.

Possibly of more interest than the level of potential revenues from

a cap, on the exclusion of employer contributions is the sensitivity of

revenue estimates to different levels of the cap. CBO's projections of

potential revenues indicate that a relatively small increase in the level of

contributions excluded from federal income and payroll taxes would produce a

significant drop in projected revenues. Raising the cap from $1980/$792

(family coverage/individual coverage) to $2160/$864 (a 9 percent increase in

the level of contributions excluded from earnings), reduces the estimated

revenues that might result by 22 percent (see Table 6).

The sensitivity of these revenue estimates to modest adjustments in

the level of the proposed cap reflects the relatively nai-ow dollar range-of

employer contributions to health insurance, and the weak relationship between

the size of employer health insurance contributions and household income.
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TABLE 6

SESITIVITY OF PROJECTED FEDERAL R.E-INIMJS TO SELECTED
TAX EXCLUSION LIMITS, 1983

Proposed Limit
Family/Individual

Coverage
(a nnua 1)

$1440/S76
1620/648
1800/720
1980/792
2160/864

Projected
Federal
Revenue 1/

(in billions)

$ 4.6
3.7
2.9
2.3
1.8

Increase
in Limit

(per cent)

12.5
11.1
10.0
9.1

Decrease
in Projected
Revenue
(percent)

19.6
21.6
20.7
21.7

SOURCE: Congress of the United States, "Congressional Budget Office,
Containing Medical Care Costs Through Market Forces," (4ay 1982), p. 35.

1/ Includes revenues from both individual income and Social Security taxation
6f simulated employer contributions above the exclusion limit in 1983. Social
Security tax revenues represent about one quarter of total projected tax
revenues.
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Among all employer group health plan participants included in the National

Medical Care Expenditures Survey, 75 percent of those with an employer

contribution to individual coverage received a contribution amount between

$100 and $500 in 1977. The range of employer contributions to family

coverage was comparably narrow. More than half of all plan participants with

an employer contribution to family Coverage received a contribution amount

between $500 and $1200 in 1977. 11/ Because of the relatively narrow range

of these contributions, modest adjustments to the level of proposed cap can

affect a significant proportion of all persons who receive an employer

contribution to coverage.

Employer contributions to health insurance are broadly distributed

across households at most levels of income. In 1979, the rate of coverage

among persons with family income above $1S,000 was high (73 percent or more)

and varied little by income (see Table 7). More than 90 percent of all

persons with employer group coverage, including persons in the very lowest

ranges of income, received an employer contribution to coverage. As a rsult,

the distribution of employer contributions to health insurance coverage is

very similar to the distribution of employer group coverage across the

population, with little variation in the dollar amount received by households

at different levels of income.

The distribution of tax burden that would result from limiting the

tax exclusion of employer contributions to health insurance reflects the flat

distribution of employer contributions to health insurance over most levels

160 G. R. Wilensky and A. K. Taylor, "Tax Expenditures and He.lth
T-surance : Limiting Eployer-Paid Premiums," Public Health Reprts
(July-August, 198z).
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TABLE 7

RATES OF V-.PLOYER GROUP COIR.AGE A) DIPLOYER CONTRIBUTIONS
TO GROUP COVERAGE BY TOTAL FAMILY INCOME 1/, 1979

Proportion of
Persons Wi th

Employer Group
Coverage

Proportion of
Covered Persons
With Employer
Contribution

Proportion of
All Persons With

rnployer
Contributions

Loss
$ 1- 4,999

5,000- 7,499
7,500- 9,999
10,000-14,999
15,000-19,999
20,000-24,999
25,000-29,999
30,000-34,999
35,000-39,999
40,000-49,999
s0, 000-59,999
60,000-74,999
75,000 +

Total,-all persons 2/

16.7
9.3

22.7
33.3
53.1
72.4
78.8
81.9
83.6
82.0
82.0
81.8
77.4
73.6

60.6

85.0
88.2
86.3
89.5
91.S
92.5
94.0
94.7
94.4
94.S
93.9
92.1
91.9
87.0

92.9

14.2
8.2

19.6
29.8
48.6
67.0
74.1
77.6
78.9
77.5
77.0
75.3
71.1
64.0

56.3

SOURCE: EBRI tabulations of the IMarch 1980 Current Population Survey
(Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commierce).

l/ Includes earnings, property and transfer income.
7/ Includes sane persons reporting no income in 1979.

Total
Family
I nc oi, e
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of family income. Employer contributions that are relatively constant at all

income levels represent a larger percentage addition to family income at

lower levels of income than at higher levels of income. As a result,

limiting the exclusion of employer contributions to health insurance tends to

place a relatively heavy tax burden on families at lower levels of income.

In general, the federal income tax structure is not sufficiently progressive

to offset both the distribution of employer contributions and the

regressivity of the Social Security tax on earnings.

CBO's estimates of the tax burden that would result from capping the

exclusion of employer contributions to health insurance are presented in

Table 8. These estimates indicate that the distribution of tax burden across

households at all income levels would be only mildly progressive, and

regressive at income levels above $30,000. The mild degree of progressivity

over very low levels of income is due primarily to lower rates of employer

group coverage among low-income persons with relatively fragmented workforce

participation patterns.

Among households that would be affected by a cap of the exclusion of

employer contributions to health insurance, the tax burden would be severely

regressive. As a proportion of income, persons at the lowest levels of

income (those reporting less than $10,000), would pay more than six times the

amount of additional tax than would persons with income over $50,000. The

regressive impact of taxing employer contributions to health insurance is a

major argument against porposals to limit the exclusion of contributions at

all but the very highest level. The argument for pursuing a high exclusion

limit, however, is weak; a high cap would affect only a small proportion of

all households and yield very little additional federal revenues.
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TABLE 8

DISTRIBUTION OF ADDITIONAL ANNUAL TAX BURDEN OF $1800 ANNUAL
EXCLUSION LIMIT IN CALENDAR YEAR 1983, BY I*DUSEiOLD INOCIME

(in dollars) I/

All Households Households Affected
Annual Average Percent Percent Average Percent
Household Additional of Affected Additional of
Income 2/ Taxes Incm.e by Limit Taxes Income 3/

$ 0-10,000 3 0.05 2 138 2.76
10,O01-15,000 14 0.11 9 168 1.34
15,001-20,000 21 - 0.12 14 147 0.84
20,001-30,000 44 0.18 23 191 0.76
30,001-S0,000 88 0.22 33 267 0.68
50,001-100,000 116 0.18 36 323 0.43
Over 100,000 108 0.08 27 403 0.40

SOURCE: Congress of the United States, Congressional Budget Office,
"Containing ,M.edical Care Costs Through Market Forces" (May 1982), p. 36.

1/ Includes both federal income tax and the employer's and employee's share of
-federal payroll taxes. About three-quarters of the tax burden results from
federal income tax liability. State and local income taxes are excluded.
Estimates assume that taxable excess contributions are ineligible for the
medical expense deduction under the federal income tax.
2/ Household income before taxes, but including-cash transfer payments (e.g.,
social Security benefits, projected to calendar year 1983.
3/ Estimated at the midpoint of the income range.
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The Effectiveness of Tax policy in Containing Health Care Costs

Although industry surveys indicate that employers have been raising

deductibles and copayments in theirgroup plan coverage, these plans have

traditionally been generous. Coverage of hospital care, in particular, has

traditionally involved little cost-sharing on the part of insured consumer.

This pattern of generous coverage for hospital care emerged for many reasons;

possibly the most imporant is simply the historical precedent established by

hospital and physican-owned Blue-Cross/Blue Shield plans in the 1930s.

Federal tax policy has not discouraged the emergence of generaous health

insurance plans. At the same time, empirical studies suggest that tx policy

has been only a minor contributor to the development and growth of these

plans.

Private insurance that requires little or no cost-sharing by

consumers of health care has probably raised the demand for health care

services and contributed to inflation in health care costs. The relative

importance of private insurance as a source of demand and inflationary

pressure in the health services market, however, has been declining.

Hospital care is the most inflationary component of health care

services. Since 1965, the proportion of all hospital care purchased with

private insurance has fallen steadily. Since 197S, moreover, private

consumers have paid an increasing share of most health care services,

including hospital care, directly out of pocket. Between 197S and 1981, the

real burden of hospital care borne directly by private consumers rose by

almost one third (see TAble 9)._

The most important source of expanding coverage and rising health

service demand over the last two decades has been the public sector. Since
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TABLE 9

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPENDI'IJRES FOR HOSPITAL
- CARE BY SOURCE OF PAYMENTS, SELECTED YEARS 1965-1981

Private
Patient
Direct Health

Total Pay7ments Insurance Other

61.2
47.2
44.7
45.6
46.2
45.9
45.7

17.2
10.0

8.2
8.6
9.9

10.0
10.8

41.8
35.8
35.4
3S.8
35.0
33.5
33.4

2.2
1.4
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.5
1.5

Public
Medi ca re

and
Total Medicaid

38.9
52.9
5S.3
54.4
53.8
54.1
S4.3

26.3
31.3
33.6
33.9
35.3
35.7

SOURCE: R.M. Gibson
Health Care
R.M. Gibson
Health Care

and D.R. Waldo, "National Health Expenditures, 1981,"
Financing Review 4:1 (September 1982), pp. 24 and 27.
and D.R. Waldo, "National Health Expenditures, 1980,"
Financing Review, 3:1 (September 1981), pp. 44-47.

23-664 0-83-11

1965
1970
197S
1978
1979
1980
1981

Other

38.9
26.6
24.0
20.9
19.9
18.8
18.6
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1967, the public sector has purchased more than a third of all personal

health care, and more than half of all hospital care. Most of the growth of

public-sector spending for personal health care is attributable to the growth

of Medicare and Medicaid spending. In 1981, these programs purchased more

than one third of all hospital care delivered in the United States.

The size of public-sector spending relative to privately-insured

spending for personal health care is important in considering a revision of

federal tax policy toward private health insurance, both at a philosophical

and a practical level. In legislating the Medicare and Medicaid programs,

Congress established a standard of access to comprehensive health insurance

coverage across the population. Federal tax policy that would significantly

reduce levels of private health insurance coverage, or jeopardize access to

coverage among middle-and low-income persons, promotes gro s inequities

between the general population and persons eligible for coverage through the

public sector. Federal policy that would reduce eligibility or coverage

under Medicare or Medicaid, moreover, is reasonable only if persons who lose

public-program benefits are likely to obtain health insurance coverage in the

private sector. It is difficult to reconcile reductions in both

public-program benefits and private-sector incentives for health insurance

coverage in terms of coordinated federal policy.

In practical terms, the size of public spending for personal health

care relative to privately insured spending suggests that federal policy to

contain health care cost inflation might be most effective within the context

of federal spending programs. In spite of efforts to curb the burgeoning

costs of Medicare Thd medicaid , these programs have supported much of the

inflation of aggregate health care costs, and of hospital costs in
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particular. The average Medicare beneficiary spends far more for hospital

care than privately insured persons. Over the last five years for which data

are available, per capita spending for hospital care among tiedicare enrolles

exceeded per capita spending among the privately insured population by more

than 400 percent (see Table 10). While part of the discrepancy in per capita

spending for hospital care is the result of differences in the insured

population, at least some of the difference is attributable to hospital

practices that are attuned to Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement policy.

Possibly due to the success of health care providers in gaming

Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement, these public programs have led inflation

in hospital costs. Beween 1976 and 1980, the rate of increase in average

Medicare and Medicaid spending consistently exceeded the growth of privately

insured spending for hospital care. During those years, average hospital

costs among Medicare enrolles and Medicaid beneficiaries rose at an average

annual rate of 14 and 18 percent, respectively. Average private health

insurance costs, by comparison, rose by less than 12 percent, and maintained

a stable decline during 1979 and 1980. It is unlikely that these persistent

differences in per capita spending between public-sector programs and

privately insured consumers are the result of qualitative changes in the

covered populations.

Federal tax policy that would dampen private-sector demand for

health care will probably have little effect on health care cost inflation as

long as Medicare and Medicaid spending continues to rise. Inflation in

privately insured spending for hospital care and other health care service

has been slowing, possibly in response to adjustments in the coverage

provided by employer group plans. Modifying the tax-exempt status of
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IAI.E I 10

ESTI.WED A'.OUT AJND AN UAL GROh'H OF E.XPENDI'IIJRES FOR
HOSPITAL CMRE PER INSURED PERSON BY SFI.ECJlED

SOURCE OF PM',.!EJNT, 1976-1980

Private fleal th
Insurance 1/ I-edicare 2/ 'Medicaid 3/

olars rd - pero

1976 $122 $486 NA 4/
1977 134 540 NA
1978 149 687 $31S
1979 164 772 442
1980 181 926 495

Average, 1976-19, 0 150 682 417

(percent annual growth)

1976 18.4 3.2 NA
1977 9.8 11.1 NA
1978 11.2 27.2 13.6 S/
1979 10.1 12.4 40.3
1980 10.4 19.9 12.0

Average annual
growth, 1976-1980 11.9 14.5 18.3

SOURCE: R.A. Gibson and D.R. Waldo, "National Health Expenditures, 1981,"
Health Care Financing Review, 4:1 (Septenber 1982), pp. 24, 27.
'?Gson and D.R. aldo, ' ational Health Expenditures, 1980,"

Health Care Financing Review 3:1 (September 1981), pp. 44-46. Health
Insurance Association of America, Source Book of Health Insurance
Data, 1981-1982 (1'ashington, D.C.), p. 12. U.S. Deparuncent of Heath
and -a.man" SeevTces, Social Security Adinistration, Social Securi_
Bulletin Annual Statistical Sutplenental, 1981 (hWashington, D.C.J
pp. 207,220.

1/ Private insurance expenditures er person insured for hospital care.
71/ Medicare expenditures per 1-edicare Part A enrollee.
S/ Medicaid expenditures per Medicaid recipient (unduplicated count) of any
Personal health care services, including hospital care.
4/ Published figures not available.
3/ Average annual compounded growth between 1975 and 1978.
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employer contributions to health insurance may accelerate this trend. It is

very unlikely, however, that further slowing of privately insured spending

for health care can successfully offset continued inflation in public-sector

spending.

Concluding Remarks

Employers and employees, public and private, have placed a

consistently high value on employee benefits. MNany benefits, such as

holidays and other time off, are fully taxed. The government has encouraged

the growth of other benefits through tax incentives. Past concern over low

rates of private health insurance and pension coverage among workers, even

with tax incentives, has led to discussions of national health insurance and

mandatory private pensions. Now, concern over deficits is leading to

proposals that could have the -effect of reducing coverage in these

tax-favored programs.

Without question, the federal government must draw lines to specify

which employee benefits should be tax-favored. Great care, however, must be

taken to avoid unintended consequences. Consideration of tax policy change

must include a clear definition of objectives, the assessment of individual

benefits against these objectives, and, finally, a thorough understanding of

the tax costs of each benefit. This process can only be effective if

analysts understand the distinction between mandated versus voluntary

benefits; fully taxed versus tax favored benefits, and tax-exempt versus

tax-deferred benefits. Mbst analyses and debate in recent years have not

made these distinctions.

We thank you for the opportunity to appear today. We stand ready to

assist the Congress in its debate with further analysis of the tax treatment

of employee benefits and related issues.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Let me express my appreciation to all of
you. In each case there is a fair amount of backup material. Let me
assure that those of us who are interested in the various subjects
that are before us today in terms of how we can do better or more
in the general area of the employer-employee relationship are
going to lean very heavily on all of you who have some expertise in
that field.

I would just, on a personal basis, refute the latter part of your
testimony, Mr. Salisbury, relative to motivation. I personally do
not come to the issue of the tax cap in terms of raising revenue. If
I did that, I'd be a flat-rate taxer, and I'd just come in and wipe out
the whole works including the business deduction.

So just so there is no misunderstanding of where my heart is on
the issue, it's in the area of: How do we get more flexibility into
the system? How do we preserve the value of that special relation-
ship that employers and employees have built up between them-
selves?

And to help all of you who are in this business, I guess, I would
bring choice into the health care system by bringing choice into
that relationship. That's why we pushed on Buck this morning
about getting the regulations out, and he pushed back on us about
making up our minds-are we going to sit here every year and
have moratoria forever on fringe benefit compensation, or are we
ever going to address this issue and try to reach a consensus?

So if you can help push us, either in your expert capacity or
through your clients, to come to grips with this whole issue of that
relationship and the value of that relationship, keeping in mind
the fear that seems to be there in Treasury and some other places
that folks who espouse cafeteria plans and who espouse the use of
the Tax Code in that benefit relationship are just trying to push us
into a British kind of system where we forget about cash and we
only deal in benefits-and remember there are some people that
think that way and think that's really what we are up to. I for one
am not. I presume you wouldn't have gone to the work of putting
all these statistics together if it weren't to demonstrate that isn't
the objective in this. /

Mr. SALISBURY. I was only suggesting, Senator, that given the
revenue estimates, they should not be the motivation. Analysis of
the health tax cap should be based upon the other issues that you
articulated. But on the revenue side, in line with Senator Dole's
statements earlier, there shouldn't be great reliance placed on the
fact that, quote, "the tax cap by definition will raise large amounts
of money," unquote.

Senator DURENBERGER. Right.
Thank you very much.
Thank you all for your testimony. Your full statements will be

made part of the record.
Our first witness this afternoon is Mr. Bernard Aidinoff, the

chairman, section of taxation, American Bar Association. He will
be followed by a panel of: Dr. James Strain; John F. Troy, Jr.;
Bernie Tresnowski; and Burt Press of the American Dental Associ-
ation-just so all four of you know you are up next.
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Thank you very much, Bernie, for being here. We look forward
to your testimony. Your full statement will be made part of the
record.

STATEMENT OF M. BERNARD AIDINOFF, CHAIRMAN, SECTION OF
TAXATION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. AIDINOFF. Mr. Chairman, my name is M. Bernard Aidinoff,

of New York city. I am chairman of the section of taxation of the
American Bar Association. I am accompanied by Mr. Tom Marinis.
I appear before you today to present the views of the American Bar
Association on the taxation of nonstatutory fringe benefits.

The American Bar Association recommends that Congress adopt
definitive and comprehensive legislation for the taxation of fringe
benefits and that this legislation be adopted without a further ex-
tension of the freeze scheduled to expire on December 31.

The taxation of fringe benefits has been a continual source of
confusion and difficulty in our Federal income tax system. There
has been an uneven administration of the tax law which has con-
tributed to an overall perception of unfairness and a lack of confi-
dence in the system.

Extension of the freeze beyond December 31 will continue this
confusion and uncertainty.

The American Bar Association recommends the adoption of a
legislative solution to the fringe benefit problem which preserves
the existing treatment of such fringe benefits but which also satis-
fies the important tax policy objectives of simplicity, ease of admin-
istration, and fairness, and does not provide for growing erosion of
the tax base.

Since 1975 various professional groups have made various propos-
als on the taxation of nonstatutory fringe benefits. The proposal of
the American Bar Association establishes a general rule that a
fringe benefit should be included in gross income unless it is cov-
ered by one of four exclusionary rules. The three principal exclu-
sions are as follows:

A fringe benefit would be excludable from gross income if it is
incident to the employer's trade or business, it is provided on a
nondiscriminatory basis, and the marginal or incremental cost of
providing the benefit is insubstantial.

Our second exclusion is that a fringe benefit would be excluded
from gross income if it is provided primarily for the benefit of the
employer rather than the employee.

Third, insubstantial benefits would not be included in gross
income if they are not provided on a frequently recurring basis.

I will now discuss the three principal exclusionary rules in more
detail.

The first exclusionary rule would be for nondiscriminatory bene-
fits that are incident to the employer's trade or business and are
available without any substantial marginal or incremental cost to
the employer. These are often referred to as "mass benefits."

Examples of fringe benefits that often qualify for exclusion under
this rule would be airline or railroad transportation passes, tuition
remission programs, and retail store discounts. In each case the
benefit can be made available to the employee at no significant
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marginal cost to the employer, and the goods, service, or facility is
an inherent part of the employer's business.

These benefits would qualify for exclusion under the ABA pro-
posal as long as they are provided on a nondiscriminatory basis.
The abuse potential of this exclusion would be limited by the re-
quirement that the benefits be made available on a nondiscrimina-
tory basis. If they were made available only to senior officers,
shareholders, et cetera, it would not so qualify.

The proposal defines the marginal costs of a fringe benefit as a"cost incurred by the employer that would not have been incurred
but for the fact that the benefit was provided." Obviously, margin-
al costs would have to be defined by regulation.

Similarly, benefits that are provided primarily for the benefit of
the employer would not be taxable. Examples of benefits that
would fall within this general area are bodyguards and transporta-
tion provided to and from job sites through dangerous areas, em-
ployment agency fees, supper money provided for employees who
occasionally work abnormal hours.

We would also exclude from gross income items of nominal
value.

When fringe benefits are includable in income, we would have
them includable at fair market value, not at cost and not at mar-
ginal cost.

We have attached to our statement various examples illustrating
these proposals as well as proposed statutory language. The ABA
Section of Taxation stands ready to give your staff any help that it
might need or desire. We think that it is crucially important that
we finally reach solutions-on this problem and that we not extend
the freeze beyond this December 31.

I would be happy to answer any questions that you may have.
[The prepared statement of M. Bernard Aidinoff follows:]
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STATEmENT OF M. BERNARD AIDINOFF, CHAPMAN SEION OF TAxATION ON BRHAL
OF THE AmERCAN BAR ASSOCIATION /

My nirr, is M. Bernard Aidinoff of New York City. I am

Chairman of the Section of Taxation of the American Bar Association.

I appear before you today to present the views of the American Bar

Association on the taxation of non-statutory fringe benefits.

The American Bar Association recommends that Congress adopt

definitive and comprehensive legislation for the taxation of fringe

benefits and that this legislation be adopted without a further

extension of the "freeze" scheduled to expire on December 31 of

this year.

The taxation of in-kind economic benefits or "fringe

benefits" received in connection with the performance of
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services has been a continual source of confusion and diffi-

culty for our federal income tax system. Although section

61 of the Internal Revenue Code defines "gross income" as

all income from whatever source derived, in practice many

fringe benefits have not been taxed. In many instances,

these benefits have escaped taxation simply as a result of

uneven administration of the tax law and through reliance on

the audit lottery. In other instances, benefits have been

excluded based on an Internal Revenue Service administrative

interpretation that the particular benefit was not taxable.

This authority has generally constituted an ad hoc exercise

of administrative discretion rather than the application of

consistent underlying logical principles.

The absence of a clear statement of the principles that

distinguish taxable and nontaxable fringe benefits fosters

inconsistent administration of the statute. Too much has

been requested of the discretion of Internal Revenue Service

field personnel during the audit process. In some cases, the

taxation of F':inge benefits has received great emphasis in

the audit process, while in others the treatment of fringe

benefits has not been raised. In cases where fringe bene-

fits have been raised, it has not been unusual for the same

benefit to be treated differently from one audit jurisdic-
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tion to another. The resulting uncertainty has forced tax-

payers to resort to speculative determinations in planning

and reporting benefits arising out of the performance of

services. Further, similarly situated taxpayers are being

treated differently depending on whether or not the existing

rules, such as they are, are being followed. While it

is difficult to quantify the magnitude of the problem,

there can be little doubt that the general state of confusion

and uncertainty has contributed to an overall perception of

unfairness and lack of confidence in our federal tax system.

The negative impact on taxpayer confidence is far more

significant than any revenue loss or gain associated with

taxing or not taxing fringe benefits.

Extension of the moratorium on fringe benefit regula-

tions beyond December 31, 1983, will result in a continua-

tion of this confusion and uncertainty to the detriment of

the federal tax system.

The Treasury Department recognized the desirability of

a comprehensive and uniform set of rules for the taxation of

non-statutory fringe benefits as early as 1975, when it

published a "discussion draft" of proposed regulations.

While stated in terms of general principles, the effect of
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the discussion draft would have been to codify the existing treat-

ment of most fringe benefits. After generating substantial controversy,

the draft was withdrawn in December, 1976. A subsequent announcement

of intention to propose regulations by the Commissioner of Internal

Revenue in March of 1977 led to a Congressional freeze on new fringe

benefit regulations. That freeze has been extended from time to time,

but it is currently set to expire on December 31, 1983.

Since 1975, several professional groups have recommended compre-

hensive solutions to the fringe benefit problem, either by legislation

or regulations. The ABA proposel, calling for adoption of legis-

lation, was approved in August, 1980. A copy together with the

explanatory report is attached to this statement. Further, the ABA

Tax Section is available to provide assistance and technical advice on

statutory language.

A basic policy question is whether the fringe benefits problem

should be solved by legislation, regulation, or by audit and court

decision. The American Bar Association recommends a legislative

solution for two reasons. First, as a matter of principle, a tax

policy issue of such large dimensions and involving so many taxpayers

should be resolved through the legislative process. Only Congress

can make the difficult tax policy judgments. The experience of the

past eight years is itself an argument that the regulatory, audit, and

court processes cannot deal with-the problem most equitably and
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efficiently. Second, the uncertainties and confusion that presently

exist are in part a result of the conflict between the broad language

of section 61 of the Code and various administrative regulations and

rulings authorizing the exclusion of certain fringe benefits. That

fundamental conflict will not be eliminated by regulations or audit

solutions. A course of litigation is not efficient.

The fringe benefit issue involves complex questions of tax

policy, which are particularly difficult in their present historical

context. Issues that at one time could have been dealt with easily

are complicated by long-standing administrative interpretation or

unchallenged and widely held perceptions that a particular benefit is

not taxable. The Association's recommendation addresses this histori-

cal problem by fashioning a series of rules that, to the extent possi-

ble in a comprehensive proposal, preserves the status quo regarding

taxation of fringe benefits and is fair, simple, easy to administer,

and does not erode the present tax base. Safeguards against abuse

have been provided.

The ABA proposal establishes a general rule that a fringe benefit

is to be included in gross income unless it is covered by one of four

exclusionary rules. First, a fringe benefit would be excludable from

gross income if (a) it is incident to the employer's trade or business,
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(b) it is provided on a nondiscriminatory basis, and (c) the margin-

al or incremental cost of providing the benefit is insubstantial.

Second, a fringe benefit would be excludable from gross income if it

is provided primarily for the benefit of the employer rather than the

employee. Third, insubstantial fringe benefits would not be includable

in gross income if they are not provided on a frequently recurring

basis. And finally, there is a technical rule that clarifies that

the value of certain employer-furnished recreational facilities are

excluded from gross income when the costs of furnishing such facilities

qualify for deduction under existing rules. If a fringe benefit does

not meet one of the four standards for exclusion, the amount includable

in gross income would be equal to the excess of the fair market value

of the benefit over the amount paid for the benefit by the recipient.

I will now discuss the three principal exclusionary rules in

more detail.

Exclusion for Mass Benefits Incident to a Trade or Business

The first exclusion would be for nondiscriminatory benefits

that are incident to the employer's trade or business and are available

without any substantial marginal or incremental cost to the employer.

These are often referred to as "mass-benefits". Examples of fringe

benefits that would often qualify for exclusion under this rule are

airline or railroad transportation passes, tuition remission programs,
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and retail store discounts. In each case the benefit can be made

available to the employee ac no significant marginal cost to the

employer and the good, service, or facility is an inherent part of

the employer's business. These benefits would qualify for exclusion

under the ABA's proposal as long as they are provided in a nondis-

criminatory manner.

It is inappropriate to impose a tax based on prevailing market

values on an employee who simply avails himself of goods or services

that are available because of the nature of the employer's business.

In many such cases the decision to use or forego such a benefit is

casual and sporadic. The subjective value of the fringe benefit to

the employee may be substantially less than its objective market value.

The principal effect of imposing a tax on the basis of the fair market

value of such a benefit is to discourage employees from using the

benefit. This contrasts with a benefit that is not incident to the

employer's business, and which is much more likely to be viewed as

compensation both by the employer and the employee. In these circum-

stances, the subjective value of the benefit to the employee probably

comes close to its objective market value.

The abuse potential of this exclusion would be limited by

requirements that the benefit be made available on a nondiscriminatory

basis and that the marginal cost incurred by the employer-in providing

all such benefits may not be substantial in relation to the total cash

compensation paid to all employees eligible to receive the benefits.
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A service or product provided by an employer would be

considered incident to the business of the employer if it is

provided .primarily to persons dealing with the employer in

the ordinary course of its business, or if it is available

because it is otherwise necessary or appropriate to the

accomplishment of the employer's business objectives. Use

of a facility made available by an employer would be considered

incident to the employer's business if the facility is owned

or controlled by the employer for purposes necessary or

appropriate to the conduct of its trade or business, as

opposed to primarily for the personal benefit of employees.

The proposal defines the marginal cost of a fringe

benefit as the cost incurred by the employer that would

not have been incurred but for the fact that the benefit

was provided. The marginal cost of a fringe benefit would

not include any loss of revenue actually or potentially

suffered by the employer as a result of providing the benefit.

Moreover, it would be determined without reference to any

of the employer's fixed costs, except fixed costs that are

included in the cost of inventory following the method of account-

ing used by the employer for tax purposes. The proposal

contemplates that the Service would issue regulations on the

computation of marginal costs.
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Even though a benefit is incident to the employer's

trade or business, it would not be excluded from gross income

by the ABA recommendation unless it is made available to a

reasonable classification of individuals established by

the employer. The establishment of reasonable classifications

would be permitted in recognition of the fact that it may be

inappropriate to make certain benefits available to all

individuals. Whether a classifications reasonable would

be judged by reference to all the facts and circumstances.

Factors'such as age, length of service, and job classification

should be taken into consideration. A classification would

be unreasonable if its effect would be to discriminate in

favor of officers, shareholders or other owners, or highly

compensated individuals.

Exclusion for Benefits Provided for the Benefit of the Employer

The policy basis for excluding items provided primarily

for the benefit of the employer, as opposed to the employee,

is that such items are generally not compensatory in nature.

The fact that an employee'might derive some incidental personal

benefit or enjoyment from a benefit should not result in its

value being included in his gross income.

Whether a fringe benefit is provided primarily for the

benefit of the employer is a question of fact, requiring an

22-664 O-83--12
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analysis of the circumstances under which the benefit is

provided, including whether the benefit is available to a

broad cross-section of employees, whether it is basically a-

condition of employment, and whether it is intended primarily

to further the employer's business objectives, other than

paying compensation.

Examples of benefits that would fall within the general

scope of this exclusion are bodyguards and transportation

provided to and from job sites through dangerous areas,

employment agency fees paid by an employer and supper money

provided for employees who occasionally work abnormal hours.

Exclusion for Benefits of Nominal Value

Benefits of nominal value should be excluded from Cross

income because' the cost of accounting for such benefits and

enforcing a policy of inclusion is not justified by the

small amount of additional tax revenue involved. A benefit

should be considered of nominal value, and thus nontaxable,

if its fair market value is not more than $50 or the value

is unknown, but is so small that accounting for it is

unreasonable or administratively impractical. To prevent

abuse, the recommendation also provides that a benefit cannot

be provided on a frequently recurring basis and remain exempt

under this de minimis rule. Some thought was given to
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imposing an aggregate annual limitation of $500 for de minimis

benefits, but the idea was rejected because it would defeat

the purpose of the de minimis exclusion by making it necessary

--to account for all benefits of nominal value to determine

whether the aggregate limitation had been exceeded.

Valuation of Includable Fringe Benefits

Under the ABA's recommendation, a fringe benefit that

does not fall within one of the categories of excludable

benefits would be includable in gross income. The amount to

be included in gross income- would be the excess of the fair

market value of the benefit over the amount, if any, paid

for the benefit.

The proper measure of value of an otherwise includable

benefit is perhaps the most difficult policy determination

that must be made in fashioning an approach to the taxation

of in-kind benefits. Other professional groups have proposed

that the valuation of fringe benefits for federal income tax

purposes be based on cost, or even marginal cost, principally

on grounds of simplicity and ease of administration.

Simplicity and ease of administration are important policy goals.

but we believe that the proponents of cost valuation overstate

the complexities of market valuation compared to cost.

To some degree, both measures are arbitrary and clearly both
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have their complexities. However, the use of a fair market

value standard has the virtue of being consistent with the

method traditionally applied fot most other purposes under

the Internal Revenue Code. To the extent that the fringe

benefits are taxed as c-mparable to the receipt of cash,

valuation based on objective fair market value is the most

fair. Balancing the objectives of easy administration,

consistency with other Code provisions, and fairness among

taxpayers, the ABA recommends that taxable fringe benefits

be valued at fair market value when determining whether the

benefit is excludable under the de minimis rule and when

determining the amount includable in gross income.

The ABA's proposal applies to any fringe benefit

provided in connection with the performance of services,

not merely to benefits provided by an employer for its

common-law employees. Thus, benefits received by an

independent contractor would be taxable in accordance

with the principles of our recommendation, as would any

benefits received by the family or friends of the indi-

vidual who performed services for the person who provided

the fringe benefit. Such treatment is consistent with the

principles of section 83 of the Code. The proposal would also

apply to fringe benefits received by a partner from his

partnership.
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The recommendation is not intended to have any effect upon

the tax treatment of fringe benefits specifically dealt with by

other provisions of the Code, including qualified plans, group term

life insurance, health and accident plans, and legal-service plans.

In addition, any benefit that constitutes a transfer of property,

which is not excludable under our proposal, would remain subject

to section 83 of the Code.

The ABA proposal relates only to the amount of income

which must be recognized by recipients of fringe benefits.

Deductions available to the providers of benefits would

continue to be governed by existing provisions of the Code

and regulations.

The recommendation dois not specify the tax treatment

of particular fringe benefits. Although specific treatment

of particular benefits might result in somewhat greater

certainty with respect to those particular benefits, it is

not possible to anticipate all the items that might now or

at some time in the future be provided as fringe benefits.

Moreover, particular fringe benefits might properly be taxable

under some circumstances, but not under other circumstances.

Accordingly, the ABA proposal is limited to a statement
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of general principles under which the tax consequences of

the receipt of a fringe benefit are to be determined. It

is a viable way to distinguish between taxable and non-

taxable fringe benefits that is fair, simple, easy to

administer, does not erode the present tax base, and

remains generally consistent with long-established practices.

ABA's general approach is similar to the discussion

draft prepared by the House Ways and Means Committee Task

Force on Fringe Benefits early in 1979. The main difference

is that the Task Force draft includes an overall $1,000

aggregate limitation on excludable benefits. Benefits

for the convenience of the employer and de minimis benefits

would not count toward this limitation.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to

participate in these hearings, and once again offer the

technical expertise of the ABA Section of Taxation to

assist you in any way possible.
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TO AMEND THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE OF 1954 TO SET
FORTH RULES FOR THE TAXATION OF FRINGE BENEFITS.

RESOLUTIONS
RESOLVED that the American Bar Association recommends to the

Congress that the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 be amended to provide
(1) that the value of a fringe benefit shall be excluded from gross income if
(a) the benefit is incident to the employer's business and is provided on a
nondiscriminatory basis at no substantial marginal cost, (b) it is provided
primarily for the benefit of the employer, (c) the expense of supplying the
benefit is excepted from the requirements of section 274(a) by section
274(e)(5), or (d) it is not provided on a frequently recurring basis and its
fair market value Is either not more than fifty dollars or is so small as to
make accounting for it unreasonable or administratively impractical: and
(2) that the excess of the fair market value of a taxable fringe benefit over
the amount paid therefor shall be included inthe gross income of the
individual who performed the services on account ot" which the benefit
was made available:

FURTHER RESOLVED that the Section of Taxation is directed to
urge on the proper committees of the Congress amendments which will
achieve the foregoing results.
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REPORT

Summary
Although section 61 broadly defines gross income as all income from

whatever source derived, certain kinds of benefits arising out of the em-
ployment relationship traditionally have not been reported as gross in.
come. Various Code provisions, regulations, rulings, and court decisions
provide authority for the omission of some of these benefits from gross
income. Many benefits, however, are not the subject of any specific au-
thority, and this lack of authority has resulted in inconsistent treatment of
simiiabyitems-b the Internal Revenue Service.

It is recommended (1) that taxpayers be permitted to exclude from
gross income the value of a fringe benefit if (a) the benefit is incident to the
employer's business and is provided on a nondiscriminatory basis at no
substantial marginal cost, (b) it is provided primarily for the benefit of the
employer rather than the employee, (c) the expense of supplying the
benefit is excepted from the requirements of section 274(a).by section

,'274(e)(5), or (d) it is provided only infrequently and its fair market value is
either not more than fifty dollars or is so small as to make accounting for it
unreasonable or impractical; and (2) that the amount includible in gross
income with respect to a taxable fringe benefit be determined by reference
to the fair market value of such benefit.

Discussion
Section 61 broadly defines gross income as "all income from whatever

source derived, including. . . compensationn for services, including
fees, commissions, and similar items." Moreover, Reg. 1 1.61-2(d)(1)
provides that property or services received as compensation must be
included in income at fair market value. This language has been cited by
the frvite and the courts in determining that various employee fringe
benefits constitute income to the recipient. See, e.g., Silverman v. Com.
missioner, 253 F.2d 849 (8th Cir. 1958) (wife's expenses on foreign trip);
Vierling, Jr. v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo 1969-116 (automobile); Bell
Electric Co. v. Commissioner, 45 T.C. 158 (1965), acq. 1966-2 C.B. 4
(trips abroad for sales performance). -

Congress has by statute excluded from gross income certain economic
benefits received by employees as a result of the employment relation-
ship. Examples of such nontaxable benefits include group term life insur-
ance coverage, employer provided health insurance, meals and lodging
furnished for the convenience of the employer, and group legal services
plans. Sections 79. 105, 119, and 120.

In addition, and notwithstanding the broad language of section 61 and
the regulations thereunder, other items of economic benefit received by
employees as a result of the employment relationship traditionally have
not been classified as gross income even though there is no applicable
statutory exclusion. For example, the Service ruled in 1921 that passes
issued by a railroad company to its employees and their dependents, to
be used when not on company business, did not result in gross income.
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O.D. 946, 4 C.B. 110 (1921). In Rev. Rul. 59-58, 1959-1 C.B. 17, the
Service ruled that merchandise of nominal value, such as turkeys, hams,
and similar items, could be distributed as Christmas gifts by an employer
to his employees without income tax consequences to the employees. It
has also been held that the recipient of a low-interest or interest-free loan
from his employer is not in receipt of gross income. Dean v. Commis-
sioner, 35 T.C. 1083 (1961), nonacq. 1973-2 C.B. 4; Zager v. Commis-
sioner, 72 T.C. No. 82 (Sept. 5, 1979); Creel v. Commissioner, 72 T.C.
No. 97 (Sept. 25, 1979). (For the sake of convenience, references in this
discussion to "fringe benefits" relate only to those benefits which are not
specifically dealt with by statute under present law.)

The absence of a clear statement of the principles which distinguish
taxable fringe benefits from those which are not taxable has resulted in
inconsistent administration of the statute. In some cases the taxation of
fringe benefits has received great emphasis in the audit process, while in
others the question of fringe benefits has not been raised. The uncertainty
caused by the absence of guidelines and the uneven administration of the
statutelorces taxpayers to resort to speculative determinations in plan-
ning and reporting benefits arising out of the performance of services.

The question of fringe benefit taxation has drawn increasing interest
during the last four years from both the executive and legislative branches
of government. In September, 1975, a "discussion draft" of proposed
regulations relating to the taxation of fringe benefits was published in the
Federal Register. 40 Fed. Reg. 41118 (1975). These draft regulations were
described as an attempt to rationalize the existng treatment of fringe
benefits and to provide additional rules for the future. In general, the
discussion draft would have continued the t': exempt status of a number
of fringe benefits, but would have required taxation of certain benefits
which are typically provided at the executive level and involve substantial
amounts.

No action was taken with respect to the discussion draft until De-
cember, 1976. At that time, the Service submitted a package of draft
revenue rulings dealing with the fringe benefit question for Treasury De.
partment review. The draft revenue rulings would have represented a
significant departure from the direction taken in the discussion draft of
proposed regulations. The revenue rulings were never issued, and thr
discussion draft was withdrawn.

In March, 1977, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue stated that pro-
posed regulations dealing with fringe benefits would be issued the follow.
ing summer. Asa-result, a number of bills intended to-prevent the Service
from issuing regulations or rulings concerning fringe benefits were intro-
duced in the Congress. No fringe benefit regulations or rulings were is-
sutd, presumably as a result of the expressed congressional interest, and
the freeze was formalized in Pub. L. No. 95-427 (Oct. 7, 1978), which
initially prohibited the issuance of(1) final regulations before January 1,
1980, or (2) proposed or final regulations which have an effective date
before January 1, 1980, on the subject. The freeze was extended until June
30, 1981 by Pub. L. No. 96-167 (Dec. 29, 1979).

Congressional interest in the subject of fringe benefits was also evi-
denced by the creation of a Task Force on Employee Fringe Benefits by
the Ways and Means Committee in June, 1978. The Task Force went out
of existence on January 2, 1979. without making any specific recom.
mendations; however, the Task Force did submit a discussion draft and
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report prepared by its staff to the Chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee. Under this staff report, a fringe benefit would be excludible
from income if it met any one of several tests, including (1) a "conve.
nience of the employer" test, (2) a de minimis test, or (3) a "general
guidelines" test involving nondiscrimination, marginal costs, and value
received by the employee.

In April of 1979, the Federal Taxation Division of the American Insti-
tute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) published Fringe Benefits:
A Proposal for the Future, recommending that legislation be enacted to
exclude from taxation benefits which exist incidentally to an employer's
business and which are provided to employees on a nondiscriminatory
basis at no substantial additional cost to the employer. In addition, the
AICPA proposal would exclude from taxation de Jinimis benefits, as
well as benefits which (1) are considered part of the working conditions
and have a proximate relation to work performed, (2) accommodate an
important business requirement of the employer, -or (3) are provided
primarily to insure the employee's safety. If a fringe benefit is includible
in income, the AICPA proposal recommends that it be valued at the lower
of its incremental cost or fair market value. However, if the benefit is
provided primarily for the personal use of the employee, allocated cost
would be substituted for incremental cost. The AICPA proposal would
apply only to common-law employees and not apply to independent con.
tractors or partners.

The Recommendation has been prepared with the conviction that, al.
though reasonable opinions differ greatly on how best to treat fringe bene-
fits, the American Bar Association ought at this time to play a part in the
current process of developing new rules in the area. The underlying prin-
ciple of the Recommendation is that not all items of economic benefit
received in connection with the performance of services should be con.
sidered gross income for tax purposes. Notwithstanding the broad lan-
guage of section 61 and certain statements made by the Supreme Court in
such cases as Commissioner v. Smith, 324 U.S. 177 (1945), there appears
to be general agreement among. those who have considered the subject
that iome-items received in the employment context should be excluded
fronegross income. The Recommendation represents an effort to distin-
guish between taxable and nontaxable fringe benefits on a basis which
meets the objectives of simplicity, ease of administration, and fairness.
The existence of long-established practices with respect to certain fringe
benefits has also been given major weight in developing the Recommenda.
tion, primarily in cases where an abrupt departure from such a practice
might be especially unfair to taxpayers who might have relied upon the
established tax treatment of those benefits.

The Recommendation establishes a general rule under which a fringe
benefit would be included in gross income unless it is covered by one of
four specific exclusionary rules and prescribes the method of valuin
includible fringe benefits. Under the first exclusionary rule, a fringe bene-
fit would be excludible from gross income if it is incident to the em-
ployer's trade or business, it Is provided on a nondiscriminatory basis,
and the marginal cost of providing the benefit is insubstantial. Second, a
fringe benefit would also be excluded from gross income if it is provided
primarily for the benefit of the employer rather than the employee. Third,
a fringe benefit would be excludible from gross income if the expense of
supplying the benefit is excepted from the requirements of section 274(a)
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by section 274(ex5). Finally, the value of a fringe benefit would not be
includible in an employee's gross income if the benefit is of insubstantial
value and is not provided on a frequently recurring basis.

Ifa fringe benefit does not meet one of the standards forexclusion, the
amount includible in gross income would equal the excess of the fair
market value of the benefit over the amount paid therefor.

The first exclusionary rule established by the Recommendation is for
benefits which are incident to the employer's trade or business and are
available without any substantial marginal cost to the employer. The un-
derlying rationale for this exclusion is that it is inappropriate to impose a
tax based on prevailing market values on an employee who simply avails
himself of goods or services which are available because of the nature of
the employer's business. In many such cases the subjective value of the
fringe benefit to the employee is substantially less than its fair market
value, and the principal effect of imposing a tax on the basis of the fair
market value of such a benefit is to discourage employees from enj6ying
the benefit. A benefit not incident to the employer's business, however, is
clearly'much more likely to be intended as compensation, and is also more
likely to be provided as a result of pressure from employees to whom the
subjective value of the benefit more closely approximates its fair market
value. The potential for abuse of this exclusion is limited by the require-
ment that the marginal cost incurred by the employer in providing all such
benefits may not be substantial in relation to the total cash compensation
paid to all employees eligible to receive the benefits and by the require.
meint that the benefit be made available on a nondiscriminatory basis.

An employee's receipt of a service provided by an employer is consid-
ered incident to the business of the employer if such service is provided
primarily to persons dealing with the employer in the ordinary course of
its business, or if it is available because it is necessary or appropriate to
the accomplishment of the employer's business objectives. An er-
ployee's receipt or use of a good or a facility made available by an em-
ployer is considered incident to the employer's business if such good or
facility is owned or controlled by the employer for purposes necessary or
appropriate to the conduct of its trade or business rather than primarily
for the personal benefit of employees. Whether a fringe benefit is incident
to the business of the employer is, of course, a question of fact to be
determined on a case-by-case basis.

The marginal cost of a fringe benefit is the Incremental cost incurred by
the employer in providing the benefit. Stated another way, the marginal
cost of a fringe benefit Is the cost incurred by the employer which would
not have been incurred but for the fact that the benefit was provided. The
marginal cost of a fringe benefit does not include any loss of revenue
actually or potentisly suffered by the employer as a result of providing
the benefit. In accordance with generally accepted principles of econom-
ics and accounting, fixed costs are not ordinarily included in the computa-
tion of the marginal cost of a fringe benefit. Instead, marginal cost is
determined by reference to the variable (or direct) costs associated with
the fringe benefit, under regulations to be developed by the Service. Fixed
costs are, however, included in determining the marginal cost of an inven-
tory item provided to an employee as a fringe benefit if such costs are
included in the cost of inventory pursuant to the method of accounting
used by the employer for tax purposes.

Even though a benefit Is incident to the employer's trade or business, it
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would not be excluded from gross income under the Recommendation
unless it is made available to a reasonable classification of individuals
established by the employer. The establishment of reasonable classifica-
tions would be permitted in-recognition of the fact that it may be inappro-
priate to make certain benefits available to all individuals. Whether a
classification is reasonable would be judged by reference to all the facts
and circumstances, but it is expected that such factors as age, length of
service, and job classification may be taken into consideration. A classifi-
cation would not be considered reasonable, however, if its effect would be
to discriminate in favor of officers, shareholders or other owners, or
highly compensated individuals.

Items provided primarily for the benefit of the employer rather than that
of the employee would be excluded from gross income because such items
are generally not compensatory in nature. The fact that an employee
might derive some incidental personal benefit or enjoyment from such a
benefit should not result in its value being included ia.bis gross income.

Whether a fringe benefit is provided primarily for the benefit of the
employer is a question of fact which would require an analysis of all of the
circumstances under which the benefit is provided. No single fact or
combination of fqcts would be conclusive. Among the factors that should
be taken into consideration are whether the benefit is available to a broad
cross-section of employees, is basically a condition of employment, and
whether the benefit is intended primarily to facilitate the accomplishment
of the employer's business objectives other than the objective of paying
compensation.

The proposed statutory language does not enumerate specific benefits
covered by the benefit-of-the-employer rule. A number of benefits, how-
ever, are believed generally to fall within the scope of the exclusion. For
example, the provision of bodyguards and transportation to and from job
sites through dangerous areas would be nontaxable to the employee be-
cause of the employer's need to protect its personnel. Employment
agency fees paid by an employer would be nontaxable because such fees
are intended not as compensation to the employee, but instead as com-
pensation to the employment agency for providing the employer with
nece.urm employees. Supper money provided by an employer for em-
ployees who occasionally work abnormal hours would be considered non-
taxable because it is provided primarily to secure needed services at an
unusual hour, rather than to compensate the employee for such services.
The value of employer-provided training and education which is job-
related would be excludible from gross income because such benefits are
provided by the employer primarily to improve the conduct of the em-
ployer's business.

The third exclusionary rule under the Recommendation is-that any
benefit exempt from the requirements of section 274(a) by section
274(e)(5) would not be included in gross income. Section 274(a) generally
disallows a deduction for any expense incurred in connection with ac-
tivities involving entertainment, amusement, or recreation, unless the
taxpayer establishes a close relationship between the expenditure and his
trade or business. With certain exceptions, expenditures incurred for a
facility used in connection with such an activity are disallowed without
r-gard to the P.dlationship between the use of the facility and the em-
ployer's business. Section 274(eX5), however, exempts from the rules of
section 274(a) expenses for recreational, social, or similar activities (in-
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cluding facilities therefor) primarily for the benefit of employees. In order
to come under the ambit of section 274(e)(5), the activity or facility must
primarily benefit those employees who are not officers, shareholders or
other owners, or highly compensated individuals. In view of the fact that
these benefits have previously been singled out for special treatment in
determining the employer's deduction, it is deemed appropriate also to
provide for special treatment in determining the tax consequences of their
receipt.

Benefits of nominal value would be excludible from gross income be-
cause the cost to employers and employees of accounting for such bene.
fits and the cost to the government of enforcing a policy of inclusion is not
justified in view of the small amount of additional tax revenue involved.
There is widespread agreement that such an exclusion is both necessary
and appropriate, and the only disagreement concerns the details of such
an exclusion. Under the Recommendation, a benefit would be considered
to be of nominal value, and thus nontaxable, if its fair market value either
is not more than fifty dollars or is so small as to make accounting for it
unreasonable or administratively impractical. In order to prevent abuse,
the Recommendation also provides that a benefit cannot be provided on a
frequently recurring basis and remain exempt under the de minimis rule.
Consideration was given to the imposition of an aggregate annual limita-
tion of five hundred dollars for de minimis benefits, but this approach was
rejected because it would have defeated the purpose of the de minimis
exclusion by making it necessary to account for all benefits of nominal
value to determine whether the aggregate limitation had been exceeded.
Of course, whether a benefit is provided on a frequently recurring basis
during the taxable year is a question of fact which must be determined on
a case-by-case basis.

A number of other possible exclusions were considered but were omit.
ted from the final text of the Recommendation. A proposed exclusion for
benefits tending to promote socially desirable objectives was omitted be.
cause of the difficulty of defining which objectives would fall within it. An
exclusion for such. benefits as might be specified in regulations to be
issued by the Secretary was omitted because of the belief that it would
constitute an inappropriate delegation of legislative authority to the
executive branch.

A fringe benefit that does not fall within one of the four categories of
excludible benefits discussed above would be includible in gross income.

The selection of a valuation method to determine the amount includible
in gross income has proved the most controversial aspect of the subject of
taxation of fringe benefits. The two methods with the firmest theoretical
and practical foundation are marginal cost and fair market value.

Marginal cost has not been in general use as a method of valuation for
tax fOurposes. In the case of subsidized employee cafeterias, however, the
Service has assessed deficiencies based on gross income measured by the
excess over receipts from employees of the cafeteria's costs of operation,
rather than by the excess over receipts of the fair marketusalue of meals
served. Although it cannot be said that marginal cost is always easily
determinable, it may, in Some cases, be easier than fair market value to
determine objectively. In most instances cost information is readily avail-
able from an employer's books and records. The ability to make an objec-
tive determination is particularly important to the employer, since it is the
employer who must implement any withholding or reporting require-
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ments applicable to a fringe benefit. The cost to an employer of providing
a fringe benefit is, moreover, especially relevant to the question whether
the benefit is more in the nature of a nontar.able gift than taxable com-
pensation, since in determining whether to make a gift to employees, the
employer Is likely to be more concerned with the cost incurred than with
the economic value of the benefit to the employee. Moreover, if an item
can be provided at little-or no cost it is less likely to be compensatory in
nature.

The determination of "fair market value," on the other hand, is often
difficult and frequently results in controversy and litigation. The fact ihat
many fringe benefits have no close counterpart in the marketplace simply
aggravates the difficulty of determining fair market value. The use of a fair
market value standard of valuation, however, has the virtue of being
consistent with the method traditionally applied for most other purposes
under the Code. To the extent that receipt of a fringe benefit is equivalent
to the receipt of cash compensation, the imposition of.ptax based on the
amount that the recipient would have to pay for the benefit on an arm's-
length basis is not unfair. Applying a fair market value standard usually
results in a higher taxable amount than applying a marginal cost standard.

Recognizing that persuasive arguments can be made in support of either
the fair market value method or the marginal cost method, and giving due
consideration to the objectives of ease of administration, consistency with
other Code provisions, and fairness among taxpayers, the Recommenda-
tion provides that a fringe benefit would be valued at fair market value
both for purposes of determining whether the benefit is excludibl-under
the de minimis rule and for purposes of determining the amount includible
in gross income with respect to a taxable fringe benefit.

The Recommendatioi-provides that an employee or his beneficiary
must actually receive a fringe benefit in order to be taxable with respect to
it. Accordingly, an employee would not be deemed to be in constructive
receipt of gross income simply because a fringe benefit was available;
rather, he would have to make use of the benefit before he would be
required to report additional gross income.

The Recommendation would apply to any fringe benefit provided in
conneion.with the performance of services, not merely to benefits pro.
vided by an employer for its common-law employees. Thus, benefits re-
ceived by an independent contractor would be taxable in accordance with
the principles of the Recommendation, as would be any benefits received
by the family or friends of the individual who performed services for the
employer which provided the fringe benefit. Such treatment is, of course,
consistent with the principles of section 83. The Recommendation would
also apply, under regulations to be issued, to benefits provided by an
employer to employees of another employer in the same or a related
industry under an agreement or established practice. In addition, the Rec-
ommendation provides for the issuance of regulations determining the
extent to which the term "employer" shall be limited to a particular
business of the employing person "such as a division" or expanded to
include persons related to the employing person within the meaning of
section 482.

The Recommendation would also apply to a fringe benefit received by a
partner from his partnership. Regulations should be issued to clarify the
fact that an includible fringe benefit is to be treated as a guaranteed
payment under section 707(c).
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The Recommendation is not intended to have any effect upon the tax
treatment of any fringe benefit which is specifically dealt with by another
provision of the Code, qualified plans, group term life insurance, health
and accident plans, and legal services plans. In addition, any benefit
which constitutes a transfer of property and which is not excludible under
the Recommendation would remain subject to section 83.

The Recommendation relates only to the amount of income required to
be recognized by the employee. Any deduction available to an employer
would continue to be governed by existing provisions of the Code and
regulations. Accordingly, the employer's deduction generally would equal
the costs incuired in providing a fringe benefit.

As noted above, the Recommendation does not attempt to specify the
tax treatment of particular fringe benefits. Although specific treatment of
particular benefits might result in somewhat greater certainty with respect
to those particular benefits, it is not possible to anticipate, and thus deal
with, all of the possible items which might now or hereafter be provided as
fringe benefits. Moreover, a fringe benefit might pdperly be taxable
under spme circumstances, but not others. Accordingly, the Recom-
mendation is limited to a statement of general principles under which the
tax consequences of the receipt of a fringe benefit are to be determined.

The proposed statutory language does not deal with the withholding
questions which arise in connection with fringe benefits, but it is recon-
mended that includible fringe benefits not be subject to withholding or
other payroll tax requirements. However, the fair market value of any
includible fringe benefits should be reportable as "other income" on
Form W-2 or, with respect to nonemployees, on Form 1099 or Schedule
K-I, as appropriate. Improper reporting or nonreporting should be sub-
ject to appropriate penalties (higher than existing law) either in the form of
appropriate monetary penalties or, in aggravated cases, disallowance of
deductions.
- The general approach of the Recommendation is very similar to the
proposals of the Joint Staff Task Force and the Federal Tax Division of
the AICPA. However, the Recommendation differs from these two pro-
posals in several important respects. The principal differences between
the Recommendation and the Joint Staff proposal are that the Recom.
mendation does not provide for an overall "insubstantial" limitation on
excludible benefits. The principal difference between the Recommenda.
tion and the AICPA proposal is that the Recommendation would value all
includible benefits at fair market value rather than the lower of cost or
value as under the AICPA proposal. Further, the AICPA proposal defines
benefits which are incident to the employer's business more narrowly
than the Recommendation to include only facilities, goods and services
which are produced, held for sale or furnished to the employer's custom.
ers.- In addition, the AICPA proposal applies only to common-law em-
ployees and not independent contractors and partners. The Recommenda-
tion also differs from the two other proposals by providing a specific fifty
dollar limitation in addition to the more subjective de minimis standard.

The Section of Taxation has no earlier recommendation that is related
to this Recommendation.

No member of the originating committee or of the Council of the Sec-
tion of Taxation is known to have a material interest in the Recommenda.
tion by virtue of a specific employment or engagement to obtain the result
of the Recommendation. It is recommended that the amendment be given

only prospective application. In that case, clients would not be affected in
any pending matter.

CHARLU M. WALKER, Chairman
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Appendix B3

APPLICATION OF PRESENT LAW AND
TAX SECTION LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATION

TO THE TAXATION OF SPECIFIED FRINGE BENEFITS

Example (1). A commercial airline makes transportation
passes available to all of its employees. A nominal service
charge is imposed for each pass. A pass entitles the
employee, or any member of the employee's family, space-
available transportation on any regularly scheduled flight
of the airline. The number of passes available to an
employee depends on his or her length of service. Upon
completion of three years of service, an employee is en-
titled to an unlimited number of passes.

Present Law. The value of these passes is potentially
subject to taxation under section 61 of the Code. Adminis-
tratively, the value gf such passes is generally considered
excludible from the employee's gross income under an ex-
tension of O.D. 946, 4 C.B. 110 (1921), the Treasury ruling
dealing with railway passes.

Tax Section Recomuendation. The value of the trans-
portation passes is excludibli from the employee's gross
income under subsection (b) of the Recomuendation. The
benefit is *incident" to the employer's, business because it
consists of the use of property owned or controlled by the
employer primarily for purposes necessary or appropriate to
the conduct of itsjbusiness, other than the purpose of
paying compensation. Since the employees travel only on
regularly scheduled flights, on a space-available basis, the
marginal costs of providing the personal service benefit is
insubstantial. Finally, the personal service benefit is
made available in a nondiscriminatory manner. The value of
any passes made available to a family member is also exclud-
ible, because of the broad definition of "personal service
benefit' in subsection (f)(1) of the Recommendation.

Example (2). All of the employees of a law firm are
entitled to free parking at a garage located near the law
firm's downtown office. The law firm pays the garage a
monthly fee based upon the number of employees who have
parking privileges for the month. Each employee who wishes
to take advantage of this benefit is issued a parking permit
identical to that issued to other individuals who contract
for parking on a monthly basis.
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Present Law. The fair market value of the parking
privilege would be includible in the gross income of each
employee to whom a parking permit is issued under section 61
of the Code.

Tax Section Reconauendation. The fair market value of
the parking privilege is includible in the gross income of
each employee to whom a parking permit is issued. The
benefit is not incident to the employer's trade or business
nor does it qualify for exclusion under any other provision
of the Recommendation. The fair market value of the parking
rights is determined by reference to the customary price
charged by the garage to its monthly contract customers.

Example (3). An automobile manufacturer employs 10,000
individuals at an assembly plant located on the outskirts of
a metropolitan area. Because sufficient public parking is
unavailable, the automobile manufacturer constructed and
maintains a large parking lot adjacent to its plant for the
use of its employees. No charge is levied for such use.

Present Law. Th value of this free parking is poten-
tially subject to taxation under section 61 of the Code,
although an argument could be made under existing case law
that the value of parking is not subject to tax because the
parking iq essentially a working condition which is provided
primarily for the convenience of the employer. Furthermore,
the value of this benefit might be viewed as de minimis.
Historically, the Internal Revenue Service has not attempted
to tax this specific benefit.

Tax Section Reconunendation. The value of the free
parking provided to the employees is excludible under
subsection (c) of the Recommendation. Under the facts and
circumstances, the parking facility is provided primarily
for the benefit of the employer. The absence of adequate
public parking makes it necessary for the employer to
provide parking in order to obtain the services of the
needed number of employees.

E(4). A corporation maintains an airplane for
the use of its executives on company business. The corpora-
tion also permits executives who are not engaged on company
business to occupy a seat on a business flight if that seat
would otherwise be unoccupied.

Present Law. The fair market value of the flight of
the hitchhiking employee is potentially subject to taxation

28-664 0-88--1
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under section 61 of the Code. This treatment is supported
by the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue's report on the
Examination of President Nixon's Tax Returns for 1969-1972,
93rd Cong., 2d Seas., at 157-168 (Washington: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1974). The value of the flights in
the Nixon case was established with reference to the equival-
ent first-class airfare. The Internal Revenue Service has
not been aggressive in seeking to tax flights made on a
space-available basis.

Tax Section.Recommendation. The fair market value of
the flight is includible in the gross income of an employee
who hitches a ride on the corporate aircraft for nonbusiness
reasons. The opportunity to use the aircraft for personal
purposes is made available-only to a classification which
discriminates in favor of officers, shareholders, or highly
compensated individuals, and thus the value of the benefit
is not excludable under subsection (b) of the Recommenda-
tion. The fair market value of the flight must be deter-
mined on the basis of all the facts and circumstances.

Example (5). An international corporation provides
bodyguard; to certain of its executives living or. traveling
in countries where terrorist acts are a realistic threat.

Present Law. The fair market value of the bodyguards
is potentially subject to taxation under section 61 of the
Code, although a strong argument can be made under existing
cise law that the value of bodyguards-is not subject to
taxation because the bodyguards are essentially a working
condition provided primarily for the benefit of the employer.
The Internal Revenup Service has not attempted to tax this
specific benefit. -

Tax Soction Recommendation. An executive who is
provided with a bodyguard Is notrequired to include the
value of such services in its-gross income. The bodyguard
is deemed to be provided primarily for the benefit of the
employer, since the employer has an overriding business
reason to maintain the safety of its key employees. Al-
though the employee has:an obvious and. substantial interest
in his-own safety, the personal benefit derived prom thie
bodyguard's services is incidental to -the primary business
purpose of the employer.

Example (6). An oil company maintains an employees'
country club. All employees of the corporation are entitled
to use of the club's facilities upon payment of nominal
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monthly dues. A substantial majority of the employees who
are members of the'country club are not officers, Mhare-
holders, or highly compensated individuals.

Present Law. The fair market value of the use of the
country club's facilities is potentially subject to taxation
under section 61 of the Code. Historically, the Internal
Revenue Service has not attempted to tax these type of
benefits.

Tax Section Reconendation. An employee is not required
to include the.fair market value of the use of the country
club's facilities in gross income. The employer's deduction
with respect to the facility is not subject to the require-
ments of section 274(a) pursuant to the provisions of
section 274 (e) (5)., and the benefit is thus excludible under
subsection (b) of the Recommendation.

x ie 7). A corporation which owns and operates a
hotel'in a resort area provides rooms to travel agents at a
substantial discount f;om the regular rate. The travel
agents are not employees of the corporation which owns. and
operates the hotel.

Present Law. The excess of the fair market value of
the hotel room over the amount p4id is potentially subject
to taxation under section 61. Administratively, pthe Internal
Revenue Service has not been aggressive in seeking, to tax
benefits of this nature.

Tax -Section Reconmndation. Tho. excess of the fatr
market value '(i.e. he regular rate) of the. hotel room over
the amount paid by'a travel agent is includible in the
travel agent'l gross income, Under subsection (f),(2) of the
Recommendation, the hoteloperator is not the employer of-'
the travel agent. Accordingly, none of the exclusions .set
forth in the Recommendation apply. ;t should benoted,
however, that the Service is authorized to prescribe regula-
tions which would permit a person-engaged in the same or a
related trade or business as the person. for whom services
are performed to be treated as the employer of the person
rendering services. Thus, the Service could issue regula-
tions which would permit the-hotel -corporation to be treated
as the employer of a travel agent, in which case the value
of the benefit -would be -excludible under sub section (b) of
the Recommendation if it were provided in a nondipcrimina-
tory manner.
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Example (8). A retail clothing store permits all of
its employees to purchase any merchandise held for sale to
customers at a discount of 30% from the regular retail
price. In some individual cases the discounted price is
less than the wholesale price paid for the merchandise by
the employer, but the average discount price exceeds the
average wholesale price for all items of merchandise pur-
chased by employees.

Present Law. The value of the discount is potentially
subject to taxation under section 61 of the Code. Adminis-
tratively, the Internal Revenue Service has not attempted to
tax such benefits.

Tax Section Recommendation. None of the employees are
required to include any amount in income as a result of the
purchase of merchandise at a discount. The discount con-
stitutes a personal service benefit which is incident to the
employer's trade or business, and it is made available on a
nondiscriminatory basis. Although the marginal cost of
certain items of merchandise exceeds the discounted price
paid for those items," the employer's marginal cost of
providing all benefits of the same character to all recip-
ients during the taxable year is zero.

Example (9). An employer purchases season tickets for
the home games of the local professional basketball team.
The tickets are used for the purpose of entertaining custo-
mers and business associates, and the cost of the tickets is
properly deductible under sections 162 and 274. Employees
typically accompany the employer's business associates and
customers at the ggmes.

Present Law. The value of the use of tickets by the
employees is not considered to be includible in gross
income, provided there is a proper business purpose (e.g.
client entertainment) associated with the use.

Tax Section Recommendation. The employees who attend
the basketball games in connection with entertaining the
employer's customers and business associates are not re-
quired to include the value of their tickets in gross
income. The tickets are provided -primarily for the benefit
of the employer. Any personal pleasure derived by the
employee from attending the basketball game is merely
incidental to the employer's business purpose in furthering
its relationship with its associates and customers.
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Example (10). An automobile dealer provides "demon-
strator" automobile* for use by its salesmen. The salesmen
are entitled to use the demonstrators for commuting and
other personal purposes without any obligation to reimburse
the employer with respect to such use.

Present Law. The value of the personal use of the
automobiles subject to taxation under section 61 of the
Code. See, e.g., Dole v. Commissioner, 351 F.2d 308 (1st
Cir. 1965), aff'g per curiam 43 T.C. 697 (1965).

Tax Section Recommendation. The fair market value of
the personal use of the demonstrator automobiles is in-
cludible in the gross income of the salesmen under sub-
section (a) of the Recommendation. The benefit to the
employee from using the automobile for coumuting and other
personal purposes is more than merely incidental to the
employer's business purpose in making the car available.
(The employer's business purpose is sometimes stated to be
the advertising value derived from having the automobile on
the road and thus in .public view).

Examle (11). An employer provides Christmas gifts,
such iis bottlesof inexpensive perfume, pen and pencil sets,
etc., to its employees.

Present Law. The value of de minimis Christmas gifts
has been held to be excludible from gross income by Rev.
Rul. 59-58, 1958-1 C.B. 17.

Tax Section Recommendation. The value of the Christmas
gifts is excludible from gross income under subsection e)
of the Recommendation. The fair market value of each gift
is less than $50, and the benefit is not provided on a
frequently recurring basis during the taxable year.

Example (12). A law firm will prepare a will for any
employee or partner who has completed one year of service.
No charge is imposed for this service.

Present Law. The value of this service is potentially
subject to taxation under section 61 of the Code. Adminis-
tratively, the Internal Revenue Service has not attempted to
tax benefits of this nature in the past.

Tax Section Recommendation. No amount is required to
be included in income with respect to the preparation of a
will for an employee or partner of the law firm. The
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benefit is incident to the employer's trade or business, the
marginal cost of providing the benefit is insubstantial in
relation to the compensation paid to the individuals eligible
to receive the benefit, and the benefit is made available in
a nondiscriminatory manner. If the benefit were made
available only to partners in the law firm, the value of the
service would be includible in the gross income of a partner
for whom a will was prepared, because the classification of
individuals eligible for the benefit would be discriminatory
in favor of owners and highly compensated individuals.

Example (13). A university permits the children of
members of its faculty to attend the university without
charge. In addition, the children of the faculty members
may attend certain other universities without charge under
reciprocal agreements with such other universities.

Present Law. Amounts paid under tuition remission
programs are considered nontaxable scholarships under
section 117 of the Code, by virtue of Treas. Reg. 5 1.117-
3(a). In 1976, the Treasury attempted unsuccessfully to
withdraw this regulation and tax amounts paid under tuition-
remission plans. The attempted withdrawal was revoked in
early 1977.

Tax Section Recommendation. A faculty member is not
required to include any amount in gross income with respect
to his child's tuition-free attendance at the university by
which he is employed, provided that the limitation of the
benefit to members of the faculty does not result in dis-
crimination in favor of highly compensated individuals.
Whether or not suck) discrimination results must be deter-
mined on the basis of all the facts and circumstances. If
no such discrimination exists, the benefit is excludible
under subsection (b) of the Recommendation, because the
benefit is incident to the employer's trade or business and
no substantial marginal cost is incurred by the employer in
making the benefit available. (Of course, it is assumed
that it is unnecessary to hire additional faculty members or
to increase the size of the facilities to accommodate the
children of faculty members.)

The value of the free tuition is includible in the
faculty member's gross income if it is determined that the
benefit is provided to a classification of employees which
discriminates in favor of highly compensated individuals.
In addition, a faculty member must include in gross income
the value of his child's tuition-free attendance at another
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university, regardless of whether the benefit is. provided in
a discriminatory manner. The other university is not
considered the faculty member's employer under the Recommen-
dation, and thus none of the exclusionary provisions apply.
As previously noted, however, the Service is granted the
authority to broaden the definition of the-term "employer",
and thus bring tuition remission programs under reciprocal
agreements within the ambit of the exlusionary rule set
forth in subsection (b) of the Recommendation.

Example (14). A company provides a chauffeur-driven
automobile for transportation to and from work for each of
its officers. The cars also are available to the officers
during the day for trips to and from business appointments.

Present Law. The fair market value of the transporta-
tion to and from work would be includible in the gross
income of each officer to whom the automobile is furnished.
That portion of the use allocable to transportation to and
from business appointments would not be subject to taxation.

Tax Section Recommendation. The fair market value of
the transportation to and from work is includible in gross
income. The opportunity to use the limousines is made
available only to a classification which discriminates in
favor of officers, and thus the value of the benefit is
not excludible under subsection (b) of the Recommendation.
Further, the cost of furnishing these automobiles and
drivers undoubtedly would be considered substantial. The
value of that portion of the use allocable to transporta-
tion to and from business appointments would be considered
as being provided primarily for the benefit of the employer
primarily for the benefit of the employer and not taxable
under subsection (c) of the Recommendation.

Example (15). A large company with its corporate
headquarters aacent to its plant in an industrialized
area of a large city maintains a dining room for its
executives in order to permit them to conduct business
luncheons among themselves and outside persons with whom
the corporation transacts business. The dining room is open
to all executives above a certain level which includes some
non-officers. The executives are required to pay for their
own meals and the price of the meals are established to
recover the full costs of operating the dining room facility.

Present Law. The excess of fair market value over the
cost of the meals is potentially subject to taxation under
section 61 of the Code. The Internal Revenue Service has
not been aggressive in seeking to tax this benefit, presume-
ably because of the administrative burdens and the existence
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of the argument that it serves the business needs of the
employer to have its executives take their meals in this
facility.

Tax Section Recommendation. The dining facility
arguably is necessary and appropriate to the employer's
business and, thus, incident to its trade or business. The
meals are furnished at no additional cost to the employer
and are made available on a nondiscriminatory basis to a
reasonable class of employees which includes some non-
officers. Thus, the bargain portion of the meals should be
excludible from gross income under subsection (b) of the
Recomendation.

Example (16). A manufacturing company maintains a
cafeteria whi-ch-s open to all employees and which serves
meals at prices established to cover the full costs of
operating the cafeteria. The company's plant is located
adjacent to the downtown area of a large facility where
adequate eating facilities are available.

.1'

Present Law. The excess of the fair market value over
the cost of the meals is potentially subject to taxation
under section 61 of the Code. The Internal Revenue Service
has not been aggressive in seeking to tax this benefit,
presumeably because of the administrative burdens.

Tax Section Recommendation. The cafeteria would not be
considered to be incident to the employer's business because
of the existence of nearby alternate eating facilities.
Thus, the benefit -would not be excludible under subsection
(a). The benefit zgight be considered de minimis and excludible
under subsection (e) on the ground that it is so small as to
make accounting for it unreasonable and administratively
impractical except for the fact that the benefit would pre-
sumeably be received by employees on a frequently recurring
basis.
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Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Aidinoff. I only have one, and
that is: Given your freeze or your grandfathering of your existing
contract benefits, and your criteria for taxation or nontaxation of
any other benefits, would you leave that open-ended ad infinitum
as long as they qualified under the outlined circumstances.

Mr. AIDINOFF. We would apply the tests in our proposal both to
past benefits and to future benefits. We really do not see an abuse
when we are talking about nondiscriminatory benefits related to
an employer's trade or business.

Senator WALLOP. But that slightly begs my question. As long as
they met your criteria would you have that open-ended?

Mr. AIDINOFF. I don't know what you mean by the word open-
ended.

Senator WALLOP. Well, I mean is there no limit to what could
be--

Mr. AIDINOFF. We would have no cap on that type of benefit.
Senator WALLOP. No matter what?
Mr. AIDINOFF. No matter what. We don't think that is an abusive

situation.
Senator WALLOP. You can't conceive of a circumstance under

which it would be?
Mr. AIDINOFF. I think that when we reach that type of situation

and have evidence of that type of abuse, at that point a cap might
be appropriate. But the present feeling is that it is more important
to have a general rule, and the fact that one aspect of the rule is
that it be nondiscriminatory and not be provided at any additional
cost, I think provides the necessary protection of the Treasury.

In other words, I am not going to distinguish between a professor
who has six children of college age and one that has one.

Senator WALLOP. As a total percentage of income, ever?
Mr. AIDINOFF. No. Not on that type of benefit.
Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Aidinoff, as I understand it, you've got a

three-pronged test plus this definition of recreational facilities.
First, it's excludable if it meets a three-pronged test of incident to
business, nondiscriminatory, and incremental cost-that's all one
test?

Mr. AIDINOFF. Right. That's all one test.
Senator PACKWOOD. The second test: Excludable if it is primarily

for the benefit of the employer-the logging supplying lunches that
are provided to employees 50 miles up in the woods because there
is no place to go for lunch, I assume that's the kind of thing you
are talking about? That it is insubstantial and provided infrequent-
ly?

Mr. AIDINOFF. Yes. That would be the Christmas turkey.
Senator PACKWOOD. Although if they gave it every year it would

be at least recurring consistently.
Mr. AIDINOFF. Well, yes. But one turkey a year would be all

right. [Laughter.]
Senator PACKWOOD. Well, I wish we had the same standard in

Congress.
Mr. AIDINOFF. One turkey and one ham might give us difficulty.

[Laughter.]
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Senator PACKWOOD. Now, tell me about the employer furnished
recreational facilities so I understand before I ask my next ques-
tion.

Mr. AIDINOFF. Well, let's assume that we have a country club fa-
cility which is made available to all employees. That would be an
example of a recreational facility.

Senator PACKWOOD. So basically the ABA is coming down more
or less on the Stanley Surrey side that the Tax Code should not be
used for social purposes.

Mr. AIDINOFF. Yes.
Senator PACKWOOD. So that health care would be taxable from

dollar-zero.
Mr. AIDINOFF. No. Our proposal does not deal with statutory

fringe benefits at all.
Senator PACKWOOD. Oh.
Mr. AIDINOFF. I mean, our proposal does not deal with medical

benefits, legal benefits, or anything else. What we are talking
about is how you handle the airline pass, how you handle the
chauffeur, how you handle the free lunch, and items like that. And
remember, most of those would be taxable under our proposal.

Senator PACKWOOD. All right. Let me ask you just out of curios-
ity about the airlines-the flight attendants who travel free when

-the plane is half-loaded, is this incident to the employer's trade or
business? It seems to me it is.

Mr. AIDINOFF. It clearly is.
Senator PACKWOOD. Though it is nondiscriminatory, and the in-

cremental cost is next to nothing, because the plane is flying
anyway.Mr. AIDINOFF. That is correct. We Would say that under those

circumstances we would not tax the airline stewardess.
Senator PACKWOOD. It is probably the same with department

store discounts to employees that are relatively marginal?
Mr. AIDINOlO. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. All right.
I understand very well. You do not make any recommendations

as to what ought to be included in or excluded from statutory
fringe benefits?

Mr. AIDINOFF. No. We have no recommendations on that.
Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you very much.
Mr. AIDINOFF. You are welcome.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no further questions.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Aidinoff. I appreciate it.
The next is a panel consisting of Dr. James Strain, Mr. John

Troy, Mr. Bernard Tresnowski, and Dr. Burton Press.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES E. STRAIN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS, ARLINGTON, VA.

Dr. STRAIN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Wallop, and members of the Finance Committee, I am

Dr. James Strain, and I'm president of the American Academy of
Pediatrics.

The academy is an organization that represents 25,000 pediatri-
cians in this country who are dedicated to the promotion of mater-
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nal and child health, and we appreciate the opportunity to testify
this afternoon on a long-overdue reform of tax laws.

May I say at the outset that, irrespective of any final action on
the tax cap itself, our judgment is that the tax laws can and should
be reformed to promote a more equitable system for children with
regard to employer-provided health insurance.

The fact is, current insurance plans continue to encourage hospi-
talization procedures and other treatment services which contrib-
ute directly to escalating health care costs while they discourage
preventive care and early diagnosis of disease, both of which de-
crease costs.

The special tax status granted to employer-provided health insur-
ance plans thus has created waste, inefficiency, and inflationary
pressures on our health care system. It has also permitted inequi-
ties and discriminatory practices against children.

Millions of American children, including a substantial percent-
age of preschool children, still do not receive vaccinations or mea-
sles, rubella, mumps, polio, diphtheria, tetanus, and pertussis. Im-
munizations are not generally covered by private health insurance
plans.

We cannot accept the argument that insurance plans do not dis-
criminate against children because they provide benefits identical
to those of adults. Children are unique. They are different. They
are not small adults. Their health care needs are different than
those of adults. Children under '15 require, for instance, only about
one-fourth as much hospitalization as adults; but they need much
more ambulatory care to promote health development and to pre-
vent childhood diseases.

Yet, insurance plans still focus on hospitalization, at the expense
of crucial preventive health services for children.

Today only about 30 percent of American children are covered
for physician visits by private insurance, and this coverage general-
ly includes only the treatment of accidents or illnesses.

In terms of costs involved, consider for a moment the American
Academy of Pediatrics' long-recommended guidelines for the care
of children and youth, which provide for a schedule of visits at spe-
cific times in a child's life. They offer a basis for premium cost esti-
mates by third-party payors when combined with data on fees and
charges in- various communities.

The academy recently engaged an independent actuary to work
with actuarial from a major insurance company to develop- a
model for estimating premiums necessary to cover our recommend-
ed preventive health services. The bottom line is that the total cost
for providing all child health supervision services from birth to age
20 costs about the same as 1 day in the hospital.

Translated into premium costs, the average monthly premium
for covering all preventive health services for children was $2.28.
This compares with the $2-plus per month now being expended for
illness-covered health insurance. And the premium costs for chil-
dren's health supervision do not take into account the reduction in
illness und hospitalization which would surely result.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the academy believes that there is
only one way in the long run to reverse the highly inflationary in-
fluence of illness-oriented health insurance, and that is to change
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the nature of the insurance to encourage prevention and early di-
agnosis of disease.

The place to begin is with children's coverage, where the re-
search has shown that there will be the highest payoff. And there
is only one way, considering the dominance of employer-provided
health insurance, to end the inequitable provisions applying to chil-
dren. That is to deny tax deduction to those plans which practice
such discrimination.

Thank you.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Dr. Strain.
[The prepared statement of James Strain follows:]

TESTIMONY PRESENTED By JAMES E. STrAN, M.D. PRESIDENT, AMERICAN ACADEMY OF
PEDIATRICS

Mr. Chairman, members of the Finance Committee, I am Dr. James Strain, presi-
dent of the American Academy of Pediatrics, an organization representing more
than 25,000 pediatricians who are dedicated to the promotion of maternal and child
health. We appreciate the opportunity to testify today on S. 640, which is viewed as
a tax-reform measure. We believe that reform of the tax laws as they apply to em-
ployer-provided health insurance are long overdue. Current insurance plans encour-
age hospitalization, procedures and other acute services which contribute directly to
escalating health care costs; they discourage preventive care and early diagnosis of
disease both of which decrease costs. The special tax status granted to employer-pro-
vided health insurance plans thus has helped to create waste, inefficiencies and in-
flationary pressures on our health care system. It also has permitted shameful in-
equities and discriminatory practices against children.

_ TAX POUCIES ARE DISCRIMINATORY

Mr. Chairman, among other cherished Constitutional goals, the Founding Fathers
established a nation "to promote the general welfare." Surely we all can agree that
the good health of America's children is central to promotion of the general welfare.
Yet taxpayers are being forced to subsidize group health insurance plans which ad-
versely affect the health of children.

Because of the special tax-deductible status granted them, the group health insur-
ance plans have become the dominant method of fmancing personal health care
services in this country. They literally have driven the system. We are all indebted
to the health insurance industry for demonstrating a remarkable capability of cov-
ering more than 90 percent of all Americans who are not eligible for government
programs. Particularly impressive is the extent of coverage provided under the em-
ployer-based plans; in some industries universal coverage of employees and their de-
pendents has been achieved.

But the record of the insurance industry in meeting the personal health care
needs of children is not impressive-indeed it is spotty at best. It has pulled the
health care system in a direction inimical to children. While overproviding for hos-
pitalization, surgery and procedures, it has underprovided for the essential services
children need.

The problem for those of us who are directly concerned with delivering health
care to children is that health insurance has erected financial barriers between the
children and the services they need. Instead, it should be removing the barriers.

The insurance industry admits to certain shortcomings in its treatment of chil-
dren. It says that insurance is designed to spread risks; that the types of child super-
vision services which are excluded from coverage are not costly; and that, therefore,
they are budgetable and should be paid directly by the family. The insurance com-
anies and the Blue Cross-Blul- Shield plans contend, moreover, that-they do not

discrminate against children cL2cause the benefits they provide apply equally to
adults and children.

The logic of the industry can be compared with the gentleman who said that
Medicare is no good because, if it were, why do the people getting it look so old? In
other words, the industry's purported logic is anything but.
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COVERAGE EXPANDS-BUT NOT FOR CHILDREN

Health insurance, by design of the industry itself, is unique among the many lines
of insurance. For more than three decades, it has developed and expanded as a form
of prepayment. It has covered vision services, toenail-cutting services, dental check-
ups and prescription drugs. It has developed insurance for stomach aches in Mexico
and for specified "dread diseases" in the United States. It has found ways of cover-
ing the services of chiropractors, optometrists, faith healers and mental health prac-
titioners of all sorts.

The health insurance companies describe the many coverages as "innovative."
They commonly boast, "we will sell anything you want." However, what they do not
sell is coverage for child health care needs. They say buyers are not demanding it.
But in our opinion, that does not relieve America's dominant health insurance
system of the responsibility to market it. The tax laws should encourage them do to
so.

Young working people with children must rely on their employer-provided health
insurance even more than most older workers. The younger families generally have
less income. It is often difficult to budget, with after-tax dollars, for any but the
most essential costs of living, such as housing, food, clothing and transportation. If
the health insurance plan excludes coverage of well-baby and child health supervi-
sion services, many families will wait for symptoms of illness to appear before bring-
ing the child in-and that can be tragic.

MEETING NEEDS IS COST-EFFECTIVE

Millions of American children-including a substantial percentage of all preschool
children-still do not receive vaccinations for measles (24.4 percent), rubella (24.8
percent), mumps (27.3 percent), polio (21.7 percent) and Diphtheria-Tetanus-Pertus-
sis (13.1 percent). Immunizations are not generally covered.

For each dollar spent on screening Texas children for congenital malformations,
eye and ear problems and preventive dental care, eight dollars were saved in long-
term costs and income loss. But screening is not generally covered.

It is ironic that Medicaid provides for Early and Periodic Screening and Diagnosis
(EPSDT) of eligible children, but private health insurance does not. It has been
found that children screened through EPSDT in Missouri were on average 33 per-
cent less costly to Medicaid than other children. In Ohio, they were 30 percent less
costly; in North Dakota, 40 percent less, and so forth.

The argument is also illogical that the insurers do not discriminate against chil-
dren because they provide benefits identical to those of adults. Children are unique.
They are not small adults. Their health care needs are different from those of
adults. Health insurance plans commonly cover adult needs and exclude children's
needs. Children under 15 require only about one-fourth as much hospitalization as
do adults, but they need much more ambulatory care. Insurance plans cover hospi-
talization but exclude ambulatory care.

In fact, only about 30 percent of children are covered for physician visits by pri-
vate insurance. This coverage generally excludes any visits for other than acute
care. Additionally, private insurance pays for only about 9 percent of services ren-
dered during pediatric visits.

Health insurance policies seldom cover children's health care needs. For example:
More than 50 percent fail to cover prenatal care; 45 percent exclude postnatal care,
and 50 percent only partially cover newborns during their first days of life.

Clearly each year the health insurance industry is selling tens of billions of dol-
lars of group health insurance that harshly discriminates against children. And the
tax laws are subsidizing the premiums paid for such defective and discriminatory
policies.

CHILDREN ARE DIFFERENT

Children are different in size, metabolism, immunity, joint structure, skin, neuro-
logic maturity, intestinal and digestive ability, brain susceptibility, emotional matu-
rity, and more. Children are constantly growing, developing and changing. That is
precisely why child health supervision is so important. It is important to prevent
diseases that can be prevented. From diphtheria to measles there have been repeat-
ed unnecessary epidemics. From avoidable meningitis to Rheumatic fever recur-
rences, there have been untold numbers of children damaged or killed.

The question becomes, why does private health insurance fail to cover the needs
of children? Is it costly to do so? Is the competition so fierce among carriers that
price considerations rule out child health supervision?
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There is no doubt that health insurance premiums have experienced extraordi-
nary inflation. So rapidly have the premiums increased that employers complain of
20-40 percent annual rises or more. But surely a major cause of the inflation must
be traced to the design of the policies themselves, the encouragement of unneces-
sary acute services and the exclusion of preventive care. An ounce of prevention
may not be worth a full pound of cure, but for children the data would indicate it Is
worth at least a half-pound. At least 15 studies have found that preventive health
care has a clear, positive effect on reducing illness and improving children's health.

Should taxpayers subsidize health insurance policies which discriminate against
children and which cause imbalances and inflationary pressures in health care?

In our opinion, the answer is unequivocally NO. We hope the committee will
agree. We intend to invite like-minded organizations concerned with children to join
us in demanding an end to the discrimination against children. If the insurance car-
riers cannot measure up to the standards of need of children, then their policies
should not be subsidized by taxpayers.

ROLE OF THE STATES

Let us make clear that we are not proposing federal regulation of the insurance
industry. We believe insurance regulation properly belongs to the states. We are
proposing tax reforms. We are calling for an end to favorable tax treatment for
health insurance plans which maintain unfavorable provisions for children's health.
What are the states doing about the problem? The answer is that there is very little
they are doing, can do, or would be inclined to do so long as the system is driven by
federal tax policies.

Two states, California and New York, passed recent legislation requiring insurers
to offer or to make available minimal so-called "well-baby" coverage. Although the
insurers did not contest the legislation, they by no means can be accused of market-
ing the new coverage with zeal. In fact, one insurance broker in California said it
was "like pulling teeth" even to elicit the specifications of the "well-baby" coverage
when he contacted a dozen major carriers.

State regulation of health insurance is focused mainly on solvency of the insurer
and on any fraudulent practices. The insurance departments approve policy rates to
assure they are reasonable in terms of covering the costs of the promised benefits.
With hundreds of insurance companies offering differing gradations of benefits, gen-
erally for the same hospital, surgical and procedural services, the insurance depart-
ments seemingly have enough to do working through this mathematical labyrinth.
They do not normally recommend or even suggest policy changes affecting scope of
benefits. No state mandates the inclusion of child health supervision services.

To date there has been no serious attempt by insurers to tests the efficacy of
benefit changes in employer-based health insurance plans. With the exception of the
HMOs, which together now enroll about 5 percent of the population, very few if any
plans appropriate benefits for the needs for children.

HEALTH CARE GUIDELINES AND COSTS

The American Academy of Pediatrics long has recommended guidelines for the
care of children and youth. The guidelines provide for specified services at specified
times in the child's life. Since each child is unique, the guidelines are not rigid, but
do offer a basis for premium cost estimates by third-party payers when combined
with data on fees and charges in various communities.

The Academy recently engaged an outside independent actuary to work with ac-
tuaries from a major insurance company to develop a model for estimating premi-
ums. Using a client company with 45,930 employees, of whom 31,490 had a total of
41,167 dependent children, the actuaries applied the Academy's recommended serv-
ices to calculate utilization figures per child. The Academy then surveyed pediatri-
cians in 60 cities and elicited their charges for covering the recommended services,
which we call the periodicity schedule. Pediatricians in 40 cities now have respond-
ed in sufficient detail to include in this report. The bottom line is that the total
costs for providing all child health supervision services from birth to age 20 costs
about the same as one day in the hospital.

Translated into premium costs, the average monthly premium for covering all the
services was $2.28. This compares with the $200-plus per month now being expended
for illness-covered health insurance. And the premium costs for child health super-
vision do not include :redits for reductions in illness and hospitalization which
would surely result.
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CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, in our opinion there is only one way in the long run to reverse the
highly inflationary influence of illness-oriented health insurance, and that is to
change the nature of the insurance to encourage prevention and early diagnosis of
disease. The place to begin is with children's coverage, where the research has
shown there would be the highest payoff.

There is only one way, considering the dominance of employer-provided health in-
surance, to end the inequitable provisions applying to children, and that is to deny
tax deductions to those plans which practice such discrimination.

We further believe that inclusion of equitable benefits for children will create in-
centives and impetus for an overdue redesign of health insurance plans. Compensat-
ing changes are much more acceptable to unions and employers than are cutbacks,
and child health care benefits can be an attractive addition to help reduce both em-
ployer costs and the amounts deducted for health insurance from taxable income.
Reductions would also occur in government health expenditures, which are driven
by dysfunctional health insurance incentives.

It has been 40 years since Congress addressed the real issues of tax treatment of
employer-based health insurance. Because of the laws have lacked even the most
basic standards, the insurance has driven health care into what is now broadly per-
ceived as a cost crisis. It has established financing patterns that are unfair to chil-
dren and their parents.

We believe the tax laws should be reformed to help create an improved and more
equitable system irrespective of final action on a tax cap aimed at employer-pro-
vided health insurance.

0



Children Are Discriminated Against as a Result ofGovernment Tax Subsidies
The Health Care Needs of Children, i.e., Health Supervision andPreventive Care, Have Been Systematically Excluded from GroupHealth Insurance. Thus Children as a Class of Citizens Have NotReceived Equal Protection Under the Law.



Children's Health Care Costs Less Than That of Any
Other Population Group
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Health CAMe Expem Itures for Children Comprise a
S ai PreRe iv to Their Populaton Size

Percent of Population, by Age Percent of Expenditures for Personal Health Core
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Most Expenditures for Children's Health Care Are
Private

Distribution of Personal Health Care Expenditures
by Payment Source and Age Group

Other (Public) 13.2 12.8 16.911111 5 , 111.9
Medicaid 11.2 15.6.(.1) *9 (3.,8

Medicare 14.6 (J) (1.9)
[ZJ1.3)
Other (Private) 44.2i ----27.9 -

Private
Health
Insurance

Direct 31.8 38.1 31.9

Payments 9.1

J Ur 19 1 -64 65 and Over

Source: Fisher, Hea/h Care Finrincing Review, Spring 1980.



Private Health Insurance and Direct/Out-of-Pocket
Payments Are By Far the Major Source of PaymentFor Children, Providing More than 70 Percent ofTheir Health Costs.

Distribution of Personal Health Care Expenditures
by Payment Source and Age Group

Private
Insurance .33. 3 29.1Out-of-

Pocket 38.1 31.9 63.9
Public
Sources 28.528

Under 19 19-64 65 ond
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DirectIOut-of-Pocket Payment for Personal Health
Care Is Highest for Children.

The Major Source of Pa-ment for Children's Health
Car. Is Not Private or Public Insurance, but the
FamiNes' Pockelbook.
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Children's Health Care Needs Are Different From
Those of Adults. The Need Much Less
Hospitalitl.nI. and Much More Ambulatory Care
Than Any Other Population Group.

Rate of Days of Hospital Care, 1980, by Age
(rote per 1,000 population)
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Current Health Insurance Policies Create Incentives
for Hospilization Which Contribute to the Escala-
tion of Health Care Costs at the Same Time
Policies Create Disincentives to Preventive Care,
Which Can Reduce Health Care Costs.



Private Health Insurance Discriminates Against
Children as a Group

1. Adults have approximately 2 times greater
coverage of ambulatory core than children

(whose needs for these services are propor-
tionately greater than adults').

2. Only about 30 percent of children are
covered for physician visits by private in-
surance. This coverage generally exudes
any visits for other than acute care.

3. Private insurance pays for only approximately
9 percent of services rendered during
pediatric visits.

4. Private health insurance policies seldom
cover children's health care needs. For
example:

- More than 50 percent fai! to cover
prenatal core.

- 45 percent exclude postnatal cjre.
- 50 percent only partially cover new-

borns during their first days of life.
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The Cost of Coveig Ch Wdn's Healt Caro Is M nn-l.

In a recent survey of pediatricins in 14 states, the average monthly costs for covering the AAP's recommended
periodicity sche ule from infancy to 21, ranged from $1.79 to $3.61.

Alabama $2.56
California 3.61
Indiana 2.85
Iowa 2.05
Kansas 2.34
Louisiana 2.31
New Hampshire 2.43
New Jersey 2.96
New York (not in city) 2.06
North Carolina 2.04
Ohio 2.20
Oklahoma 1.79
West Virginia 2.24
Vermont 2.08

(Average monthly charge $2.32)



Total Costs for Providing All Child Health Su
vision Services RequireNc from Birth to Age 20Costs About The Same as One Day in the Hospital.



Examples of Success in Providing Child Health
Services

C*

* Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs) and
Independent Practice Associations (IPAs) cover child
health services adequately and remain profitable
and hove fewer hospitalizations.

* Blue Shield plans in New Hampshire, Vermont,
Pennsylvania and Hawaii cover child health super-
vision services and are economically sound.



Preventive Child Health Care Has Measurable
Favorable Effects

At least 15 studies by health care
experts found that preventive child
health care has a dear, positive effect
on reducing health care utilization
and improving children's health.

Source: S=ish, Wl&, at ol., "Eff*ctiens of Pmventtif Oc Hoch Core," Hec* Cam Foan6ng Grmts and Contrat Repor s.DHHS:HCFA, A;xg 1981.
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ContiWnuEg Health Supervision Has Inportant
Potential for Reducing Costs

1. When a physician knows the child and his/her
family:

* Some conditions which might require on office vista
may be handled by telephone, and many con-
ditions which might require hospitalization can be
handled in the office;

* Time required for medical history can be reduced
-,e illness occurs and p c assessment can
be ac-urate and efficient;

* Fragmentation of services can be reduced; more
efficient coordination of services slowed; duplica-
tion of medical services, procedures, x-rays, and
lab tests, and unnecessary hospitalization
avoided.

2. Continuing health supervision provides more
than "well child" care. It provides:

" Early diagnosis and treatment of unsuspected ill-
ness, which means that fewer ailments result in
expensive hospitalization;

" Reduced risk of complications of chronic diseases
affecting many children;

" Lowered number of office visits and charges due
to telephone advice and education.

bo



The Value of Preventive Medicine Can Be Shown
Through ti.t Examples of Immunization, Other
Herinou Diseases, Orthopedics, and Vision andHearing.

" Immunization against measles, rubella,
mumps, polio, diphtheri-pertussis-tetanus
(DPT) can provide primary prevention
against illness, mental retardation, and even
death.

" Other infectious diseases, such as .hepatitis,
tuberculosis, 'enereal disease, streptococcal
disease, and bacteriological disease, if not
identified and treated at an early stage,
con result in further spread of the disease
as well as progressive deterioration of the
affected child's health.

- Identification and treatment of scoliosis and
other orthopedic problems can reduce the
severity of potentially serious handicapping
conditions.

* Early de.tecton of congenital visual defects,
such as amblyopia, can resur' in reducing
serious visual difficulties. When children
with sensory deficits are provided with
glasses, hearing aids or speech therapy,
school failure and behavioral problems can
be prevented.



Childhood Infectious Diseases Can Bo Prevented 13y
Immunization:

" Measles
" Mumps
" Rubella
" Polio
" Diphtheria
" Pertussis
• Tetanus

Thee Iinunizations are typkally not covered by
private Insurance



Immunizations Have Denshred Their Cost=Eftivenes.

Meaum: The net benefits nationally for meoses im-
munization are estimated to be $1.3 billion
for the period 1963-1972.

* Medical savings included 1.4 million
hospital days and more than 12 million
physician visits.

* 7,900 cases of mental retardation
averted as well as premature death.

* 10,300 more persons would have the
opportunity to lead activee lives
measurable at 709, years.

* For every dollar spent on measles vacci-
nation, $10 was saved.

Mumps: - Of 1 million persons, mumps vaccine
would prevent more than 74,000 cases
of mumps and 3 deaths.

Comparing vaccination benefits over u
eor peod with the costs of mumps

vaccine program) shows that
the costs would be reduced by more
than 86 percent - $846,827 versus
$6,271,764 for each one million chil-
dren, resulting in a net benefit of
;5,424,937.

" For every dollar spent on mumps vac-
cine, $7.40 was saved.

00o

SoMM:. Wfte andl Axrkh, 1975.
W*" and Anmc, 1979.



Many Children Still Do Not Receive Vaccinations
for Ma es, Rubella, Mumps, Polio, and
Diphthena-TetanusPerussis (DPT)

Percent of Children, 1-19, Not Immunized, 1981

Vaccine Age Group Percent Not
Immunized

Measles 1-4 36.2
5-6 23.3

5-14 26.7
5-19 33.9

Rubella 1-4 35.5
5-6 23.2
5-14 25.3
5-19 31.2

Mumps 1-4 41.6
5-6 27.0
5-14 31.4
5-19 42.5

Polio (3 +) 1-4 40.0
5-6 26.0

5-14 28.2
5-19 33.1

DPT (3+) 1-4
5-6
5-14
5-19

32.5
23.0
24.8
28.4

0
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Source. U.S_ Immunization Survey, 1981



Children Provided with Early Detection of Health
Problems Use Fewer Health Care Services and Are
Healthier than Other Children.

1. North Dakota: Children participating in the
Early and Periodic Screening,
Treatment, and Diagnosis Pro-

ram (EPSDT) hod 40 perc,.t
power per capita costs and 50
percent lower hospital costs
than children who were Medi-
caid recipients, but not partici-
pating in the program.
(1975-76)

2. Missouri:

3. Ohio:

Children screened through
EPSDT were on average 33
percent less costly than other
Medicaid children. (1980-81)

Children screened through
EPSDT have cost the state,30
percent less than those Medi-
caid children who did not
receive a screen.

4. Southeastern
Pennsylvania:

5. Texas:

6. Virginia
(Portsmouth):

On rescreening through EPSDT,
children had almost 30 percent
fewer abnormalities requiring
treatment, indicating the effec-
tiveness of treatment following
initial screening. (1978-80)

For each dollar spent on vision
screening, hearing screening,
preventive dental care, and
identification of congenital mal-
formations, $8 was saved in
long-term health costs and in
avoiding income loss. (1975)

Children provided with no care
versus children provided with
screening and counseling or
only screening used a greater
number of physician visits, pre-
scriptions, number of hospital
days and visits, costs of phy-
sician-visits and prescriptions,
and total health costs. (1974)
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Comprehensive Care Can Result in
Improved Health Status

In an experiment, a group of Baltimore children given comprehensive core suffered half the incidence of rheumatic fever compared
with a control group.

Change in Incidence of Rheumatic Fever in the Study Population Eligible for Comprehensive Care Programs as
Compared with Noneligible Predominantly Black Tracts and All of Baltimore

1960-1964 1968-1970

Annual
No. of Incidence No. of Annual Net

Population Cases (per 100,000) Cases Incidence Change

Eligible 51 26.8 11 10.6 - 60.4
Noneligible

90% black 15 14.0 20 17.8 + 27.0
All tracts 77 20.9 42- 35.4

Source- Gorc , Leon. "Effectiveness of Comprehensive-Care Programs in Preventing Rheumatic Fevr." NEJM. Vol. 289, No 7, August 16, 1973.
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Comprehensive Continuig Care Results in the
Decreased Use of NealLCave Services

During a three-year experiment, a group of children who had previously received only episodic care were then providedcomprehensive care. These children had fewer hospitalizations, fewer operations, fewer illness visits and more health, visits.

1. Fewer Hospitalizations

Time Period Experimental Control
(Mo.) Group Group
0-6 4.3 2.0
7-12 3.0 3.7

13-18 1.8 3.3
19-24 1.9 3.6
25-30 3.0 3.9
31-36 3.4 3.5

3. Fewer Illness Visits

Illness Visit Rate
per 100 Children

Time Period Experimental Control
(Mo.) Group Group

Pre-experimental 23.0 21.7
6 15.9 21.4

12 10.0 17.8
18 13.4 19.1
24 15.1 16.6
30 17.7 19.8
36 17.1 21.2

2. Fewer Operations

Operation Only
per 100 Children

Time Period Experimental Control
(Mo.) Group Group
0-6 1.6 0.5
7-12 0.8 1.6

13-18 0.8 1.2
19-24 1.0 2.0
25-30 1.3 1.9
31-36 2.0 2.0

4. More Health Visits

Health Supervision Visit Rate
per 130 Children

Experimental Control
Time Group Group

Pre-experimental 5.2 6.2
6 12.3 4.2

12 7.3 2.1
18 8.3 6.8
24 8.0 4.0
30 8.7 5.7
36 5.3 2.9

Source: Alpert et al. "Delivery of Heahh Core for Children: Report of on Experment," Pedkwncs. Vol. 57, No. 6, June 1976.

Hospitalization for All Cases
per 100 Children
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STATEMENT OF JOHN F. TROY, JL, TRAVELERS INSURANCE,
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT, ON BEHALF OF THE HEALTH IN-
SURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. TRoy. Thank you, Senator.
My name is John Troy. I am a vice president of the Travelers

Insurance Companies. I am appearing today on behalf of the
Health Insurance Association of America, and with me is Martin
Dickler, who is an actuary with the Health Insurance Association
of America.

The administration has asked Congress to levy a tax on employee
health plans as a part of its fiscal year 1984 legislative program. In
addition, the administration has already proposed that the tax be
increased to finance grants to the States for health insurance for
the unemployed, although insisting that the purpose of the tax is
to contain rising health costs, not raise revenues.

The health insurance industry opposes this proposal as discrimi-
natory, unfair, and one that will not be effective in containing
health care costs.

We also question whether the tax will raise the revenue suggest-
ed, as labor-management negotiations rearrange the employee
benefit plan.

Among our concerns with this tax is the fact that it penalizes
older workers. Older groups tend to use health care more frequent-
ly than younger, healthier workers; thus, the costs of their health
insurance would be higher, and the resultant tax would be higher.

For example, the premium rates for a group of employees age 55
and over are roughly thre3 times that of an employee group aver-
aging under age 35. A plan costing the younger group $100 a
month would cost the older group $300 a month and substantially
more tax.

It also would penalize those in high-risk occupations. Certain
groups such as workers in the health service industries have typi-
cally higher claim costs than typical office worker groups like
banks, insurance companies, or government workers, and therefore
would be more susceptible to tax. To stay under the limit, the high
risk groups would have to have a smaller benefit package; thus,
less benefits would be available to those who are in the greatest
need for health services.

The tax is a form of double taxation. Premiums go up for a
number of reasons, one of which is the medicare cost shift, which
we estimate transferred $7.9 billion in hospital costs from medicare
to the private sector in 1983. That results in higher premiums. To
then tax that higher premium is taking two bites from the same
apple and seems basically unfair.

This tax would also unfairly impact certain geographic areas. An
example in our white paper which we submit for the record com-
pares a Los Angeles employee with family coverage with a similar
employee in Greenville, S.C. Under the health tax at the $2,100 a
year exemption level, the Los Angeles employee would have imput-
ed income of $2,963-41 times the imputed income of $72 for the
Greenville, S.C. employee.

The tax could also result in reduced coverage for preventive serv-
ices. In this connection, the Rand Study on Health Care Costs pub-
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lished in November 1982 concluded, among other things, that
people would probably not reduce their insurance coverage uni-
formly and that dental care, ambulatory care, drugs, and preven-
tive services-would tend to become uncovered, while hospital insur-
ance coverage would probably be the least changed.

It stands to reason to us that since hospital coverage protects
against the highest risk, it would be the last to go.

The study raises another concern. It points out that while a typi-
cal proposal for taxing employees on half of employer-paid contri-
butions could reduce hospital use and thus hospital revenues, the
hospitals could get back most of the lost revenues by raising prices.

With the passage of the social security amendments of 1983 put-
ting medicare on the new DRG prospective payment system set by
HHS, it won't be the Government hit by the new round of higher
prices, it will be the private sector, including insurers and self-pay
patients. The end result will be health insurance that is more ex-
pensive, people having less protection, hospital prices higher for
those who need their services, with hospitals getting about the
same amount of revenues to cover their overall fixed expenses.

The Rand Study concludes on another cautionary note. I quote:
"Effects on consumers' health status are as yet unknown but will
have a considerable effect on the desirability of such changes in
public policy."

We believe that encouraging people to cut back on preventive
services will have a detrimental effect on consumers' health status.

We believe the most sensible approach to keeping hospital costs
under control is prospective payment reform that applies to all pa-
tients, not just medicare patients. We are beginning to see that pro-
spective payment systems that include all payors, including medi-
care, which are in place in four States, can work.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that a paper on the health care tax pre-
pared by HIAA and previously sent to the members of the commit-
tee be included in the record as well as the attached resolutions
subscribed to by a number of organizations who wish to be recorded
as opposed to the employee health tax.

[The information and resolutions follow:]
Whereas a tax on employee health benefit pans would be discriminatory and

unfair in application and ineffective as a means of slowing the rising cost of hospital
care, we urge the Congress to REJECU any tax on employee health benefits.

Health Insurance Association of America; American Dental Association; National
Association of Casualty and Surety Agents; International Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers; Caterpillar Tractor Company; Small Business Council of
America, Inc.; International Brotherhood of Teamsters; Professional Insurance
Agents; Society of Professional Benefit Administrators; Aetna Life and Casualty;
New York Life Insurance Company; Insurance Association of Connecticut; Peoples
Life Insurance Company; Alliance of American Insurers; American Council of Life
Insurance; The Travelers Insurance Company; American Optometric Association;
American Psychiatric Association; American Fedration of Teachers/Federation of
Nurses and Health Professionals; National Education Association; U.S. Chamber of
Commerce; Blue Cross/Blue Shield Associations; Group Health Association of Amer-
ica; Laborers International Unions of North America, AFL-CIO; Health Resources
Corporation of America; Family Health Program (FHP, Inc.)-;-Association of Private
Pensions and Welfare Plans; CIGNA; Transamerica Occidental Life Insurance Com-
pany; American Dental Hygienists' Association; Kemper Group; Independent Insur-
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ance Agents of America; American Dental Trade Association; National Association
of Private Psychiatric Hospitals; Delta Dental Plans Association; American Speech-
Language-Hearing Association; National Association of Insurance Brokers; National
Association of Life Underwriters; National Mental Health Association; American
Hotel and Motel Association.
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Federal Prposals To Tax
Employees on Health nsurmnce
Premiums Paid by Employers

The Federal Administration is proposing to tax employees
on employer contributions to group health insurance plans.
Advocates claim that the tax would both increase Federal
revenues and help contain health care costs. But in our
view, this kind of tax would fall upon taxpayers in a hap-
hazard, unfair manner. The actual revenue generated could
prove to be small, although the administrative burden on
employers could be costly. As a device to contain health
care costs, this tax is likely to accomplish little or nothing.

In the following pages, the tax proposal is explored as a
revenue raiser and as a health care cost containment mea-
sure. Also included is a commentary on a recent study by
Amy K. Taylor and Gail R. Wilensky entitled "Tax Expendi-
tures and the Demand for Private Health Insurance."
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Proposed Tax as a Revenue Raiser

The desire of the Administration to
narrow the Federal budget deficit is
understandable and laudable. We
can also understand the initial attrac-
tiveness of employer contributions
to group health insurance as a new
source of taxable income. Before
embarking upon such a course,
however, the adverse impact of this
kind of taxation on both employees
and employers, and the likely
amount of revenue that would be
generated should be carefully con-
sidered. Let us review each of these.

Impact on Employees
Group health insurance is purchased
by employers for the benefit of
employees, usually with the advice
of experts. The employer usually
selects the coverage, except when
the insurance plan is the subject of
collective bargaining. Normally, the
cost of the plan is either borne
entirely by the employer, or largely
by the employer with some
employee contribution required. If
the employer's cost were to become
taxable income to employees, such
cost would have to be allocated to
each employee as imputed income,
whether or not there is an exemp-
tion of some dollar amount. To be

fair, each employee's imputed
income should be based upon the
actuarial value to him of the health
insurance plan.

Essentially, this means determin-
ing annually each employee's share
of the employer's cost as a function
of the principal actuarial factors: age,
sex, coverage for dependents and
place of residence. The extent to
which this can be done depends
upon premium rating practices and
available data, which generally differ
for small and large groups.

Small groups (under 50 employees)
Let us first consider employees who
work for firms with fewer than 50
employees. According to United
States Department of Commerce
data, there were 4.3 million firms
with one to forty-nine employees in
1980. According to insurance com-
pany data, these small groups prob-
ably provide employment for over 15
million workers. There are many car-
riers active in the small group mar-
ket and each offers a variety of
health insurance plans from which
an employer can choose.

A common characteristic of plans
sold to small employers is that
schedules of age- and sex-specific
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premium rates are used, which are
adjusted for the geographic area in
which the firm is located. Premium
rates may also be adjusted to reflect
the industry classification of the
firm. With this kind of rate struc-
ture, there is a specific premium for
each employee reflecting age, sex,
dependents covered, type of indus-
try. and I6cality. Such premium
rates represent the actuarial value of
the plan to the employee, as calcu-
lated by the insurance company, and
the employer's share of the premium
could be readily used as imputed
income.

Table I shows the yearly imputed
income for a male employee, age 40
to 44, covered by a comprehensive
medical expense plan, assuming pre-
mium for that age was used for
imputed income. In this example, it
is assumed that the employer share
of the premium is 75 percent, and
the firm has two-to-nine employees.
The premium rates used are an aver-
age of those in actual use as of Janu-
ary 1, 1983, by five carriers, in three
high-cost and three low-cost cities.

It is apparent from Table I that if
the employer's contribution were
fully taxable, the impact on employ-
ees would vary widely from city to
city, reflecting regional differences in
the cost of health care. A single
employee in Los Angeles would

have $1,652 in imputed income com-
pared to $714 if he were employed in
Greenville, South Carolina. If the
employee had dependent coverage,
the corresponding imputed incomes
would be $5,063 and $2,172. In each
case, the Los Angeles employee
would have more than twice as
much imputed income as his Green-
ville counterpart.

If only the employer's contribution
above a specified "tax cap" were to
be taxable, the amount of imputed
income would then also depend
upon the level of exemption. Table I
shows the effect of four levels of tax
cap, where each is a uniform
amount nationwide. If the tax cap
were set at the level proposed by the
Reagan Administration-$840 per
year for an individual ($70 per
month) and $2,100 a year for a fam-
ily ($175 per month)- the amount
of imputed income would decrease
in all six cities. An individual in Los
Angeles, in this case, would have an
imputed income of $812 while his
counterpart in Greenville would
have no imputed income. If the Los
Angeles employee had dependent
coverage, his imputed income would
be $2,963, which is 41 times the
imputed income of $72 for the corre-
sponding Greenville employee. The
use of a nationwide uniform tax cap
therefore, would result in inequity in
how the tax burden would fall upon

2
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Table 1

Yearly Imputed Income for
Males Aged 40-44, Employed in a Group of 2-9 Employees

(Employer Contribution Equals 75% of Premium for
Comprehensive Medical Expense Plan*)

Exemption Amounts:

$450 Ind. $720 Ind. $840 Ind. $975 Ind.
City None 1125 Family 1800 Family 2100 Family 2400 Family

Individual
Los Angeles $1652 $1202 $ 932 $ 812 $ 677
Miami 1333 883 613 493 358
New Yorkt 1283 833 563 443 308
Fargo, ND 848 398 128 8 None
Macon, GA 839 389 119 None None
Greenville, SC 714 264 None None None

Family
Los Angeles $5063 $3938 $3263 $2963 $2663
Miami 4122 2997 2322 2022 1722
New Yorkt 3966 2841 2166 1866 1566
Fargo, ND 2587 1462 787 487 187
Macon, GA 2552 1427 752 452 152
Greenville, SC 2172 1047 372 72 None

*Based on average of premium rates as of January 1, 1983 of five carriers. Plan includes full
maternity coverage. No extra factor for a high-risk industry.

tManhattan

3
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taxpayers in small local groups, by
reason of their place of residence.

Table I illustrates the unfairness to
employees by place of residence. A
uniform tax cap that does not reflect
age and sex would similarly shift
more of the tax burden to older
employees and females, since pre-
miums increase with age and are
higher for females than males. If a
particular tax cap were to be used, it
should be adjusted for age, sex, and
locality to preserve the fair allocation
of imputed income on the basis of
actuarial value (in this case pre-
mium.)

Current proposals call for a uni-
form, nationwide tax cap and do not
reflect age and sex. In order to have
imputed income on the same basis,
each employee would have to be
assigned imputed income on the
basis of the group's computed aver-
age premium per employee. This
would, however, simply introduce a
different form of inequity. Take, for
example, a small group of a self-
employed 55-year-old accountant
and a 20-year-old secretary. Each
would have inputed income equal to
the average of their premiums, but
the secretary would be subsidizing
the accountant with respect to allo-
cated imputed income. Speaking
more generally, if each small group
employee were assigned imputed
income on the basis of an average

premium, the young would subsi-
dize the old and males would subsi-
dize females. And, of course, there
would still be wide difference in tax
liability by area as shown in Table I.

Larger groups (50 or more
employees)
Larger groups generally have at least
50 employees, and can range to
hundreds of thousands. For such
groups, premium rating practices are
quite different from those described
for small groups. Employers with
insured plans typically remit
monthly "billing" premiums, but the
final cost depends upon actual claim
experience, expenses and other fac-
tors for the policy year. For the pres-
ent purpose, it will be assumed that
billing premium reasonably approxi-
mates the cost of the plan.

The premium is typically a speci-
fied monthly amount for employee
coverage regardless of age and sex.
There are one or more additional
premiums for dependent coverage,
depending upon the number of sep-
arate dependent classifications.
These are essentially averages that,
through experience rating, incorpo-
rate the group's actuarial characteris-
tics of age, sex, dependent composi-
tion, geographical distribution of
employees, type of industry, and
claim experience. Average premiums
are changed annually to reflect

4
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recent claims experience, and the
anticipated increases in health care
costs for the coming year. This
would include provision for inflated
health care charges due to cutbacks
in Medicare and Medicaid pay-
ments, i.e. the "cost shift" to pri-
vately insured persons.

Since the per-employee and per-
dependent unit premiums are
adjusted each year and remain broad
averages, the actuarial value of the
plan for each employee is not readily
available. This presents a major
problem in determining a fair alloca-
tion of employer cost for each
employee. The practical approach
would be to use the per-employee
premium to allocate imputed
income. (With a suitable adjustment
when employee contributions are
involved.) If this were done, how-
ever, young employees would be
allocated imputed income in excess
of the actuarial value of the plan to
them. Older employees would be
allocated less imputed income than
their actuarial value, and would
enjoy a subsidy. Under this system,
employers might become reluctant
to hire older workers. Likewise, a
firm's employees living in low cost
areas would subsidize their fellow
employees living in high cost areas.
In any given group of employees,
there would be much "cross sub-
sidy," or redistribution of imputed

income for tax purposes. The use of
per-employee and per-dependent
unit premiums would be in sharp
contrast to the fairer distribution of
imputed income in small groups,
where the age, sex, and area specific
premiums reflect actuarial value.

If a uniform tax cap were used in
conjunction with imputed income
allocated on per-employee pre-
miums, any excess of imputed
income over the tax cap would be
the same for all employees in the
group. The imputed income "after
tax cap" would still involve subsi-
dies of the old by the young, females
by males and employees in high cost
areas by the firm's employees in low
cost areas. Under this approach,
many inequities are possible. An
entire group might escape imputed
income if the group's average age
were low, or the bulk of the employ-
ees lived in low cost areas, or the
group enjoyed better than average
health. Conversely, a group with a
high average age, or heavy concen-
tration of employees in high cost
areas, or worse than average health
would be much more likely to be
taxed. The impact on individual
employees could vary sharply. For
example, an employee living in Los
Angeles might not have any
imputed income if the rest of the
firm's employees worked in Green-
ville, South Carolina. This would be

5
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very unfair to other Los Angeles
workers employed in smaller local
firms, and exposed to large taxes.
Under this approach, an employee's
imputed income woul.i mainly
depend upon the overall actuarial
characteristics of his firm, and not at
all on the actuarial value of the plan
to him. This would result in a hap-
hazard distribution of imputed
income, difficult to defend or explain
to employees.

The alternative to the direct use of
per-employee premiums is to calcu-
late the actuarial value of the plan
for each employee. This would be a
much fairer approach in theory, and
would put large groups on the same
basis as small groups. A major
weakness in this method, however,
is that the calculation of actuarial
value would require many estimates
and approximations, especially
when the employees are widely dis-
persed. Most employers would not
have readily available the kinds df
data that would be needed. As an
example of the problem, consider a
firm based in a high cost city with
one sales representative in a low cost
city. h'le actuarial value for the low
cost city employee, derived from a
broad premium average where all
other employees are in a high cost
city, will of necessity be based upon
theoretical considerations. Many
examples could be given to illustrate

the difficulty of calculating actuarial
value when age, sex and area-spe-
cific premium rates are not used.
The task of computing the actuarial
value of the plan for each Federal
employee would indeed be a chal-
lenge. And, of course, if a derived
actuarial value were used for the
allocation of imputed income, the
use of a uniform nationwide tax cap
would create the same unfair shift-
ing of tax burden as for small
groups.

We do not know how the final
regulations would prescribe the allo-
cation of an employer's cost to
imputed income, or to what extent a
tax cap would reflect actuarial fac-
tors. It is highly likely, however,
that whatever rules are adopted, this
tax burden will fall upon millions of
employees in an unfair and haphaz-
ard manner. A brief summary of the
possible impact on employees,
depending upon the more likely
methods of determining imputed
income and the tax cap, is as fol-
lows:
- (1) If the basis for allocating
imputed income were actuarial
value, for all groups, small groups
could use the premium structure but
large groups would have to make
many estimates and approximations
on theoretical grounds. This would
be especially true of self-insured
groups, where there is no "pre-
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mium," and imputed income would
be an allocated share of incurred
claims. Despite the necessity of
approximations for large groups, the
use of actuarial value would be the
fairest way to allocate imputed
income. If, however, a uniform tax
cap were used nationwide, without
adjustments for age and sex, the tax
burden would be unfairly shifted to
employees who are older, female,
and living in high cost areas.

(2) If imputed income were to be
allocated for all groups using per-
employee and per-dependent unit
premiums, large insured groups
could use their premiums. Self
insured groups would have to esti-
mate such premiums. Small groups,
however, with age-and sex-specific
premium rates would have to con-
vert on some basis to a per-
employee average. This would mean
large fluctuations in imputed income
from year to year for small groups,
where the age and sex distribution
could sharply change with employee
turnover. As a result, the allocation
of imputed income could become
chaotic. The use of per-employee
premiums to allocate imputed
income would produce much ineq-
uity within each employee group,
for groups of all sizes. Young
employees would subsidize older
employees and males would subsi-
dize females. With inequities such as

these, an employer may be* reluctant
to hire older employees or females,
as the potential tax liability for all
employees is increased. A large
firm's employees in low cost areas
would subsidize fellow employees in
high cost areas.

The use of a uniform tax cap that
did not vary by age and sex would
preserve the many cross-subsidies
built into the basis for allocating
imputed income. An employee's
imputed income would depend
greatly on the actuarial make-up of
the firm rather than the value of the
plan to the employee, which is a
haphazard method of taxation. Gen-
erally, groups with high average
ages, or many females, or heavy
concentrations of employees in high
cost areas, or in poor health, would
be most likely to be taxed.

(3) It is possible that because of
the different premium structures in
use, imputed income would not be
allocated in the same manner for all
groups of varying size. If actuarial
value were used for small groups
and per-employee premiums for
large groups, there would be the
same kinds of inequities and hap-
hazardness described above, but
they would be different by size of
group. This would compound the
problem of inequity, as imputed
income and tax liability would also
vary according to the size of group.

7
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For employees changing employ-
ment, the change in tax liability
could fall in an arbitrary and capri-
cious manner.

(4) Whatever method is adopted
for the allocation of imputed income,
the amount allocated to each
employee can fluctuate substantially
each year, exposing the employee to
tax liability in an unpredictable fash-
ion. This can happen in several
ways.

Group claim experience can and
does fluctuate from year to year,
which is reflected in premium rates,
which would then be reflected in
imputed income. A group may have
good experience for a period of
years, and nominal rate increases,
and then have "bad years" of experi-
ence causing large rate increases. An
employee can suddenly be exposed
to an unanticipated large imputed
income.

Another example of this unpre-
dictability is when an employee
changes employment from one
group to another with a different age
or sex distribution, -different mix of
employees by geographical area, or
different type of industry. Depend-
ing on the methods of computation
used, his imputed income may
change sharply in either direction.
For example, a Washington repre-
sentative of a national bank could
suddenly have substantially more

imputed income if he or she
changed employment to represent a
large mining company, with no
change in coverage. Similarly, if a
representative of a Macon, Georgia
firm changed to represent a Los
Angeles firm, imputed income
would also increase.

Overall, many problems exist in
allocating imputed income-and in
structuring the tax cap. Theyare
such that inevitably many employ-
ees will either be lightly taxed or not
at all, at the expense of others who
will carry a disproportionate share of
the burden. Employees will often be
exposed to the tax in a haphazard
and unpredictable manner, espe-
cially upon changing employment,
and will likely find explanations dif-
ficult to understand or accept.

Impact on Employers
The imposition of a tax on

employer contributions to a group
health insurance plan will increase
the employer's administrative costs.
This will reduce Federal revenue
from corporate income taxes to the
extent that corporate profits are
reduced, or increase the costs of
goods and services to consumers.
The following considerations illus-
trate the likely impact on employers.

(1) The vast majority of workers
have group health insurance, and
although a tax cap may exempt

8
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many from paying tax, an employer
must be prepared to establish appro-
pri'ate records for all employees
under the group plan. A key
expense consideration will be the
process by which the employer's
cost is allocated to each employee.
The more equitable the allocation of
imputed income is to employees, the
more expensive it is likely to be to
administer.

(2) Large employers can have
many health insurance plans in
effect, but there is usually not more
than one at a given location or for a
specific bargaining unit. All such
plans may not have been rated sepa-
rately in the past, but now each
would have to be separately treated
for imputed income purposes. It is
not uncommon for a large employer
to have dozens or a hundred or
more health insurance plans in
effect, reflecting collective bargain-
ing activity with many unions. The
need to treat a multitude of plans
separately for imputed income pur-
poses will increase administrative
costs for both large employers and
insurance carriers.

(3) Group health insurance pre-
miums are normally changed once
yearly, but the annual effective date
of change can be at any time in a cal-
endar year. The rate change date
might be the anniversary of the
group policy, or the employer's fis-

cal year, or any other date that is
mutually agreed upon. Since
imputed income to employees must
be based on a calendar year, many
employers will have to cope with two
sets of premium rates in each caren-
dar year, thus driving up the costs.

(4) Special adjustments will be
necessary for employees who add or
drop dependent coverage during the
year. Special calculations will be
required for newly hired and termi-
nating employees. Expensive
changes to electronic data processing
systems may be required.

(5) The new imputed income will
increase all employers' social secu-
rity taxes. This may be especially dif-
ficult for the small employer, who
will also be pressed by higher book-
keeping costs.

(6) Special accounting problems
may arise in relating an employer's
billing premium to true cost deter-
mined after the end of a policy year.
To the extent that the employer's
true cost is less than premiums,
through dividends or other credits,
the imputed income to employees
should also be reduced, perhaps ret-
roactively. This could entail more
complications in accounting and rec-
ordkeeping for the employer.

It is ironic that an Administration
committed to less regulation and
Federal reporting requirements
should be proposing a tax change

9
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that would add extensive new
employer administrative duties.

Amount of Revenue
Likely To Be Raised

The amount of an employee's
imputed income subject to tax will
depend upon how imputed income
and the tax cap are calculated and
applied. Until these matters are
decided, the way that the tax burden
will be distributed by age, sex, fam-
ily status, place of residence and size
of group is unknown. It is very
likely, however, that once the rules
are set many employers will explore
the opportunities for legitimate tax
avoidance. The incentives are to
minimize administrative problems
and to spare employees from an
inequitable and haphazard tax bur-
den. In addition, union leaders will
seek methods to avoid the tax on
behalf of their membership.

The general thrust of these "tax
avoidance" arrangements will be to
reduce employer contributions to the
group health insurance policy to
eliminate tax liability, and to shift an
equivalent amount into benefits
which are either completely tax free
or at most tax deferred for many
years. An example of the former is
increased vacation allowance, while

examples of tax deferred benefits are
pension plans and company contri-
butions to-savings programs. The
particular approach would depend
on the amount of contribution to be
shifted and other factors such as the
distribution of tax liability. ,Although'
an employee's contribution to his or
her health insurance plan would
increase, the tax would have been
avoided. The increased tax free or
tax deferred benefits will leave the
employee in about the same position
as before the tax was imposed. Both
large and small groups could imple-
ment tax avoidance arrangements,
with the aid of in-house expertise or
through consulting firms.

Although it is difficult to forecast
the extent to which employers and
unions will alter their plans to avoid
the tax, it is likely that many will. A
tax that falls in an inequitable and
haphazard fashion will be difficult
for employees to understand and
accept. An employer who can offset
an unpopular tax is likely to do so.
The result will be that much less tax
revenue will be realized by the trea-
sur'v. Even if employers only shift
contributions to tax deferred bene-
fits, it could be many years before
the treasury realizes any significant
tax revenue.

10
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Proposed Tax as a Measure To Contain Costs

The rapid acceleration of health
care costs in recent years has
focused attention on the need for
improved cost containment. A cur-
rent theory is that more effective
cost containment would result if
there were more competitive market-
place forces at work in the health
care industry. This marketplace
approach is proposed as an alterna-
tive to increased government regula-
tion, and includes two popular con-
cepts. One is to encourage the
growth of insurance plans with
reduced benefits and increased
employee cost sharing. The result of
cost sharing is expected to be less
demand for health services and
lower prices because of greater con-
sumer cost sensitivity. This, in turn,
is expected to stimulate competitive
reactions from providers and ulti-
mately result in cost containment for
all patients. The second concept is
through competitive alternative
health care delivery systems, such as
HMOs. The HMO strategy has
actually been in place for several
years, while the attention given to
the cost sharing strategy has
increased only recently.

The present lack of marketplace
competition is attributed in large

part to the tax free status of
employer contributions to health
insurance. This is said to have
encouraged employees to seek
"excessive" amounts of insurance,
thus insulating them from significant
out-of-pocket expenses and making
them insensitive to health care costs.
The proposed tax is expected to
motivate employees to change to
lower premium plans with more cost
sharing features. Greater cost shar-
ing, as noted, is expected to lead to
cost containment.

The need for improved controls on
health care costs is not in dispute.
The justification of the proposed tax
as a cost containment measure, how-
ever, rests upon (1) a theory that sig-
nificant numbers of employees will
shift to plans with more cost shar-
ing, and (2) a theory that more cost
sharing will actually result in more
cost containment for all patients. It is
important to consider the plausibility
of these theories before complex tax
legislation with many adverse
results is enacted in the name of cost
containment.

Let us first consider the likelihood
that a significant number of employ-
ees ill become covered under plans
with more cost sharing. The actual

11
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number of employees affected by the
tax will depend upon the methods of
calculating imputed income and the
tax cap, and the prevalence of tax
avoidance arrangements. It is clear,
however, that for those employees
who do become liable, the tax would
represent an increase in the cost of
their insurance. A decision to seek
less insurance will vary greatly with
the employee's circumstances. These
would include the amount of tax
involved, a family member's health
status, the nature of the reduced
benefits in the lower premium plan,
and the employee's degree of aver-
sion to the financial risk of medical
expenses.

The relative ease with which the
employee could change to a lower
premium plan is also of importance.
In this regard, there are two situa-
tions to consider. The first is where a
single group health plan is to apply
without any choice of insurance
plans available. The second is where
there would be a legal requirement
for an emloyer to offer at least two
conventional insurance plans with
different benefit levels:It is impor-
tant to explore the impact of each sit-

-uation:
(A) Employer maintains a single

conventional insurance plan but
includes HMO options when avail-
able.

Employers typically offer either a

single company-wide insurance
plan, or a single plan for all employ-
ees at a given location or in a specific
bargaining unit. Since the HMO Act
of 1973, qualified HMO options have
been increasingly offered where
available.

If the tax motivates some employ-
ees to desire a lower premium plan,
they must secure the employer's
agreement to change the plan for all
employees. If the plan is under col-
lective bargaining, union agreement
would be needed as well. Before
agreeing to a plan change for all
employees, the employer must be
convinced that most employees
would willingly accept a plan with a
higher deductible or coinsurance or
which covered fewer expenses. For
most groups, such a change is
unlikely.

Most people tend to be "risk
averse" with regard to health care.
T he preference for high level health
insurance protection reflects a desire
to be relieved of financial risk and
emotional pressure upon the occur-
ence of accident or sickness. It is
doubtful that any significant propor-
tion of employees will seek more
out-of-pocket exposure to hospital
and medical expense, or wish to
have fewer services covered.

When people who do not have
access to group coverage buy indi-
vidual health insurance policies from

12
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insurance companies, the strong
preference is for first dollar hospital
and surgical plans. In 1981, the larg-
est number of such persons, 12.7
million, were covered under basic
hospital and surgical policies. Fed-
eral employees have available a
choice of insurance plans, as well as
a choice of alternate plans (HMOs)
in many areas. It has been observed
that the plans with the highest level
of benefits are by far the most popu-
lar in terms of enrollment. It has also
been noted that medicare supple-
ment insurance is widespread
among persons covered by Medi-
care. In 1981, over 15 million per-
sons age 65 and over had private
hospital insurance protection and
over 11 million had private surgical
expense coverage. It is evident that
the bulk of senior citizens tend to be
risk averse.

The next most popular category
was Comprehensive Majoi Medical,
which covers both hospital and sur-
gical out-of-hospital expenses. There
were 3.7 million covered under this
type of policy.

The least popular type of policy
was Supplementary Major Medical,
under which only 2.7 million were
covered. This policy involves large
deductibles ($500 to $2,500 and up)
and is designed both for people with
other base plan coverage and for
those without other coverage who

self-insure the large deductible
amount.

Sales of these individual policies
are to people who are spending
after-tax income, and who have a
broad selection of plans and carriers
from which to choose. It seems that
such people are strongly risk averse
when it comes to hospital and surgi-
cal expense, and favor first dollar
coverage.

It would be logical to expect that
group-insured persons would also
be risk averse, despite the presence
of a new tax. This is especially so
since the tax, or additional employee
"price," will normally be much less
than what non-group insured per-
sons pay for individual policies.
There is little reason to believe,
therefore, that any significant num-
ber of employees will seek less
insurance as a result of the tax on
employer contributions. Those who
do are likely to be attracted only to
plans that preserve hospital and sur-
gical coverage at the expense of
vision, dental and other ambulatory
care benefits.

In addition, an employer is not
likely to change to a lower premium
plan to satisfy a minority of employ-
ees. If collective bargaining is
involved, the union leadership
would face the same dilemma. A
plan with more cost sharing might
well be resented by employees who

13
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either are not liable for tax or who
are being subsidized by other
employees by the way the rules are
written.

It seems more likely that employ-
ers would adopt a tax avoidance
arrangement than change to a lower
premium plan. This might avoid a
plan change that would displease
most employees, would solve the
employee tax problem, and would
avoid the administrative problems of
the tax. The financial impact on the
employer would be the same
whether or not a change to a lower
premium plan occurred. This is
because under either approach the
employer would reduce his contribu-
tion to the tax cap and pass the full
reduction to employees in additional
tax free or tax deferred benefits.
Thus, whether or not many plans
are changed, the treasury is not
likely to realize much current reve-
nue from this tax.

Overall, the risk averse nature of
people and the difficult employee
relations problems faced by employ-
ers are such that few groups are
likely to change to lower premium
insurance plans. From the HMO
viewpoint, this should be a welcome
development, since HMOs, with rel-
atively higher premiums would have
more difficulty competing against a
company plan with more cost shar-
ing.

(B) Employer offers a choice of
two insurance plans as well as HMO
options where available.

The legislation imposing the tax
on employer contributions may also
require employers to offer two insur-
ance plans, one costing less than the
other. The employer would probably
be required to make the same contri-
bution to each plan, and provide a
rebate to an employee if the pre-
mium for his plan were less than the
employer's contribution. Under this
approach, any employee motivated
by the tax to seek a lower premium
plan could do so directly. This
avoids the problems in changing a
single plan that applies to all
employees, and could result in more
employees becoming covered under
plans with more cost sharing fea-
tures. The choice of plan process,
itself, however, will produce severe
distortions between the cost of the
insurance plans, which will eventu-
ally make employee choice meaning-
less.

The risk averse nature of people
described previously will initially
limit the number of employees
changing to lower premium plans,
especially if significant cost sharing
of hospital and surgical expense is
involved. Those who do change,
however, will be less likely as a class
to need medical care in the near
future than those who remain in the
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higher premium plan. This is
because some of the employees who
might be attracted to the lower pre-
mium plan will not change if future
medical expenses are anticipated,
which is known as adverse selection.

Adverse selection when a choice
of plans is available, is a natural con-
sequence of the tendency of employ-
ees to act in their own best interests
when making their decisions. The
degree to which it occurs depends
upon the benefit differences of the
two plans. Employees that anticipate
large inpatient expenses for elective
surgery in the near future will avoid
a plan that requires more cost shar-
ing of hospital and surgical expense.
Employees with chronic illnesses,
requiring frequent physician office
visits and prescription drugs will
avoid a plan with little or no out-of-
hospital coverage. It is difficult to
control adverse selection without
severely limiting in various ways the
employee's freedom to choose.

The subsequent effect of adverse
selection will be a major distortion in
the premiums required for the two
insurance plans. At each annual
opportunity to change plans, the
rearrangement of employees by their
medical needs will become more
pronounced. The cost of the higher
premium plan will increase much
more rapidly than will the cost of the
lower premium plan, which will

force a revision in the way the
employer's contribution is com-
puted. If the contribution were
linked to the high premium plan,
the employer would soon be faced
with much higher total contribu-
tions. This would be due to the rap-
idly increasing high premium plan
costs, and the requirement to pro-
vide-rebates to those in the lower
premium plan. In order to control
his cost, the employer would be
likely to set his contribution each
year in a manner unrelated to the
specific premium for any plan. This
would force larger and larger
employee contributions under the
high benefit plan, as the premium
rose faster thin the employer contri-
bution.As a result, even employees who
would naturally desire the higher
premium plan may feel compelled
by high employee contributions to
change to the lower premium plan.
This could be disastrous for finan-
cially pressed lower paid employees
who select the low premium plan,
and then suffer the expenses of a
major illness or accident. It is also a
disaster for less healthy employees
in the high premium plan, who pay
ever increasing contributions for
their coverage. The distortions pro-
duced in premium and employee
contributions are such that employ-
ees will be less and less able to make
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rational choices with respect to
price. The financial problems and
employee discontent engendered
would eventually either force a
return to a single plan, or a narrow-
ing of the difference in benefits
between the two plans, or a cross-
subsidization of the two plans' pre-
mium. The smaller the group
involved, the faster the breakdown.

The requirement to offer two
insurance plans would also mean
much additional administrative
expense for employers. The compli-
cations of permitting annual changes
and providing rebates will drive up
record keeping and electronic data
processing expense. Many employ-
ers are likely to attempt to minimize
this situation through tax avoidance
arrangements. The effect on HMOs
could be dramatic if employees
could easily change to a low pre-
mium plan and even receive a
rebate.

HMO premiums are normally in
the range of high benefit plan pre-
miums, so that HMOs would likely
lose enrollment and suffer from
adverse selection. Thus, the encour-
agement of the cost sharing strategy
through employee choice could
work against the HMO strategy for
cost containment.

Overall, the tax together with a
choice of plan requirement might

temporarily result in more employ-
ees changing to low cost plans.
Through the effects of adverse selec-
tion, however, the choice of plan
structure would either be abandoned
or the plan differences would be nar-
rowed. Another solution might be to
cross subsidize the two plans, but all
of these outcomes are contrary to the
original purpose of the two plans.
The end result will be a few employ-
ees covered under low premium
plans. The added burdens on
employers will make tax avoidance
arrangements even more attractive.

It was noted earlier that the link
between the tax and better cost con-
tainment rests upon two theories.
The first is that the tax will lead to a
significant number of employees
becoming insured under lower pre-
mium plans with more cost sharing.
We have seen that this is not likely
to result whether employers have a
single plan or provide for employee
choice. The second theory is that
greater cost sharing will actually
result in more cost containment for
all patients. Let us consider the like-
lihood that this will occur.

Persons covered under plans with
more cost sharing are expected,
through their heightened cost sensi-
tivity, to become more astute buyers
of health care services. The average
consumer, however, is not equipped
to judge whether prescribed medical
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services are needed, or to shop hos-
pitals and physicians for price value.
Furthermore, most often the con-
sumer would lack the emotional
composure required to reach an
informed decision. These are some
of the reasons for the widespread
consumer acceptance of comprehen-
sive health insurance. When persons
subject to more cost sharing avoid
medical care, there may be longer
range impacts on health status that
are not presently well understood.
More evidence needs to be accumu-
lated to support the view that cost-
aware consumers can fulfill a mar-
ketplace role, without impairing
their health in the process.

Under the theory, cost contain-
ment will be improved for all
patients when hospitals and physi-
cians respond to marketplace pres-
sures and become more efficient and
competitive. The marketplace pres-
sures are to be produced by the per-
sons covered under plans with
greater cost sharing, who will utilize
fewer services. Since, however,
these persons are expected to be few
in number, providers can simply
increase fees. Most patients will
remain covered by comprehensive
insurance, and it will not be difficult
to compensate for any income losses

from patients with greater cost shar-
ing plans. In addition, persons with
more cost sharing on out-of-hospital
benefits may seek hospital admis-
sion in order to have diagnostic tests
covered. This could drive inpatient
costs even higher. As long as these
reactions are possible, the objective
of cost containment through more
cost sharing plans is not likely to be
achieved. Competition between the
,traditional fee-for-service system and
prepaid organizations such as
HMOs may serve to control costs. A
minority of persons with less insur-
ance coverage, however, is not likely
to induce much provider competi-
tion or cost containment.

In summary, the two theories
underpinning the justification of the
tax as a cost containment measure
are not very plausible. Significant
numbers of employees will probably
not change to plans with more cost
sharing. Those who do are not likely
to produce the marketplace reactions
from providers that will lend to cost
containment for all patients. The
impact of the tax on cost contain-
ment, therefore, is expected to be
negligible, and possibly detrimental
to the HMO strategy for cost con-
tainment.
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Review of "Tax Expenditures and
the Demand for Private Health Insurance"
by Taylor and Wilensky

A recent paper on taxing employers'
contributions to group health insur-
ance is entitled "Tax Expenditures
and the Demand for Private Health
Insurance" by Amy K. Taylor and
Gail R. Wilensky. This paper pro-
vides estimates of the revenue to be
gained by the federal and state gov-
ernments. In addition, estimates are
made of an anticipated reduction in
health insurance premium. This is
expected to occur as the tax moti-
vates employees to seek reduced
insurance, which, in turn, is to lead
to better cost containment.

'rhe authors identify the cost con-
tainment aspect of the tax as being
of more importance than the reve-
nue to be raised. The focus of the
paper is on the expected changes in
health insurance premiums. More
public attention has been given,
however, to the estimated amounts
of revenue than the cost contain-
ment issue. The projections of reve-
nue and reduced premium are based
on several key assumptions, some of
which are stated, while others are
not mentioned. Since the assump-
tions are weak in various respects,

the projections should be placed in
proper perspective.

Revenue Effects of the Tax
The authors have used an estimate
of $100.6 billion of group insurance
premiums for 1983, of which $77 bil-
lion is attributed to employer contri-
butions. These figures were obtained
by a projection of data gathered in a
1977 National Medical Care Expendi-
ture Survey. In view of the current
and anticipated federal budget defi-
cits, a new tax base of $77 billion
must be considered attractive. If it all
materialized as taxable income, the
total increase in federal income tax is
projected by the authors to be
$20.443 billion. Additional revenues
would also accrue to Social Security
and to state governments through
increased state income taxes.

It is assumed in the paper that the
projected tax revenues would be the
same regardless of the extent to
which employees may change to
lower premium plans. This is
because if an employee changes to a
lower premium plan, his or her
other taxable compensation=is_
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expected to be increased to the
extent that the employer's contribu-
tion is reduced. There is a second
assumption mentioned at the end of
the paper, the validity of which is
essential if the revenue projections
are to have any meaning whatever.
This assumption is to the effect that
employers and unions will not adopt
tax avoidance arrangements, regard-
less of whether any plan changes
occur at all. In our view, this
assumption is difficult to justify.

The task of distributing $77 billion
of employer contributions to
employees as imputed income will
be extremely complex. It is virtually
certain that the distribution will be
inequitable by age, sex, and area of
the country. Frequently, the tax will
fall in haphazard and unpredictable
ways. Tax avoidance arrangements
could easily become common occur-
rences, under which sufficient
employer contributions would be
diverted into other tax free or tax
deferred benefits, this relieving the
employee's tax burden. It is clear
that to the extent this occurs, the
revenue projections in the paper
could represent enormous overstate-
ments in terms of current increased
revenue.

In their study, the authors consid-
ered three levels of exemption, rang-
ing from $1,125 to $2,400 per family.
If the exemption amount were

$1,800 per family and $720 per single
individual, the total federal income
tax increase expected in 1983 would
be $3.454 billion, in the absence of
any avoidance arrangements. Since
the assumption that there will not be
any such arrangements is unrealis-
tic, the $3.454 billion estimate is
likely to be grossly overstated. If
three-quarters of employees become
exempt, the increase in federal
income tax would drop from $3.454
billion to $864 million. Most
recently, a possible exemption of
$2,100 per family and $840 per indi-
vidual has been discussed. This
would reduce expected revenwa
even further, and probably produce
no more than $600 to $700 million in
1983 under the same assumptions.

Cost Containment Aspects
of the Tax
The authors appear to support the
notion that tax free employer contri-
butions have led employees to pur-
chase more insurance than they
would have, if they were using tax-
able income. The increased insur-
ance levels are thought to have con-
tributed to the rate of inflation in the
health care sector. The theory is that
the tax will lead to lower premium
insurance plans with more employee
cost sharing, and eventually more
cost containment through market-
place competition. The paper deals
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only with projections of expected
insurance premium reductions as a
result of the tax. There is no discus-
sion of whether greater cost sharing
will actually result in cost contain-
ment for all patients, which is a the-
ory many find implausible.

The question as to whether the
proposed tax will result in a shift to
less insurance is of great interest. An
affirmative answer is essential if the
tax is to be justified as step one in
the quest for cost containment. The
authors have calculated the expected
reductions using an equation from
economic theory, relating health
insurance premium, employee
income and the "price" to an
employee for group insurance. In
this context, the proposed tax will
raise the "price" of group insurance
for employees who are liable for any
tax.

If there were no tax exemption
amount, the authors predict that the
tax would produce an aggregate
reduction of $7.5 billion front the
1983 premium estimate of $101.6 bil-
lion. On a long range basis, the
reduction is expected to grow to
$16.7 billion. If various amounts of
employer contribution remain tax
free, the predicted reductions in pre-
miUm are less. In the near term, a
reduction of $3.6 billion would result
it the exemption amounts were
$1,800 family and $720 individual.

There is no discussion in the
paper as to what proportion of
employees would have the opportu-
nity to change to a lower premium
plan. Most employers provide only
one plan of insurance to all employ-
ees, either company wide or at a
specific location or bargaining unit.
With the risk averse nature of peo-
ple, few employees are expected to
desire a change, and most employ-
ers will not change a plan for all to
please a small minority. It may be
that authors assumed that all
employers would offer a choice of a
high and low premium insurance
plan. This would permit more
employees to change initially. The
adverse selection process, however,
would so distort price that eventu-
ally the choice of plan approach
would have to be either drastically
modified or abandoned. The ques-
tion of whether many single group
plans will be changed, or whether
there is a viable process for plan
choice, must be addressed. Without
evidence that a workable process for
changing plans exist, we must be
skeptical that the mathematical
model is of value in predicting pre-
mium reductions.

It is well known that people tend
to be risk averse when it comes to
the financial hazard of accident and
sickness, but how or whether this
was taken into account by the
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authors is not clear. The equations
seem only to consider premiums,
employee income, and the employ-
ee' s price of the plan. It would seem
that the degree of benefit plan
reduction would be of importance
when forecasting reduced amount of
premium. Some insight into the
reasonableness of the forecasts may
be gained by an inverse process.

In Table 3 of the paper, the short
term reduction in premium is esti-
mated at $3.6 billion when the tax
exemption is $1,800 per family and
$720 per individual. If we assume
that 10% of employees make a
change, the figure of $3.6 billion
suggests that on the average, the
lower premium plans represented a
36.0% premium reduction. A pre-
mium reduction of this magnitude
would involve substantial benefit
reductions, and it is arguable
whether 10% of employees would
make such a drastic change.

If it is assumed that 25% of
employees make a change, the fig-
ure of $3.6 billion suggests that the

average lower premium plan repre-
sented a 14.3% premium reduction.
This premium reduction would
involve less benefit reduction, but
the attractiveness of the plan would
depend on which benefits were
reduced and to what extent. People
tend to preserve a high level of hos-
pital and surgical coverage, so that
the reduced plan benefit design
would be an important consider-
ation. The average federal tax
increase at this exemption level is
estimated at only $147, and it may
be questioned whether as many as
25% of employees would be willing
to cut benefits 14.3%.

Since the projected premium
reductions seem unrelated to the
process of plan change, or the rela-
tionship between benefit design,
premium reduction, and consumer
attitudes toward risk, they are of
limited value. There may be plausi-
ble internal consistency, in the pro-
jected reductions, but more analysis
should be performed to establish the
reasonableness of the results.
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Mr. TRoy. We thank you for allowing us to be heard, and we
stand ready to provide you with any information the Committee
might want

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Troy.
[The prepared statement of John Troy follows:]

STATEMENT OF THE HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
PRESENTED BY JOHN F. TRoY

My name is John F. Troy, Vice President of the Travelers Insurance Company. I
am accompanied by J. Martin Dickler, Actuary for the Health Insurance Associ-
ation of America. the HIAA is a trade association of approximately 320 companies
which together write over 85 percent of the country's commercial health insurance.
We appear today on their behalf.

Mr. Chairman, the Administration has asked Congress to levy a tax on employee
health plans as part of its fiscal year 1984 legislative program.

The Administration has further proposed, in testimony to the Senate Finance
Committee on April 27, that the employee health tax, not yet enacted, be increased
to finance grants to the states for health insurance for the unemployed, although
insisting that the purpose of the tax is to contain rising health care costs, not raise
revenue.

The health insurance industry opposes this proposal as discriminatory, unfair,
and one that will do nothing to stop health-care-cost inflation, nor will it raise the
revenue suggested as labor-management negotiations rearrange the employee bene-
fit package.

Among the arguments against such a tax are the following:

IT PENALIZES OLDER WORKERS

Elderly groups tend to use health care more frequently than younger, healthier
workers. Hence, the cost of health insurance for a group which includes more than
the average number of older workers not only will be higher but could discourage
many employers from hiring the older worker. Under the Administration proposal,
these groups will be adversely affected by a cap, while younger groups with similar
coverage may not be taxed.

IT PENALIZES THOSE IN HAZARDOUS, HIGH-RISK OCCUPATIONS

Some groups, such as iron workers or coal miners, are usually considered a higher"risk," and are typically charged higher health insurance premiums. These groups
could be unfairly taxed while other groups with similar coverage-such as clerical
workers-would be unaffected.

IT IS A FORM OF "DOUBLE TAXATION"

The Health Insurance Association of America estimates that Medicare and Medic-
aid payment practices resulted in $7.9 billion being shifted to patients covered by
private health insurance in 1983 to make up for government underpayment to hos-
pitals. For the government to shift these costs to the private sector and then put a
tax on the resulting higher insurance premiums is patently unfair.

IT UNFAIRLY AFFECTS CERTAIN GEOGRAPHIC AREAS

The cost of health care is higher in some areas, such as large metropolitan cities.
A single national tax cap does not take geographic differences into account, and
thus would particularly penalize those in high-cost areas. Conversely, it would allow
the tax-free purchase of much more generous benefit plans by those in low-cost
areas.

IT COULD RESULT IN REDUCED COVERAGE FOR PREVENTIVE CARE SERVICES

As employees scramble to reduce their overall premium rates, essential preven-
tive care services such as dental care, vision care, mental health benefits, and alco-
hol and drug abuse services may be dropped from benefit plans. Dropping these
benefits does nothing to reduce hospital costs, and in the end may have the opposite
effect.

Mr. Chairman, all of those in the private sector who have the most to gain from
effective hospital cost containment-the employers, the unions, the insurers-in es-
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sence, all of those in the private sector on the paying side of the equation--say the
employee health tax will be ineffective in curbing rising costs and are opposed to its
enactment. Those who have the most to gain by its failure to work, i.e., the health
providers, say it will work to de-escalate hospital inflation. However, it is a fact that
what the medical expense people fear most is hospital expense, and it is hospitaliza-
tion insurance that will be the last, and least, effected by this proposal.

On this point- Mr. Chairman, I would like to call attention to the Rand study on
health care costs published in November 1982, a study often referred to by the
health tax proponents as demonstrating the efficacy of the health tax in reducing
health costs, a conclusion to which we obviously take exception.

The study states, in any event, that while the increased cost of employee health
insurance resulting from the tax would reduce the over-all amount of health protec-
tion available:

"In fact, people would probably not reduce their insurance coverage uniformly but
would follow some simple principles in making selective reductions. Just as insur-
ance was historically first chosen to cover the highest risk services (e.g., hospitaliaz-
tion) and only later extended to cover lower risk services (e.g., physician office visits,
dental care, psychiatric visits), retrenchment in coverage would probably follow sim-
ilar patterns. Dental care, ambulatory care, drugs, and similar services would prob-
ably become uncovered or, at least, covered only with very large yearly deductibles
of perhaps $500 or more, rather than currently typical deductibles of $150 to $200.
In terms of effects on aggregate medical care market demand, most purchases of
these services would be uninsured. Hospital insurance coverage would probably be
least changed, because the financial risks are greatest for hospitalization."

The study raises another concern. It points out that while a "typical proposal" for
taxing employees on half of employer-paid contribution could reduce hospital use by
$7.6 billion, the hospitals could recover more than $5 billion "by raising prices
charged the remaining patients, the government, and insurers."

Well, with the passage of the Social Security Amendments of 1983 putting Medi-
care on the new DRG-prospective basis, set by HHS, it won't be the government hit
by the new round of higher prices-it will be the rest of us.

The end result will be health insurance that is more expensive, people having less
protection, hospital prices higher for those that need their services, and hospitals
getting the same amount of revenue to cover their over-all fixed operating expenses.

In essence, as a hospital cost containment device, the employee health tax is a
meat-axe that misses its mark.

The same study concludes on another cautionary note, "Effects on consumers'
health status are as yet unknown but will have considerable effect on the desirabil-
ity of such changes in public policy."

We believe that encouraging people to cut back on preventive services will have a
detrimental effect on consumers' health status.

The most sensible approach to keeping hospital costs under control is prospective
pricing reform that applies to all patients, not just Medicare patients. Rising costs
are not just a Medicare-Medicaid problem but a national health care problem as
well. A prospective all-patients system will force cost-saving incentives into the
structure of hospital payments and operations and will have many times the impact
of the band-aid approach of taxing workers' health insurance premiums.

We are beginning to see that prospective payment systems that include all-payers,
include Medicare, now in place in four states, can work. These is no reason why the
Congress should try the untested theory of taxing health insurance premiums-and
every reason why it should not.

Mr. Chairman, HIAA and its member companies share this Committee's concern
over rising health costs.

We believe this Committee and the Congress are to be highly commended for the
passage of H.R. 1900, the Social Security Amendments of 1983.

The recently enacted law changes Medicare's hospital payment from the present
retrospective determination of incurred costs to a system of prospectively deter-
mined prices. We agree that this change in incentives is highly desirable. In fact,
prospective payment may be our last chance for a competitive solution to rising hos-
pital costs. However, the new prospective pricing system applies only to Medicare.
Any system that does not apply to all patients will not produce the desired changes
in hospital behavior.

The change in payment basis under Medicare would probably not have been pro-
posed were it not for persistent, rapid increases in health care costs in recent years.
These increases and their effects on governmentprograms are just as applicable to
the insurance coverage purchased by employers for their employees, by individuals
for themselves, and by the self-insured. As a result, health insurance premiums are
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increasing annually at rates which range-from 20 to 40 percent depending on the
size and- location of the business. These increases are ultimately shared by the em-
ployers, employees and consumers and adversely affect the health of American in-
dustry.

If the change to a prospective system provides the right incentives to hospitals to
voluntarily control health care expenses, and we agree that it does, such a change is
equally needed by those who are not eligible for Medicare. --

The existence of cost shifting has become well-documented since our industry pub-
licly identified the problem a couple of years ago. Cost shifting totalled $5.8billion
in 1982 and will rise to $7.9 billion in 1983. As a logical business practice, hospitals
recoup reductions in Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement by inflating charges to
private patients. Those who are insured face higher premiums. Those who are not-
such as laid-off workers who have lost their insurance-are faced with a ruinous
hidden tax exacted at a time when they are least able to pay-a tax on their al-
ready sky-rocketing hospital charges. Without government action on an all-payer
system, all private patients remain vulnerable to an unprecedented and financially
intolerable level of cost shifting.

In theory, prospective payment leads to cost containment because hospitals will
work with physicians to voluntarily reduce length of stay and ancillary services.
The incentive for such behavorial changes is profit; hospitals will finally be able to
get more money for doing less. But hospitals say such changes take time and sub-
stantial effort. In practice, hospitals will find it far easier to cost shift than to cost
contain.

We support federal legislation that effectively protects private patients from addi-
tional cost shifts. Such protection could take the form of a residual prospective pay-
ment system for all-payers. While such a system would provide cost containment in-
centives, it need not produce savings to the private sector in the short-run. Further-
more, an all-payer system would not necessarily require that all-payers initially pay
the same price for each DRG. But discounts ought to be justified by savings to the
hospital and be available to all patie!ta. For example, discounts for prompt payment
would be appropriate. Government patients in Maryland are an exception to this
principle. While sharing in all costs to the hospital including uncompensated care,
they receive an additional discount in order to stay within the aggregate federal cap
required under the Medicare waiver.

I would like to shed some light on arguments against an all-payer system. The
Administration says that we private insurers will piggyback on the Medicare DRG
prices once we recognize that we are paying too much for hospital care. Mr. Chair-
man, we already know we are paying too much but we are unable to pay less under
a combination of current federal policies that generate cost shifting while prohibit-
ing joint negotiation by insurers. We are caught between the competitive forces in
the insurance market and the failures in the non-competitive hospital industry. Cur-
rent comprehensive benefit contracts with employers would prohibit us from limit-
ing our payments to hospitals to the Medicare rate because hospitals would bill em-
ployees for the difference. Employers and employees have made a conscious decision
to elect comprehensive medical benefits in 90 percent of our group business.

If, in the future, an individual insurance company only offered to sell plans which
limit benefits to the Medicare DRG rates, employers would again exercise their
option in the free market to buy comprehensive benefits from another insurance
company What if the federal government intervened in the competitive health in-
surance market and prohibited the selling of comprehensive medical benefits; would
you then indirectly succeed in controlling hospital costs? No, hospitals would charge

-patients all that the market would bear above the indemnity amounts. Many hospi-
tals would soon find their solvency threatended as bad debts mounted.

You may ask whether we negotiate with hospitals to accept less than their
charges as full payment. Hospitals have agreed to such requests to voluntarily
reduce their revenues only where an employer or insurer has sufficient volume to
force acceptance. Some Blue Cross plans and the Rochester-employer coalition so
dominate their local areas as to be successful in obtaining such volume discounts.

For the vast majority of the country, however, neither the insurance company nor
the employer has sufficient local volume to negotiate charges and thereby prevent
cost shifting. To drive home the point, the Prudential, which is the single largest
private health insurer in the country, has only 4 percent of the private health insur-
ance market, and that is spread over 50 states. We are too dispersed to negotiate
individually and we are prohibited by antitrust laws from negotiating jointly.

Experience validates our frustrations over cost shifting. Experience has also
shown that second-opinion surgery, ambulatory benefits and other coverage de-
signed to reduce utilization are succesEful but alone have limited impact. Finally,
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experience with State prospective payment systems clearly demonstrates their effec-
tiveness in containing aggregate health care costs.

This is a developing area and no one yet can claim to have all the answers to the
questions of a single hospital payment reform system. In fact, two of the oldest and
most effective systems, the Maryland and New Jersey programs, operate quite dif-
ferently. HHS recently granted waivers to NewYork and Massachusetts, two of the
nation's high cost states. In both of these states, all parties with a direct stake in
hospital payment change-providers, employers, unions and insurers-actively par-
ticipated in designing a solution. Both are implementing approaches different from
those in Maryland and New Jersey. We believe all of these different approaches will
lower costs and produce useful comparisons.

The federal government's past role as a catalyst has helped encourage variety and
innovation. We believe this is the prime role for the federal government, and should
be continued. We applaud and commend the Congress for its recognition of qualified
state programs as an alternative method of Medicare payment under the Social Se-
curity Amendments of 1983. We urge you now to adopt positive incentives to States
to develop their own qualified programs for all patients.

One such incentive would be a Medicaid regard for those States which enact
qualified programs similar to the reward in present law for States which had hospi-
tal cost containment programs in place on July 1, 1981. A modest Medicaid reward
would be most appropriate for those States which are moving ahead to help solve a
national problem-health cost inflation.

It would be a fitting way to attack a national problem at the State level without a
new Federal bureaucracy. It would be a fitting reward to those States which, by
holding down rising health costs, are taking action to hold down the number of citi-
zens forced into Medicaid and other public assistance programs by health care infla-
tion. Such a proposal need not, in fact, should not, require the States to set-up hospi-
tal rate-setting commissions. It need not, and should not, require any particular
type of program, rate-setting, DRG, or otherwise, as long as the State program
meets the criteria set forth in the Social Security Amendments of 1983.

We further urge the Congress to take the next step on prospective pricing-to
enact legislation extending a hospital prospective pricing system to all payers, not
just Medicare, to take effect four years after enactment in any State which has not
enacted a qualified State program. Such legislation would give every State time to
enact legislation suitable to its own particular needs and yet guarantee that all our
citizens get the protection they deser,'e. It would also provide a stimulus to those
who believe our problems are best solved at the State level to move ahead and get
the job done so there will be no need for a Federal all-payer program.

We also recognize that any over-all solution to the problem of rising health costs
requires a reconciliation of the vital interests of a number of important segments of
our society. Therefore we continue to support the appointment of a Presidential
Commission, upon which all of these interests, providers, insurers, employers, and
unions, among others, can be represented and which can be charged with the con-
structive resolution of the conflicts which make this problem so intractable.

Mr. Chairman, the health insurance business shares your strongcommitment to
cost containment. There is more we would like to do ourselves. Nevertheless, we
find that we must struggle under some formidable handicaps. The field on which we
complete is strewn with regulatory and economic obstacles that significantly inter-
fere both with our ability to serve our customers and with efforts to improve the
efficiency of the health care financing and delivery system as a whole.

Put another way, what would the insurance industry like to do and what are the
barriers to their doing it?

Let us first identify these handicaps, all of which are externally imposed upon us.
Then we will return to a discussion of each of them. Unlike the noninsured plans
with which we compete, we are subject to stringent state regulation. Our product
design creativity is also stifled by a range of provider protection laws. Unlike our
chief competitors in many instances, we pay state premium taxes and federal
income taxes on the earnings on our reserves. In addition, the highly competitive
nature of our business and the antitrust laws preclude us from collaborating effec-
tively for cost containment purposes.

If the efficiency of our health care system is ever going to be improved through
more meaningful patient participation, we must first make certain that the choices
available to consumers are not economically biased because of governmental con-
straints. When individuals or employers choose a third party payment mechanism,
the choice should be among realistic alternatives. This is not fully possible today.

We find that many individuals and employers are increasingly frustrated when
they realize that a large and growing portion of their health care expenses is paying

23-664 0-83--17
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not for their own care-over which they have at least some control-but for care
given to public patients. We estimate that 16 percent of the hospital expenses in-
cured by our policyholders is being paid for care rendered to Medicare and Medicaid-
patients.

This cost shift would severely impede the ability of private payors to compete
with government programs under Medicare voucher system such as that proposed
by the Administration.

We want Medicare to pay on the same basis as other payors. The provision in the
recently-enacted Social Security Amendments providing for Medicare recognition of
qualified state hospital payment programs is a major step in the right direction.

Another possibility would be to require Medicare-approved hospitals to allocate
equally among all private patients that portion of their budgets not reimbursed by
Medicare or Medicaid.

Second, as with the Medicare cost shift, state regulation does not apply evenly to
various classes of payors. Employers that self-insure employee welfare benefit plans
are exempted from state regulation by the preemption clause in Section 514(c) of
ERISA. Such noninsured plans are not subject to the myriad legislative and regula-
tory requirements imposed upon insured plans. These requirements, which vary
considerably from state to state, typically include a wide range of mandated bene-
fits, free choice of provider provisions, and continuation of coverage and conversion
options which are often quite costly. Employers may avoid these obligations as well
as the necessity of maintaining reserves and paying premium taxes simply by not
insuring their plans.

In order to nurture competition in the health care field, we should assure that all
competitors are subject to the same rules. Insurance laws and regulations serve a
beneficial purpose in protecting the insured public. However, ERISA now precludes
the states from regulating the affairs of noninsured health plans, but at the same
time the federal government has failed to regulate these health plans.

The very fact that these plans are unregulated makes them increasingly attrac-
tive funding alternatives for employers. Indeed, as much as 50 percent of the new
health-related business written by major insurers is no longer conventional health
insurance. This is an obstacle to competition that we are not able to overcome with-
out Congressional support.

It is also a very real impediment to innovative plan design by insurers.
We recommend that Congress require that state taxation and regulation apply

equally to all funding mechanisms. We are not proposing a substitution of federal
for state regulation. However, our business does support, for example, Section
3605(aXiiXI) of S. 1541 (the Retirement Income Incentives and Administrative Sim-
plification Act, introduced by Senator Nickles) which would amend ERISA to pre-
empt state mandated benefit laws for insured as well as for non-insured employee
benefit plans. This simple change would be a first step along the way to more equi-
table competition and more rational benefit design.

We would like to set up programs in every state, as we have done in Connecticut,
to guarantee the availability of health insurance to all individuals. However, again,
ERISA is a major barrier to our seeking state laws setting up these programs. We
feel strongly that all competitors in the employee health benefit market should
share proportionately in any program losses. However, ERISA preempts state laws
to the extent those laws require self-insured plans to participate in these state pro-
grams. Thus, self-insured plans are effectively shielded from the economic burden of
the guaranteed availability programs, a burden which falls on an ever-decreasing
base caused by existing legal barriers to equitable competition. The program could
be solved either by an amendment to ERISA or by legislation authorizing insurers
to set up such pools and requiring all employee health benefit plan funding mecha-
nisms to participate in such a pool as a condition of income tax deductibility or by
otherwise requiring self-insured employers to participate in such programs.

In a smilar vein, there are any number of state laws enacted to protect the inter-
ests of different classes of providers. These laws often operate to prevent the estab-
lishment of preferred provider plans by insurers and stand in the way of negotia-
tions between insurers and. providers. They essentially preclude any insurer from
restricting in any way any beneficiary's "freedom to choose" any health provider
the insured wishes. An interesting experiment is beginning on this subject in Cali-
fornia; and we should know before too long whether competition among providers
will be enhanced by California's new law allowing an insurer to negotiate with pro-
viders. Note, the California law still does not allow more than one insurer to jointly
negotiate.
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Last, we would like to share data and engage in joint cost containment activities,
such as negotiating with health providers, the development of physician profiles and
patterns of care, and other such activities. Specifically:

1. Insurers should be authorized jointly to collect, analyze and use information on
the quality, cost, or utilization of health care services, including the development of
reasonable, or preferred utilization practice as guides for insurance reimburse-
ments to providers. In other words, commercial insurers should be able to join to-
gether to assemble data.

2. Insurers should also be empowered collectively to negotiate with health care
providers to develop utilization standards. It should further be possible for insurersjointly to contract with review organizations to provide peer review and concurrent
hospital review for private patients and to provide data to such organizations

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe the rising cost of health care, particular-
ly hospitalization, must be controlled for all Americans.

And we want to be part of the solution, not part of the problem. We have suggest-
ed some constructive things which we think would help-but taxing employee
health plans is not one of them.

Taxing employee health insurance to control rising hospital costs is worse than
prescribing aspirin for cancer. Not only won't it make the patient better, it may ac-
tually make things worse-in addition to the harm that comes from delaying effec-
tive treatment.

Mr. Chairman, I ask that a paper on the health care tax prepared by the HIAA
and previously sent to members of this committee be included in the record at this
point, as well as the attached resolution subscribed to by a number of organizations
who wish to be recorded as opposed to the employee health tax.

Thank you for allowing us to be heard. You may be sure we will continue to work
with the committee and its staff to solve these difficult problems.

Whereas a tax on employee health benefit plans would be discriminatory and
unfair in application and ineffective as a means of slowing the rising cost of hospital
care, we urge the Congress to REJECT any tax on employee health benefits.

Health Insurance Association of America; American Dental Association; National
Association of Casualty and Surety Agents; International Association of Machinists
and Aerospace Workers; Caterpillar Tractor Company; Small Business Council of
America, Inc.; International Brotherhood of Teamsters; Professional Insurance
Agents; Society of Professional Benefit Administrators; Aetna Life and Casualty;
New York Life Insurance Company; Insurance Association of Connecticut; Peoples
Life Insurance Company; Alliance of American Insurers; American Council of Life
Insurance; The Travelers Insurance Company; American Optometric Association;
American Psychiatric Association; American Federation of Teachers/Federation of
Nurses and Health Professionals: National Education Association; U.S. Chamber of
Commerce; Blue Cross/Blue Shield Associations; Group Health Association of Amer-
ica; Laborers International Unions of North America, AFL-CIO; Health Resources
Corporation of America; Family Health Program (FHP, Inc.); Association of Private
Pensions and Welfare Plans; CIGNA; Transamerica Occidental Life Insurance Com-
pany; American Dental Hygienists' Association; Kemper Group; Independent Insur-
ance Agents of America; American Dental Trade Association; National Association
of Private Psychiatric Hospitals; Delta Dental Plans Association; American Speech-
Language-Hearing Association; National Association of Insurance Brokers; National
Association of Life Underwriters; and National Mental Health Association.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD R. TRESNOWSKI, PRESIDENT, BLUE
CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. TRESNOWSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Packwood.
I am Bernard Tresnowski, president of the Blue Cross and Blue

Shield Association. Our full statement has been submitted for the
record, and I will briefly summarize.

We do not believe that the administration's current proposal is a
well-conceived reform of the health care system. We consider the
tax cap to be poor public policy either as a cost-containment strat-
egy, as a device for generating Federal revenues, or as a reform of
the tax system.

We particularly believe that a tax cap would have an adverse
effect on older, disabled, and chronically ill workers.
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In response to a tax cap, employers might take actions that
would mean higher out-of-pocket costs for these persons because
their higher illness rates result in more frequent use of health
services.

We also believe that a tax cap could be regressive for the lower
income worker.

We also believe that a tax cap could lead to the loss of protection
within a group by offering employees a choice of plans; thus, those
who perceive themselves as healthier likely would choose the lower
cost minimal coverage plan. Less healthy workers likely would
choose a more comprehensive benefit high-cost plan-adverse selec-
tion as it is known in our business. The spiral would begin.

We also believe that the use of a national limit is inequitable.
Unless the level of the cap is regionally adjusted, which indeed is
administratively difficult, the tax burden will fall most heavily on
workers in higher-cost areas of the nation. These are the areas that
least can afford it.

We believe that a tax cap will have a number of adverse effects
on employers; by increasing the overall cost of doing business you
increase payroll taxes and administrative burdens.

Administratively, a major impediment to implementing a tax cap
is the absence, in many cases, of a premium against which to judge
an employee's tax liability.

We also believe that a tax cap would make it difficult for employ-
ers to insure consistent employee benefits for employees located in
different areas of the country.

We also believe that a tax cap could result in elimination of cost-
effective benefits. Historically, health insurance was initially
chosen to cover the high-cost services such as hospitalization, and
only later was it extended to cover lower cost services such as phy-
sicians 'office visits, hospital outpatient visits, prenatal care.

The threat of abrupt curtailment of benefits brought about by a
tax cap may result in a reversal of that trend.

We also believe that a tax cap may deter the development of new
cost-containment strategies. Taking the pressure off the system
would stop those who would wish to innovate with 'cost-control pro-
grams because of the administrative expenses associated with those
programs.

Finally, a tax cap is not likely to raise the anticipated Federal
revenues. We believe that the estimates of revenue to be derived
from a tax cap are overstated. Employees, if given the option, will
likely shift that part of their compensation above the tax cap to
nontaxable fringe benefits. And those who continue to opt for more
comprehensive protection and will be subject to taxes are those
who anticipate the need for services-the aged, the disabled, and
sick workers. You have in effect enacted a "sick tax."

In conclusion, we strongly recommend that Congress not impose
a tax cap on employee health benefits. Such a tax would result in
little or no overall health cost savings and would do little to raise
revenues. It would, however, have several detrimental effects:

The tax cap may result in the elimination of potentially cost-ef-
fective benefits, and it would have a disproportionate adverse effect
on the aged, ill, disabled, and lower income workers.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to present these
views.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Tresnowski.
[The prepared statement of Bernard Tresnowski follows:]

TESTIMONY OF THE BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD ASSOCIATION, PRESENTED BY
BERNARD R. TRESNOWSKI

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Bernard R. Tresnowski,
President of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, the national coordinating
organization for all the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans. Today, Blue Cross and
Blue Shield Plans serve more than 80 million Americans under our private business
and 20 million Americans under our activities as intermediary or carrier for the
Medicare, Medicaid and CHAMPUS programs.

We appreciate this opportunity to present our views on the Administration's pro-
posal to cap the tax exemption for employer-paid health insurance premiums. We
share your concern about the massive Federal deficit and the need to contain health
care costs so that the overall upward pressure on Federal health care expenditures
can be slowed. While we believe that changes are needed in some of the incentives
present in our health care system, we do not believe that the Administration's cur-
rent proposal is a well-conceived reform of that system.

Those who favor the tax cap argue that such a cap would ultimately result in
greater cost consciousness on the part of consumers about the amount and type of
health insurance purchased, and, thus, would contribute to a reduction in health
care expenditures and prices. Proponents also argue that, to the extent that it
would not cause greater cost consciousness, a tax cap would generate revenues for
the Federal government. Finally, regardless of whether or not the tax cap would
help contain costs or generate revenues, some proponents argue that it would
reform the tax system and correct an inequity enabling persons in higher income
brackets to benefit more from the tax exclusion than those in lower income brack-
ets.

We consider the tax cap to be poor public policy-as a cost containment strategy,
as a device for generating Federal revenues, and as a reform of the tax system. We
believe a tax cap will: (1) Impact workers by having an inequitable and adverse
effect on low-income, older and disabled workers, as well as workers who have
family members suffering from chronic illness; (2) impact employers by introducing
a host of new complications and costs; (3) impact cost containment initiatives by in-
hibiting the continued development and application of more effective cost contain-
ment methods; and (4) probably fail in its objective of raising additional government
revenue.

I would now like to discuss these four effects in more detail.

IMPACT OF THE TAX CAP ON WORKERS

Tax cap proponents have argued that the current exclusion disproportionately
benefits higher income workers. But, in fact, all non-taxable fringe benefits favor
higher income employees. Using this argument to promote the taxation of health
insurance obscures significant facts about how the private insurance mechanism
works to assure that adequate protection is there for those who need it the most-
the sick,

While higher paid workers do receive a relatively greater tax advantage from the
current exclusion, a wide range of workers have benefited substantially because
comprehensive coverage became accessible to workers who otherwise couldnot have
afforded it. Thus, the exclusion has permitted private insurance to support broader
public policy objectives in an appropriate partnership with the government.

Tax experts may debate these questions, but it is at the time of need that the real
impact of a tax cap will be felt, and those who would carry the heaviest burden are
those who can least afford it.

Adverse effects on older, chronically ill and disabled workers.-In response to a
tax cap, employers might reduce their premium contributions by either reducing
coverage or by adding more cost-sharing to the insurance package. Either action
would have a regressive effect on older, chronically ill or disabled persons. Because
their higher illness rates result in more frequent use of health services-and thus
higher out-of-pocket costs-they would be paying more for access to health care.

uch a cap also might represent an increased financial burden for those employ-
ers who leave aged or disabled employees. The higher health care costs of these em-
ployees result in higher insurance costs for all employees in a group. And, to the
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extent that employment of these individuals raises an employer's health benefit
costs above the cap, the amount in excess would be subject to employer-related pay-
roll taxes (e.g., FICA), raising the cost of doing business and possibly eroding corpo-
rate profitability.

While we do not have precise estimates of the financial impact of a tax cap on
groups with these "high risk" workers, Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association actu-
arial simulations suggest how the Administration's proposal might affect older
workers. The additional taxable income for family Blue Cross and Blue Shield cover-
age in Florida (with a 75 percent employer contribution) is estimated to be 31 times
higher for workers employed in older employee groups (average age 55-64) than in
younger groups (average age 35-44)-$1,306 versus $41.

Adverse effects on low-income workers.-The progressive nature of our income tax
structure results in any tax exclusion being worth more from a tax perspective to
persons in higher income brackets than in lower brackets. The proposed tax cap,
however, can be viewed as regressive taxation. According to studies by Gail Wi-
lensky and her colleagues at the National Center for Health Services Research,
while a smaller proportion of people with low incomes would be affected by a tax
cap, for those affected, it would represent a larger portion of their income as com-
pared to higher income workers. For example, workers who earn less than $10,000 a
year would pay an additional $85 in taxes, or an additional 1.4 percent of their
income, as a result of the Administration's proposed tax cap. Workers earning more
than $50,000 a year would pay $227 in taxes which represents 0.3 percent of their
income.

These studies also have shown that employer contributions for health benefits are
high for a substantial number of low-income workers. These workers are low wage
earners in high benefit industries, for example, entry-level Federal government
workers or low wage earners in manufacturing industries. A tax cap could mean a
loss of compensation for these workers, unless offset by increases in wages or in
other fringe benefits.

Moreover, any employer reaction to a tax cap such as reducing insurance cover-
age, adding cost-sharing, or raising catastrophic expense limits also would be regres-
sive for low-income workers. Such changes in the benefit package could severely
compromise the ability of low income workers and their families to seek needed pri-
mary care since they would find it difficult to pay directly for services.

Adverse selection.-One of the underlying assumptions of tax cap proponents is
that the tax cap will promote greater consumer choice in the marketplace. If given
a choice, they argue, individual consumers will make knowledgeable and economi-
cally rational decisions that will set in motion a variety of changes, which eventual-
ly will result in lower health care costs.

However, from our experience as insurers, we do not believe that multiple choice
results in constructive cost containment. If employers respond to the tax cap by of-
fering employees a choice between lower-cost and higher-cost plans, those who per-
ceive themselves as healthier likely would choose a lower-cost, minimal coverage
plan, whereas less healthy workers likely would choose a more comprehensive bene-
fit, high-cost plan. They result of such segmentation of risks and its financial conse-
quences we refer to as "adverse selection." Over time the cost of providing services
to the high users drives up the premiums and the healthier workers drop out.

Unfortunately, once an adverse selection dynamic is established, in any group, it
becomes progressively worse. A spiral develops in which the experience, and thus
the costs, of the segmented groups grow further apart. The financial feasibility of
maintaining coverage for the poorer risk groups disintegrates. The principle of
group insurance-of spreading the risks widely-is lost. This adverse selection spiral
would put the affordability of the more comprehensive, higher-cost option out of
reach for the low-income, aged, or disabled worker who needs the protection.

Geographic inequities of a tax cap.-Another inequity arises from the use of a na-
tional tax cap. Unless the level of the cap is regionally adjusted, which is adminis-
tratively difficult, the tax burden will fall most heavily on higher cost areas of the
nation. Coincidentally, these are often the very areas which already tend to be suf-
fering the highest levels of unemployment and where employers can least afford
any new payroll costs. Moreover, in any region of the country, employers who offer
good continuation coverage for laid-off workers would be discouraged from doing so,
for the cost of such continuation coverage usually is built into the rates for the reg-
ular group coverage.
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IMPACT OF A TAX CAP ON EMPLOYERS

A tax cap could have at least three adverse effects on employers by: Increasing
the overall cost of doing business through increased payroll taxes and administra-
tive burdens; Preventing uniformity in benefits for geographically dispersed employ-
ers; and Complicating labor relations.

A major impediment to implementing a tax cap is the absence, in many cases, of
a premium against which to judge an employee's tax liability. The proposed tax cap
legislation assumes that employers pay a fixed, monthly premium or contribution
for single and family health coverage. This is not a universal practice. Insurers and
employers now use a wide variety of mechanisms to price and finance health bene-
fits.

Much of the group health insurance provided today is not based on "premiums"
attributable to individuals or families in an employer's group. These non-premium
arrangements include: various kinds of self-insurance under which companies pay
claims as they are incurred; 501(c) trust funds; "administrative services only" ar-
rangements, under which a carrier performs administrative services but claims are
paid by the employer as they are incurred; and others. Often an employer's health
benefits will be divided among a number of insurers-different carriers may have
coverage for physician care, hospitalization, major medical and dental insurance.
The employer may even self-insure for an initial deductible-the first $1,000 or
$2,000-in combination with use of multiple carriers.

Even where premiums are established for large groups, they often intentionally
are not calculated to reflect real or anticipated costs until well after the close of the
contract year. This is necessary to enable insurers to compete with self-insured pro-
grams which focus on the employer retaining and earning interest on his cash.

Thus, these commonly used financing arrange:, -its do not lend themselves to de-
termining a premium amount which is reliable or equitable enough for employers to
use in computing employee taxable income.

Even if an equitable premium could be established without radically changing the
way employee benefits are financed, employers would face other administrative
problems. Many companies have operations in several areas, with more than one
insurance carrier or with different benefits plans for different classes of employees.
Complex record systems would have to be established to accommodate all these dif-
ferences in calculating taxable income for employees.

In addition, a tax cap on health insurance premiums could increase employers'
overall cost of doing business. To the extent that any employer's contribution to em-
ployee health insurance premiums were to exceed the cap, the excess contribution
would be subject to additional payroll taxes (e.g., FICA and unemployment). Alter-
natively, employers might respond to the preferences of certain employee groups byr
providing lower health insurance premium contributions (below the cap) and addi-
tional wages. These additional wages would be subject to payroll taxes.

If these increases in company administrative and payroll costs could not be passed
on to the consumer in the form of higher prices or be borne by employees in the
form of lower compensation, corporate earnings would diminish.

A tax cap might also pose significant equity issues for employers who have oper-
ations in different states or even in different areas in the same state. Since health
insurance premiums for the same benefit package can vary dramatically across the
nation and between urban and rural areas, a tax cap might result in additional
taxes for employees in one area but not in others. Employers would find it extreme-
ly difficult to assure equal benefits throughout their companies.

Finally, under the Administration's bill, employers might find themselves faced
with the prospect of having to reopen collective bargaining negotiations on contracts
entered into after January 31, 1983. For example, a recent contract between the
steelworkers union and management specifically included a provision that if a new
tax cap bill is passed, the union and the companies will "meet to consider revisions
which would minimize worker tax liability."

USE OF TAX CAP AS A COST CONTAINMENT DEVICE

Proponents of a tax cap argue that it would reduce the rate of increase in health
care expenditures by promoting greater cost-sharing. While we would agree that a
tax cap may accelerate the trend to greater cost-sharing, and thus may reduce ex-
penditures for health insurance premiums, we do not believe that it would result in
substantial savings in total health care expenditures. Rather, we believe that a limi-
tation on health insurance premiums would iot contain total health care costs be-
cause it could: Result in elimination of the most cost-effective benefits; Discourage
certain cost containment activities.
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Elimination of cost-effective benefits.-We are concerned that abruptly imposing a
limit on employer-based health insurance may result in elimination of or reduced
coverage for those Denefits which have a lower cost per unit of service such as pre-
ventive care, outpatient physician services and home health care. Employees,
historically, have been most concerned about retaining maximum coverage for hos-
pital inpatient care and other more financially threatening medical expenses. Just
as insurance was initially chosen to cover the highest cost services-such as hospi-
talization-and only later was extended to cover lower cost services such as physi-
cian office visits, hospital outpatient visits and prenatal care, abrupt curtailment of
benefits may result in a reversal of that pattern of coverage.

Yet it is expanded coverage for selected outpatient, lower-cost services which ap-
pears to be effective in containing costs over the long-term. A recent Johns Hopkins
University Study indicates that the increase of outpatient care coverage by Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Plans across the country resulted in the substitution of these
services for expensive inpatient care, and contributed to a steady decline in Blue
Cross inpatient admissions during the period of 1970-79. Throughout this period,
Blue Cross admission rates declined by about two-thirds of one percent annually,
whereas comparable admission rates for the general population under age 65 were
rising at a rate of 1.3 percent each year.

We believe that while some savings in premium expenditures might be realized in
the near-term, the effect of a tax cap on efforts to control total health care expendi-
tures could be counter-productive. The greater part of the health cost problem-in-
stitutional costs-may remain largely untouched.

Discouragement of cost containment activities.-We believe that tax caps may
deter, in some cases, insurers and employers from developing new cost containment
strategies. In recent years, insurers have pursued a variety of innovative cost con-
trol programs which are, or have promise of, holding down health care costs. For
example, our Plans have developed a variety of programs such as utilization review,
medical necessity review, and promotion of new benefit design packages to shift hos-
pital care to appropriate lower-cost settings. Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have
invested heavily in the development of alternative delivery systems to help control
health costs. Indeed, our Plans are the most prolific developers of health mainte-
nance organizations. Also, a number of Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans are offer-
ing or developing preferred provider arrangements.

Development of these innovative cost control programs is expensive, particularly
during the start-up period. If a tax cap is imposed, employers and insurers would
have less incentive to incur the costs of such programs in the hope of future savings.
A real question for an employer or insurance company would then be whether the
benefits to be gained from cost containment activities can be clearly shown to be
greater than those to be achieved by simply raising employee cost-sharing.

Finally, it would be simplistic to assume that insurance is the only driving force
in rising costs. Rising personal incomes, rising eApectations about health, increasing
advances in science and medicine, development of more intensive medical care serv-
ices and products general inflation in the economy, and the aging of our population
all have contributed to rising costs. Public and private policies of past decades to
expand the supply of health resources and to promote health insurance coverage in
order topmyidegreater access to health services also contributed to increased utili-
zation.

Moreover, insurers have a tradition of competing to offer the public and employer
groups the products most desired. Until recently, cost containment was not a high
priority, but now, it is the predominant focus in our industry, and is having an
impact.

In our own case, we know that the growing sophistication of our medical necessity
evaluations, the wider application of new benefit and utilization control programs,
and the development of tighter contractual arrangements with providers are en-
abling Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans to exercise more control over some of the
less tractable sources of increasing expenditures. Our experience in provider con-
tracting and in applying cost containment programs ti) diverse settings will help us
develop even better capabilities. The forces of competition are leading other carriers
and providers to strive for improved results.

EFFECT OF TAX CAPS ON FEDERAL REVENUES

We believe that the estimates of revenues to be derived from a tax cap are over-
stated. Recent experience with flexible benefit plans leads us to believe that employ-
ees, if given the option, may shift that part of their compensation above the tax cap
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to non-taxable firing benefits. It also should be noted that a tax cap may actually
promote the development of new non-taxable benefit programs.

The revenues produced from a tax cap would be far less than projected and, more
importantly, would be largely derived from those who are among the more vulner-
able in our society-the older, sick or disabled workers and their families who, be-
cause of their perceived medical needs, choose more comprehensive health care cov-
erage.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, we strongly recommend that Congress not impose a tax cap on em-
ployee health benefits. Such a tax would result in little or no overall health cost
savings and would do little to raise revenues. It would, however, have several detri-
mental effects: a tax cap may result in the elimination of potentially cost-effective
benefits and it would have a disproportionate adverse effect on aged, ill, disabled
and lower-income workers.

Also, while the Administration states that it wants to limit tax increases, the pro-
posed tax cap is clearly a new tax on working Americans.

STATEMENT OF BURTON H. PRESS, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
DENTAL ASSOCIATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Dr. PRESS. Mr. Chairman, I am Dr. Burton Press of Walnut
Creek, Calif., president of the American Dental Association, repre-
senting 135,000 dentists.

I would like to commend all of those who have supported the
longstanding Federal tax policies that have encouraged the private
sector to provide health benefit protection to over 186 million
American citizens.

Under S. 640, employees would be taxed for the first time on a
portion of the contribution their employers make to family or indi-
vidual health benefit plans. The theory of those who support the
proposal is that this new tax will help control rising health care
costs by inducing employees to make decisions to enroll in plans re-
quiring more personal financial obligations and providing less first-
dollar coverage of benefits, and that additional Federal tax rev-
enues would be made.

Mr. Chairman, S. 640 will not achieve these objectives.
More importantly, however, we are certain that it will penalize

prevention-oriented cost-effective dental prepayment plans and
thus have an adverse effect on the oral health of millions of
present and potential beneficiaries of such plans.

It's a well known fact that the highest rates of inflation in the
health care field have been associated with the costs of hospital
and major medical care. Because of the financial risks, because
they are greatest for hospitalization and major medical care,
beneficiaries can be expected to retain the most comprehensive cov-
erage possible.

It is totally unrealistic to assume that beneficiaries will under-
take greater financial responsibilities for unpredictable hospital
and major medical expenses when they can fall below the tax
threshhold by foregoing other health benefits such as dental care.

The independent studies already quoted by the Rand Corporation
and by the Congressional Budget Office confirm the conclusion that
a tax on health-fringe benefits would affect hospital coverages the
least and coverage of dental services and prescription drugs the
most.
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In other words, S. 640 will not have an appreciable impact upon
hospital expenses, the primary cause of increasing health care, but
it will have an adverse effect on dental and other similar noninfla-
tionary coverages.

Dental prepayment plans, which are structured to include pa-
tient participation features such as deductibles, copayments, and
maximums, could serve as the model for controlling costs in other
areas.

In the last 15 years the number of individuals covered by dental
plans has increased from 6 million to almost 90 million. During
that period, dental fees increased at a rate below the Consumer
Price Index. Hospital charges increased by 360 percent, and physi-
cians fees by 190 percent.

Dental benefit plans are not part of the problem and should not
be placed in jeopardy by a change in tax policy that misses the
target. If first-dollar coverage of hospital and major medical ex-
penses is the problem, then it should be addressed directly and spe-
cifically. I noted with great interest this morning that my friends
in AMA and AHA had no problem with this legislation.

We will revert to 30 years ago when the people will wait with
their dental problems until crisis intervention is necessary and will
present themselves at the office requiring extensive care at more
cost without coverage. We seriously question projections that have
been made regarding the Federal revenue that will be generated.
We support the conclusions of other testimony today which sug-
gests that shifts from taxed to nontaxed fringe benefits will occur
precluding any significant revenue gains.

Mr. Chairman, dental health should not be penalized because 30
years ago we did what you are trying to get hospitals and medical
insurers to do now.

Thank you.
Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Dr. Press.
[The prepared statement of Burton Press follows:]

STATEMENT OF AMERICAN DENTAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I am Dr. Burton H. Press of
Walnut Creek, California. As President of the American Dental Association, repre-
senting more than 135,000 members, I appreciate this opportunity to present our
views on S. 640, the Health Cost Containment Act of 1983.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to begin my brief presentation by commending all of
those who have supported the long-standing federal tax policies that have encour-
aged the private sector to provide health benefits protection to over 186 million
American citizens.

We believe this has been a wise policy and that it would be a grave and perhaps
irreversible mistake to alter it without giving serious consideration to the health
consequences that would follow.

Under the provisions of S. 640, employees would be taxed for the first time in his-
tory on a portion of the contribution their employers make to family or individual
health benefits plans.

As we understand it, the "theory" of the economists and others who support this
proposal is (1) that this new tax will help control rising health care costs by induc-
ing employees individually and collectively to enroll in plans requiring more person-
al financial obligations and providing less first dollar coverage of benefits and (2)
that additional federal tax revenues will be raised.

Mr. Chairman, we respectfully submit that S. 640 will not achieve either objec-
tive. We do not believe it will be effective in controlling rising health care costs. We
do not believe it will generate the projected revenues. More importantly, however,
we are certain that it will penalize prevention-oriented, cost-effective dental prepay-
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ment plans and thus have an adverse effect on the oral health of millions of present
and potential beneficiaries of such plans.

To elaborate briefly on these conclusions; first, it is a well known fact that the
highest rates of inflation in the health care field have been associated with the costs
of hospital and major medical care.

A second obvious fact is that because the financial risks are greatest for hospital-
ization and major medical care, beneficiaries can be expected to retain the most
comprehensive protection possible.

With regard to S. 640, it would appear totally unrealistic to assume that benefici-
aries would undertake greater financial reponsibilities for unpredictable hospital
and major medical expenses when they can fall below the tax threshold by foregoing
other health benefits such as dental care. Independent studies by the Rand Corpora-
tion and the Congressional Budget Office have confirmed the conclusion that a tax
on health fringe benefits would affect hospital coverages the least and coverage of
dental services and prescription drug coverages the most. In other words, S. 640 will
not have an appreciable impact upon hospital expenses, the root cause of increasing
health care costs, but will have an adverse effect on dental and other similar non-
inflationary coverages.

In this latter connection, it should be of interest to the Committee that dental
prepayment plans, which are structured to include patient participation features
such as deductibles, copayments and other limits, could serve as the model for con-
trolling costs in other areas. Over the last 15 years, the number of individuals cov-
ered by dental plans has increased 1500 percent, from 6 million to nearly 90 million
people. During that same period, dental fees increased at a rate below the 165 per-
cent increase for all goods and services as measured by the CPI. Hospital charges
increased by 360 percent and physicians' fees by 190 percent, during the same inter-
val. Appended is a graph demonstrating a similar pattern for the years 1970-82.

Mr. Chairman, the foregoing facts and figures, we believe, demonstrate that
dental benefits plans are not part of the problem, and should not be placed in jeop-
ardy by a change in tax policy that, with all due respect, misses the target. If first
dollar coverage of hospital and major medical expenses is the problem then it
should be addressed directly and specifically and not by the imposition of a general
tax on health fringe benefits.

The ,fact is that beneficiaries of dental prepayment plans receive preventive
dental care on a more regular basis than do people not covered by such plans. This
is not only cost effective but results in improved life-time oral health. We think this
should be encouraged rather than discouraged by federal tax policy. The patient
who discontinues dental insurance to stay within the tax free "cap," and who subse-
quently foregoes lower-cost preventive care, faces the possibility of more costly
treatment later for disease that might have been prevented or at least detected in
an incipient stage. This potential health consequence of taxing health insurance
must be given serious consideration by this committee. Indeed, such taxation could
be of great economic consequence to many patients who would end up paying more
later for the disease that might have been averted had they retained their dental
prepayment coverage.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we question seriously the projections that have been made
regarding the federal revenue that will be generated from the proposed new tax. In
our opinion, shifts from taxed to non-taxed fringe benefits will occur, precluding any
significant revenue gains.

I will be happy to answer any questions the Committee may have. Thank you.
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V Although the Administration has
cited health care cost control
and revenue enhancement as
justifications for offering the
proposal, this tax on health will
not in fact meet the Administra-
tion's objectives.

But such a plan would have a
serious, negative impact upon
the nation's oral health. Years of
progress in combating oral dis-
ease, progress directly linked to
the growth of dental prepayment
plans, may yield to years of de-
teriorating oral care.

The American Dental Associ-
ation calls upon Congress to join
us in opposition to this proposal.

Why the American
Dental Association
opposes the proposed
tax on health benefits

V
Congress is now considering

legislation proposed by the Ad-
ministration that would for the
first time impose a tax on a por-
tion of the health care insurance
coverage employees receive as
fringe benefits from their em-
ployers.

If enacted, this legislation
would have a detrimental effect
on the nation's health and would
not control the high cost of
health care, despite the Admin-
istration's claims to the con-
trary.

The American Dental Associ-
ation strongly opposes any tax
on the-health of American
people.

In addition to this fundamen-
tal concern, the Association's
objection to this particular plan
focuses on three major
shortcomings of the proposal:

" The tax will not have a sig-
nificant effect on those ele-
ments of the health care sec-
tor which are most
inflationary such as hospital
costs;

" The tax will threaten the
availability of preventive,
cost-efficient benefits such
as dental prepayment;

" The tax will not raise pro-
jected revenues due to ex-
pected benefit shifting, with
employees trading health
benefits for nontaxed fringe
benefits.
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V_ - ZLI l benefits tax
The American people are

deeply concerned about the ris-
ing cost of certain types of health
care. Last year. medical services
costs increased nearly three
times as rapidly as the Con-
sumer Price Index, The burden
of this ever-rising expense is felt
in every sector of our economy
and is reflected in the high cost of
health insurance.

To address this national prob-
lem, the Administration has
proposed a series of measures
that have been characterized as
a "cost containment" package.
Among these is a proposed
amendment to the Internal Rev-
enue Code that would impose a
tax on a portion of the health
care coverage employees re-
ceive from their employers as
fringe benefits.

Under CUITent law, employer
contributions to employee health
benefit plans are not taxed.

Under the Adminstration's
plan, health care benefits would
be regarded as taxable income
for the first time in history.

Employees with families
would be taxed on the amount of
employer contributions for
health benefits exceeding $175
per month in 1984; for individu-
als, the benefits ceiling, or
"cap," would be $70 per month
in the first year. By treating em-
ployer contributions as taxable
employee income, the amounts
also would be subject to Social
Security tax payments.

The American Dental Associ-
ation and its 140,000 members
share the nation's concern with
rising health care costs and the
accompanying upward spiral in
health insurance premiums. But
we question the wisdom of this
approach as a remedy for these
complex problems.
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The most [ /
inflationary .
health costs 'A.
will not be -,
controlled

The tax proposal has been of-
fered to curb inflationary, ex-
pansionist trends in health bene-
fits systems. In reality, it actu-
ally may contribute to these
trends by favoring those health
services and benefit plans that
have been among the most
inflationary-hospital and major
medical care.

The proposed tax sould force
American workers to choose
among various health benefits.
To insure against catastrophic
illness and injury, it is possible
that most employees will retain
major medical and hospital
coverage but give up other
health benefits in order to avoid
added taxes.

In contrast to dental plans,
traditional hospital and medical
insurance plans generally do not
include a financial incentive to
stay healthy, nor do they en-
courage subscribers to exercise
discretion in the use of medical
services. Co-payment for major
medical procedures usually is
not required, and this lack of fi-
nancial incentive tends to result
in what the Administration
terms "excessive" use of health
benefits.

A tax that favors these major
medical and hospital benefit
plans will feed the inflationary
spiral, an effect that runs con-
trary to the Administration's
stated cost-containment goal.

I

A tax on health benefits would discourage private
sector involvement in financing health care needs,
encourage workers to neglect their health and
reward extravagance in health care benefit plans
% while penalizing thrift.
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A Cost-efficient benefits such
VA as dental prepayment

I1 will be Jeopardized

These plans hold down
the cost of dental
services by encouraging
subscribers to seek
preventive care.
Through co-payment
requirements, they
contribute less to
inflation than other
health care plans.

Dental benefit plan% actually
help to control denial costs by
rewarding patients who take
care of their teeth in order to
avoid oral diseases requiring
costly restorative care.
Consider the rollo-Aing:

* Majoi dental benefit plans
generally cover 100 percent of
the cost for diagnostic and
preventive treatment-routine
oral exams, teeth cleaning,
fluoride treatment and other
types of care intended to help
patients stop dental diseases

- before they start.
* As treatment requirements
become more costly and com-
plicated, patients must pay a
larger share of the cost. Major
plans generally provide higher
levels of benefits for basic re-
storative services (tooth fill-
ings, for example) than for
major restorative treatments
such as crowns and bridge.
* This method of weighting
benefits assures that all plan
subscribers maintain a finan-
cial interest in their oral
health-and share the cost of
restoring it when disease oc-
curs. If patients fail to prop-
erly care for their teeth, they
will have to pay more out of
their own pockets.

The following statistics
clearly demonstrate the suc-
cess that dental pans with
these features have had in re-
straining costs:

* During the decade ending
last year, the Consumer Price
Index increased by 130.7 per-
cent. For dental services the
increase was only 114.4 per-
cent. In the same period, the
cost of physician services in-
creased 144.5 percent; the
cost of all medical care rose
148.1 percent; and hospital
room rates climbed a whop-
ping 220. I percent.
e The number of individuals
covered by dental prepayment
plans has grown by more than
1,000 percent. from about six
million to 87 million, in the last
15 years. And during this
period of unprecedented
growth in dental plans, per
capita dental premium costs
actually declined, according to
the Health Insurance Associa-
tion of America. Co-payment
requirements featured in den-
tal benefit plans have helped
control dental service costs by
encouraging workers to care
for their teeth. Patients are
more likely to preserve their
good health when they know
that failing to do so will cost
them more money.

Despite this success of den-
tal prepayment-in increasing
demand for care, controlling
costs, and leading to better
oral health, the tax would pro-
vide incentives for employees
to forego these plans but main-
tain hospital and medical
coverage.

23-664 0-83--18
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EXAMPLE OF A DENTAL BENEFITS PLAN

CALENDAR YEAR DEOUCTIBLE AMOUNT PER INDIVIDUAL - 5 50
PER FAMILY - $100

ORTHOOONTIA
(Class !V Sw.e.i)

Ptan Pay 50% o
ReasonAblI "nd
Cuslo0nary Charges

CcmpaIen.saw Full
Eandd Treatmen

Ap;4laneos For Tooth
Gu.dance and IlWIncon

PATIENT SMIARE IS W%

Ua m.n F 091.rno Sonapht
P2.C 'ad Indwvduall

$750

Projected revenue gains will not be met
due to fringe benefit shifting

The Administration has cited
re:cnue gains as a primary rea-
s ,on for the imposition of a tax on
health benefits. However, these
projections do not take into ac-
count the very strong likelihood
that employees and employee
groups subject to the tax will
shift away from taxable health
benefits to nontaxable benefits.

Employees will trade certain
health benefits, such as dental
coverage, for oher nontaxed
fringe benefits to reduce their
taxable income. The Adminis-
Iration acknowledges that work-

ers may relinquish some health
benefits in favor of higher
wages or ani extra week of vaca-
tion.

The health benefits tax will
place strong pressures on em-
ployers to shift their contribu-
tions to nontaxed fringe benefits.
By shifting from taxable health
benefits to other nontaxable
fringe benefits, the dental care of
millions of our citizens will suf-
fer a serious setback, and the
dramatic predicted increase in
revenue to the Treasury will not
be realized.

A tax on health benefits
would not meet the
Administration's
objectives.

I
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Studies by the Congressional Budget
Office and the Rand Corporation
question tax's usefulness

The Congressional Budget Of-
fice (CBO) found that legislation
in the 97th Congress that in-
cluded a similar tax would have
favored those services that are
..expensive, nonelective and not
predictable" and adversely af-
fected those health services
where concern with spiraling
costs is least intense.

"Those employees who in-
creased their cost sharing are
likely to concentrate the in-
crease on those services where
insurance is least valuable," the
CBO said. "This means that
dental services and prescription
drug coverage are likely to be
reduced by the greatest portion
and hospital coverage the least."

So it is clear that such "cost-
containment" measures as the

proposed tax would do almost
nothing to control the high cost
of hospital coverage, which the
Budget Office cited as the most
inflationary health benefit.

In February, the Rand Corpo-
ration published an analysis of a
tax on health care based on data
from its own Health Insurance
Study (HIS). Rand served as in-
surer for three-year and five-
year periods for 7,706 people in
six localities. Coverage included
dental and several other health
care services under four types of
planvith varying deductibles
and co-payments.

According to the Rand report,
a tax on health benefits would
result in the following:

a Lowered utilization of
health services;

* Reduced acceptance of cer-
tain types of health coverage.
including dental coverage.

Rand also said that lowered
utilization of health services
could "adversely affect the
health status of employees and
their dependents." In other
words, if health benefits are
taxed, we can expect an increase
in disease as workers are en-
couraged to trade health fringes
for other nontaxed benefits.

A long-term look at the
potential effects of a tax
on health benefits yields
some startling
revelations.

Number ot Americans with Dental Insurance Coverage

1070 1973 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Millions
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The issue
is health

Unlike catastrophic illness or
injury, dental disease is a cer-
tainty, a chronic health problem
affecting nearly everyone-man,
woman and child.

Fully 98 percent of Americans
are subject to dental disease in
some form--tooth decay,
periodontal (gum) disease, oral
cancer (which this year will kill
more than 9,000 U.S. residents)
and many others.

Despite the high prevalence of
these diseases, dentists greatly
have reduced the severity of oral
illness, largely by concentrating
their efforts on prevention.

Prevention is the watchword
of modern dental treatment and
a factor strongly emphasized in
dental benefit plans. From the
standpoint of health cost con-
trol, it is better to prevent a cav-
ity than to fill one-an approach
to dental care that has paid off in
reduced dental disease and im-
proved health overall.

In the decade of the 1970s, the
incidence of tooth decay in

American school-aged children
declined by 32 percent. National
health surveys conducted from
the 1950s through the 1970s
show considerable progress in
the war against gum disease,
which afflicts at least three out
of four people over 35 and is the
major cause of tooth loss in
adults.

These improvements in oral
health clearly demonstrate the
value of a preventive approach
to dental care. Moreover, these
reductions in dental diseases
coincide with a dramatic rise in
the numbers of Americans hav-
ing dental coverage.

The connection seems
clear:

Dental benefit plans offer
the most cost-effective and suc-
cessful available means of com-
bating oral disease.

Incentives to reduce the
level or availability of dental
benefits will result in a decline
in the oral health of Americans.

Dentistry has a
proven track
record in disease
prevention and
treatment.

vv ',
v~~ LA_ I- A i
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In the final
analysis:

" The tax will not control
health costs significantly.

" The tax will not generate
the predicted revenue.
Why then jeopardize

dental care for the 87 mil-
lion people currently en-
rolled in dental plans and
discourage millions more
from obtaining prepaid
dental coverage?

We urge Congress to re-
ject the proposal to tax
health benefits.
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Senator WALLOP. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Dr. Press, you and Mr. Tresnowski and Mr.

Troy all, in one form or another in your testimony, indicate that
the natural tendency of things if this bill passes will be to drop
dental care, secondary care, tertiary care, in preference to keeping
hospital care, probably because of the fear of the cost of hospital-
ization. Do I state it right, Dr. Press?

Dr. PRESS. I think so.
Senator PACKWOOD. And I think you are probably right. It would

seem to me logical that if somebody has a fear in the back of their
mind it is for example the fear of breaking their back, spending 9
months in a hospital, and being wiped out. And whil6 indeed they
know they should treat their children's teeth, or they know that
they should see an ophthalmologist, those are once a month costs
or twice a year costs, and if they have to make a choice between
the two, even though the ultimate cost of not taking care of your
teeth may cost a lot down the road, the fear of hospitalization
seems relatively more important. And I think human nature is
aiming in exactly the direction you said.

But, Mr. Troy, I want to ask you specifically-you comment as
follows:

Mr. Chairman, all of those in the private sector who have the most to gain from
effective hospital cost containment-the employers, the unions, the insurers, in es-
sence all of those in the private sector on the paying side of the equation say the
employee health tax will be ineffective in curbing rising costs and are opposed to its
enactment. On the other hand, those who have the most to gain by its failure to
work, that is, the health providers, say it will work to de-escalate hospital inflation.

Do you think that the hospital associations, both public and pro-
prietary hospitals, and to somewhat lesser an extent the American
Medical Association, have reached their position out of a fear that
we are going to try to enact some kind of medical cost-containment,
and better it adversely affect you than them?

Mr. TROY. I would say that, in terms of the hospitals lobbying
against the application of prospective reimbursement on an all-
payor basis, the hospitals want it limited to medicare so that if the
medicare squeezes the DRG's the hospitals will have the option of
rasing prices eest of the third-party payors. They find an all-
payer proposal to be much more _toublesome than this proposal,
which is certainly the lesser of the evils-in their minds.

On the other hand, since we think the all-payor DRG or any kind
of an all-payor prospective reimbursement system would do more
for health cost-containment, particularly hospital cost-containment,
we favor that proposal over this proposal.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Troy and Mr. Tresnowski would you
both address yourselves to the comment Dr. Strain raises, that
your policies are adverse to the interest of children's health, or at
least don't cover them as fairly or as equally as you do adult ill-
nesses.

Mr. TROY. Senator, I think the private marketplace is involved in
the selection of preventive care, immunizations, well-baby care, as
part of the benefit package.

In Travelers we offer well-baby care as a standard part of our
small group program.
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Senator PACKWOOD. As a standard part of what?
Mr. TROY. Of our program for small employers, our small group

program. Naturally with the largest employers, we respond to their
proposals.

Senator PACKWOOD. Do you mean the largest employers say, "We
want a package that covers the following, and we've got 122,000
employees," and you tailor your policy to that?

Mr. TROY. That's right. But it is at additional cost. I would agree
that in terms of total cost it's a modest cost-maybe less than $5 a
month to add a benefit which would include immunizations and
that kind of well-baby care. However, it is a choice that the em-
ployers are making in terms of the rest of their benefit package.

Senator PACKWOOD. Then you are basically saying the employers
and the unions are not really requesting this kind of a benefit, by
and large?

Mr. TROY. Well, we sell a lot of it, Senator. And as I say, it's a
standard part of our small group packages. We have 70,000 small
groups covered, so we are selling a lot of it; but I would admit, that
there are an awful lot of large plans that do not cover immuniza-
tions, for example.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mainly because as you say, they don't ask
for it. You would tailor your policy to it if they requested it?

Mr. TROY. Yes; we have it for sale. We have a price, and it is for
sale.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Tresnowski, would you comment?
Mr. TRESNOWSKI. Yes. -
I haveengaged in an exchange of correspondence with the

American Academy of Pediatrics for the past year on this subject
and have provided evidence to the American Academy of broad
coverage in the area of pediatrics.

The product is available in the marketplace; the problem is it
isn't bought. I think the argument that Dr. Strain made probably
supports more than anything I could have said, "What kind of deci-
sionmaking would take place under a tax cap?"

When you put the products in the marketplace the buyer will
move in the direction of buying thc3e benefits of most concern to
their employees or other groups. And in this case they have opted
for extensive hospitalization coverage. And they do that, often, at
the price of other modalities of care-out of hospital services, phy-
sician office, and so on-but the product has always beer -,.vailable.

senator PACKWOOD. Dr. Strain, would you address yourself to
this exchange of correspondence you have had with Mr. Tresnowski
and comment on what the last two speakers have said?

Dr. STRAIN. Yes.
I think there is no doubt that this is available through insurance

companies. It is not very well marketed. We knaiw in the office set-
ting that most of the care provided in the ambulatory setting-both
preventive and treatment of acute illnesses-is not covered by in-
surance.

I think it has to be more actively marketed. It has to be a re-
quirement, in our opinion. It could be included in a package.

Senator PACKWOOD. Excuse me. A requirement?
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Dr. STRAIN. That the policy should not discriminate against chil-
dren by excluding preventive health services as part of the pack-
age.

The cost is minimal. The cost is really quite minimal. But in our
experience, the health insurance industry has not marketed this
very actively, and we feel that there has to be some compensatory
changes. Obviously people are going to have to be covered for hos-
pitalization, but this could be perhaps dealt with on a copayment
or a deductible type of cost-control and at the same time add pre-
ventive health services or have the preventive health services as
part of the package that would be offset by the deductibles and the
copayment in the hospitalization.

We think it is a terribly important thing to have preventive
health services for children. We think it does reduce the future ill-
nesses and hospital care in the future.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
No further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator WALLOP. Would it be a fair thing to say that none of the

witnesses presently at the table are supporters, either presently or
in coffee-cup sessions, of a flat tax?

Mr. TROY. In my case, Senator, yes.
Senator WALLOP. I didn't think any panelist is a supporter of the

concept of a flat tax or clearly any variation on that. And I must
say that I have a good many letters from the medical profession of
all types in Wyoming supporting a flat tax.

Senator PACKWOOD. Malcolm, I'll bet you anything, though, when
you get those letters, that they are not thinking of fringe benefits
as taxable income.

Senator WALLOP. Well, you have to assume that if you are not
talking about it as income then you are not talking conceptually of
a flat tax.

I believe that at least some professional organizations are on
record as supporting that, in concept. So you might look homeward
to consistency in it. I mean, it is the problem that we face with any
such concept.

Mr. Tresnowski, you were talking about the discrimination that
would arise out of the taxation of benefits within higher-cost and
lower-cost areas for hospitalization in the nation.

Let me ask you this: Is it your point that insurance plans have
no effect on hospital costs?

Mr. TRESNOWSKI. That insurance plans have no effect on hospital
costs?

Senator WALLOP. Is that your point?
Mr. TRESNOWSKI. No; it's not my point. My point is that you've

got regional variation in the cost of health care, and therefore in
the premium charged. So if you have a tax cap set at $2,100 in
South Carolina, that may cover the full scope of the benefits;
whereas, in New York City it may cover only half the scope of the
benefits.

So the burden of that tax falls heavier on the people in New
York than it would in South Carolina, for example.

Senator WALLOP. But this is the chicken and the egg question, is
it not?
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If insurance plans as they are administered from region to region
and State to State around the country in their discrimination or
lack of discrimination, in what they pay and how they pay it, have
an effect on hospital costs, could it be said that something like this
would tend to level hospital costs throughout the Nation?

Mr. TRESNOWSKI. I don't think so, because, if you look at a hospi-
tal's costs, 70 percent of their cost is labor cost, and the variation
in my example between South Carolina and New York would be
simply associated with the variation in labor costs in those two
communities.

Senator WALLOP. What percentage of a hospital bill is labor cost?
Mr. TRESNOWSKI. Seventy percent.
Senator WALLOP. Seventy percent of a hospital bill is labor cost?
Mr. TRESNOWSKI. Seventy percent of a hospital's costs are labor

costs.
Senator WALLOP. I would like to see statistics sustaining that ar-

gument. I don't think it can be made.
Mr. TREsNdwsKI. Well, I would be glad to supply those.
Senator WALLOP. Would you do that for the committee?
Mr. TRESNOWSKI. Sure.
[The statistics follow:]
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Blue Cross
and

Blue Shield
Association

Bernard R. Tresnowsk 676 Norlh St. Clair Street
President Chicago, Illinois 60611

3121440-6010

July 14, 1983

The Honorable Malcolm Wallop
United States Senate
210 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Wallop:

During the Senate Finance Committee's June 22, 1983, hearing on taxation of fringe
benefits, you requested statistics on the percentage of total hospital expenses attri-
butable to labor costs.

There are a number of ways that labor costs can be defined for this purpose. The
Health Care Financing Administration, in its marketbasket analysis of price trends
in the hospital industry, considers 77 percent of hospital expenses in 1982 to be
sensitive to local labor costs. The elements of hospital expenses included in this
definition are:

Wages and salaries 51.6%
Employee benefits 8.4%
Professional fees 4.8%
Business services 4.3%
Other miscellaneous expenses 7.5%

Total labor related 76.6%

If a more narrow definition is followed incorporating only wages and salaries, employee
benefits and professional fees, the percent drops to about 65 percent.

Finally, I would like to note that in an unpublished study of the variation by hospital
in Medicare costs per admission, it was found that approximately 80 percent of the
variation in costs could be explained by differences in area wages. This study was
conducted by Gerard Anderson, formerly with the Department of Health and Human
Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, and currently
with the Johns Hopkins University.

If I can provide further information on this issue, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Si.ncew ly,

;ernard R. Tresnowski
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Senator WALLOP. Mr. Troy, your statement says, "The most sen-
sible approach to keeping hospital costs under control is prospec-
tive pricing reform." Would you describe what you mean by-that?

Mr. TZoy. Well, Senator, we have been following very closely the
hospital prospective systems in Maryland, New Jersey, Massachu-
setts, New York and in Connecticut, and we feel that these systems
in effect apply incentives for reduced hospitalizations, lengths of
stay, and overall budget control to the whole hospital industry and
have been effective. And of course medicare now, with the social
security amendments, is moving to a diagnosis-related grouping
prospective-reimbursement program for medicare.

We applaud the Congress for moving in that direction, and we
say if it's good for medicare then it should be good for all patients
as an effective cost-control mechanism.

Senator WALLOP. Would Travelers then support national legisla-
tion requiring prospective pricing reform in hospitals?

Mr. TRoy. Yes. We support strengthening the medicare amend-
ments establishing DRG's.

Senator WALLOP. What about generally?
Mr. TRoy. Pardon me?
Senator WALLOP. What about generally? Because this is in effect

a hearing on things beyond medicare benefits. what about general-
ly? Would Travelers support legislation, national legislation, re-
quiring uniform prospective pricing?

Mr. TRoy. Yes. We would like to see the medicare amendments
broadened so that there are more incentives in the States to adopt
all-payor systems for hospital reimbursement.

Senator WALLOP. Can I restate the question, then? Can we leave
medicare out of it? I am asking you about generally in the Nation.
Is it Travelers testimony here today that they would support con-
gressionally mandated or statutorially mandated prospective pric-
ing reform in hospitals across the Nation?

Mr. TRoy. Yes; but we think that these systems should vary by
different State methods; there shouldn't be one single system for
the entire country, as the four State systems do vary now-the
ones in Maryland, New York, Massachusetts, and New Jersey.

Senator WALLOP. How would Congress arrive at such a position?
Mr. TRoy. By providing greater incentives for the States to devel-

op their own systems, and then have the medicare and medicaid
programs participate in those State systems.

Senator WALLOP. I wish you would leave medicare and medicaid
out of it just for the moment and answer my question as to hospital
cost containment through the mechanism that you suggest is good,
as prospective pricing reform.

Mr. TRoy. Well, we think that these all-payor prospective reim-
bursement systems should be handled at the State level, but since
the medicare and medicaid patient load constitutes 42 percent of
the patient days, it's impractical for a State to move on hospital
cost-containment unless the medicare and medicaid programs par-
ticipate. So that's where the tie-in comes in.

Senator WALLOP. Well, I understand that. But we are talking
about what kind of legislation you would support nationally, and I
suspect I won't get an answer to that today.
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Mr. TROY. We have proposed amendments to the medicare DRG
prospective reimbursement program that would provide more in-
centives for States to develop -systems for the nonpublic patients. I
would be glad to supply you with those.

Senator WALLOP. Thank you all very much.
Mr. TROY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PACKWOOD. The next panel consists of Mr. Peter Kelly,

Mr. John Blossom, Jr., and Mr. Paul Huard.
Mr. Kelly, why don't you go right ahead?

STATEMENT OF PETER M. KELLY, KIRKLAND & ELLIS, ACCOM.
- PANIED BY MICHAEL ROMIG, MANAGER, EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

CENTER, AND DAVID E. FRANASIAK, MANAGER, TAX POLICY
CENTER, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. KELLY. My name is Peter Kelly. I am partner in charge of

the employee benefits department of the law firm of Kirkland &
Ellis. I am also a member of the Chamber of Commerce Employee
Benefits Committee and chairman of that committee's benefits tax-
ation task force.

Accompanying me, on my far left, is Mark Cahoon, associate di-
rector of employee benefits and human resources with the cham-
ber, and Dave Franasiak, who is manager, tax policy center, cham-
ber of commerce. -

We have prepared a written statement which we have submitted.
There are some corrections to that statement which have been
given to the staff, including a correction in the table.

I will not go through our comments regarding the health cap in
my oral comments but will focus exclusively on fringe benefits. Of
course we will take questions on any aspects of the statement.

With respect to fringe benefits, I think there are really two
points to make: No. 1, that a continuation of the moratorium is a
good thing; and No. 2, we would like to offer some precautions or
some areas that you ought to look at in conducting a study during
the period of an extended moratorium.

First on the moratorium and why it should be extended:
Not all fringe benefits have the same policy impact or the same

-ptential enforcement or compliance difficulties. Not all fringe
nefits have the same potential revenue possibilities or result in

disproportionate tax burdens.
We feel that each type of fringe benefit should be addressed sepa-

rately, in a principled and careful fashion, and we don't believe
that the next 6 months allow enough time for that to take place.

We feel the success of this approachis well demonstrated by the
history of the moratorium up to date. The initial administrative
proposals were back in 1975, and it was intervention of Congress
which prevented a subsequent form of those proposals from going
into effect.

Basically, we are dealing with an area that did not stay static
during that roughly 8 years that Congress has been looking at it.
Having a moratorium in effect has permitted Congress, through
this committee and the House Ways and Means Committee, to ad-
dress several aspects of fringe benefits. Examples of those would be
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dependent care programs, productivity awards, meals and lodging,
group legal plans. The point is not so much to reexamine the sub-
stance of those issues but to point out that the Congress has a le-
gitimate role to play here and ought to play that role. To force the
issue on an across-the-board basis may result in a development of
policy that is not tailored to the individual nature of the fringe
benefit program.

In reviewing specific fringe benefits, we would urge the commit-
tee to resist the efforts of pure advocates of the comprehensive tax
base to support inclusion of fringe benefits simply because it ad-
vances a perfect definition of what is taxable income.

This idea of a perfect definition of income should not be used to
justify impractical or unduly burdensome rules which result in
little additional revenues.

In focusing on the specific issues, certain problems will be para-
mount including the valuation of fringe benefits, withholding or in-
formation reporting and the impart of new rules on particular in-
dustries.

With respect to valuation, we would suggest that including any-
thing more than the incremental cost to the employer might cause
difficulties, significant difficulties. There has been a focus in the
past or, the difficulties of a market-value approach. We would sug-
gest that focusing on a cost approach as a solutionf" to these difficul-
ties may create additional burdens in allocating overhead expenses
to particular fringe benefits.

We would disc6-rage the use of withholding, and we think that
you should specifically consider the impact of particular fringe
benefits on domestic industries-on manufacturing and service. An
example would be company cars with the potential impact on the
auto industry; restaurant entertainment, and the potential impact
on the restaurant industry. You should also consider the legitimate
business objectives that are served by fringe benefit programs. An
example of discount sales to employees would be the legitimate ob-
jectives of avoiding the negative advertising of having persons iden-
tifiable as your employees using competitors' products in their
homes.

Finally, we think you should consider that the failure to vig-
orously tax such benefits reflects a practical compromise between
equity objectives, business needs, and limited enforcement re-
sources. And you should consider preserving that balance.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Peter Kelly follows:]

STATEMENT FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES BY PETER M.
KELLY

My name is Peter M. Kelly. I am a partner in the law firm of Kirklafid & Ellis. I
appear today on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States where I
am a member of the Chamber's Employee Benefits Policy Committee. I also serve as
the chairman of that committee's Benefit Taxation Task Force. With me today are
Michael J. Romig, Manager of the Chamber's Employee Benefits and Human Re-
sources Policy Center, and David Franasiak, Manager of the Chamber's Tax Policy
Center
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SUMMARY

We welcome the opportunity to present the Chamber's view in opposition to the
Administration's proposal to cap the amount of empolyer provided medical care
benefits that may be excluded from an employee's income. We applaud the Finance
Committee's decision to begin what we hope will be full and open public debate of
the tax policy and tax compliance issues raised by the current law s tax treatment
of statutory and non-statutory fringe benefits.

The Chamber is concerned about the implications of the scheduled December 31,
1983, expiration of a Congressionally mandated moratorium on the issuance of
Treasury Department regulations governing the tax treatment of employee benefits.
The time provided is insufficient to address the many difficult issues presented. We
recommend an extension of the moratorium with a commitment for a thorough Con-
gressional review to determine what legislation and/or regulations are needed.

Finally, it is particularly difficult to address the fringe benefit issues in the ab-
sence of a specific legislative proposal. Therefore, we will limit our comments to a
general discussion of the complex issues presented.

GROUP HEALTH BENEFIT TAX

The Administration has submitted a package of reforms designed to curb health
cost inflation. It has proposed revisions to Medicare, Medicaid and private insurance
in an effort to slow the rising cost of health care.

For private sector health insurance, the most significant decision would be a limit
or cap on how much an employer coud provide in health benefits to an employee
before the value of these benefits are included in the taxable income of the empo-
lyee. The Chamber opposes such a tax cap.

Under the Administration proposal, employees would be required to count as
income for federal tax purposes the value of such coverage that exceeds $175 a
month for a family plan, or $70 a month for an individual plan.

The Department of Health & Human Services argues that federal tax policy has
created a bias toward high priced medical coverage instead of higher wages because
the former are not subject to income taxes. They add that about 30 percent of those
with job related health insurance would be affected and would pay $2.3 billion in
additional income taxes in the first year. If these figures are accurate, 23 million
employees woud each pay an average of $100 in added taxes.

T-e idea of a tax cap is not new. The theory behind the cap is that the combina-
tion of tax laws and third party insurance arrangements has effectively insulated
the consumer from the cost of health care. The remedy, therefore, is to make the
user of health care pay for it in a visible manner. To do this, both the tax code and
group health insurance would have to be changed.

The tax code has already been changed. The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act of 1982 (TEFRA) limited the deductibility of health costs. It eliminated the auto-
matic $150 deduction for health insurance and raised the floor for deductible ex-
penses from 3 percent to 5 percent of adjusted gross income. Since 1983 is the first
year for the change, there is no information on the impact on consumers of health
care services.

The tax cap is the next step since it would pressure employers and employees to
make changes in their group health insurance. We are convinced the idea will not
work for the following reasons:

Untested, Unproven.-The proposal to tax health care benefits assumes that indi-
viduals will become more cost conscious and, hence, overall health care cost will be
reduced. This theory has not been tested, while other ideas, such as statewide pay-
ment reform proposals, have been proven effective.

Penalizes Older Workers.-Elderly groups tend to use the health care system more
frequently than younger, healthier workers. Hence, the cost of health insurance for
a group that includes more than the average number of older workers not only will
be higher but could discourage many employers from even hiring older workers.
Under the tax cap proposal, these groups would be adversely affected, while youn-
ger groups with similar coverage would perhaps not be taxed.

Penalizes Worker in High Risk Occupations.-Some groups, such as iron workers
or coal miners, are usually considered a higher risk, and are typically charged
higher health insurance premiums. These groups could be unfairly taxed while
other groups with similar coverage, such as clerical workers, would be relatively un-
affected.

A Form of "Double Taxation ".-The Health Insurance Association of America es-
timates that Medicare and Medicaid payment practices resulted in $5.8 billion being
shifted to patients covered by private health insurance in 1982. For the government
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to shift these costs to the private sector and then tax the resulting higher premium
is unfair.

Unfairly Affects Certain Geographic Areas.-The cost of health care is higher in
some areas, such as large cities. A single national tax cap does not take geographic
differences into account, and thus would particularly penalize those in high cost
areas. Conversely, it would allow the tax-free purchase of much more generous
benefit plans by those in low cost areas. Developing a cap that varied by sex, age or
geographic region would be more equitable, but it would be an administrative night-
mare and would lead to more bureaucracy and regulation.

A tax cap simply would not generate the expected revenues since "excess" health
benefits woud be shifted to other forms of nontaxable compensation.

A tax cap would be another tax at a time when the economic recovery calls for
less taxation.

A tax cap would be difficult for employers who self-insure, since they would have
to calculate a premium. Once identified, this cost would be the target of state tax-
ation, from which it is currently exempt.

A tax cap could increase health care cost by thwarting competition. Cost effective
alternative delivery systems, such as health maintenance organizations (HMO's),
would be less attractive, since their premiums tend to be higher than those of tradi-
tional health insurance.

In sum, taxing health insurance is an idea we respectfully and vigourously urge
this committee to abandon.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Today's employer is spending more than ever before for employee benefits rang-
ing from pensions to coffee breaks. Last year, employers spent a record sum of about
$540 billion, up from $435 billion in 1980 and $390 billion in 1979.

Benefits, which equal more than one third of payroll dollars, are growing faster
than wages. They rose 161 percent from 1971 to 1981, whereas wages and salaries
grew only 115 percent. Inflation, as measured by the consumer price index, was 124

-percent during the same period. Benefits rose 8.9 percent from 1980 to 1981, and
wages rose 8.5 percent.

Employers spent a weekly average of $127.44 per employee for benefits in 1981 or
37.3 percent of total pay. The comparable figure for 1971 was $48.92 per employee
per week or 30.8 percent of average weekly earnings.

Employee benefits in 1981 were analyzed in a survey of 994 manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing firms conducted by the Survey Research Center of the U.S.
Chamber. This was the 20th benefits study conducted by the Chamber, which has
been keeping track of the growth of employee benefits since 1947. Data for 1982 will
be published later this year.

The tremendous growth of employee benefits has led some tax policymakers to
question current tax policies that give favorable tax treatment to employee benefits.
Congress ought not to be pressured by budget deficits into making major changes in
the tax code without a full understanding of their implications for the tax payer.
Clearly, employee benefits, especially private pensions, have suffered from rapid and
sometimes ill-considered changes in tax policy.

For example, not all employee benefits provide income that could be taxed, and
not every employee benefit escapes taxation as many people imply. Indeed, most
employee benefits are taxed when received or have been specifically excluded from
taxation by Congress.

Table 1 shows the benefits surveyed by the U.S. Chamber. We hare grouped them
by their tax treatment (i.e. taxable, nontaxable by statute, and nontaxable). For
each class of benefits, we show their weekly cost in 1971 and 1981, and the percent-
age change for that period. Table I clearly confirms the fact that few employee
benefits escape taxation except where Congress has specifically allowed it. It shows
that 75 percent of current employee benefits are taxed immediately or taxed at
some future time when the employee actually receives the benefit. Another 23 per-
cent of current benefits have been specifically excluded from income tax.

Only 2 percent fall within the group familiarly known as fringe benefits.'This
amounts to less than 1 percent of pay and is an increase of only 55 percent in the
last 10 years. By way of contrast, most of the growth in employee benefits is in tax-
able benefits (up 155 percent) and statutorily nontaxable benefits (up 201 percent).

Admittedly, data is incomplete. This is one of the problems to be overcome before
Congress acts. Nonetheless, it is important not to "tar and feather" all employee
benefits as egregious tax loopholes.
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ISSUES RELATING TO THE TAXATION OF FRINGE BENEFITS

The definition of what constitutes a fringe benefit is one of the many problems
that must be addressed before other related issues can be resolved. Once fringe
benefits are defined, policy determinations must be made on the following questions.
Which fringe benefits should be taxed? How are benefits to be valued for tax pur-
poses? How are benefits to be allocated among employees? Should fringe benefits be
reported as is done with wages? Should taxes be withheld? What other consider-
ations should be permitted in determining taxation?

Our recent history suggests answers to these and many other questions are not
easy. We specifically caution against the disallowance, in whole or part, of the em-
ployer's deduction for providing fringe benefits, or the imposition of an excise tax on
employers.

We applaud the Committee on Finance for beginning what we hope will prove to
be an open and comprehensive congressional review so that satisfactory decisions
can be reached. Workable solutions can be reached, but they will require substantial
study of a wide range of matters. This will require considerable time. We suggest
that it may be necessary to extend the current moratorium until this review has
been completed by Congress.

CONCLUSION

The Chamber is opposed to the proposed tax cap on group health insurance.
Whatever is done with fringe benefits should be the product of a comprehensive and
open review of all aspects of this complex matter.

TABLE 1.-WEEKLY EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, PER EMPLOYEE, 1 GROUPED BY TAX TREATMENT

1971 1981 Percentchange

I. Taxable benefits 2 (75 percent of total in 1981):
Old age, survivors, disability and health insurance (FICA taxes) ................................... $7.15 $21.60 +202
Private pensions .............................................................................................................. 7.73 17.88 + 13 1
Paid vacation .................................................................................................................. 7.69 16.96 + 121
Paid rest periods, coffee breaks, lunch periods, et cetera .............................................. 5.38 11.46 + 113
Paid holidays .............................................................. ...................... .................. 4.69 11.48 + 145
Paid sick leave ................................................................................................................ 1.56 4.60 + 195
Unemployment compensation ...................................................................................... 1.15 4.25 + 270
Profit.s3ring payments ........ ........................... 1.65 3.69 +124
Short.term disability ........................................................................................................ (3) 1.23 (3 )

Thrift plans ..................................................................................................................... 0.3 1 1.23 + 297
Salary continuation or long.tern disability ...................................................................... (3) 0.79 (3)

Subtotal ...................................................................................................................... 3 7.3 1 95.1 7 + 1 55

I1. Statutorily nontaxable benefits (23 percent of total in 1981):
Insurance (life, hospital, surgical, medical, et cetera) ................................................... 1.10 20.63 + 191
W orkers' com pensation ................................................................................................... 1.58 4.94 + 213
Dental insurance ............................................................................................................. (3) 1.29 (3)

Christmas or other special bonuses, suggestion awards, etc .......................................... .67 1.17 +75
Employee education expenditures .................................................................................... .15 .77 + 413
Em ployee m eals furnished free ....................................................................................... .25 .58 + 132

Subtotal ...................................................................................................................... 9.75 29.38 + 201

Ill. Nontaxable fringe benefits (2 percent of total in 1981):
Discounts on goods and services purchased from company by employees ..................... .23 .48 +109

Sem poyee benefits .................................................................................................. 1.63 2.41 + 48

Subtotal ...................................................................................................................... 1.86 2.89 + 55

Average w eekly earnings ......................................................................................................... 158.85 342.04 _+ 115

,The data priented me from the Chamber's Annual Eimnpee Benefit Survey. Not al ewoyee fringe benefits are included.
'Tax teatrent varies.
'Not ava ie.
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1615 H Street, N.W. RELF SE
Washington, D.C. 20062 LEASE

FOR AFTERNOON RELEASE Contact: Frank Benson
Wednesday, June 22, 1983 (202) 463-5682

ADMINISTRATION'S TAX CAP PROPOSAL ON MEDICAL CARE
BENEFITS DRAWS CHAMBER OPPOSITION AT SENATE HEARING

WASHINGTON, June 22 -- An Administration plan to require workers to pay

income taxes on medical care benefits provided by employers above a certain

dollar limit drew the solid opposition today by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce,

in testimony scheduled before the Senate Finance Committee.

The proposal to count as income for tax purposes the value of medical

coverage exceeding $175 a month for a family plan -- $70 a month for an

individual plan -- "is an idea we vigorously urge you to abandon," said

Peter M. Kelly, testifying on behalf of the Chamber. Kelly, partner in the

law firm of Kirkland & Ellis, testified for the Chamber in his role as a

member of the business federation's Employee Benefits Policy Committee as well

as chairman of that group's Benefit Taxation Task Force.

Instead of moving ahead on the new tax proposal, the Chamber called on

Congress to extend an earlier moratorium on the issurance of regulations by

the Treasury Department covering tax treatment of employee benefits. After

extending the moratorium, now scheduled to expire the end of this year, the

business group called for a Congressional review "to determine what legislation

and/or regulations are needed" pertaining to employee benefits.
The Chamber hailed the Finance Committee's decision "to begin what we

hope will be full and open public debate of the tax policy and tax compliance

issues raised by the current law's tax treatment of statutory and non-statutory

fringe benefits." At the same time, the business spokesman cautioned lawmakers
"not to be pressured by budget deficits into making major changes in the tax

code without a full understanding of their implications for the taxpayer."

23-664 0-83----19
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Kelly pointed out that few employee benefits now escape taxation
except where Congress has specifically provided for such exemption. In fact,

he said, 65 percent of current employee benefits are taxed either immediately

or at some future time on receipt of the benefits, and another 25 percent of

current benefits are specifically excluded from income tax.

The Chamber cited a variety of objections to t1' plan to cap health
care benefits, starting with the fact that the theory Lehind such a proposal --

aut eventual reduction in health care cost -- is untested and unproven. In
addition, the business organization told the lawmakers, it penalizes older

workers because the health care costs for such employees runs higher than

individual costs for younger workers.

Such a plan would also penalize workers in high risk occupations,
where health insurance premiums are usually higher, as well as employees in

geographical areas where the cost of health care is higher and requires larger

employer-paid benefits, the Chamber added. Furthermore, Kelly noted, the tax

cap "will not generate the expend revenues" its proponents envision, "since
'excess' health benefits will be shifted to other forms of non-taxable

compensation."

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS: A complete copy of the statement is available from the

Chamber News Department, 463-5682.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN D. BLOSSOM, JR., M.S.P.A., PRESIDENT, RE-
TIREMENT ADMINISTRATORS AND DESIGNERS OF AMERICA,
PEORIA, ILL.
Mr. BLOSSOM. My name is John Blossom. I am president of Small,

Parker, Ackerman, Blossom, a benefits consulting and actuarial
firm from Peoria, Ill. I also serve as president of RADA, Retire-
ment Administrators and Designers of America, and am submitting
testimony on behalf of our 25 offices located across the country
from Miami, Fla. to San Francisco, Calif.

Senator PACKWOOD. Let me ask you a question. What is a retire-
ment designer? Do you design retirement homes? Or retirement
packages? Or what?

Mr. BLOssoM. The organization RADA is a network of consulting
and actuarial firms; we do the consulting work, the design of plans,
and the administration of plans-medical benefit plans and pen-
sion plans.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Mr. BLOssOM. We urge you to not recommend the implementa-

tion of the proposed health benefits cap tax. Such a tax would
create a serious problem of discrimination which would produce
very negative results.

We strongly oppose a medical benefits tax because it will create
unfavorable discrimination in four distinct ways:

First, discrimination against older employees.
Since the cost of medical care escalates significantly as persons

grow older, the cost of a self-funded plan or the premium that is
charged by an insurance company is higher for older plan partici-
pants than it is for younger. This will create the very undesirable
result of the tax being much more likely to be paid by an employee
of a company that hires many older workers than one which hires
younger persons. This will create an unfair burden on older per-
sons and make them less attractive as employees.

Second, the tax would create discrimination against certain geo-
graphic areas.

The cost of medical care and therefore the cost of medical bene-
fits varies widely across the country and from community to-com-
munity. There are a variety of factors which affect medical care
costs-supply of physicians and other medical personnel, availabil-
ity or lack thereof of alternative care resources, the availability of
high technology medical equipment, extent of community services
provided by the medical center, involvement or commitment to
medical teaching facilities and staff, and, finally, availability of
specialty medical treatment.

Since these factors differ widely from one community to another,
the location at which a person is employed would affect tlw likeli-
hood of an employee reaching a tax threshhold that migh-t1es-
tablished through a health benefits tax. This would produce the
very undesirable effect of a tax which would be highly influenced
by a person's choice of geographic residence.

Third, such a tax would discriminate against unfortunate per-
sons. Medical benefit costs paid for in the form of premiums by
smaller companies are highly affected by the medical claimsexpe-
rience of that employee group. Therefore, if a small group experi-
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ences even a single catastrophic loss, that group's rates will nor-
mally be increased at renewal time, and that will result in employ-
ees who are struck by a major illness, and their fellow workers,
being much more likely to reach the tax threshhold than other per-
sons.

Fourth, such a program would create discrimination against
small business. The cost per employee of providing medical benefits
is significantly higher for an organization which employs fewer
than less than 100 employees than similar benefits cost at larger
companies.

Benefit technology such as self-funding of claims and health risk
management programs are not normally feasible in the less-than-
100-employee company.

In addition, the marketing and distribution system for medical
benefits creates significantly greater expense per covered employee
in the small employer organization than for the large employer
who can spread those costs over a much larger number of partici-
pants. As a result, a medical benefits cap tax would impact much
more heavily on the employee of the small employer than his coun-
terpart with equal benefits at a large company.

It appears to us that the proposed tax will impact far more plans
than those which are near the tax threshhold in June of 1983. The
impact of the major cost shifting that is about to occur from the
medicare system to the private sector hasn't reached the medical
benefits pricing system yet. The effect of the Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act, making medicare the secondary payor for work-
ers 65 to 69, will increase the cost of medical benefits for all em-
ployees as that cost increase is spread over the workforce. The Oc-
tober 1, 1983, implementation of prospective reimbursement for
medicare will result in revenue loss to many medical care provid-
ers, and that will most likely result in increased costs to other
public and private purchasers of the care.

To assume that a new and discriminatory tax on employee par-
ticipants in medical benefit plans is necessary for health care cost-
containment is to virtually ignore the strong, natural employer mo-
tivation to control and reduce costs wherever possible.

Finally, the implementation of the Health Care Cost-Contain-
ment Act of 1983, or any similar proposal, will add another level of
administrative and compliance costs for employers to absorb. Em-
ployers are already struggling with an immense burden of Govern-
ment compliance activities.

In summary, if the objective of the Health Care Cost-Contain-
ment Act of 1983 is to raise tax dollars for Government spending, it
may be that it would reach that end. However, the result would
come at the expense of those on whom this highly discriminatory
tax act would impact most-older employees, certain geographic
areas, unfortunate persons, and employees of small companies.

The net result of the act would be, in our opinion, very little
impact if any on the cost of health care services.

We thank you for the opportunity to testify and stand ready to
help in any way we can as-you consider this important question.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of John Blossom, Jr., follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SMALL/PARKER/ACKERMAN/BOSSOM, INC. BY JOHN BLOSSOM
Thank you for the opportunity to present information for your consideration as

you deliberate the prospective Health Benefits Cap Tax.
My name is John Blossom-I am President of Small/Parker/Ackerman/Blossom,

Inc.-a benefits consulting and actuarial firm from Peoria, Illinois. Our firm serves
over 300 corporate employers located primarily in Central Illinois. We are active
members of the Society of Professional Benefit Administrators and the Internation-
al Foundation for Employee Benefits. My testimony is given on behalf of the em-
ployers we serve and the participants in their group benefit plans.

I also serve as President of "RADA"-Retirement Administrators and Designers
of Americq and am submitting testimony on behalf of our twenty five offices located
across the country from Miami, Florida to San Francisco, California. Our network of
offices serves over 5,000 employers with their benefit plan consulting and adminis-
tration needs.

We urge you to not recommend the implementation of the proposed Health Bene-
fits Cap Tax. Such a tax would create a serious problem of discrimination which
would produce very negative results. We "strongly oppose a Medical Benefits tax be-
cause it will create unfavorable discrimination in the following ways.

1. Discrimination against older employees-Since the cost of medical care esca-
lates significantly as persons grow older, the cost in a self-funded plan, or premium
charged by an insurance company, is higher for older plan participants than young-
er. This will create the very undesirable result of the tax being much more likely to
be paid by an employee of a company that hires older employees than one which
hires younger persons. This will create an unfair burden on older persons and make
them less attractive as- employees.

2. Discrimination against certain geographic areas-The cost of medical care, and
therefore, the cost of medical benefits varies widely across the country-and from
community to community. The following factors affect medical care costs dramati-
cally: Supply of physicians and other medical personnel; Availability (or lack there-
of) of alternative care resources; Availability of high technology medical equipment;
Extent of community services provided by the medical center; Involvement or com-
mitment to medical teaching facilities and staff; and Availalility of specialty medi-
cal treatment.

Since these factors differ from one community to another, the location at which a
person is employed would affect the likelihood of an employee reaching the "tax-
threshold" of the Health Benfits Cap Tax. This would produce the undesirable effect
of a tax which would fall on persons who would be highly influenced by their choice
of geographic residence.

3. Discrimination against unfortunate persons-Medical benefit costs, paid in the
form of premiums by smaller companies, are highly affected by the medical claims
experience of the employee group. Therefore, if a small group experiences even a
single catastrophic loss, its rates will normally be increased at renewal time. This
will result in employees who are struck by a major illness, and their fellow workers,
being more likely to reach the "tax-threshold" than other persons.

4. Discrimination against small business-The cost per employee of providing
medical benefits is significantly higher for an organization which employs fewer
than 100 employees than similar benefits cost a very large employer. Benefit tech-
nologies such as self-funding of claims and health risk management programs are
not normally feasible in the under 100 employee company. In addition, the market-
ing and distribution system for medical benefits creates significantly greater ex-
pense per employee in the small employer organization than for the large employer
who cn spread those costs over a much larger number of participants. The Medical
Benefits Cap Tax would impact more heavily on the employees of the small employ-
ers than his counterpart with equal benefits at a large company.

The proposed tax will impact for more plans than those which are near the "tax-
threshold' in June of 1983. The impact of major cost shifting from the Medicare
system to the private sector has not reached the medical benefits pricing system yet.
The effect of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act making Medicare the sec-
ondary payor for workers age 65-69 will increase the cost of medical benefits for all
employees as that cost increase is spread over the work force. The October 1, 1983
implementation of prospective reimbursement for Medicare will result in revenue
loss to many medical care providers which will most likely result in increased cost
to other public and private purchasers of care.

All employers are dramatically aware of the skyrocketing cost of medical benefits.
They are painfully aware of the situation because of its impact on costs and profit-
ability. Most employers are developing more cost effective medical benefit programs
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and more effective health care delivery and financing sysms are emerging rapidly.
To assume that a new-and discriminatory-tax on employee participants in plans
is necessary for "Health Care Cost Containment" is to ignore the strong, natural
employer motivation to control and reduce costs wherever possible. Finally, the im-
plementation of the "Health Care Cos*. Containment Act of 1983," or any similar
proposal, will add another level of administrative and compliance costs for employ-
ers to absorb. Employers are already struggling with an immense burden of govern-
ment compliance activities.

If the objective of the "Health Care Cost Containment Act of 1983" is to raise tax
dollars for government spending there is little doubt that it would succeed. However
that success would come at the expense of those on whom this highly discriminatory
tax would impact: Older employees; Certain geographic areas; Unfortunate persons;
and Employees of small companies.

And the net result of the Act would be very little impact, if any, on the cost of
health care benefits for employees-while adding administrative and compliance
costs for employers and the federal government.
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TYPICAL SMALL EMPLOYER
$100 Deductible-Medical Plan Costs
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STATEMENT OF PAUL R. HUARD, VICE PRESIDENT, TAXATION
AND FISCAL POLICY DEPARTMENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF MANUFACTURERS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. HUARD. Thank you, Senator.
I am Paul Huard, vice president of taxation and fiscal policy for

the National Association of Manufacturers. I am accompanied this
afternoon by A. Dale Stratton, assistant director for compensation
and benefits of the Du Pont Co., and a member of the health care
subcommittee of the employee benefits committee of the associ-
ation.

NAM opposes any proposal to cap the amount of employer-paid
health benefits which may be excluded from employee income. Let
me summarize our objections, generally, to this proposal.

The tax cap has been put forth as a health care cost containment
measure and also as a revenue raising device. I think commonsense
tells us that it could not do both well, simultaneously. Either it will
be effective in raising revenue, which means it hasn't been very ef-
fective in keeping down the cost of health care; or, if it depresses
the cost of health care, it won't be that effective in raising revenue.

In addition, as has already been pointed out, I am not too sure
how heavily we want to rely on the Government's ability to predict
what it is going to raise in any ,ase.

We think that the tax cap would be unfair in many respects-
this has also been pointed out. It would discriminate against em-
ployees or classes of employees on the basis of age, geographic loca-
tion, or health status. We think that the tax cap would adversely
affect labor costs and collective bargaining.

Faced with increased income taxes or, alternatively, with reduc-
tions in employer-paid benefits, employees quite naturally will seek
either increased wages or other fringe benefits which may be non-
taxable. This pressure will apply in all cases but will be particular-

-Ty keen where the labor force is unionized.
We think the tax cap may discourage the use of HMO's. Many

HMO premiums tend to be relatively high compared to insured
plan payments because of the comprehensive coverage they pro-
vide. They would probably exceed the cap in more cases than the
insured plan would. We don't think this is a particularly good idea
because I think HMO type of care, which emphasizes comprehen-
sive coverage including preventive care, tends to hold down hospi-
tal utilization. So we don't think it is advisable to discourage HMO
utilization.

Finally, as has also been noted, we object to the double-taxation
effect, where you have the medicare shift into the private sector
and then the resulting higher premiums from the private insurers
are then factored into this tax cap system, and they get taxed
again.

Let me turn now to the subject of other fringe benefits. As you
know, since 1977 there has been a moratorium on the adoption of
any new Treasury regulations in the employee fringe benefit area.
This moratorium has been extended several times and is currently
scheduled to expire at the end of this year. NAM urges that it be
extended once again.
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This moratorium was imposed and has been continued in effect
as a congressional reaction to attempts by the Treasury to expand
the spectrum of taxable fringe benefits. The last time the fringe
benefit moratorium was extended, Congress explicitly recognized
that any significant tax policy changes in the longstanding treat-
ment of fringe benefits should not be done administratively by the
Treasury but should be done legislatively by the Congress itself.

NAM endorses the view that a legislative rather than an admin-
istrative approach is what is required. However, since we are not
aware of any substantive activity by the Congress in this area since
the last extension of the fringe benefit moratorium, and because of
the many complex issues involved, we do not think that the re-
maining six months of the moratorium really provides sufficient
time for the review and evaluation of these complex issue,3. We
therefore recommend that the moratorium be extended for a mini-
mum of two more years or until at least the end of 1985.

Should the Congress turn to a comprehensive revision of the
treatment of the so-called nonstatutory employee fringe benefits,
we recommend that the following points be given serious considera-
tion:

We think every effort should be made to come up with a system
that minimizes the cost of administration to the employer. This is
particularly acute in the case of the small employers who just don't
have batteries of accountants and attorneys to interpret and apply
complex reporting systems.

Generally speaking, as to valuation problems, there is probably
no valuation technique which will work well in every single in-
stance, but we believe generally that valuation should be on the
basis of the lowering of costs, incremental costs to the employer, or
fair market value.

With regard to the incidence of taxation, we think in cases where
it is decided that a particular fringe benefit should be taxable, the
taxable entity should be the recipient of the benefit.

We would strongly oppose any technique which involved the
denial of employer deductions or the assessment of some kind of
excise tax on the employer on the aggregate value of fringes pro-
vided, either in the aggregate or in excess of a certain floor or ceil-
ing.

Finally, we agree with the prior statement of the American Bar-
Association that there should be an understandable pattern of ex-
clusions. While I wouldn't necessarily agree with all of the criteria
that the ABA witness set forth, we do agree that there should be
some kind of de minimus rule where you just don't tax fringes that
are relatively insubstantial in amount, and that there should be a
rule excluding the taxation of what amount to working conditions
like the provision of security guards, or, as you pointed out, the
lunches when you are 50 miles up the hill.

And also there should be, finally, an exclusion for the type of
benefits that are provided in the course of an employer's trade or
business, such as the airline passes that were mentioned.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Paul Huard follows:]
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STATEMENT OF PAUL R. HUARD ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
MANUFACTURERS

I am Paul R. Huard, Vice President for Taxation and Fiscal Policy of the National
Association of Manufacturers. I am accompanied this afternoon by A. Dale Stratton,
Assistant Director for Compensation and Benefits of the E.I. du Pont de Nemours
Company, representing NAM's Employee Benefit Committee. On behalf of the Asso-
cition's 13,000 member firms who represent 85 percent of the nation's industrial
output and 80 percent of its industrial workforce, we are pleased to be here to
present our position on the Administration's proposal to cap the amount of employ-
er-provided medical care that may be excluded from employee income. I will also
take this opportunity to express our views on the general subject of changing the
ways in which employee fringe benefits traditionally have been taxed.

A key focus of today's hearing is health insurance, the portion of employee bene-
fits that is constantly demanding an increasing share of corporate resources. For ex-
ample, a recent survey of approximately 520 manufacturing companies reported
that the average 1981 payment for employee health insurance was $1,140-almost
double the 1975 payment of $585.

As proposed by the Administration (and introduced as S. 640), the current tax-free
status of employer-provided health benefits would be changed. Under the proposal,
employees would be required to include as income for federal tax purposes all
health plan premium costs above $175 per month for a family and $70 a month for
an individual. These limits would be indexed for inflation. It is estimated by the De-
partment of Health and Human Services that 30 percent of those with employer-
paid health insurance would be affected by this bill.

NAM opposes limiting the amount of benefits that are tax exempt to the employ-
ee for a variety of reasons. Among other things, the tax cap would tend to:

Result in a Double Tax on the Private Sector-Medicare and Medicaid payment
practices now cause cost shifting to private payers of insurance. (It is estimated that
$5.8 billion was cost-shifted in this way in 1982.) Shifting these costs and then
taxing the higher insurance premiums would create an extra burden for employees.

Shift Labor Costs.-Faced with an increase in tax liability or, alternatively, with
a reduction in the amount of employer-paid insurance, workers may seek increased
wages or other non-taxable fringe benefits. The latter may well mean no increase in
tax revenues.

Impact Collective Bargaining Agreements.-The employer's flexibility to negotiate
on health benefits would be reduced as a result of a tax cap, as labor would make
efforts to counteract the impact on worker tax liability. Employers may be pres-
sured to reopen collective bargaining agreements.

Ignore Other Causes of Health Costs.-Supporters of the tax cap contend it will
encourage employers to limit the amount of insurance offered to employees and
make the latter more cost-conscious. Many companies are already implementing
health care cost-saving measures, and the tax cap may discourage such initiatives.
Savings from this proposal may prove to be illusory at best.

In addition to the foregoing problems, a change in the tax status of employee
health insurance may discourage the use of Health Maintenance Organizations
(HiMOs). Because of their comprehensive benefit coverage, HMO premiums are often
higher than health plans covering fee-for-service care. Many HMO premiums would
exceed the caps proposed by the Administration. HMOs, however, have provided
costs savings in many cases because of their tendency to hold down hospital utiliza-
tion, and this should not be discouraged.

Certain geographic areas would be more adversely affected by the tax cap than
others. In general, major metropolitan areas have higher health care costs than do
other sections of the country. The uniform cap proposed by the Administration
would penalize high cost areas and encourage more generous plans in low-cost
areas. On the other hand, varying the cap across the country would pose complex
administrative problems.

The tax cap proposal also discriminates against elderly workers. Older workers
tend to use the health care system more frequently than younger individuals. In ad-
dition, employer health plans-rather than Medicare-are now considered primary
for workers 65 to 69 under regulations implementing the Tax Equity and Fiscal Re-
sponsibility Act (TEFRA) of 1982. Groups which include a significant number of
older workers thus would have higher insurance costs than groups with younger
employees, with the result that the former would be more adversely affected by the
tax cap than the latter.

Supporters of a health care tax cap have offered the proposal as a cost control
measure, and at the same time have touted it as a revenue raiser. But common
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sense should tell us it cannot be both of these things simultaneously, since its effec-
tiveness as a revenue raiser would be a clear indication of its ineffectiveness as a
cost control measure.

The Administration estimates that its tax cap proposal will yield $2.3 billion in
FY 1984. This estimate makes certain assumptions about expected changes in em-
ployer-employee behavior and also about the government's ability to accurately pre-
dict health care program costs. Experience with such programs as Social Security
and Medicare, however, is not such as to inspire confidence in the accuracy of gov-
ernment predictions of either revenues or outlays.

The suggestion that the health care tax cap will bring much needed revenue to a
deficit-plagued federal budget thus may raise false hopes. Projected revenues from
the tax cap have been linked by some to the provision of health insurance for the
unemployed and catastrophic health insurance for the elderly. But these projections
are questionable, and it would be unwise to base funding for a health insurance pro-
gram for the unemployed and/or catastrophic health protection for the elderly on
such highly speculative revenues.

What will be the impact of the proposed tax cap on a typical manufacturing com-
pan and its employees? To answer this question, we took a look at a unionized
NM member in the Midwest with 50,000 employees. That company would be af-
fected in the following way:

Estimated Minus tax cap Equals taxable Additonal
1984 premium amount annual tax

Hourly paid .............................................................................................. $3,504 $2,100 $1,404 '$421
Management ............................................................................................. 4,032 2,100 1,932 2 772

'Assumes 30 percent marginal tax rate.
'Assumes 40 percent tax marginal rate.

As the data show, the estimated 1984 premium for the hourly employee is $292
monthly, so that worker would pay $421 in additional tax if the cap is set at $175 a
month. For the management employee, the monthly premium is $336 and the addi-
tional tax would amount to $772. This particular company has been experiencing 16
percent annual premium increases so that if present trends continue, the manage-
ment employee could be paying $2,803 in additional income tax by 1990. (See the
chart below, which assumes a 6 percent annual increase in the tax cap.)

Monthly Minus tax cap Equals taxable AnnuaAzed Additonal
rourn amount annual tax

1985 ................................................................................ $390 $175 $215 $2,580 $1,032
1986 ................................................................................ 452 185 267 3,204 1,281
1987 ............................................................................... 524 196 328 3,936 1,574
1088 ................................................................................ 607 207 400 4,800 1,920
1989 ...................................................................... ....... 704 219 485 5,820 2,328
1990 .............................. 816 232 584 7,008 2,803

Assumes 40 percent marginal rate.

For all of the reasons described above, the NAM strongly opposes any proposal to
cap the amount of employer-provided medical care that may be excluded from em-
ployee income. A resolution recently adopted by the Association's policy subcommit-
tee on health care and its employee benefits steering group summarizes our posi-
tion: "The National Association of Manufacturers believes that any change in the
tax exempt status of employee health benefit plans would be inequitable because of
variations in medical costs relative to geographic locations, age group, and health
status, and such a change could discourage cost containment initiatives already un-
derway. In the short run, a tax cap on health benefits would be ineffective in slow-
ing the rising costs of health care, and may be ineffective in the long run as well.
We urge the Congress to reject any attempt to change the tax status of employee
health benefits."

Let me turn now to the subject of other (i.e., non-health care) fringe benefits. As
you know, there has since 1977 been a moratorium on the adoption of any new
Treasury regulations in the employee fringe benefit area. This moratorium has been
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extended several times and is currently scheduled to expire on December 31, 1983.
NAM urges that it be extended once again.

The fringe benefit moratorium was imposed, and has been continued in effect, as
a Congressional reaction to attempts by the Treasury Department to expand the
spectrum of taxable fringe benefits. Although ostensibly the moratorium applies
only to the issuance of regulations, its intent is that neither Treasury nor the IRS
willin any way, whether through regulations, revenue rulings, revenue procedures,
etc., change the historical (i.e., pre-1977) treatment of traditional fringe benefits.
(See General Explanation of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, P.L. 97-34,
prepared by Joint Committee on Taxation, at 357.) Moreover, the last time the
fringe benefit moratorium was extended, Congress explicitly recognized that any sig-
nificant tax policy changes in the long-standing treatment of fringe benefits should
not be done administratively by the Treasury, but instead should be done legisla-
tively by the Congress itself. (See General Explanation of the Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981, P.L. 97-34, prepared by Joint Committee on Taxation, at 356.)

NAM endorses the view that a legislative rather than an administrative approach
is what is required. However, we are not aware of any substantive activity by the
Congress in this area since the last extension of the fringe benefit moratorium was
adopted in 1981. Because of the many complex issues involved, we do not think that
the remaining six months of the moratorium will provide sufficient time for the
Congress to review and evaluate such issues and then prepare and adopt a legisla-
tive resolution that is comprehensive, fair and workable. Therefore, it is our recom-
mendation that the moratorium be extended for a minimum of two more years,
until at least December 31, 1985.

Should the Congress attempt a comprehensive revision of the current tax treat-
ment of employee fringe benefits, we recommend that the following points be given
serious consideration:

(1) Administrative Burdens.-As a practical matter, the administrative burden in-
volved in the valuation and reporting of employee fringe benefits necessarily falls
upon the employer. As an association of some 13,000 employers, the vast majority of
whom are small businesses, we firmly belived that any new approach to the tax-
ation of fringe benefits must attempt to achieve both simplification and the minimi-
zation of administrative costs. Simplicity is required to assure proper implementa-
tion-particularly by small employers who often lack the resources to handle com-
plex reporting requirements-as well as to facilitate understanding by employees.
The employer's administrative costs are a non-productive expense which in most
cases will be passed on to customers through price increases, an undesirable result
which adds to inflation and detracts from the competitiveness of the employer's
products. Such costs are also deductible business expenses and as such will to a
greater or lesser degree offset the Treasury's revenue gain from increased taxes on
employees. Obviously, such administrative costs should be kept as low as possible.

(2) Valuation Problems.-It is probably fair to say that no single technique of val-
uing employee fringe benefits will work either well or fairly in all cases. We believe,
however, that the adherence to the following guidelines will produce the best over-
all results: (a) The income imputed to the employee receiving a fringe benefit from
an employer should in no case be greater that the lower of (i) the fair market value
of the benefit received or (ii) the cost to the employer of providing the benefit. (b) In
determing the cost to the employer of providing a particular fringe benefit, incre-
mental rather than allocated cost should be used. (c) There should be some sort of
"de minimis" rule which excludes from taxation those employee fringe benefits
which are of minor consequence whether on a per employee or a per incident basis.
In the case of such benefits, failure to provide a "de minimis" exception could easily -
result in the revenue loss from the employer's tax-deductible administrative costs
exceeding the revenue gain from inclusion of the benefits in employee taxable
income.

(3) Taxable Entity.-Under any revision of the rules for taxing (or not taxing) em-
ployee fringe benefits, the employee should be the taxable entity in any case where
it is decided to impose a tax. NAM would strongly oppose any scheme which at-
tempted to limit or contain fringe benefits by denying the employer a tax deduction
for the cost of such benefits or by assessing the employer with excise taxes on the
value of fringe benefits in excess of a certain amount per employee.

(4) Exclusions.--Some items which might be regarded as employee fringe benefits
should nevertheless be excluded from any list of taxable employee fringe benefits.
At a minimum, we suggest the following: (a) Certain items should be considered as"working conditions" rather than as taxable benefits. Such a distinction should be
broadly drawn so as to exclude from taxation those benefits which are provided for

- the health, safety or security of employees. For example, we think it would be bad
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Slicy to tax employees with respect to such employer-provided items as alcohol re-
abilitation programs or on-site exercise faculties. Likewise, no employee should be

taxed because of the employer's decision to provide security devices or other protec-
tive measures. (b) We also believe that favorable consideration should be given to
exempting benefits which, within a given industry or class of employers, are typical-
ly provided to employees as a matter of long-standing custom or tradition and which
are closely connected to the employer's business. Employee discounts on goods man-
ufactured by the employer would be but one example of such a benefit.

We thank the Committee for this opportunity to present our views on these im-
portant matters, and would be pleased to work further with the Committee and its
staff to achieve a viable and equitable result.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Blossom, let me ask you a couple of
questions.

You talk about writing coverage for smaller companies, a local
successful insurance person that has 20-25 employees, and it is in-
sured as a group, I take it, of 20 or 25 people.

In that group, if one person has a catastrophic illness, that is
used as an experience rating against that relatively small group?

Mr. BLOSSOM. I wouldn't want to overly generalize and say it has
a direct dollar effect on that cost; but, yes, that particular incident
would have an effect on the rating that would be done on that case
in the second year, in most cases-in most cost-effective plans,
anyway.Senator PACKWOOD. Why is that? I'm curious. If you are talking

about a genuine catastrophic cost that is clearly no fault of the em-
ployer nor not typically likely to recur, why is that taken into ac-
count in the experience rating of that employer?

Mr. BLOSSOM. The full catastrophic cost would not normally be
considered; but a portion of it would be considered, because in es-
sence the insurance company wants to recover the money that it
has paid out through increased premiums.

Senator PACKWOOD. From that employer?
Mr. BLOSSOM. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. All right.
Next, the large versus the small business generally-you cannot

provide the same benefits levels for an employer of 100 people that
you can for 1,000, 1 take it. So the company plan for 100 costs
slightly more.

Mr. BLOSSOM. You can provide the same sorts of benefits. The
poblem is that it is much more difficult to provide some types of

nefits on a more cost-effective basis.
For example, in Peoria, where I'm from, Caterpillar can provide

health care management systems for their employees that they can
afford to do with 27,000 employees; whereas, my company with 23
people in Peoria, I can't do that same thing.

Senator PACKWOOD. And so what you get to is, if it costs the
large company $225 and it costs the small company -$275, and they
are both squeezed down to a $175 cap, the employees of the smaller
company are going to lose out on some benefits simply because
they work for a small company. *

Mr. BLOSSOM. That is correct, particularly with preventive types
of benefits.

Senator PACKWOOD. Whose employer might otherwise pay the
$275 a month to cover them.

Mr. BLossoM. Gladly. Yes, sir.
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Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you. I have no more questions. I ap-
preciate it.

We will take just about a 5-minute recess and then go on with
the last panel of Mr. Philion, Mr. Bolger, and Ms. Keohane.

[Whereupon, at 3:08 p.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AFTER RECESS

The CHAIRMAN. Let's see now. I guess you are all here. Right?
Mr. PHimON. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. Has anyone started?
Mr. BOLGER. We are a new panel.
Ms. KEOHANE. We are all fresh.
The CHAIRMAN. You are fresh.
Well, I want to apologize for being a little bit lgte, but we have

been scattered around today.
We can proceed in any way you wish. Your entire statements

will be made a part of the record. If you can summarize the state-
ments, we would appreciate it.

I don't have any order in which you may proceed, if you have it
worked out.

Senator Kennedy is sorry he can't be here to introduce you, but
we'll make his letter part of the record, and we appreciate your
COsL KOHANE. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF NORMAN J. PHILION, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM M. HAWKINS, VICE PRESI-
DENT, TAX SECTION, AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION OF AMER-
ICA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. PHIUON. Mr. Chairman, we have a prepared statement and a

summary statement for the record, and in the interest of your time
we will summarize our summary.

We appear on behalf of the airlines of the United States, and I
am accompanied by Mr. William Hawkins, our vice president of
taxation.

Mr. Chairman, since the beginning of commercial air service 56
years ago the airlines have provided travel privileges to their em-
ployees for personal use. From the very outset these travel privi-
leges have been considered by the Treasury Department to be gifts,
exempt from income tax, because they are not a form of direct or
indirect compensation or a substitute for wages. The benefit is
usable only when empty and otherwise unused aircraft seats are
available, and they are offered on a nondiscriminatory basis to all
employees. _

There have been several regulatory efforts, as you know, in
recent years to change the tax treatment of fringe benefits, includ-
ing airline employee travel privileges. Because of the tax policy
questions involved 'the Congress has on several occasions enacted
legislation prohibiting'these regulatory initiatives.

Since the most recent legislative prohibition expires at the end of
this year, we believe it is timely for Congress to consider the estab-
lishment of policy guidelines applicable to fringe benefits in order
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to clear up all of the uncertainty and confusion and to avoid the
ongoing complexity and controversy of individual IRS rulings and
interpretations.

Our prepared statement suggests policy guidelines for determin-
ing those fringe benefits properly excludable from gross income.
They appear on pages 3 and 4 of our prepared statement, and they
are based on a 1975 Treasury Department proposal that, because of
questions about adequate Jegislative authority, was never finalized.

We respectfully urge your consideration of this suggestion.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Norman Philion follows:]
STATEMENT OF NORMAN J. PHILION, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, AIR TRANSPORT

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA

My name is Norman J. Philion, Executive Vice President of the Air Transport
Association, and I am accompanied by William M. Hawkins, the Association's Vice
President of Finance and Taxation. We appear on behalf of the Association's airline
members, who constitute the major segment of the airline industry, to present their
views on the issue of taxation of fringe benefits as they may apply to free and re-
duced rate transportation provided by airlines to their employees and their families.

The airlines have provided travel privileges to their employees from the very be-
ginning of commercial air service. Thus, the airlines have a deep interest in the cur-
rent inquiry of the Committee into taxation of employee fringe benefits and wel-
come the opportunity to provide the Committee with our comments.

Airline employee travel privileges are and always have been considered to be gifts
exempt from income tax by virtue of a Treasury Department Office Decision (OD
946) in 1921. The tax-exempt status of employee travel privileges has been subse-
quently reaffirmed by "Technical Advice" letters from the IRS National Office stat-
ing that airline employe travel privileges are exempt from tax because they are
gifts and not part of the employee compensation package.

Federal courts have recognized repeatedly the gratuitous nature of airline em-
ployee travel privileges, usually in the context of liability litigation. Under common
law principles of negligence, a carrier may limit significantly its liability to non-
paying passengers. In case after case, federal courts have ruled that the travel privi-
eges were provided gratuitously, that those using the privileges were, in essence,

non-paying, and that recovery for damages was possible only when the carrier's con-
duct constituted "gross or wanton negligence." I

Accordingly, it is clear that for decades, whether airline employee travel privi-
leges were viewed from a taxation perspective or from a common carrier liability
analysis, the same conclusion was reached-travel privileges were not compensa-
tion, they were gifts.

A number of years ago, several regulatory initiatives to change the tax treatment
of fringe benefits, including airline employee travel privileges, were developed. The
airlines opposed those initiatives, not only because they would have improperly re-
versed long-standing practice, but more importantly because they directly involve
basic tax policy issues within the purview of Congress. As a result, the Congress, on
a number of occasions, enacted legislation placing a moratorium on the regulatory
initiatives, the most recent of which expires on December 31, 1983. In light of this,
the airlines believe it is appropriate for Congress to establish practical and reason--
able guidelines applicable to the taxation of fringe benefits, including airline em-
ployee travel privileges.

The first step in the development of a reasonable and equitable tax policy for
fringe benefits is to determine those facilities, goods and services which are property
excludable from gross income. Many tax authorities that have reviewed the matter
agree that certain benefits ought to be excluded. However, disagreement arises as to
the appropriate guidelines that should be applied in making this determination.

I See Sims v. Northwest Airlines, Inc., 269 F. Supp. 272 (S.D. Fla. 1967); Braughton v. United
Air Lines, Inc., 189 F. Supp. 137, 141 (D.Mo. 1960). See generally Francis v. Southern Pac. Co.,
333 U.S. 445, 449-50 (1947, Kansas City Southern R. Co. v. Van Zant, 260 U.S. 459 (1923);
Charleston + WC.R. Co. v. Thompson, 234 U.S. 576 (1914).
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The airlines believe that legislative policy should provide that where an employer
provides its employees with facilities, goods and services that exist incidental to its
trade or business and are not a substitute for wages, the resulting benefits to em-
ployees, or their immediate families, should not be included in gross income if: (a)
the facilities, goods or services are owned by or under the control of the employer
for purposes proper to the business involved and are primarily unrelated to the per-
sonal use of such items by employees of the employer; (b) the facilities, goods or
services are made available to the employees without the employer incurring sub-
stantial cost; and (c) the facilities, goods or services are made available on a non-
discriminatory basis, subject to reasonable classification based on such factors as
nature of work or seniority, but not based on income.

Additionally, the extension under like conditions of similar privileges by one com-
pany to employees of another company in the same trade or business should not be
considered compensation subject to tax.

Also, the provision of facilities, goods or services should not be considered compen-
sation includable in gross income when the amount of the item is so small or so
difficult to value that the accounting for it would be unreasonable or administra-
tively impractical.

This proposal is similar to guidelines proposed by the Department of Treasury in
1975, but which were not adopted because of a concern that clear legislative authori-
ty was lacking. In our opinion, it represents a reasonable and rational policy in an
extremely difficult and sensitive area. It provides needed guidelines for both indus-
try and government, and removes the cloud of uncertainty that exists.

APPLICATION OF PROPOSED POLICY TO AIRLINE EMPLOYEE TRAVEL PRIVILEGES

While the airline proposal may result in the taxation of some heretofore untaxed
employee benefits, other benefits, including employee travel privileges, would con-
tinue to be excluded from gross income, as they have for more than four decades.
An exclusion for airline employee travel privileges is warranted because: An air-
line's flight schedule and its frequency of operations are determined by economic
considerations totally unrelated to the employee's travel. Airline employees general-
ly travel on a space-available basis, using seats that would otherwise go empty, with
their transportation resulting in little, if any, added expense to the airlines. Travel
privileges are offered on a non-discriminatory basis to all employees. Under airline
regulations, employees can neither give, sell or otherwise transfer the travel privi-
lege to any other person, nor surrender them for cash or for any item of value.

Airline companies would incur substantial costs in developing and maintaining a
tax withholding and reporting system if airline employee travel privileges were
deemed to be compensation subject to tax. One of the major problems to be consid-
ered in such a system is the value of the airline travel privilege used by an employ-
ee. Valuing employee travel privileges would present an administrative and ac-
counting nightmare due to the myriad of discount, stand-by and other conditional
airline tares and in view of the rules and the significant restrictions placed upon
airline employees using the travel privileges.

An additional point should be made on a matter which has been viewed with con-
cern by certain employee fringe benefit analysts. The concern apparently is that
employers will use or have used tax-free fringe benefits as a substitute for cash com-
pensation or as a tactic for increasing compensation to employees in a tax-free
manner. Whether this concern applies broadly to all classes of fringe benefits is un-
clear.

What is clear is that airline employees are highly compensated. Government stud-
ies over the years have shown again and again that airline employees are among
the very highest, if not the highest, paid workers in the United States. In fact, in
1982 the average wage paid to airline employees was $31,800, while the average for
U.S. industry was an estimated $18,300. As the repeated findings of federal agencies
and courts have demonstrated, airline employee travel privileges are not a form of
airline employee compensation.

CONCLUSION

The use by an employee of an employer's facilities, goods and services, when that
use represents little or no cost to the employer and is available on a non-discrimina-
tory basis, should result in no taxable income to the employee.

The basic test to be met in considering the tax treatment of employee fringe bene-
fits is whether or not they really represent compensation. Airline employee travel
privileges clearly do not. A rule of reason and practicality is required and this is the
purpose of the guidelines suggested by the airlines.

23-664 0-83-20
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. BOLGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL RESOURCE CENTER FOR CONSUMERS OF LEGAL SERV-
ICES, ALSO ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN PREPAID LEGAL
SERVICES INSTITUTE, CHICAGO, ILL.
Mr. BOLGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is William A. Bolger. I am executive director of the Na-

tional Resource Center for Consumers of Legal Services, and I'm
also appearing here today on behalf of the American Prepaid Legal
Services Institute.

I would like to note that with me today are Alex Schwartz, ex-
ecutive director of the institute, and Counsel Lee Irish of Caplin
and Drysdale.

Both organizations are nonprofit membership organizations.
They are concerned primarily with group legal service plans. Both
have as members plan sponsors such as unions, cooperatives, and
other associations, plan administrators, and service providers-that
is, lawyers.

The resource center and the institute are coordinating the coali-
tion to make section 120 permanent. Active participants in the co-
alition include the AFL-CIO, the American Bar Association, the
Laborers International Union which pioneered group legal service
plans, Midwest Mutual Insurance Company, the insurer with the
most experience in legal service plans, and the United Auto Work-
ers, whose new plan for General Motors employees and their fami-
lies covers 1.4 million people.

I am here today to tell the committee about the broad support
that legal service plans have earned from all parties, to stress the
impact of Internal Revenue Code section 120 on the development of
plans, and to remind the committee of the temporary nature of sec-
tion 120 and the need to make it permanent.

Group legal service plans involve advance arrangements for
meeting personal legal needs, especially for legal services that pre-
vent or settle disputes. They have proven their ability to deliver
high quality legal services at low cost. They are especially effective
at preventive legal care at avoiding or resolving problems without
expensive litigation.

Legal service plans deliver more legal services at lower cost.
Both society and the individual member benefit. How and why? Be-
cause the transaction costs are reduced when advance arrange-
ments are made on a group basis for providing needed legal serv-
ices. These advance arrangements dramatically reduce the cost and
uncertainty involved in selecting and consulting a lawyer when a
legal question arises. Thus, people who are covered by a plan con-
tact a lawyer more often, but at an earlier point in the course of a
problem. More people receive legal advice about more matters, but
matters are handled at lower cost and in a way that minimizes dis-
putes and litigation.

Group legal service plans are supported by the labor and con-
sumer movements, the legal profession, and the insurance indus-
try. There is no opposition to them, really. The plans are in the
best American tradition of pragmatic, voluntary group action to
meet common needs.
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Congress, too, has a pretty much unbroken record of supporting
legal service plans, starting with an amendment to the Taft-Hart-
ley Act in 1973, continuing with the enactment of section 120 in
1976, and most recently, in 1981, by extending section 120 for 3
more years.

Section 120, as you probably know, provides favorable tax treat-
ment for employer-paid plans, including tough antidiscrimination
rules similar to that of other statutory fringe benefits.

Section 120 has proven its effectiveness in stimulating the
growth of legal service plans at a very minimal cost in foregone
revenue. About 10 million people are presently covered by a plan,
the largest portion of these in employer-paid plans; yet the 1982
revenue loss was just $20 million, according to a report of the Joint
Committee on Taxation.

Ihe reason this loss is so small is thetplans are very inexpen-
sive. Even the most comprehensive plan costs only $250 per family
per year, and that's exceptional. The new UAW-GM plan costs just
$40 per family per year. And costs have increased very little, if at
all, over the last 10 years.

Now, despite this sterling record, the coalition to make section
120 permanent is very concerned that the section and the momen-
tum it has helped create will be lost while Congress considers ways
to control medical costs, reduce the Federal budget deficit, and
insure that fringe benefits are fair to all employees; because if the
Ninety-eighth Congress does not act, section 120 will expire, even
though legal service plans have proven they meet a real and impor-
tant social goal-that is, making legal services, especially preven-
tive services, readily and inexpensively available to working
Americans.

Legal service plans have shown that they deserve equal tax
treatment with other statutory fringe benefits, so regardless of
what other changes Congress makes in the tax treatment of fringe
benefits, the important thing to us in the coalition is to make sec-
tion 120 permanent so that a decade of progress toward equal jus-
tice will not be jeopardized.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF NANNERL 0. KEOHANE, PRESIDENT,
WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY, MASS.

Ms. KEOHANE. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Nan Keohane. I am president of Wellesley College in

Massachusetts, and I'm pleased to be here today as you consider
the taxation of fringe benefits.

I will address the question of the tax treatment of traditional fac-
ulty housing programs, which are maintained by various education-
al institutions.

I am submitting for the record a written statement addressing
the issue in greater detail.

I am speaking not only on behalf of Wellesley College but also on
behalf of Amherst College, Smith College, Wesleyan University,
and 14 educational associations which are listed in my written
statement. These associations represent a wide range of both public
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and independent institutions of higher education, along with uni-
versity professors and independent secondary schools.

Wellesley's faculty housing program involves the rental of houses
and apartments to approximately 110 faculty members and certain
administrators-for example, deans and their families.

Wellesley, like the other colleges I represent, maintains this pro-
gram in order to have a substantial number of faculty members
living as part of an extended campus community conducive to sus-
tained interaction between faculty members and students. Living
nearby makes it possible for faculty members to attend evening
events on campus, to meet students informally, to invite students
to their homes. It also increases opportunities for collegial working
ties among faculty members. Such interactions between faculty and
students outside the classroom or the laboratory are important to
the distinctive education offered by a liberal arts college and other
educational institutions. 0

I describe Wellesley's program as "traditional," because pro-
grams of this sort have existed for many years at numerous col-
leges, universities, and secondary schools across the country.

During the 19th century, Wellesley required all faculty members
to live on campus. Although we are no longer able to have the
entire faculty residing there, the faculty housing program contin-
ues to serve important educational objectives.

Under Wellesley's program, housing is rented to faculty mem-
bers at a substantial rent that reflects the college's cost of provid-
ing the housing and maintaining it, and the value of the housing to
our faculty members. No substitute cash living allowance is pro-
vided to employees who elect not to live in faculty housing.

For decades Wellesley has maintained this program, believing
that the rents charged were reasonable to both the college and the
faculty members.

The Internal Revenue Service, however, within the last few years
has seen things differently. An IRS agent has asserted that because
Wellesley could possibly have rented its housing units on the open
commercial market at higher rents, the difference between the
higher, theoretical fair rental value and the rent charged a faculty
member constituted additional income to the faculty member. The
agent also maintained that this income constituted wages paid by
Wellesley, subject to income tax withholding and social security
taxes, and argued that Wellesley should have withheld these taxes
extending back to 1974.

The position of the agent was incorporated in formal action by
the IRS at the end of 1981, when the IRS office issued releases af-
fecting faculty housing programs at Amherst and Wesleyan.

It is our belief that the IRS position is incorrect for several rea-
sons:

First, the value of the housing cannot be measured simply by
what a business executive who commutes to Boston might be will-
ing to pay. If Wellesley had to charge this rent, we would have to
rent to these very business executives because our faculty would be
squeezed out and the program would disappear.

The value of the housing must be measured with reference to
Wellesley's costs, to the educational purposes served by the housing
program, and the value of the housing to the faculty members.
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Second, the IRS position violates the Supreme Court's 1978 hold-
ing in Central Illinois Public Service Company v. the United States,
that an employer's obligation to withhold taxes must be precise
and not speculative, and that an employer should not be treated as
the guarantor of an employee's taxes.

We feel, in the light of numerous issues regarding the value of
housing, that Wellesley did not have a clearly defined obligation in
the past.

Third, the IRS position is contrary to Public Law 95-427, the
fringe benefit moratorium which Congress has passed. There has
never been a section or a regulation or a decided case that has pro-
vided that a traditional faculty housing program gives rise to
wages subject to withholding.

We propose that Congress remedy this inequity in several ways:
First, to make clear through legislation that traditional faculty

housing programs do not give rise to taxable income or wages, as
long as costs are recovered;

Second, to clarify the application of the fringe benefit moratori-
um to traditional faculty housing programs through a bill such as
that introduced by Senators Moynihan, Heinz, and Kennedy, bill
777.

I know these hearings are designed in part to uncover new
sources of revenue to respond to our growing Federal deficit. Tradi-
tional faculty housing programs, however, do not provide a source
of revenue. The alternative for educational institutions is to sell off
the housing. The resulting cost to the Federal Government from
homeowner deductions for mortgage interest and from property
taxes would probably exceed the amount being sought by the IRS
in these cases.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to be here. I wou-d be
happy to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Nannerl Keohane follows:]

STATEMENT OF NANNERL 0. KEOHANE, PRESIDENT OF WELLESLEY COLLEGE

This statement, which addresses the tax treatment of traditional faculty housing
programs, is being submitted to the Senate Finance Committee in connection with
its review of the taxation of fringe benefits. It supplements the spoken remarks of
Nannerl 0. Keohane, the president of Wellesley College, Wellesley, Massachusetts,
to the Committee on June 22, 1983.

This statement is submitted on behalf of Wellesley College, Amherst College,
Smith College, Wesleyan University and the following 14 educational associations:
American Association of State Collges and Universities; American Association of
University Professors; American Council on Education; Association of American
Universities; Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities; Council of Independ-
ent Colleges; Federation of Independent Illinois Colleges and Universities; Independ-
ent Colleges and Universities of Missouri; National Association of College and Uni-
versity Business Officers; National Association of Equal Opportunity in Higher Edu-
cation; National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities; National As-
sociation of Independent Schools; National Association of Schools and Colleges of
the United Methodist Church; National Association of-State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges. Although this statement specifically discusses Wellesley's faculty
housing program, it is generally applicable to all educational institutions that main-
tain traditional faculty housing programs.

A. DESCRIPTION OF A TRADITIONAL FACULTY HOUSING PROGRAM

Wellesley operates a faculty housing program that rents houses and apartments
to approximately 110 faculty members and certain administrators (for example,
deans) and their families. The College maintains the program in order tW have a
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substantial number of faculty members and administrators living on or near
campus as part of an extended campus community, one that is conducive to infor-
mal interactions between faculty members and students. This sense of community
has long been an integral part of the educational experience at Wellesley as a small,
residential, liberal arts college. Yet whether an educational institution is located in
a rural, suburban or urban setting a traditional faculty housing program, by creat-
ing a sense of collegiality among the faculty members and by encouraging student-
faculty interaction outside the classroom, serves important educational goals of the
institution.

During the 19th century Wellesley generally required all faculty members to live
on campus. The President's report of 1900 stated that this practice "brought a body
of intelligent and cultivated women into close contact with the student body, much
to the advantage of the latter. The intercourse thus established has been helpful
and beneficial in the highest degree. The spirit of unity tnd helpfulness has been
largely fostered by this method of living * * * " Although times have changed con-
siderably since 1900, and Wellesley is no longer able to have its entire faculty resid-
ing on campus, the faculty housing program continues to serve our educational ob-
jectives by having substantial numbers of faculty living on or near campus.

Wellesley's housing program is accurately described as a "traditional" faculty
housing program because it resembles the housing programs that exist and have ex-
isted for many years at numerous colleges, universities, and secondary schools
across the country. Under Wellesley's program, housing is rented to faculty mem-
bers at a substantial rent that reflects the College's cost of providing the housing,
the educational pur of the College served by having faculty members living on
or near campus, and the value of the housing to the College's faculty members. No
substitute cash living allowance is provided to employees who elect not to live in
faculty housing.

B. THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE'8 POSITION

Wellesley had maintained its housing program for decades, believing that the
rents charged were reasonable to both the College and its faculty members.

The Internal Revenue Service, however, saw things differently. An IRS agent as-
serted that because Wellesley-possibly could have rented its housing units on the
open commercial market at her rents, the difference between the higher theo-
retical "fair rental value" and the rent charged a faculty member constituted addi-
tional income to the faculty member. Furthermore, the agent maintained that this
"income" to the faculty members constituted "wages" paid by Wellesley that were
subject to retroactively-applied income tax withholding and social security taxes.
The agent argued that Wellesley should have withheld these taxes during years ex-
tending back to 1974. The position of the agent was incorporated in formal action by
the iRS at the end of 1981 when the IRS National Office issued two technical advice
memoranda that treated traditional faculty housing prorams at Amherst and Wes-
leyan as gig rise to retroactive withholding tax liability beginning in 1973 (Tech-
nical Advice Memoranda 8213005 ana #8219001).

C. WHY THE IRS POSITION IS INEQUITABLE AND UNPRECEDENTED

It is our belief that the IRS position is both inquitable and unprecendented forse-
veral reasons, three of which will be touched upon in this statement. First, the
value of faculty housing cannot be measured simply by reference to the commercial
rental market. Second, the IRS position is contrary to the Supreme Court's holding
in Central Illinois Public Service Company v. United States, 435 U.S. 21 (1978).
Third, the IRS action appears to violate congressional intent in passing Public Law
95-427, the "fringe benefit moratorium". Each of these reasons will be discussed in
turn, followed by a proposed legislative solution to this problem.

1. Valuation of faculty housing
The IRS maintains that the value of Wellesley's faculty housing must be meas-

ured purely by reference to the commercial rental market. Wellesley maintains,
however, that the value of faculty housing must be measured with reference to: (i)
the educational goals of the College served by the housing program, (ii) the value of
the housing to the College's faculty members,and (iii) the College's cost of maintain-
ingtthe housing.

is not relevant to ask what a business executive would be willing to pay to live
in Wellesley College housing because Wellesley is not a commercial landlord.
Wellesley maintains it faculty housing program to further its educational goal of
creating an extended campus coummunity and not as.a means of raising money. As
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is discussed below, if Wellesley were to change its policy and rent its housing to the
highest bidder the result would be the destruction of its faculty housing program, at
great educational cost to the College.

Instead of referring to the commercial market, the value of faculty housing
should be measured with reference to what is in fact the relevant market-the Col-
lege's employees. The College has attempted to set its rent at a level that is high
enough to recover most or all of its costs in providing the housing and yet low
enough to enable faculty members to live in the housing. If the College raised its
rents substantially beyond the normal adjustment for inflation, most or all of our
faculty members would move to other towns where they would be able to rent hous-ing at a lower price. This would create a pradoxical situation in which the Wellesley
College campus, one of the important reasons that property values are so high in
the Town of Wellesley, would bcme responsible for driving our faculty members
out of town.

There are a number of cases in which courts have held that the value of property
or services received by an individual, and included in his income, should be meas-
ured with reference to the value to the recipient and not to some theoretical fair
market value. For example, in Reginal Turner, 13 T.C.M. 462 (1954), the court
dealth with taxpayers who had won a free trip to South America and concluded that
the trip was not worth its full retail value to them because they might well not
have chosen to provide themselves with an item of such value. Fauty members
who are given the opportunity to rent housing on or near campus should similarly
not be subjected to taxation based on the value of the housing to some abstract third
party. Rather, the value of the housing to the faculty member should be given pri-
mary attention.

A further reason why it is unreasonable for the IRS to refer only to the commer-
cial rental market is that the IRS has itself taken a contrary administrative posi-
tion on several occasions. The IRS in those instances has stated that the value of a
particular fringe benefit is the employer's cost of providing the benefit rather than
a theoretical fair market value. For example, in Technical Advice Memorandum
#7740010, dated June 30, 1977, the IRS concluded that "the value of the [cafeteria]
meals [furnished to employees] to be included in gross income is determined by the
cost incurred in furnishing the meal less the amount charged for the meal" (empha-
sis added).

In light of the unique situation presented by faculty housing programs, case
precedent, and the IRS administrative position discussed above, it seems clear that
the "value" of faculty housing must be measured not with reference to an abstract
commercial market, but to the educational purposes served by the housing program,
the value of the housing to the faculty members, and the educational institution's
cost of providing the housing.
S. Central Illinois

An employer is not required to withhold taxes from all of the income that is re-
ceived by an employee, but only from the "wages" that he pap to the employee.
The term "wages" is defined in section 3401 of the Internal Revenue Code, with
regard to income tax withholding, as "remuneration for services." A similar defini-
tion is found at section 3121 with regard to social security, or "FICA" (Federal In-
surance Contributions Act), taxes.

In 1978 the Supreme Court held in the Central Illinois case, cited above, that a
taxpayer/employer was not liable for withholding tax on the payment of lunch re-
imbursements to employees even though such payments clearly constituted taxable
income to the individual recipients (because they were not excludable under Section
119' of the Internal Revenue Code). The Supreme Court concluded that the taxpay-
er had no duty to withhold because its liability was not "clearly defined" and be
cause an employer should not be a guarantor for the payments of its employee's tax.
In its decision, the Supreme Court rejected the argument made by the IRS that an
item which is income to the employee because it is outside the exclusion of Section
119 is also automatically "wages" (i.e., "remuneration for services") for withholding
purposes.

As is discussed further below, no Internal Revenue Code section, regulation,
ruling, or decided case has ever stated or held that participation in a traditional
faculty housing program constitutes "wages" subject to withholding. In light of this

1 Section 119 provides an exclusion from income for meals or lodging furnished to an employee
(i) for the convenience of the employer, (ii) on the business premises of the employer, and (iii) (in
the case of lodging) where the employee is required to accept the lodging as a condition of em-
ployment.
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absence of precedent and the fact that traditional faculty housing programs have
operated for decades without objection by the IRS, educational institutions can
hardly be said to have a "clearly defined" withholding obligation. Moreover, sub-
stantial case law (cited by the Supreme Court in Central Illinois) has held that an
employer is not required to withhold where an item is provided for a dominant busi-
ness purpose other than compensating employees. In this case, Wellesley's purpose
in maintaining the faculty housing program is educational-to create an extended
campus community with regular interchange between faculty and students. Central
Illinois therefore precludes the assessment of retroactive withholding taxes against
educational institutions maintaining traditional faculty housing programs.

In Revenue Procedure 80-53, 1980-2 C.B. 848, the internal Revenue Service pub-
lished its response to the Central Illinois decision. The Revenue Procedure generally
provides that withholding will not be required where (a) the employer had a "rea-
sonable basis" for its belief that the benefits should not be considered remuneration
for services and (b) no statute or other legal authority specifically required with-
holding.

The "reasonable basis" aspect of the Revenue Procedure 80-53 test is clearly sat-
isfied by Wellesley because of the reasons discussed in section C.1 above, the lack of
any decided cases requiring withholding on account of traditional faculty housing
programs, the fact that our program and similar programs across the country have
existed for decades without objection by the IRS, and the substantial case law sup-
porting non-withholding in view of Wellesley's business, i.e. educational, purpose in
maintaning the housing program.

The IRS, however, has asserted that faculty housing programs such as Wellesley's
fail the other part of the Revenue Procedure 80-53 test-that no statute or other
legal authority required withholding. This position of the IRS was announced in the
technical advice memoranda concerning Amherst and Wesleyan and is based on an
unusual and unsupported extension of an argument first officially stated by the IRS
in 1981 in Revenue Ruling 81-222, 1981-2 C.B. 205. Revenue Ruling 81-222 indicates
that meals and/or lodging which are not excluded from taxable income by Section
119 of the Internal Revenue Code automatically constitute "wages" subject to with-
holding, without regard to the usual and fundamental question in determining"wages"-whether such items were provided as "remuneration for services."

The IRS contended in the technical advice memoranda that the institutions did
not satisfy the requirements of Revenue Procedure 80-53 on the theory that a spe-
cific reulation-Reg. Section 31-3401(a)-1(bX9)--treated the housing in question as"wages.' That regulation, however, simply states the obviously sound rule that
amounts excluded from income under Section 119 will not be treated as "wages"
subject to withholding; it in no way suggests that other meal and lodging items (as-
sumed not to be covered by Section 119) are necessarily "wages" without regard to
the question of whether they constitute "remuneration for services" in the first
place. In the technical advice memoranda, the IRS said that Revenue Ruling 81-222
restated" this "principle."
The IRS position, and the application of Revenue Ruling 81-222 to traditional fac-

ulty housing programs, is inconsistent with the Supreme Court's Central Illinois de-
cision. The Central Illinois case itself involved a meal and lodging item-a meal al-
lowance-found not to qualify for the Section 119 exclusion. If the IRS rationale in
Revenue Ruling 81-222 were applied to Central Illinois one would conclude that be-
cause the lunch reimbursements did not satisfy section 119 they necessarily consti-
tuted wages subject to income tax withholding. And yet the Supreme Court's hold-
ing was exactly the opposite: despite the fact that the lunch reimbursements were
not excluded from "income" by Section 119, they did not fall within the "much nar-
rower" category of "wages." In any event, even if the position stated in Revenue
Ruling 81-222 were correct (and we think it is entirely incorrect as applied to tradi-
tional faculty housing programs), it would hardly affect an institution s "reasonable
basis for not withholding during years prior to 1981.

It should be noted that Revenue Ruling 81-222 need not be regarded as incorrect
if it is properly limited to the factual situation it describes-namely, the provision
of free meals or housing. The provision of free meals or housing would arguably in-
volve remuneration for services because it would relieve the employees from a per-
sonal expenditure they wou!d otherwise have to incur. This is not the case with re-
spect to traditional faculty housing programs charging rents reflecting the value of
housing to the employees.

3. The fringe benefit moratorium
In 1978, in response to Treasury's attempts to expand broadly the taxation of

fringe benefits, Congress enacted the "fringe benefit moratorium" (Public Law 95-
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427), prohibiting the issuance of new regulations in the fringe benefit area. More-
over, Congress made it clear in legislative history that the moratorium "would pre-
vent the IRS from debating from the present administration of the tax laws as they
concern the taxation of fringe benefits as compensation." House Report No. 95-1232.
The Report states that the moratorium was imposed because Congress recognized
that the lack of uniformity in the fringe benefit area led to inequitable distinctions
between taxpayers receiving similar benefits, difficult decisions as to an employer's
obligation to withhold taxes, and difficult valuation problems regarding fringe bene-
fits. the fringe benefit mortorium has been extended twice by Congress, most recent-
ly by P.L. 97-34, § 801, and remains in effect through December 31, 1983.

The fringe benefit moratorium applies to traditional faculty housing programs be-
cause such programs have not previously been challenged by the IRS, because there
is no direct legal precedent for imposing additional employment taxes on institu-
tions maintaining such programs, and because the IRS attack on faculty housing
programs represents a departure from the cost measure of value which the IRS
itself has utilized in other cases.

The IRS has argued on several occasions, such as in-the technical advice memo-
randa concerning Amherst and Wesleyan, that there are cases that establish a
precedent for taxing traditional faculty housing programs. For example Benninghoff
v. Commissioner, 614 F.2d 398 (5th Cir. 1980) afg 71 T.C. 216 (1978) (free housing
provided to Panama Canal Zone policeman); McDonald v. Commissioner, 66 T.C. 223
(1976) (lodging rented to business executive in Tokyo). Those cases do not bear di-
rectly on traditional faculty housing programs for several reasons.

These cases, which interpret section 119 of the Internal Revenue Code, do not
affect the applicability of the fringe benefit moratorium. It is not sufficient for the
IRS to argue that because it has taxed isolated business executives who have re-
ceived free or discount housing in compensatory circumstances there is a precedent
for taxing faculty housing. Traditional facultyhousing programs have a completely
different purpose from typical corporate perquisites, especially in light of the sub-
stantial rents charged and the educational objectives served by the programs.

The IRS also cites Goldsboro Christian School, Inc. v. United States, 78-1 USTC
9191 (E.D.N.C. 1977) and Bob Jones University v. United States 670 F.2d 167 (Ct. Cl.
1982) for the proposition that there is a precedent for taxing faculty housing. Golds-
boro and Bob Jones involved the provision of free housing to employees at institu-
tions that the Supreme Court recently found not to be tax exempt because of their
policies of racial discrimination. Neither Goldsboro nor Bob Jotes support the IRS's
position with regard to traditional faculty housing programs. Those cases are clearly
distinguishable from traditional housing programs where reasonable rents are
charged that reflect the educational institution s costs and the value of the housing
to the employees. In Goldsboro and Bob Jones the housing was provided free of
charge to the employees, the housing was obvisouly provided at substantial expense
to the employer, and in some instances employees who did not live in the free hous-
ing were offered a cash stipend. The employes in those cases also received other sub-
stantial benefits such as free utilities, free food, free medical care and free insur-
ance. In these circumstances, the provision of free housing and other benefits neces-
sarily relieved the employees of personal expenses and thus involved taxable com-
pensation. Therefore, the result in Bob Jones and Goldsboro although not surprising,
has no direct bearing on the applicability of the fringe benefit moratorium to a tax-
exempt educational institution which charges reasonable rents reflective of costs,
and which does not offer a cash alternative.

Congress recognized when it passed the fringe benefit moratorium that Section 61
of the Internal Revenue Code and the Regulations thereunder provided on their face
for the taxation of every item provided in kind by an employer at less than its
value. However, Congress also recognized that despite this principle the IRS in fact
has not challenged certain fringe benefit practices, and the moratorium was intend-
ed to maintain that status quo until Congress itself could review the entire fringe-
benefit area. See House Report No. 95-1232. Thus, for example, while the IRS would
tax a top salesman who was awarded an airline trip to Hawaii by his employer, the
IRS hadnot taxed widespread programs for providing free or virtually free airline
travel to flight attendants. The latter benefit, which involves special circumstances
such as the fact that the employer did not incur any substantial marginal costs, is
thus protected by the fringe benefit moratorium whe the former benefit is not.
Just as the flight attendant who receives free travel is distinguishable from the
salesman who receives free travel as bonus compensation, traditional faculty hous-
ing programs are distinguishable from housing provided in the business context or
provided free of charge at Bob Jones University or at Goldsboro Christian Schools,
Inc. Indeed, traditional faculty housing programs are not unlike the provision of
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free travel to flight attendants in that in both cases the benefit is provided at little
or no unreimbursed cost to the employer.

Finally, as noted above, the IRS itself has applied a cost measure for so-called
fringe benefits, specifically with respect to cafeteria meals. To seek to apply a com-
mercial market value measure to traditional faculty housing programs is therefore
a change in IRS practice which Congress sought to prevent when it enacted the
fringe benefit moratorium.

D. PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE SOLUTION

We propose that Congress remedy the inequity created by the IRS' attempts to
override Central Illinois and the fringe bene fit moratorium and to collect retroac-
tive withholding taxes from educational institutions maintaining traditional faculty
housing programs.

First, for the future, Congress should make it clear through legislation that tradi-
tional faculty housing programs do not give rise to taxable income or wages subject
to withholding as long as the institution's costs are recovered. Such legislation
might provide, for example, that faculty housing programs give rise to income only
to the extent that an educational institution's rents do not recover the costs of pro-
viding the housing. Although such a standard would involve a calculation of "costs",
and would -therefore not be purely mechanical, the system of taxation proposed by
the IRS involves the much more speculative estimation of the "fair rental value" of
the housing. A bill introduced by Senator Moynihan lLct year, S. 2872, provided for
such a solution to this issue.

Second, as to the past and present, Congress should clarify the application of the
fringe benefit moratorium to traditional faculty housing programs, so as to prevent
the imposition of retroactive withholding taxes. Senate Bill 777, introduced by Sena-
tors Moynihan, Heinz, and Kennedy, would accomplish this objective. (S. 777 is iden-
tical to section 202 of H.R. 7094, approved unanimously by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee last September).

Finally, if the fringe benefit moratorium is extended beyond December 31, 1983 in
order to provide additional time for Congress to reach a comprehensive resolution of
the fringe benefit area, Congress should make it clear that the moratorium applies
to traditional faculty housing programs, both as to the past and for any extension
period.

E. REVENUE IMPACT

I know that these hearings and those scheduled to follow are designed in large
part to uncover new sources of tax revenues which may be available to respond to
our growing federal deficit. Traditional faculty housing programs, however, do not
provide a source for revenue. The alternative for educational institutions is to sell
off the housing; the resulting cost to the Federal Government from homeowner de-
ductions for mortgage interest and property taxes would in all likelihood exceed the
amount being sought by the IRS in these cases.

F. CONCLUSION

I urge you, on behalf of Amherst College, smith College, Wellesley College, Wes-
leyan University and the mony institutions and individuals represented by the edu-
cational institutions listed above, not to allow this inequitable situatioff-created by
the Internal Revenue Service to continue. Wellesley, in its effort to provide excel-
lence in all aspects of education, has maintained its faculty housing program for
almost 100 years. The continuing need for excellence in American education, an ex-
cellence that must exist both within and without the classroom, calls for your sup-
port of such programs rather than for their destruction at the hands of the Internal
Avenue Service.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
It's sort of a broad-based hearing. We are trying to cover a

number of areas, and certainly, in my view, we shouldn't do it
pieceme.ai. We ought to pacage all of this together and keep it to-
gether rather than to say, "OK, we'll take care of prepaid legal
services," and then we'll take care of Something else, then we'll
save the hard part till last. In my view you put it all together, and
everybody makes a contribution that way. But whether or not I
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have the votes to do that will depend-whether or not anything is
done, I guess, depends on how many votes you have.

But I do have just a few questions. Again I apologize for the
delay.

Ms. Keohane, should the rules you would apply to faculty hous-
ing be applied to housing provided by other employers? Is there a
distinction between faculties and somebody who works for a corpo-
ration somewhere? Is there some reason for a distinction?

Ms. KEOHANE. We think there is a distinction, because the kind
of sustained communication that I described, which means dialogs
late into the night, and holding seminars in the house, is part of
what we believe makes our education, our very program and prod-
uct distinctive. And I don't believe that the same kind of intensity
can be argued for a corporate housing program, even if collegiality
in a more diffuse sense is served.

The CHAIRMAN. Which employer-fixed costs would you include in
your definition of "the employer's cost providing the benefit"? Does
that include insurance?

Ms. KFEHANE. It includes insurance, it includes maintenance on
a regular pattern, it includes any kind of momentary maintenance
which is required by things breaking down-all the costs beyond
the bare fact of having acquired the houses originally, that are
needed to keep them up. 1

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think there is considerable sympathy for
addressing this particular area. We know of the Treasury s opposi-
tion. Perhaps there is some way we can satisfy most of your con-
cerns and most of their concerns, but not all of either's concerns.
That's a possibility.

Ms. KzoHAN. Well, we are very happy to have as many as possi-
ble of our concerns addressed.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that's generally not a bad attitude.
I want to get back to the airlines. I remember the last time-

when did we extend the moratorium last?
Mr. PmLwON. Two years ago, I believe.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I was on a flight to Kansas City, as I recall.

I don't know who was flying the plane; they were all back around
me, lobbying. I think it was on automatic pilot.

And at that point I would have said yes to anything. I'm sure
there was somebody up there, but I wasn't. [Laughter.]

And I guess the point is that it is an area we ought to address.
We ought to clarify some of these issues and lay it to rest. Hopeful-
ly we can do that.

How are free airline passes provided to employees, unrelated to
employee persoi-al use? One of your tests is that it has to be relat-
ed to personal use.

Mr. PHILION. Yes. I think that's one of the meaningful guidelines
that ought to be considered. Airlines provide free or reduced-rate
transportation for reasons other than personal use. A great
number of airline employees have to be moved about for business

rpows. Clearly, that's a method of doing business. A crew may
have to be moved from New York to Chicago; that's not personal-
use. I would say about half of the transportation provided to airline
employees is in that category. But there is personal use transporta-
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tion used by airline employees, and has been since the beginning of
air transportation.

I think a tax would be a bad blow. You would be sitting with
crews and others on your next flight if the IRS gave consideration
to some new ruling affecting the tax treatment of airline passes.

The CHAIRMAN. But is it a policy of all airlifnes to allow any em-
ployee as many travel privileges as the employee requests?

Mr. PHILION. No. There are a number of factors involved, and
airlines differ among themselves in the treatment of airline passes.

They are definitely not discriminatory. I think the usual rule is
you have to be employed for 6 months or a year before you are en-
titled. And as your seniority grows, you are entitled to a greater
number of passes. But they are nondiscriminatory, and they do not
represent any form of compensation.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, do some airlines charge after a certain
number of flights?

Mr. PHIuON. Most airlines impose a service charge of one kind or
another that may differ based on the length of the trip, the season
of the year, and we pay transportation taxes on those service
charges.

I would say most of the personal use passes in being today have a
service charge imposed to cover out-of-pocket expenses.

The CHAIRMAN. I guess the key question is, under your test what
facts and circumstances would you use to determine whether a
fringe benefit is a substitute for wages? How would you make the
determination? When is it a substitute for wages? -

Mr. PHILON. Well, it never has been, Mr. Chairman, and I think
that's clear both to the airline employers and to the airline employ-
ees. It is not covered, or--

The CHAIRMAN. Is that because you say it isn't?
Mr. PHILION. It is not dealt with in any labor contract of any

kind, and most of the benefits that airline employees enjoy, in one
shape or another, are based on labor contracts. Most of the airline
wages and compensation programs are negotiated and appear in
contracts.

The CHAIRMAN. But I guess my point is, there may be other
people in similar circumstances where the same consideration
might be construed to be wages, and I think the problem is fair-
ness. Is it fair to people generally? Or are we flirting with becom-
ing a fringe-benefit society, and if so, who is going to pay the taxes?

Mr. PHLION. I think if you look at the record of airline wages
and total compensation and compare it with business as a whole in
this country, you will find that airline employees are among the
highest-paid workers in the country. And we don't need to use a
benefit such as a personal-use travel pass as a method of compensa-
tion, and we have never done so.

The CHAIRMAN. No, I think there is a need for many of the
things that are being done, don't misunderstand me. But as you in-
dicated in your "summary of your summary," we need to clarify it
and lay it out and say, "OK, this is it." Now, whether we can do
that legislatively or whether we have to continue to rely on IRS
and regulations-but I'm hopeful we can address it, just as I am
hopeful we can address prepaid legal services.
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Here again, I assume 10 or 20 years ago we were looking at
health care costs-I don't know what it was 20 years ago, but I
think the cost of a revenue impact of prepaid legal services is about
what? Fifty million a year in revenue.

Mr. BOLGER. I believe it was 20. But it was under 50.
The CHAIRMAN. But what is it going to be 20 years from now if

we don't put some safeguard? Let s say we made it permanent but
had some limit. That's the thing that is going to eat us up around
here. No one ever puts a limit on it, saying, "Oh, it's a great pro-
gram; it's never going to get out of hand.' That's what they said
about medicare. They told us it would be $11 billion by 1990, and
now they are saying, "Oh, we just made a little mistake; it's going
to be $110 billion." It's $57 billion this year.

So that may be some area there we might address, then you
wouldn't have to come back every 3 years.

Mr. BOLGER. We would like that very much. I think we could
probably live with any kind of reasonable limit, because we are
very confident that there is not going to be much cost escalation in
these legal services. It's hard to see how that could really happen.

I think the analogy with the medical care experience is an obvi-
ous one to make atfirst blush, but then when you start to look at
it more closely you see they are just not the same.

The CHAIRMAN. No, I am not trying to make the analogy. Obvi-
ously there is a vast difference. But I am just saying it's like any
other program that starts out open-ended.

Mr. BOLGER. I can certainly see the concern.
The CHAIRMAN. It's called "entitlement." Some of the programs

are entitlement programs.
Well, again, we appreciate your testimony very much. I think, as

you are aware, we did pass out last year a bill to address your con-
cerns of faculty housing. It was opposed by the Treasury. I haven't
read their full statement today; I assume it is probably still op-
posed by the Treasury. But again, thare may be ways to bring to-
gether the important points and resolve any differences for the
most part.

We will have additional hearings on this entire area. Let's see,
when does the moratorium expire?

Mr. PHILION. The end of the year.
The CHAIRMAN. And yours is the end of the year.
Mr. BOLGER. Actually, it is the end of next year.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, next year. Oh, you are here early. [Laugh-

ter.]
Mr. BOLGER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. We may see you again next year. [Laughter.]
Mr. BOLGER. We would like to avoid that.
The CHAIRMAN. If you just leave this year's statement, I'll put it

in for you next year. [Laughter.]
And we are looking at faculty housing. It is a matter that I am

certain Senators Kennedy, Moynihan, Heinz, and probably every
other person who has a university or college, whatever. And I
assume there is some justification for it, at least you made a good
case.

Is there actually a lot of this dialog that goes on if they live on
the campus as opposed to living off campus? Do a lot of students
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combine and drop in and say, "I'm here because you have this
housing"? [Laughter.]

Ms. KEOHANE. A mixed blessing, I suppose, at best. No, there is. I
can testify from my own experience, both as a faculty member and
as a student at three or four of such institutions.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there a sign on the house that says, "This is
covered by faculty housing subsidies"? [Laughter.]

Ms. KEOHANE. We do try to assume that privacy of faculty mem-
bers is respected, too. But it is the possibility of being able to hold a
seminar there, which is a very different feeling from always having
it in a seminar room. And it's not just the house itself, in fact, but
the proximity that does make it possible for people to come and
join students in planning a theater production. If you live in Cam-
bridge it is much harder to do that, or Boston. It makes an enor-
mous difference in the tenor of life on campus. And that I can tell
you happens with every single faculty member. They do participate
more, and it makes a difference.

The CHAIRMAN. I assume that can happen. I haven't been in
school for a while, but I appreciate that.

If there are any others who might be in the hearing room who
want to submit statements for the record, the record will be open.
If not, we will stand in recess, subject to the call of the Chair. And
thank you very much.

Ms. KEOHANE. Thank you.
Mr. PHILION. Thank you.
Mr. BOLGER. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 3:52 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Bob:

Enclosed please find testimony prepared
Wesleyan University, Colin G. Campbell,
of faculty housing.

by the President of
regarding the taxation

As Wesleyan University is one of the more prestigious
universities in the state of Connecticut and in light of the

- Committee's interest in the taxation of fringe benefits, I
request that the full text of President Campbell's testimony
be included in the final hearing record, and that serious
consideration be given to the points raised in this testimony.

I thank you in advance for attention in this regard.

With kindest regards, r

LW/sh
Enclosure
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Statement on Faculty Rental Housing before the Senate Finance Committee

by

Colin G. Campbell, President
Wesleyan University

Middletown, Connecticut

June 22, 1983

Mr. Chairman, Wesleyan is a small university that takes great pride in
offering an excellent liberal arts program with instruction by an outstanding
faculty in a stimulating, congenial environment. Like Amherst, Smith and
Wellesley Colleges, Wesleyan makes every effort to encourage collegiality
among its faculty and informal contact between students and faculty outside
of the classroom and laboratory. We do this so that our communities will be
interesting places to live and work and our students will have the greatest
variety of opportunities for intellectual and personal growth.

An important aspect of our efforts to foster a lively community where
faculty actively participate in a wide range of campus activates is the op-
portunity for faculty to live itear the campus. In Middletown, Connecticut
where Wesleyan is located, such housing for faculty would not be available
unless the University owned and rented properties to faculty.

I want to emphasize that the institutions do not provide free housing;
typically rentals cover the cost of maintenance, local property taxes and
other institutional expenses. Furthermore, by acquiring houses as they
come on the market, an institution allows for eventual expansion if and
when the need exists without disrupting the neighborhood. In the University's
case, one of the original reasons for acquisition of the faculty housing was
to provide it with a "buffer zone" for future expansion needs.

The Internal Revenue Service, we believe, is wrong to maintain that when
a college rents houses to faculty for less than it-might receive from renters
outside the institution, the difference in rate constitutes "income" for the
renter, and the college should withhold taxes on it. We contend that by pro-
viding rental housing for faculty the University is filling an important and
legitimate educational need.

As you know, we were unsuccessful in our efforts to seek legislative
relief for our institution- in the last session of Congress. We therefore
urge you to recommend to the Senate that the rent charged for faculty housing
be exempt from taxation. Failing this we urge that the Committee at a minimum
review and consider the issue of faculty rental housing in conjunction with
the other so-called fringe benefit items.
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STATEMENT OF

HENRY A. DUFFY, PRESIDENT

AIR LINE PILOTS ASSOCIATION, INTERNATIONAL

SUBMITTED TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

U. S. SENATE

JUNE 22, 1983

TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE FRINGE BENEFITS

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Captain Henry A. Duffy,

President of the Air Line Pilots Association, International (ALPA), which

represents the professional interests of more than 34,000 pilots employed by 46

air carriers in the United States. The members of ALPA welcome the Committee's

examination of the tax treatment of employer-provided medical care and other

employee fringe benefits, and we appreciate this opportunity to present our

views.

The Committee's review of the range of employee fringe benefits

and their tax treatment is timely, given the expiration at the end of this year

of the Congressional moratorium on Internal Revenue Service promulgation of

regulations in this area. We urge the Committee, after its review, to develop

legislation that would establish a consistent policy providing clear statutory

guidance governing the taxation of fringe benefits. Absent the time or

conditions necessary to legislate on this issue by the and of the year, we

support au extension of the moratorium so that a reasoned and comprehensive

approach to this matter can be taken.

With regard to the specific issues before this Committee, in February of

28-6 0-83-21
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this year the Administration proposed, as a component of its 1984 fiscal year

budget submission, a limit of $175/$70 a month (family coverage/single

coverage) on the amount of employer contributions to a health plan that can be

excluded from federal tax. As envisioned by this plan, effective January 1,

1984, employees would pay payroll and income taxes on contributions above the

limit. This was estimated to increase federal revenues by $12.7 billion over

the fiscal 1984-86 period. In addition to the revenue-generating feature of

this proposal, the fundamental assumption behind this proposal is that

consumers of health care will become more cost conscious in their purchase of

health insurance and health services as they are required to bear a greater

proportion of health cost.

The Air Line Pilots Association strongly opposes the imposition of any

ceiling on tax-free employer contributions to employee health benefit plans.

We believe there are a number of compelling reasons to oppose such a measure:

- The cost-containment rationale behind this proposal ignores the basic

fact that the medical care market place is controlled by those who

provide the services, not those who purchase them. Better than 70% of

all health care decisions are made by physicians, not consumers, and

medical costs derive from those decisions.

- The proposal makes no allowance for the high variability in health

care costs in different sections of the country. An employee

receiving coverage and living in the Northeast - where health care

costs are high - would have the same tax ceiling as his counterpart

living in the Southeast, where medical costs are generally much lower.
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It is highly discriminatory in that it makes no allowance for an

employee's age or number of dependents - additional factors - which

are critical in determining the cost of health care.

The tax cap would not take into account cost inflation in future

years. Employees would find over time that their current level of

insurance coverage would be rapidly eroded.

We represent employees covered by 46 separate medical benefit plans. The

specific ceilings which have been suggested would immediately affect many of

the plans covering our members. And, the ceilings would certainly affect them

all in the near term, as monthly medical-dental family premium rates currently

range up to two hundred dollars, and are continuously rising. Other adverse

consequences include the disruption of our existing collective bargaining_

agreements and th%.Qffect such ceilings would have in imposing a restrictive

influence on future labor-management negotiations.

-J

We view this as an ill-conceived proposal that would raise taxes on

individuals and p-nalize working men and women throughout the country for

achieving, through the collective bargaining process, sound health insurance

coverage for themselves and their families. We strongly urge the Committee's

opposition to such a measure.

Beyond this specific Administration proposal, we believe that Congress

should provide certainty to employees and employers by establishing a set of

principles or guidelines that would seek to define, as a matter of law, the

types of fringe benefits which would not constitute compensation includable in
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gross income subject to tax. We support retention of provisions in existing

law which allow tax exempt treatment for benefits such as qualified pension

plans, group life insurance and health benefits among others. Beyond that, in

general, we believe an employer should be able to share with his employees, on

a non-taxable basis, facilities, goods and services that:

- are incidental to the trade or business;

- are available in such a manner that the employer does not
incur substantial additional cost; and

- are made available to employees on a non-discriminatory basis.

With regard to fringe benefits unique to the airline industry, we are

concerned about federal policy relating to a benefit that dates from the very

beginnings of commercial air service --- the granting by airlines of free or

reduced-rate travel passes to their employees. Historically, this low-cost

travel for airline employees has been considered a benefit as opposed to a form

of employee compensation and therefore has not been subject to income tax.

This policy dates from the 1920'o when the IRS ruled that:

"Personal transportation passes issued by a railroad company to its
employees and their families to be used when not engaged on business for
the company, and which are not provided for in the contract of employment,
are considered gifts and the value thereof does not constitute taxable
income to the employees."

The IRS reaffirmed this ruling as recently as 1975 in Memoranda to

District Directors. In the same year, it issued a "discussion draft" on

taxation of fringe benefits that included a "general rule." This rule held

that employees do not receive taxable compensation when the benefit, such as a

seat on a scheduled airline flight, is on hand anyway, costs nothing additional
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to provide and is widely offered on a non-discriminatory basis. The draft

cited airline employee travel privileges as an example of a benefit that is non-

taxable.

Thus, the policy on tax treatment of passes to employees of transportation

companies has been well-established for almost sixty years. ALPA strongly

believes, Mr. Chairman, that this historical precedent should be an important

guide to the Congress in its consideration of this issue.

In addition, there are other objections to treating airline travel passes

as income.

First, there are a number of restrictions on employee use of the travel

pass. The employee cannot make a reservation and is not guaranteed a seat;

passes provide only space-available transportation. The airlines have strict

rules that an employee traveling on a pass cannot displace a fare-paying

passenger. Thus, if the airplane is full, the employee is left at the gate.

In that case, he or she faces either the additional expense of meals and

lodging until a seat is vacant or paying the regular fare. In addition,

airlines frequently eliminate or restrict pass travel for commercial reasons at

busy travel times such as holidays. Fo" example, in the past, several

airlines faced with heavy traffic and a large number of reservations, have

temporarily stopped employee travel on the North Atlantic at various times.

Second, it would be difficult to determine the dollar value of "income"

from the pass. For example, an airline employee uses his travel pass to fly on

a space-available basis from Washington to Los Angeles. Should the "income"

for tax purposes be the price of the regular coach fare, a discount fare that



is 20, 30, 40 or 50 per cent less than the regular fare, or the negligible cost

to the airline of actually carrying him?

In sum, Mr. Chairman, we hope the Congress would be able to address the

issue of fringe benefit taxation in a comprehensive manner consistent with the

approach we have outlined. The Air Line Pilots Association appreciates -the

opportunity to present its views, and we look forward to working with the

Committee to achieve a sound and equitable resolution of this policy question.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACTUARIES

ONE-PAGE SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

JUNE 22, 1983

1. As a professional association, the American Academy of Actuaries neither

supports nor opposes legislation to tax employer-paid health insurance

above a specific amount.

2. A tax-cap linked to premiums is flawed:

a. Premiums are not well defined and may not even exist (i.e., self-insurance).

b. A premium approach is inequitable since the premium level is often more a

function of the sia and composition of the group than of the coverage

level.

3. An alternative design would use coverage provided instead:

a. This approach is more equitable.

b. There is a clear precedent in the taxation of group life insurance.

t. The coverage level could be assigned a "richness index" in which special

recognition is possible for health maintenance organizations, other

alternate delivery systems, or outpatient-intensive coverages.
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AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACTUARIES

SENATE COI4ITTEE ON FINANCE

HEARINGS ON FRINGE BENEFITS RE HEALTH "TAX CAP"
STATEMENT OF COMMITTEE ON HEALTH INSURANCE

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ACTUARIES

ROBERT H. DOBSON, CHAIRMAN

JUNE 22, 1983

The American Academy of Actuaries is a professional association representing

actuaries in all aspects of actuarial practice. Members of the Committee or

Health Insurance who prepared this testimony are employed both as consultants

end by insurance companies.- For purposes of this testimony, however, we

speak as professional actuaries and not on behalf of our clients or employers.

As a professional association, the Academy neither supports nor opposes

legislation to tax employer-paid health insurance above a specific amount.

We do, however, have a major concern with the technical form of the proposal

being considered. That is, we believe that if there is to be a tax-free

limit it should not be based on premiums, but rather on coverage provided.

Health coverage is not a commodity. It does not have a price as such.

Many cases are self-insured and have no known price until months or even years

after the experience period. Even in cases that are fully underwritten by an

insurance company, the price charged per member of the group is often more a

function of the make-up of the group than of the coverage level. We do not

believe it is equitable to base the amount of tax which a person has to pay

on the content of the group of which he is a member.

Consider the following example.
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Three employers based In the same city provide identical fully paid health

coverage to their employees. Employers A and B have five employees each

while Employer C has thirty employees.

Employer A purchases coverage from an insurer, but has to pay $80 for

individual and $200 for family coverage, because of the small size of the

group. Employer B, faced with similar rates, decides to self-insure. He

pays nothing until or unless there is a claim. Employer C pays $60 and $150

for coverage, based on his greater number of employees.

If claim payments for Employer 8 average less than $75 and $175, the only

employees which will be taxed are those of Employer A, though they receive

coverage identical to the others. They are taxed because they work for a

small employer.

The same undesirable result, higher taxable premiums for the same coverage,

can be caused by the demographic make-up of the group or the industry in

which the employer is engaged. For example, for the same coverage, a group

of employees whose average age is 35 may incur no tax while a group whose

average age is 50 would be taxed. Similarly, an employee group in higher

risk employment may be taxed while a white-collar group would not be even

though the size, age composition, and geographical location of the two groups

are identical.

The means of funding the employer-paid health coverage is a second major

problem area. In our example, EWloyer B is self-insured. Consider what

happens if one of his employees need open-heart surgery for $25,000.

Spreading the cost of the program over the five employees, they each have

additional taxable income of $5,000.
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These problems have been recognized and solved by Congress before.

There is a very clear precedent in the current taxation of employer-provided

life insurance coverage above $50,000. That is, the IRS provides a table,

and the individual is taxed according to the value of insurance coverage

received, which bears no relationship whatsoever to the actual price paid

for the coverage. Although determination of such a standard table would be

more complex for health insurance than for life insurance, we believe that

if Congress decides to impose a tax cap it should change the proposal to be

on a coverage basis rather than on a premium basis.

Of course, there are an infinite number of possible coverage configurations

in employer provided health coverage. As a practical matter, certain

.groupings would be necessary. We are confident that ten to twenty groupings

could be defined which would accommodate all health plans.

These would be ranked and given a "richness index" based on the actuarial

value of the coverage. Furthermore, this index could be adjusted to favor

certain cost-effective coverages or delivery systems.

For example, Congress could define a certain level of health coverage which

should not be taxed and give it a richness index of 1.00. First dollar

hospital and medical surgical coverage would have a richness index of greater

than 1.00, and be taxable to some extent, with the level of the index

determining the amount of taxable income. -A high deductible catastrophic-

type coverage would have a richness index of less than 1.00, and not be

taxable. Although the coverage itself might suggest a richness index of

greater than 1.00, Congress could elect to assign health maintenance
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organizations, other alternate delivery systems, or outpatient-intensive

coverages an index of less than 1.00.

The advantages of this approach are:

1. It is more equitable to the taxpayer.

2. Taxable income is not dependent on the make-up of the employee group or on

the funding arrangement.

3. Congress has the flexibility to favor cost-effective coverages or

delivery systems.

The purpose of this testimony has been to point out an alternative for

taxing employer-provided health coverage. The alternative form has

advantages and disadvantages, but on balance, we believe it is better than

the current proposal. We hope that if Congress decides to proceed on the

health tax cap that it will consider these counts, and we will be happy to

meet with the Coimittee or members of staff if requested.
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+July 6, 1983

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Senate Coimmittee on Finance
221 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

On behalf of the Maritime Trades Department,
AFL-CIO, and its 8h million members, I want to
express our strong opposition to legislation
which would limit tax-free employer contributions
to employee health. benefit plans. We view this
proposal as an inequitable method of raising
revenue at the expense of our members who have
negotiated decent health insurance coverage for
themselves and their families. In addition, it
would do nothing to control skyrocketing medical
costs while at the same time permitting the
needless intrusion of government into the collec-
tive bargaining process.

We in the Maritime Trades Department are
specifically concerned that the proposed cap
will prove discriminatory to our members who
are engaged in what are universally considered
high risk occupations. Our affiliated unions
have members working in ship construction, ship
operation, heavy industry, and the building and
construction trades. This proposal certainly
does not take into account the difference between
those workers whose medical costs and health
insurance premiums tend to be higher than with
those in a job category classified as low risk.

One of the major premises of the tax cap
proposal is that it will control ever increasing

w- 0111049



health care costs. We reject this notion. It is because
of soaring medical costs that some of our affiliated unions
have passed up scheduled wage increases in order to preserve
the health coverage they presently have. Certainly the
members of those affected unions would have preferred larger
paychecks rather than having to ensure that their present
coverage is simply maintained.

This legislative proposal seems to overlook the
basic fact that the medical care market place is controlled
by those who provide the health care services, not by those
who purchase them. Therefore, it is patently unfair to
attempt to control health care costs by placing a heavier
tax burden on the working men and women of this country.
We suggest that the Conmiittee's primary focus should
be directed at containing burdensome medical costs
without diminishing the level of health care available
to the average American worker.

Again, the Maritime Trades Department strongly
urges you to reject any legislation of this nature that
comes before the Finance Committee for consideration.

Sincerely,

Frank Drozk
President

FD/bc
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STATEMENT OF THE
AMERICAN HOTEL & MOr2EL ASSOCIATION

ON
TAXATION OF EMPLOYEE HEALTH PLANS

SUBMITTED TO THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

We are the American Hotel & Motel Association which is a

federation of hotel and motel associations located in the fifty

states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin

Islands, having a membership in excess of 8,200 hotels and motels

accounting for over one million rentable rooms. Inclusive in our

membership are all of the major hotel and motel chains.

As a labor intensive industry, we are particularly concerned

about proposals that put a tax cap on employer paid health insur-

ance premiums. This, in the long run, and despite what the propo-

nents say, could be a costly tax proposal for the employer as well

as the employee.

The hotel industry is a diverse industry and the majority of

our operators are small business people. There are numerous types

of management and ownership configurations: large chains, indepen-

dent franchises, "mom and pop" hotels, motels and inns and we are

one of the largest employers of minority workers. One simple tax

cap that is supposed to cover all these different type of situations

is unfair.

Our industry also has more than its share of tax liability:

excise taxes, room taxes, payroll taxes, tip reporting tax informa-

tion reports and many other taxes which are placing a heavy burden

on our industry and notably deterring the expansion of new job op-

portunities.
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Our specific arguments against the tax cap on employer paid

health insurance premiums are as follow:

- It would increase employers administrative and payroll

costs without any concomitant benefit for employers or employees.

- It would reduce flexibility for employers in bargaining

with their employees on various benefits including health benefits.

It also would create problems for many of our multi-state employers

since health insurance premiums for the same benefit package could

vary across the nation.

- The tax cap is a regressive tax. As one of the larger em-

ployers of low skilled workers, our workers would be disproportion-

ately effected by such legislation and the resultant taxes would

represent a higher portion of family income for low wage earners than

for higher paid workers.

- Tax caps are an inefficient way of raising revenue since

employers may just shift excess health fringe benefit contributions

to other non-taxed fringes.

- It would discourage employers from providing comprehensive

health insurance coverage especially in an industry such as ours

where employee turnover is high.

- The hotel/motel industry has done much to hire the handi-

capped. A tax cap would present a disincentive to employers to hire

or retain these workers whose predictably higher health care costs

drive up insurance costs for all employees in a group. It would also

discourage employers from keeping older workers on the payroll.

In summary, the proposal, since it would encourage employers

to eliminate or reduce health benefits in an effort to stay below
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the cap would likely force employers to drop those benefits which

encourage long term saving, e.g. preventative health care, out pa-

tient benefits, etc. This type of tdx is untested and unproven for

its ability to raise revenue and it penalizes employers and employ-

ees alike. Labor intensive industries such as ours are dispropor-

tionately effected by this kind of new tax and more importantly it

discourages employers from offering this type of benefit as a normal

aspect of good business practices; rather, it treats health care as

a special taxable fringe benefit.
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June 27, 1983

The Honrable Robert Dole
Chairman
Senate Committee on Finance
Room SD-221
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Psychiatric Association, a medical spe-
cialty society representing over 28,000 psychiatrists nation-
wide, is pleased to provide our comments on the Administration's
proposal to cap the amount of employer-provided medical care
that may be excluded from an employee's income for tax pur-
poses. We request that these comments be made part of the
Committee's June 22, 1983, hearing record on this most
important subject.

- The APA recognizes the Committee's concern that, taken
together, so-called employee "fringe benefits" can form a sub-
stantial source of in-kind non-taxable income for many people.
At the same time, we recognize that these, as wages, are often
the end-product of labor negotiations which permit millions of
Americans to be more assured of both continued employment and
a responsible wage-benefit package. The APA, however, has been
deeply concerned about the Administration's plan to single out
the employer-paid health insurance premiums for a special "cap"
in the name of competition or more responsible health care.

Last year, the Congress adopted as part of TEFRA an increase
to five percent in the minimum of adjusted gross income for out--
of-pocket health expenditures above which level a tax deduction
for health care may be taken on income taxes. Taken together,
the TEFRA change and the proposed "health insurance tax cap"
represent yet another tragedy for the mentally ill, me..tally
retarded and handicapped, all of whom are among the most "at
risk" for high health care costs. If the health insurance tax
cap, as the proposal intends, results in the development of
less costly health insurance programs -- the so-called "compe-
tition" incentive -- the cost to the mentally ill, retarded and
handicapped will be further increased. We know from a recent
painful experience with the Federal Employee Health Benefit
Program that when benefits must be cut -- and in this case they
would be, to reduce premium costs -- the first services to be
reduced are those for the very populations we represent or
treat. The potential impetus for such health insurance plan

28-664 0-83-22
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changes, generated by employees whose tax status would change with higher
premium plans, is tremendous, and history has well instructed us that the
voiced or unvoiced concerns of the mentally ill, mentally retarded or disabled
are not heeded at such times.

As our patients' and their families' health insurance premiums might
be reduced, it would be achieved by focusing in on a cutback in medical bene-
fits for the treatment of mental illness -- as documented by recent FEHBP and
H10 administrative activity. This would cause greater out-of-pocket expenses
which will now not be offset for income tax purposes until such medically
necessary expenditures reach an unprecedented five percent of adjusted gross
income.

We urge the Committee to consider the veritable Pandora's box it may open
before it establishes any changes in the existing tax status for employer-paid
health insurance premiums. Other means of raising revenues should be found,
rather than to deprive hundreds of individuals of the insurance coverage for
their current or potential illnesses.

Sincerely,

Melvin Sabahin, M.D.
Medical Director

MS/TF "um
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STATEMENT

OF THE

AMERICAN OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION

TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

UNITED STATES SENATE

RE: ADMINISTRATION PROPOSAL TO TAX EMPLOYEE
HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS

July 8, 1983

American Optometric Association
600 Maryland Avenue, S.W., Suite 400

Washington, U. C. 20024
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The American Optometric Association appreciates the opportunity to comment

on the Administration proposal to include a portion of employer paid health

insurance premiums as taxable income to the employee. AOA is the national

organization representing some 23,000 doctors of optometry, optometric

educators and students.

The AOA strongly opposes this effort to tax health care coverage of

American workers and has serious concerns over the potential consequences of

such a shift in tax and health policy. Certainly we share the concern of all

Americans over rising health care costs, but believe the Administration

proposal offers an overly simplistic approach to a complex problem and could

in fact compound the problem.

Two central arguments are offered by the Administration in support of this

proposal -- it will contain rising health care costs and produce new revenues

for the Treasury. The evidence put forth to support these conclusions is

scanty at best, while there is much to suggest that neither of these

objectives will be achieved.

Cost Containment

The Administration argues that capping the level of tax free health

benefits will expose consumers to the cost of care more directly, resulting in

less demand and a lessening of health care inflation.

This premise overlooks the overwhelming contributor to health care

inflation -- hospital costs. More than twice as much is spent by Americans

each year for hospital care than for physician services, dental, vision and

other services combined, and the cost of hospitalization has Deen increasing

at a yearly rate far above the increases in both the Consumer Price Index and
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month for a family and $70 for an individual will do virtually nothing to

address this problem. To suggest tnat employee benefit plans will reduce the

level of hospitalization coverage as a result of the cap level ignores the

history of labor-management negotiations as well as studies which consistently

show that workers want the most comprehensive protections from the threat of

high hospital costs. Thus, the likely result of imposing the cap levels will

be a maintenance of hospitalization coverage and an aDanlonment of essential,

cost-effective preventive care services such as vision, dental, mental health,

drug and alcohol abuse. The elimination of these benefits will do nothing to

reduce the primary cause of spiraling health care costs, hospital care, and

may indeed have just the opposite effect.

The Rand Corporation has studied the concept of taxing health care

benefits and concluded in a report released in February of this year that

lowered utilization of preventive services as a result of a tax cap could

"adversely affect the health status of employees and dependents."

Increased Revenues

Estimates provided by the Administration indicate that the proposal will

raise more than $2 billion in new revenues. In making these projections,

however, the Administration gave no consideration to the strong possibility

that employers will restructure their employee benefit plans to maintain

health insurance premiums under the cap level and snift the difference into

non-taxable benefit areas. Virtually all labor and business groups who have

commented on this proposal have indicated such a shift of benefits is almost a

certainty. Thus, the estimates for increased revenues are highly questionable.
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While the tax cap is not likely to contain health care costs and raise

revenues, it will succeed in penalizing certain groups of workers. Among

those groups likely to be adversely affected by the proposal are:

Older workers who use the health care delivery system

more frequently than younger workers. Groups with a larger

than average number of older workers will have higher

premium costs.

High risk occupation workers who are typically charged

higher premiums because of the hazardous nature of their

Jobs.

Workers in areas of the country where health care

costs are higher than average.

The rising cost of health care is indeed a serious and growing national

problem. It deserves a careful and thorough attention that the AOA believes

is lacking in the tax cap proposal. AOA firmly believes that the proposal

will not produce the intended result of cost containment and increased

revenues, but in fact will unfairly discriminate against certain groups of

workers and adversely affect the health of workers by lessening the

availability of cost-effective preventive services.'

Charles Phelps, PhD., an economist for the Rand Corporation, concluded in

a study published by the American Enterprise Institute that "Increased

taxation of health insurance-policies poses grave uncertainties in outcomes.

Casual choices for complex tax issues likely will introduce important

unforseen complications into both the tax law and the functioning of medical

markets. Caution and further analysis will pay large oiviends." The

American Optometric Association strongly supports that advice in approaching

this important issue.
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Statement of

The Associated General Contractors of America

on the Topic of

Employer-Provided Medical Care and Fringe Benefits Taxation

Presented to the

Senate Finance Committee

July 14, 1983

S INTEGRITY

AGC is:

* More than 32,000 firms including 8,500 of America's
leading general contracting firms responsible for the
employment of 3,400,000-plus employees;

* 112 chapters nationwide;

* Mcre than 80% of America's contract construction of
commercial buildings, highways, industrial and municipal-
utility facilities;

* Over $100 billion of construction volume annually.
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The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) represents

more than 32,000 firms including 8,500 of America's leading general,

contracting companies which are responsible for the employment of more

than 3,400,000 individuals. These member contractors perform more than

80% of America's contract construction of commercial buildings, highways,

industrial and municipal-utility facilities. AGC members also perform

approximately 50 percent of the contract construction performed by

American firms abroad. We appreciate the opportunity to submit written

testimony regarding the limited taxation of employer provided medical

care and on the general subject of the taxation of fringe benefits.

Employer-Provided Medical Care

AGC supports the long established national policy of excluding

employer-provided medical care from taxation at the employee level while

allowing employers to deduct the cost of such care as a business expense.

The traditional justification for treating health benefits as a nontax-

able benefit is as sound today as it has been in the past. Employer-paid

medical care benefits assure that employees will seek health care as

needed, encourages cost efficient preventive health care, and'gives

employees the security of knowing that if a health problem arises they

will not be economically disadvantaged,

The national policy has always allowed employers, and in the case

of unionized workers, employers and employees :trog.;gh the process of

free collective bargaining, to dec:ie on the level of czvera,;e which
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should be provided. There is no reason to change this policy now. In

addition it is important to keep in mind that the cost of providing

benefits varies in each part of the country and the level of benefits

desired or needed by the various groups of employees also varies. A

uniform national cap on the maximum excludable benefit will result in

a lower level of health care in high cost areas and generally restrict

the coverage of benefits such as dental care and preventive treatment.

In addition to opposing the imposition of income taxes on employees

for any portion of employer-provided medical care we are opposed to

subjecting such benefits to either social security (FICA) or unemployment

(FUTA) taxes. Social security and unemployment benefits are designed

to provide? important benefits to workers based on wage levels. Health

care benefits have never been considered as part of the wage base.

Privately provided health benefits complement public social p.ograms

and are significantly more efficient programs for providing benefits.

The imposition of either FICA or FUTA taxes on these benefit programs

will only restrict the more efficient private programs in favor of less

efficient public programs. In addition to these general policy consider-

ations, unique administrative problems are associated with the taxation

of health care benefits provided under multi employer plans commonly

found in the construction industry.

Multi Employer Plan3

The construction industry in the United States is characterized

by thousands of small highly competitive firms. An individual firm has
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varying labor requirements depending on the number and type of projects

it is performing. Electricians, plumbers, plasterers, masons, carpenters

and a variety of other skilled tradespersons often work for several

firms in a single month. In addition, both employers and employee must

be geographically mobile due to the inherent changes in work sites

necessitated by construction.

The unique nature of employment in the construction industry has

lead to the creation of multi employer plans. These plans, which are

maintained pursuant to collective bargaining agreements, cover millions

of construction employees and receive contributions from thousands of

construction employers. They have proven most effective for providing

health-care coverage for construction workers given the high turnover,

geographic mobility, and seasonality of the construction industry. They

provide the only practical method for providing benefits to construction

workers, who because of the nature of the industry, often are employed

by numerous construction employers in a single year.

Generally, these plans function in a manner which leaves all day-to-

day administration, record keeping, and paper work to the plan itself.

Covered employees' claims for benefits are filed directly with the plan

and the employers' only responsibility is to make the agreed-to con-

tributions. This administrative function of the plan is a significant

and key factor to their effectiveness and efficiency in providing

benefits to employees.

Prior imposition of FICA taxes on benefits provided by multi

employer plans has lead to a highly inequitable distribution of the

tax liabilities among employers when the plans have not chosen to be

designated as the 'employer' as permitted by P.L. 97-123. The majority
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of plans in the United States have not elected to pass on either paper

work or PICA tax liabilities. Rather, when paying disability payments

plans have chosen to be designated as the 'employer' for purposesof

informational filing and tax liability. Unfortunately a minority of

plans who have not chosen to be designated as the "employer" for these

benefit functions have caused employers significant administrative

burdens never contemplated in the function of multi employer plans.

As a result, AGC urges that multi employer plans be designated as the

employer for the purposes of administrative functions and payment of

PICA and PUTA taxes associated with the payment of benefits by those

plans pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement. The effective date

provisions of S 640 properly delay the effective date of the statute

to allow the collective bargaining process to adjust for this process.

While the legislative proposal includes a special provision for

multiemployer plans which is a recognition of their unique nature, we

are concerned that these special rules will still result in an inequit-

able distribution of the tax liability and additional administrative

problems for contributory employers. The resultant paper work required

of each employer will be significant and undermine one of the principal

advantages of multiemployer plans in the construction industry -- cen-

tralized administrative functions. We are also of the opinion that the

endless paper trail created by such rules will prove to be unauditable

by the IRS.

The formula for allocatiAg liability for employer-provided health

care is based on a percentage of the employer's contributions to the
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multiemployer plan. It is important to understand that the contributions

received by multi employer plans are utilized to provide two types of

additional coverage which significantly affect cost. Employer contribu-

tions are utilized not only to fund the health care coverage of

*employees', but are often used to provide health care coverage for

retirees. More important, the same contributions on behalf of working

covered "employees" often are used to provide coverage for workers during

periods of unemployment. As a result, any calculation of the amount

contributed on an employee's behalf for purposes of the cap must be

adjusted to take into account these extra-benefits provided out of an

employer's contributions. The current allocation formula included for

multiemplQyer plans fails to recognize these additional costs.

Fringe Benefit Taxation

The current moratorium on the issuance of regulations by the

Internal Revenue Service covering the taxation of non-statutory fringe

benefits should be extended. The current proposals of the Treasury De--

partment of either disallowing business deductions for the cost of

benefits or imposing an excise tax on the employer on the value of the

benefits are totally inappropriate and should be rejected by Congress.

The cost of providing benefits are necessary business expenses under

Section 16Z of the Internal Revenue Code.
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July 1, 1983

The Honorable Robcrt Dole
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee
United States Senate
SD-207 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The Association of Flight Attendants (AFA), representing
21,000 flight attendants on 14 airlines, appreciates this
opportunity to comment on the Administration's proposed taxation
of certain fringe benefits.

Specifically, we strongly oppose 1) the proposal to limit
the tax-free amount of employer contributions to employee health
insurance, and 2) any new taxation of the travel pass benefits
historically granted to airline employees.

Taxation of Employer Contributions to Health Insurance

The Administration's 1984 budget proposes that employer-paid
health insurance premiums above $175/month per family or
$70/month per employee be included in the employee's taxable
income.

We strongly object to this taxation of health benefits for
the following reasons:

The proposal is based on the erroneous premise that health
care costs will shrink because people will become more cost-
conscious and use less health care if they are forced to pay a
larger share-of its cost.

In fact, if the tax is approved, the first pieces of the
health insurance to be scrapped will be those covering preventive
care -- outpatient, dental, vision, and mental health -- all of
which are cost effective. In addition, the tax would encourage
people to delay obtaining treatment at the early stages of an
illness or injury, thus ultimately increasing the cost of treat-
ment when an illness becomes more severe.
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Employees already "pay" for their health benefits. Since
the cost of a health plan is included as part of their total
compensation package, employees forego other compensation or
benefits when they accept employer-paid health benefits.

The proposed tax underm.,n"s the basic concept of health-:
insurance -- to prevent severe Tina'icfal loss'fn the event of
illness or injury -- by forcing most individuals to choose the
least expensive coverage, regardless of the adequacy of the plan
for their health needs. rhe tax would penalize older workers,
those with chronic conditions, pregnant women, and families with
children, who require more medical services.

The proposed limit on non-taxable monthly contributions
fails to account for regional variation in the cost of health
care. A plan costing $70/month might provide a reasonable level
of service to a resident of Arkansas, but would buy woefully
inadequate coverage for a resident of a high cost area such as
New York City.

A-new tax treatment of health benefits would create a
nightmare in labor relations, by requiring the reopening of
collective bargaining agreements to reassess the total
compensation package.

Finally, the tax proposal assumes that people deliberately
overutilize costly health services because their health insurance
picks up the tab for them. In fact, people usually do not choose
to be ill, nor do people usually choose their own course of
treatment, but instead rely on the expertise of physicians who
prescribe appropriate health care for them. Thus while the
proposed tax might unfortunately encourage people to delay
seeking treatment or to avoid preventive care, the tax would not
curb the utilization of vastly more expensive hospital and
surgical services.

In short, the proposal will place an additional tax on
benefits which workers have already paid for, it will reduce the
health standards of the population, and ultimately will not
reduce the cost of health care.

Taxation of Airline Pass Benefits

The AFA strongly opposes the inclusion as taxable income of
the reduced rate travel benefits historically granted to airline
employees and their dependents.

Currently, the taxation of such pass benefits is prohibited
by a Congressional moratorium on the issuance of IRS regulations
relating to the tax treatment of fringe benefits. This mora-
torium expires December 31, 1983. AFA urges Congress to codify
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the long-established practice of exempting from taxable income
the travel bene-fits of airline workers and their families.

Airline employee pass benefits should remain tax-exempt for
several reasons:

The benefit represents a negligible cost to the company.
The passes may be used only on a restricted, space-available
basis. Typically, an employee may use the pass only if the plane
has an empty seat; he or she cannot displace a fare-paying
passenger.

Contrary to popular belief, the pass is not "free"; there is
a cost incurred with all passes although it is at a substantial
reduction from regular fares. This in itself presents an
administrativeproblem for taxing passes. How does one determine
the value of a pass that is granted only if space is available?
How much is a flight worth when the airline employee may have to
wait as long as 48 hours to get an open flight? The employee may
have to suffer substantial inconvenience in order to take
advantage of this benefit, which may be restricted to specific
times and geographical areas. How does one assign a dollar value
to a travel pass when revenue passengers on the same flight have
paid a dozen different ticket prices depending on which discount
or promotion was in effect at the time of their ticket purchases?
Because of the wide variation in company policies and utilization
of pass benefits, the inequities of any program designed to tax
this benefit seem overwhelming.

Taxing this benefit would place a severe hardship on many of
our "commuter" members who must fly between their home cities and
their flying jobs. Because of the disruptions caused by
deregulation, these people have been transferred to different
bases as the airlines change route structures and close old
bases. These employees may be transferred only temporarily, or
they may be unable to relocate in the new base city. In these
cases their passes enable them to "commute" by air to their jobs.
Our more than 1,000 commuter members could not afford to pay for
this transportation. Taxing this critical means of livelihood
would be grossly unfair. Taxing space-available employee passes
while airlines "give away" tax-free reserved seats to passengers
under "mileage plus" programs would be an added Injustice.

The Treasury Department itself has argued against taxing
airline passes. Its 1975 "discussion draft" on fringe benefit
taxation included a general rule that employees do not receive
taxable compensation when the benefit is available anyway (such
as an empty airline seat), when it costs the employer nothing to
provide, and when it is available to all employees on a
non-discriminatory basis. According to the Treasury Department,
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airline employee travel passes met these criteria for non-taxable
benefits.

The bulk of airline passengers are flight attendants,
mechanics, clerks, and fleet service workers. They are hard
working middle-income career people, who already bear their full
share of the nation's tax burden. Placing additional taxes on
their pass benefits, or their health insurance benefits are
ill-conceived notions which lack equity, and administrative ease,
and which would be detrimental to our members' standards of
health care and working life. We urge your opposition to these
proposals.

Sincerel

5 da A. Puchala
President

LAP/clk
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FROM: Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association
1709 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

CONTACT: Charlotte Crenson
(202) 783-6257

June 22, r83

TAX CAP ON HEALTH INSURANCE

"POOR PUBLIC POLICY"

(WASHINGTO.N)--Calling the proposal to cap the tax exemption on employer-

paid health insurance premiums "poor public policy,N Bernard R. Tresnowski,

president of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, said, "We believe such

a tax would result in little or no overall health care savings and would do

little to raise revenues."

Testifying before the Senate Finance Committee today, Tresnowski pointed

out that a tax cap would adversely affect the aged, sick, and disabled and

would hit lower income workers disproportionately hard.

Noting that both employees and employers might react to a tax cap by sub-

stituting other non-taxable fringe benefits for health insurance benefits costing

more than the amount of the cap, Tresnowski said the actual revenues produced

from the tax cap would be far less than projected.

More importantly, he noted, any revenues produced from a tax cap "would be

largely derived from those who are among the more vulnerable in our society --

the older, sick or disabled workers and their families who because of their

perceived medical needs choose more comprehensive health coverage."

Because their premiums will be higher, groups that include such employees

will pay more taxes than healthier groups. In these cases, employer costs would

also increase because premium contributions above the cap would be subject to

payroll taxes.

28-46 0-88-23
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He also cited studies conducted at the National Center for Health Services

Research showing that workers who earn less than $10,000 a year could be paying

additional taxes of $85, or 1.4 per cent of their income as a result of the tax

cap. Workers earning more than $50,000 per year would be paying $227 additional,

but It would represent only 0.3 per cent of their income.

Requiring employees to pay taxes on insurance premiums above the cap could

also lead to erosion of a basic health insurance principle, Tresnowski said --

the principle of spreading the cost of illness over the sick and healthy, thus

spreading the risks. If employees are offered a choice, the healthier ones will

choose a low cost health insurance plan, leaving the older, less healthy workers

in the more comprehensive, high cost plan. Over time, the cost of providing

services to the high users of services will lead to higher premiums and the loss

of more of the younger, healtheir employees to help share the costs.

"Abruptly imposing a limit on employer-based insurance may result in elimi-

nation of or reduced coverage for those benefits which have a lower cost per

unit of service such as preventive care, outpatien"hysician servicess and

home health care," the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association chief pointed out.

Given a choice, employees will retain maximum coverage for hospital Inpatient

care. "Yet it is expanded coverage for selected outpatient, lower cost services

which appears to be effective in containing costs over the long-term," Tresnowski

said. He cited a recent study by the Johns Hopkins University which indicated

that increased coverage of outpatient care by Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans

and the substitution of those services for expensive inpatient care had-contrib-

uted to a steady decline in Blue Cross inpatient admissions at a time when the

inpatient admission rates for the general population under 65 were rising.
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Tresnowski also pointed out that the tax cap would introduce a host of new

complications for employers. In particular, employers with facilities in dif-

ferent areas may find it extremely difficult to ass-ire equal benefits throughout

their company because premiums, and therefore the taxes, can vary dramatically

across the nation and between urban and rural areas.

In conclusion, he noted that while the Administration has claimed that it

does not wish to raise taxes, such a cap "is clearly a new tax on working

Americans."

"I##"
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DELTA DENTAL PLANS ASSOCIATION
ERIK D. OLSEN, D.D.S., PRESIDENT

STATEMENT ON S.640
SUBMITTED TO THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
JUNE 22, 1983
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Delta Dental Plans, which presently covers more than 15 million dental

beneficiaries opposes the bill S.640 that would impose by law a maximum

dollar amount on non-taxable health care benefits of American workers.

A number of reasons we have for believing S.640 harmful legislation are

held in common with many other individuals and organizations who oppose

it. These include:

--the probability that little if any revenue would

result from its enactment since there would be a

swift readjustment of available benefits dollars

from health care to other areas;

--the belief that such a movement away from health

care benefitswould partially destroy the private

sector effort, long urged upon it by many federal

officials and Members of Congress, to provide

workers with broadly-based health care plans;

--the unequal burden that would fall upon workers

in various sectors of the country because of

significantly differing costs of living, including,

health care premiums, and

--the inappropriateness of singling out health care

necessary to the basic protection of the lowest income

workers, as the first fringe benefit to be taxed.
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In addition, those of us involved in providing group dental prepayment

have special reasons both for concern and for opposition. It is our

belief that S.640 would prove especially harmful to dental insurance;

clearly, our purely selfish interests are, then, involved. That

selfishness is somewhat moderated, perhaps, by the conviction that the

total health of the American people is better today, when more than 80

million people have dental insurance programs, than it was 20 years ago

when it was all but non-existent. While various statistics can be

offered to document this belief, one brief example might suffice here

as i-lustration: extrapolating from a study done in the Hartford area,

University of Connecticut researchers speculate that as many as 48

million work days are lost annually in American industry because of

"acute dental conditions." Clearly, dental insurance is not a luxury

item.

Moreover, we believe that our fears that passage of S.640 will cause

significant adverse consequences are supported by reason, logic and the

November 1982 Rand study on health care costs. This is the same study

that is often referred to by proponents of the health tax as an

efficacious method of reducing overall health care costs. The heart of

our opposition to S.640 is that it would not necessarily reduce overall

health expenditures by increasing consumer awareness through increased

co-payments and deductibles but could have just the opposite effect.

According to the study...(p)eople would probably

not reduce their insurance coverage uniformly but

would follow some simple principles in making selective

reductions. Just as insurance was historically first

chosen to cover the highest risk services(e.g.,

hospitalization) and only later extended to cover

lower risk services (e.g., physician office visits
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dental care, psychiatric visits), retrenchment in

coverage would probably follow similar patterns.

Dental care, ambulatory care, drugs, and similar

services would probably become uncovered or, at

least, covered only with very large yearly deductibles

of perhaps $500 or more, rather than currently

typical deductibles of $150 to $200. In terms of

effects on aggregate medical care market demand,

most purchases of these services would be uninsured.

Hospital insurance coverage would probably be least

changed, because the financial risks are greatest

for hospitalization. (Health Care Costs-The

Consequences of Increased Cost Sharing, Charles E.

Phelps, November 1982, The Rand Corporation, page

17-18).

It is thus in the area of preventive services that the largest

reductions would be made - the very services designed to reduce costly

hospital stays. We would like to suggest that, if the fundamental

purpose of this legislation is to introduce reforms into health care

insurance that will result in cost savings because of intensified

consumer consciousness, we believe dental insurance has largely

accomplished much of what is being sought. If this is true, it seems

patently unfair for our industry to be penalized for having done over

the past thirty years what Congress seeks to have other sectors of

health to begin doing now.

The typical group dental prepayment program offered by Delta Plans -

- as well as by most of the commercial insurance companies -- has a
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series of structured components that force the consumer-patient to

weigh the consequences of care. Without attempting to describe them

in detail, I would list such commonplace features as deductibles; co-

payments often as high as 50% and, with respect to orthodontic care,

frequently higher; annual maximums and exclusions. The typical Delta

Dental subscriber pays approximately 30% of incurred covered expenses

as well as paying for excluded services and often the total cost of

orthodontic care since many plans treat it as an excluded service.

In addition, the Delta system has a participating dentist structure

which requires pre-filing of fees and allows Delta to reject fees that

are excessive. In our view, this system is one explanation for the way

dental fees, as measured by the CPI, have lagged considerably behind the

other components of the medical care item of the CPI.

A final feature that is invariably part of a Delta contract is the

right to reimburse the dentist at the lower of tw- fees when, in the

professional opinion of our consultants, either service is profes-

sionally acceptable for the condititon. Participating dentists may

not, under our contractual agreement, attempt to collect additional

sums from the patient for covered services. The provisions described

in the above paragraphs have, as a totality, made dental prepayment a

cost-effective service in which the beneficiary shares payment to a

significant degree.

We think this arrangement better achieves to a great extent all of the

cost containment goals that are embodied in S.640. We think this record

deserves careful review on its own; we think it has some significance

for the way in which health care insurance can be shaped in the future.

We believe it would be vastly more effective in the long run than 640.
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Attached to our statement is a table -- which we ask be made a part of

this record -- that clearly shows dental fees have stayed consistantly

below the other elements of the medical care item of the Consumer Price

Index.

On behalf, then, of Delta Dental Plans Association, we urge that the

committee reject S.640.
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Source: U.S. Department of Labor
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1971
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125.3
133.1
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272.4
289.1
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:AMERICAN FARM BUREAU*
UREAU ;he nation's largest general farm organization
EDERATION

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

REGARDING THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL
TO TAX A PORTION OF EMPLOYER-FINANCED HEALTH INSURANCE

June 22, 1983
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-- SUMMARY --

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

REGARDING THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL
TO TAX A PORTION OF EMPLOYER-FINANCED HEALTH INSURANCE

June 22, 1983

Farm Bureau opposes the Administration's budget proposal to cap
the amount of employer-provided medical care that may be excluded from
an employee's income. Farm Bureau views this proposal as the imposi-
tion of a new tax to contain health care costs and reduce the deficit.
We fail to see how more taxes on health consumers will cause doctors,
hospitals, and other health care providers to cut costs. Farm Bureau
supports reducing the deficit, but Congress and the Administration
continue to look toward higher taxes rather than lower spending to
reduce the deficit. We urge the Committee to reject the
Administration's proposal.

The proposed cap on tax-free health insurance premiums focuses
attention on a related health insurance matter--the inequity that
exists in the use of income tax deductions to subsidize health
insurance. For instance, many employers furnish health insurance for
their employees. The full cost of the coverage is deductible to the
employer as a business expense (IRC 162) and is tax free to the
employee (IRC 106). The federal government is subsidizing health care
for these taxpayers at the expense of two other groups of taxpayers
who cannot take advantage of these tax code provisions: (1) self-
employed taxpayers and, (2) employees who do not receive employer-
financed health insurance coverage.

From the standpoint of self-employed farmers, there is a question
of the equity of differential tax treatment for similarly situated
farmers. A self-employed farmer (sole proprietor) cannot deduct the
cost of health insurance premiums as a business expense. If the
farming operation were incorporated, however, the farmer would be
classified as an employee of the farming corporation. The cor-
poration, as the employer, could then deduct the cost of the health
insurance as a corporate business expense; and the farmer, as the
employee, could receive the health insurance tax-free.

The ,other group of taxpayers who do not receive fair treatment
under current tax provisions for health insurance coverage are
employees who must buy their own health insurance. An employee or
self-employed taxpayer who has to purchase his or her own insurance
cannot purchase the same amount of coverage with after-tax
dollars as inexpensively as an employer can furnish it to employees.

Farm Bureau urges the Senate Finance Committee to consider these
alternatives to erase the inequity that exists in the tax treatment of
health insurance premiums: (1) a business deduction for the cost of a
self-employed taxpayer's health insurance, or (2) a personal deduction
or credit for any individual's health care insurance regardless of
whether deductions are itemized.

The Administration's cap proposal should be rejected because it
is actually another tax increase.
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STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
TO THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

REGARDING THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL
TO TAX A PORTION OF EMPLOYER-FINANCED HEALTH INSURANCE

June 22, 1983

Farm Bureau is tL.e nation's largest agricultural organization
representing farmers aid ranchers in forty-eight states and Puerto
Rico. Our policy is the result of a comprehensive policy development
program at the county, state, and national levels that involves the
active participation of our producer members.

Over three million member families belong to the Farm Bureau.
Their livelihood is primarily in agriculture, but their interests
extend to other areas such as tax, budget, and health care issues.
These issues affect the economic well-being of farmers and ranchers.
For this reason Farm Bureau is pleased to comment on the
Administration's proposal to tax a portion of health insurance
premiums paid by employers. Farm Bureau members may be employers,
employees, or self-employed, but, regardless of their employment
status, they are all affected by the Administration's plan to impose
another tax on the public.

FARM BUREAU POSITION ON THE ADMINISTRATION'S PROPOSAL

The American Farm Bureau Federation opposes the Administration's
budget proposal to cap the amount of employer-provided medical care
that may be excluded from an employee's income. Specifically, the
proposa-+-wout- treat, as taxable income any amount contributed by the
employer for the employee's health insurance that annually exceeds
$840 per individual or $2,100 per family plan.

While the Administration's rationale for this proposal is that
employees would become more conscious of health care costs and that it
w6uld'-enhance cost containment, Farm Bureau views it as another
Administration revenue-raising measure--a tax. In fact, Office of
Management and Budget Director David Stockman has already suggested
that the proposed cap levels be decreased to attribute more taxable
income to employees and, therefore, more revenues to the Treasury. He
has -suggested that the extra money be used to-finance health insurance
for the unemployed. Mr. Stockman's comments indicate that the
Administration is indeed cons iderlng the cap as a "revenue enhancer,"
not just a cost containment measure.

Our members do not consider the taxation of employer-financed
health insurance premiums to be the most appropriate way to cut health
care costs or to reduce the deficit. We fail to see how more taxes on
health consumers will cause doctors, hospitals, and other providers to
cut health care costs. The latter goal of reducing the deficit Is
laudable and supported by Farm Bureau, but .Congress and the
Administration continue to look toward higher taxes rather than lower
spending to reduce the deficit.
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Farm Bureau urges the Senate Finance Committee to reject the
Administration's proposal to tax employees' health insurance benefits.
A nearly unbearable tax burden on the middle-income class has already
prompted the growth of a large underground economy that defies taxa-
tion. A new tax will neither stem health care costs nor address the
real reason behind high deficits: increased federal spending the
hallmark of which is uncontrollable entitlement programs. Until
Members of Congress resolve to tackle the entitlement programs, our
economy will continue to be plagued by high health care costs, heavy
taxes, and an increasing deficit.

INEQUITABLE TAX TREATMENT OF THOSE WHO SELF-FINANCE THEIR HEALTH
INSURANCE

The proposed cap on tax-free health insurance premiums focuses
attention on a related health insurance matter--the inequity that
exists in the use of income tax deductions to subsidize health
insurance. For instance, many employers furnish health insurance
coverage for their employees. The full cost of the coverage is
deductible to the employer as a business expensei(IRC 162) and :is tax
free to the employee (IRC 106). The federal government is subsidizing
health care for these taxpayers at the expense of two other groups of
taxpayers who cannot take advantage of these tax code provisions (1)
self-employed taxpayers and, (2) employees who do not receive
employer-financed health Insurance coverage.

SELF-EMPLOYED TAXPAYERS

Farmers constitute a significant percentage of self-employed
individuals (14 percent). The most recent figures given to us by the
Internal Revenue Service indicate that in 1978 there were 1.1 million
farmers out of a total of approximately 7.6 million self-employed
people.

A business deduction is not available to self-employed farmers
for the cost of their health insurance. The denial of a business
deduction is apparently because the insurance is considered a personal
expense rather than a business expense. This is short-sighted
reasoning. A self-employed person has a hybrid business and
employment situation, conducting business activities both as an
employer and an employee. Therefore, a self-employed person should be
able to deduct his or her insurance premium as a business expense
under IRC Section 162 without regard to the limit for itemized
deductions in Section 213. Presently, the only way a self-employed
individual can deduct any amount of health insurance costs is if the
premium is included as an itemized medical expense and constitutes
more than five percent of adjusted gross income (IRC 213).

From the standpoint of self-employed farmers, there is a question
of the equity of differential tax treatment for similarly situated
farmers. For example, a self-employed farmer (sole proprietor) cannot
deduct the cost of health insurance premiums as a business expense.
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If the farming operation were incorporated, however the farmer would
be classified as an employee of the farming corporation. The
corporation, as the employer, could then deduct the cost of the health
insurance as a corporate business expense; and the farmer, as the
employee, could receive the health insurance tax free.

The type of a farm business organization--sole proprietorship,
partnership, or corporation--determines the type of tax treatment of
the farming operation. The effect of differential tax treatment could
cause a farmer to consider incorporation when other business and
personal factors might dictate otherwise. Farming has become an
increasingly expensive business. Farmers must have access to business
deductions regardless of the form of business organization they
choose. The prospect of additional taxes in the next few years will
take an increasing amount of money out of farmers' pockets. An income.
tax deduction for health insurance costs is a justifiable business
expense because of the hybrid nature of self-employment.

EMPLOYEE TAXPAYERS WHO DO NOT RECEIVE EMPLOYER-FINANCED HEALTH CARE
INSURANCE

The other group of taxpayers who do not receive fair treatment
under current tax provisions for health insurance coverage are
employees who must buy their own health insurance. An employee or
self-employed taxpayer who has to purchase his or her own insurance
cannot purchase the same amount of coverage with after-tax dollars as
inexpensively as an employer can furnish it to employees. Simply put,.
the federal government is subsidizing health care at the expense of
self-employed people and employees who do not receive
employer-financed coverage.

FARM BUREAU POSITION ON EMPLOYER-FINANCED HEALTH CARE

At the 64th annual meeting of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, voting delegates adopted the following policy--

"We support legislation to allow federal income
tax credits or tax deductions for those who self- --
finance their health insurance."

We urge the Senate Finance Committee to consider these alter-
natives to erase the inequity that exists in the tax treatment of
health insurance premiums: (1) a business deduction for the cost of a
self-employed taxpayer's health insurance, or (2) a personal deduction
or credit for any individual's health care insurance regardless of
whether deductions are itemized. This alternative would help tax-
payers who do not itemize, but who must pay the high cost of health
insurance out of their own pockets.

Even if Congress caps a portion of employer-financed health
insurance, the inequity would still exist. Those employees whose
health insurance premiums are paid by their employers would continue
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to receive a certain level of coverage (up to $840 or $2,100 in
premiums) tax-free since the premiums would fall below these cap
amount individuals who self-finance their health insurance would
have to continue to pay their premiums with after-tax dollars. For
example, a typical case of the health insurance costs of a
self-employed farmer and his wife (ages 61 and 59 respectively)
reveals a 1983 annual approximate cost of $2,480.00 based upon a quar-
terly premium of $620.00. In 1981 identical coverage cost $1,184.00
based upon a quarterly premium of $296.00. (Arkansas Blue Cross/Blue
Shield Comprehensive Major Medical Group Subscriber--Family Plan, $300
Deductible). Even with a $2,100 cap, employees who receive identical
employer-financed coverage would receive most of the coverage tax
free.

Attached to this statement are examples of quarterly Blue Cross/
Blue Shield premiums for Farm Bureau members in Kansas and Michigan.
The costs will "knock you off your feet." In addition to the exor-
bitant insurance costs, it is ironic that taxpayers no longer have
benefit of the $150 deduction for health insurance premiums.

The concept of a deduction or credit for the cost of health
insurance premiums could be patterned after the deductions/credits
enacted in the Social Security Reform Act of 1983. Despite the recent
Social Security tax increase, the new law took a step to help offset
the burden of higher Social Security taxes. The new law provides that
self-employed individuals will be able to take a tax credit for 1984 -
1989 against the self-employment tax that they must pay. After 1990,
a new system of income tax deductions will be available to self-
employed taxpayers. The deduction will be equal to one half of the
amount of self-employment taxes paid for the taxable year. Farm
Bureau believes that this type of system could be applied to reduce a
self-employed person's health insurance costs.

Congress is addressing the issue of health care insurance for the
unemployed. The employed, as well as the unemployed, are hurt by
rising health care costs. A deduction or credit could reduce the bur-
den, not only of higher health costs, but of the increasing tax load
on the middle-income taxpayer.

Farm Bureau urges the Committee to oppose the Administration's
proposed cap because it is a tax increase, and to expand, rather than
restrict, the benefits surrounding the tax treatment of health
insurance premiums. To do so is a matter of equity.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these health
insurance issues.
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Appendix

KANSAS FARM BUREAU GROUP
13LUkb (AHUS - SLL :$HiELD

Selected Premium Examples
Based on Age

($300 Deductible Single Plan--$600 Deductible Family

AGE CATEGORY

Less than 30
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64

QUARTERLY PREMIUM PAID

SINGLE FAMILY
$ 68.04 $157.27

79.65 171.64
89.14 182.72
99.75 194.51

111.63 207.05
124.92 220.39
139.79 234.62
156.44 249.75

MICHIGAN FARM BUREAU GROUP
BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHIELD

Selected Premium Examples
Based on Age and Area Ratings
($0 Deductible - Family Plan)

-- COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE - OUTSTATE --

AGE CATEGORY

Under 45
45-54
55-64

65 & over

QUARTERLY PREMIUM PAID

$475.53
$706.77
$779.37
$306.03--2 person
complimentary (Supplemental
policy for Medicare
participants)

-- COMPREHENSIVE COVERAGE - METROPOLITAN --

AGE CATEGORY

Under 45
45-54
55-64

65 & over

QUARTERLY PREMIUM PAID

$637.65
$947.61

$1,045.02
•$356.58--2 person
complimentary (Supplemental
policy for Medicare
participants)

23-664 O-8- 24

Plan)
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July 6, 1983

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
S0-221 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Dole:

On June 22, 1983, the Senate Finance Comittee conducted a hearing
on the Administration's proposal to cap the amount of employer-provided
medical care t"at may be excluded from an employee's income (S. 640).
We would like to request that the following brief statement be included
in the hearing record.

As the major representative of HMOs in the country, we wish to
express our serious apprehenlon that "tax caps" or related measures may
damage the ability of HMOs to compete in the market and therefore-hinder
their continued growth and development. Further, we are concerned about
the ultimate effect of the tax cap change on access to health care generally.

The Health Maintenance Organization development strategy pursued by
the last four Administrations and Congress has been premised on support
for the concept of reasonably comprehensive benefits delivered in an efficient
and cost effective manner. The provision of comprehensive care through
an organized system with Judicious use of copayments was intended to have
and has had the immediate effect of maximizing the value of the health care
dollar of HM members and the longer range effect of containing costs through
increased competition in the marketplace.

The strategy has worked well. Studies by public and private agencies
demonstrate that the presence of HMOs in a community can have a restraining
effect on health cart costs in that community. Of equal significance are
recent studies and surveys which show an overwhelming acceptance of HMOs by
those currently enrolled. With the current rate of HMO enrollment growth
at an approximate annual rate of twelve percent, we can safely assume that
the public will join cost effective systems and will be satisfied with the
health care received.
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The proposed tax caps would tend to slow or halt this positive
trend. As employers and employees respond to the incentive to opt for
the tax advantages of low premium, limited benefit programs, HMOs offering
comprehensive benefits are likely to be subject to adverse selection
(extraordinary enrollment of high risks or the inability to enroll low
risks) with a consequent inflation of premiums and decline in total
membership. We anticipate that many of the smaller, newly developed HMlOs
will not have the financial stamina to survive. Attached is an article
on a relevant experience at the Group Health Cooperative of Puget Sound.
This experience demonstrates that higher HMO premiums result in
rather dramatic adverse selection.

We are aware that the preliminary results of the Rand study released
last year suggest that higher out of pocket payments tend to reduce utilization.
The critics of the study feel the conclusion may be short term, because
beneficiaries may be delaying needed care causing greater costs in the long
run. In any event, the study is ongoing and lacks the certainty on which
to base a legislative proposal which will substantially alter national
health care reimbursement policies. It would be a tragedy if the enactment
of a tax cap were to discourage access to necessary care for large groups
of Americans.

In addition, enactment of a tax cap may undermine a national HMO
strategy which is proving successful within its first decade of implementation.
Since 1973, 1M0 membership has increased fourfold to 11 million, and -the
number of HMOs in the nation has increased sevenfold. The federal financial
assistance program is being phased out after having served two important
purposes. By demonstrating the strength of the federal commitment to the
development of cost-effective systems, it fostered the establishment of
new HMOs and the growth of existing plans, and It measurably increased
public awareness of HMOs as an alternative to the traditional fee-for-service
system.

With this kind of encouragement, private investment in IMOs has grown
steadily throughout the last decade, and almost all HMOs are self-supporting.
Organized providers have substantially lessened their opposition, and over
sixty thousand physicians have relationships with one or morerH s.

Finally, this organization is quite sympathetic to your efforts to
contain runaway health care cost inflation and its attendant adverse effects
on people as well as government health programs. HMOs, as a proven
competitive element in the system, have already contributed to restraining
this inflation through cost savings to employers and creating a community
awareness of cost effective health care delivery. HMOs, other new
alternatives being tried, prospective Medicare reimbursement, new state
systems for Medicaid, increased employer and labor roles In cost containment
should all contribute to controlling health care costs. These and other
activities in the private sector should be given a chance to prove out before
such dramatic measures as tax caps are enacted.

Sincerely,

ames F. Doherty
Ec Executive D1 rectorEnc.
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Risk Selectlon-Wintringham

Impact of Steps
Rating and Price
Sensitivity on
Disenrollment and
Risk Selection
The Experience of a Group
Practice HMO

Karen Wintringham, M.H.A.

Introduction
Since July 1972, the Group Health Cooperat of Puge
Sound (GHC) has poded prepaid health Car coverage 1o
enrolled employ of te state of WssN ton. In recent
years, enrollment f state employee has constitute approx-
imaely eight percent of total GHC enrollment. represent
the plan' largest employ group I understsrabY con-
cered the Cooperatw when more tha 6.000 indiduals
diunrolled from the plan during the 1 9 state employee
open enrollment period.

In an effor to certain the causes of the substantial
enrollmer toss. GHC undertook two separate research
efforts. This paper reports Ih results of those two studies,
exploring both the cause of the disenrrnnt and chrac-
terizing the risk selection experience by the plan. The latter
is then analyzed in relabon to the cn in t ratin
mechanism used In t9 0. The p e concludes w4h iVca-
tions of the apparent price senstiit on health maintenance
orgarzations (HMOs) operate in come e markets.

Background
Group Health Cooperativ of Puget Sound (G4 employs
community rating picp4s to establish monthly preiums r
is approximately 2S5,000 enrollees. In the particular case of
one of ds largest empoyer groups, Watn State employ-

ea. GHC submits it commindy rate to the State Employees
Insurance Board (SEI8 The SEIB designates a base came
able to provide benefits to employes statewide, and pays
carnrs fun ptrmum for any stae employee enrolling in the
base carlr program. AddMionl plans, including GHC, are
also otfere. Premium amounts in excess of the base carrlerV
are collected through payroll deductins. caries charging
proiums below the ba" carnr's plan dei no rnanoel
benefit for their cost effectivoness and receie revnues equl
to their lower premium.

Ms. 1Winringham is the assistant to the senior vice president
and chief hnancial offer of Group Health Cooperaie of
Puget Sound, Seattioe Washington

8ofth In 1979 and I0O, the premiums submitted by OHC
to the SEIB exceeded those submitted by the base plan, S
Cross. As a result, in 1979 any employee enrol in GHC
pId $1.60 per month through a payro deduction. in 1980 a
uniform deduction fo sae omplos electing 0C coverage
would h" Incrsamd to St 1.06. Instead. the uniform deduc-
don wae translated into te following four-step composite
rates:

One adul S 3.00/month
Adult and spoise $12.00
Adult and chi'14children $ 9.00
Adult, spouse, and chikdchi)dr $20.00

As a rosul an enrolleel 1960 payroll deduction incrased a
minimum of $1.40 from the 1979 rate and exceeded that for
Blue Cross coverage by $3. The maoum increase (adut -
spouse, and chfctildrn) was $1&40. or $20 mor than for
Blue Cross coverage. (Appondx A)

Despit the obvious detrimental impac on GHC of fte
m@or disenrollment sufeed In 1960, competin c~ner
claimed that the change in GHCI& rate Structure routed in a
forable risk selection for 0HG and. .cwrepondnly, adverse
selecton for the other carriers. The ilenit to which ti beef
gained credence led 0G to sA*d the selecion question
further.

a is impressive cornpodu of reear on health
maintenance organizations (HMOs, Luff inlde rv* of
research defoin causes of consumer satisacton and of risk
seeon.' Both of these topics relate directly to GC's
concems with the 1960 diserollimn experience. To summa-
rize Luft' a d concise reviews, t lteratr supports te
notion that visible Ost differentials influence chieof health
cam cowage.' Once enrolled In an HMO, the wdtvidua
genrwalty is insulated from out-cf-pocket cost consaiderations;
determinants of Satisfaction tend to " to other factors. Here,
too, Luft provides a thorough review of studios re sarchg the
determinants in a verlety of settng.'

Of the multitude of Studies characterizing .is for
aisfaction and risk selection, few locus on fth impact of

premium dfeentials, One Study analyzes selction choices
among four plan offrings ov a period of thee open
erollmenit periods.4 Altough the number of individuals re-
malnn in a plan where pr miums Increased subftntialty
were minimal (n - 13) and data wer not displayed, the
authors rote measurably higher use raes for individual
electin to continue In the more costly plan than for those
indviduals who disenrollod.

more recent analysis by Sorense Vnd Yw ine invest-
gates reasons for disenrolbmnt from a r group practice
HMO In Rochester.' The HMOs premium free resued n
a substantially highr rate than the local Bke Gross plan, and
a malor enrollment shift from fth 8M to Blue Gross resulted.
Of the dievolles "ervWwd, onty It2% cied high cost as
the reason for termination. However In a Study rewing
choice by employs of Yale Un vty, the senstivity to pri
as a predict of onrollment has been cited as a sgvficant
factor. Unrounafely, tt impact of substantial benefit and
covwag dispariti between te two 5veurs le choices were
not convolled for, lmiti the definition of the effect of once.'

In light of the research literature avalhe, the direct
comparison betwon Blue Cross coverage with no payroll
deduction, and the noticeable rat increase particularly f
Larger GHC famils. several hypotheses seemed Plausible.
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GroupHealthlourfii
GHC set out to test whether the nature and the cause o the
dOuenrolfment experienced in 1980 could be described by the

I Premium cost as a cause o dsen rotnent would
Increase significantly from 1979 to 1980;

2 Terminations would occur more frequently among non-
single contracts: and

3. Individuals electing to reman It GHC would be likely
to use GHC services more than those electing to lean
would have.

This paper addresses each of ttse hypotheses using date
generated from mailed questionnres and from Indiridual
medical charts.

Methods
Survey of State Smpoyee DlsavnrUiig from OICH
Beginning Juy 1, 1980 GHC mailed questionnaire to every
state employee who had beon enrolled in GHC but elected to
terminal that coverage during the 1960 open enrolflont
period. Information requsted on the questionmnaire ocused on
demographic chracteWrstics, the extot to which GHC ser-
vic had been used andat which loctios, the level o
satsaction With GHC. the major reason Wor disenrollwig. ard
the health plan to which people switched. GHC receted 342
completed questionnares (32% response rate) representing
approximately 992 forye enrollees. Responses wre ana.
lyzed arid compared to those collected during the 1979 open
enroment to ascertain changes in reasons for direnroli-ent.
Chart Audit of Active a Termnatled Omtraota
In order to test the quesbon of whether GHC encountered
fatrable or &dvrs risk selection, indivKiual medical charts
wm rv*iid retrospectivy end use rates analyzed. In
addirtn to demographic end cwerage information, counts
wen made of at outpatient vis, mental-htealth visit
optometry t, hospital stays, and hospital length-of-stays
durn the two-year period from July 1, 1978, through
June 30, 19M0.

Since most of the stat employees o"ting G cover-
age use the tC medical oeWr located in the ote capitol

of Olympia. GHC focused its efforts on reviewing charts
associated onty with that clinic Charts associated with a total
of 400 contzets nere analyzed, derived from 50 randomly
drawn contracts In each o the four teo categories for both
retained and disenrolled contracts. In the case of termnaed
contracts drawn in the stretified sample, all individuals on the
contract whose coverage was inacthated were included in the
study S i.larty. the study encompasse alt indrvduals on any
contract drawn in the sample of in &iuals remaining with
GHC. A total of 808 indduals composed the 400 contracts
reviewed. Data arlzd we weighted to dust for the
disproportionate stratifed sample T tests weir oonducted to
determine siiicance Oft ralatonships under study and,
where sigifcant. are reported.

Further analysis of responses suggested consoldaton
Into the fi categones of norma attriioi (death. roving from
the service ersee and dissasfaction with cost with benefits,
with access. and with quality of cam. Appendix 8 defines the
comporets of each category and Ta 2 dislys the
percentage attribulable to each category. Among me pnmary
reasons for leaving In 1980, cost exceeds all others (40%)
with n 7% resulting from normal aftntion due to factors
beyond the control of GHC. By contrast. in 1979 normal
etttion contrbted 24% while cost considerations prompted-
only 4% o the responses. For both yeas. dissatisfaction with
access wa the leading secondary cause dentfi d (49% in
1979 and 45% in 1960 Even as a secondary reason,
satisfaction with cost Increased from 1% to 17% by 1980.

One final question asked respondents to characterzo
their general le of satisfaction with GHC. Table 3 docu-
ments an increased level of satffactrn from 66.6% in 1979 to
73.1% in 1960. Of the unsnaeified respondents, thrise who
were very dftsatsfied decreased from 8.3% to 7,5% Corn-
bred with me Me for dlsenrotlment, ore could character.
ize a mao portion of ind als as satisfied with te

ooper-ve but unwifng to pay the assessed payroll deduc-
tio. Faced with an economic choice. 95 2% of me dsen-
robftie swfthed to the bae lan, Blue Cross, *heno"
payroll oeduction ws required.

Tale 1. MWao Reason Leaving GHC

A. t anmovn sfYVaay tm the Puget Sound area
b. My GHC metbef i now ooe tru my se or oerlw&ly m rs plan
c GHC did not provides A to svce I wnt my health piln to oo
d. I tught the wai"n *tim oschArVn appolntsa w r1
a. GC Wade wilrs WOed too fa tram my hore andwor ohfie
I. The peil deduction kin GC €orae as nto( aeptable to me
9. 1tOfthalece rmI o my t rmr, of 3HC s wrsal

. Wo no Sl e eQasl ty of carel or y ta mly* rsc arts
VftWbl I trVel say trom fie Puge Sound eras I would prelr mo convahenalvehm cweg then
080 -rvie

t1900 11'/9

2.9% (10) 8.3% (11)
32% (11) 15.2%( 20)
53%( 18) 14.4% 1 19)
4.1% ( 14) 4.5%t 6)
79% (27) 129% 17)

40.1%(137) 3.8%( 5)
6.1% 121) 83% 11)

190% ( 65) 22.7%( 3)

32%( 11) 2.3%( 3)

8.2% ( 28) 75% ( 10)

1000%(342) 1000% 132)

Othe
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Tale 5. Aq od Reeons f LeeVg O,

Reese eem~

Catey* 1960 19711 190 1579

Nomd arko 7% 24% 10% %
01ma64408f wg WOo 40% 4% 17% 1%
0"Olflst a m bs* tO 8% 17% 12% 11%
Otsso cteon wit ss 13% 17% 45% 4%
Osalction WQa&y 27% 31% 17% 31%

01 8% 1%
103% (3424 101% (132) 101% 16) 100% (75)

* See OApgipd a te "n&g of reasons by cetegoY

h- t *vwmay sCbff* inL*Iso apofmo eb At qwsetL Mn & k-ochied hWare

Result
,vvqey SMte adpeyeee DisereU freo 0SI

Th rey W isr used both hn 179 an d 10 M oded
two oppo rlunIis to cite emons for leaving GHC. The fitW
asked for the one maoe roeon. whthe euecond slowed
indiiduals to e a" additional remo orWbun to tVi
decision. 7"bd I l th me respotses to the &r the one rW
rason. in the order the cstgores appeared on th
questl at. The most suMpg chan in responses om
19 79 0 1960 0D %V t dntcatln o the payrol deduton as
tie rr#o reason for dissevoling: the percenage of

resoe cn reason ncrased draicalty from
3.8% to 40.1%. ?ven an average oovered ihsy* aize among
i90 respondent of 2.9, the avwage payrol deducon had
htreeed from $1.60 to el~iet $0.00 or S20.00 pet month.

Amscro responseof ne is the numberw ofidMduals
ctn dIssatisfaon with quality of service. In 1979 the
casgory contributed the Wars pecent Of respondet With
22.7%. This decreased to 19.0% in 190, iling behind cost
asa msr meson be liserolhig A sould be noe that the
rspondert InterpretsMon of "quaty o ewe' may not be
iMtd to the Wi of prectitoners but may Include such factors

as whether t obtained apponirWent as promptly as
desired or whter Vy werieoted by a Medi instead of a

ChMat A of Them itmng and atwe Centreects
Once havn determined ta thie reasons be WrV
coverage with GHC had changed drarnatcaly from 1979 to
1960 and that the pmtry agent o change ma cost It
become pa.rtcy intrig to deti dift in use
of health Mse by idvdua diseorollig and by those

contiuig cowrge with GHC. I seemed most reasonable
that iniiduals sta yin GHC would consider t tual or
Potential use of service 'dt at snoug. t o justiy peyrnnt
of an increed payvol deducton. One might rypohect tha
Otes who diW*evnled sd services Wrquen ad pe

led the kl tr use to remfh too low to jsy the
Increased experdtre. GHC assumed frAthert as the
Pro5 ded ction irncrased wihn the our-p rm catgoies
the tendency lor healthier inivduA to disenroll vod prove
even mor damatc. ExamNati on the distribution of con
tracts oopf te total populations ol disenrolled and
retained indMdul re ais car difference anong rate
categories (mTle 4) A signifcantly tine proporton 01 con-
tacts with only A d m terminated than wem retained
(24.3% vwu 30.8% resp c"vly) Lwe dfrwceists
between he second and third rats categIe. The ourth
cagory of 2A s , and chtid/ldrmn aoconted o
43.1% o0 eminat cdz contracts but ony 332% ot Waned
contracts.

hode s wras the number of swnpled individuals studied
in each of the fou rat categories by category o d ete
or retained with 0 at the close of the 19 0 open
enrolment efor It is 01 intrs that the aVerage nber 01
indviduals sudied I the ceigote with diecretionary size
(Adult and Chidftidren and AdulL Spouse, and Child
Chilre) are smaller &m*V~ derolse. Th&e 6 furhe
clarifies Ot relationship; "i average contract MatS the time
individual chs to diseneol or to remain with 080 difer
miley only for the two em caegores .40 children (1. vs.

2.6 be Mult & ChildChlktw and 2Z7 vs. 3.8 be Mut
Spouse, ChttdCtildrn) The weigted average contract size
be te disenvloled sampO wa 1.79 persons competed to 2.59
o toe retained.

Table . Level Of seeacm with GHC

3D
so
24
11

124

1950 -- 1971

29..5%
46.7%
16.3%
75%

00.0%

Wrj -m-wa~ -o-WGN -Sdf
%WY roy wwt5

1960

94
149
52
24

319

24.2%
45.2%
19.4%

6.9%
97.7%
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Gi&zpI-eafthJouriM~
T"*~ 4. Population Oliion

osleamod
Raua 066seee PeOerag (N) Perosw"ge (N)

Adut 24.3% (297) 30.6% (NZ
Adut and Spos 13.4% (164) 14.1% (714)
Adult &V ChIdren 19.1% (233) 22.0% (1.116)
A. Spouse, Od ClS CiN*m 43.1% (526) 332% (1,657)

TOs Cr*c (1,20) (5,079)

Tble iL E"ole Sxdsd by Rob. Casgc

.Dkweotdesisd TO68111
Psicertp gsNA (n) Parcenge C)P sr~e (ii)

# , lt 14.2% (50) 11.0% (60) 12.4% (100)
iut and Spouse 24.7% (87) 16.4% (84) 21.2% (171)

AdA and C dVtMien 23.3% (82) 26.9% (132) 26.5% (214)
MAdulk Sous. ard CliAdhir 37.0% (133) 41.7% (190) 40.0% (323)

100.0% (362) 100.0% (46) 100.1% (00)

Anarysis c the Le of pacific ervcs *'j u'k e tM.o these o duJsanon each oher s dependets on their
yew period studied documented a drarnficay hgw use contracts in I o double Oerae w o kl h4e irncrse
rt among Indiviub eleciWng o 1smain with GHC. Use d1 each spouses peyroS doducon from 53.00 Io 512.00
mena health sn opo VM ervt were o negligible mont. the deduction 'increse would be ven greater f
among both smph to warmtt lw tng. HoNwr. tMe children om similarly double co-ed.

,lume of bolh outpatot and Inpatient WVISU o Amon tfe dleervoe s ge. 3$.0% wer Inolved in
cotrpolem between he hwo Wpl. AiTbi 7 docwuet oract reduction or sitn (Thoab e). In soe cam
i Vslrfcat higw ,nnuad n. ume d outpaew viai unneceeary double coverage wee elrninad, u.m reducing
per enroftle of those iniviuai remaining w' 0 t monthy pe deduct in. In oth cas ste resu ed
(weiglted vWtis o 3.96 onred to 2.41 pe peron par in two seperate 0ontract instead o one larger ntrct. again
ywr). The ar'Krafed hospWta days per thouand shm wn reducng te deduction. Pt"etes acrs drMoppd nti con-
even greater diepary; enroles electin to min w GHC bet holder Me mnir ng e nmese worarwlsrid to the
used 3Mrf days oorroared so 63 &won individuals dieenrolin othe psent I cotct. One curious, anomaly did ocour,
(Athbe ft For both oulpatent vist and Inpatient dys Oie ten even ontraca s reduced contract size by a total of
poem signillcrty hghe use by ietW individuals holds *trylw indnvidiuale t achieved no rae reduction.

,or each rate category and or each age caeory Diwnslm
Beyond fte major decision of whether I* dealrow or

corntinue overage with G.0. each contract holder in aN but The da p eee document a rnmatic dftonc between
ie single a" catgoy could onside he option o ate swm pioy e ,lecn to dwnra from G0 wd tese

ooverage Wangemo or hi or her Imily. Pieumly suc choose to main with te plan. The cloce mad wM molt
decison would be al leced by Me price aetvlty gored songlyflusn- by co ondetIons in a yser wh
by tOe rat swucture., Srl o ptio mIgh hest been pramiums both increased and changed hm a unto. rate to

ale, prm y int ng bs ong childrento t a our-shp raoe
spouoeti haai pian HI.VA A also appears to be tie cme Three typoiess were pr opo and teW . rt, tRird-
ta a oizeeby l number d stae employees ae meried to namons did oc more quly amon rate catmort wth
stas employees. Prticularly in coa t yearn where i mor thwn Oo odvwwd per c r Second. tie pronm
State heat la ky coes O O0 premium ame of ooat nie d us te e predomina reason for erminat

Tahble L. Asg Corvect Ski*e a Ths of osion
naoe -8 W imewaeled 1,ettasi

Al 1.00 1.00D
DAl and Spouse 1.74 1.68
Adut and Chd~dw 1.84 2604
A^ Spouse and C~kOtmen 2.06 300

~te~ad.1.79 2M3
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Risk Selectlon-Wlntfngham

Tale t. OutdoP Vts Per 'w

WessneedTMl* 2.41 3."

By tsp. of eett
2,52 3.75

Adul &W Spouse 2.26 4,5
Adult d Chidre~i 2.20 4.16
Ad^ Spouse, a d Ch drn 2.54 310

0 - 17 yeN 2.47 3.16
18-35 2.30 3.79
36+ 2.45 4.56

"p < .05

cov rage. Third, and most kinportantly, GHC encountered
severe adverse selection a reult of the d sonrolirnent pro-
can. The adves selection occurred In all rate categories
and across A age categories,

The reslt presented support the logical um
Mst health care wagle Is -rice sesti ad Ml the
sentstvt is affected by oonsuirneV perception die the wig
use th services often enoug to Juty te monh peim.
Not surpdsngty% the individuals electing to pay increased
premiums already h d a documented use of services signifi-
ctly higher thn t Individuals who chose to disenvoll.
The anays3 described also provie somei estimate of the
disromnt that migt result from four different W s of
health premiums. 0140 faced the prospect of announcing an
$11 per contract payrol deduction onpared to no deduction
for Slue Cross coverage and an increse of S9.40 over dte
prious year's GHC coverage. The conversion to a tour-step
composite rate clearly reduced the financial burden on smaller
contract and, correspornn , reduced the loss of conta
wn the individual adutt rate cla. A large number of indiduals
disenrol ed from large contracts; ot shifd coverage In
woa that retained coverage but reduced out-of-pocke coats.

The outcome of adverse selection in the face of economic
choice bods poorly for health maintenance organizations. At
a time when procompe&Ave legsla initiatives support the
notion of rebates to consumer choosing less costly health
plans, t potential for adverse selection appears severe. The
opeenc of 0*40 documents the willingness of healthy

1y ty7e ef CetraetMull
A" aNd Spouse
Adult aid ChftCNtdrer
Adult Spouse. aWi CNvlChkk"er

My Ape
0 • 1 ? eArs
18•35
36-

irdiidal t0 icee 10S costly healt pO&n. Conversely
IndivIduasl wo know or believe they " use services ar
wilg to pay the additional coot

Or ad~icdttl outcome ahouid be noted: in 1961. t
premiums Jor Stat smpoyiee coverage with OKlas paid
In fu by the empioye. Few of dhe I O diaenrollees returned.
but equany w covwed kidua left G-C cverage.
Indiduals appeared les willing to svljti corae when no
economic adv&a& a as appa

Analysis completed by the (HC Marieting Dp&rt
has shw further dioa majoelty of the individual returnin
in 1961 had left in 190 because of the patrol deduction; the
maoty returning did so in response to dissatiaction wth
copsymer of the orat pan.' Further analysis and
documentation of the -rc senst"t to both premiums and
out-of-pocke costs of Plan selection, die corresOdin poten-
tial Wo adverse selection, end the degree of willingness of
Individuals to alternate plans year to year wl be require 0f
legIsl&ate intiatives equitable to health maintenance organlza
ione ate to be achieved.
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The testimony I present to you is in behalf of the Health

Security Action Council. We are an organization of 100 distin-

guished Americans who work with a coalition of labor, business,

professional, senior citizen, farm, civil rights and youth

organizations.

The national health care scene is replete with special

interest groups -- hospitals, doctors, nursing home operators,

contmercial profit-makers, and the like. We too represent special

interests. We seek through education and imagination to protect

the interests of consumers and patients.

Because we have studied and worked closely with health care

programs over the years, we believe we have perspective on and

experience with the more recentLdevelopments. None is new. The

course and causes of the runaway increases in health care costs

-were-understood and first pointed out by our committee in 1969,

and innumerable times since then. What is new today is that many

decision makers in the public and private sector have only

recently become aware of the health care trends of the last

decade and a half. With the zeal of recent converts they have

rushed to find "quick fixes" to the deep-rooted and multiple

causes, and in their hurry they have bought "snake oil" palliatives

rather than meaningful solutions.

So-called tax caps on employer paid health insurance premiums

are one of these "snake oil" solutions that will not work. We

urge this committee to reject this proposal, as it did last year.
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We are convinced that comprehensive health care of good

quality is essential to the continued improvement of the health

of each of our citizens. Every industrial and semi-industrial

nation in the world, with but one exception, recognizes this

and through public programs provides such protection. In the.

United States, not only is this not true, but in the last two

and a half years we have witnessed a regular retreat from such

health protection.

In the rest of the western world, an unemployed worker

and family are given continuing health protection as long as

they are without work. In the United States in 1983, we are

witnessing the sad political scrambling while the Congress

debates how little health insurance protection at how small a

cst can we provide to workers who have lost their jobs and

cannot find new ones.

The citizen consumer is bewildered by the doctor who, as

assistant secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services,

is promoting the administration's health insurance tax cap

proposals because they presumably will increase employee deduct-

ibles and co-insurance. They will thus, according to this

thinking, save money for the government and for insurance companies

by raising still more the economic barriers to prevention, early

detection and treatment of illness and impairment.

We find it difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile this

with the advice the medical profession has been giving us for

years -- namely, that it is good medicine and good medical economics

to structure health insurance--programs which encourage prevention,

early detection, treatment and rehabilitation programs.
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And who in the administration is listening when the health-

insurance industry is telling them and the Congress of their

opposition to tax caps because they are the wrong way to save

money, and it is in fact doubtful that promised savings will---

be achieved?

This philosophy of providing less protection at more cost

to the individual pervades most of the measures which we

see coming from the Congress and the White House. Unfortunately,

proposals which would make workers pay increased taxes on part

of the premiums paid by employers is a further reflection of

this negativist philosophy.

The Health Security Action Council urges this committee

to join us in opposing a tax cap because it is a bad idea. In

the 97th Congress, such a proposal was rejected. Currently,

it Is opposed by most of the principal actors affected -- business,

labor, the insurance industry. It is supported only by a narrow

band of misguided health providers.

We have in our coalition a number of representatives of

unions, farmers and other workers. The proposed tax cap would

turn back the clock on years of hard fought improvements in

health insurance gained through collective bargaining. These

gains were paid for by the workers who gave up proposed wage "

improvements and other benefits such as pensions, life insurance,

and supplementary unemployment benefits because they placed a

higher priority on health protection for themselves and their

families.
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In my recent experience as President of the United Auto

Workers Union, I have had trying experiences in working with

our members to negotiate concessions we would make to major

employers in order to save members' jobs, and even entire

corporations. We made billions of dollars of such concessions.

But it should be instructive to the members of this committee

that, in the decision-making process, our members made no

concessions in the health care benefits they had negotiated over

the years for themselves and their families.

The advocates of this tax cap plan propose to interfere in

the collective bargaining process, to take away from union members

a portion of that for which they paid in collective bargaining

and to substitute their views for those of union members as to

what's good for them and their families.

The Congressional Budget Office estimates that a cap set-

at $1800 annually for family coverage and indexed for inflation

thereafter would result in employer-based health insurance

benefits of 13% less by 1987 than if current policies were

continued.

Advocates of the tax caps repeatedly affirm they would

influence workers to buy low option plans whose premiums are

lower and thus reduce health care costs.

This, however, is not correct. When given the choice,

even though it means additional payments for them, federal employees

prefer a comprehensive plan. And experts in health care have
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pointed out that if knowledgeable consumers were to follow

the economics in tax caps, the less healthy beneficiaries would

choose the high option comprehensive plans, thus assuring higher

costs, as those who are sicker and disabled engage in under-

standably adverse selection.

In recent years, the Congress and many of our social

institutions have struggled with measures which would remove

discrimination against the elderly, ethnic minorities and women,

so that they may fully and equally enter the mainstream of our

society. Proponents of health insurance premium tax caps,

perhaps unwittingly, would build new walls with which future

generations would have to struggle. It is well-known that most

insurance premiums are experience-rated. Older people use more

health services. Their higher premiums make it more difficult

for them to secure and hold on to jobs. This proposal would

make things worse. They would be required to pay added taxes

because they are older and because they are not as healthy as

others. Women, too, have higher health insurance premiums

-because they require more health services.

Similarly, workers in mines, foundries, steel mills, and

auto and battery plants are subject to major occupational hazards

to their health and safety. Because their ability to work is

in a major way dependent on that safety and because numbers of

employers have been unable or unwilling to provide a wholly

hazard-free environment, through collective bargaining, these

workers have allocated funds to buy high quality comprehensive
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health benefits. Now the advocates of tax caps would require

that this protection, already paid for at bargaining table-s,

be given up at least in part.

The Health Security Action Council recognizes that this

country faces a severe problem in a health care system beset

by unconscionable increases in costs. The quality Of the care

often is uncertain, and tens of millions of our fellow Americans

are without any needed protection.

As a start in the right direction, an expert group of

our Council has helped to develop a constructive health care

cost containment plan sponsored by Senator Edward Kennedy in

Senate Bill 814. We commend this to your attention as a

constructive alternative to the incomplete and unsound tax cap

proposals.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee

My name is Albert Formicola and I am testifying

jointly on behalf of the Trustees of the Insurance, Special

Insurance, Union Family Medical and-Dental Funds of the New

York Hotel and Motel Trades Council, AFL-CIO and the Hotel

Association of New York City. Together we are entrusted

with the medical insurance funds and the well-being of

approximately 95,000 employees, retirees and their dependents

in New York City. As representatives of labor and management,

we believe that if the legislation before you is enacted it

will seriously and adversely affect not only the pocketbooks

of our employees but the very quality of life.

Gentlemen, we believe this proposal to tax employer

paid medical premiums over a certain amount would discriminate

against women, the elderly and the low income employee;

it is misdirected and views the problem of health costs and

care with tunnel vision.

The reasons given by the proponents of this change

are either "medical cost containment" or "revenue raising."

Treasury calls this "returning fringe benefits to the

mainstream of taxable income." We believe both of these

premises are false and this proposal will neither raise

revenue fairly nor contain-health costs.

DISCRIMINATORY

The proposal discriminates against women and the

elderly because historically these groups require greater
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medical coverage. Group plans covering industries or

employers in which the workforce is predominately female or

have a substantial number of older workers - industries like

ours - will be particularly disadvantaged.

But as obvious as it is that these groups will

suffer more than others, the profound detrimental effect

this proposal will have on the lower paid employee is even

worse.

This proposal will not only take a bigger tax bite

out of the lower paid employee, it will take two bites!

He or she will have to pay additional income tax and addi-

tional social- security taxes.

For example. Take a working couple earning only

$20,000 -i year. If the employer contributed $200 a month to

each of the couple's health plans this proposal would

increase their income and social security taxes by $3531

That's nearly 2% of their gross pay. If the same couple

earned $100,000 they would not pay any additional social

security taxes and their tax increase would be less than 1/2

of 1% of their gross pay.

This example is not based on the "worst case" imagin-

able. In fact, I believe the Congressional Budget Office

analysis of this proposal assumes that the excess of the

contribution that will be subject to tax will be taxed at an

average marginal rate of 38%!
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MISDIRECTED

The proposal is misdirected whether the purpose is

cost containment or increasing revenues.

IF YOU WANT TO CONTAIN HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL COSTS

THEN WE RESPECTFULLY SUBMIT THAT YOU DIRECT YOUR ATTENTION

TO THE HOSPITALS AND THE PROVIDERS OF MEDICAL CARE.

Don't try and slow the dog by pulling on its tail.

Don't try and slow the rise in medical costs by denying

access to adequate medical care to the very groups who need

it the most. And make no mistake-you will be denying access

to adequate medical care to the groups that need it most -

the chronically ill and eldprly. You will be denying access

to medical care to those groups who cannot afford even the

current cost of medical care and who cannot afford to pay an

additional tax to be adequately covered.

The young and healthy worker may not need or use

extensive medical treatment although catastrophe can strike

at any age. However the older worker - naturally and by

necessity - will historically require greater and more

frequent treatment and it is this group and those of all

ages felled by catastrophe who will be hurt most by this

proposal.

As a revenue raising device this proposal is also
/

misdirected and inefficient. It flies in the face of the

progressive nature of our income tax and contradicts our

social goals by placing the tax burden on those who are most

ill and need medical service the most.
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There also seems to be something inherently contradic-

tory in an Administration pledged to an income tax decrease

for everyone regardless of ability to pay and at the same

time proposing a tax increase that falls-most heavily on

those least able to pay. A classic example of the right

hand giveth and the left hand taketh away.-

TUNNEL VISION

This .proposal views rising health costs through a

tunnel and promises a simplistic solution. If the cost of

medical services is too high - simply have less people use

those services. There is apparently no thought given to

what groups will be denied medical care or their ability to

pay for it. You can save the cost of a bandaid by not

covering a wound. But what will be the savings when the

wound becomes infected? How much will it cost to repair at

that point? In the final analysis, will your medical costs

have gone up or down?

The proposal is short sighted and narrow in view

because It takes into account only its assumptions of

immediate cost savings. But are those assumptions correct?

* If medical insurance is restricted to hospital coverage

will the doctor's charges go down or will he hospitalize

the patient in order to come under the insurance umbrella?

* If an employee drops preventive medical coverage because

he or she can't afford.-it, will they then incur huge

hospital surgical-fees that could have been prevented at

the cost of a bandaid? Is this cost containment?
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,,,,The proposal would increase an average taxpayer's tax by

$1 Although this is not by any means insignificant, it

does not tell the whole story in that the out-of-pocket

expense fjr uninsured services will be far, far greater.

A final note. We do not feel comfortable with having

medical insurance premiums lumped into the term "fringe

benefits." Medical coverage is not in the same category as

airline discounts or free parking offered to employees.

Medical care is not voluntary. It is not a fringe benefit -

but a basic benefit - because without our health we have no

life.

Thank you for your time and attention.
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A TAX CAP:. D ECONOMICS, BAD poU TICS

Thwarted in his attempt to eliminate completely the third year of
the tax cut, House Speaker Tip O'Neill now is attempting to gain support
for an effort to cap the benefits of the July 1 income tax cut at $700.
Given the Speaker's record of voting for practically every spending
measure within reach, his conversion to balanced budgets is a little
surprising. A more likely explanation for the proposal is that the
House leadership simply wants to bring in more tax revenue so that it
can unleash more federal spending.

Many Congressmen sincerely believe, of course, that the deficit and
interest rates can be lowered painlessly by tapping the rich for a few
more tax dollars. Yet even if increased tax revenues were the answer to
budget deficits--which they are not--the tax cap is perhaps the worst
option Congress could choose. The cap would wreak havoc on capital
investment, seriously deplete the savings pool, and drive affluent.
Americans from the taxable financial markets and into non-taxable consump-
tion expenditures and tax shelters.

The tax cap is supposed to bring in more tax revenues, and so
reduce the crowding out effect of government deficits. But higher tax
rates on more affluent Americans would also discourage savings and
distort incentives, slowing the flow of funds into the capital markets
by at least as much as the current projected deficits will suck from it.
It makes no difference to interest rates or the capital markets whether
crowding out occurs because of deficits or less private saving.

The tax cap proposal is so destructive to capital formation because
it is the upper-income groups who do most of the saving and investing in
the U.S. Americans who make over $S0,000 a year typically save over 35
percent of their income; those in the $10,000 to $16,000 bracket save
only 2.8 percent. Uppe-income Americans also are the main creators of
new small businesses and are heavy investors in the stock and bond
markets. The tax cap would sharply reduce small business investment,
since about three-fourths of all businesses pay tax according to the
personal income tax schedule, rather than corporate rates.

The tax cap would also induce many affluent Americans to shift
their money into tax exempt bonds, tax shelters, non-taxable consump-
tion. According to Treasury figures, the cap would ckuse marginal tax
rates at the $35,200 taxable income level to jump from 28 percent to
nearly 37 percent. Taxpayers around this breaking point would think
twice about working longer hours or making investments that would shift
them into a much higher tax bracket.

If congressional leaders really wanted to soak the rich, they would
not only protect the July tax cut, but actually cut taxes further for

N : NasME wti lert h ts lbuceruud - mersume'y ud Se rWe" di TM em m u m
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upper-income Americans. When the top marginal tax rate was cut by 23
percent,. in 1964, the number of tax returns reporting an adjusted gross
income of $50,000 or above skyrocketed. In the five years preceding the
1964 tWx cot, the number of such returns anged between-125,000 and
162.0 0'. accordingg to a study b e4 V OUes vartzopy and Richard

~rd f ut -ftr thie mar nal ka ucott.h of theseDcmeti t,2,of0 by06(96V Tax 1r:~ weinods group.,also n the.three paes srio i th4 tax
-cut, tax revenues re t taxpayers "eakning @S0,00 or more
k an annual rate of 6.1 percent. But in the three ye xe ater thtax
cut, taxes from the same group grew at a 14.1 percent annual rate.

The sm pattern can also be detected with the Reagan tax cut. As
the Wall Street Journal has reported, the Treasury had been expecting
revenue loss of about *2 billion in 1982 from taxpayers in the top
bracket, thanks to the 1981 tax changes. Instead, estimates suggestthat the revenue"in f;pt grew by abouO .r6 llio. Hi r rates
only cause the rich to flee ifat tax avoidance' chme, saying the
aide- and lover-incomes to suffer the consequences.

The tax cap scheme is'hardly attractive rom a political standpoint..Notwithstanding the anti-rich rhetoric of its supprters, the tax, cap
would mainly hit middle-nome Americans. The $ 700 cap would begin to
taxe rffct at $35,200 of taxable income for joint returns. The many
Americans in that Income group facing a monthly mortgage payment and.,
college expenses would hardly consider themselves rich.

Tboso now so assiduously fanning the flames of envy against the
rich ignore the. fact that Americans with adjusted gross incomes above
$50,000 a year pay 34 percent of all personal income taxes even though
they constitute only 5 percent of all taxpayers. According to figures
provided by W. R. Grace and Company, if the government absconded with
every penny of taxable income in the income brackets aboye $SO,000 a
year, the Treasury would have raised only $76.4 billion 1n11960, barely
enough to cover one-third pf this year's budget deficit.

U e -income taxpayers, 4ike all other taxpaying groups, deserve
the full July tax cut because they have experienced sharp tax increases
due to bracket creep. A taxpayer earning $50,000 of gross incomfein
1983, wbo had only just kept pace with inflation during the previous
decade, would have experienced a cumulative tax increase of around
$7,50, solely due to bracket creep, says W. R. Grace., The third stage
of the tax cut will offset loss than 10 percent of that hidden taX hikes
If the July tax cut is capped, the full burden will rmain-

In the end, efforts to "soak the rich" hurt everyone, by discourag-
in investment, saving,- and entrepreneurship. Congress should quickly
oect the faulty logic of the tax cap scheme, and honor the promise it

gave in the 1981 tax act to cut taxes across-the-board. Tinkering with
the cut at this stage, would be both a breach of faith and a body blow to
the recovery.

Thoas K. Number 't
Walker Fellow in Economics

For further information see:
Thomas H. Rumbert, "Seven Reasons for Saving the Tax Cut," Heritage Foundation
Backgrounder #260, April 12, 1983.
Jams Ovartey nd Richard Strou, "Tax Cute: s8Iifting the Burden,"- igonmic APviW,
Marck 1982,1 p. 19.
"Voodoo Economics," editorial, The W411 Street Journal, lie 7, 1983.
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The United Auto Workers Union appreciates the opportunity to present our views

to this Committee on the very important issues before It. This statement contains

the views of the UAW on the federal Income tax treatment of certain specific types

of frfnge benefits.

We would first like to emphasize our view that the tax treatment of fringe

benefits should stem from an evaluation of the merits of the particular fringe benefit

Involved (including Its actual or expected utility to various income and demographic

groups). The UAW has not automatically supported all efforts to expand favored tax

treatment of employee benefits; and we have not automatically opposed all changes

that would restrict favored tax treatment. For example, we did not oppose the fringe

benefit changes in TEFRA.

However, we believe the tax treatment of fringe benefits should not be viewed a

a source of revenues to reduce federal budget deficits. We do not suggest that the

budget Impact of such tax treatment is irrelevanti it is a valid conideration in

determining whether the fringe benefit Is worth the tax expenditure Involved. We also

believe Congress is justified in imposing conditions - such as the anti-discrImination

rules for pension plans - when fringe benefits are subsidized by large tax expenditures.

Nevertheless, these concepts are different from the Idea that the tax treatment of

fringe benefits should be determined by a desire to change the size or balance of the

federal budget.

In the current situation, the members of this Committee probably are aware of

the UAW's support for efforts to increase federal revenues in PY 1984 and subsequent

years. We mpport proposals to cap the 1983 tx cut at $720, and to repeal indexation

we have opposed repeal or delay of withholding on interest and dividends; as will be

mentioned later, we believe deductions for individual retirement accounts (1RAs) are

inappropriate, just as was the treatment of interest from the so-called All Savers
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certificates. In these, and many other areas, tax loopholes should be closed and tax

expenditures reduced In ways that bring greater fairness to the overall tax oode.

We believe these actions would be far preferable to taxing fringe benefits. When

viewed in isolation, the exemption of certain fringe benefits from taxation may appear

to have questionable Income effects, but in reality it provides desirable social results

and is equitable when viewed In the context of the total tax system.

We also maintain that it is the Congress of the United States, the elected

representatives of the people, who should make the judgments concerning which fringe

benefits should and should not receive favored tax treatment. Such decisions reflect

social policy considerations which should not be delegated to the Internal Revenue

Service. Therefore, we -urge that the moratorium on IRS rulemaki g with regard to

fringe benefits be extended until the Congress can act on the specific sues.

Tax Cap on Health Care Benefits

The UAW long has been on record calling for reform of the American health

care system in order to control inflation and Improve delivery of services to people.

We have expressed our concern about the millions in our society, including families of

the unemployed, who are denied access to decent health services because they have

no insurance coverage and are unable to pay. We have protested the inefficiency,

disorganization and wastefulnesses of the health care delivery system. We have stated

our alarm as health care expenditures have continued to consume an ever larger portion

of our nation's scarce economic resources.

National health expenditures now consume 10.4 percent of Gross National Product,

a number projected by the government to grow to 12 percent by 1990 If nothing is

done. The impact of such rising costs on our negotiated health benefit programs has

been acute; it has complicated the collective bargaining process, and has contributed

to rising labor costs in a manner not experienced by other countries with better

organized medical care systems.
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Rather than address the toot causes of skrocketng health ae costs, the Reagan

Administration and a few In the Congress have proposed to begin to tax workers for

,health insurano premiums pald by their employers.

This tax Is prposed as a way of restraining runaway inflation In the costs of

health servIess. It will not work. It would aetuaUy Incrase the Ills of an 'already

sick health ame system.,

Under the proposal tax free employer contributlons towards employee health

insranoe premiums would be' capped at $70 per mohth for individuals and $175 per

month for families. Workers would be required to pay income taxes on employer

premium payments in excess of such a cap. Many would end up paying federal income

tUxes in 1984 on more than one-third of the health insurance premiums paid by- their

employer. The tax eap might cost a single worker about $125 to $150 per year In

Increased taxes, and as much as $300 to $375 yearly' for a worker with a family. .
The tax cap reflects the mistaken notion that health care costs are so high

because workers have too much health instance coverage. Supposedly, If we had less,

the problems would go away. Accordingly, the tax cap is aimed at emasculating the

kind of broad, comprehensive 'service benefits the labor movement has stuggled to

achieve for its members for more than 30 years.

Even with all the program the UAW and other major unions have made in

increasing the health care protection for our members and their families, it Is erroneous

to suggest that workers have too much Insuranee. Out estimates are that UAW members

employed by the major auto eompania pay on the average about 30% of their basic

medical care costs out-of-pocket, primarily because of the absence of routine doctors'

office coverage. Many pay more. This is in addition to extensive patient copayments

required in our dental, prescription dmg, mental health and vision care programs. How

much more should the victims of medical car inflation be required to pay? Our

members, and most other workers, need more insurance protection, not les
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We see the tax ap as a threat to UAW members and to all workers:

, It would Impose unfair new taxes on families wishing to

maintain comprehensive protection against medical cost&

. It would create pressure to reduce negotiated health cee

benefits, to add copays and deductibles, and to kop

various coverages (such as dental and vision care) from

employee health benefit plans.

* It would penalize group with more older workers who

need to use more health care services. This In turn

would discourage employment of older workers.

* It would penalize workers-in higher risk occupations, such

as assembly line workers, steel and foundry Workers and

mineworkers.

* It would unfairly affect certain geographic regions

because of variations in medical care costs in different

areas.

* It would put pressure on employers and unions to reduce

coverage for preventive health services. Such barriers

to prevention and early treatment"of illness could lead

to increased use of high cost hospital inpatient facilities.

. Several , meaures enacted under the Reagan

Administration have shifted costs from the federal

Medicare program to negotiated employee benefits

programs. It is uneorlonable that the government would

actually turn around and tax employees for such costs

forced upon their benefit programs by government action.
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The tax cap proposal is based upon mistaken notions about health care economics,

about physician and patient behavior, and about the true causes of rising health care

costs. Proponents of reducing insurance and Increasing patient ost sharing fail to

realize that

1. There is no study which indicates that cost sharing has any long term

effectiveness in reducing total health car costs, One only has to look to the federal

Medicare program to see the ineffectiveness of cost sharing in controlling costs.

Mediare has had extensive deductibles& and coinsurance since its beginning in 1966, and

both have increased over the years. Yet the cost of the program to the federal

government has risen from $4.5 billion In 1967 to nearly $60 billion in 1984.

2. The effect of cost sharing on health status. is uncertain. In fact, there

is some evidence that patient cost shaftn can serve -as a barrier to early treatment

and actually increase costs became more expensive treatment is required for conditions

which have deteriorated due to postponement of care.

3. After the patient makes the decision tog to the doctor in the first

place, virtually all decisions about what services are to be provided are made by doctors

and other providers. Deductibles and copayments have been shown to have little effect

on treatment decisions made by doctors.

- Consumers do not admit themselves to the hospital or arrange for

their discharges.

- The consumer does not make the decision to stay in the hospital

for an inordinate amount of time.

- Consumers do not write prescriptions for themselves.

- Consumers do not order an array of unnecessary tests and services

for themselves.

- The consumer does not decide to build unnecessary hospital beds.
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- The consumer does not decide to keep beds on line that should be

closed down.

- The consumer does not permit the continued existence of hospitals

that should be closed.

- The consumer does not decide to acquire additional expensive

equipment already available within the community.

4. Cost sharing has been shown to have almost no effect on the prices doctors

and hospitals choose to place on their serves. Providers decide the price of their

services, not some free market.

5. The greatest Increases In health care costs in recent years have been in

the hospital sector. Yet patient cost sharing has been shown to have even less Impact

on use of hospital services than other kinds of health care.

6. Patient cost sharing discourages access to care by lower income persons.

Study after study has shown that the burden of cost string falls inequitably on the

poor, on blue collar workers, on minorities, and on those with large families.

The principal effect of patient cost shrinf Is to penalize consumers and to

distract focus from the more politically difficult issue of holding our health care system

accountable to public and consumer goals

The proposed tax cap would generate revenues for the government and save

money for employers at the expense of workers and retirees who would pay more In

taxes and out-of-pocket payments when they receive health eae.

A more constructive and effective approach to the problem of rising health care

costs is to begin to reform the structure of the overall health care system. Ultimately

mch reform will be accomplished only under a comprehensive national health security

program. In the short run, we favor an approach by which states would establish,

within broad federal guidelins, "all payer" systems of prospective horpital

reimbursement, negotiated fee schedules for doctors, and fixed diagnostic and laboratory
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fees In addition, alternative forms of delivery, suoh a health maintenance organization,

shoul b.enoagd

A serious ample of such an approach Is th CHIC progm developed by the

Health Security Action Council, and introduced by, Senator Kennedy (S.814) and

Representative Shannon (H.1L 3261).

We urge this Committee to consider such legislation as a positive alternative to

Administration proposals to tax the health benefits of wor families. It would begin

to get at the root of the problem by containing escalating health car costs In the

overall health care system through reduction of inefficiencies and excessive profits

which characterize much of-the health care hxk.-y. This would be of great benefit to

all payers for health care services, Includlig the federal Medieare and Medilaid program,'

as well as private employee health benefit plans,.

Our Union is concerned out the trend toward favoring defined contribution

plans at the expense of defined, benefit plans,, We believe this constitutes a serious

public policy mistake.

Defined benefit plans meet workers' needs better than other retirement vehicles

because they are baed on a predictable retirement income. Since benefits 'can be

increased based upon service already accrued, adjustments can be made to take account

of inflation both for active employees and for retirees. Flexible funding arrangements

allow these costs to be paid over reasonable periods of time.

In defined benefit plans, appropriate benefit levels can be provided In the event

of disabUlty even at younger ages.' In defined contribution plans, on the other hand,

the amount of the annuity payable to a worker disabled at a young age usually will

be relatively low because of the small amount of money accumulated on the worker's

behalf and the relatively long life expectancy he or she may have compared to other

retirees. Defined benefit plans -also have the flexibility to provide special or early
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retrement benefits on a basis more favorable than simply reducing the benefits

actuarially for age, which is a useful feature In many aftuatlons. They also can be

designed to provide Incentives for employees to elect protection for their spouses if

the worker dies before his or her spouse.

Defined benefit plans also place investment risk on the employer, who Is generally

more able to average it over lengthy periods of tUme or otherwise absorb looses than Is

an individual worker.

Defined benefit plans have recently been criticized because plan terminations

have resulted In "broken promises". Some plan terminations have indeed resulted in

reduced benefits for. active and retired employees, although the PBGC provides

substantial protections against los or reduction of pensions. However, the projections

made on behalf of defined contribution plans often are even more misleading. The

promotions of IRAs, which often "promise" to make younger workers millionaires by

retirement age, have downplayed the interest sensitivity of these projections and the

Impact that the inflation accompanying these Interest rates would have on purchasing

power. Unrealistic expectations engendered by such promotions represent a much more

widespread problem than the questions raised by certain highly publicized defined benefit

plan terminations.

A second concern we have with the encouragement of these new retirement

vehicles Is that they have resulted in a substantial revenue lose to the Treasury. At

the same time that there is a mad scramble to raise revenue, Individual Retirement

Accounts alone have accounted for an estimated $15 billion in lost revenues to the

Treasury in 1982, nearly 10 times the anticipated loss. The revenue loss is expected to

be almost as high for 1983.

While the development of salary reduction (401(k)) plans has been slower,

substantial additional revenue losses can be anticipated as a result of these plans as

well. The Impact of these plans is also Inequitable because they favor higher paid

25-44 0-88-2
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employees. In the pay reduction plans, only employees who have discretionary Income

will participate. Thee will typically be more highly paid employees.

The same Is true for IRAs It is anticipated that proportionately more than

twice as many workers earning $50,000 or more contributed to IRAs as did workers

earning between $20,000 and $50,000, and it is anticipated that 10 times as many

workers earning over $50,000 contributed to IRAs a did those earning between $15,000

and $20,000. By contrast, coverage under employer sponsored pension plans is

approximately the same for each of theme groups (over $50,000s 89%; $20,000 to

$50,000: 82%; $15,000 to $20,000: 79%, based on 1979 data from. Employee Benefits

Research Institute). This favored treatment of highly paid employees under the IRA

and pay reduction managements runs counter to our concept of an equitable tax system

and the more equitable treatment provided all employees under other employee benefit

plans.

othr hue Benfts

The UAW also supports legislation introduced by Senator Packwood - the Employee

Educational Assistance Extension Act (8.249) - which would make permanent provisions

of the Internal Revenue Code excluding employer-provided educational assistance from

taxable income. The UAW has a long history of negotiating employer-paid educational

assistance programs. We believe such programs represent an Important vehicle for

promoting Job retraining and career advancement for workers. The programs enable

workers to acquire new skills essential in this rapidly-changing period of high technology.

In addition, the programs play a key role in facilitating career advancement for minorities

and women, such as entry into skilled trades jobs. Congress amended the Internal

Revenue Code in 1978 to make such educational assistance programs tax free. But

this provision will expire n December, 1983. This would have a damaging impact on

the educational assistance programs currently in place, and would certainly prevent

further expansion of such programs.
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In addition, the UAW supports enactment of legislation to make permanent Section

120 of the Internal Revenue Code, which excludes employer -contributions to prepaid

legal servIe plms from taxable Income. This provision was first passed in 1976 for

five years, and then later extended In 1981 for three additional years. The UAW has

long supported the development of preplid legal service plans. We believe they represent

the bet vehicle for making quality, low-cost legal srvies available to working men

and women. Traditionally legal services have been available only to the wealthy and

the poor. The average middle clam worker has been left out in the cold - unable to

afford legal services on his or her own, but not able to qualify for government sponsored

legal aid programs. In the last six years, the UAW has been successful in developing

prepaid legal services plans covering approximately 600,000 active and retired Chrysler

and General Motors employees, and their families. Our experience with these plans

has been very positive: we have found that they are able to deliver quality legal

services at a reasonable cost, and that there is a high level of utilzation and satisfaction

among the participants. Section 120 of the Internal Revenue Code is scheduled to

expire in December, 1984. If this were allowed to happen, It would certainly discourage

the development of other prepaid legal services plans, and could well have a harmful

impact on existing plans. We therefore support efforts to make this provision of the

Internal Revenue Code permanent.

This statement has not attempted to address the full range of fringe benefits;

that Is not feasible, especially since we have pointed out that the tax treatment of

each should be based on the merits of the specific program. We hope that the Congress

will make such evaluations In determining the tax treatment of fringe benefits, and

will not merely view them as a convenient source of additional revenue. Well designed

fringe benefit prograsN, such as child care, can provide desirable mechanisms and

economies not otherwise available to most working people; they deserve to be encouraged
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by tax expenditures On the other hand, fringes - Mah as Incentive stock option

- which merely shelter income for those who are already better off, and often pay

less than ei wr fair share of taxes, should not receive such favorable tax treatment.

For. thesireasons, blanket approaches such a presumption of taxabUity or a stringent

annual dollar selling on the total cost of fringe benefits per employee are undesirable

and inequitable because they fall to make such disUnotloniL We trust this Committee

will be more discernIng.

Again, we recognize the importance of the Imues being addressed by this

Committee. We thank the Committee for soliciting our views, which are based upon

seriot comideration and significant experience. We urge the Committee to reflect

upon them In any actions relating to the tax status of various employee benefits.

opeiu494
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The Honorable Robert J. Dole VIN406P"Medse4o

Chairman, Committee on Finance
United States Snate
219 Diricsn Senate Office Building
Wadhlngton, D. C. 20510

Deer Mr. Chairman:

Although it will not be possible for the UAW to testify at the hearing on Juno
23, 1983, concernbn the proposed $700 cq9 on the third year of the personal Income
tax aut, we wish to state ourastg supp" r for this proposaL We ak that this
oommunoeation be made pert of the Finance Committee's hearing record.

ImpOs a cap on the third year of the tax out so that no taxpayer will reeve
more than $700 will have Uttle or no Impact on taxpayers with incomes below $45,000.
They will still receive the full amount of the tax cut sihedued to go into effet on July
1, 1983. The only difference would be for the top 5 percent oftapers with incomes
above $45,000, woe tax out would be limited to a maximum of $100.

The UAW s opposed the Rean tax cut when It was first proposed because
we believed then, and still do, that It was badly misdirected and regessive in Its
application. In our Judment, it did not do enough for those who eedea help the most
and too much for thUoe who needed It not at all. In the proess, essential revenue
has been denied to crtloally-lmportant human needs programs, and deficits have risen
to reord levels.

The proposal to place a $70 cap on the third year of the tax out would begin
to adrs these problems. It would eliminate some of the tmfairnes In the tax cut.
It would save $6 billion over the next year, and a total of $20 billion over three year
And, because most taxpayers would still receive the full amount of the tax cut, It
would not red ce oomumr demand or otherwise Impede eoonomie recovery.

The UAW therefore believes that the proposal to place a $700 cap on the third
year of the tax cut represents sound fiscal policy. We believe It deserves the enthusiastie
support Of Congress.

DIlk Warden
Legidative Director

2846 0-88-27
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Senator Robert Dole
Chairman, Senate Finance
Committee

Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Hearings on Ceiling on Employer-Paid
Medical Insurance

Dear Chairman , ./ .

YOUr committee will be considering a ceiling on-deduc-,
tions by employers for medical insurance provided-to employees.
If such a ceiling is considered.to be appropriate it would be
fair at tho same time to eliminated present inequity that
has existe4 for many years. At present'employees and persons
who employ thqpselvesthrough a qorporation Can receive art
unlimited deduction for medical expenses, if prqoyided as
employer-paid medical insurance. This is because the insur-
ance payments are deductible by the employer and not income
to the employee. The self-employed on the other-hand cam only
deduct those eKpenses that exceed five percent (5%) of their
adjusted gross- income." There is no equity whatsoever in this
difference just as there was none fot the lack of parity of'
treatment of pension plans as between the employed andtbhe

-'self-employed fo; so many decades. I would urge the correc-
tion of this lack of parity. In addition to fairness, such
a move would be one, more step in ,the direction of eliminating
seasonss for incorporating for tax; purposes.-

Sirc- ely, yours,

Lawrence M. Stone

LMS/pg

cc: Mr. John Chapoton
Mr. Roderick De Arment" \
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NATXNL ASSOOAl1ON OF IAANCE BRON5 S
311 FIrst Street N.W. Suft 700 • Washlngton. D.C.20001 • Tlephone (202)783-8880

July 7, 1983

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Committee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Re: June 22, 1983, Hearing on S. 640

Comments Submitted for Inclusion in the Hearing Record

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The National Association of Insurance Brokers (NAIB) is firmly
opposed to any proposal which would tax employee health
benefits, because we believe such a tax would create significant
and costly administrative burdens in employee benefit plans
without generating the revenues it is intended to produce.

The NAIB represents major commercial insurance brokers in the
United States. Our members develop the majority of the nation's
business-related insurance coverages for clients ranging from
large and small firms to public and private institutions of all
kinds. NAIB members'who specialize in the design and implementa-
tion of employee benefit programs -- developing insurance programs
and related products as well as providing services needed to
maintain self-insurance programs favored by many corporations
today -- have reviewed this tax issue and have the following
concerns.

If the law excluding amounts paid by employers for employee
health benefits plans from taxable employee income is changed
to place a ceiling on this exclusion, we believe a significant
proportion of employers will restructure their benefit programs
to avoid this new tax.

For instance, many firms are likely to ask for an employee
contribution to cover costs over the tax cap and will then
shift the remaining employer contribution dollars to another
benefit that is not taxed. If this happened, no additional
revenues would be produced. Experience of our members has
shown that people are frightened by sky-rocketing hospital
costs and want comprehensive protection. Thus, it is unreal-
'-istic to assume that the proposal would slow rising hospital
costs through use of cheaper plans.
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Such a tax could pose serious problems for employers with union
negotiated contracts. If adopted, employees would not be receiv-
ing the same level of benefits for which they 'bargained due to
the increased tax liability, yet employers would be paying the
same amount in benefit costs.

Today, an estimated 35 per cent of employee health benefit plans
are self-insured. The tax under consideration would pose another
set of problems for companies with these plans. Generally,
self-insurance programs are based on total costs rather than
individual costs. To provide employees with the contribution
information, self-insurers would be required to develop new
information reporting systems and costly actuarial studies.

Finally, a tax on employee health benefits which sets a single
national ceiling would fail to recognize geographic and age
variations which affect health benefit costs. It would discriminate
against employees in high medical cost areas and against older
employees. At a minimum, virtually all employers would be forced
to undertake in-depth and expensive reviews of the employee
benefits packages.

The NAIB shares your concern over rising budget deficits and
understands the need for review of various revenue-enhancing
proposals. Nonetheless, because our members believe a tax on
employee health benefits merely will result in a costly reordering
of benefit programs without generating new revenues, I urge you
to reject the proposal.

Sincerely,

Walter T. Derk
President
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For many years the National Education Association has vigorously sbpport-

ed legislation to bring about necessary reforms in health care--to provide

quality.services wherever they are needed, with special emphasis on preventive

medicine and strict controls on costs.

We have done so because the American people are not getting their money's

worth in health care. We spend more than $300 billion a year on health ser-

vices, but those services are unevenly and inequitably distributed. The poor

and the unemployed are notoriously underserved. The remedy, of course, fs a

comprehensive and universal national health insurance program. But we are far

short of attaining that goal.

In fact, we are arguing about trickles in a flood of inequities. One such

trickle is the Administration's preposterous pftposal to put a tax cap on

health benefits for those who are employed and whose employer puts up a part

of the premium or enrollment costs in a health plan.

The immediate purpose of this proposal is to raise some cash. It's not a

very good idea even for that purpose. Actuaries know that marketplace

behaviour is very unpredictable, and that it does not necessarily follow that

placing an arbitrary limit on the tax exemption for health benefits will raise

any money at all. People--healthy, young people--may simply opt for lower-cost

insurance, which means lower benefits and substantial risk-taking on their

part. This group would pay no taxes at all on health benefits.

Those who are older ond/or in failing or fragile health would probably

choose to stay in a high-coverage plan. In addition to being sick, they would

pay taxes on top of whatever coinsurance and deductibles might be part of

their plan (even high-option plans have deductibles).

So the tax-raising measure would tax those with high health risks and

encourage younger, healthier workers to take chances on their coverage. NEA
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views this proposal as an unwise. and counterproductive tax device, and as a

dangerous incentive to reduce health.care benefits.

Some specific consequences of this proposal are Immediately evident.

1. Taxing health insurance benefits could encourage employers t6 drop

health benefits for workers who have been laid off. This would be a cata-

strophic blow to these workers.

2. The tax cap would be a disincentive to employers who might otherwise

hire older workers or workers with health problems; the health benefit cover-

age costs would probably exceed the tax exempt amount for these workers.

3. Because of added costs of covering employees who are older or who have

health problems, employers would be encouraged to force such workers to retire

eargy--or simply to dismiss ihem.

NEA members--1.7 million employees in public schools and in the nation's

colleges and universities--are among those who could be most seriously, affec-t-

ed by the Administration's tax cap plan. They are unalterably opposed to such

plan, and want to convey to the FiFance Committee their demand for greater,

not lesser, tax equity and greater, not lesser, health care protection. The

Association is convinced that thee are better ways to contain health care

costs than to place large' segments of the working population at greater. risk.

One such means would be enactment of a health cost containment plan as ad-

vocated by the Comnittee for Nati9nal Health Insurance. This plan would Set

the stagefor meaningful and necessary reform in the delivery of health care.

and its financing. And unlike the Administration's various proposals to reduce

federal assistance for social programs, it would start to make life better for

the working American. "
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June 13, 1983

Roderick A. DeArment, Isq.,
Chief Counsel,

Committee on Finance,
Room SD-221,
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.,

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. DeArmentt

In connection with the
hearing scheduled for June 22, I
the Tax Section's 1982 report on
of fringe benefits.

Finance Comittee
enclose copies of
the tax treatment

The report emphasizes the importance of
preserving the integrity of the personal income tax
base in formulating a system for the taxation of
fringe benefits. This will require policy deter-
minations, made on a comprehensive basis, as to
which fringe benefits should be subject to tax.
The taxation of fringe benefit will for the most
part require legislation, although certain questions
can be dealt with by regulation.

The report does not consider which specific
fringe benefits should be subject to tax but suggests
an approach to reporting and withholding for those
fringe benefits which are determined to be taxable.

The report concludes that the inclusion of
fringe benefits in the tax base will make it necessary
to place responsibility for determining whether a
benefit is taxable, and the measure of tax, upon the
employer. It recomends that those fringe benefits
which are determined by- statute or reglation to be
includible in income should in general, be reported*
by the employer at the employer's cost, with certain

"tmv
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exceptions intended to preserve the right to show in
an appropriate case that market value is lower or to
prevent abuse.

Sincerely yours,

Willard B. Taylor

(Enclosure)

cc: John E. Chapoton, Esq.
Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy

Ronald A. Pearlman, Esq.
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Tax Policy

Robert Woodward, Esq.
Tax Legislative Counsel

David Brockway, Esq.
Chief of Staff
Joint Committee on Taxation
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April 23, 19(2

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF
COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ON THE

TAX TREATMENT OF FRINGE BENEFITS

Introduction

How remuneration for services which is paid in

a form other than cash should be included within the

personal income tax base is a problem which has dogged

the income tax law since its inception. Numerous forms

of fringe benefits clearly confer an economic benefit on

employees by reason of the employment relationship.

Some of such fringe benefits, such as tuition remission

programs under which children of faculty members may

attend the schools at which their parents teach without

cost, or at reduced tuition cost, are not presently

subjected to tax by reason of a long-standing IRS posi-

tion; other fringe benefits, such as the utilization

of company cars by employees, have been held to consti-

tute compensation to particular employee-taxpayers, but

the administration of the income tax as to such fringe

benefits is net at all uniform.

The report was drafted principally by Arthur D. Sporn,
with the assistance of Stuart Opotowsky and J. Roger Mentz.
Helpful comments and suggestions were also received
from Richard L. Alpern, Dianne Bennett, James B. Cheeks,
Stanley Grubman, David Sachs, Michael Schler, Theresa B.
Stuchiner and Willard B. Taylor.
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The basic legal problem with the present state

of affairs is that virtually all fringe benefits which con-

fer an economic benefit on an employee clearly represent

grossu income subject to taxation under section 61 of

the Internal Revenue Code.1 As a legal matter, there is

no doubt that tuition remission programs, free transporta-

tion for airline employees, and even free parking spaces.

constitute economic-benefits to those recipient employees

which may come within the statutory definition of "gross

income .

I_/ We do not include in this discussion the many
employee benefits for which treatment is now ex-
pressly provided in the Code, such as group life
insurance (section 79), medical expense reim-
bursement (section 105), accident and health
insurance (section 106), group legal services
(section 120), educational assistance programs
(section 127), employee business gifts and awards
(section 274(b)), and qualified retirement bene-
fits (sections 401 et seq.). in each of these
cases the favorable ode provision reflects a
social policy judgment which Congress has al-
ready reached which takes them'outside the scope
of this report, and indeed outside the realm of
fringe benefits whose tax treatment is currently
under active consideration.

2/ See, eoq., Commissioner v. Glenshaw Glass Co.,
- T U9426 (155!;) Commissioner v. LoBue, 351
U.S. 243 (1956); CoMisSioner v. Duberstein, 363
U.S. 278 (1960). See generally, Report on Dis-
cussion Draft of a Regulation to be Issued under
Section 61 of the Internal Revenue Code, New York
State Bar Association Tax Section (1975) (here-
inafter the 91975 Reportm).
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For numeroUs historical, practical or other

reasons, however, many of these fringe benefits have gone

untaxed, producing an uneven tax distinction between em-

ployees who enjoy such tax-free benefits, and employees

who receive only taxable compensation. This distinction

is not always between high-paid employees and low-paid

employees, for in many cases the fringe benefit (e.g.,

airline transportation for employees of airline companies)

is available to most of a company's employees, and in fact

is a part of the compensation structure of the employer.

Current efforts to provide some uniform logical

system of dealing with the myriad of fringe benefits can

be regarded, perhaps somewhat arbitrarily, as commencing

with the Proposed Regulations which the Treasury Department2_/
published on September 5, 1975. Though published only

in the form of a Discussion Draft and accompanied by a

Summary and Explanation which contained a thoughtful

and penetrating analysis of the problems involved, the

1975 Proposed Regulations generated extensive controversy,

and were withdrawn by outgoing Secretary of the Treasury

3/ Prop. Reg. SS1.61-2(d)(6), 1.61-16, 40 Fed. Reg.
4119 (Sept. 5, 1975) (hereinafter referred to as
the 01975 Proposed Regulations").
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William Simon a year after they were proposed. The

commencement of further work by the Treasury Department

on fringe benefit regulations in 1977 led to a Congres-

sional moratorium Ofreezing" the issuance of new regu-
4!

lations initially until December 31, 1979;4 the freeze5/
was subsequently extended until May 31, 1981.- In

January of 1981 Secretary Miller had sent Represent-

ative Rostenkowski a new discussion draft of proposed

fringe benefit regulations, which had been prepared by

the outgoing Administration. The commencement of

work by the new Administration looking to the issuance

of new proposed regulations in the summer of 1981 pro-
7/

duced a flurry of -taxpayer and Congressional protest,

prompting a Treasury announcement that no new rules or

4/ P.L. 95-427 (October 7, 1978).

5/ P.L. 96-167 (Dec. 29, 1979).

6/ See CCH 1981 Fed. Tax Rep. 18991 (hereinafter
referred to as the 01981 Proposed Regulations*).

7/ See, e.g., 106 BNA DTR p. G-9 (June 3, 1981)1
107 BNA DTR p. G-6 (June 4, 1981).
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regulations would be issued prior to July 1, 1982. Section

801 of ERTA reinstated the statutory moratorium on fringe

benefit regulations and extended it to December 31, 1983.

Leading Treasury Department officials, in re-

questing Congress last spring not to extend the freeze

further, indicated their belief that the question can

and should be dealt with largely by the promulgation of9/
regulations. As will be seen from this report, the

Committee on Employee Benefits believes that the problem

of bringing fringe benefits properly within the tax base

gooa considerably deeper, and that a workable solution

requires substantial implementing legislation covering

a considerable range of matters.

The Committee believes that the paramount

consideration in formulating a system for the effective

8/ See 16 BNA DTR p. G-2 (June 17, 1981).

9/ See Joint Statement by John E. Chapoton, Assistant
Treasury Secretary for Tax Policy and Commissioner
of Internal Revenue Roscoe L, Egger, Jr. at hoar-
ing by House Ways and Meahs Select Revenue Measures
Subcommittee on Taxation of Fringe Benefits, May 13.
1981, 92 BNA DTR p. J-5 (May 13, 1981) (hereinafter
referred to as the *Joint Statement').
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taxation of fringe benefits is preserving the integrity

of the base for our personal income tax. This requires

a series of policy determinations as to which fringe

benefits should be subject to taxation. The Committee

strongly urges that these policy determinations be made

on a comprehensive basis which for the most part will

require new legislation, although certain questions can

obviously be dealt with by regulation. The subject of

fringe benefits is so varied that the policy considera-

tions can only be weighed effectively in the course of

a comprehensive review of the subject.,

Failure to adopt such a comprehensive approach

will necessarily mean that fringe benefit issues will be

decided on an ad hoc basis by the courts. The basic

authority applicable to such cases, section 61 of the

Code, mandates that "all income from whatever source

derived" is subject to federal tax. Thus if the morat-

orium on the issuance of fringe benefit regulations

continues to be extended. indefinitely, and if Congress

fails to enact legislation..to deal with the taxation of

fringe benefits on a comprehensive basis, the taxation

of all fringe benefits w1ll become potentially the sub-

ject of judicial determination on an ad hoc basis. ,'e
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results of such judicial determinations are of course

unpredictable; it seems likely that many fringe benefits

will be held taxable under the broad statutory authority

of section 61, but such a course of action will not be

conducive to voluntary compliance or to effective ad-

ministration of the tax laws.

We strongly recommend that such an ad hoc

approach not be allowed to prevail, by default or other-

wise, .and the policy issues involved in the taxation of

fringe benefits be considered comprehensively, by either

Congress or the Treasury. This report is not, however,

addressed to the policy issues as to which specific

fringe benefits should be subject to tax or exempted

from tax. The purpose of this report is to suggest an

approach to information reporting and income tax with-

holding for those fringe benefits which are determined

to be properly the subject of taxation. These adminis-

trative problems are of enormous significance in devising

a sound and comprehensive scheme of taxation or nontaxa-

tion of fringe benefits. We believe that the subject of

10/ We would anticipate the submission of an additional
report or reports which would be responsive to
specific legislative or regulatory proposals on
this subject.
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this report is an essential element in making the ultimate

decisions as to which fringe benefits should be subjected

to tax. Moreover, as will appear below, our recommenda-

tions strongly suggest the rules as to how one should

measure the taxable amount of those benefit-s which are

held to be taxable.

In order for any system of fringe benefit tax-

ation to be uniform and effective in its application, not

only must those fringe benefits which are includible in

gross income be clearly identifiable; they must in fact

end up as included in taxpayers' returns and with the tax

paid thereon. As long as the personal income tax remains

the backbone of our Federal revenue raising system, and

personal service income continues as the largest component

contributing to that tax, the need is pressing, and is

underscored by the current deficit crisis.

The Committee is not aware of any authoritative

estimates which have been published as to the total amount

of fringe benefit income which currently goes unreported,

but clearly it runs into billions of dollars per year,

particularly if the shortfall is measured against the in-

clusilve standard of includability in gross income which

would be applicable under section 61. As such, the

shortfall contributes a small but significant component

23-N4 0-88-28
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to the revenue loss of approximately $62 billion which

the Staff of the Senate Finance Committee recently esti-

mated that the Government suffers as a result of the

reporting and underreporting of legal income by indi-11i/
viduals, U But the importance of allowing fringe benefits

to go untaxed goes beyond the direct revenue loss; in

any taxing system which depends primarily upon voluntary

compliance and self-assessment, there is a strong linkage

between underreporting (and nonreporting) of income in

one area and the failure by taxpayers to report income

of other types. We believe it is not unlikely that the

extent to which fringe benefit income goes unreported and

untaxed, particularly it, view of its highly conspicuous

and widely publicized nature, in contributing to the growth

of underreporting on items such as dividends, interest, and

capital gains.

The Committee believes that the necessary and

unavoidable key to placing fringe benefits soundly within

the personal income tax'base is to place responsibility

11/ See Statement by Senate Finance Committee Chairman
Robert Dole, March 5, 1982, on proposed 'Taxpayer
Compliance Improvement Act of 1982", 44 BNA DTR
p. J-1 (Mardh 5, 1982). if the Treasury Department
were to conduct a study providing a Aound estimate
of-the probable extent of the fringe benefit rev-
enue loss, .such a study would undoubtedly contribute
greatly to the general realization of the need to
take remedial action.
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for determining whether a benefit is taxable and, if so,

its reportable amount, squarely upon the employer. This

responsibility must of course be coupled with an employer

obligation, enforceable by realistic and effective sanc-

tions, to report the amount so determined to the Service

and to the employee on his Form W-2, and possibly with a

requirement of withholding, although the Committee is

reluctant to recommend this final step at the present time.

SummaEX of Recommendations

To attain this objective the Committee recom-

mends the following steps:

(1) The amount of those fringe benefits which

are determined, by statute or regulation, to be includible

in gross income should in general be reported by the employer

at their cost to the employer, Such cost should be deter-

mined on an allocable rather than an incremental basis.

(2) The employer should be required to report

the aggregate amount of an employee's taxable fringe bene-

fits, determined as under (1) above, on the same W-2

reporting form on which the employee'- cash wages and the

tax held therefrom are included. Making this reporting-

obligation meaningful and enforceable requires the enact-

ment of new civil sanctions addressed specifically to
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underreporting or failure to report fringe benefit income.

A meaningful civil penalty should be imposed for failure

to report a taxable fringe benefit, unless the employer

establishes reasonable cause for such failure.

(3) The Committee is reluctant to recommend

the imposition of income tax withholding on non-cash

benefits, at least unless and until a reporting system

reinforced by meaningful sanctions has been tried and

found wanting. While the administrative difficulties

which are posed by withholding on dividends and inter-

est would not be present if withholding were required

on fringe benefits, the latter poses other, and formid-

able, administrative complications connected with the

timing of withholding and with the fact that the em-

ployee receives no cash equivalent to the tax to bs with-

held; and these militate strongly against withholding

except as a last resort.

(4) To avoid hardship and possible unfairness,

an employee should be afforded the opportunity -to demon-

strate that a particular fringe benefit had a fair market

value to him lower than the employer's cost at which it

had been reported, and to be taxed at the lower figure.
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(5) To avoid possible abuse of a cost measure

rule, the nature and possibly the amount of benefits eli-

gible for such treatment should be limited by statute.

Benefits in kind which did not meet the statutory re-

quirement should be taxable at fair market value, and

subject to income tax withholding.

(6) Consideration for the very substantial

burden which employers would be asked to shoulder under

the program outlined above dictates that the rules

covering each aspect of the program be formulated with

an eye to minimizing employer trouble and expense in

every way possible. In particular, (a) rules should

be adopted which are realistic, if nct generous, for

excluding fringe benefits from taxable income entirely

on a de minimis basis, and (b) to the extent that a

benefit item is excluded from income under de minimis

rules, the same rule should govern its exclusion from

the PICA and FUTA wage bases.

1. Cost as the reportable amount of a non-cash benefit.

The Committee believes that the greatest stum-

bling block to the effective taxation of employee fringe

benefits has been the problem of valuation. Generally

speaking, where income is realized in kind, the amount

to be taken into income under our tax laws has been

measured by the fair market value of the property"
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ceived (or of the other benefit conferred upon the re-

cipient), However, most thoughtful analysis of the

fringe benefit area has recognized that the problem of
12/

valuing most employee benefits is =extremely difficult*,

if not monumentall, and "vastly complicates the tax

law.- In recent years, as our economy has grown more

and more complex, competitive, and deregulated, the diffi-

culties of determining fair market value have increased to

a point where not only is it virtually impossible to impose

a strict obligation to determine such value on the employer,

but imposing a fair market value measure of income is

virtually guaranteed to breed controversy as to the em-

ployee's tax liability.

2/ See, eg. item 4 under Policy Considerations in
the DI-=Iussion of the 1975 Proposed Regulations.

Cf. Greif, OAnalysis of Treasury Proposals on
Fringe Benefits', 45 J. of Taxation 96 (176).

114 See note 12, supEa.

15/ Employers are widely concerned about becoming em-
broiled in controversies as to their employees'
tax liabilities, and the detrimental effect of
such involvement upon good employer-employee

.relations. See, e.g., 105 DNA DTR p. G-4 (June 7,
1981) (testimony and coment on Service's W-4
p;opsals).
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The example of the executive's wife who accom-

panies him on the corporate jet, resulting in his tax

liability for the cost of a first class airline ticket
16/

between the points in question, illustrates the'

difficulty of applying the fair market value standard,

for in today's deregulated market one often encounters

a considerable variation in the prices different carriers

charge for a first class flight between two given points.

To take another case, it might seem that the simplest

case of a readily ascertainable fair market value would

be the purchase of merchandise at a discount by the

employee of a retail store; but what would one make of

the taxpayer employee who asserted that while he gladly

purchased the item in question from his employer at a

discount of 25%, it was identical (or virtually iden-

tical) with merchandise which a competitor was selling at

a price 201 below the employer's retail price?

A realization of these difficulties in determin-

ing fair market value led the American Institute of Certified

Public Accduntants, in its 1979 report on Fringe Benefits,

16/ See, e.g., Example (3) of 51.61-20(c) of the 1981
Proposed Regulations.
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to recommend employer cost (or fair market value if less)
17/

as the measure of taxable income.

The Committee subscribes to this recommendation,

primarily on the ground that we believe that cost, with
18/

all of its complexities and shortcomings, is the only

basis on which it is feasible to impose upon employers a

strict obligation to determine and report fringe benefit

income. We believe that this consideration far outweighs

the importance of the fact that fair market value may be

an inherently more accurate measure in a notional sense

of the income realized, although it should be recognized

that in the fringe benefit area fair market value suffers

from serious deficiencies as the measure of income, even

as a theoretical matter.

The iiiherent infirmity of fair market value

as a measure of fringe benefit income arises-from the

17/ See Federal Taxation Division of American Insti-
tute of Certified Public Accountants, "Fringe Bene-
fits: A Proposal for the Future," (April, 1979),
p. 7 (hereinafter referred to as the "AICPA 1979
Proposal").

18/ We recognize, for example, that cost has the draw-
back that employees with different employers may be
assigned different amounts of income for substan-
tially the same benefit. The relief measure proposed
on page 30 below might in some cases mitigate dis-
crepancies of this sort.
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fact that the concept assumes a freedom of choice on

the part of the recipient; i.e., that the recipient

given cash would use it to purchase the item in question.

There must, in other words, be a "willing buyer . .

[not] under any compulsion to buy . . . and . . . having
19/

knowledge of relevant facts.-- Hare again, the case of

executive's spouse taking the corporate jet points up

the unsoundness of the test. Even if one assumes that

the price of a comparable first class airline flight

betweot the two given points can be ascertained with-

out undue difficulty, what consideration should be given

to whether the spouse, given a choice, might not in fact

take a tourist seat on a puddle-jumping, night-owl flight,

rather than the first class ticket, .and pocket the cash

difference?

A growing realization of the shortcomings of

the fair market value test has led to the concession by

its proponents that some discount or modification may be
201

in order, if not imperative., and -that perhaps even a

/ Cf. Reg. S20.2031-1(b).

20/ See, e.g., Joint Statement, supra note 91 Cf.
Testimony of Donald C. Lubick, Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury, before Ways and Means Committee
Task Force on Fringe Benefits, 124 Cong. Roc.
3. 8697 (August 15, 1978).
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Subjective" value to the recipient might be considered

for tax purposes. Any such system of discounting or otber

modifications would add further- complexity and uncertainty

to the already knotty and controversial question of decid-

ing how to fix theifair,market value which is to be taken

as the starting point. The Committee's 1975 Report aug-..

gested a more direct and workable solution; in pointing

out the impossibility of arriving at a fair market value

for many benefits, it suggested that employer cost might
21/

be taken as a reasonable approximation of the same.-

The importance of a workable and enforceable

employer reporting obligation, taken in combination with

the difficulties and inherent shortcomings of fair market -

value as an alternative to cost, has led the Committee to

its recommendation that the taxable amount of fringe bene-22/
fits should be fixed for the most part at employer cost.

It is. essential ,that an employer's reporting obligation

be uniform, .and -that the amounts be determinable from

its own business records. Thus, it is far fairer and

more practical to ask the employer to come up with a

21/ See the 1975, Report at p. 27.

22/ The use of cost as the general measure might require
escape provisions to prevent its imposing hardship,
discussed at page 30 et M!.," below, and also re-.
quires safeguards agaTFst abuse, discussed at page 32
et pe. below.
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13/
figure representing its cost rather than to assume

the administrative burden of determining fair market

value, discounted or otherwise, for purposes of report-

ing to the employee.

This approach of imposing no more than a fair

reporting obligation on the employer is consistent with

the basic thrust of the Supreme Court's decision in

Central Illinois Public Service Co. v. United States,

435 U.S. 21 (1978). In Central Illinois the Court held

an employer not liable fo' withholding taxes on amounts

paid to employees for certain business-related traveling

expenses which were of the type previously held to con-

stitute taxable income under Commissioner v. Kowalski,

434 U.S. 77 (1977). In Central Illinois the Court made

a special point that the employer's obligation to report

and withhold must be precise and not speculative, for

otherwise the employer would be unfairly burdened. In

a similar manner, it would be an unfair burden to require

an employer to report income to its employees on a basis

not susceptible of clear determination by the employer#

23/ In many cases the employer will already be under
the necessity of determining the costs of employee
benefits (or related costs from which such figures
can readJly be derived) for various non-tax report-
ing and other business purposes.
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and to impose penalties for noncompliance. Thus the most

reasonable reporting requirement for an employer is cost,

an amount which the employer is capable of determining

from its own records.

If the employer's cost is to be accepted as fix-

ing the reportable amount of those fringe benefits which

are taxable, we believe it is important that allocated

cost rather than incremental or additional cost should

be adopted as the generally controlling measure. Allocated

cost should not only be generally less troublesome for

the employer to determine, it is als6 preferable in that

in molt cases it offers a far closer approximation to the

value of the benefit conferred; in many instances the

incremental cost of furnishing an employee with goods and

services of very substantial value will be minimal. The

AICPA 1979 Proposal recommends without discussion (page 7)

the general use of incremental cost, but then goes on to

provide &i exception for allocated cost *when property is

furnished to employees primarily for personal use.' No

reason is suggested however why such a different rule

should apply to benefits in the form of property (goods)

as distinguished from facilities and services (assuming

such a distinction was intended), and the exception as
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thus stated seems so broad as virtually to swallow up the24/
rule of first instance.

The Committee subscribes to the generally recog-

nized view that as a matter of policy where a benefit can

be provided at minimal incremental cost, this may be one of

the factors entering into a decision whether to exclude it

from income entirely, but only under carefully circumscribed

conditions, such as where the benefit is furnished in the

normal course of the employer's business, and where it is

made available to employees generally, or to a reasonable

classification of employees which is related to factors

24/ The fact that the Securities and Exchange Commission
prescribes *aggregate actual incremental costsO for
reporting management remuneration which 1 paid in the
form of personal benefits not directly related to job
performance is believed to be of no persuasive force
as a precedent for a workable system of tax adminis-
tration. Incremental cost may well be the more
significant item, as a disclosure matter, from the
point of view of corporate stockholders even if it isf
a less accurate measure of the value the executive
is receiving. Moreover, the SEC rule also contains a
major qualification where Oaggregate costs are signi-
ficantly less than the aggregate amounts the recipient
would have had to pay to obtain the benefits." In
such a case, the SEC requires the value to the
recipient either to be disclosed in a footnote or to
be substituted in toto for incremental' cost, an
approach which may be workable for purposes of dis-
closure reporting, but is obviously totally imprac-
tical for tax administration. See SEC Regulation
S-K, Item 4(a), Instruction 2(d)(1).
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such asseniority or nature of work and which does not

result in limiting the eligible group-to highly compen-
25/

sated-exhployees.. It lb-wever an item does not qualify

for complete exclusion under the strict requirements of-

such an-exclusionary rule (assuming it is accepted by the

policy-deciding body, i.e., Treasury or Congress), al-

:located rather than-incremental cost should become the

measure of the amount of income reportable.

2. Inclusion of fringe benefits in information
returns.

Bringing fringe benefits effectively within the

personal income tax base requires readily comprehensible,

workable rules for determining their taxability and the

measure thereof, which employers can reasonably be

required to apply; this is believed to be the principal

argument in favor of cost as the basic measuring rod. In

addition, if taxes on fringe benefit in xne are actually

to be collected, the employer' s obligation to determine

and report such Income must be a meaningful one.

The present sanctions for failure to include

fringe benefit income in-the information return reporting

/ See, e.g., S.61-16(a) of the 1975 Proposed Regula-
tions page 4 of the 1979 AICPA Proposal.
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taxable, compensation are woefully inadequate. The only

civil provision in the Code which appears literally

-- applicable- is section 6652(b), and even this is literally
26/

applicable only to a failure to file in toto. There are

various criminal penalties prescribed by the Code for
27/

willfully filing false or fraudulent returns, which in

theoryare potential applicable, but as a means of

effective enforcement these represep.t an obvious case of

overkill.

The Committee believes that an effective induce-

ment to employers to ,take the trouble of determining and
reporting taxable fringe benefits requires a new.statute

specifically addressed to the sukject, which would pro-.

26/ The'penlty prescribed under section 6652(b) is O$
-. for each. ., statement not s9 file4, up to ,

- aximum of $1,000 per annum. In addition, section
6674 prescribes a penalty of $50, but only for an
employer who Owillfully furnishes a false or fraudu-
lent statementO or Owillfully .fails. to furnish a
statement , . . showing the informaioti required [as
to taxable wages] under-section 6051 , . 6 to his
employee . Moreover, to the extent that taxable
fringe benefits did not.constitute. wages, under
seation 3401(&), it.. seems doubtful that even their
4illful omission from'a. Fot 3-2 would be subject
to penalty under. this provision, despite. the
Service"& insistence, in-Rev. Proc. 80-53, infra
note 30' that they must be. indluded"in.a W-F gven
to the employee. .

27/ See, e.g. sections 7203, 7206(1) and (2), and 7207.
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vide a form of civil penalty for failure to report such

taxable amounts unless the employer established reasonable

cause for such failure. The amount of the penalty should

be related to the amount unreported or underreported,

presumably a percentage thereof, with a dollar minimum

in a substantial amount, and perhaps a dollar maximum.

Another possibility would be simply to disallow a deduc-

tion to the employer for costs attributable to taxable

fringe benefits which were not properly reported on28/
Porms W-2. On balance, however, the Committee believes

that a civil penalty would be distinctly preferable as a

sanction to deduction disallowance. The latter suffers

from unevenness in its application, depending on the

employer's tax rate (and might even furnish no deterrent

to a loss employer), and could also pose greater adminis-

trative difficulties in isolating the costs to be disal-

lowed.

If employers are to be required to go to the

28/ Cf. sections 274(e)(3) and (10), which in effect
r quire that amounts expended to provide entertain-
ment or recreation for employees and independent
contractors be included in information returns
furnished the recipient if the taxpayer making the
expenditures is to obtain a deduction for such
amounts,
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trouble and expense of fixing the amounts of those fringe

benefits which are determined to be taxable, and of re-

porting the amounts so fixed, the reporting procedure

should be such as to maximize the likelihood that these

amounts will in fact end up included in gross income on

employee returns. The Regulations have long taken the

position that all payments of compensation, whether or

not paid in cash and whether or not they constitute

wages, must be reported on Form W-2, but have permitted

the reporting of different components of these amounts on
29/

separate Forms W-2 at the employer's election. At the
30/

end of 1980 the Service issued Rev. Proc. 80-53 and

News Release IR 80-133 (December 31, 1980), in effect

reaffirming its position that taxable fringe benefits

must be reported on Form W-2 whether or not they consti-

tute wages, an& confirming the permissibility of a separate

Form W-2 for the fringe benefit component.

The Committee believes that the possibility

that an employee may disregard information returns

29/ See Reg. So.6041-2. See also Reg. SI.6052-1(a)(l),
permitting the use of a separate Form W-2 for re-
porting the taxable element of group life insurance
premiums paid by the employer.

30/ 1980-2 Cum. Bull. 848.

2 -"0-88-29
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advising him of his taxable fringe benefits would be

greatly reduced if this information was included on the

same Form W-2 which listed his wages, which must of

course be attached to his return in order to claim credit

for the taxes withheld. Such a requirement would pre-

sumably require a redesign of Form.W-2, but this trouble

and even any additional trouble and expense which em-

ployers might have to incur in employing the single re-

turn format, would .seem amply repaid in increasing the

likelihood that taxable fringe benefit income will

actually be reported by the employee receiving it.

The need for th. employer to calculate the

amount of fringe benefits to be included would seem to

dictate some relaxation of the present time requirements

for furnishing Form W-2 to employees, in particular to

terminating employees. A statutory amendment might

extend the time for furnishing all Forms W-2 Which in-

cluded non-cash remuneration .from January 31 to February

31/ See section 6051(a)l Reg. S31.6051-(d)(). H.R.
4717, as amended and passed by the Senate, would
amend section 6051 to give an employer up to
January 31 of the following year to furnish a
ForA W-2 to a terminated employee, unless the
employee requests an earlier receipt. See 34
RNA DTR J-5 (February 19, 1982).
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15, or at least provide for the ready granting of 15-day

extensions on application. A February 15 deadline would

still give the employee two full months after-reoeiving

his Form W-2 in which to prepare and file his own return,

and thus should not interfere unduly with timely employee

filings.
3. Income tax withholdihg on fringe benefits.

The Committee has considered 'the desirability

of requiring that taxable fringe benefits be included in

the wage base on which income tax must be withheld.

While arguments in favor of withholding can be advanced,

and it might in tact ultimately prove necessary as a

matter of last resort, we are highly zeluctant to recom-

mend it at this time in view of the very formidable
.administrative difficulties which withholding would

involve and the disruption, and possibly even hardship,

to employees which might occur in certain cases.

The administrative Aificlties posd 'by Vith-.

holding -on non-cash compensation are not those mhich

would be involved in withholding on dividends and inter-

eat, which has been widely debat* in recent years, and

which the Administration is proposing once uoreo The

administrative'difficulties connected with interest and
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dividend withholding center on the multiplicity of payors

involl-ed, parties who in many cases have only the most

tenuous contacts with their payees, together with the

fact that in many cases withholding in any amount on

dividends or interest would be overwithholding, and this

could result in real hardship to payees unless a system

of exemptions or of providing refunds on an interim

basis were established. None of these difficulties

applies to withholding by an employer# but here withholding

on non-cash remuneration raises other administrative

problems.

In order to be least objectionable, withhold-

ing would have to be imposed at the time the non-cash

benefits were conferred and enjoyed, and one must always

assume the concurrent receipt of cash compensation from

which the tax could be withheld. Delayed withholding

would be a source of disruption and possibly even hard-

ship to .many employees. Concurrent withholding, or even

withholding shortly after benefits vere conferred, would

in most cases be an impossibility -f the presumptive

measure of taxable income is to be employer cost, as the

Committee recommends ( indeed, withholding concurrently

or shortly after realization would pose a formidable

problem even if the measure of taxable income were to be
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fair market value or some modification thereof). Post-

ponement of withholding until after the end of the taxable

year, as would be essential in many cases under a cost

measure rule, raises difficult timing problems even with

continuing employees if they are to claim the amounts

withheld as credits against their tax for the year just

closed. For employees whose employment had terminated

at or prior to the end of the year, there would be a

virtually insoluble problem-of finding a source of funds

from which the amounts could be withheld.

Realization of these difficulties undoubtedly

led the AICPA in its 1979 Proposal to recommend (page

8) that no withholding be required, so as Oto minimize

employer's administrative problems . . .; and the Com-

mittee concurs in this view. Moreover. we believe it

would be particularly feasible to dispense with withhold-

ing, and to employ cost as the presumptive measure of

taxable income, if the benefits to be governed by these

rules were limited in nature and also. n amount, as

discussed under point 5 below, and if non-cash compen-

sation which did not qualify for these rules were made

includible in income on the basis of fair market value

and also made subject to withholding, as might be ac-

complished by means of a statutory extension of section 83.
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Essentially the same administrative difficul-

ties which militate against withholding dictate that

fringe benefit income should not have to be reckoned

with by an employee in determining his estimated tax-

obligations. It should therefor* be expressly exclued

from the gross and taxable income on which the employee's

obligation to file declarations of estimated and to pay

estimated tax installments are based, and sections 6015,

6153, and 6654 Should be amended accordingly.

It should be stressed that the Committee's

recommendation against withholding at this time is con-

ditioned upon granting a fair trial to a reporting sys-

tem such as recommended, and upon its achieving reason-

ably successful results. If information return are to

be afforded -a-reasonable chance of success, not oly

must employers cooperate in undertaking the trouble and

expense of compiling them, but the Service must also be

afforded the resources to process ..and onitor the addi-

tional information it will zeceive and to undertake audit

and enforcement action which this information suggests;

it is clea that the present resources of the Service

are already stretched far too thin to make it reason-

able to expect it to shoulder this further undertaking

unless it receives additional appropriations to-equip
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-32/
and staff the project. And we strongly recommend

that the necessary funds be appropriated. Solely from

the point of view of Government expenditures, it is ob-

vious that withholding would be a considerably less

costly method of bringing in additional revenues based

upon fringe benefit income.

4. Avoidance of hardship where the cost of a fringe
benefit exceeds its fair market value.

If cost is adopted as the presumptive taxable

amount of a fringe benefit which is taxable, cases may

arise where this amount is actually in excess of the fair

market value at which the employee could purchase the

benefit. One example of a widely furnished benefit which

may fall into this category is afforded by tuition remis-

sion programs, under which the children of faculty members

may attend the schools at which their parents teach, or

other schools participating in the program under reci-33/
procal arrangements, on a tuition free basis; for many-

educational institutions the cost of enrolling a student

32/ see Statement of William J. Anderson, Director,
General Government Division, General Accounting
Office, before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Con-
sumer and Monetary Affairs of the House Committee
on Government Operations, March 17, 19821 Statement
of Senate Finance Committee Chairman Robert Dole,
supra, note 11.-

33/ See Sections 1.117-3(a) and 1.61-17(c)-and (d), Ex-
ample 2, of the 1981 Proposed Regulations. The Com-
mittee expresses no opinion as to whether or not bene-
fits under such tuition remission programs should be
made taxable.
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for the year exceeds the tuition charged. The cost of a

flight on the employer's plane (where held taxable) will

often exceed the cost of even a first class ticket on a34/
commercial airline. For the most part, however, it is

believed that cases where the cost of a benefit will

exceed its fair market value will be comparatively rare.

There should be no objection to allowing an

employee to> reduce his tax liability if he were willing

and able to shoulder the burden of proof in showing that

the fair market value was indeed less than the employer's

cost -- the amount at which it would be reflected on his

Form W-2. Consideration might even be given to permit-

ting an employee to demonstrate that the benefit had an

actual value to him less than its fair market value -- as

where a lower priced substitute (perhaps a tourist class

night flight) was available which the employee would have

selected if given a free choice.- Any such relief if

afforded should be contingent upon a more exacting burden

of proof requiring the employee to establish actual value,

if lower than fair market value, by a clear preponderance

of the evidence. We believe that the paramount considera-

tion is that none of these relief alternatives should be

34/ See, e.g., Ireland v. United States, 621 F.2d 731

(5th Cir. 198T.

35/ Cf. Reginald Turner, 13 T.C.M. 462 (1954).
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permitted to complicate the employer's task and responsi-

bility.

As a general rule these should be limited

to determining whether the benefit the employer is

providing is taxable, and if so his cost in furnishing

the same. Since the overriding consideration is to

minimize employer trouble and expense to the greatest

extent compatible with the reporting of those fringe

benefits which are taxable, consideration might, how-

ever, be given to authorizing the Service to enter-

tain and approve applications by employer groups to

base their reporting obligation upon fair market

value, rather than cost, in cases where the former

was both lower and easier to ascertain. Such an op-

tion might, for example,-be of importance to colleges

and other schools, assuming a policy decision were

reached to make some or all tuition remission pro-

grams taxable.

S. Preventing abuses of cost as the measure of

income derived from non-cash benefits.

Adopting employer cost as the measure of tax-

able income in the fringe benefit area would raise a

possibility of abuse. If promulgated without quali-

fication, such a rule might lead to arrangements hand

tailored between an employer and a key executive
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(or, possibly, a very limited group of key employees)

under which a very substantial portion of the employee's

total compensation was paid to him in kind, at a cost to

the employer far below what the employee would have to

pay for the benefits on the open market. While cases of

such abuse might be comparatively rare, it would be im-

portant for the integrity of the tax system to establish

their ineligiblity for the fringe benefit treatment here

under discussion.

The Committee believes that the way to restrict

or eliminate such abuse would be to draw a line between

fringe benefits which were eligible for taxation at

cost, and eligible for information reporting rather than

withholding treatment, and those benefits which were

not. One ready means of accomplishing this result would

be by expanding and clarifying section 83 so as to bring

the ineligible benefits expressly within its ambit.

At the outset it should be pointed out that the

drawing of a line between section 83 property and the

great bulk of fringe benefits of the conventional-type

is long overdue. Thus, shortly after section 93 was added

to the Code in the Tax Reform Act of 1969 the Tax Section

of the New York State Bar Association, as well as many
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others, pointed out in submissions to the Service that

literally read the new statute applied to all property

transferred in connection with the performance of ser-

vices. we urged the Service to interpret section 83 as

applicable only to property transferred subject to a

restriction, or at least to confirm that it was inapplic-

able to items such as courtesy discounts and seasonal gra-

tuities which had long been disregarded on de minimis
36/

principles. The section 83 Regulations both as proposed

and as finally promulgated made no mention of the subject,

and the question of whether and to what extent fringe

benefits such as those under discussion are taxable under
37/

section 83 has largely been ignored.-

J See the Committee's 1970 Summary of Recommendations
for Regulations under Provisions of the Tax Reform
Act of 1969 Affecting Employee Benefits; Report of
Committee on Employee Benefits on Proposed Regulations
Dealing with the Treatment of Property Transferred
in Connection with Performance of Services, trans-
mitted to, the Commissioner on July 19, 1971.

37/ The Treasury Department's 1981 Discussion Draft of
Proposed Regulations at least recognized the inter-
relation of the taxability of the fringe benefits
with which it deals and taxability under section 83.
It provided a proposed amendment to Reg. 51.83-1(a)
to include a cross reference to its prcposed new
fringe benefit rules, but did not further elaborate
on the subject.
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The Committee recommends that legislation be

enacted providing that the non-cash benefits to be taxed

at cost are only those which are furnished incidental
38/

to the employer's business. The Committee also recom-

mends that the possibility of abuse be further limited

by restricting fringe benefits eligible for taxation

at cost to a maximum dollar amount, perhaps $10,000 or

$15,000 per employee per annum. Any such statutory

maximum should include a provision for subsequent ad-

justment to take into account changes in the cost of

living. The maximum might, for example, be set at one

half of the then current Social Security wage base.

The dollar maximum might also be combined with a per-

centage limit, as is now frequently done in the taxa-

tion of employee benefits.

The legislation we recommend would expressly

provide that non-cash benefits which did not meet the

requirement of being furnished incidental to the em-

ployer's business, or which exceeded the statutory

38/ For example, an employer whose business did not-
require the use of automobiles could not maintain
a service station at which gas and servicing were
furnished to his employees' cars at no cost, or
at bargain rates.
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maximum, were to be taxed pursuant to section 83. Sec-

tion 83 in turn would be amended concurrently to provide

that it was applicable to all goods and facilities fur-

nished, as well as to property transferred, to an em-

ployee in connection with the performance of services,

except to the extent that they were taxable at cost under

the fringe benefit rule. To the extent that benefits

fell within the ambit of new section 83, the measure of

-their taxable amount would of course be fair market value,

and they would be subject-to the income tax withholding
39/

requirements of Reg. 51.83-6(a)(2).

6. Minimizing the employer's reporting burden.

The Committee recognizes that a bona fide

and meaningful attempt by employers to comply with

the system proposed herein would entail substantial

39/ The provision in the Regulation denying the em-
ployer his business deduction if he fails to de-
duct and withhold from the employee has been
criticized and questioned. However, an employer
who failed to deduct and withhold the tax on
non-cash remuneration where it was required
would also be potentially liable for the tax
itself under section 3403 and for penalty
under section 6672.

If any doubt might be present as to the em-
ployer's obligation to deduct and withhold
tax under section 83 as we recommend that it
be amended, the Committee recommends that
such doubt be eliminated as part-of the amend-
ing legislation proposed.
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4/
additional trouble and expense for many employers.

If employers are to be asked to shoulder this burden,

consideration for them dictates that the reporting

rules adopted should not increase it more than is

strictly necessary. The objective of fringe benefit

reform is primarily the practical one of bringing

substantial amounts of currently unreported income

into the income tax base, and requirements which do

not contribute significantly to this end, or which

entail expense out of proportion to the contribution

they make, should be avoided.

One key to minimizing the reporting burden

is, clearly, the formulation of sensible and fairly

liberal rules for exclusion of taxable, -or arguably

taxable, items on a de minimis basis. The Committee

subscribes to the general principles proposed in the
41/

AICPA 1979 ProposaTrthat a de minimis exclusion should

40/ This is so even though the proposed requirements are
not significantly more onerous than those currently
applicable to employers in theory, under Reg. 51.6041-2
and Rev. Proc. 80-53, supra note 30.

41/ See page 4 of the 1979 AICPA ProposalS Cf. Sec-
tion 1.61-16(c) of the 1975 Proposed Regulations.

a
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be extended to an item if it either

(a). involves only the incidental personal

use of a facility or asset whose primary purpose

and use is business related, or

(b) is so small or unidentifiable as to

make accounting for it unreasonable or adminis-

tratively impractical.

Application of these general principles to specific

cases must await a policy determination as to the na-

ture and types of fringe benefits which are to be gen-

erally taxable -- preferably on the comprehensive basis

recommended above. We strongly recommend that what-

ever specific de minimis rules are opted should in-

clude, wherever possible, dollar thresholds which are

as generous as the Treasury considers to be compatible

with the admitted possibilities which such thresholds

may offer for abuse and revenue loss. We also recom-

mend that where a do minimis rule includes a threshold

exclusion, it should further provide that where the

stipulated threshold is exceeded, only the excess is
42/

taxable, particularly in cases where threshold limits

42/ Compare Examples 3(11) and 5 of Section 1.61-19(c)
of the 1981 Proposed Regulations, which would have
made the entire amount of the item taxable once
the threshold limit was exceeded.
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43/_
are set for transactions on a cumulative annual basis.

Finally we believe that minimization of em-

ployer trouble and administrative expense dictates

that, to the extent that non-cash benefits are excluded

from taxable income under de minimis rules, the same

rules should apply to exclude them from the FICA-FUTA

wage base. While the desirability of uniform income tax,

FICA, and FUTA treatment, as a general proposition, seems
44/A

obvious, it must also be recognized that the treatment

of non-cash remuneration under the FICA and FUTA taxes

involves other considerations. FICA in particular can

be administered only on the basis of withholding; in addi-

tion, the question of the extent to which various items

should (or must) be included in the FICA tax base raises

issues as to the fiscal soundness of the Social Security

system which are beyond the scope of this report.

But even if allowance for possible differences

is made, in the case of benefits excluded from income

43/ Compare Example 2(11) of Section 1.16-19(c) of
the 1981 Proposed Regulations.

44/ Cf. Rowan Companies, Inc. v. United States, 81-1
USTC 19479, p. 87410 (1981).
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on a de minimis basis, the revenue implications of ex-

clusion under any of the three taxes cannot be very great.

Accordingly, it is believed to be important, and not sub-

ject to controversy, that the same de minimis rules, at

least, should apply to exclusions under all three taxes.

CONCLUSION

An effective program for bringing employee

fringe benefits into the personal income tax base re-

quires the taking of the following steps:

(a) A comprehensive policy review to deter-

mine which fringe benefits are to be made (or to

remain) subject to taxation; and

(b) A thorough overhaul of the present ad-

ministrative mechanism for reporting those fringe

benefits -which it is determined should be taxable.

Part (a) of such a program would include both

promulgating general standards for 1ncludiviility and

(very probably) prescribing specific treat ent far cer-

tain 4conomically important benefits which are wide-

spread in particular industries, as eil as the formula-

tion of sensible de minimis exclusionary rules. It seems

28-8 0-83--0
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clear that Congress should - indeed would have to -

play a very substantial role in this part of the program.

To implement part k'b) of such a program, which

is the principal subject of this report, the Committee

recommends

i) the enactment of legislation estab--

lishing that those fringe benefits which are

determined to be taxable are, in general, to

be taxed to employees at their allocated cost

-to the employer;

(ii) that employers be required to report

the amounts of taxable fringe benefits, as so

determined, on the same Form W-2 which furnishes

information as to the employee's cash wages (and

the tax withheld therefrom), and that new sane-

tions be enacted imposing meaningful civil painal-

ties for unexcused failure to report fringe

benefit income

(iii) that consideration of zequiring the

withholding of income tax from fringe benefit in-

came be deferred until the efficacy of a reporting

system such as that recommended herein has been
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tested, and that the Service be afforded appro-

priations adequate to insure a fair trial of the

system

(iv) that the employee be afforded the op-

portunity to demonstrate that a fringe benefit

which he accepts has a fair market value to him

which is lower than his employer's cost at which

it has been reported, and in such cases to be

taxed at the lower amount;

(v) that a statutory limitation be imposed

on the nature and, probably, the amount of bene-

fits which are eligible for taxation at cost, with

provision that benefits which do not meet these

requirements are to be taxable at fair market

value and subject to income tax withboldingl and

(vi) tbhat the employer's reporting burden

be minimized in every reasonable manner, including

the establishment of realistic de minimis exclu-

sionary rules which ere to be applicable not only

for. income tax but also for ICA and FUT a u pur-

pos°s
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OTaxation of Fringe Benefits: Retail Store Discounts"

June 22t 1983

Introduction

The Retail Tax Committee of Omaon Interest represents nine major retailing

omnries,* the American Retail Federation, and the National Retail Merdwants

Association on federal t,&x mtters that are of interest to the retailing sector

of the econe. Retail sales represent aproaimately 33 percent of the GNP and

provide jcbs for -12 million fuji-tim employees and a large number of pu-t-tim

mplayees.

This statement resents the retail sector's views that the store discount

is a nm-compensatory benefit that should not be subject to federal in

taxation,

Summary of the Ismue and Re~innation

Taxation of nmunsh benefits s oupensation to employees has long been

been a complex issue in federal income tax policy. Elr six years, Congress

has prohibited regulatory actions that would revise the generally understood

and longstanding rules applied to fringe benefits. The primary conrn of

retailers in th.s area is the treatment of product discounts. Rather than

Allied Stores Corporation; Associated Dry Corporation; Carter Hawley

Hale Stores; 7he Dayton Hudson Corporationj Federated Department Stores, Inc.

R. H. Macy & Oo pany, Inc.; The Kay Department Stores OCmany; J. C. Penney

¥, Inc.; Sears aebudc and company.
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being treated as -,-ensation, these discounts enourage business in the

store and we an iportant means of modeling and advertising merchandise sold

by the cepoy ai educating loyees about the products. Taxing fringe

benefits suc am andise discounts would present massive administration

and valuation prclm. sudh discunts should not be taxed.
' se . and IesgsueMa

The term "fringe benefits" generally refers to thoee roncash benefits

received by epoyees in connection with their employment. Tt-*m are a great

variety of such benefits, and the particular mix deprds heavily on the

nature of the lire of business as well as the pirticular attitudes of

rmgers ad employees of a given ompany or industry. An item of primwy

concem to the retail sector is the retail store's disount on products

purdised by emloyees.

In Septeber 1975, the Treasury Departmet issued a discussion draft of

proved regulation inteded to govem the tax status of fringe benefits.

2e stated purpose as to provide oprehensive guidelines that vwuld afford

greater degrees of certainty, uniformity, and fairness in the tax treatment

of emloyer-furnshed benefits.

Numerous c ts wr submitted on the discussion draft. Many attached

the proel as being too strict because certain types of fringe benefits,

not theretofore regarded as taxale, would have been treated as such in the

future. Others attacked it as being too generous, i.e., for exempting too

many varieties of fringe benefits from taxation. The result ws the

vithdrawal by the Treasury of the discussion draft in Deaer 1976.

2ha commnomnt of further vork by the Treasury Department on fringe

benefit regulation in 1977 pyrm Xed legislation that directed the Treasury

and the 116 not to issue new regulations on the taxation of fringe benefits

prior to January 1, 1980. Congress also had initiated a mot serious effort
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to deal with the fringe benef it problem A Special Task Mrw on Oploee

Frne Benefits was established by the Souse bys and O0,ttee, ad

hearings wre held by the Tadk lot in Augmut 1978. However, this effort

1o t ntu, aarently as a result of both the technical omplexity and

the political sensitivity of the sbJect atter. Tto result was anther

eztAnsi n of the moatorim until Jurm 1, 1981 and, most reently, thrugh

Deeer 31, 1963.

Product Discounts

Of great ixpota to the retail industry is the product disount

allowd to retail store eiployee. Since soft general mrdndise retailers

have discount policies and the industry =ploys over 15 million people, a

significam t nu of people would be adversely affected by a change in the

longtanding policy affecting this single beetit.

Product disuts have not been taxed since the inc tax wa first

enacted in 1913. In fact, employee discounts have not been onside

comeutoty in nature because they are no interded to be,. nor are they

viewed by retailing eloyees s# payments for their services. reethe

value of a discount policy to any individual eploye bea no relationihip

to the services perfoted. Instead it depends on a nume of oletely

unrelated factors suc as the employee's consumption pattern, the nmer of

deden-ts in the family, the quality of merchandise in the store, the type

of mrcwandise in the store, among others. One resm for avoiding a tax on

product discounts is that a logical extension would be to tax the "bargain"

element in a discounted itma sold to a non-eqloyee.

Discounts provided to eoloyees serve several )my ealoyer purpoees.

They stimlAate sales to a natural grmp of consumers. It is beneficial to

the mplyer for the olcyses to be familiar with, to pirchase, u se, or

be seen using or waring the mrchandise sold in their stores. R tailers

have foud that persn Ifo have had personal experience with a sbore's
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marmdiadis mm cm effective aalesperww, their wrale is higher, and

they we often me loyal advocates of their employers and their goods. 1Jis

rationale i n only to salpz're m, but to other loye as well.

Actually, oduct discounts gbiwly benefit eoyers ma h as

emloyee s In the discount enable emloyers to increase &ales and thus

ta ae pofits vLle at the s tim cbtaining mrchwidiseeapiosure plus a

my e d sales foce, and promoting the gowill and efficiency of their

employee. Plr thee reason, it would be difficult or millions of

emloyees to understwd why their discounts reptee a for of tax le

Consation- particularly since they have rot heretofore been subject to

tax.

edmichel Issuee

I*in. The taxation of product discounts would create

significant admnistrative and omliane prible. &tailers would have to

establish procedures whereby all store clerks would recod the purchase and

the discount for each employee makin a purchase. Tlis data would then need

to be amsoc 1ated and suimtted to the payroll center. In the past, it has

been suggested that a de minimis rule be used. dM this pproaei, only an

mount of discount in e s of a designated annual mount, for example $200,

would be tax le. Hver, this would not reduce the recordkeeping

required. It would still be necessary to identify every pxrdase by each

emloyee in order to, determine whether he or she has exceeded the de minimis

amount. T recordkeeping dihnes required bo identify every aployee's

purchase would be costly and represent a significant burden on all retailers.

Moreover, this additional cost would be particularly bdens w or small

retailers who do not have access to sophisticated outer system.

question ttather any revenue gain resulting fm taxing discounts is worth

the additional costs of ouplance-epecially when a tax on the discount

will discourage eloyee purchases.
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Valuation Generally. A change in policy to impose a tax on product

discounts wuld also raise a difficult question of valuation. 7to cbJective

dollar value of a discunt simply does not accurately mamre its real

value.Department store employees may pLase merchandise at discounts of

varying rates: comparable merchandise may be available at a pcot ional sale

or at a neaby sto at the am o even a lower not price. It is difficult

in a cas such a this to identify the value that is being taxed, because the

employee has phased the mermtndise at one of its xsny fair market values.

Determinig how to accurately but fairly value nonch fring benefits

has been a mjoi. stumbling block in attempting to implement new fringe

benefit rules. Alternative methods include fair market value, a value

determined by the employer, the allocated cost of the facility or service to

the employer, and the incremental coet to the employer.

- In the fringe benefit area, fair market value is fraught with numerous

deficiencies as noted above. It is not always readily or clearly

determinable. It also assums a freedom oof doice on the pert of t,*e

recipient-i.e., given an mount of cash, a fair market value approa

assumes the recipient would use it to phase the item in question. Such

use of a fair market value standard would also create oontroey as wel as

misunderstandings with employees to whom employers would have to Kpt oxd,

amounts.

The alternative of requiring employers to determine the value would be a

step backward. Employers should not be placed in a position where they aimat

make subjective value judgments with respect to an employee's tax le inome.

The amount of the tax on a fringe bwefit must be as clearly ard easily

determinable as is the taxaiility of the benefit itself.
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A "costu valuation also poses difficult prlms. what should "ost"

represent? Should it be en allocated portion of the emloyer'a total cost

related to providing specified goods or the use ot facilities to employees or

the incremental cost incurred by the mployer to provide the fringe benefit

to employees? It is difficult to argue that either allocated cost or

incremntal cost would always, or even generally, mcr closely aprno imate

the true value to the emly". As discumes earlier, it is indeed difficult

in most instances to identify precisely the fair market value when one

considers the various alternative -prices available, the difference in

quality, and the eloyees' freedom of choice from the coparable benefit.

Treasury Comnts

In his June 22 statemnt before the Comittee, Assistant Secretary

apoton discussed merchadise discounts as a specific exa ple of a

"nonstatutory fringe benefit" that could be addressed by legislation.

Therein, it is suggested that valuation prcblems related to such discounts

could be substantially reduced by statutory or administrative rules "for

a prl imating the fair market value" of such benefits. For example, a rule

could presume that en item sold at a discount bo employees without a warranty

would have a fair market value that is less than the same item sold with a

warranty. No doubt such a statement would be seen as reasonale in the

abstract. But this approach fails to consider the points discussed bove.

Consider the situation in which the employee can purchase an identical item

with a warranty at a later promotional sale. by the employer or at a

copetitor's store for the sam or a lesser price. How can the discount be

judged to be the fair market value of a benefit when the employee can realize

the am or a greater price teduction at another time or place? Also, what

portion of the discount should be allocated to advertising or educational

expense directly related to the retailer's production of income? Merely to

observe that rules would reduce the problem of valuation does not provide

9P
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any ass ranc that such rules would Lault in oorrect anmrs to valuation

7he Treasury state t then suggests that valuation problm ould be

reduced by iWxiri a torn of excise tax on fringe bonfits at the employer

level. This roach aarently would require a railer to pay a fixed

percentage of th e total mrchandise discounts for all eloyees. -t this,

apvacdoes not solve either the valuation 6c reoordkeeping problems

by taxing tho em;aye directly. Calculating the total dollar mot of

discounts below marked retail prices raises the sae questions that were

discussed abve. Such discounts do no necessarily equal either the true

benefit to the employee or the lost incons of the employer. Ftherwxeg the

cumulative eomkeieeping would be only moderately eased by an employe-lewel

tax that still requres, the recording and adding tougher of hzulreds of

discounts for om companies and hundred of thousands of discounts for

large corporations. Finally, an excise tax would effectively-be a new tax an

employmnt - a dramatic change in Oongressional and Aminintaton efforts to

reduce the cost of employmnt during this period of high uemloymnt.

In addition, significant admdistative and compliance prolems woud still

remain and employers would also have imposed Lpon them an aditional and

unfair tax burden generated by a fictional in.

M ndation

The limited Task Pbrce consideration of the issue in 1978 clearly

indicated that-the taxation of fringe benefits is a moet complex topic. New

rules that substantially change the status quo would impact millions of

employees and virtually all employers. The consistent adninistrative

practice of the Treasury over may decades has been to view

non-discriminatoy discounts not being mwensation, and w believe that

view represents a correct policy for today.
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Union Mutual Life Insuranoe Company

Position on Taxation of Health Insurance Premiums

The President has recommended and legislation has been introduced
to create a cap on the amount of health insurance premiums which
are not taxable to the employee. Under the present proposal,
amounts employers pay in excess of $2,100 per family or $840 per
individual would become taxable income to the employee. The purpose
of this paper is to examine that proposal, to indicate Unionmutual's
position on it and to urge Congress to consider an alternate proposal.

Position: Urdonnmutual opposes the cap in its present form. -The
Company, however, does not oppose the concept of a cap. This
Company would support a reasonable limitation on health insurance
premiums provided it was designed to assure that it would achieve
meaningful cost savings, and was revenue- neutral.

Analysis of Present Proposal: The proposal presently before the
Congress poses a number of problems both in terms of equity and of
administration that would defeat the purposes for w which it is
intended. These problems can be summarized as follows:

1. The proposal is inequitable because of Medicare cost shifting.
Medicare/Medicaid payment practices shi.t billions of dollars in
hospital expenses to private sector patients. These expenses are
paid for through higher insurance premiums. Passage of this propos-
al would impose a tax on costs created by government action. For
the government to shift costs to the private sector and then tax
those costs is basically unfair.

2. To the extent plan benefits would need to be reduced,
preventive services would be the first to be dropped while hospital
protection would be the last to be reduced. Therefore such coverages
as dental care, vision care, mental health benefits and druc w d
alcohol abuse services would no longer be covered.

3. The proposal fails to recognize geographic and age variations.
Medical costs vary widely both by geographical area and by age
composition of employee groups. A single national cap would necessar-
ily discriminate against employees in high medical cost areas and
those in groups with higher than average age. Such a cap could
discourage the employment of older workers. Conversely, it would
permit young groups and those in low medical cost areas to
purchase tax-free much more generous benefit plans than others.
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4. Since many employee benefit plans are determined through
union negotiation, it is likely that such negotiations would shift
employer contributions in excess of the cap to other fringe benefits.
Thus, even the expected tax revenue advantage may not materialize.

5. Administration of the dollar ceiling on each individual
employee's exclusion is complicated by the fact that in employee
group health plans there is no individual premium as such. There
is a strong trend to self-insurance among major employers and it is
estimated that up to 35% of employee health plans are already
self-insured with employers simply paying the bill for covered
benefits. There would be a major administrative problem in valuing
each individual plan for each individual employee in order to apply
the cap and compute the individual's tax, if any.

None -of the objections listed above deal with the philosophic
question of whether or not fringe benefits should be subject to
taxation. Unionmutual opposes taxation of fringe benefits, but recog-
nizes that there should be reasonable levels to which tax-deductibili-
ty is confined. It is appropriate for Congress to establish an
outside limit, within which employers may exercise the privilege of
tax-deductibility to whatever degree they wish.

Analysis of Unionmutual Position: The tax cap proposal of the-
Administration has the stated purpose of containing health care
costs. There also appears to be an unexpressed purpose of raising
tax revenues. The first purpose would be achieved, hopefully, by
causing people to consider whether or not a particular health care
service was really required before using it. This would be true
either because the cap would not cover the cost of a number of
ancillary services, or because keeping the cost of plans under the
cap would require larger deductibles and coinsurance. The second
purpose wculd be achieved by creating taxable income for employees.
Unfortunately, the more successful the tactic is in meeting one
objective, the less successful it is in achieving the other.

It would seem the purposes outlined above could be met more
directly through a limit-on the tax-deductibility of health insurance
premiums paid by the employer. These limits should be directly
related to the end of reducing and containing health care costs by
tying the limits to a reasonable set of standards for a health
insurance plan. For instance, legislation could require that an
employer could deduct the cost of a plan that had certain deduct-
ibles and coinsurance, and reimbursed certain covered expenses
over a reasonably high out-of-pocket limit. Standards should also
include preventive care coverage, and incentives for using less
costly settings and services. Thus a "qualified" health plan analo-
gous to the qualified pension plan would be created. Such a plan
would reduce the employer's deductions and thereby create tax
revenue. Thus, it differs from the present Adminisbation proposal
by shifting the burden to the employer and removing it from the
employee.
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Should an employee be so risk-averse that he wishes first dollar
coverage, such plans would surely be available that he could
purchase with after-tax dollars, but in that case he will have made
the choice and not his employer.

In sum, Unionmutual's proposal would have the following advantages:

1. It would go directly tD the containment of health care costs.

2. It would recognize geographic and age variations.

3. Administration would be greatly simplified, and the problem of
self-insured plans would be solved.

This Company has carried the banner of health care cost containment
for a number of years. This plan would contain health care costs
in a very direct way. Unionmutual opposes the present Adminis-
tration proposal because it would not be effective in containing
health care costs, We are convinced that the Tax Code is a suitable
road to successful health cost containment, and we should not be
afraid to use it. We urge the Congress tD consider seriously the
merits of our position, and stand ready to discuss our position-
further with any Member, and tI assist in the drafting of any
required legislation.
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